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SUMMARY
This report details the results of a series of archaeological excavations undertaken on chalk downland to the north-east of the
coastal town of Peacehaven, East Sussex, between 2006 and 2010. Also included are the results of geoarchaeological observations
undertaken on a series of related sites along the south coast between Brighton and Peacehaven. The archaeological excavations at
Peacehaven amounted to some 36.2ha and constituted a rare opportunity to examine past land use on an unprecedented landscape
scale in the context of the South Downs.
A small quantity of residual Mesolithic struck flint attests to at least some activity of this date in the vicinity of the excavations.
However, it is not until the Early Neolithic (c 3700–3300 BC) period that the first definite evidence for human activity appears in
the archaeological record, in the form of a number of pits containing highly distinctive structured deposits of pottery, struck flint,
burnt grain and cereal-processing equipment.
While the Later Neolithic was, by contrast, only very poorly represented, by the time of the Early Bronze Age an organised
monumental landscape of ring-ditches, round barrows and a probable pond barrow had been established across the landscape.
Evidence for permanent land division begins to appear in the archaeological record towards the end of the Early Bronze Age and
by the advent of the Middle Bronze Age, around 1500 BC, extensive field systems had been established across the landscape,
interspersed with small settlements of roundhouses and a small cremation cemetery. The Late Bronze Age, from around 1150 BC
onwards, saw the abandonment of the small settlements of the preceding period, although at least one new settlement, including a
rare D-shaped building, was established at this time.
There was little evidence for occupation during the ensuing Early Iron Age, between around 950 and 400 BC, and it is likely
that the landscape was only minimally occupied at this time. However, with the beginning of the Middle Iron Age, from around
400 BC onwards, there was a dramatic increase in activity in the landscape. Initially, this seems to have taken the form of a small,
unenclosed and possibly seasonal settlement, consisting of a number of rectangular buildings with associated activity areas, which
may have been related to the upland pasturing of livestock. However, this soon expanded into an extensive complex of enclosures,
linked with a new network of trackways and given over primarily to the corralling and management of livestock. Many of the
rectangular buildings of the early, unenclosed phase of settlement appeared to have been retained throughout subsequent phases
of enclosure, so that by the end of the period the settlement not only included several of these rectangular buildings (which may
have functioned as workshops or similar structures by this time) but also a roundhouse and a well-defined area of pits, which may
represent grain storage facilities for the settlement.
There appears to have been a hiatus in occupation during much of the Late Iron Age although in the centuries leading up to
the Roman Conquest a small farmstead seems to have been established in part of the Middle Iron Age enclosure complex. This in
turn was apparently abandoned by the early 2nd century AD, and there was virtually no evidence for occupation from this time
onwards until the creation of new field boundaries in the post-medieval period, probably during the 17th–19th centuries AD.
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RÉSUMÉ
Ce rapport détaille les résultats d’une série de fouilles archéologiques, effectuées sur les collines de craie au nord-est de la ville côtière
de Peacehaven dans l’East Sussex, entre 2006 et 2010. Il inclut aussi les résultats des observations géoarchéologiques entreprises
sur une série de sites reliés les uns aux autres le long de la côte sud entre Brighton et Peacehaven. Les fouilles archéologiques de
Peacehaven s’étendent sur 36.2 hectares et constituent une rare opportunité d’examiner l’exploitation agricole dans le passé à une
échelle sans précèdent dans le paysage des South Downs.
Une infime quantité de silex résiduels taillés atteste au minimum de quelques activités au Mésolithique aux environs des
zones fouillées. Cependant, ce n’est pas avant le début du Néolithique (3700-3300 avant J.C), que les premières évidences d’une
occupation humaine apparaissent dans les données archéologiques, sous la forme d’un nombre de fosses contenant des dépôts
distinctifs de céramique, silex taillés, grains carbonisés et d’équipements pour le traitement des céréales.
Tandis qu’au Néolithique tardif, l’activité est pauvrement représentée; au contraire, à la période de l’Age du Bronze Ancien
s’opère un remaniement important du paysage avec la création de fossés et tumuli circulaires et d’un monument de type rituel.
L’évidence d’une division permanente des terres commence à apparaître dans les zones fouillées à la fin de l’Age du Bronze Ancien.
Au début de l’Age du Bronze Moyen aux environs de 1500 avant J.C, un système étendu de champs a été établi à travers le paysage,
entrecoupé d’habitats modestes de maisons circulaires avec un champ funéraire de crémation. L’Age du Bronze Tardif, débutant
aux alentours de 1150 avant J.C, montre l’abandon des petites occupations de la phase précédente, mais seulement la création d’un
nouveau lieu de vie incluant un bâtiment rare en forme de D.
Il y a un faisceau d’évidences d’une occupation à l’Age du Fer Récent (entre 950-400 avant J.C), le paysage semble occupé de
façon minimaliste à cette période. Cependant avec le commencement de l’Age du Fer Moyen, aux alentours de 400 avant J.C, il
y a une augmentation spectaculaire de l’activité. A l’origine, il semblerait que cette présence, probablement saisonnière, ai pris la
forme d’un petit établissement non clôturé consistant à des bâtiments rectangulaires avec des zones d’artisanats associées, qui ont pu
être liées à un système de transhumance. Cependant, cette fonction évolue rapidement en un vaste et complexe système d’enclos,
lié à un nouveau réseau de voies de circulation et axé plus principalement sur le parcage et la gestion du bétail. De nombreuses
constructions rectangulaires de la première phase d’habitat sans clôture apparaissent avoir été maintenues tout au long des périodes
ultérieures de clôture ; donc à la fin de cet âge, l’aménagement inclut non seulement les bâtiments rectangulaires (qui peuvent avoir
fonctionnés en tant qu’ateliers ou des structures similaires de cette période), mais aussi d’une maison circulaire et des zones bien
définies représentant des installations de fosses de stockage de céréales pour l’habitat.
Il apparaît un hiatus dans l’occupation durant une grande majorité de l’Age du Fer Tardif, bien que dans les siècles qui ont
précédé la conquête romaine une petite ferme semble avoir été établie dans le cadre du complexe de l’enclos de l’Age du Fer Moyen.
Elle a apparemment été abandonnée au début du second siècle de notre ère. Les fouilles n’ont révélé aucune autre implantation,
jusqu’à la mise en place du nouveau parcellaire, à la période Moderne entre le XVIIème et le XIXème siècle.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der hier vorliegende Bericht beschreibt eine Reihe von archäologischen Untersuchungen, die zwischen 2006-2010 auf den
vegetationsarmen Kreidehügeln nord-östlich des südenglischen Küstenortes Peacehaven (East Sussex) stattfanden.
Die Auswertung beinhaltet außer den rein archäologischen Untersuchungen auch eine Sammlung von geoarchäologischen
Beobachtungen, die auf benachbarten Fundorten zwischen Brighton und Peacehaven gemacht wurden. Die Grabung bei
Peacehaven fand auf ca. 36.2ha statt und bot die seltene Gelegenheit, die prähistorische Nutzung (vor allem in Viehaltung und
Landwirtschaft) einer Landschaft in den englischen South Downs näher zu untersuchen.
Eine kleine Anzahl mittelsteinzeitlicher Silexartefakte im Befund läßt auf eine schon sehr frühe, jedoch aber beschränkte
Nutzung der Landschaft schließen. Die ersten deutlicheren Hinweise auf menschliche Aktivität finden sich in einigen
frühneolithischen Gruben, in denen Keramik, Silexartefakte, verbranntes Getreide und Gegenstände zur Getreideverarbeitung
gefunden wurden. Diese datieren zwischen ca. 3700-3300 v. Chr.
Das Spätneolithikum ist nur spärlich im Befund und im vorliegenden Fundmaterial vertreten, während es reichlich
Anzeichen auf eine intensive frühbronzezeitliche Nutzung der Landschaft gibt; in Teilen des Untersuchungsgebietes finden
sich Ringgräben, Hügelgräber und ein vermutlicher Rundwall („pond barrow“). Weitere direkte Hinweise auf eine permanente
Aufteilung der Landschaft erscheinen auch in späteren frühbronzezeitlichen Befunden. Bevor Beginn der Mittelbronzezeit (c.
1500 v. Chr.) waren Feldabgrenzungen und Feldbegrenzungen etabliert und kleine Siedlungen von Rundhäusern und kleineren
Brandbestattungsplätzen zwischen den Feldern angelegt. Jene Siedlungsplätze und Gräberfelder wurden jedoch während der
Spätbronzezeit wieder verlassen und unsere Befunde zeigen, dass zu der Zeit nur eine einzige spätbronzezeitliche Siedlung hier
ihren Ursprung fand. Zu dieser spätbronzezeitlichen Siedlung gehörte auch ein seltenes Gebäude mit D-förmigem Grundriß.
Im Gegensatz zum bronzezeitlichen Befund gab es nur wenige Anzeichen für eine früheisenseitliche Besiedlung (c. 950400BC), was vermuten läßt, daß die Landschaft um Peacehaven zu jener Zeit nur spärlich oder gar nicht genutzt wurde. Dies
änderte sich jedoch abrupt zu Beginn der mittleren Eisenzeit, von c. 400 v. Chr. an: zu dieser Zeit entstand eine Anzahl kleinerer,
unbefriedeter und wahrscheinlich jahreszeitlich begrenzter Siedlungen, die vor allem aus rechteckigen Gehöften bestanden. An
jene Gehöfte waren häufig kleine offene Areale angeschlossen, die vermutlich mit der Hochlandviehhaltung zu tun hatten.
Aus dieser Ansammlung von kleineren mitteleisenzeitlichen Gehöften wurde relativ schnell eine grössere Gruppe von Höfen
und Anlagen, welche von einem weitreichenden Netzwerk aus Pfaden verbunden waren. Es ist denkbar, daß diese Pfade dazu
benutzt wurden Vieh zusammenzutreiben und von Weide zu Weide zu bewegen. Viele dieser rechteckigen Gebäude der frühen
mitteleisenzeitlichen Siedlung wurden in Stand gehalten und später vermutlich als Werkstätten genutzt. Am Ende der mittleren
Eisenzeit bestand die Siedlung dann nicht nur aus diesen rechteckigen Gebäuden, sondern umschloß außerdem auch ein
Rundhaus und ein klar definiertes Areal von kleineren Gruben, die wahrscheinlich als Getreidespeicher genutzt wurden.
In der späten Eisenzeit gibt es eine weitere Lücke im Befund: es gibt keinerlei Hinweise darauf, dass die intensive
mitteleisenzeitliche Besiedlung bis in die Späteisenzeit Bestand hatte. Nur ein einzelnes kleineres neues Gehöft wurde vor der
römischen Invasion an der Stelle jener mitteleisenzeitlichen Siedlung errichtet. Dieses Gehöft wurde jedoch zu Beginn des 2. Jh.
n. Chr. wieder aufgegen und es gibt keine weiteren archäologischen Befunde, die chronologisch zwischen jenem letzten Gehöft
und der Erschaffung neuer Feldbegrenzungen im 17.-19. Jahrhunderts liegen.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 STUDY AREA AND
ASSOCIATED SITES

1.2 GEOLOGY AND TOPOGRAPHY

This volume presents the results of a series of excavations

the underlying geology of the study area proved to be highly

undertaken by Archaeology South-East between 2006 and

variable across all three sites (Fig 1.3). Solid geology includes

2010 on chalk downland to the north-east of the coastal town

the White (Upper) Chalk and deposits of the overlying

of Peacehaven, East Sussex (Fig 1.1). Together, the excavations

Lambeth Group, as mapped by the British Geological Survey

amounted to approximately 36.2ha and provided a rare

(BGS 2012), as well as a number of superficial deposits not

opportunity to examine some four millennia of downland land

mapped by the British Geological Survey, including areas of

use over an area of unprecedented scale in the context of Sussex

Clay-with-Flints, loess and undifferentiated head deposits. In

and the South Downs.

addition, stratified colluvial deposits survive in the various dry

The largest of the excavations, which totalled some 32.3ha

Despite the location of the excavations on chalk downland,

valley systems that exist in the study area.

and constituted the largest excavation undertaken to date in

Topographically, the excavations were dominated by the

Sussex and the South Downs, was carried out on the site of

Upper Piddinghoe valley, a dry valley formation that runs in

the proposed Brighton & Hove Wastewater Treatment Works

a broadly east–west alignment through the Lower Hoddern

at Lower Hoddern Farm (site code BHT09). This major

Farm site (Fig 1.4). In the down-valley direction, to the

project was conducted for 4Delivery Ltd and Southern Water

east, this formation becomes increasingly deeply incised and

Ltd with overall archaeological project management by RPS

asymmetrical in profile and eventually, beyond the limits of the

Planning and Environment Ltd. The other excavations were

site, turns to the north to form the valley of a minor tributary

located immediately to the south of the Lower Hoddern Farm

of the River Ouse. To the west, within the limits of the Lower

site and included an excavation area measuring c 2.67ha to

Hoddern Farm site, several smaller rudimentary valleys feed

the west at Keymer Avenue (site code SKP06) and a series

into the main valley formation around its margins, forming

of smaller excavation areas adding up to some 1.25ha to the

the uppermost elements of the valley system and also retaining

east at Seaview Avenue (site codes SKP06 and SVP10). These

deposits of colluvium (Fig 1.5). At least four such tributaries

excavations were undertaken by Archaeology South-East on

exist on the northern flank of the valley, but only one can be

behalf of Bovis Homes Ltd. The three sites were bounded to

discerned on the south side.

the south and south-east by residential development and to

Effectively, this valley system bisected the study area,

the west, north and east by farmland. The unexcavated area

creating two fairly distinct upland zones to the north and

between the Keymer Avenue and Seaview Avenue sites was

south, and this topography can be seen to influence land

occupied by playing fields. Prior to the commencement of the

use throughout much of the history of the site. Maximum

fieldwork, all three sites consisted of arable farmland.

elevations vary between c 44m and 45m OD to the north of

This volume also documents the results of

the valley and 37m and 38m OD to the south. On the floor

geoarchaeological investigations that took place along the

of the valley, elevations vary from c 32m OD at the western

route of the transfer infrastructure scheme associated with the

end to 23m OD to the east, giving the valley a maximum

construction of the Brighton & Hove Wastewater Treatment

relief of c 20–22m, although this was much deeper prior

Works site at Lower Hoddern Farm. Five sites along the route

to colluviation. This landform pattern of dry valleys with

of this scheme were subject to geoarchaeological investigations:

associated colluvial sequences, cut into underlying chalk, is a

Black Rock, Marine Drive/Roedean, Ovingdean, Rottingdean

recurrent feature of the wider landscape in which the associated

and Portobello (Fig 1.2). Analysis of the results of this work has

sites of the Brighton & Hove Wastewater Treatment Works

provided a wider palaeolandscape context for the sites of the

transfer infrastructure were situated (Fig 1.6). The geology and

study area.

topography of the study area and its wider context are discussed
in further detail in Chapter 2.
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Fig 1.1 Location of excavation areas
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Fig 1.2 Location of associated sites

1.3 PROJECT BACKGROUND

general scatter of later prehistoric struck flint and occasional

Several phases of archaeological investigation have been carried

finds of Roman and later pottery.

out over the years at the various sites making up the study

A borehole survey of the site consisted of a

area. These, and the relevant planning histories of each of the

geoarchaeological auger survey centred on the dry valley.

projects, are summarised below.

This was followed by detailed investigation of the valley
sediments by means of a 100m-long trench situated across the

EXCAVATIONS AT LOWER HODDERN
FARM AND ASSOCIATED TRANSFER
INFRASTRUCTURE SITES (SITE CODE BHT09)

valley (discussed further in Chapter 2). The results show that

Several phases of fieldwork were carried out at Lower Hoddern

later (Archaeoscape 2004; 2005). Before colluviation the valley

Farm before the excavation of the site in 2009. The earliest

contained a small but undated stream.

phase of work was a programme of fieldwalking carried

colluviation within the valley is of Holocene date, with the
upper colluvial sequence dating to the Bronze/Iron Age and

Geophysical survey of the site succeeded in identifying two

out on the western half of the site during the months of

enclosures, both rectilinear in plan and both located on the

January and February 2003 and 2004 by the Brighton and

high ground to the south of the site (Stratascan 2004a). Both

Hove Archaeological Society (Funnel 2004; Angel 2007). A

enclosures possessed internal subdivisions and discrete features,

subsequent programme of evaluation works, in support of a

presumably representing pits and postholes. Subsequent trial

planning application for the proposed Wastewater Treatment

trenching confirmed an Early to Middle Iron Age date for the

Works, including borehole survey, field walking, geophysical

easternmost of the enclosures identified by the geophysical

survey (Fig 1.7) and trial trenching (Fig 1.8), was conducted

survey and a Late Iron Age/Early Roman date for the larger

on the site between March and May 2004 (Archaeoscape 2004;

western enclosure. Archaeological features encountered beyond

Worrall 2004a; 2004b; Stratascan 2004a).

the enclosures were few but included a probable droveway

The results of the two fieldwalking exercises showed a slight
concentration of Neolithic flint artefacts in the western half of
the site, including five axes, and a concentration of burnt flint

and occasional ditches and lynchets indicative of an essentially
pastoral and agricultural landscape.
In October 2008 planning permission was granted for

on the south side of the valley, which may correspond with a

the construction of the new Wastewater Treatment Works

complex of enclosures identified during the geophysical survey

(WTW) and Sludge Recycling Centre (SRC) on the site, with

(see below). The remainder of the site was characterised by a

associated landscaping and transfer infrastructure (Planning
Reference LW/537/CM(EIA)). The known archaeological
3
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Fig 1.3 Map of Peacehaven’s local geology

and heritage issues relating to the site were provided within

A Written Scheme of Investigation detailing the

a ‘Cultural Heritage’ chapter prepared by RPS as part of

requirements of the suggested mitigation works was duly

an overall Environmental Impact Statement and associated

prepared by RPS Planning and Development Ltd and

Environmental Statement commissioned by Southern Water

approved by the ESCC Archaeology Section (RPS 2008b).

Services Ltd (RPS 2008a). This outlined the archaeological

The subsequent excavation of the site was carried out

potential of the site, the likely effects of the proposed

between July and December of 2009 (Hart 2010). The total

works and the suggested mitigation measures, which were

worksite required for the construction of the WTW/SRC site

subsequently approved by the East Sussex County Council

extended to approximately 39ha, of which 32.3ha required

(ESCC) Archaeology Section.

archaeological investigation by means of a Strip, Map and

4
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Fig 1.4 Map of excavation areas showing local topography

Sample excavation (Figs 1.9 and 1.10). The principal areas

2004c), in support of the planning application for the scheme.

excluded from the Strip, Map and Sample programme includes

Subsequent watching briefs carried out at these sites during

the two regionally important enclosure sites identified during

initial groundworks in 2009, in accordance with an approved

geophysical survey, where proposed landscaping for sports

Written Scheme of Investigation prepared by RPS Planning

pitches enabled their partial preservation in situ.

and Development Ltd, did not identify any significant

As with the Brighton & Hove Wastewater Treatment

archaeological remains. However, five sites were selected for

Works development at Lower Hoddern Farm, several phases

further geoarchaeological investigations: Black Rock, Marine

of archaeological investigation were undertaken at various

Drive/Roedean, Ovingdean, Rottingdean and Portobello. This

locations along the route of the associated transfer infrastructure

work was undertaken during 2009 and 2010.

scheme. The earliest phase of work consisted of evaluation
works, including geophysical survey and trial trenching,
carried out in 2004 (Worrall 2004c; 2004d; Stratascan 2004b;
5
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Fig 1.5 Map of excavation areas showing location of colluvium

EXCAVATIONS AT KEYMER AND SEAVIEW
AVENUES (SITE CODE SKP06)

ditches across the Keymer Avenue site, as well as a number of

Planning permission for residential development of land at

A subsequent targeted trial trench evaluation of the Keymer

Keymer and Seaview Avenues was granted in 2006 (Planning

Avenue site confirmed the results of the geophysical survey and

Reference: LW/04/1718). Following consultation with the

established a Middle Iron Age date for the enclosure system

ESCC Archaeology Section a condition was attached to the

and associated features. Trial trenching undertaken on the

permission requiring a programme of archaeological work at

Seaview Avenue site identified a number of large post-medieval

the site prior to the commencement of development. The first

quarry pits, as well as a handful of smaller undated pits. On the

stage of this archaeological work, carried out in September

basis of these results, the ESCC Archaeology Section required

2006, consisted of a geophysical survey of the site. This

further work in the form of open-area archaeological excavation

succeeded in identifying probable enclosure and trackway
6
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Fig 1.6 Map of geology of the wider landscape

of both the Keymer and Seaview Avenue sites; this work was

following two centuries (Bayliss et al 2011, 800–801). This

duly carried out between January and April 2007 (Fig 1.11).

initial, or ‘formative’ Neolithic (Garwood 2011, 55) is marked
by the appearance of domesticates and cultivars, Carinated

EXCAVATIONS AT SEAVIEW AVENUE
(SITE CODE SVP10)

Bowl pottery, large timber buildings such as those excavated

Outline planning permission for further residential

2011), non-monumental burials such as that found at Yabsley

development at Seaview Avenue was granted in 2010 (Planning

Street, Blackwall (Coles et al 2008), and a few early funerary

Reference: LW/09/1135). On the basis of the results of

monuments. In Sussex, sites belonging to this early phase of

the above excavations, a condition requiring a programme

the Neolithic are rare but include a series of flint mines on

of archaeological works was attached to the permission.

the South Downs, which constitute some of the earliest dated

Geophysical survey of the site had demonstrated the existence

monuments in the British Neolithic, while further afield

of probable archaeological remains on the site (Cole 2007)

Carinated Bowl pottery has been found within pit deposits at

and as a consequence a targeted trial trench evaluation of the

Thanet Earth in Kent (Rady et al in prep).

at White Horse Stone (ibid) and Yarnton (Hey & Robinson

site was undertaken in February 2010 (Grant 2010). This

The 38th century BC is characterised by a ‘veritable

confirmed the presence of a probable trackway, as well as

surge of change’ (Bayliss et al 2011, 800–801), with the

other ditches, pits and postholes. The subsequent excavation

construction of causewayed enclosures, the majority of

consisted of a number of discrete open-area excavations

chambered tombs and long mounds. Sussex is home to the

targeted on the results of the geophysical survey and evaluation

majority of known causewayed enclosures in the south-

and was carried out between March and May 2010 (Fig 1.12;

east, with some eight enclosure sites clustered in two loose

Hart 2011).

groupings on the South Downs: one to the east of the River
Adur, including Whitehawk, Offham and Combe Hill, and a

1.4 ARCHAEOLOGICAL
BACKGROUND

second to the west of the River Arun, including The Trundle,
Court Hill, Barkhale, Bury Hill and Halnaker Hill. A variety
of long mounds and oval barrows are also known in Sussex,
again in two loose clusters and broadly corresponding to the

NEOLITHIC

distribution of causewayed enclosures. However, with the

Current research places the beginning of the British Neolithic

exception of sites such as North Marden, Alfriston and Bevis’

in south-east England sometime during the 41st century

Thumb, few have been subject to controlled archaeological

BC, rapidly spreading out across southern Britain over the

excavation. Other Early Neolithic sites, particularly pit sites,
7
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Fig 1.7 Plan of previous work in the study area: geophysical survey

are poorly represented in Sussex; a review of the evidence in

region for the Later Neolithic period comes from occasional

2003 listed just seven Early Neolithic pit sites (Drewett 2003,

pits, tree throws and flint scatters. There are certainly no cursus

43) and although a more recent reappraisal of the evidence

monuments in the wider region and definite henge monuments

(Munnery 2013) has nearly doubled this number, such sites

are currently limited to just two examples, at Lavant in West

remain rare across the region. Again, the evidence suggests a

Sussex (Kenny 1993) and Ringlemere in Kent (Parfitt 2006);

clustering of the majority of such sites to the west of the Arun,

the identification of several other small hengiform monuments

with only a handful of pit sites in eastern Sussex.

in Sussex has now been thrown into doubt (cf Russell 1996a;

Sussex and the south-east in general are strikingly lacking
in the cursus and henge monuments which elsewhere in Britain
are such well-documented features of the Middle and Late
Neolithic periods respectively. Much of the evidence in the
8
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Fig 1.8 Plan of previous work in the study area: evaluation trenches

LATE NEOLITHIC/EARLY BRONZE AGE

contrast to the ubiquity of burial monuments of this period,

The period c 2500–1500 BC is marked by a series of profound

settlement evidence remains exceptionally rare nationally. At

social and technological innovations, which manifest themselves

least one settlement of this period is known at Belle Tout in East

archaeologically by the appearance of metalworking and

Sussex (Bradley 1970; 1982), while detailed work on dry valley

Beaker grave burials, often within barrow monuments. Sussex

sequences in the wider region suggests that the rarity of such

is remarkably rich in the barrow monuments that are such

settlements might be a function, in part, of their location within

a conspicuous feature of the period, with over 1000 such

dry valleys, masked by subsequent colluvial sequences (eg Bell

monuments recorded across the county, the overwhelming

1983; Allen 2005a). In Sussex, significant assemblages of Beaker

majority of them on the South Downs (Grinsell 1934). In

pottery, which may indicate the presence of such settlement sites,
9
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uplands in the history of archaeological
research in Sussex as much as a genuine
differentiation in settlement patterns at
the time. The settlements usually consist
of small groups of roundhouses, often
made up of a principal residential unit
with one or two ancillary buildings, set
within wider field systems and often
associated with a nearby cremation
cemetery. The important type site of
Itford Hill is located just 4km from
the study area (Burstow & Holleyman
1957a). Other key settlement sites
for the period are, to name but a few,
Black Patch (Drewett 1982a), Amberley
Fig 1.9 Photograph of excavation in progress at Lower Hoddern Farm, looking south

Mount, Cock Hill (Ratcliffe-Densham
& Ratcliffe-Densham 1961; 1966) and
New Barn Down (Curwen 1934a).
Recent additions to this corpus of
Middle Bronze Age settlements include
a string of sites excavated along the
route of the Brighton bypass, among
them Mile Oak, Patcham Fawcett,
Downsview and Varley Halls (Greig
1997; Greatorex 2002; Rudling 2002b;
Russell 2002), as well as the important
site of Highdown (Hamilton 2003).

LATE BRONZE AGE AND
EARLY IRON AGE
Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age
settlements are, by comparison to those
of the preceding period, relatively
uncommon in East Sussex, although a
Fig 1.10 Photograph of excavation in progress at Lower Hoddern Farm, looking south-west

number of the Middle Bronze Age sites

have been found within dry valley colluvial sequences at a number

mentioned demonstrate evidence for continued occupation

of sites, including Ranscombe Hill, Southerham Grey Pit, Kiln

into the Late Bronze Age, including Mile Oak, Downsview

Combe, Ashcombe Bottom and Cuckoo Bottom (Allen 2005a).

and Patcham Fawcett. Elsewhere, there is a marked increase in
settlement of the Sussex coastal plain, including sites such as

MIDDLE BRONZE AGE

Yapton, Ford Airfield, Knapp Farm and Selsey (Rudling 1987;

With the advent of the Middle Bronze Age, settlement sites

Gardiner & Hamilton 1997; Place 2004; Seager Thomas

become archaeologically visible for the first time in Sussex as

1998; 2001; Hart 2008), while in East Sussex the exceptional

the monumental landscapes of the Neolithic and Early Bronze

platform site of Shinewater in the Willingdon Levels

Age begin to give way to landscapes dominated by fields and

(Greatorex 2003) attests to the importance of wetlands to Late

farmsteads. Of the 20 or so Middle Bronze Age settlements

Bronze Age communities.

now known in Sussex, the majority are situated in the South
Downs, although this is likely to reflect the importance of these
10
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MIDDLE AND LATE IRON AGE
The Middle Iron Age is marked by a
substantial reduction in the number of
active hillforts in Sussex, in favour of
fewer but significantly larger and more
centrally placed examples, including
Cissbury, Torberry, The Trundle and
The Caburn (Hamilton & Manley
2001). The concentration of settlement
in the West Sussex coastal plain that
was initiated in the preceding period
continued throughout the Middle
Iron Age. However, there is a marked
reduction in settlement evidence for
the Middle Iron Age in East Sussex that
Fig 1.11 Photograph of excavation in progress at Keymer Avenue, looking north-west

is more suggestive of depopulation.
Major sites of the period in East Sussex
include Slonk Hill and Bishopstone
(Bell 1977; Hartridge 1978; Hamilton
2003), although the discovery of
Middle Iron Age activity sealed beneath
colluvial deposits at Norton suggests
the presence of additional settlement
sites in valley situations (Seager Thomas
2005). There is, additionally, increasing
evidence for small-scale occupation
by the Middle and Late Iron Age of
the river and stream corridors within
the Low Weald of West Sussex around
Horsham and Horley (Swift 2009;
Margetts 2013; Swift in prep a).
By the Late Iron Age, the
occupation of the Sussex coastal plain
had reached its most developed form,

Fig 1.12 Photograph of excavation in progress at Seaview Avenue, looking north-east

Roundhouses are also relatively uncommon during the Late

characterised by an extensive and

highly integrated agricultural landscape, interspersed with

Bronze Age and Early Iron Age, although some examples are

small farmsteads such as those excavated at Copse Farm Oving,

known from sites such as Lavant Quarry or Hollingbury hillfort

Ford Airfield or North Bersted (Bedwin & Pitts 1978; Bedwin

(Holmes 1984; Kenny 1993). There is, however, evidence for

& Holgate 1985; Davenport 2003; Place 2004; Hamilton

rectangular buildings at a number of sites, including Park Brow,

2007). New ritual practices are attested by such sites as the

Heathy Brow and Charleston Brow, suggesting that new and

Late Iron Age shrines at Lancing Down or the Late Iron Age

diverse building traditions began to emerge during this period.

cemetery at Westhampnett (Bedwin 1980; Fitzpatrick 1997),

This broad period also sees the establishment of a large number

and the development of a series of major linear boundaries

of early hillforts, including Chanctonbury, Harrow Hill,

around Chichester – the so-called Chichester Dykes may or

Highdown, Hollingbury, Wolstonbury and Thundersbarrow

may not suggest the emergence of a territorial oppidum here

Hill (Hamilton & Manley 2001).

in the 1st century BC. In the South Downs, there is evidence
for continued occupation into the Late Iron Age at a number
11
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of sites including Park Brow, Charleston Brow, Bishopstone,

SUBGROUPS

Norton, The Caburn, Kingston Buci and Findon Park (Curwen

Subgrouping is the first of several stages of aggregation and

& Curwen 1927; Hawley 1927; Smith 1927; Fox & Wolseley

reduction of the stratigraphic data set. Subgroups (SG)

1928; Curwen et al 1931; Parsons & Curwen 1933; Bell 1977;

represent the combination of stratigraphically related contexts

Drewett & Hamilton 1999; Seager Thomas 2005).

into larger interpretative units that aim to identify separate
phases of activity such as construction, use or disuse. Unlike

ROMAN

groups and land uses, subgroups are defined on a strictly

Parts of West Sussex fell within the client kingdom of

stratigraphic basis and any associated dating evidence should

Togidubnus, established after the Roman invasion of AD

be internally consistent (issues of residuality aside). Therefore, a

43. Recent work suggests Togidubnus died or retired before

ditch and primary silting might be placed within one subgroup,

AD78, possibly before AD 68 (Rudling 2003b, 112), after

while later fills containing later dating evidence would form a

which Sussex was incorporated into the rest of the province of

separate subgroup. Other typical subgroups might include a

Britannia. Togidubnus was instrumental in the romanisation of

posthole and its fill or a floor and associated make-up.

Sussex, as evinced by Fishbourne Palace, the early development
of Chichester and perhaps in a number of early villas in the rural

GROUPS

hinterlands (ibid). Generally speaking, there is an abundance

Groups (G) are formed of one or more similarly dated

of rural farmsteads across Sussex, both on the coastal plain and

subgroups into larger interpretative units that represent broadly

on the downs. Many of these sites appear to have origins in

contemporary and related activity. Unlike subgroups, which are

the Late Iron Age and bear witness to a significant degree of

defined stratigraphically, grouping of the stratigraphic sequence

continuity between the two periods (Cunliffe 1973), a pattern

is a largely interpretative process that considers not only

mirrored to some extent in the evidence for continuity in land

stratigraphic but also chronological and spatial relationships.

management into the Roman period from sites such as Eastwick

Therefore the entire length of a ditch, incorporating several

Barn (Barber et al 2002). A number of religious sites are also

different excavated sections or interventions and consequently

known in Sussex, including Chantonbury Ring, Slonk Hill and

several subgroups, would form a single group, as would a series

Lancing (Rudling 2001; 2003b).

of postholes forming a fence line, or a cluster of similarly dated
pits of similar function.

1.5 STRUCTURE OF THE ANALYSIS
AND REPORT

Land-use entities form the final stage of aggregation and

The stratigraphic analysis of the excavated sequences of all

reduction of the stratigraphic data set and aim to define areas

three sites is based on the hierarchical system of interpretation

of a site of specific or multipurpose function, as indicated by

formulated by the Museum of London (eg Westman &

any associated features or lack thereof. An important property

Shepherd 1992), with some modification to allow for the

of land-use entities is that they might describe a negative space

obvious differences between the deeply stratified urban sites for

which does not contain any features and therefore no contexts,

which the system was developed and the rural sites on which it

subgroups or groups. The following land-use classifications are

was employed here, where little stratification is present. This is

used in this report:

LAND USE

summarised below.
•

B		

Building

CONTEXTS

•

D		

Ditch

The uniquely numbered context (shown in square brackets: [0])

•

EN

Enclosure

is the basic unit of archaeological recording. The most common

•

FS		

Field System

types of context are cuts and deposits (including both fills and

•

OA

Open Area

layers) and, indeed, these are the only types of context present

•

R		

Road or routeway/trackway

in the current excavations.
Although a single land-use structure has been imposed on
all three excavations, it should be noted that context, subgroup
and group sequences are site specific. For ease of reference and
12
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in the interests of clarity, therefore, context, subgroup and

later features and no features could be confidently assigned to

group numbers are expressed with a site-specific prefix letter: eg

these periods. This framework is based principally on analysis of

A[910] (context, site A), A:SG263 (subgroup, site A), A:G120

associated artefactual sequences, although it has proved possible

(group, site A), B[1365] (context, site B). Site prefixes, names

through an associated radiocarbon-dating programme to provide

and codes are given in Table 1.1.

some fixed chronological points around which the sequence of

Site prefix

Site name

Site code

A

Lower Hoddern Farm (WTW site)

BHT09; PWT04

B

Keymer Avenue

SKP06

C

Seaview Avenue

SKP06; SVP10

Table 1.1 Summary of the excavations at Peacehaven by site prefix

Other abbreviations used are: L (length), W (width), H

periods can be constructed
Period

Period name

Date range

1

Early Neolithic

c 3700–3300 BC

2

Later Neolithic

c 3500–2250 BC

3

Early Bronze Age

c 2250–1500 BC

4

Middle Bronze Age

c 1500–1150 BC

5

Late Bronze Age

c 1150–800 BC

6

transitional Late
Bronze Age and Early
Iron Age

c 800–400 BC

7

Middle Iron Age

c 400–100/50BC

(height), T (thickness), Di (diameter); Wt (weight); ENV
(estimated vessel number).

Phase

7, ph 1

The following chapters aim to provide a broad narrative of

7, ph 2a

human activity within the study area through time, rather than

7, ph 2b

providing detailed description of every feature. To this end,

7, ph 2c

the text seeks to avoid repetitive and extraneous description
of specific contexts, unless pertinent. The chronological
narrative is set out in four principal chapters: Chapter 2 details
the geoarchaeological and palaeolandscape context of the
excavations; Chapter 3 examines the evidence for Neolithic and

8

Latest Iron Age/Early
Roman

c AD 10–150

9

post-medieval

AD 1539–1900

Table 1.2 Chronological framework

In addition to dating evidence provided by pottery and

Early Bronze Age activity in the study area; Chapter 4 looks at

other artefacts, 26 radiocarbon dates have been obtained

the Middle Bronze Age–Early Iron Age periods; and Chapter

from 22 contexts (Fig 1.13; see also Chapter 6). These dates

5 discusses the Middle Iron Age–Early Roman periods. Each

provide fixed chronological points around which the rest of the

chapter includes a brief introduction and overview of the

chronological framework has been constructed. Radiocarbon

evidence for the relevant periods, a broad narrative of associated

dates are quoted in accordance with the international standard

land use and a discussion of the findings. As far as possible,

known as the Trondheim convention (Stuiver & Kra 1986) and

information derived from specialist artefact and environmental

calibrated using the calibration curve of Reimer et al (2009)

analysis is incorporated within the narrative, although each of

and the computer program OxCal v4.1.7 (Bronk Ramsey 1995;

the specialist reports can be found in Chapter 6. Chapter 7

1998; 2001; 2009). The calibrated date ranges cited in the text

considers the wider implications of the evidence and aims to set

are those for 95% confidence. They are quoted in the form

out some priorities for future work.

recommended by Mook (1986), with the end points rounded
outwards to ten years. Where possible, a Bayesian approach
has been adopted for the interpretation of the chronology at

1.6 CHRONOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
Diccon Hart and Peter Marshall

Peacehaven (Buck et al 1996) and date ranges quoted in italics
are posterior density estimates derived from such modelling
of archaeological problems. The ranges in plain type have
been calculated according to the maximum intercept method

A unified chronological framework has been defined for all three

(Stuiver & Reimer 1986). All other ranges are derived from

sites considered in this report. Nine major archaeological periods

the probability method (Stuiver & Reimer 1993). It should be

have been defined, which range from Early Neolithic to Early

emphasised that the posterior density estimates produced by this

Roman, with only very scant evidence for medieval and post-

modelling are not absolute. They are interpretative estimates,

medieval activity (Table 1.2). Earlier activity in the vicinity of

which can and will change as further data become available

the site is suggested by worked flint of Mesolithic date, although

and as other researchers choose to model the existing data from

this material occurred solely as a residual component within

different perspectives.
13
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R_Date Beta-192615
Phase evaluation
R_Date SUERC-30728
Phase period 7 ph 2c
R_Date SUERC-26246
Phase period 7 ph 2b
R_Date SUERC-30734
Phase period 5
R_Date SUERC-30730
R_Date SUERC-30729
R_Date SUERC-30720
R_Date SUERC-30719
Phase cremations
R_Date SUERC-30725
R_Date SUERC-30724
Phase pits
R_Date SUERC-30736
R_Date SUERC-30718
R_Date SUERC-30717
Phase roundhouses
R_Date SUERC-30737
Phase settlement
Phase Period 4
R_Date SUERC-43292
R_Date SUERC-43291
R_Date SUERC-43290
R_Date SUERC-30716
Phase Period 3
R_Date SUERC-26247
Phase Period 2
R_Date SUERC-43286
R_Date SUERC-43285
Phase pit A[777]
R_Date SUERC-30735
Phase pit A[1202]
R_Date SUERC-30727
R_Date SUERC-30726
Phase pit A[635]
Phase period 1
Phase Peacehaven
4000

3000

2000
Calibrated date (cal BC/cal AD)

Fig 1.13 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates from Lower Hoddern Farm
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CHAPTER 2 THE GEOARCHAEOLOGICAL AND
PALAEOLANDSCAPE CONTEXT OF THE STUDY AREA
Matthew Pope, Daniel Young, Chris Green, Tom White
2.1 BACKGROUND

Portobello, yielded enough of a colluvial sequence to offer

Associated with the development of the Brighton & Hove

a record that can be compared with the geoarchaeological

Wastewater Treatment Works site at Lower Hoddern Farm

investigations carried out at Lower Hoddern Farm. The

was the construction of an 11km-long tunnel and ancillary

interpretation of the main site colluvial sequence is therefore

pumping stations designed to take waste water and sludge

also presented here. In addition, the exercise provided an

from the city of Brighton & Hove eastwards to the treatment

opportunity to consider the landscape development of an entire

installation. The 2.4m-wide tunnel, which provided a conduit

block of coastal downland, stretching from the dry valley of

for the effluent, was excavated at depths of up to 46m below

the Wellesbourne in central Brighton across to the river valley

ground surface. The pumping stations were sited at Telscombe

of the Ouse. This landscape-scale approach has shown that the

and Marine Drive and were designed to elevate the load

Peacehaven area in general, and the study area in particular,

and maintain flow. In the course of this large subterranean

sits in a landscape which differs in terms of geology, soils and

construction project, up to eight separate interventions,

topography in ways that might have implications for either past

including shafts and pumping stations, formed an integral

landscape use or prehistoric landscape preservation.

part of the Brighton & Hove Wastewater Treatment Works

as part of the same programme of development as that at the

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT: THE COASTAL DRY
VALLEYS OF EAST BRIGHTON & HOVE AND
LEWES DISTRICT

Lower Hoddern Farm site and assessed through watching brief

The landscape under consideration here can be defined as that

and inspection for geoarchaeological potential as part of the

extending east from Whitehawk Hill, east Brighton, eastwards

same project.

along the Sussex coast to the River Ouse at Newhaven,

development at Lower Hoddern Farm, albeit across a large
landscape area. In archaeological terms they were considered

Considering the significant and ambitious scale of the

a distance of around 21km (Fig 2.1). This is a downland

tunnel as an engineering project, the actual impact on the

landscape defined by two geographical features: firstly it is

surface was relatively limited in extent. Once those sites where

this coastline immediately to the east of Whitehawk Bottom

watching briefs had determined that only sterile chalk lay

which sees the start of the coastal landform presented by the

beneath the topsoil had been excluded, only five localities

chalk cliffs and associated chalk wave-cut platform or reef.

(Black Rock, Marine Drive/Roedean, Ovingdean, Rottingdean

Conversely, to the west of Whitehawk Bottom, sea erosion

and Portobello) were identified as requiring a geoarchaeological

during the Holocene has cut a low cliff into the geliflucted

watching brief and investigation. The brief in these cases

head sediments and raised beach deposits forming the start of

was first to determine the presence of Holocene colluvium,

the Sussex coastal plain. Most of these, with the exception of

Pleistocene fine-grained sediments (loess) or other contexts for

the Black Rock raised beach section (Ullyot et al 1998) behind

preserving palaeoenvironmental or archaeological evidence at

Brighton Marina, are almost wholly obscured by concrete sea

depth, then, where safe and practical, to obtain more detailed

walls and esplanade structures. The distinctive white chalk cliffs

records and, if potential was considered reasonable, samples

of the East Sussex coast which begin at this point are an iconic

for mollusc analysis. The results of this monitoring exercise,

coastal landform, intermittently protected behind sea walls at

presented below, showed that in all cases the developments did

their base, and they continue (interrupted only by the Ouse

not impact on deep colluvial sequences or other significant

and Cuckmere rivers) eastwards to Eastbourne.

archaeology. The exercise did, however, provide to some degree
for almost every major dry valley between Brighton and

DISPOSITION AND ORIGINS OF THE EAST
SUSSEX COASTAL DRY VALLEYS

Newhaven, consequently offering an extensive downland

The profile of the cliffs along this coast, when viewed from

block for inspection on a valley-by-valley basis. One locality,

the sea, is not horizontal but rises and falls at broadly regular

a record of stratigraphic variability and landscape development
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Lewes anticline
Roedean
Falmer Syncline
(Amex stadium)

Rottingdean

Lower Hoddern Farm
(Peacehaven WTW)

Peacehaven
Portobello

Ovingdean

Ouse estuary
Seaford syncline

N

Whitehawk Bottom
Wellesbourne (Black Rock)
(Steyne valley)

Saltdean
(Balsdean)

200
100
mOD
0

Fig 2.1 Landscape topography of the East Sussex downs between Brighton and Newhaven

intervals and to varying degrees of amplitude. The most distinct

COMPOSITION OF DRY VALLEY SEDIMENT FILLS

of these sequences of cliff lines is the Seven Sisters between

Viewed from the sea, the truncated dry valleys clearly reveal

Cuckmere and Eastbourne. This landform rhythm is entirely

profiles indicating their total depth below the valley bottoms.

controlled by the presence of a series of dry valleys, truncated

Up to 5.0m of bedded gravels, sands and silt sand clays can be

heavily by sea erosion and so now effectively ‘hanging’, incised

observed in these exposures. Below the base of these valley fills,

into the chalk. It is these valleys which in many ways define

the surface of the chalk can clearly be seen to be weathered and

the topography of the entire chalkland landscape: a subaerially

contorted through the effects of groundwater freeze–thaw on

dissected escarpment of soft sedimentary rock.

the underlying parent bedrock. The surfaces of these periglacial

The origin of these chalkland dry valleys was first

deposits, where still preserved, often show regular involutions

considered in detail by Clement Reid (1887), who interpreted

of finer material into pockets within the chalky gelifluction

the paradox of deeply incised valleys in permeable free-draining

gravels and have been shown to preserve flint artefacts from

rock as being a relic of erosive processes occurring under

the last glacial period (Pope & Maxted 2008). The cliff lines

periglacial conditions. Reid suggested that frozen ground could

provide vertical sections through regular bands of periglacially

support active, free-flowing water deriving both from snowmelt

sorted material forming linear solifluction stripes orientated

and surface run-off during short periods of spring or summer

downslope across the deposits and sometimes extending

thaw within global cold stages (glacials). This combination was

into shallow head deposits on the surface of the chalk valley

envisaged as leading to significant erosion during these periods.

sides (Bell 1976; Pope & Maxted 2008). The fine-grained

Current interpretations of the formation of the dry valleys are

constituents of these stripes are wind-blown Pleistocene silts

today largely unchanged but they place greater emphasis on

and fine sand (loess), which appear frequently to have mantled

the role of slope processes, also occurring under periglacial

the South Downs during cold stages but which were rapidly

conditions, leading to the movement of chalk and flint rubble,

subject to subaerial erosion and incorporation in valley deposits

along with finer sediments, down hillsides as part of both

during wetter stages of the Pleistocene, early Holocene and

gradual flow (solifluction) and, under waterlogged conditions,

other interglacials (Catt 1978).

more rapid mass movement (gelifluction) of material.
16
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PALEOGEOGRAPHIC CONTEXT OF THE EAST
SUSSEX COASTAL DRY VALLEYS

diminishes. Only the relatively small Portobello valley makes

The dry valleys are perhaps most usefully considered as being

when viewed from the sea, runs relatively horizontal through

the upper reaches of tributaries of the English Channel River

Peacehaven. The dry valley at Lower Hoddern Farm (the Upper

(ECR)/Fleuve Manche, which forms the main fluvial system

Piddinghoe valley) is actually a tributary of the Ouse valley

in times of lower sea level during cold stages of the Pleistocene.

system, running east then north-east and not meeting the cliff

Where uninterrupted by coastal erosion, as in West Sussex,

line at all.

chalkland dry valleys extend southwards broadly parallel with

an impression on the cliff line, the top profile of which,

The change in the apparent character of landscape

the strike of dip of the South Downs escarpment (Pope 2001)

development through Peacehaven is potentially central to

and can be mapped extending across Tertiary deposits filling

interpreting the geoarchaeological record, and its significance

the flanking synclines. Here, where they cross impermeable

forms the interpretative background to the consideration of

London Clays or reach the level of the water table, the valleys

the infrastructure sites. In geological terms there is a clear

change from dry features to fully fluvial streams or ‘rifes’.

coincidence between the absence of well-developed south-

Many of these rifes, where not choked by sediments, become

orientated dry valleys through the Peacehaven area and the

increasingly intertidal and open into larger flooded inlets or

presence of increasingly widespread Tertiary deposits capping

‘harbours’ at the coast line. Consequently, despite the fact

the chalk in this region. Tertiary deposits of the Lambeth

that the dry valleys are devoid of water and that their fills are

Group and the London Clay, formerly capped the chalk of

predominantly related to slope and not fluvial process, it is

the South Downs far more extensively. The formation of chalk

perhaps most useful to consider them as constituent parts of

effectively ended at the close of the Cretaceous era 65 million

a single fluvial system ultimately draining into the ECR and

years ago, and within the region the chalk was subject to uplift

hence to the Atlantic Ocean, under all but relatively short-lived

at around the same time, with the beginning of the Alpine

interglacial conditions such as those to which the planet is

Orogeny, a process of folding caused by the collision of the

subject today.

African, Cimmerian and European plates (Gallois 1965). It is

Seen from this perspective, the landscape of the coastal

at this time we see the development of the entire Weald–Artois

hinterland behind the cliffs to the east of Brighton & Hove and

anticlinal structure, with chalk being lifted and truncated

Lewes District begins to make sense as incised and dissected

through exposure to marine erosion in the Tertiary and subject

escarpment. To the immediate west of our study area is the

to the deposition of clay, silt and sands of the Lambeth Group

deeply incised and extensive Wellesbourne valley, which runs

of sediment formations.

through the centre of Brighton (Garland et al 2008; Pope in

Through West Sussex these Tertiary sediments are well

prep a) and which until the 19th century gave rise to a seasonal

preserved within the major down-fold structures of the

‘Winterbourne’ stream during periods of a high water table.

Chichester and Patching synclines, but they extend to a

Thence eastwards, the variable but generally smaller valleys of

certain extent up on to the southern limb of the anticline of

Whitehawk Bottom, Roedean, Ovingdean and Rottingdean

the chalk downlands, where they are replaced by Clay-with-

cut back into the chalk for about 3km, ending in relatively

Flints deposits. These are interpreted as partial remnants of

steep coombes (steeply inclined valley heads formed by spring-

Tertiary deposits, as well as being the products of decalcified

sapping) against the back of the ancillary scarp slope that runs

and dissolved chalk (Gallois 1965). Through Hove, Tertiary

from Brighton Racecourse to Woodingdean. The recurring

deposits can be found filling an unnamed synclinal structure

placename ‘Dean’ is Saxon in origin, deriving from the word

and as patches of weathered remnants on the southern limb

‘Denu’, pertaining to small valleys (Watts 2004). In Sussex it

of the escarpment north of the Pleistocene Brighton–Norton

seems to be particularly applied to describing the dry valley

raised beach line. In Brighton, however, and to the north and

landform as a recognisable and recurrent landscape feature.

east of the city, only three locales preserve remnants of Tertiary

At Saltdean a larger valley system, connecting through

sediment. These are the minor syncline at Seven Dials, the

to Balsdean valley, meets the coastal cliff line. This valley

syncline at Falmer and the synclinal structure that runs through

has a larger catchment, which terminates against the back

Peacehaven, Newhaven and on to Seaford, on the other side of

of the main north-facing scarp slopes of the Lewes anticline,

the Ouse estuary.

but eastwards from here, through the rest of the area under
consideration, the scale of valley incision and regularity

The presence of formerly more extensive Tertiary deposits
in the Brighton & Hove area is well attested by the widespread
17
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presence and local abundance of sarsen stones. These silicified

Scientific Interest (SSSI) section, the excavated shaft went

sandstones and pebble conglomerates are the remnants of

through the undercliff walk into solid chalk. At Marine Gate

Tertiary beds which have been incorporated into dry valleys

the works revealed only weathered chalk under topsoil.

deposits or, more rarely, remained in position on the chalk
hills and hillsides (Clarke 1882; Toms 1927; 1932; Ullyott et

MARINE DRIVE

al 1998; 2004). The only presence of Tertiary sarsens within

Marine Drive was the site of a large pumping station shaft

the present study area is recorded in the MIS 6 Pleistocene

set into a big working area defined by concrete piles placed at

deposits (c 220–130 thousand years ago (kya)) at Black Rock.

close intervals. The piling occasionally offered up to 100mm-

Their presence here but not within the younger, probable MIS

interval windows in which sediment was exposed on both

5–2 (105–12 kya) dry valley deposits cutting through these

the north and south sides of the road. The north-facing south

sediments and filling the valleys in the west of the study area

section provided enough in the way of exposure to determine

might attest to the fact that Tertiary deposits had been largely

the original presence of a shallow dry valley sequence. The

stripped from the surface of the chalk by this date.

sequence that was observed under made ground relating to the

What is therefore significant is that the Lower Hoddern
Farm site sits in an area of landscape which is broadly atypical
of the East Sussex chalklands as a whole. The topography
here, aside from the Upper Piddinghoe valley at the core
of the site, is relatively unbroken and the hill tops are both
comparatively flat and capped by extensive clays and sand
Tertiary deposits. In the 20th century it was the view of acres
of even, unbroken terrain which led the entrepreneur Charles
Neville, while on a car journey from Eastbourne, to conceive
of buying the land and developing the planned, grid-patterned
town of Peacehaven from scratch. In the entire county there

former course of the road which had truncated and disturbed
the upper deposits is detailed in Table 2.1.
Depth (m)

Composition

0.0–1.5

made ground comprising tarmac over flint gravel and
masonry and hard core; truncates deposit below

1.5–2.7

10YR 3/4 dark yellowish-brown disturbed colluvium with
further building debris to depth

2.7–3.1

10YR 3/4 dark yellowish-brown; clayey silt with flint
gravel 10–20mm; colluvium; contorted by piling; no
artefactual material or charcoal

3.1–4.3

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown; silt with 80% chalk pellet
gravel; gelifluction deposit

4.3–6.0

weathered chalk grading to solid chalk; Upper Chalk
bedrock proven

is not a comparable, elevated area of extensive flat downland
and in this sense it represents a unique landscape. The starting
point for this investigation, therefore, is to consider how this

Table 2.1 Lithostratigraphic description of exposure at Marine Drive
(colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)

landscape may also have shaped the rich and in some ways
exceptional prehistoric downland archaeology encountered in

OVINGDEAN

the study area. With this background in mind and with a view

There were two opportunities for the inspection of sediment

to understanding the Pleistocene and Holocene development

sequences at depth at the Ovingdean construction site. The

of the landscape, observations made within the study area are

main shaft was founded into the disturbed remnants of

presented below.

gelifluction deposits which quickly graded into weathered
Upper Chalk by 1.0m depth. A more useful exposure was made

2.2 THE WIDER DOWNLAND
LANDSCAPE EAST OF BRIGHTON:
OBSERVATIONS OF DRY
VALLEY SECTIONS FROM THE
INFRASTRUCTURE SITES
BLACK ROCK AND MARINE GATE
(BRIGHTON MARINA)
Watching briefs mounted on infrastructure works at these two
locations were negative. At the Black Rock site, immediately
adjacent to the Brighton–Norton Raised Beach Site of Special
18

in the adjacent ancillary service trench where a sequence could
be observed between the concrete shoring slats (Table 2.2).
Depth (m)

Composition

0.00–0.72

made ground comprising topsoil and building debris

0.72–1.32

10YR 3/4 dark yellowish-brown silt with clay; 45%
subangular flint; truncated and disturbed colluvium; single
sherd of post-medieval pottery

1.32–2.00

10YR 5/4 yellowish-brown silt with clay; 60% subangular
flint 15–65mm; 30% chalk pellet gravel 2–5mm;
gelifluction gravel

Table 2.2 Lithostratigraphic description of exposure in ancillary trench at
Ovingdean (colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)
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ROTTINGDEAN
An opportunity was made to study arisings from the excavation
of a shaft at Rottingdean, sited within the village centre car park

2.3 OBSERVATIONS AT LOWER
HODDERN FARM: THE UPPER
PIDDINGHOE VALLEY

(Table 2.3). The site had undergone significant development,
which had truncated any colluvium but led to the exposure of a

INTRODUCTION

relatively deep development of solifluction gravel.

Focused geoarchaeological assessment and molluscan analysis
was undertaken by Quaternary Scientific (QUEST) at the

Depth (m)

Composition

0.00–0.72

made ground comprising topsoil and building debris

0.72–1.32

10YR 3/4 dark yellowish-brown silt with clay; 45%
subangular flint; truncated and disturbed colluvium

1.32–2.00

10YR 5/4 yellowish-brown silt with clay; 60% subangular
flint 15–65mm; 30% chalk pellet gravel 2–5mm;
gelifluction gravel

by a single main axial dry valley system, the Upper Piddinghoe

10YR 5/4 yellowish-brown silt with clay; 20% subangular
flint 15–65mm; 40% chalk fragments 10–25mm;
gelifluction gravel

the River Ouse (Fig 2.1). This axial dry valley is aligned west-

2.00–3.50

3.50

weathered Upper Chalk

Lower Hoddern Farm site (Fig 1.1). Previous geoarchaeological
investigations (Swindle et al 2003; Swindle et al 2004; Green
et al 2005) revealed that the landscape of the site is dominated
valley, which flows east to form the right bank tributary of
north-west to east-south-east, approximately parallel to the
coast and about 1km from it. Just outside the eastern edge of
the site the alignment of the dry valley swings through nearly

Table 2.3 Lithostratigraphic description of exposure in ancillary trench at
Rottingdean (colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)

90° to south-south-west to north-north-east, away from the
coast, to reach the valley of the Ouse from the south. The
axial dry valley is relatively shallow, having a maximum relief

PORTOBELLO

of c 20m. To the south the valley side rises over a distance of c

The most useful exposure investigated during the infrastructure

500m, with a gradient of about 1 in 50, to a low watershed, at

works was that undertaken at Portobello (Table 2.4). This was

a level of c 40m OD. The watershed separates the northward-

not, however, the excavation of the pumping station itself,

directed dry valley system from drainage southward, directly

which was founded in undisturbed Upper Chalk, but during

to the coast. In this respect the axial valley of the main site

the widening of the access roads as part of the enabling works.

is different from those dry valleys which were investigated as

Here a 5.0m-long exposure through apparent colluvium and

part of the infrastructure works, since the latter form part of a

gelifluction gravel was made by mechanical excavation and was

southward-orientated drainage system aligned with the main

available to record safely and to sample. Consequently, detailed

anticlinal dip of the chalk.

sampling for mollusc analysis was undertaken, the results of
which are presented in Chapter 2.4.

GEOARCHAEOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
The dry valley at Lower Hoddern Farm was recorded through

Depth (m)

Composition

0.0¬0–0.30

10YR 5/6 yellow-brown silty clay; upper colluvium

0.30–0.35

as above with angular flint clasts 10–40mm; upper
colluvium

0.35–0.65

10YR 5/6 yellow-brown silt with clay; fine compact
silt with rare, white patinated subangular flint clasts
10–50mm; lower colluvium

0.65–0.75

as above but 40% subangular flint clasts 10–40mm;
lower colluvium

0.75–1.10

as above but flint at 10%; lower colluvium

1.10–2.20

pale brown silt clay with 70% angular flint 10–150mm
and 10% subangular chalk 10–30mm; gelifluction gravel

2.20

weathered chalk; Upper Chalk solid proven

Table 2.4: Lithostratigraphic description of exposure in road cut section at
Portobello (colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)

machine trenching and borehole investigation at the locations
shown in Fig 2.2. While the borehole survey allowed variation
over the entire valley to be characterised, the main trenches in
the dry valley allowed for a detailed examination of the main
depths of sediment. Both data sets are discussed in turn.
THE BOREHOLE SURVEY
Fifty-five of the boreholes, on the margins of the survey area,
lay outside the area of valley-floor sedimentation and penetrated
shallow sequences on the lower valley-side slopes (see Fig 2.2).
Most of these sequences (42 in number) were less than 1.0m
in thickness and none exceeded 2.0m in depth. They were
remarkably uniform in character, consisting of shallow, greyishbrown, stony soils developed either directly on weathered
chalk (eg Borehole 11) or, much more commonly, on a light
orangey-brown silty clay parent material in which clasts of both
19
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Fig 2.2 Detailed site location plan for Lower Hoddern Farm showing the location of previous geoarchaeological borehole investigations carried out by Green
et al (2005) and of the archaeological and geoarchaeological trenches. Trench C8 was not investigated but is shown here for illustrative purposes

chalk and flint were very common and in which charcoal was

but downstream, after its confluence with the tributary, it lay

invariably present in small amounts (eg Borehole 1).

closer to the valley’s southern side.

In the main axial dry valley the boreholes demonstrated

From Borehole 80, however, a thickness of nearly 6.0m

the presence of waterlaid and colluvial deposits occupying a

of sediment was recorded and the underlying chalk was not

valley floor c 70m in width. The valley sediments consisted of

reached. In the lower part of the sequence in this borehole

between 3.5m and 4.0m of slope and fluvial deposits overlying

and in several neighbouring boreholes (48, 49, 50, 63, 81, 93,

the chalk solid geology of the valley bottom. These deposits

106) there were unusual thicknesses of stoneless sand and it

were shown to infill a relatively narrow, sinuous channel cut in

was considered possible that Borehole 80 penetrated a solution

the valley floor. Upstream from the tributary confluence the

pipe in the chalk within which Tertiary sediments are preserved.

deeper channel broadly occupied the middle of the valley floor

Borehole 90 may have been a similar anomaly. It passed through
4.8m of sediment before reaching the chalk, but it lay close to

20
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the edge of the valley floor, on the north side of the valley at a

chalk were encountered. These were thought to represent the

point where the axial channel appeared to run close to the south

products of localised gullying on the valley sides, deposited on

side of the valley floor. Most of the sediment encountered in

the valley floor in the form of low-angle fans.

Borehole 90 was stoneless or pebbly sand or silt and appeared to
include a substantial amount of Tertiary material.
In many of the sampled locations of the main valley floor

Borehole 55 appeared to be somewhat anomalous. The
site lay upslope from the valley floor and c 5.75m above it.
Boreholes intervening between Borehole 55 and the valley floor

(27 boreholes in all) a reddish-brown almost stoneless clay was

all had shallow sequences overlying the chalk, but Borehole

present, generally between 0.1m and 0.25m in thickness. In

55 penetrated to a depth of 3.48m before encountering it.

most cases (23 boreholes) this deposit rested directly on the

The lower part of the borehole passed through nearly 1.0m of

surface of the chalk, but in a few boreholes it overlay sandy

clayey, coarse, angular flint gravel into a thin (70mm) layer of

or silty deposits. In the deepest sections it was often absent,

dark brown organic clay, which rested directly on the chalk.

suggesting the possibility that it represented a weathering or

The possibility that this borehole penetrated an artificial feature

pedogenic horizon that had been removed by erosion where

needs to be considered. It may be significant that in two

the axial channel was slightly entrenched. In these deeper parts

nearby boreholes (66 and 68), the sequence, although shallow

of the sequences, the sediments were very variable in colour

(<1.0m), is not the characteristic soil/parent material sequence

and texture, but sandy and even gravelly sediments were

seen elsewhere on the lower valley-side slopes, but a clayey

relatively common (eg in Boreholes 108–113). Where the axial

sequence containing possible pottery in an olive-brown clay

channel was close to the southern side of the valley floor, there

that rests directly on the chalk. In addition, waterlogged seeds

was a persistent horizon of dark yellowish- or orangey-brown,

(probably modern) together with charcoal were present in light

coarse to very coarse sandy gravel at the junction with the

orange clay in Borehole 66.

underlying chalk.
In the upper parts of the deeper sequences and forming the

THE MAIN DRY VALLEY TRENCH

bulk of the thinner valley-floor sequences (1.0–3.0m in depth),

The dry valley trench, approximately 100m long, was excavated

and including all the sequences in the axis of the tributary dry

close to the upstream end of the borehole survey area between

valley, silty sediments were present, ranging in colour from dark

Boreholes 9 and 59; it extended across the valley floor at an

brown to light orangey-brown and almost always including

angle slightly oblique to a line normal to the valley axis. The

angular and subangular flint clasts. Stoneless silt horizons were

trench was opened to a depth of 1.0m across a width of 10m

uncommon and thin (<100mm). Chalk clasts were present in

and extended downward to a depth of 2.0m across a 2.0m

some of these silt horizons and, where they occurred, tended

width along its centre line. Four sets of column samples (1–4)

to be in the upper part of the sequence. Charcoal was usually

were taken from the sides of the trench and five borehole

present in these silty horizons and in a few places (eg Boreholes

samples (3–7) were recovered from the floor of the trench.

32 and 63) was very common. In Borehole 63 the charcoal

These samples (sequences 1–7) are described in Tables 2.5–2.11

was associated with a distinctive bed of flints. In Boreholes 32

and illustrated in Fig 2.3.

and 97 possible pieces of ancient pottery were recovered in the

At the northern end of the trench a shallow soil c 300mm

dark brown silt horizons, along with one piece of burnt flint

deep rested directly on chalk bedrock. Within a couple of

and three fragments of possible struck flint in Borehole 32.

metres from the end of the trench the chalk surface stepped

Borehole 47 also contained one fragment of struck flint in this

down fairly steeply and the chalk was overlain by c 0.75m of

dark brown silt horizon. Individual struck flint pieces were also

dull yellowish-brown, sandy silt (A[52]) containing many small

recovered in Boreholes 1, 17 and 134 from the light orangey-

(<20mm) clasts of chalk and mainly small (<70mm) clasts of

brown silty clay unit.

flint, and including mainly broken nodular fragments but also

In almost every section on the valley floor the uppermost

a few well-rolled pebbles (Fig 2.3, sequence 1; Table 2.5). The

horizon, forming the parent material of the soil, was a light

whole thickness of the colluvium was penetrated by numerous

orangey-brown silty clay incorporating large amounts of

worm burrows. Towards the northern end of the trench several

flint and chalk and closely resembling soil material from

complete shells of Cornu aspersum (formerly Helix aspersa) were

the neighbouring valley side. In a similar way to dry valley

noted at various levels in the colluvium and a few specimens of

sediment sequences elsewhere on the chalk of southern

other molluscan species.

England discrete, highly localised, beds of either flint of
21
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Fig 2.3 North-east-facing section through dry valley trench
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Depth (m OD)

Context no

Composition

29.37–29.30

A[52]

10YR 4/4 dark yellowish-brown;
poorly sorted gravelly and sandy
clayey silt with clasts up to 25mm
of angular and subangular flint
and rounded and sub-round chalk;
blocky structure with common
unlined root channels containing
many live roots; a few pieces of
broken snail shell; strong acid
reaction

29.30-28.62

A[52]

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown; poorly
sorted gravelly and sandy clayey silt
with clasts up to 50mm of angular
and subangular flint and rounded
and sub-round chalk; blocky and
crumby structure, very porous and
friable; many unlined root channels
and faunal burrows with live roots
common; worm granules; whole and
broken gastropod shells; strong acid
reaction

Depth (m
OD)

Context no

Composition

28.25–27.25

A[52]

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown; poorly
sorted gravelly and sandy silt with
clasts up to 30mm of angular and
subangular flint and rounded and
sub-round chalk; blocky and crumby
structure, very porous and friable
becoming slightly more coherent
towards base; many unlined root
channels and faunal burrows with
live roots common down to 700mm;
worm granules; broken and whole
gastropod shells; traces of reprecipitated CaCO3 in lower 500mm;
strong acid reaction

27.25–27.09

A[52]

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown;
moderately sorted sandy silt with
small clasts of chalk and flint (up to
10mm); unstructured, more compact
than upper part of profile; common
root channels, many with lining of reprecipitated CaCO3 ; occasional root
fibre; worm burrows; charcoal; strong
acid reaction

27.09–26.77

A[16]

7.5YR 5/6 strong brown; moderately
sorted stoneless sandy silt;
unstructured; fewer root channels
than overlying unit, linings of reprecipitated CaCO3 becoming less
common downward; occasional root
fibres

26.77–26.45

A[84]

7.5YR 5/4 brown; moderately sorted
sandy silt with clasts of flint (up
to 80mm) at base; unstructured;
common unlined root channels; very
weak acid reaction

26.46–26.45

A[15]

7.5YR 5/6 strong orange-brown; silty
clay

26.45–26.40

A[6]

chalk

Table 2.5 Lithostratigraphic description of dry valley trench, sequence 1
(colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)

The chalk surface, overlain by the colluvium, sloped
gently towards the valley floor over a distance of several tens of
metres. In some places the chalk appeared to be fairly coherent
and essentially in situ, but in other places it was reduced to
an incoherent bed of small clasts in a matrix of fine-grained
chalk debris, referred to here as ‘cryoturbated chalk’. As the
transect progressed south the chalk surface stepped down again
fairly steeply. On the floor of the trench, a roughly circular,
sediment-filled, hollow was present in the surface of the chalk.
Where the chalk surface fell away at the top of the step, it
was overlain by a strong orange-brown, relatively stoneless silty
clay (A[15]). The colluvium extended downslope across this

Table 2.6 Lithostratigraphic description of dry valley trench, sequence 2
(colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)

silty clay and appeared to truncate it. The silty clay thickened
downslope to form a bed c 0.2m in thickness resting directly on

product of ground conditions associated with the adjacent

the chalk. From the foot of the step, the chalk bedrock surface

bedrock step.

sloped gently towards the valley axis over a distance of a few

The colluvium thickened towards the valley axis and in

tens of metres before passing below the floor of the trench.

the centre of the valley floor it occupied the whole of the

It was immediately overlain by the orange-brown sandy clay

section exposed in the trench, ie a thickness of more than

and above that by an almost stoneless bed of sandy silt, dull

2.0m (Fig 2.3, sequence 3; Table 2.7). Within this thick layer

yellowish-red below passing up gradually to rather variable light

of colluvium there were subtle variations. These were more

olive-grey (A[84]). This sand was overlain by the colluvium

obvious in this northern half of the trench, especially when the

(Fig 2.3, sequence 2; Table 2.6). The contact between the sand

section was viewed from a distance at an oblique angle.

and the colluvium was approximately parallel with the chalk

The colluvium was penetrated to a depth of between 1.5m

bedrock surface and accordingly sloped gently towards the

and 2.0m by worm burrows. Charcoal was present throughout

valley axis over a distance of a few tens of metres before passing

the colluvium, and a few flint flakes were recovered from it.

below the floor of the trench.
Near the foot of the step, a mass of cryoturbated chalk was
present within the sediments overlying the chalk surface. This
somewhat resembled a periglacial involution but as it appeared
to occur in isolation, it is perhaps more likely that it was a
23
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Depth (m OD)

Context no

Composition

28.00–27.30

A[52]

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown; poorly
sorted sandy silt with clasts up to
100mm of angular and subangular
flint and up to 20mm of rounded
and sub-round chalk; blocky and
crumby structure, very porous and
friable; many root channels, a few
with re-precipitated CaCO3 lining;
live roots common; worm burrows;
worm granules; a few whole and
broken

27.30–26.30

26.30–26.07

26.07–25.30

A[16]/[77]/[78]

n/a

A[6]

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown;
moderately sorted sandy silt with
clasts up to 50mm of angular and
subangular flint and chalk mainly
<15mm; blocky and crumby
structure, very porous and friable;
many root channels, many lined
with re-precipitated CaCO3; a few
roots; whole and broken snail shell;
charcoal, small and uncommon;
strong acid reaction
10YR 4/4 dark yellowish-brown;
well-sorted sandy silt with
scattered chalk particles (<3mm)
and angular and subangular
flint clasts up to 20mm at base;
unstructured; occasional root
channels with CaCO3 lining; worm
granules; whole and broken snail
shell; charcoal; moderate acid
reaction
10YR 7/6 yellow grading
downward to 10YR 7/3 very pale
brown; poorly sorted sandy chalk
paste with sand content decreasing
downward; clasts of flint and chalk
up to 25mm; strong acid reaction

Table 2.7 Lithostratigraphic description of dry valley trench, sequence 3
(colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)

In immediate contact with the chalk was a thin (c 0.3m)
bed of well-rounded flint pebbles and cobbles mixed with
broken nodular flint in a clay-rich matrix (A[81]). This was
succeeded by more or less clayey sands (A[76]), varying in
colour from bright orangey-yellow to greenish-grey, possibly
c 0.5–1.0m in thickness and containing manganese-rich
concretions and patches of iron-rich sediment. These clayey
sands were succeeded by a dull yellowish-brown almost stoneless
silty sand, c 0.2m thick, in which large (up to 30mm) pieces
of charcoal and a few pieces of coarse pottery were present
(A[83]) (Fig 2.3, sequences 4, 5 and 6; Tables 2.8–2.11). This
bed dipped toward the valley axis and passed in that direction
beneath the floor of the trench. In vertical section in the side of
the trench it was overlain by stony colluvium, generally similar
to that overlying the chalk in an upslope (southerly) direction
(sequence 4, Table 2.8). The zonation of the colluvium, noted in
the northern part of the trench could not be recognised in the
southern part, where it seemed more uniformly flinty. However,
variations of texture were in fact present.
Depth
(m OD)

Context
no

Composition

27.38–26.53

A[52]

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown; poorly sorted
sandy clayey silt with flint clasts (angular
and subangular) up to 40mm and small
chalk granules (<5mm); blocky and crumby
structure, very porous and friable; common
root channels with CaCO3 lining patchily
present near bottom; common root fibre;
whole and broken snail shell; strong acid
reaction

26.53–26.03

A[16]

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown; moderately
sorted sandy silt with angular and
subangular flint clasts up to 60mm and small
(<10mm) chalk clasts; blocky and crumby
structure, porous and friable; unlined root
channels common near top decreasing
downward; common roots, decreasing
downward; worm granules; broken snail
shell; strong acid reaction

26.03–25.53

A[77]/
[83]/[78]

10YR 5/8 yellowish-brown; moderately
sorted silty sand with angular and
subangular flint clasts up to 35mm and small
(<10mm) chalk clasts; blocky and crumby
structure, porous and friable; a few unlined
root channels and occasional roots; broken
snail shell; charcoal, strong acid reaction;
gradual transition upward

25.53–25.13

n/a

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown; silty sand with
angular and subangular flint clasts up to
30mm; unstructured; a few unlined pores;
?charcoal; no acid reaction

25.13–24.96

n/a

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown; moderately
sorted sandy clay with flint clasts up to
15mm; no acid reaction; gradual transition
upward

24.96–24.53

A[6]

chalk with flints

From the southern end of the trench over a distance of
several tens of metres the sediments overlying the chalk were
generally thin (<1.0m) but at several points in the section
small depressions, probably solution pipes (0.5–2.0m wide),
penetrated downward into the bedrock chalk, some passing
below the floor of the trench.
Immediately beneath the soil ‘A’ horizon and forming the
soil parent material was a layer of dull reddish-brown stony and
sandy, silty clay (A[52]). This resembled, but was not identical
to, the colluvium present on the lower valley-side slope on the
north side of the valley. It appeared less chalky and sandier.
Above the solution hollows, this layer truncated darker more
clayey, reddish-brown sediment that occupied the solution
features. Shortly before the gently inclined bedrock chalk surface
reached the level of the floor of the trench, it dipped steeply
downward and disappeared beneath the overlying sediment.

Table 2.8 Lithostratigraphic description of dry valley trench, sequence 4
(colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)
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Depth (m OD)

Context no

Composition

25.74–25.34

n/a

10YR 4/4 dark yellowish-brown;
moderately sorted silty sand with
flint clasts up to 15mm; unstructured;
root channels occupied by loosely
packed grains of CaCO3 and
occasional roots; charcoal; no acid
reaction

25.34–24.74

24.74–23.92

23.92–23.74

n/a

n/a

A[6]

The sediments recorded in the trench appeared to consist
of the following succession, from the top down:
1.

Compacted soil ‘A’ horizon (A[1]).

2.

Colluvium – present as a shallow (<1.0m) layer on the
lower valley-side slopes and thickening towards the

poorly sorted sandy gravel with
flint clasts up to 100mm, broken
nodules, well-rounded flint pebbles
and very lightly abraded broken flint;
unstructured; no acid reaction; wellmarked transition upward

valley axis, where it was more than 2.0m in thickness. It

10YR 6/6 brownish-yellow; poorly
sorted sandy gravel up to 30mm
(gouge diameter), mainly flint but a
few small (<5mm) pieces of chalk;
unstructured

be made out, perhaps reflecting episodic accumulation.

consisted of sandy silty clay supporting variable amounts
of flint and chalk clasts that varied locally in size. In
places a subtle vertical 1 zonation of the colluvium could
There was also lateral variation, possibly reflecting spatial
variations in the availability of sediment sources. On the
valley floor in the southern half of the trench the lowest

chalk with flints

part of the colluvium was sand-rich, probably as a result

Table 2.9 Lithostratigraphic description of dry valley trench, sequence 5
(colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)

of derivation from underlying Palaeocene sediments,
and contained charcoal and fragments of coarse pottery
(A[52], A[16], A[80], A[77], A[78], A[79], A[83]).

Depth (m OD)

Context no

Composition

25.87–25.47

n/a

10YR 4/4 dark yellowish-brown;
moderately sorted silty sand
with flint clasts up to 35mm;
unstructured; broken snail shell;
charcoal; possible waste flake at
60mm; no acid reaction

3.

poorly sorted sandy chalk paste
with clasts of flint and chalk;
sharp contact with upper unit

4.

25.47–24.87

A[6]

Stoneless or sparsely stony clayey sands – these seem
most likely to have been sands representing the local
Palaeocene beds and were probably preserved in or close
to substantial solution pipes (A[76], A[81] and A[84]).
Reddish-brown slightly sandy clay – patchily preserved
in immediate contact with the chalk and probably related
to long-term weathering of the chalk beneath a thin

Table 2.10 Lithostratigraphic description of dry valley trench, sequence 6
(colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)

covering of in situ redistributed Palaeocene sediment
(A[15]).

Depth (m OD)

Context no

Composition

25.48–25.39

n/a

10YR 4/4 dark yellowish-brown;
moderately sorted silty sand
with flint clasts up to 50mm;
unstructured; root channels, a
few with CaCO3 lining; no acid
reaction

25.39–25.22

n/a

10YR 5/8 yellowish-brown; poorly
sorted silty sand with flint clasts
up to 60mm; numerous coarse
sand and granule-size smoothly
rounded voids; unstructured;
manganese staining; no acid
reaction; well-marked transition
with upper unit

25.22–24.95

n/a

7.5YR5/6 strong brown; clayey
sand, similar to overlying unit

24.95–24.81

n/a

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown;
moderately sorted clayey
glauconitic sand with flint clasts
up to 40mm; unstructured; no acid
reaction; well-marked transition
with upper unit

24.81–24.48

A[6]

chalk; sharp contact

Table 2.11 Lithostratigraphic description of dry valley trench, sequence 7
(colour codes refer to Munsell 1992)

5.

Pebble bed – local feature at the base of the Palaeocene
sequence.

6.

Cryoturbated chalk – patchily preserved and possibly of
periglacial origin (A[6]).

7.

In situ weathered chalk (A[6]).

Trench C1 (across the axis of the main west-north west–
east-south-east dry valley)
The trench (measuring c 6.0 × 7.0m) was aligned northeast to south-west in a position chosen on the basis of the
previous geoarchaeological borehole investigations (Green et al
2005; also see above), in order to provide a section across the
sediment sequence infilling the dry valley and including the
sand and gravel forming the lower part of the sequence. The
top of the trench at the location of the recorded section (Table
2.12) lay at approximately 23.80m OD.
Seemingly undisturbed chalk was visible at the bottom
of the trench (3.60m). The trench sections confirmed the
sequence recorded in the previous borehole investigations
(Swindle et al 2004) and comprised flinty colluvium overlying
sand and gravel which rested on a surface of weathered and
25
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Depth (m OD)

Composition

SUMMARY

23.80–23.00

10YR 4/6 dark yellowish-brown sandy clay with
gravel, subangular to sub-rounded, 40–60mm; diffuse
contact in to:

The dry valley trench and Trenches C1 and C7 contained

10YR 3/4 dark yellowish-brown coarse clay with
gravel, clasts 3–5mm and some 30–60mm; chalk
flecks; clasts subangular to sub-rounded; diffuse
contact in to:

on disturbed chalk bedrock. The waterlaid sand and gravel in

23.00–21.70

21.70–21.45

10YR 3/4 dark yellowish-brown; clayey sand with
gravel; some large flint clasts up to 100mm. Mostly
50–60mm subangular to sub-rounded, some
rounded; sharp contact in to:

21.45–21.10

10YR 5/6 yellowish-brown; sand and gravel with
well-rounded clasts and some subangular to subrounded; clasts 60–100mm; sharp contact in to:

21.10–20.20

disturbed chalk bedrock with possible frost wedge
and incorporation of andy clay and gravel from unit
above; flint cobbles 20–60mm

Table 2.12 Lithostratigraphic description of Trench C1, Lower Hoddern Farm

similar sequences of colluvium overlying sand and gravel resting
these trenches indicates that a narrow channel was present at
the bottom of the main valley across the site.

2.4 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
OF MOLLUSCAN FAUNA
Twelve samples from Trench C1 in the main dry valley were
processed for molluscs, as were a further three samples from
a sequence originally studied by the late Professor David
Keen, from the main dry valley trench investigated in 2004
(Swindle et al 2004). A further six samples were analysed

disturbed chalk. No visible organic remains were recorded. A

from the Portabello Pumping Station sequence as an example

sequence of samples was collected from the sand and gravel

of a southward-orientated dry valley away from the site. The

horizon for Mollusca analysis.

resulting counts are presented in Table 2.13. Totals for each
sample do not include the burrowing species Cecilioides acicula.

Trench C7 (across the main west–east dry valley; top at
approximately 30–31m OD)

METHODOLOGY

A 2.0m-deep trench aligned roughly north–south was

Mollusca analysis samples measuring between 4.0 and 8.0 litres

excavated through the western extent of the main west–east

in volume were wet-sieved through a 300µm mesh, air-dried

dry valley, to provide a section across the sediment sequence

and sorted for Mollusca remains. Any samples containing

infilling the dry valley. Its top was at approximately 30–31m

Mollusca remains were submitted for Mollusca analysis,

OD. The interior of the trench was inaccessible for health and

resulting in a total of nine samples (three from Trench C1 and

safety reasons; sediment descriptions are therefore based on

six from the Portobello Pumping Station). An additional three

observations from outside the trench.

samples from the dry valley trench at the Lower Hoddern

The trench appeared to consist of two distinct units of

Farm site (originally studied by Swindle et al (2004)) were

colluvium, the uppermost of which (1) was grey/brown in

also analysed. The picked shells were sorted, identified and

colour and contained broken and unabraded flint clasts in a

quantified using a Wild ZL72 binocular microscope. The

sandy clay matrix. This unit appeared to have a diffuse contact

resulting counts are presented in Table 2.13. Totals for each

in to (2) a yellowish-brown, more sandy clay with scattered

sample do not include the burrowing species Cecilioides acicula.

flint pebbles. This unit was probably derived from the remnants

Some samples contained low frequencies of small marine shells.

of the Reading Beds that formerly overlay the chalk in this area.
Towards the southern end of the trench a yellowish-

RESULTS FROM TRENCH C1

brown, clast-supported, sandy gravel unit (3) appeared to cut

The three samples obtained from the sand and gravel horizon

the colluvium. Clasts in this unit appeared to be sub-rounded

in Trench C1 contained rather small molluscan assemblages.

to subangular (predominantly flint), and between 60mm and

The uppermost sample (21.55–21.60m OD) was the richest,

100mm diameter. This unit was probably waterlaid, deposited

containing eight species, all of which are common in dry,

within a narrow palaeochannel along the main east–west valley.

calcareous, grassland environments. Below this, the sample

Both the colluvium (units 1 and 2) and sand and gravel

from 21.50–21.55m OD contained still fewer shells, the

(unit 3) rested on disturbed chalk bedrock. This trench was

majority of which were similar to the uppermost sample.

largely consistent in form with Trench C1 in the eastern extent

However, it also contained Nesovitrea hammonis and Aegopinella

of the same west–east main dry valley. None of the units

nitidula, which hint at slightly more moist conditions.

observed in this trench appeared to contain organic material.

The basal sample (21.20–21.25m OD) contained only a
single identifiable shell of Helicella itala. Based on these low
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counts, it is difficult to reconstruct the local environment

specimens of Vallonia costata together with Nesovitrea hammonis

with confidence, but a general impression of dry, calcareous

and Aegopinella pura.

grassland is given. Neither of the ‘modern’ indicator species

The upper three samples (0.00–0.10m bgs, 0.10–0.20m

(Candidula intersecta and Cornu aspersum) was present in these

bgs and 0.20–0.30m bgs) from the upper colluvium contained

samples, suggesting an earlier age than the Portobello Pumping

much richer assemblages, again dominated by species typical

Station sequence.

of dry, calcareous grassland such as Vallonia costata, Candidula
intersecta and Cernuella virgata. Also well represented were

RESULTS FROM THE MAIN DRY VALLEY TRENCH

catholic species found in a variety of habitats, but also common

Three samples from the archive of Professor David Keen

in grassland environments, such as Trochulus hispidus and

were examined. These were obtained from the dry valley

Cochlicopa lubrica. There was also a significant component

trench investigated by Swindle et al (2004). The basal sample

representing more moist, vegetated habitats, including species

(0.95–1.20m below ground surface (bgs)) was not particularly

such as Aegopinella nitidula and A pura. The presence of both

rich but contained a suite of grassland species dominated

Candidula intersecta and Cornu aspersum indicated a modern

by Vallonia costata, Pupilla muscorum and Vertigo pygmaea.

(post-Roman) age for these assemblages, neither of these species

Notable occurrences were a single shell of the xerophile species

being known in Britain before this time

Cochlicopa lubricella, which is characteristic of very dry habitats,
grasslands. The upper two samples (0.00–0.25m bgs and 0.70–

ECOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTIONS AND
COMMUNITY STRUCTURE

0.95m bgs) were extremely rich and yielded assemblages rather

In order to assess any changes in the local environment

similar to those from the Portobello Pumping Station sequence,

represented by the molluscan faunas from the Lower Hoddern

albeit lacking species indicative of a modern date. These were

Farm and Portobello Pumping Station sites, species were

dominated by Vallonia costata and V excentrica, together with

assigned to broad ecological groups following the scheme

large numbers of Trochulus hispidus, Helicella itala and Pupilla

proposed in Table 2.14. This is intended to provide only a very

muscorum, all of which are characteristic of open, calcareous

coarse impression of ecological change, since no scheme can

grassland habitats. The presence in very low numbers of species

capture the complexity of the ecological requirements of land

that require more moist, vegetated habitats, such as Aegopinella

snails. No species from Group 1 (F1), were recorded, with the

pura and A nitidula, suggests that areas of more lush vegetation

exception of a single fragment of clausiliid (door snail) in the

grew nearby.

dry valley trench sequence. Those represented in Group 1 (F2),

and an apertural fragment of Abida secale, also typical of open

Sample 0.95–1.20m bgs contained two distinctly fresh-

which are described as ‘woodland’ species, are often found in

looking shells of Vallonia costata and Oxychilus cellarius, which

a variety of vegetated habitats and do not necessarily imply

are presumed to be modern contaminants. Despite this, as with

the presence of trees. Groups 4, 5 and 6 can be combined as

the sequence from Trench C1, neither of the ‘modern’ indicator

different elements of generally open, grassland environments

species (Candidula intersecta and Cornu aspersum) was present

with different degrees of shelter provided by rocks or plants.

in the David Keen samples, suggesting an earlier age than the

Group 7 includes catholic species that are tolerant of a wide

Portobello Pumping Station sequence.

range of habitats, whilst the final three groups were largely
unrepresented in these samples.

RESULTS FROM THE PORTOBELLO
PUMPING STATION

Pumping Station assemblages uniformly indicate a largely dry,

A series of six samples was examined from this section. The

calcareous, grassland environment, with areas of rocky scrub

basal two samples, 0.50–0.60m bgs and 0.60–0.70m bgs, from

and somewhat wetter places (probably well-vegetated hollows)

the lower colluvium contained only a few shells, of which

suggested by some species. The samples from the Trench

only specimens of Cochlicopa lubrica, Candidula intersecta and

C1 palaeochannel sequence were too small to attempt any

Trochulus hispidus were identifiable. Numerous fragments of

statistically meaningful analysis, but were dominated by open

T hispidus, identified on the basis of the distinctive hair-pits

terrain (Group 5) and catholic species (Group 7).

on the shell surface at higher magnification, were found in

The Wastewater Treatment Works and Portobello

The three uppermost samples in the Portobello Pumping

the sample 0.50–0.60m bgs. A slightly larger assemblage was

Station colluvial sequence provided more interesting data,

obtained from the sample 0.30–0.40m bgs; it included several

demonstrating increasingly dry conditions, with a clear
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Sample

Palaeochannel sequence
Portobello Pumping Station colluvial sequence
Dry valley trench
(Trench C1) (depths m OD)
(depths cm bgs)
(depths cm bgs)
8
2
1
7
6
4
3
2
1
95-120 70-95 0-25
21.20–
21.25

21.50–
21.55

21.55–
21.60

60–70

50–60

30–40

20–30

10–20

0–10

Pomatias elegans
(Müller)
Carychium tridentatum
(Risso)
Cochlicopa lubrica
(Müller)
Cochlicopa lubricella
(Porro)
Vertigo pygmaea
(Draparnaud)
Abida secale
(Draparnaud)
Pupilla muscorum (L)

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

1

5

9

3

2

7

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

4

4

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

2

2

-

6

24

9

Lauria cylindracea
(da Costa)
Vallonia costata (Müller)

-

-

1

-

-

-

11

-

1

-

-

-

-

4

14

-

-

5

71

113

19

10

146

172

-

1

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

14

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

5

1

4

159

201

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

3

-

-

1

1

-

1

3

-

-

2

17

25

-

-

2

1

-

1

-

-

-

2

8

15

1

2

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

74

61

4

2

2

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

25

23

5

1

1

-

M

Vallonia pulchella
(Müller)
Vallonia excentrica
(Sterki)
Merdigera obscura
(Müller)
Punctum pygmaeum
(Draparnaud)
Vitrea contracta
(Westerlund)
Nesovitrea hammonis
(Ström)
Aegopinella pura
(Alder)
Aegopinella nitidula
(Draparnaud)
Oxychilus cellarius (Müller)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

Milax sp

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

Deroceras/Limax

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

19

22

-

Cecilioides acicula
(Müller)
Clausiliidae

-

-

-

-

-

(1)

-

-

-

(1)

(3)

(88)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

1

2

26

77

9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

13

28

10

-

-

-

D

Candidula intersecta
(Poiret)
Cernuella virgata
(da Costa)
Helicella itala (L)

1

2

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

53

50

M

Trochulus hispidus (L)

-

2

5

+

1

6

50

69

39

3

292

301

f(m)

Cepaea nemoralis (L)

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

1

-

-

-

-

f(m)

Cepaea sp

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

6 (f)

3

-

1

1

D

Cornu aspersum
(Müller)
Marine taxa

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 (f)

8 (f)

1 (f)

-

-

-

-

Littorina littorea (L)

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

11

-

-

-

-

-

Rissoa sp

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

2

-

-

-

-

-

Balanus sp (barnacle
plates)
indet marine fragment

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Total non-marine
shells
Total marine shells

1

14

30

1

3

25

310

449

98

43

725

774

0

1

0

0

0

0

6

13

0

0

0

1

Ecological
group
f(m)
H
M(h)
X
D
D
D
M(h)
D
D
D
F2
M
M
M(h)
F2
F2

F1
S
D

-

Terrestrial taxa

The [f] marker simply denotes that the count is based on fragments, as opposed to apices - if there is only a single specimen identified, then it was probably a nondescript fragment, but if there are several
counted then they would have been apertural fragments that allowed a minimum number of individuals to be counted.

Table 2.13 Results of the Mollusca analysis of sequences from the Lower Hoddern Farm and Portobello Pumping Station sites, by fragment count and
percentage (for codes see Table 2.14). Totals for each sample do not include the burrowing species Cecilioides acicula
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Sample

Palaeochannel sequence
Portobello Pumping Station colluvial sequence
Dry valley trench
(Trench C1) (depths m OD)
(depths cm bgs)
(depths cm bgs)
8
2
1
7
6
4
3
2
1
95-120 70-95 0-25
21.20–
21.25

21.50–
21.55

21.55–
21.60

60–70

50–60

30–40

20–30

10–20

0–10

Ecological
group
Habitat

Terrestrial taxa
%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

F1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.1

-

-

7.1

-

-

-

-

31.9

19.0

10.2

-

0.4

-

f(m)

obligate woodland
species
woodland species,
higher humidity
semi-woodland species

-

14.3

-

-

-

-

0.6

1.6

4.1

-

0.1

0.1

S

steppic species

-

-

-

-

-

-

8.4

17.2

9.2

-

-

-

D

open terrain

-

50.0

66.7

-

-

-

29.4

35.0

31.6

-

56.2

59.4

X

xerophiles

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.2

-

-

-

-

M

catholic mesophiles

-

21.4

26.7

-

-

-

21.9

21.7

39.8

-

41.8

40.3

M(h)

catholic, more humid
conditions

-

7.1

6.7

-

-

-

7.7

5.4

5.1

-

1.3

0.1

1

14

30

1

3

25

310

448

98

41

706

752

F2

Total

expansion in the number of species with a preference for dry,

0–10

Table 2.13 continued

calcareous grassland and a corresponding decline in those

Group 2

F1

obligate woodland species

F2

species requiring
vegetated habitats
with higher humidity
and warmth

f(m)

semi-woodland
species (often, but not
always, found in such
habitats)

20–30

Group 1

10–20

which require more moist, well-vegetated habitats (Fig 2.4).

0%

10%
Group 6

20%

30%
Group 7

40%

50%

60%

Group 4 and 5

70%

80%

90%

Group 2

100%

Group 1

f(s)

semi-woodland steppic
species (often associated
with rocky habitats)

Group 3

FH

woodland species
requiring damp conditions

Group 4

S

steppic species typical of
dry, sunny areas, often
calciphile

Sr

preference for rocky
habitats

Sf

preference for some plant
cover

Group 5

D

species of open terrain

of samples were analysed in this sequence. The basal sample

Group 6

X

xerophilous species

was too small for direct comparison with the upper part of

Group 7

M

very catholic, mesophile
species

the sequence, but conformed to an overall impression of only

M(h)

preference for more
humid conditions

Group 8

H

hygrophilous species

Group 9

P

marsh species typical of
swamp habitats

Group 10

A

aquatic species

Table 2.14 Ecological groupings of the Mollusca assemblages from the
Wastewater Treatment Works and Portobello Pumping Station sites,
modified from Puisségur (1976)

Fig 2.4 Ecological change through the upper part of the Portobello Pumping
Station sequence, showing an expansion of species characteristic of dry,
open habitats (Groups 4 and 5) and catholic species that are also common
in open grassland environments (Group 7), with a corresponding decline in
species that require vegetated, more moist habitats (Groups 1 and 2).Y-axis
indicates cm below ground level (bgl)

The dry valley trench samples indicate more stable
conditions, although it should be noted that a limited number

minor variations in the proportions of ecological groups, which
were again dominated by species of open terrain and catholic
mesophiles (Table 2.13).

INTERPRETATION OF THE MOLLUSC EVIDENCE
The Vallonia-dominated assemblages from the palaeochannel
(Trench C1) sequence and the dry valley trench samples are
characteristic of Zone e, the ‘open ground fauna’ of Michael
Kerney’s zonation scheme for lateglacial and postglacial
29
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molluscan faunas (Kerney 1977). This Zone owes its character

the Portobello Pumping Station site were indicative of a more

to anthropogenic effects, with a decline in the woodland

recent, post-Romano-British age than that recorded in the

species characteristic of earlier parts of the Holocene as a

palaeochannel sequence at the Lower Hoddern Farm site.

result of human clearance, allowing a re-expansion of species

The Mollusca assemblages from the Trench C1 and dry

such as Vallonia. The onset of this stage is difficult to establish

valley trench sequences were characteristic of Zone e, the

accurately, since there are significant regional differences.

‘open ground fauna’ of Michael Kerney’s zonation scheme for

However, it has been suggested that the base of Zone e lies at

lateglacial and postglacial molluscan faunas (Kerney 1977).

around 5000 BP. The ages of the palaeochannel and dry valley

As stated above, the onset of this stage is difficult to establish

trench samples therefore probably lie between this date and

accurately, but indicates that the sequences date to between

the Roman period, since they lack Cornu aspersum, which

5000 BP and the Roman period.

was introduced at this time. It should be noted, however, that
associated finds recovered from the upper colluvial deposits
in the dry valley trench suggest that at least some of the later

2.5 SYNTHESIS

episodes of colluviation may date to the Bronze and Iron Ages.

The coastal dry valleys sampled during ancillary works all

Two species found throughout the Portobello Pumping

provided clear evidence for significant periglacial erosion and

Station sequence attest to a more recent age. Cornu aspersum

infill during the Late Pleistocene, building on drainage patterns

is a Mediterranean species that was probably introduced

probably set down much earlier in the Middle Pleistocene.

during the Romano-British period and is now widespread in

The apparent absence in these valleys of any surviving Tertiary

southern Britain (Kerney 1977). Similarly, Candidula intersecta

material, in comparison with that of the Upper Piddinghoe

is known to be one of the most recent immigrant helicelids in

valley and other locales in the Brighton area with surviving

the south of England, with a post-Roman introduction from

Tertiary deposits such as Falmer Stadium (Garland &

central Europe (Ellis 1983). The presence of these species places

Anderson-Whymark in prep) or Woollards Field (Pope in prep

the Portobello Pumping Station sequence within Zone f of

b), suggests that the last remnants of Tertiary deposits were

the Kerney scheme (1977), suggesting that these samples are

stripped from much of the landscape before the start of the

younger than the palaeochannel (Trench C1) and dry valley

Devensian, exposing chalk bedrock to erosion.

trench material.
Drawing these observations together enables some

The situation at the Lower Hoddern Farm site has been
shown to be different. The dry valley which runs through the

differences to be determined between the dry valley sequence

site does not connect with the coast to the south, but forms

at the main site and that of the other dry valleys, including

a tributary of the Ouse. It is proposed that the distinctive

the nearby Portobello Pumping Station. Differences of

orientation of this channel reflects a more recent dissection

course exist between the two sites in term of size of valley

through Tertiary deposits and out of the synclinal fold, to

profile, catchment extent and depth of valley sediment fill,

connect with wider drainage. This contrasts with the north–

making direct comparison unhelpful except in general and

south-aligned dry valleys to the west, which are part of much

contextualised terms. The Portobello valley stands in for all

longer-term, established, drainage patterns along the axis of the

the north–south dry valleys between Whitehawk Bottom and

main dip slope of the chalk.

Peacehaven, distinct only in that the important Holocene
colluvium has not been disturbed or removed.
The sequence of colluvium recorded at the Portobello

The sediment fills of the Upper Piddinghoe valley clearly
attest to intermittent fluvial activity in the Holocene and
during the last glacial period. The sediment fills also contain

Pumping Station site was similar in nature to that recorded at

abundant derived Tertiary material, which is unsurprising

the Wastewater Treatment Works site. The Mollusca analysis

given the immediate solid geology of its catchment. The

demonstrated increasingly dry conditions, with a clear

combination of Tertiary material in the valley fill at Lower

expansion in the number of species with a preference for dry,

Hoddern Farm and mapped coverage of Tertiary geology on

calcareous grassland and a corresponding decline in those

the Peacehaven site requires explanation. It is suggested here

requiring more moist, well-vegetated habitats. Towards the

that what controls the survival of Tertiary material at the site,

top of the sequence (0.10–0.30m bgs) several marine shells

compared to other parts of the local downland, is the synclinal

were recorded, indicative of possible seabird activity. As might

fold structure which underlies it, giving rise to a fairly flat,

be expected, the Mollusca assemblages in the colluvium at

stable and unbroken landscape with relatively free-draining
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sandy soils which are ultimately more resistant to erosion in the
Quaternary (Fig 2.5).

Local habitat preference, controlled by the relationship
between landscape structure and geomorphological history,

The effects of this landscape on past human behaviour

is offered here as an explanation to be tested through future

need to be considered. Flat ground, free-draining soils and the

fieldwork and assessment of the wider record. It is a hypothesis

resulting localised ecological conditions might be expected

explaining a relationship, but other mechanisms should be

to provide unique landscape characteristics compared to

considered. For example, what we might be seeing is the effect

those offered by the surrounding chalkland landscape. This

of differential preservation of land surfaces within the Holocene

opens the possibility that the landscape of the Tertiary infilled

itself. Consideration must be given to the degree to which the

syncline might have been of greater economic value to both

survival of the Tertiary geology at this location has led to better

hunter-gatherer and later prehistoric agricultural communities.

preservation of the archaeological landscape in general. Those

Certainly this explanation has been considered before in

areas of the chalk downland which lack any Tertiary cover might

relation to the Mesolithic archaeology of the locale (Calkin

be considered fragile in their ability to retain traces of prehistoric

1924; Mellars & Reinhardt 1978). These special ground

activity. Exploring the complex relationship between local

conditions, which might match those seen in the syncline at

geology, geomorphology, landscape use and site preservation has

Falmer (Pope in prep), may also explain the focus of Early

consequently emerged as a key issue in our interpretation of the

Neolithic and later farming at the site, and this would include

Lower Hoddern valley site. Building on the detailed work of

the rare Middle Iron Age enclosure complex at the Keymer

others on this subject (eg Bell 1983; Allen 1988; 2005b; 2005c;

Avenue site.

Wilkinson et al 2003), testing the competing hypothesis of
preferred habitat versus preservation bias presented here offers a
systematic framework to bring the prehistoric settlement record
of the South Downs into clearer focus.

Saltdean
(Balsdean)

Portobello

Lower Hoddern Farm
(Peacehaven WTW)

Peacehaven

Rottingdean
Whitehawk Bottom
(Black Rock)

Ovingdean
Roedean

mOD

Fig 2.5 Coastal landforms and dry valley development between Brighton Marina (Black Rock) and Peacehaven
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CHAPTER 3 NEOLITHIC AND EARLY BRONZE AGE
3.1 RESIDUAL MESOLITHIC
MATERIAL
Hugo Anderson-Whymark and Diccon Hart

Flint knapping was clearly an important activity, as
demonstrated by the presence of numerous exhausted cores,
microburins, unfinished core tools and tranchet axe-sharpening
flakes that indicate the production of flakes, blades, core

A small quantity of residual Mesolithic flint hints at some

tools and microliths. The presence of various finished tools,

activity at this period in the vicinity of the excavations. Because

though, indicates that this production probably represented the

of significant mixing with Neolithic and Bronze Age artefacts it

ongoing maintenance of toolkits within an occupation context

is not possible to accurately quantify the Mesolithic component

rather than a specialist production site. The range of retouched

of the assemblage, but a small number of diagnostic artefacts

tools is comparatively limited, although the identified

were recovered (eg microliths, microburins, tranchet axes and

assemblage is possibly unrepresentative since certain Mesolithic

tranchet axe-sharpening flakes) along with cores and blades that

tools, for example edge-retouched flakes and scrapers, are

are productions of a blade-orientated industry. Approximately

not readily distinguishable from those of later periods unless

100 artefacts have been identified as Mesolithic, but this

they are manufactured on flake blanks that can be dated on

total must be considered as a minimum figure as it was not

technological grounds. The presence of burins and core tools is

possible to confidently distinguish less diagnostic debitage,

significant and may indicate the exploitation of woodland and

such as flakes, from later flintwork. Mesolithic artefacts are,

plant resources.

however, unlikely to account for more than 2–5% of the
total assemblage of 5909 flints (ie fewer than 300 flints).
These limitations mean it is possible to ascribe only a broad

3.2 PERIOD 1: EARLY NEOLITHIC,
c 3700–3300 BC

Mesolithic date to the assemblage as a whole.
The Mesolithic flintwork was unevenly distributed across

INTRODUCTION

the excavation areas and the vast majority of diagnostic

While the small assemblage of residual Mesolithic material

artefacts (c 85 pieces) were recovered from the Keymer Avenue

certainly demonstrates some activity of Mesolithic date in

site, with approximately half these flints coming from a Middle

the study area, it is not until the Early Neolithic that we see

Iron Age midden (OA15). It is likely that the Mesolithic flints

the first definite evidence for activity within the study area.

were deposited on an extant land surface that was subsequently

This consisted of a scatter of pits and possible postholes in

reworked and truncated by various features, such as pits

the far north-eastern corner of the Lower Hoddern Farm

and ditches, resulting in the incorporation of Mesolithic

site, on the high ground overlooking the Upper Piddinghoe

flintwork in later archaeological contexts. The Mesolithic

valley (Fig 3.1). Many of these features are characterised by

artefacts have, therefore, invariably been subject to some post-

highly distinctive fills rich in Early Neolithic pottery, struck

depositional movement, as reflected in the poor condition of

flint, cereal-processing equipment and even charred cereals

the assemblage, but at a landscape level the artefact distribution

themselves (Table 3.1). The pottery from these features belongs

pattern indicates the presence of an artefact scatter on the

exclusively to the Plain and Decorated Bowl traditions,

Keymer Avenue site, surrounded by a very low density spread

generally considered to date to c 3650–3350 BC, and this is

across the Lower Hoddern Farm and Seaview Avenue sites.

corroborated by a series of radiocarbon dates obtained from

However, despite extensive hand-sieving of the Middle Iron

both carbonised pottery residues and charred grain, which

Age midden deposit at Keymer Avenue, which yielded the

suggest that Early Neolithic activity on the site dates broadly to

majority of artefacts, the density of the scatter is comparatively

between the 37th and 34th centuries BC.

low. This perhaps indicates that the flint assemblage results
from one or more episodes of short-term occupation, rather
than from anything more prolonged.
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Fig 3.1.Plan of Early Neolithic features across the study area (period 1)

EARLY NEOLITHIC ACTIVITY AT LOWER
HODDERN FARM: OPEN AREA 43 (OA43)

rich in burnt material, including cereals (A:G245; Fig 3.3).

Twenty-six features in Open Area 43 (OA43), in three loosely

appear to be peripheral to the main area of demonstrable Early

defined clusters, were dated to the Early Neolithic (Fig 3.2).

Neolithic activity. All three features yielded assemblages of

Considerable variation in size, shape and contents was evident

Early Neolithic Plain and Decorated Bowl pottery and struck

among them, though almost all were typified by rounded

flint, with significant quantities recovered from pits A[635]

profiles and a lack of primary silting or weathering of their

(81 sherds, 53 flints) and A[1202] (256 sherds, 50 flints). Pit

edges, which, along with the relatively homogeneous fills

A[635] also yielded two sarsen sandstone quern fragments,

of the majority of them, suggests fairly rapid and deliberate

including one upper stone, or rubber, and one indeterminate

backfilling after excavation. At one end of the spectrum were

upper/lower stone (RF<3>).

large, deep circular and subcircular pits measuring up to
2.5m in diameter and up to 0.9m in depth, with primary fills
34

These include pits A[635], A[786] and A[1202], all of which

A further group of much smaller subcircular pits in OA43,
measuring up to c 1.4m diameter and c 0.7m depth, which
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might be considered more typical of the scale of Early Neolithic

importantly, however, initial assessment of the assemblages

pits in the south-east, also contained primary fills of burnt

indicated the presence of refits and cross-joins in the lithic

material (A:G246; Fig 3.4). The group included pits A[648],

and pottery assemblages from OA43, both within and

A[774], A[777] and A[783]. Further significant quantities

between features. This, and the sometimes specific character

of Early Neolithic Plain and Decorated Bowl pottery were

of assemblages from individual features, had the potential to

recovered from these features, including 138 sherds from pit

provide information on particular aspects of the character,

A[783], 21 sherds from pit A[774] and 26 sherds from pit

duration and temporality – or the differing temporal rhythms

A[648]. The quantities of struck flint yielded by these pits were

and timescales – of occupation in the study area during the

somewhat smaller than those retrieved from the larger pits,

Early Neolithic. As a consequence, detailed refitting analysis

with a maximum of 17 flints recovered from A[783]. This latter

was carried out on both assemblages the better to quantify the

feature also produced a small quartzite polishing stone.

extent and nature of any such cross-fits present. The results of

The majority of the remaining excavated pits consisted
of fairly small subcircular and circular features, measuring

this work are summarised below (Fig 3.7).
In terms of the pottery from OA43, the refitting analysis

up to c 1.15m diameter and c 0.6m in depth. They were

has shown that directly cross-joining pottery sherds are

scattered across OA43 and included a cluster of intercutting

present only in the large pits (A:G245), with several cross-

pits – A[644], A[720], A[729] and A[766] (A:G247; Fig 3.5)

joining sherds present within individual contexts or the fills of

– as well as an outlying pit – A[297] (A:G254) – situated at

individual pits in this group. In most cases these are probably

some distance from the rest. As with the other pits, significant

post-depositional breaks, although in pit A[635] cross-fitting

quantities of Early Neolithic pottery and struck flint were

pieces of one vessel were found in non-adjacent fills A[639]

recovered from some of these features, particularly pits A[21]

and A[641]. In contrast to the large pits, no directly cross-

(187 sherds, 150 flints) and A[766] (118 sherds, 71 flints).

joining pottery sherds were noted amongst the other pit

Other finds from these features include a sarsen quern fragment

features, although there were many more instances where

(RF<1>) from pit A[720] and an unmodified quartzite pebble

sherds probably or possibly of the same vessel were located in

from pit A[644].

different pits. The majority of these possible joins were between

The remaining features assigned to this period comprised

the small cluster of intercutting pits (A[644], A[766], A[729]

two highly irregular intercutting features, A[724] (Fig 3.6)

and A[648]) and it is particularly notable that many of the

and A[743], which probably represented tree throws or pits

possible sherd links were with pit A[766]. Some of the A[766]

created by the grubbing out of tree stumps/roots, and a scatter

links were with features a long distance away, such as pits A[21]

of five very small pits or possible postholes, distributed across

and A[783]. Although it is impossible to say that any of these

the entirety of the open area with no discernible patterning. In

sherds are certainly from the same vessels, some did feature

contrast to the other pits, these latter features yielded very little

fairly distinctive profiles, fabric types or decoration. Whilst

in the way of finds, with a maximum of just four sherds and 26

the possible sherd links demonstrate some continuity in land

flints recovered from probable tree throw A[724].

use, with midden material very occasionally being recirculated,
there was no clear evidence that any of them were filled
contemporaneously. Indeed, in some cases where there were

PATTERNS OF DEPOSITION IN EARLY
NEOLITHIC PITS: THE EVIDENCE OF
REFITTING POTTERY AND LITHICS FROM
OPEN AREA 43 (OA43)

possible sherds links between different pits, a larger part of the

Anna Doherty and Hugo Anderson-Whymark with contributions
by Diccon Hart

whereas small individual sherds are much more likely to have

Some 938 sherds of Plain and Decorated Bowl pottery and 458

profile was found in one pit and only a small sherd was located
in the other, and in such cases it may be reasonable to assume
that the larger parts of profiles were deposited more directly,
been redeposited.
Analysis of the struck flint, on the other hand, identified

flints were recovered from features in Open Area 43 (OA43).

refits within just two of the 18 pits examined and no refits

Overall, the condition of this material was exceptionally good

were identified between pits, suggesting only limited primary

and the large sherd sizes, minimal edge damage and often

knapping debris in the features. In pit A[21] a flake was refitted

significant quantities by context are all suggestive of relatively

to an expedient flake core and two flakes of a similar raw

rapid – and potentially deliberate – deposition after use. More

material were also refitted. In addition, two flakes from the
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Group no

Feature no

Context no

A:G245

A[635]

A:G246

A:G247

Lithics

Other

A[636]
A[639]

Plain/Decorated Bowl pottery
No of sherds
Wt (g) ENV
12
46
2
8
28
2

5
12

A[640]

58

364

49

35

charred plant remains (cereals)
charred plant remains (cereals;
pulses, wild plants)
charred plant remains (cereals);
quern fragment (RF<3>; firecracked flint

A[641]

3

50

1

5

A[786]

A[787]

6

84

2

4

A[1202]

A[1203]
A[1204]

43
179

276
1960

36
60

10
42

A[1205]

34

230

22

A[648]

A[649]
A[650]

11
10

100
56

6
8

1
4

A[774]

A[772]

23

260

3

15

A[773]

3

40

2

A[777]

A[775]

A[783]

A[776]
A[782]

138

3036

46

7
17

A[21]

A[22]

187

1012

115

150

A[25]
A[644]

A[26]
A[645]
A[656]
A[721]
A[730]
A[767]

31
18
15
12

262
276
116
82

25
16
12
11

A[720]
A[729]
A[766]

A:G248

A:G249

A:G254

A[768]
A[778]
A[780]
A[633]
A[724]
A[743]
A[23]
A[27]
A[637]
A[736]
A[738]
A[784]
A[297]

A[769]
A[779]
A[781]
A[634]
A[722]
A[723]
A[742]
A[24]
A[28]
A[638]
A[737]
A[739]
A[785]
A[298]

1

9
42
16
71

18
1
2

282
4
<2

6
1
1

4

36

4

1

<2

1

3

18

1

C date

14

carbonised
pot residue:
3710–3530 cal
BC; charred grain:
3660–3520 cal BC

charcoal; charred plant remains
(cereals, hazelnuts, wild plants)
charcoal; charred plant remains
(cereals)
shell; fire-cracked flint

charcoal; charred plant remains
(cereals)
charred plant remains (wild plants)
charcoal; charred plant remains
(cereals, hazelnuts)
charcoal; charred plant remains
(cereals, pulses, wild plants)
charred plant remains (cereals;
pulses)
charred plant remains (cereals;
pulses; wild plants)

carbonised pot
residue: 3640–
3370 cal BC

charred grain:
3650–3520 cal
BC; charred grain:
3660–3530 cal BC

charcoal; charred plant remains
(cereals, oleiferous plants, pulses,
wild plants); polishing stone; firecracked flint
charred plant remains (cereals,
pulses); fire-cracked flint
fire-cracked flint
polishing stone
quern fragment (RF<1>)
fire-cracked flint
pestle/grinder (RF<2>); firecracked flint

2

2
14
12
4
1
7
1
6
1
1
1

Table 3.1 Summary of Early Neolithic pits in the study area

reduction of a polished implement were refitted. In pit A[766]

For example, pit A[1202] contained a large flake core and

three flakes were refitted. Significantly, use wear was observed on

hammerstone as well as numerous non-cortical flakes and

a large number of the flints within the pits indicating that many

blades of notably narrow proportions, including four serrated

of the artefacts were used before deposition. It was also observed

examples. Pit A[724], on the other hand, contained large,

that many of the pits had distinctive individual characteristics.

broad, partly cortical flakes and little else, while the flints in pit
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Fig 3.2 Detailed plan of Early Neolithic features in Open Area 43 (period 1)

A[783] were in particularly fresh condition. These individual

certain themes reoccur, such as the use of serrated flakes (pits

characteristics and the lack of refits between features indicate

A[635], A[644], A[766], A[21] and A[1202]); the use of

that these features probably represented separate deposition

scrapers (pits A[644], A[766], A[724] and A[21]); the presence

events that occurred over a period of time. Each event would

of flakes from reduced polished implements (pits A[21] and

appear to have incorporated material from a range of activities

A[635]); and the presence of small numbers of opaque grey axe-

and, while the composition of each feature was quite distinctive,

thinning flakes (pits A[21], A[635] and A[1202]).
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Fig 3.4 Early Neolithic pit sections A:G246
Fig 3.3 Early Neolithic pit sections A:G245

vary between samples. In fact, in almost all samples, barley
(Hordeum vulgare) made up the vast majority of the identified

THE ENVIRONMENTAL EVIDENCE FROM
OPEN AREA 43 (OA43)

grains with glume wheat, either emmer or spelt (Triticum

Karine Le Hégarat

aestivum) also present. The exception was grain-rich pit A[777],

In addition to the artefacts, a significant corpus of

where glume wheat appeared to be the most common cereal

environmental evidence was garnered from the Early Neolithic

occurring amongst the identified grains.

features, based on the analysis of 16 samples from the fills

dicoccum/spelta) and free-threshing bread-type wheat (T

While several grains of barley displayed the fine transverse

of nine pits. Samples from the pit groups contained varying

wrinkling on the dorsal surface characteristic of naked barley,

quantities of charred macrobotanical remains. These were

others exhibited a more or less angular shape typical of hulled

more frequent in the samples from the large pits (A:G245) and

barley. Amongst the assemblage, several grains were shorter, and

even more numerous in the samples from pit group (A:G246),

rounded in cross-section, and a few twisted asymmetrical lateral

with abundant assemblages from pits A[774] and A[783]

grains provided evidence for the six-row form of this cereal.

and a very rich assemblage from pit A[777], amounting to

Based on the morphology of the grains, many of the wheat

some 14,500 items of charred macrofossils, of which 99.5%

caryopses were more characteristic of glume wheat species,

comprised charred grain. In fact, charred grains dominated all

either emmer or spelt wheat, although distinguishing these on

the studied samples (99.1% of the total macroplant remains),

the evidence of the grains alone is unreliable. Nonetheless, the

and chaff and weed seeds were very uncommon. Preservation

majority of the chaff fragments, which were evident only in

was variable and a third of the grains were poorly preserved,

samples from pit group A:G246, were tentatively identified as

preventing identifications to genus or species levels. The overall

emmer wheat. They lacked the classic strong veins visible on

figure indicates that wheat grains (Triticum sp) were the best

chaff of spelt and exhibited a slight angular appearance with a

represented amongst the identified grains, but the figures

strong primary keel and a slight secondary keel. This suggests
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their presence is interesting because it reveals the use of this
oeliferous/fibre crop.
Fragments of hazel nutshell (Corylus avellana) present in
pits A[635] and A[648] almost certainly related to the use
of this species for food. A possible cherry/plum/blackthorn
(Prunus sp) seed fragment was also present, suggesting that
fruits were gathered from the wild. The samples contained
relatively few weed seeds, including goosefoot (Chenopodium
sp), knotgrass/dock (Polygonum sp/Rumex sp), vetch/vetchling/
tare (Vicia sp/Lathyrus sp) and sedge (Carex sp). They also
produced limited evidence for seeds of grass (Poaceae),
including potential sweet-grass (Glyceria sp) and oat (Avena sp),
which is almost certainly wild oat.

RADIOCARBON DATES
Peter Marshall
Five measurements were obtained from four contexts
(SUERC-30726–7, SUERC-30735 and SUERC-43285–6).
The five measurements are statistically consistent (T’=8.1; ν=4;
T’(5%)=9.5; Ward & Wilson 1978) and could therefore all be
of the same actual age.
The model shown (Fig 3.8) shows good agreement
(Amodel=116) between the radiocarbon dates and the prior
information – in this case pottery dating – suggesting that the
Fig 3.5 Early Neolithic pit sections A:G247

results come from a single phase of activity (Buck et al 1992). It
provides an estimate for the start of Neolithic activity of 3770–
3630 cal BC (91% probability; Fig 3.8, Boundary start_Neolithic)
and probably 3690–3640 cal BC (68% probability). This activity
ended in 3645–3470 cal BC (95% probability; Fig 3.8, Boundary
end_Neolithic) and probably in 3640–3595 cal BC (50%
probability). The overall span of Neolithic activity may have
been as much as 1–260 years (95% probability; Fig 3.9, Span
Neolithic), but given the low number of results this is probably an
overestimate (Steier & Rom 2000) and the actual span may lie

Fig 3.6 Early Neolithic tree throw section A[724]

closer to 1–150 years (68% probability).

that emmer was almost certainly represented amongst the
assemblage of charred hulled wheat grains.
Several samples provided limited evidence for pulses such
as Celtic/broad beans (Vicia faba) and occasional vetch/bean/
pea (Vicia sp/Pisum sp). Seeds of flax (Linum usitatissimum)
were also evident. They are uncommon and were recorded

3.3 PERIODS 2 AND 3: LATER
NEOLITHIC, c 3500–2250 BC, AND
EARLY BRONZE AGE, c 2250–1500 BC

in only one sample (<119>, pit A[783]). The ovate seeds

INTRODUCTION

with apexes displaying hooked tips were consistent with

The Middle Neolithic and Late Neolithic periods are

the cultivated species. Although the quantity of seeds was

traditionally very well defined in terms of distinctive repertoires

insufficient to demonstrate the cultivation of flax at the site,

of material culture and monuments, such as Peterborough
Ware or Grooved Ware and cursus or henge monuments. In
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Fig 3.7 Plan of Early Neolithic pits in Open Area 43: pits with refitting flint and pottery
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Boundary end_Neolithic
R_Date SUERC-30728
Phase posthole A[1692]
R_Date SUERC-43286
R_Date SUERC-43285
Phase pit A[777]
R_Date SUERC-30735
Phase pit A[1203]
R_Date SUERC-30727
R_Date SUERC-30726
Phase pit A[635]
Phase OA43
Phase period 1
Boundary start_Neolithic
Sequence Peacehaven period 1 [Amodel:116]
4500

4250

4000

3750

3500

3250

3000

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 3.8 Probability distributions of dates from the Neolithic activity in the study area. Each distribution represents the relative probability that an event
occurs at a particular time. For each of the radiocarbon dates two distributions have been plotted, one in outline, which is the result of simple calibration,
and a solid one, which is based on the chronological model used. Distributions other than those relating to particular samples correspond to aspects of the
model. For example, the distribution Boundary start_Neolithic is the estimated date when that activity began at the site. The large square brackets down the
left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly
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Fig 3.9 Probability distribution showing the number of calendar years during which Neolithic activity occurred in the study area. The distribution is derived
from the model shown in Fig 3.8

the context of the study area, however, these distinctive cultural

Bronze Age date which also included additional round barrows

signatures are largely lacking and as a consequence the periods

and ring-ditches as well as a possible pond barrow.

are considered together within the framework of a broader Later

Well-dated Early Bronze Age features in the study area

Neolithic period (period 2). Issues of cultural and chronological

were no more numerous than those of the preceding period,

resolution aside, however, the Later Neolithic appears to

consisting of a handful of scattered pits. In contrast to Later

have been quite different in character to the preceding Early

Neolithic pits, though, many of the Early Bronze Age pits

Neolithic. The large diagnostic pottery groups and structured

were characterised by highly structured deposits. The close

depositional practices that characterised Early Neolithic

association of one such pit with a major trackway suggests that

activity are notable by their absence from Later Neolithic

land division in the study area was a process initiated in the

contexts, where sherd counts are generally very low, with even

latter centuries of the Early Bronze Age.

the largest of assemblages quite abraded when compared to

those that were consisted of little more than a handful of pits

LATER NEOLITHIC PITS AND TREE
CLEARANCE AT LOWER HODDERN FARM:
OPEN AREAS 50–52 (OA50–52)

and tree throws scattered fairly widely across the study area

To the south of the Upper Piddinghoe valley, Middle Neolithic

(Fig 3.10). At least one monument, however, a small round

activity included three small pits, including pit A[674] (OA51)

barrow in the north-east corner of the Lower Hoddern Farm

to the east and pits A[1638] and A[1907] to the west (OA52)

site, was positively assigned to the Middle Neolithic on the

(Fig 3.11; Table 3.2). An assemblage of eight small sherds

basis of a small associated group of Peterborough Ware pottery.

from a single Peterborough Ware vessel was recovered from pit

This small barrow appeared to form just one component in a

A[1638] while pit A[1907] yielded an assemblage of 11 flakes,

wider monumental landscape of broad Later Neolithic/Early

two flake cores and a serrated flake that are likely to have been

the Early Neolithic material (see Table 3.2). Consequently,
few features could be confidently assigned to the period and

contemporary with the feature (see Table 2.2). These artefacts
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Fig 3.10 Plan of Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age features across the study area (periods 2 and 3)

provide a broad Neolithic to Early Bronze Age date for the
features, while the serrated flake indicates plant working.
Limited evidence for tree clearance during the Late

LATER NEOLITHIC PITS ON THE KEYMER
AVENUE AND SEAVIEW AVENUE SITES: OPEN
AREA 8 (OA8) AND OPEN AREA 10 (OA10)

Neolithic period was evidenced by probable tree throw A[711]

Further isolated pits dated to the Later Neolithic period were

in the far north-east of the Lower Hoddern Farm site, on the

excavated on the Keymer and Seaview Avenue sites (see Table

high ground to the north of the Upper Piddinghoe valley

3.2). To the west, at Keymer Avenue, a small assemblage of

(OA50). The feature was significant as it produced the only

struck flint (c 13 pieces) was recovered from pit B[764] (OA8)

assemblage of Grooved Ware from the excavations, alongside a

(Fig 3.12), while to the east, at Seaview Avenue, a large ovoid

single sherd of Peterborough Ware.

pit C[2019] (OA10) (Fig 3.13) produced an assemblage of 34
sherds of pottery, dominated by Mortlake-style Peterborough
Ware, as well as 31 pieces of struck flint. In general the
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Fig 3.11 Plan and selected sections of Later Neolithic pits and tree-clearance features at Lower Hoddern Farm (period 2)
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flintwork from these features was in fresh or slightly edgedamaged condition, but the flintwork from pit C[2019] was
in noticeably poorer condition than that recovered from other
period 2 features, suggesting that the flints deposited in this
pit were probably exposed on the ground surface for a period
of time prior to deposition. A radiocarbon measurement on a
carbonised residue from a Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware
sherd from the fill of pit C[2019] gave a date of 3490–3120 cal
BC (SUERC-26247, 4565±30BP).

LATER NEOLITHIC/EARLY BRONZE AGE
(PERIOD 2/3) MONUMENTS AT LOWER
HODDERN FARM: RING-DITCHES, ROUND
BARROWS AND A POSSIBLE POND BARROW
A series of four ring-ditches were excavated on the Lower
Hoddern Farm site (Fig 3.14). These monuments fell into two
broad categories: round barrows, defined here as consisting of
ring-ditches with associated central pits, such as Structures 5
and 6 (S5 and S6), and segmented and/or penannular ringditches with no trace of any central pit, such as S7 and S16.
In addition, a shallow hollow with associated internal metalled
surface (S9) was considered to represent the surviving elements
of a pond barrow. None of these monuments preserved any

Fig 3.12 Plan of period 2 pits at Keymer Avenue

trace of any associated mounds or banks (if once present
Land
use

OA10

Group
no

C:G129

Feature
no

Context
no

A:G279

No of
sherds

Wt
(g)

ENV

Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware

15

124

8

undecorated body sherds possibly
of Plain Bowl type

13

88

11

Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware

6

16

5

14

Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware

1

6

1

10

Grooved Ware

32

136

2

A[677]

Peterborough Ware (substyle
unclear)

1

2

1

1

A[1638]

A[1639]

Peterborough Ware, possibly
Ebbsfleet

8

22

1

17

A[1907]

A[1906]

14

B[764]

B[765]

11

B[772]

2

C[2019]

C[2020]

A[711]

A:G172

A[674]

Other

20

fire-cracked
flint

A[675]
A[676]

OA52

OA8

A:G156

B:G110

Table 3.2 Summary of Later Neolithic pits in the study area
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C date

14

carbonised pot
residue: 3490–
3120 cal BC

A[658]
A[712]

OA51

Lithics
(no)

Type

C[2021]
OA50

Pottery

fire-cracked
flint
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below, some evidence to suggest the continued use of certain
monuments into the Middle Bronze Age. A small assemblage
of Peterborough Ware pottery recovered from round barrow
S5, for instance, suggests a Middle Neolithic date for this
particular monument, while round barrow S6 is more broadly
dated to the Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age on the basis of
a small assemblage of struck flint recovered from its ring-ditch.
The segmented ring-ditches S7 and S16, on the other hand,
remain essentially undated – finds recovered from ring-ditch
S7 were limited to a flint blade and denticulate, which at best
indicate a pre-Iron Age date (H Anderson-Whymark, pers
comm), while ring-ditch S16 proved entirely devoid of finds.
Similarly, radiocarbon dating of a carbonised pottery residue
on Deverel-Rimbury pottery recovered from the infilling of the
possible pond barrow S9 indicates an early Middle Bronze Age
date for the abandonment or infilling of this monument but its
construction and use remain essentially undated. Ring-ditch S7
also appeared to have remained a visible landscape monument
in the Middle Bronze Age, when it was apparently respected
by a series of roundhouses built around it. It is important to
draw a distinction between phases of construction and use of
these monuments; the available dating evidence certainly is not
of sufficient resolution to demonstrate contemporaneity in the
construction of all these monuments but there was some
evidence in the organisation of the monumental landscape to
suggest a degree of contemporaneity in usage. In all likelihood,
the development of the monumental landscape in the study
area was both an organic and dynamic affair, involving the
creation, curation and modification of individual monuments
at different times over the course of several hundred years
within the wider context of an articulated and organised
Fig 3.13 Plan and section of period 2 pits at Seaview Avenue

monumental landscape.

these have been long since truncated by ploughing), nor did

ROUND BARROW STRUCTURE 5 (S5)

they produce any trace of associated human remains. Given

Round barrow S5 was located in the far north-eastern corner of

the acidic nature of much of the geology on the site and

Lower Hoddern Farm, on the high ground overlooking the Upper

consequent scarcity of bone preservation generally, it is quite

Piddinghoe valley. The barrow itself (Fig 3.15) consisted of a small,

conceivable that any such burials simply did not survive.

heavily ploughed-out, ring-ditch measuring 0.85m in width, with

Nevertheless, there is increasing recognition that some round

a projected external diameter of around 9.10m. A small subcircular

barrows and related monuments might never have contained

pit, A[733], lay at the centre of the area enclosed by the ring-ditch

any associated burials and were essentially non-funerary in

but, as stated above, it produced no evidence of buried human

function (eg Drewett et al 1988, 84; Garwood 2011, 128).

remains. Dating evidence for this monument includes five sherds

The dating evidence for this group of monuments was

of relatively unabraded Peterborough Ware pottery recovered from

very limited and permitted the formulation of only a very

the ring-ditch and central pit, as well as six undiagnostic flint

broad chronology for monument construction and use on

flakes, suggesting it was constructed and in use perhaps as early as

the site spanning the Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age

the later fourth–early third millennium BC. The close proximity

periods (termed period 2/3), though there was, as outlined

of this monument to the Early Neolithic pits in Open Area 43
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Fig 3.14 Plan of period 2/3 monuments at Lower Hoddern Farm

suggests an element of continuity from the preceding period (Fig

artefacts. Nevertheless, the associated ring-ditch yielded a small

3.16). Indeed, the placement of this barrow so close to some of the

assemblage of nine flakes, a blade, an awl and a core on a flake.

Early Neolithic features, while not directly intersecting or overlying

The majority of these flints exhibit slight edge damage and may

them, suggests that Early Neolithic features remained visible in

have been broadly contemporary with the filling of the ditch, but

some form and were referenced and respected by the subsequent

three flakes exhibit moderate edge damage and are likely to have

construction of this monument.

been exposed for a considerable period before burial.

ROUND BARROW STRUCTURE 6 (S6)

ditch at its easternmost extremity (Figs 3.17 and 3.19). The

Round barrow S6 was situated in the far south-west of the Lower

pit contained a complex sequence of interleaving fills that

Hoddern Farm site, near the head of the Upper Piddinghoe valley

probably reflected deliberate backfilling rather than gradual

(Fig 3.17). The ring-ditch of this monument, which measured up

silting, and there was evidence of at least one recut, A[1870].

to 1.20m wide and just 0.25m deep, was slightly ovoid in plan,

Finds recovered from the feature include a small but diagnostic

with a maximum diameter of 17.50m along its long axis, and

assemblage of Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age struck flint

appeared to describe a circle round a slight knoll in the landscape

as well as a single body sherd of pottery in a probable Late

(Figs 3.17 and 3.18). As with the Middle Neolithic round barrow

Neolithic/Early Bronze Age fabric. The original function of

S5, the small ovoid pit, A[390], at the centre of the monument

these pits is difficult to ascertain although the size and shape,

proved to be entirely devoid of surviving human remains or

sequence of fills and evidence for recutting are all reminiscent of

A large subcircular pit, A[1890], truncated the ring-
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some Bronze Age watering holes (cf Leivers 2010, fig 3.13).
At any rate, the positioning of the pits directly over the ringditch of round barrow S6 on its long axis is unlikely to have
been accidental and it may be the case, therefore, that the pits
represented a deliberate attempt to modify the monument
through the slighting of its ring-ditch.

RING-DITCH STRUCTURE 7 (S7)
This curious ring-ditch monument was sited towards the centre
of the Lower Hoddern Farm site, on a slight promontory on
the northern flank of the Upper Piddinghoe valley (Figs 3.20
and 3.21). The monument appeared to have undergone several
phases of modification and/or reconstruction over the course
of its lifetime, with at least two phases of ditches evident,
including both segmented and continuous ditch circuits as well
as some later pit and/or posthole insertions. Unfortunately, few
stratigraphic relationships could be defined in the field, partly
because of the shallow nature of the respective ditch sections
but also because of the partial truncation of the monument by
a modern service. The precise sequential relationship between
the segmented and continuous ditch circuits of this monument
remains therefore largely conjectural. However, by analogy
with similar monuments excavated elsewhere, where earlier
segmented or penannular monuments are demonstrated to
have been subsequently ‘closed off’ either through joining up
individual segments or by the addition of a continuous circuit
(eg Hey & Barclay 2011, 273, 281), a similar constructional
sequence is proposed here (Fig 3.22).
PHASE 1: SEGMENTED C- OR
U-SHAPED ENCLOSURE
It is possible, therefore, that the earliest constructional phase
of this monument was a C- or U-shaped enclosure formed
of three ditch segments (A:G83) laid out to create a semienclosed space measuring approximately 14.80m across its
north–south axis, with an opening some 14.10m wide on
its eastern side. Overall, the form of the monument in this
phase was broadly symmetrical. There were two longer ditch
segments to the north and south, measuring 9.25m and
10.90m in length respectively, and a further, shorter ditch
segment to the west, which measured a little over half this
length, c 5.80m. The two causeways formed by these ditch
segments measured approximately 3.30m and 2.0m in width
respectively. The ditches themselves were fairly narrow and
shallow with rounded profiles, measuring up to 0.56m wide
Fig 3.15 Detailed plan and sections of Neolithic round barrow Structure 5 (period
2/3)

and just 0.20m deep, with no clear evidence in the infilling for
any associated bank or mound.
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Fig 3.16 Plan of Neolithic round barrow Structure 5 (period 2/3) in relation to the Early Neolithic pits in Open Area 43 (period 1)

Fig 3.18 Photograph of excavated Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age round barrow Structure 6 looking west, showing its ovoid shape (2.0m scale)
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Fig 3.17 Detailed plan and sections of Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age round barrow Structure 6 (period 2/3)
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Fig 3.19 Photograph of pits A[1870] and A[1890] (1.0m scale)

Fig 3.21 Photograph of Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age ring-ditch
Structure 7 looking west (period 2/3) (2.0m scale)

Fig 3.20 Detailed plan of Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age ring-ditch Structure 7 (period 2/3)

PHASE 2: CONTINUOUS RING-DITCH

PHASE 3: LATER INSERTIONS

The continuous ring-ditch which presumably supplanted the earlier

A group of three small pits or postholes (A:G85) that truncated the

segmented enclosure consisted of a shallow, narrow ditch with a

partially silted continuous ring-ditch presumably represented later

U-shaped profile (A:G84). Although partial truncation made it

insertions around the periphery of the monument. Two intercutting

difficult to discern the precise form of this monument, it appeared

pits were located on the eastern side of the A:G84 ring-ditch,

to be a slight oval in plan, measuring approximately 15.20m along

including pits A[1164] and A[1158], and there was a further pit,

its longest axis by c 13.85m across the shorter axis. Again, the

A[1002], on the western side of the A:G84 ring-ditch. The location

ring-ditch was quite narrow, up to 0.60m wide and 0.22m deep,

of this latter feature in the causeway between the termini of two of

with no clear evidence for any associated bank or mound. A single

the phase 1 segmented ditches may not have been coincidental and

flint denticulate was recovered from the ring-ditch fill but, at best,

might suggest that the earlier causewayed ditches were still visible

indicates a pre-Iron Age date (H Anderson-Whymark, pers comm).

landscape features at the time this pit was dug.
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RING-DITCH STRUCTURE 16 (S16) AND
ASSOCIATED OPEN AREAS 49 AND 54
(OA49, OA54)

× 8.90m, with an entranceway to the south-east measuring

The small, segmented, penannular monument S16 occupied a

measured between 0.46m and 1.23m wide. Several small pits

similar topographic position to the probable round barrow S6,

or postholes were found within and around the ditches of this

towards the head of the Upper Piddinghoe valley (Fig 3.23). It

monument, representing later additions or insertions around

consisted of four ditch segments of unequal length (A:G46),

its periphery. In addition, two clusters of pits (OA49), which

arranged so as to form a small ovoid enclosure measuring c 8.55

seemed to respect the causewayed entrance to the monument,

some 4.40m wide. Elsewhere around the circumference of the
monument, the causeways created by the segmented ditches

Fig 3.22 Plan of proposed construction sequence for ring-ditch Structure 7 (period 2/3)
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perhaps represented associated activity, though none yielded

metalled surface of rammed flint cobbles and pebbles in its base,

any finds that helped shed light on what such activity might

A[968] (Figs 3.24 and 3.25). Two small pits with charcoal-rich

have been. It is possible that a nearby tree throw, A[1734]

fills, including A[1011] and A[1013], were cut through this

(OA54), was also associated with activity in the wider environs

metalled surface and probably represented later insertions in

of S16. The feature contained a small assemblage of 37 flakes,

the feature (Fig 3.26). The charcoal assemblages from these pits

4 blades and 3 flake cores in very fresh condition, including

included a range of fuel woods, including hazel, Maloideae and ash

a refit between one of the cores and a flake. These appear

(Fraxinus excelsior), as well as alder (Alnus). Unfortunately, the only

technologically to be of a broad Neolithic–Early Bronze Age

dating evidence recovered from S9 was from the Middle Bronze

date, and seem to represent an in situ assemblage resulting from

Age, consisting of a large group of transitional Middle–Late

deliberate deposition.

Bronze Age pottery recovered from the infill of the monument. A
sherd with carbonised residue yielded a radiocarbon date of 1610–

POSSIBLE POND BARROW STRUCTURE 9 (S9)

1430 cal BC (SUERC-43292, 3240±29BP), as well as a single

This monument consisted of a shallow ovoid depression, A[794],

sherd of Middle Bronze Age pottery recovered from pit A[1011].

measuring c 6.60m × 5.0m across and up to 0.40m deep, with a

Interestingly, the size of the assemblage recovered from the infill

Fig 3.23 Detailed plan and section of Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age ring-ditch Structure 16 and associated activity (period 2/3)
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of the pond barrow – amounting to some 92 sherds – suggests
the possibility that the monument was deliberately infilled, which
may conceivably be related to wider process changes in land use
connected to the emergence of land division in the study area (see
below). At any rate, the available dating evidence relates purely to
the later use and infilling of the monument, not to its construction
and primary use, which could quite feasibly date to the Early
Bronze Age.

EARLY BRONZE AGE LAND DIVISION AT
LOWER HODDERN FARM: TRACKWAY 1 (R1)
AND STRUCTURED PIT DEPOSIT A[910]
(PERIOD 3)

Fig 3.25 Photograph of possible pond barrow Structure 9 under excavation,
looking west (1.0m scale)

The latter centuries of the Early Bronze Age are marked by a
profound change in the organisation of the landscape within
the study area, for it was during this period that the first clear
indication of land division appeared in the form of east–westaligned Trackway 1 (R1). The evidence for an Early Bronze
Age date for the establishment of this trackway came from a
structured deposit of cattle bone interred in a pit beneath one
of the trackway ditches, which is interpreted as a foundation
deposit or similar marking the creation of the trackway. This
feature consisted of a deep, rectangular pit, A[910], measuring
c 2.60 × 1.15m and 1.75m deep (Figs 3.27 and 3.28; see also
Table 3.3). Though a thin layer of primary silting in the base

Fig 3.26 Photograph of small pits A[1011] and A[1013] cut into possible
pond barrow Structure 9, looking east (0.15m scale)

Fig 3.24 Detailed plan and section of possible pond barrow Structure 9 (period 3)
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of the feature showed that the pit lay open for a short time,

routeway took the form of a double-ditched track for much of

the feature was soon rapidly backfilled with redeposited chalk

its length, though in places it survived as a shallow hollow-way

(presumably derived from the initial excavation of the pit),

only. Generally, it measured between c 4.70m and 3.70m wide,

in which the remains of a partial cattle carcass, including its

though in places it appeared to narrow to less than 2.0m. The

cranium, vertebrae and ribs, as well as a right femur and part

reasons for this are unclear, though in this respect it is worth

of a right tibia, appeared to have been carefully arranged (Fig

noting that the southern trackway ditch in particular included

3.29). In addition, a much-worn, long-handled antler pick

several ‘kinks’ and doglegs in its course, which may suggest

recovered from the base of the pit may have represented the

attempts to avoid obstructions such as trees.

further deliberate deposition or abandonment of one of the
1890–1690 cal BC (SUERC-30716, 3465±35 BP) obtained

EARLY BRONZE AGE ACTIVITY TO THE NORTH
OF TRACKWAY 1 (R1): OPEN AREA 53 (OA53)

from a sample of cattle bone places this structured deposit in the

The remaining features dated to the Early Bronze Age on the

latter centuries of the Early Bronze Age, sometime during the

Lower Hoddern Farm site consisted of three pits fairly widely

19th–17th centuries BC, while the very precise alignment of the

scattered across the high ground to the north of trackway R1

southern ditch of trackway R1 with the edge of pit A[910] (Fig

(Fig 3.31; Table 3.3). Of particular note was a deep rectangular

3.27) leaves little doubt that the two are closely associated.

pit, A[1195] (Fig 3.32), which, at around 2.0 × 0.80m and

The extent to which the date of this structured pit

1.85m deep, was closely comparable in size and shape to pit

tools used in its excavation (Fig 3.30). A radiocarbon date of

deposit can be directly equated with the date of the overlying

A[910], discussed above. Pit A[1195] also appeared to contain

trackway is, of course, open to interpretation. It is possible,

structured deposits of animal bone, though both the sequence

for instance (albeit rather unlikely), that the apparent spatial

of fills and the range of animal species present in it contrasted

relationship between pit and trackway is entirely coincidental.

markedly with those of pit A[910]. Here, a primary fill of

Alternatively, it is possible that the pit was an older landscape

sterile chalk was overlain by two fills rich in charcoal, ash and

feature still visible and deliberately referenced by the newly

animal bone, capped in turn by a further deposit of sterile

created trackway. There is certainly evidence elsewhere in the

chalk. The animal bone assemblage from the secondary and

landscape of the study area for the retention and reference

tertiary fills of this feature is dominated by the remains of a

of pre-existing features, including the Early Neolithic pits in

single neonatal sheep/goat, while cattle and pig are represented

OA43, as discussed below. On balance, however, the evidence

almost exclusively by mandibles and teeth, with a single femur

suggests a close chronological as well as spatial relationship

from a greylag goose also present. A charcoal assemblage

between trackway R1 and pit A[910]. In particular, the very

recovered from environmental samples from this feature

accurate correspondence between the respective edges of the

included a typical range of fuel wood taxa for the period,

trackway ditch and of the pit implies that pit A[910] must not

dominated by oak (Quercus) but also including small quantities

only have been a visible landscape feature but one still clearly

of ash, Maloideae, wild cherry/blackthorn, alder and birch

defined in order for the creators of trackway R1 to align the

(Betula). Together, the range of meat-bearing species present

two features so accurately. This is turn suggests that only a

in the feature, coupled with the presence of ash and fuel wood

short time elapsed between the digging and filling of the pit

charcoal, might be best interpreted as the detritus from small-

and the cutting of the subsequent trackway ditch. The sum of

scale feasting. Other finds recovered from the feature include an

the evidence, therefore, is considered here strongly to suggest

unfinished, broken and discarded barbed and tanged arrowhead

a direct link between the deposition of the cattle carcass in pit

and a small assemblage of Beaker pottery.

A[910] and the creation of trackway R1: a link reinforced by

Radiocarbon dating of material from this feature

the obvious juxtaposition between the deliberately deposited

produced two statistically inconsistent dates of 2281–2039

remains of a stock animal and the stock route that overlay it.

cal BC (SUERC-43290, 3751±29BP) and 2015–1776 cal BC

Trackway R1 was itself one of the most conspicuous

(SUERC-43291, 3561±28BP). The earlier of these is from an

features on the site. Though it survived only in a fragmentary

undecorated body sherd of probable Beaker pottery and the

form as a result of later plough truncation, it could be traced

later from a large fragment of pig mandible. The individual

for over 500m as it traversed the site from east to west, forming

sherd was therefore clearly not contemporary with the filling

a transhumant link between the lowlands of the Piddinghoe

of the feature and, despite the apparently structured nature

valley and the uplands at the valley margins (Fig 3.27). The

of this deposit, it seems likely that it contained material of
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Fig 3.27 Early Bronze Age land division at Lower Hoddern Farm: plan of Trackway 1 and detailed plan and section of pit A[910]

Fig 3.28 Photograph of pit A[910] under excavation, looking west (1.0m scale)

Fig 3.29 Photograph of placed cattle carcass in pit A[910], looking west
(0.4m scale)
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Fig 3.30 Photograph of discarded antler pick in base of pit A[910], looking
north (0.4m scale)

variable age, though whether because of deliberate curation or
recycling of old midden material is uncertain.
A further feature of particular interest in this land use was
a large rectangular pit, A[715], located in close proximity to the
pre-existing round barrow S5 (Fig 3.33). This pit was identical
in shape to pits A[910] and A[1195] but around twice the size,
measuring c 4.10 × 1.70m, albeit much shallower at just 0.50m
deep. In contrast to pits A[910] and A[1195], however, there

Fig 3.31 Plan of other Early Bronze Age pits at Lower Hoddern Farm
(period 3)

was no evidence of any deliberate or structured deposition in this
feature, which yielded little more than a handful of small sherds
of Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age pottery. Its function remains
unclear, although the similarity in alignment and position to the
later trackway R5 is rather reminiscent of the relationship between
pit A[190] and trackway R1. It is also possible that its placement
so close to barrow S5 may have been deliberate, reflecting attempts
to reference and respect a pre-existing monument.
Finally, a small subcircular pit, A[323], located in the far
north of the Lower Hoddern Farm site is dated to this period
on the basis of the small assemblage of Beaker pottery recovered
(Fig 3.31). The feature yielded little else in terms of artefacts
and there was no evidence of the structured deposition which
typified other contemporary features in the vicinity.

EARLY BRONZE AGE ACTIVITY AT SEAVIEW
AVENUE: OPEN AREA 2 (OA2)
Early Bronze Age activity elsewhere in the study area was
limited to two features excavated at Seaview Avenue (Fig 3.34;
Table 3.3). These included a large subcircular pit, C[240],
measuring c 3.85 × 2.35m across and some 1.30m deep, with
a complex sequence of interleaving fills that probably reflected
its deliberate backfilling, rather than gradual silting. A small
assemblage of Beaker pottery representing at least three vessels
was recovered from the feature, as well as a small assemblage of
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Fig 3.32 Photograph of pit A[1195], looking north-east (0.3m scale)
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3.4 DISCUSSION
MESOLITHIC
The occurrence of Mesolithic struck flint in the area has
long been attested but little considered since Calkin’s study
of so-called ‘pygmy flints’ from Peacehaven (Calkin 1924).
Nevertheless, the results of these most recent excavations
correspond well with the observations made some 90 years
earlier. On the basis of his fieldwork Calkin identified two
principal areas of Mesolithic occupation at Peacehaven, the
smaller of which, consisting of a flint scatter measuring around
10 acres (c 4.04ha), was situated less than 300m to the southwest of the Keymer Avenue site. Furthermore, Calkin noted
that the distribution of Mesolithic flint in Peacehaven was
limited almost exclusively to the sandier soils of the Woolwich
Beds, between 130 and 250 feet above sea level (39.6–76.2m
OD) (ibid, 226). The same would appear to have been the
case in respect of the predominance of Mesolithic flint at
Keymer Avenue, which lies between 39m and 45m OD on a
continuation of the same Woolwich Beds on which Calkin found
his occupation sites. On this basis, it seems probable that the
concentration of Mesolithic flint at Keymer Avenue represented
either an extension to the smaller of the two occupation sites
defined by Calkin or, perhaps more likely, an additional smaller
zone of occupation on a nearby area of high ground.
There can be little doubt that the Keymer Avenue material
is peripheral to the zone of Mesolithic activity defined by Calkin.
Fig 3.33 Detailed plan of pit A[715], showing its relationship with round
barrow Structure 5 and the period 4 Trackway 5

For one thing, the Keymer Avenue site lies on the easternmost
extremity of the Woolwich Beds on which Mesolithic occupation
appears to be focused. Furthermore, the quantity and quality of

undiagnostic struck flint. The pit was striking in its similarity

the Keymer Avenue material contrasts sharply with some of the

in size, shape and fills to pits A[1890] and A[1860] at the

material recorded by Calkin, who described a working site (some

Lower Hoddern Farm site, a possible indication of a similarity

1.45km to the north-west of Keymer Avenue) consisting of some

in function. Certainly, the finds assemblages recovered from

8000–10,000 pieces of very fresh struck flint within an area

both pit groups are broadly comparable, consisting of little

measuring c 2.0m across (ibid). Nevertheless, irrespective of the

more than small quantities of flint debitage and pottery that

precise nature of the relationship between the Keymer Avenue

might be best described as refuse from everyday domestic

material and that found by Calkin, the preference for high

activities, with no evidence of the structured deposition found

ground and light, sandy soils during the Mesolithic is clear from

in other pits in the study area. A small, deep pit, C[267], in

the available evidence.

close proximity to pit C[240] is also included in this land use,
though it produced no finds.

PERIOD 1: EARLY NEOLITHIC, c 3700–3300 BC
INTRODUCTION
Neolithic research has undergone something of a sea
change since the 1990s. Traditional explanations, which
tended to view the Neolithic in overly simplistic terms,
as a largely technological or economic phenomenon (eg
Lubbock 1865; Childe 1931), have given way to far more
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Land
use

Group
no

Feature Context
no
no

Pottery

Type
OA2

C:G13

C[240]

C[237]

Beaker

Lithics
(no)
No of
sherds
5

Wt (g)

ENV

10

3

C[238]

6

C[239]

12

Animal
bone
(no)

Other

C date

14

C[251]
C[252]

4

fire-cracked flint

C[253]

OA53 A:G253
A:G238

C[267]

C[266]

A[323]

[324]

A[1195]

A[1194]

A[1199]

1
Beaker

Beaker

2

14

2

292

1

4

6

charcoal

32

63

24

99

charcoal; charred
plant remains
(cereals, wild
plants); firecracked flint
charcoal; charred
plant remains
(cereals, wild
plants); shell, stone

carbonised pot
residue:
2280–2040 cal BC:
pig mandible: 2020–
1780 cal BC

A[2293]
A[2294]
OA54 A:G250

R1

A:G223

A[1734]

A[910]

A[1733]

41

A[1763]

1

A[911]

3

77

A[912]

3

27

1

4

A[1088]

S6

A:G6

A[1870]

A[1887]

A[1890]

A[1891]

A[1870]

A[1888]

A[1870]

A[1889]

Plain Bowl

1

6

1

Mortlake-style
Peterborough
Ware
undecorated
body sherds

1

20

1

2

10

2

1

fire-cracked flint

antler pick
(RF<18>)
charcoal; charred
plant remains
(cereals, wild
plants); shell

cattle bone: 1890–
1680 cal BC

fire-cracked flint

Table 3.3 Summary of Early Bronze Age pits in the study area

nuanced models emphasising the cultural and ideological

(Whittle et al 2011). The growth of developer-funded

factors behind the profound changes evident in subsistence,

archaeology has also played its part in driving change in

settlement and material culture from the beginning of

Neolithic research, with an exponential increase in excavated

the fourth millennium onwards (eg Thomas 1999; 2003).

Neolithic sites that has done much to correct earlier biases

More recently, the application of Bayesian modelling to

towards visible monuments, which have for so long attracted

large data sets of radiocarbon determinations from Early

the attentions of antiquarians and archaeologists alike.

Neolithic contexts has provided some much-needed

Despite the manifold advances that have been made in

resolution to the dating framework for the period, allowing

Neolithic research in recent years, much of what defines the

the rate and extent of cultural, social and economic change

British Neolithic – the so-called Neolithic ‘package’, which

during the first half of the fourth millennium BC to be

includes the classic Neolithic indicators such as farming,

modelled in much finer detail than previously possible

monument building, sedentism and pottery – remains the
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subsistence strategies (Entwistle & Grant 1989; Thomas 1999;
Fairbairn 2000b; Robinson 2000). Settlement evidence in
the British Neolithic is also much debated: some put the case
for a significant degree of sedentism, explaining the dearth of
evidence for houses as a product of poor preservation and/or
visibility, while others see the lack of evidence for Neolithic
houses as indicative of a high degree of residential mobility (cf
Darvill 1996; Thomas 1996; Pollard 1999; Rowley-Conwy
2003). Diversity seems to be a recurrent theme in many
aspects of the British Neolithic and several authors have argued
convincingly for a complex mosaic of different adaptations
in subsistence and settlement (eg Richards 2000; Thomas
2003; Milner 2010), with a commensurate move away from
the notion of a Neolithic ‘package’, imported and adopted
wholesale, to a Neolithic ‘repertoire’, from which different
communities took what they needed and rejected what they did
not (Thomas 2003).
The study of pits and pit deposition has an important role
to play in this debate about the nature of the British Neolithic.
In the absence of good evidence for settlements and structures
for the period, Neolithic pit sites have become increasingly
prominent in discussions of Neolithic occupation (eg Whittle
1997; 1999; Thomas 1999; Pollard 2002). The potential of such
sites to contribute to discussions of the character, chronology
and temporality of Neolithic occupation has been ably
demonstrated through the meticulous work carried out at sites
such as Kilverstone (Garrow et al 2005; 2006), and the growth of
developer-led fieldwork has furnished us with an ever-burgeoning
corpus of pit sites, allowing more general discussions of the
Fig 3.34 Plan and selected section of Early Bronze Age features at Seaview
Avenue (period 3)

phenomenon and meaning of Neolithic pit digging and deposition

subject of ongoing and often polarised debate. This is due

Whymark & Thomas 2012; Munnery 2013). As a consequence

in no small part to the fact that there has never been any

of this work, both the ubiquity and the regional diversity of the

clear consensus as to what ‘the Neolithic’ actually comprised

phenomenon is now apparent, although much remains to be

(Thomas 1999, 13; Robb & Miracle 2007, 99), but the

done, particularly in Sussex and the south-east – a region sadly not

fragmentary nature of the evidence often allows considerable

included in Anderson-Whymark and Thomas’s excellent treatment

latitude in interpretation. Thus the relative importance of

of the subject. This has, in part, since been rectified by a detailed

population movements and migration versus the acculturation

consideration of the evidence from the south-east (Munnery

of indigenes remains an oft-contended issue in many models

2013), as a result of which it is now possible to place the evidence

of Neolithicisation (cf Case 1969; Thomas 1991; 1999;

from the current study area at Peacehaven within a much more

Sheridan 2000; 2003; 2007; Collard et al 2010; Garrow &

meaningful regional and wider context.

at regional and inter-regional levels (eg Garrow 2007; Anderson-

Sturt 2011). Similarly, the role of farming in Early Neolithic
subsistence economies has received a great deal of attention
in recent years, with some arguing for a rapid and wholesale

CHRONOLOGY
Anna Doherty and Peter Marshall

shift towards large-scale agriculture (eg Richards & Hedges

A model for the chronology of Early Neolithic activity in Sussex

1999; Rowley-Conwy 2004) but others for much slower rates

suggests that new practices began here in 3950–3710 cal BC

of transition, with agriculture forming just part of diversified

(95% probability; Fig 3.35, start_Sussex_Neolithic). The activity in
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the study area would therefore seem to have been contemporary

1 pit cluster is also probably of some significance. Current

with the main phase of causewayed enclosure activity across

understanding of the chronology of Peterborough Ware now

southern Britain, which took place in the 37th century BC

suggests that the Ebbsfleet substyle initially developed during

(Bayliss et al 2011), and not with the initial spread, which

the 36th century BC, when Plain and Decorated Bowl pottery

occurred from the 41st century BC. This is supported by an

was still current (Barclay 2008, 4–5). We might then expect

absence from the study area of Carinated Bowl ceramics, which

a few examples in this substantial assemblage if this phase of

are generally considered an indicator of the initial or formative

activity continued much beyond the mid fourth millennium

Neolithic, currently dated to c 4050–3750 (Garwood 2011, 55).

BC. Ebbsfleet Ware did occur, for example, in the later fills of

The estimated dates for pottery residues from the Early

causewayed enclosure ditches at Whitehawk and Combe Hill

Neolithic pit groups are in line with the expected range for

(Drewett et al 1988, 66).

Plain and Decorated Bowl assemblages, generally thought to

The dating evidence from the current study area tallies

have developed contemporaneously at around 3650 BC and

quite well with the recent dating review of causewayed

to have continued until c 3350 BC (Fig 3.36; Whittle et al

enclosures, which suggests that the Whitehawk monument

2011, 14). Interestingly, one of the dates (SUERC-30726,

was probably occupied over a period of 75–260 years, from a

4855±35BP), on a residue from a sherd in fabric FL5 in pit fill

construction date in the mid 37th to 36th centuries BC (Healy

A[640], appears to be quite early. There is an 86% chance that

et al 2011, 226), although there are some notable differences

it falls within the range 3710–3620 cal BC, although at 95%

in assemblage composition between the two sites. Whilst this

confidence the date could be as late as 3530 cal BC. It was also

may be a result of chronological differences, at a resolution not

directly associated with a wheat grain dated to 3660–3520 cal

detectable with current dating techniques, it seems likely that

BC (SUERC-36727, 4815±35BP). Although the other direct

there are other factors effecting the apparent variations between

date on a ceramic residue has a broader range of 3640–3370

the assemblages from Whitehawk and the study area.

cal BC (SUERC-30735, 4730±35BP), the radiocarbon dates
from the pit cluster as a whole suggest that most of this activity
probably dates to the first half of the currency of the Plain and

EARLY NEOLITHIC PITS AND PIT DEPOSITION
Diccon Hart, Anna Doherty and Hugo Anderson-Whymark

Decorated Bowl tradition.

The style and regional context of the Plain Bowl pottery

This is perhaps unsurprising, considering some of the
typological evidence in the pottery assemblage. The presence

Anna Doherty

of a few carinated forms needs to be noted (see Fig 6.8,

The process of describing and categorising Early Neolithic

nos 18, 20, 31 and 33). Although carinations are clearly an

assemblages has unfortunately led to the layering of

element of Plain Bowl assemblages and have been recorded

complicated terminologies. In the 1970s, building on the

in small quantities at most of the causewayed enclosure sites

earlier schemes of classification by Piggott (1931) and Smith

in the region, it may be assumed that they are a typological

(1956), three different systems of classification were proposed,

development from the earlier Carinated Bowl style. The

each putting forward a slightly different scheme of regional

total absence of Peterborough Ware traits from the period

style groupings for lowland Britain (Wainwright 1972; Smith

Boundary end Sussex Neolithic
=SUERC-43286
=SUERC-43285
=SUERC-30728
=SUERC-30726
=SUERC-30735
=SUERC-30727
Phase Peacehaven
Boundary start_Sussex_Neolithic
Sequence Sussex Early Neolithic
4200

4000

3800

3600

3400

Posterior density dstimate (cal BC)

Fig 3.35 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates with diagnostically Early Neolithic association.The format is the same as for Fig 3.8.The component sections of
this model are shown in detail in the site archive.The large square brackets down the left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly
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Boundary end Plain Bowl
Prior SUERC_30735
Prior SUERC_30727 [A:94]
Phase Peacehaven
R_Date BM-2284R [A:111]
R_Date BM-2283R [A:111]
Phase Wor Barrow
R_Date OxA-4058 [A:102]
R_Date OxA-4057 [A:105]
Phase Staines Road Farm
R_Date GaK-4197 [A:97]
After Padholme Road, Fengate
R_Date HAR-3484 [A:100]
After Gorhambury
R_Date NZA-14576 [A:100]
Phase Eynesbury
R_Date NPL-132 [A:82]
Phase Coygan Camp
R_Date OxA-1402 [A:100]
After Coneybury anomaly
R_Date BM-493 [A:103]
Phase Cherill
R_Date BM-757 [A:103]
R_Date BM-756 [A:99]
After Broom Heath
Phase southern Britain
Boundary start_Plain Bowl
Sequence Plain Bowl
Phase Plain Bowl [Amodel:99]
5500

5000

4500

4000

3500

3000

2500

2000

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 3.36 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates associated with Plain Bowl pottery from southern Britain. The format is the same as for Fig 3.8. The
large square brackets down the left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly

1974; Whittle 1977). However, the stylistic associations of

Plain and Decorated Bowl assemblages (encompassing the local

Sussex pottery, chiefly represented by the large assemblage from

Whitehawk style) developed seemingly in tandem with the

Whitehawk Camp, remained under dispute (see Drewett 1980,

emergence of causewayed enclosure sites (Barclay 2008, 5).

23–4 and Cleal 1992, 286–8 for summaries).
The fact that Neolithic pottery from the Sussex Downs

Setting the Plain and Decorated Bowl assemblage from
the study area into its regional context is problematic since

has some typical characteristics which can also be detected

most of the key Early Neolithic assemblages from Sussex

in assemblages from adjacent regions is still recognised. For

were published prior to the advent of modern standards of

example, it was noted on the High Speed 1 (HS1) project

recording and publication. Most of these assemblages come

in Kent that the assemblage from Saltwood tunnel near the

from the causewayed enclosures at Whitehawk (Williamson

south-east coast had Whitehawk-style features, whilst that from

1930; Curwen 1934b; Piggott 1936), The Trundle (Curwen

White Horse Stone nearer the Thames estuary fitted better into

1929; 1931) and Combe Hill (Musson 1950), but one is from

the East Anglian Mildenhall group (Barclay & Edwards 2006,

a pit group at New Barn Down (Curwen 1934a). Significant

13). It has been argued, however, that regional labels are not

assemblages published in the 1970s include that from the

always meaningful as we are more likely to look for parallels

causewayed enclosure at Offham Hill and a small group derived

in local assemblages than distant ones and we may be biased

mostly from a single pit at Bishopstone (Drewett 1977; Bell

in how as we decide what are important attributes to classify

1977). Among more recent finds are very small assemblages

– decoration, for example, has almost always been emphasised

from the western extent of the Sussex coastal plain, mainly

over vessel size or shape (Cleal 1992, 289–90). A simpler way

from isolated pits (Bedwin & Holgate 1985; Chadwick 2006;

of expressing the broad changes in pottery style suggests that

Allen & Fitzpatrick 2008, 91). Consequently there are very
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little comparative data in terms of quantification or detailed

Lamdin-Whymark 2008, fig 37). Moreover, most pits of the

description of fabrics, and often scant information about the

period are characterised by relatively shallow rounded profiles

stratigraphic associations between different illustrated pieces.

and a conspicuous lack of weathering of their sides – attributes

Most diagnostic elements in the current assemblage can

which, in conjunction with the often homogeneous fills present

be paralleled by at least one illustrated vessel in the large

in the pits, are often taken to indicate rapid infilling of the

published assemblages from Whitehawk Camp (Williamson

features after excavation (Thomas 1999, 64–5).

1930; Curwen 1934b; Piggott 1936). but it is clear that, as a

The material used to infill these pits is also often highly

whole, the current assemblage is quite distinct from the local

distinctive, with significant quantities of pottery and struck

type-site. Even allowing for selective illustration, Decorated

flint, often incorporated within a matrix of burnt material,

wares are clearly a fairly major component at Whitehawk.

including charcoal and ash, perhaps representative of hearth

Although we have no specific figure, Whittle (1977, 85)

material and simply poured or dumped into pits. Examples

suggests that around 30% of vessels in such assemblages are

of querns or rubbing stones are also often present in Early

typically decorated. In the current assemblage, however, even

Neolithic pits (Stevens 2007). The specific character of much

if features such as lugs and perforations are included, the figure

of this material has led many to surmise that it was first

is only around 5%, and only one vessel (Fig 6.8, no 6) features

accumulated in a ‘pre-pit context’ such as a midden before

particularly complex, highly visible decoration (see Chapter

being deposited within pits (Pollard 1999, 89; Garrow 2007,

6.3, ‘Prehistoric and Roman pottery’). It has been noted that

12; Thomas 2012, 4). It is rare for complete vessels to be

Decorated wares are strongly associated with causewayed

present and differing levels of abrasion are often noted between

enclosures and are much rarer on Early Neolithic pit sites,

directly cross-joining sherds, which suggests varying amounts

perhaps suggesting that the function of pottery on the two

of time within such surface contexts before deposition in a pit.

types of site was fundamentally different (Barclay 2002, 85).

Struck flint, on the other hand, is often recovered in pristine or

Many causewayed enclosures, however, including The Trundle,

near-pristine condition, while refits are rare, perhaps suggestive

Offham Hill and Staines, apparently feature similarly low levels

of differing modes of treatment and deposition to those at

of decoration (Curwen 1929, 51; Drewett 1977; Robertson-

work in extant pottery assemblages (Munnery 2013, 21). A

Mackay 1987, 88).

predominance of tools over debitage is also a common factor in
lithic assemblages recovered from Neolithic pits (Cleal 1984,

Early Neolithic pits and pit deposition in Britain

148; Thomas 2012, 2), although in certain regions, such as East

Neolithic pit deposits have been the subject of considerable

Anglia, the opposite appears to be the case, hinting at degrees

research in recent years and the prevailing view is that these

of regional variation in deposition (Garrow 2007, 12).

features contain deposits that are structured to a greater or

In summary, therefore, the overall impression that can

lesser degree, commonly using a selection of artefacts that result

be garnered from the available evidence is one in which the

from occupation (Thomas 1991; 1999; Garrow et al 2005;

detritus of occupation, strewn about the surface of (probably

2006; Garrow 2006; 2007; Lamdin-Whymark 2008; Anderson-

impermanent) settlements was periodically gathered up and

Whymark & Thomas 2012). Such features do therefore provide

dumped into pits, either at the beginning or end of periods

evidence of occupation and the material within them can,

of occupation (Evans & Knight 1997, 23; Pollard 1999,

to some degree, indicate the range of activities carried out at

89; 2001, 323), or even during the course of a single period

that location. Neolithic pit sites can vary greatly in size and

of occupation (Garrow et al 2005, 152). Despite a widely

composition, from very extensive complexes such as those at

accepted link with settlement, however, the exact function

Kilverstone (Garrow et al 2005; 2006) or Hurst Fen (Clark et

and significance of Neolithic pits and pit deposits remain

al 1960), which often incorporate discrete and sometimes quite

a contentious issue. An important aspect of this ongoing

highly ordered clusters of pits, to individual isolated features or,

debate is whether Neolithic pits were dug specifically for

quite commonly, pairs of pits (Lamdin-Whymark 2008, 143).

depositional purposes or whether they were initially used for

Nevertheless, despite this considerable variation, Neolithic

other purposes such as storage, as hearths, or for expedient

pits as a class of feature have been repeatedly shown to share

refuse disposal (cf Clark et al 1960; Field et al 1964; Darvill

certain recognisable traits. In location, for instance, it has been

et al 1986; Thomas 1999). The influential work of Thomas

observed that many Early Neolithic pit sites are concentrated

(1999) in particular has done much to dispel earlier notions

close to river valleys or other watery areas (eg Garrow 2007, 4;

that Neolithic pits represent former storage pits, a hypothesis
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which he has shown to be based in many respects on a rather

1977), Whitehawk causewayed enclosure (Curwen 1936) and

uncritical comparison with later, Iron Age, storage pits.

perhaps Selmeston (Drewett 1975a). Further afield, similarly

Certainly, experimentation has shown that the shallow, bowl-

dated pit sites are known from several places in Surrey, among

like profile of the majority of Neolithic pits would be entirely

them Ashford Prison (Carew et al 2006), Hengrove Farm,

unsuitable for grain storage (Reynolds 1974; Thomas 1999,

Staines (Munnery 2013), Matthew Arnold School, Staines

66), while other traits, such as the rapid backfilling of pits

(Munnery 2010) and Compton noise abatement site (Clarke

outlined above, are often considered to indicate that the pits

2010), while in Kent, there are three sites on the Isle of Thanet,

were excavated purely for purposes of deposition (eg Thomas

at the Queen Elizabeth and Queen Mother Hospital site, at

1999, 65; Garrow et al 2005, 151). It is worth noting that

Westwood and at Thanet Earth (Oxford Archaeology 2005;

not all the Neolithic pits within the study area conformed

Gardner & Moody 2006; Rady 2010; Rady el al in prep) as well

to this general pattern. Some, such as pits A[635], A[648]

as four sites along the route of the HS1 rail route, including

or A[644], were seen to have had relatively vertical sides not

White Horse Stone, Beechbrook Wood, Waterbrook Farm and

inconsistent with the profile required for successful grain

the Saltwood tunnel site (Garwood 2011; Munnery 2013).

storage. Furthermore, there was evidence in several features,

In terms of deposition, most of these sites are comparable

including pits A[635] and A[1202], for multiple fills and in

to those found elsewhere in Britain, often characterised by

certain other pits, most notably pit A[777], for some primary

significant quantities of Early Neolithic pottery and struck

silting. However, the extent to which these differences can be

flint (with occasional refitting pieces), as well as animal bone,

deemed to have represented a specific primary function prior

charred grain, charcoal and stone, including occasional finds of

to infilling, rather than simply variation within a clearly highly

cereal-processing equipment. Furthermore, the evidence from

diverse depositional tradition, remains undetermined. That

the study area is consistent with that found from elsewhere in

is not to say, however, that there is no evidence elsewhere for

the region and beyond. At North Marden, for example, some

the use of Neolithic pits prior to their infilling, although such

408 sherds of pottery were recovered from the five excavated

evidence is exceptionally rare. At Broome Heath, for instance,

pits, including 210 sherds from a single pit, while some 138

there was evidence for possible timber linings within some

sherds of pottery were recovered from a single pit at Compton

pits (Wainwright 1972), while there was evidence for in situ

noise abatement site. Similarly, a single pit at Beechbrook

burning within Neolithic pits at Stansted (Essex) and at Hurst

Wood produced an assemblage of some 671 pieces of struck

Fen (Norfolk) (Clark et al 1960; Brown et al 2002, 25). The

flint, including cores, blades and bladelets and a serrated flake

balance of the evidence, however, suggests that these examples

with sickle-sheen (Garwood 2011, 56). Fragments of querns,

may be the exception, rather than the rule. In view of this, it

associated with Early Neolithic pottery and struck flint, as well

is possible that some of the more atypical Neolithic pits in the

as charred cereals have been recovered from other sites, such as

study area were originally excavated for purposes other than

New Barn Down and Bishopstone (Curwen 1934a, 156; Bell

deposition, perhaps including grain storage (R Masefield, pers

1977, 9). In size and shape, too, the pits at the study area were

comm) but this cannot be satisfactorily proven on the basis of

comparable with those found elsewhere in the region, with the

the available evidence.

majority of excavated Early Neolithic features consisting of
circular or oval pits ranging in size from less than 0.3m to over

Early Neolithic pit sites in Sussex and the south-east

2.0m, with generally rounded profiles and a lack of weathering

Diccon Hart and Anna Doherty

indicative of rapid backfilling (Munnery 2013). Interestingly,

A number of Early Neolithic pit sites are now known in

while some sites – the study area included – incorporate a

Sussex, the majority of them apparently clustered to the west

wide range of pit sizes, others, such as those at North Marden,

of the River Arun, including North Marden (Down & Welch

Compton noise abatement site or St Richard’s Hospital are

1990), St Richard’s Hospital Chichester (King & King 2010),

characterised by a very restricted range of pit sizes (ibid). The

Drayton sand and gravel pit (Stevens 2003), Copse Farm Oving

absence of complete pottery vessels and the often differing levels

(Bedwin & Holgate 1985), Lavant Quarry (Kenny 1993) and

of abrasion noted in Early Neolithic pottery assemblages is also

Westhampnett (Chadwick 2006), as well as at Offham and

a feature of the assemblage from the study area, where almost all

The Trundle causewayed enclosures (Drewett 2003, 43). By

sherds are slightly to moderately abraded and many individual

comparison, Early Neolithic pit sites in East Sussex are rare; they

pits appeared to contain broken sherds from a large number of

include New Barn Down (Curwen 1934a), Bishopstone (Bell

vessels. There was apparently nothing inherently special about
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the pottery chosen for deposition; highly decorated sherds

for the period, both regionally and nationally. This sheer size

do not seem to have been preferentially selected, for instance.

of the assemblage may in itself be suggestive of deliberate

Many see such deposits, drawn from everyday domestic objects,

deposition of charred grain whereas the smaller quantities

as highly symbolic although recent interpretation has warned

of charred grain present in other contemporary pits might

against dividing up ritual and utilitarian actions according to

be considered more in line with the general accumulation

modern sensibilities, instead noting that cultural and spiritual

of background material, perhaps in certain so called ‘pre-pit

beliefs are likely to have provided the guiding rationale behind

contexts’, prior to deposition (see above). The absence of any

many everyday actions, not necessarily just those which we

other associated finds might also point to the deliberate and

would perceive as religious or ceremonial (eg Brück 1999;

selective deposition of grain in pit A[777]. This certainly stands

Chadwick 2012).

in contrast to all other incidences of charred cereals in the Early

While the evidence from the study area, therefore, broadly

Neolithic pits on the site, which were associated with the often

corresponds with that seen elsewhere in the south-east and

significant quantities of Early Neolithic pottery and struck

beyond, there are some clear differences when it is compared

flint that were such a feature of pits of the period. The specific

to other sites both in the south-east and further afield and

composition of the cereal assemblage in this pit also appears to

these are worth highlighting here. The very large pit complexes

be unique among the Early Neolithic pits on the site: it shows

that are such a feature of the East Anglian Neolithic, for

a marked predominance of wheat over barley (around 73% to

instance, are noticeably absent in Sussex and the south-east,

23%), while the opposite is true for all other samples from the

although within a regional context, Peacehaven appears quite

period. Again, this may indicate deliberate selection. Moreover,

exceptional. With the exception of Bishopstone, where some

with the exception of tree throw A[724], pit A[777] was the

16 features of varying size and shape were assigned to the

only Early Neolithic feature with any evidence of primary

Neolithic (and which might be considered the closest parallel

silting, suggesting that it was left open for a period before its

to the study area in these terms), none contained more than

infilling with charred grain and that it may have been subject to

five features and many were characterised by just one or two

a different depositional regime from that at work in the case of

features. In terms of size alone, then, the significance of the

the other Early Neolithic pits on the site.

excavations in the study area is clear: the 26 Early Neolithic
features found here constitute by far the largest pit site for

THE CHARACTER AND TEMPORALITY OF

the period in Sussex and the south-east. However, it could

OCCUPATION IN THE STUDY AREA IN THE

almost be described as diminutive in comparison to sites such

EARLY NEOLITHIC
Hugo Anderson-Whymark, Anna Doherty and Diccon Hart

as Kilverstone or Hurst Fen, which contained some 236 and
200 pits respectively (Clark et al 1960; Garrow et al 2005), or
even certain other sites in the British Isles such as Thirlings in

The question of buildings: pit clusters and negative spaces

Northumberland, Meadowend Farm, Clackmannanshire or

As stated above, the issue of the degree of sedentism versus

Wellington Quarry, Herefordshire (Brophy & Noble 2012;

mobility remains central to numerous discussions of the Early

Edwards 2012; Jackson & Ray 2012). While it is possible that

Neolithic in Britain, many of which are predicated on the

similarly sized sites await discovery in Sussex or the south-east

striking scarcity of convincing evidence for buildings during

generally, the fact that none have been forthcoming in 20 years

the period. The corpus of Neolithic buildings in Britain

of developer-led fieldwork suggests perhaps their absence here

remains not only frustratingly limited but also highly diverse

may be a consequence of genuine regional variation.

in terms of size, construction, associated material culture
and dating, all of which are factors that conspire to hinder

A special deposit? Pit A[777]

attempts at detailed classification and understanding (Hey &

Diccon Hart and Karine Le Hégarat

Robinson 2011, 227–36; Garwood 2011, 73). It is this very

Probably one of the most significant and interesting aspects

rarity of Neolithic buildings in Britain, however, which has

of pit deposition in the study area, however, is to be seen in

encouraged an increased focus on Neolithic pits. Indeed, while

the grain-rich pit A[777] (Figs 3.2 and 3.4). In size alone the

actual evidence for buildings in Neolithic Britain remains in

assemblage from this feature, which amounts to some 14,500

desperately short supply, the clustering of pits at certain sites –

items of charred macrofossils, consisting almost entirely of

and the negative spaces between such clusters – has led some

charred cereals, represents a highly significant sample of grain

to surmise the existence of buildings of which no trace survives
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(eg Bradley 2007). At some of the larger pit complexes, such

The range of artefacts present can also be used to shed light

as those excavated at Kilverstone, Spong Hill or Hurst Fen,

on the various activities carried out in the study area during the

for instance, there are certainly some negative spaces that are

Early Neolithic. Certainly the range of material present appears

large enough to accommodate a Neolithic building, although

to provide a palimpsest of everyday occupation activities,

even the excavators of Kilverstone point out that many of the

including the use and breakage of pottery, the manufacture, use

highly ordered, rectangular sequences and clusters in evidence

and discard of flint tools, the accumulation and reworking of

at this site are simply too small for this and may rather be a

middens and so forth. One notable exception is the deliberate

consequence of the ‘management’ of pit digging and deposition

inclusion of a large, partly worked core and a hammerstone in

(Garrow et al 2005, 153). The evidence from the study area

pit A[1202], which presumably reflects a purposeful deposition

is rather more inconclusive. There are certainly some signs of

of materials related to flint knapping or tool production.

pit clustering but nothing is so clearly defined as to imply the

The presence of quern fragments and charred cereals in

presence of a building as opposed to any other obstruction to

particular attests to cereal processing during the period and

pit digging, including the very middens or ‘pre-pit contexts’

this might also explain to some extent the predominance of

from which the contents of the pits are presumed to have been

large pottery vessels in the pottery assemblage, as receptacles

derived, or to any number of social traditions which might be

for boiling starchy cereals. Similarly, the overall dominance of

at work in governing the placement and digging of pits.

serrated flakes among the retouched tools in the Early Neolithic
flint assemblage is of some note. These tools indicate a

The character of occupation

particular emphasis on plant working, specifically the working

If there is no convincing evidence for buildings within the

of silica-rich plants, such as nettles, into fibres for cordage

study area, it is possible to glean some idea of the character of

or textiles (Juel Jensen 1994; Hurcombe 2007). Serrated

occupation from the artefactual evidence recovered from the

flakes, although a common feature of most Neolithic to Early

excavations. Pottery’s bulkiness and easily breakable nature,

Bronze Age assemblages, occasionally occur in particularly

for instance, not to mention the fairly lengthy process of

high numbers, for example at causewayed enclosures, such

production itself, renders its use incompatible with a fully

as Abingdon (Avery 1982), Briar Hill (Bamford 1985),

mobile way of life. However, ethnographic data show that

Hambledon Hill (Mercer & Healy 2008) and Staines (Healey

semi-sedentary societies frequently make and use pottery

& Robertson-Mackay 1983; Robertson-Mackay 1987), and

(Arnold 1985, 119–20). In communities with some degree

pit-cluster sites, such as Bishopstone (Bell 1977) and South

of residential mobility the suitability of the climate is often a

Stoke (Timby et al 2005). This high degree of variability in the

factor as to when and where pottery can be manufactured. In

relative proportion of specific tool types is unusual in Neolithic

the British context only the warmer months of the year would

assemblages. It may be that a single task involving serrated

be suitable for drying pottery prior to firing and this process

flakes produces many tools, so skewing the proportions of tools

could have coincided with crop harvests.

on a specific site, but it is possible that the variation reflects

It is important to note that a recent review of ethnographic

seasonality (ie the availability of plant resources at specific

literature shows that semi-mobile communities generally

times of year) or access to the plant resource (ie areas where the

use pottery in the same ways as sedentary ones, ie primarily

processed plants can be obtained). The presence of reworked

for storage and food preparation, during episodes of settled

fragments and flakes from polished implements indicates that

occupation (Beck 2009, 326). There are examples of such

these tools were being used and broken in the landscape of the

populations abandoning or caching vessels when they move on

study area, presumably for such activities as clearing woodland

but transportation of pottery tends to occur only in societies

and woodworking. The assemblage also provides some evidence

which use small numbers of vessels, often those that have been

for the production of new tools, in the form of a small number

manufactured with transport in mind, with handles, for example,

of thinning flakes of a distinctive, imported, opaque light

or with particularly thin walls (ibid, 331). Although lug handles

grey flint comparable to material from which the polished

occur on a few examples in the current assemblages there is a bias

implements are manufactured. However, the limited number

towards very large and thick-walled vessels, unsuited to being

of these flakes indicates that either they were imported from

carried for any distance. Pottery use at these sites, then, would

another location (perhaps along with rough-out or finished

seem to imply semi-permanent or seasonal occupation.

axe-heads), or that rough-out axe-heads were imported and
minimally modified, possibly before final finishing by grinding
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and polishing. In either scenario, these artefacts indicate that

the tall thick-walled vessels which seem to dominate the current

the Early Neolithic occupants were engaged in a complex

assemblage, these would make up a very small proportion of

chaîne opératoire of raw material procurement (possibly from

the complete vessel. This makes it unlikely that quantifying

the South Downs flint mines) and artefact manufacture.

rims would produce an accurate estimate of vessel numbers.
Accepting then, that it is difficult to make direct quantified

The duration and temporality of occupation

comparisons with other sites like Kilverstone, where a large

The sum of the available evidence presented so far suggests

number of the vessels are fragmented but partially complete,

probably seasonal or episodic occupation of the site, during

the assemblage from the study area certainly seems to be

which a range of everyday activities was carried out. In

unusual. Only three vessels in the whole assemblage appear to

addition, however, the specific composition of the lithic and

be made up by multiple sherds. Despite exhaustive attempts to

pottery assemblages from the site can also be used to provide

identify refits, even within individual pits, only a handful were

a finer resolution to our understanding of the duration and

found. Furthermore, the variability in fabric, wall thickness,

temporality of occupation during the Early Neolithic. The

surface treatment and firing colour within individual groups

sheer size of the pottery assemblage for instance, perhaps

appears to confirm that most pits contained a large number of

representing something in the region of 500 vessels, is of

body sherds from different vessels. The pits in the study area

particular note and some discussion of the assemblage size in

also produced a larger than average number of feature sherds:

relation to other Neolithic pit groups is required. The number

53 vessels from 26 pits compared with 166 vessels from 237

of sherds from different vessels recorded from the current sites

features at Kilverstone.

appears to be an unusual pattern. It has often been commented

The apparently large vessel population probably implies

that Neolithic pit assemblages tend to contain only a handful

one of the following: a longer duration of occupation, perhaps

of vessels, suggesting rather short durations of occupation (eg

over a number of years or even decades; successive returns to

Lamdin-Whymark 2008, 188). By contrast, in the study area

the same site, perhaps on a seasonal basis; unusually intensive

two individual pits, A[21] and A[1202], each contained more

pottery use; or a single phase of occupation involving a very

than 100 ENV (estimated vessel number) and four others

large communal event. The last of these scenarios is perhaps

contained more than 40 ENV.

the least likely, for such large communal events are more

Some caution should be sounded on this point, however:

usually associated with causewayed enclosures (Garrow et al

the ENV method of quantification used on the current

2005, 154). It is certainly not inconceivable that similarly

assemblage is a rather subjective calculation based on the

large communal events were played out in non-monumental

assessment of subtle differences in large numbers of similar

contexts but given that the radiocarbon dating of activity in

non-fitting body sherds and perhaps one which is more

the study area suggests it occurred during the main phase of

likely to overestimate than underestimate numbers. If we

construction and use of causewayed enclosures, this might seem

compare the current assemblage with that from Kilverstone

unlikely. Furthermore whilst the predominance of large vessels

in Norfolk (Knight 2006), superficially the study area appears

could suggest an emphasis on communal cooking, there is a

to contain more individual vessels, despite being a much

conspicuous dearth of the sort of highly decorated wares found

smaller assemblage in terms of sherd count/weight. It should

at Whitehawk Camp. Decoration is often a feature of ceramic

be stressed however, that the Kilverstone report uses minimum

assemblages that are connected with events designed to increase

number of diagnostic elements as a method of quantification,

prestige or display cultural identity overtly (Rice 1999, 13).

not addressing the question of quantifying the undiagnostic

Rather, the character of the pottery and flint assemblages

sherds. By comparison, both of the largest groups of over 100

from the study area suggests the filling of features at separate

ENV from the study area contain only about ten diagnostic

times, although there are likely to be subtle differences in the

feature sherds.

depositional regimes employed. The presence of directly cross-

Although ENV may be an imperfect method of

joining pottery within a certain group of (comparatively large)

quantification, for the current assemblage it is probably

pits in the study area, for instance, might be taken to suggest

provides a better assessment of the true vessel population than

that each pit represents a distinct and discrete depositional

the minimum number of elements method. Given the lack of

episode, each drawn from separate so-called ‘pre-pit contexts’.

decoration or distinctive body carinations on most vessels, only

In contrast, the possible sherd links noted between many of

the rim is likely to be distinctive and, particularly in the case of

the remaining pits in the study area and the differing sherd
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sizes noted between sherds of possibly the same vessel within

to moderate assemblages of charred macroplant remains

different features suggest that, while these features might also

while one small pit contained a significant assemblage. The

represent separate depositional events, they appear to draw

pits produced a charred macroplant assemblage which was

from a common ‘pre-pit context’.

dominated by grains (99.1%). The charred grains assemblage

A similar pattern has been noted in the lithic assemblage,

indicated that the crop economy was not entirely dependent

with the often very distinctive character of the struck flint

on a single cereal. The composition of the samples varied

assemblages from individual pits and the lack of refits between

between the pits, but they all included grains of wheat and

features strongly suggestive of separate depositional events.

barley. Overall, a third of the grains could not be identified,

Comparable patterns of artefact condition and deposition have

and a third consisted of glume wheat (almost certainly emmer

been observed elsewhere, for example at Kilverstone, where

wheat based on the chaff tentatively identified as emmer).

refitting pottery or flint appeared to be fairly common within

Barley was best represented in the remaining one third of

pit clusters but rare between clusters, suggesting that features

the assemblage, with a few grains of free-threshing bread-

within a cluster drew on a common ‘pre-pit context’ but that

type wheat also present. Both naked and hulled varieties of

separate clusters drew from separate ‘pre-pit contexts’ (Garrow

barley were present. Given the high quantity of unidentified

et al 2005, 150; Knight 2006, fig 3.15, 32). Evidence of this

grains it is difficult to extrapolate the importance of emmer

type from the East Anglian pit sites has been used to suggest

against barley; nonetheless, the cereals represented tie up with

overlapping occupation by separate family groups, each using

other contemporary finds in southern England, where the

their own separate domestic tools and utensils (Pollard 1999,

principal cereal crop encountered for this period is emmer

88–89), although it is equally possible that different clusters

wheat followed by hulled barley and naked barley (Fairbairn

represent temporally rather than socially distinct events (eg

2000b; Campbell & Straker 2003; Jones & Legge 2008). Large

Beadsmoore et al 2010, 123). In the study area there was little

assemblages of free-threshing bread-type wheat have been

definitive evidence for refits within pit groups (but see above)

found at Balbridie in Scotland (Fairweather & Ralston 1993),

and many of the pits seemed to contain more fragmented

but Campbell and Straker (2003) have explained that grains of

sherds from a greater number of vessels than at Kilverstone,

free-threshing bread-type wheat found in small quantities may

which might indicate the accumulation of midden material

simply represent impurities in a main crop.

over successive seasons or phases of occupation, although it is

Very few Neolithic cereal assemblages have been found

also possible that there were culturally defined preferences for

in Sussex, which is not untypical for the period. In Britain,

depositing more broken material from a similar population

Early Neolithic cereal assemblages are principally represented

of vessels in fewer pits. Equally we cannot assume that every

by sporadic finds corresponding to small numbers of grains

episode of occupation ended with a depositional event.

although larger assemblages are increasingly being uncovered
(see below). Until now, in Sussex, evidence for emmer

SUBSISTENCE AND ECONOMY IN THE

wheat came from infrequent finds of charred grains, and

EARLY NEOLITHIC
Karine Le Hégarat and Dawn Mooney

evidence for naked barley came principally from impressions.

Introduction

(confirmed by the presence of spikelets) and barley (Arthur

The extensive assemblage of charred macroplant remains from

1977), and a very small assemblage of wheat grains including

the cluster of Early Neolithic pits in Open Area 43 (OA43)

emmer was found in an Early Neolithic pit at Claypit Lane,

is of particular significance; the rich crop assemblage expands

Westhampnett (Hinton 2006). None of these finds have been

our knowledge of the Early Neolithic economy in Sussex, and

dated. In addition, an impression of naked barley was recorded

the radiocarbon dates on the grains allow us to consider how

on a Neolithic ceramic from Whitehawk Camp (Jessen &

the assemblage from the study area relates to emerging data

Helbaek 1944). While the assemblage from the study area fits

regarding Neolithic farming in the British Isles.

into the pattern obtained from sites in southern England, it is

At Bishopstone, a Neolithic pit contained emmer wheat

very significant for Sussex because until now knowledge of the

Cultural plants
The charred macroplant remains came from three groups

local Early Neolithic economy was very restricted.
Occasional seeds of flax were present. The charred remains

of pits forming a larger cluster. The quantity of material

recovered from the site are not quite sufficient confidently

varied between the pits: eight out of the nine produced small

to demonstrate cultivation of the plant, although this is not
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implausible. Flax is very versatile; it can be grown for its linseed

addition, a single seed was tentatively identified as possible

oil (obtained from its seeds) or for its fibres (obtained by

cherry/plum/blackthorn. In comparison with crop remains, wild

processing the stems), which can in turn be spun into textiles.

food resources are usually better represented on British Neolithic

Although flax grows well in a variety of soils, it is best suited

sites (Moffett et al 1989; Robinson 2000) with evidence coming

to cultivation on light sandy soils (Bradbury nd), and it is

from hazel nutshells but also from collected fruits such as

not inconceivable that the plant was grown on well-drained

crab apple, blackberry, sloe and hawthorn ((Kirleis et al 2012,

soils around the study area. Furthermore, unlike cereals, flax

229). For instance, at Claypit Lane, Westhampnett, Sussex,

intended for linen does not need to be dried to be processed,

in addition to numerous hazel nutshells, charred fragments of

and the seeds are likely to be under-represented in dry

apple and a sloe fruit were found in a Late Neolithic pit (Hinton

assemblages. It is interesting to note that the flint assemblage

2006). During the Neolithic period wild plants would have

recovered from some of the pits included serrated flakes. These

been an important and valuable part of the daily food as well

artefacts suggest plant working and although they could have

as for medicines, construction and the production of fibres and

been used to process (or harvest) all kinds of plants, they may

dying. The immediate surrounding area of the site as well as

have been used to process flax. Although more often recorded

the littoral zone would have provided a rich array of resources

from waterlogged contexts on the Continent, in Britain charred

that could have been exploited, and remains of wild plants were

seeds of flax have been found in Neolithic contexts at Windmill

possibly under-represented in the current assemblage. Their

Hill (Godwin 1975), Lismore Fields in Derbyshire (Hedges

paucity may have been due to preservation bias or the final

et al 1991; Jones & Rowley-Conwy 2007) and Balbridie in

function of the pits.

Scotland (Fairweather & Ralston 1993). The presence in the

There have been numerous debates regarding the role

study area of a small assemblage of seeds of flax is important

played by collected plants in the overall diet of Neolithic

because the previous earliest published record of flax in Sussex

communities (Moffett et al 1989; Robinson 2000). A study

comes from an impression in a Beaker pot from Belle Tout

of Neolithic farming (Stevens & Fuller 2012) based on

(Arthur 1970).

radiocarbon data concludes that during this period cereals

Large-seeded legumes were recovered in small numbers.

were in fact a major dietary staple that was supplemented

Given the scarcity of the pulses (0.11% of the total assemblage

by collections of wild food, although this trend is not often

of charred macroplant remains), their cultivation in the study

reflected by the archaeobotanical evidence. A possible

area during the Early Neolithic remains uncertain, and even if

explanation proposed by Stevens and Fuller (2012) for the

the legumes were grown on site, their low numbers suggest that

recurrent lack of crop remains on British Neolithic sites is that

commitment to pulse farming was small. Nonetheless, pulses

they may have been less frequently discarded and charred.

are less at risk of burning than cereals, and their representation

Pelling (2012a, 251) explains the scarcity by a combination of

here may be biased. The presence of Celtic/broad beans

the scale of Neolithic agricultural production and processing

amongst the assemblage of vetch/bean/pea is interesting, but

methods as well as the subsequent erosion of the features.

needs to be carefully interpreted because Celtic/broad beans are
not usually represented in British and Continental Neolithic

Other wild plants

assemblages, although they have been found in Morocco

Very few weed seeds were present in the assemblage. This

(Ballouche & Marinval 2006). Remains of Celtic/broad

could indicate an effective weed-fighting strategy either in the

beans have been recovered in an Early Bronze Age context at

fields, by harvesting only the cereal ears or reaping high on

Saltwood Tunnel in Kent (Stevens 2006), and an impression

the stalk, or during processing, by sieving and hand picking.

was identified on Early Bronze Age pottery at Newbarn Down,

The low concentration of weed seeds and the fact that the

on the Isle of Wight (Campbell & Straker 2003, 15).

weed assemblage could not be reduced to species make any
detailed discussion of field ecology difficult. Weed seeds such as

Gathered plants for consumption

goosefoot, vetch/vetchling/tare, knotgrass/dock and grasses are

The macroplant assemblage from the study area was unusual for

compatible with weeds of cultivation or waste places, and sedge

the period in that evidence for collected food was scarce. The

could indicate that cultivation extended to damper ground.

assemblage was limited to infrequent hazelnut shell fragments,
which were recorded in small numbers in only two pits. In
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Interpretation of the assemblages

frequently. Assemblages of emmer spikelets, mainly within pits,

Interpreting the assemblage of charred macroplant remains

have been found for example at Balbridie in the Grampian

from this cluster of pits in regards to pattern of deposition and

region (Fairweather & Ralston 1993), Lismore Fields in

temporality of deposition is difficult. From the composition,

Derbyshire (Jones & Rowley-Conwy 2007), Hambledon

density and state of preservation of the charred macroplant

Hill (Jones & Legge 2008) and Poundbury (Pelling 2011)

assemblages it appears that two categories of assemblages were

in Dorset, Westwood Cross, Thanet in Kent (Jones & Legge

present in the pits. The high concentration of cereal grains

2008) and possibly from The Stumble in Essex (Wilkinson &

in the uppermost fill of pit A[777], for example, indicates

Murphy 1995). Another assemblage of emmer within spikelets

that these remains had been deliberately deposited in the pit.

comes from Woolwich Manor Way in east London. It was

Indeed, the overall homogeneity of this assemblage and the

found in a sandy layer beneath a peat sequence, but Pelling

absence of artefacts suggest a direct transfer of charred material.

(2012a) suggested that it had originally been in a pit which

This contrasts with the lower densities of charred macroplant

had subsequently eroded. Thus although during the Early

remains recorded in the other pits in OS43, which is more

Neolithic cereals may have been processed differently, there is

indicative of background material accumulating over time or of

an increasing amount of evidence to indicate that during this

material thrown in with backfills. Although the consistency of

period cereal crops could be stored in spikelet forms.

the assemblage in pit A[777] may reflect the initial composition

At the study area, although a grain was found within a

of the assemblage when it became charred, interpreting the

spikelet, the very low proportion of weed seeds and chaff in all

charred macroplant remains in this pit remains difficult because

the sampled pits suggests that the crop had been cleaned before

the material is more likely to have been unrelated to the

becoming charred. Relatively large quantities of cleaned grains

primary function of the pit and its exact origin remains unclear.

have been found at Hambledon Hill (Jones & Legge 2008).

Various activities are required to process crops, some

As noted above, the composition of the cereal assemblages in

of which may potentially lead to burning accidents.

the pits was similar (principally a mixture of wheat and barley).

Understanding the various stages of processing can help in

The concentration of each cereal seemed to vary, although this

identifying the most probable origin of the charred remains.

cannot be confirmed given the quantity of unidentified grains.

A wide range of crops (principally cereal crops) was present

Finally, although, the concentration of remains was much

in the pits. Depending on the cereal species, elements of

higher in pit A[777], it is possible that all the charred remains

chaff adhere more or less tightly to the grains, and different

originated from a unique incident (or accident).

processing methods are therefore required. For instance, in

The assemblage of charred macroplants that was dominated

the case of glume wheat species, chaff adheres tightly to the

by cleaned grains could have represented the debris from a

grains. To release them, various stages of threshing, winnowing,

burnt storage. Even if the Early Neolithic community was

pounding and sieving are undertaken (Hillman 1981). Crops

semi-mobile, short-term storages could have been used for the

can be stored at any stage within the processing sequences:

grains retained for the next sowing season or for some of the

unprocessed as loose ears; relatively unprocessed (in spikelet

food grains. They could have been grown together to avoid the

forms, not yet dehusked); or as cleaned grains – semi- or fully

risk of crop failure or low productivity. The crops could have

cleaned (Bouby 2003). Where damp conditions are prevalent,

been stored in the same pit or structure, though no spoilage was

in order to protect the grains against humidity as well as insects

observed, which suggests that the burning was more probably

and rodents, glume wheats are likely to be stored in spikelet

of accidental origin. Alternatively, the grains may have been

forms with the final processing operations carried out once the

burnt as a result of a processing accident. This could have

crops are taken out of storage (Hillman 1984).

taken place during parching/drying before storage or before

Crop waste, including chaff, is often abundant on later

milling, although the latter is less likely given the large quantity

prehistoric sites, allowing interpretations of crop-processing

of grains. A cooking accident also appears unlikely given the

activities. On British Neolithic sites, however, chaff remains are

sheer quantity of grains. Finally, it is possible that the crops

usually very sparse (Robinson 2000), and different methods of

were burnt as part of a special ceremony (see below). The burnt

processing crops – such as their exposure to fire (or lack of it)

remains could have simply been deposited in the main pit

during processing – have been proposed by Stevens and Fuller

(A[777]) with some of the material ending up being redeposited

(2012) to explain this paucity. Nonetheless, occasional but rich

or wind-blown in the other features. The absence of other

assemblages of spikelets of emmer are being recorded more
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biological or artefactual remains in pit A[777] hints at a unique

cereal assemblage from Poundbury in Dorset produced a date

episode of deposition associated with a rapid burial.

of 3766–3637 cal BC (NZA-31070, 4902±40 BP). Emmer

Given that the pits may have been associated with

grains from Westwood Cross, Thanet in Kent gave even

intensive depositional activities, which may or may not have

earlier dates of 3800–3650 cal BC (NZA-2651, 4951±35BP),

been related to their original use, another interpretation should

3790–3650 cal BC (UBA-13386, 4948±30BP) and 3940–

be suggested. As observed, pit A[777] appeared different from

3670 cal BC (UBA-13385, 4986±30BP), and emmer grains

the other features in that it contained only grains. At first it

from Woolwich Manor Way produced dates of 3950–3350

appeared that the feature performed a different function and

cal BC (Beta-153983, 4850±100BP) and 3770–3630 cal BC

that it was simply used on a practical level to discard burnt

(SUERC-24597, 4890±35BP). All the radiocarbon dates from

remains of ‘domestic’ origin. Brück (2000), however, notes that

Poundbury, Westwood Cross, Thanet and Woolwich Manor

food remains can also have an important role in ceremonial

Way are in line with the new research but slightly earlier than

contexts. It is therefore possible that the different crop species

the date obtained for the cereals from the study area.

present in pit A[777] could have related to a series of distinct
episodes of deposition taking place over a short period of

Fuel wood selection

time, hinting that the grains may have been as important as

The composition of the Early Neolithic charcoal assemblage

the artefactual remains placed in the other pits in providing

showed that a wide range of fuel woods was selected in this

evidence of ritual or ceremonial activity. In fact, pit A[777]

period, probably encompassing a large proportion of the

may have had a very specific importance, possibly linked to the

woody taxa that made up the local woodland and woodland

end of harvest.

margin environments. These samples contained the widest

The Early Neolithic samples are interesting. On one

range of taxa found in any period at the site. The majority

hand, they are indicative of a well-established arable economy

of the woody taxa observed in the samples are good fuel

with a broad range of cultivated crops, and the saddle quern

woods, and it is possible that other native woods which are

fragments and/or more primitive ‘grain rubbers’ in two of

not as suitable for fuel were selected against. Elm (Ulmus)

the pits (see stone report below) provide evidence for grain-

and lime (Tilia) were not represented in the assemblage,

processing activities relating to food or beverage. On the other

despite the fact that the samples pre-date the decline of these

hand, evidence for crop processing in terms of chaff and weed

taxa in the region (Somerville 2003). Alder, however, which

seeds was almost absent, suggesting that these activities were

is generally considered to be a poor firewood because of

either carried out somewhere else on site or that the grains had

its high moisture content (Edlin 1949), was present in five

already been cleaned when they arrived on site, hinting in turn

of the samples analysed. This indicates the exploitation of

at the possibility that the crops were cultivated some distance

damp, wetland margin environments for fuel procurement

away. This could have been due to the special function of the

purposes, as well as of dry woodland and woodland margins.

pits or the special function of the site.

It is perhaps worth noting here that geoarchaeological analysis
of the dry valley sediments in the Upper Piddinghoe valley

Dating and broader view

has indicated the presence of a small stream in the base of the

Brown (2007) places the introduction of cereals in the British

valley which, though undated, could have been operational

Isles around 3950–3850 BC. In their recent research on

at this time. The proportions of different taxa found in the

Neolithic farming, based on a re-examination of radiocarbon

Early Neolithic samples indicate that oak, Maloideae and wild

data, Stevens and Fuller (2012) propose that after a rapid

cherry/blackthorn were the most commonly used fuel woods,

increase, cereal cultivation declined sharply around 3650–3600

with other woods, such as rose (Rosa sp), privet/honeysuckle

BC, possibly leading to its abandonment in some areas,

(Ligustrum vulgare/Lonicera), hornbeam (Carpinus betulus)

particularly on the mainland. They date this last event to

and willow/poplar (Salix/Populus), represented only by a few

around 3350 BC. The three dates obtained on cereal grains

fragments. Some taxa, such as hazel, willow and possibly oak,

from the study area place the assemblage at a transition period

may have represented the remains of structural elements such

between the point at which cereal cultivation extended and

as wattle screens, but the evidence in these samples alone is

the point at which it began to decline. It is also interesting to

insufficient to identify this wood use conclusively.

compare the dates from the study area with the dates obtained
from other large deposits found in southern England. The
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PERIODS 2 AND 3: LATER NEOLITHIC,
c 3500–2250 BC, AND EARLY BRONZE AGE,
c 2250–1500 BC

CHRONOLOGY
Anna Doherty and Peter Marshall with contributions by Diccon Hart

INTRODUCTION

Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware at the Keymer Avenue site.

As stated above, Sussex and the south-east remain relatively

The Mortlake style is currently placed in the second phase of

impoverished in terms of evidence for activity during the later

Peterborough Ware, developing alongside the Fengate substyle,

fourth and third millennia BC. Cursus and henge monuments

c 3350–2800 BC (Barclay 2008, 4). It is therefore usually

are virtually unknown in the region and sites of Later Neolithic

interpreted as an entirely later tradition to Plain and Decorated

date remain comparatively uncommon in the south-east, often

Bowl pottery. However, at the time of an influential reassessment

consisting of little more than occasional scatters of pits and tree

of the dating of Peterborough Ware (Gibson & Kinnes

throws. On the face of it, therefore, it is unsurprising that the

1997) only 34 relevant radiocarbon dates from 15 sites were

character of Later Neolithic occupation in Sussex and the south-

available, and an absolute chronology is still far from defined.

east remains as poorly defined as that of the Early Neolithic.

A Mortlake-dominated assemblage was found in the main fill

Recent large-scale fieldwork projects such as that undertaken

of the ring-ditch at Staines Road Farm, Shepperton, which also

on the HS1 scheme have made some valuable contributions

produced early dates on bone (3620–3040 cal BC (OxA-4059,

to a rather limited data set, providing some very rare evidence

4595±85BP); 3910–3380 cal BC (OxA-4060, 4860±85BP))

for Later Neolithic buildings, not only regionally but in the

(Bayliss & Jones 2008, 73). Similarly, a rather fragmentary

context of southern Britain (Garwood 2011). However, these

vessel from Ashtead, attributed to the Mortlake style, was

findings remain very much the exception and, for the most part,

associated with a date of 3775–3659 cal BC (KIA-41320,

the picture of Later Neolithic occupation across the south-east

4947±24BP) on a single fragment of oak charcoal (Weale 2011).

remains more or less unchanged. Thus the evidence for Later

Individual determinations on associated charred plant remains or

Neolithic activity from the study area might seem unremarkable

disarticulated bone should be treated with extreme caution when

at first glance but, given the scarcity of contemporary Neolithic

considering ceramic chronology, but these do raise the possibility

occupation elsewhere in the region, it nevertheless forms a

that dating frameworks could be further revised. In this respect,

welcome addition to a poorly represented period in the south-

the radiocarbon date obtained from a carbonised residue on a

east and it has the potential to make some useful contributions

Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware sherd from fill C[2020] of

to ongoing debates regarding the chronology and character of

pit C[2019] is especially significant as it represents the earliest

Later Neolithic occupation in Sussex.

scientifically dated example of this style of pottery from England

Of some note is the possible association between Plain Bowl and

and Wales (Fig 3.37).

Boundary Peterborough_end
Last last_Mortlake
R_Date SUERC-26247 [A:101]
Phase Peacehaven
First first_Mortlake
Phase Mortlake
Last last_Fengate
First first_Fengate
Phase Fengate
Last last_Ebbsfleet
First first_Ebbsfleet
Phase Ebbsfleet
Boundary Peterborough_start
Sequence [Amodel:106]
4500

4250

4000

3750

3500

3250

3000

2750

2500

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 3.37 Probability distributions of dates associated with Peterborough Ware from England and Wales. The format is the same as for Fig 3.8. The component
sections of this model are shown in detail in the site archive. The large square brackets down the left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the
model exactly
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Having said this, the contemporaneity of both pottery

area assemblage, the only feature where comb-decoration

styles in some of the contexts in which they occur is

occurred (A[323]) also produced rusticated sherds and these

questionable. In the secondary fill of pit C[2019] Mortlake-

two styles also seemed to be associated in later Beaker groups

style pottery was associated with a number of plain body

from Belle Tout (Bradley 1970, 341).

sherds, including one very thick-walled example in a fabric

The carbonised residue on the undecorated body sherd of

type typical of the Plain Bowl assemblage from the main

probable Beaker pottery from the secondary fill of pit A[1195]

pit groups at Lower Hoddern Farm. The primary fill of this

is important for three reasons: first, it is the first Beaker to be

feature, however, produced only Mortlake-style Peterborough

directly dated (residues are extremely uncommon on Beakers);

Ware, which was notably less abraded than the material from

second, it is from a non-funerary context; and, third, it is the

the upper fill. It may be worth noting, too, that Mortlake ware

first Beaker from East Sussex to be radiocarbon-dated. The

was also found redeposited in features near the Early Neolithic

date for this sherd is within the currency for Beakers in

pit clusters in the north-east corner of Lower Hoddern Farm.

England (Marshall in prep; Fig 3.38).

Although this might be purely coincidental, it could suggest
that this area survived in the memory as a place of significance:

THE REGIONAL CONTEXT OF THE LATER

something which suggests a degree of continuity between these
two phases of activity. Similar associations of Peterborough

NEOLITHIC AND EARLY BRONZE AGE POTTERY
Anna Doherty

Ware deposition with already ancient sites has been noted

Peterborough Ware

elsewhere in the south-east, such as at White Horse Stone in

The decorative schemes encountered in the current assemblage

Kent and Coombe hill and Whitehawk causewayed enclosures

include twisted cord impressions, whipped cord ‘maggots’,

in Sussex (Garwood 2008, 3)

finger pinching and finger indentations and perforations on the

Another pit, A[711], produced a small assemblage

neck. All are typical of the Mortlake substyle. The dominance

of Grooved Ware, one of very few examples from Sussex

of Mortlake-style ware is in keeping with the picture in

(Longworth & Cleal 1999). A review of the radiocarbon dating

Sussex more generally, where few Ebbsfleet- and even fewer

evidence suggests that Grooved Ware first appears around

Fengate-style vessels have been recovered (see gazetteer in

3000/2900 BC (Garwood 1999a, 152). The association with a

Seager Thomas 2010, table 1). The only possible example of an

single sherd of Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware may suggest

Ebbsfleet vessel was recovered from a pit located far from other

that this is a relatively early Grooved Ware group, although

foci of Neolithic activity.

stylistically these sherds cannot be attributed to any of the
substyles of this tradition and the Peterborough Ware may

Beaker

simply be residual.

Three stratified assemblages of Beaker were excavated. In terms

Although the chronology of the Beaker tradition as

of fabric those from the two pits, A[323] and C[240], were

a whole has been refined to the period c 2500–1700 BC

very similar, both consisting entirely of sandy grog-tempered

(Needham 2005, 171), the dates at which different stylistic

wares with some flint-inclusions, whilst the shaft-like feature,

attributes developed are much less well understood. Most

A[1195], had a wholly different suite of fabrics consisting

of the characteristics seen in the current assemblage, such

of non-sandy grog-tempered wares with a single sherd in a

as toothed comb and ‘rusticated’ fingernail impressions, as

unusual chalk-tempered fabric, for which no direct parallels

well as globular, necked vessel profiles, could previously have

have been found in the region. Fingernail-impressed/rusticated

been assigned to Case’s (1977) middle and late styles. With

decoration occurs in all three of these groups and both the

the emergence of more radiocarbon dates Case (1993, 243)

shaft-like feature and pit C[240] contained fragmentary rims,

now questions the validity of using his three styles as a strict

apparently from globular forms with sinuous profiles. The

chronological typology. However, these characteristics are still

only other diagnostic attribute noted was the use of comb

likely to be later Beaker traits.

impressions on a vessel from pit A[323]. This style of comb

Locally, at Ashcombe Bottom, the absence of fingernail

decoration with fine very squared toothed impressions seems

impressions/rustication and the prevalence of comb-decoration

to recur in East Sussex – for example, at Crowlink and Kiln

was considered a very late Beaker characteristic (Allen

Combe (Hamilton 2001, 60). All these attributes are typical of

2005b, 14), although there appeared to be little independent

Case’s Group E, covering East Anglia and south-east England

corroboration for this interpretation. From the current study

(Case 1993, 263–4)
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Boundary end_England
R_Date SUERC-43290
Phase Peacehaven
Boundary start_England
Sequence Beakers
Phase [Amodel:88]
2600

2400

2200

2000

1800

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 3.38 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates associated with Beakers from England. The format is the same as for Fig 3.8. The component sections of
this model are shown in detail in the site archive. The large square brackets down the left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly

THE CHARACTER OF LATER NEOLITHIC AND

potential for colluvial deposits in dry valleys to contain Beaker

EARLY BRONZE AGE OCCUPATION

material (Bell 1983; Allen 2005b). While investigation of

The scarcity of Later Neolithic activity within the study area

sub-colluvial horizons at the current sites was necessarily

makes any observations regarding the character of Later

limited by the nature of the development, it should be noted

Neolithic occupation somewhat tenuous. Indeed, while pits

that no evidence of Beaker activity was forthcoming from the

remain one of the most ubiquitous categories of evidence

investigated dry valley sequences in the study area.

for Neolithic occupation, the extent to which they can be
treated as a reliable indicator of Neolithic settlement remains

SUBSISTENCE AND ECONOMY IN THE LATER

open to interpretation. Having said this, the evidence from
the study area is rather suggestive of only limited occupation

NEOLITHIC AND EARLY BRONZE AGE
Karine Le Hégarat and Dawn Mooney

during the later fourth and third millennia BC. Not only

The paucity of evidence for Later Neolithic and Early Bronze

were features few and far between but, generally speaking,

Age occupation within the study area is, unsurprisingly,

associated material culture was scarce, particularly when set

reflected in the macroplant evidence, which replicates that of

against the comparatively rich assemblages that characterise

many sites of these periods and which contrasts sharply with

Early Neolithic occupation in the study area. Similar patterns

the results from the Early Neolithic. Charred macroplant

of occupation have been noted elsewhere in the region, most

remains consisted of a small number of grains and weed

notably along the route of the HS1 scheme. Here, a range of

seeds. No pulses and no flax were represented, and no barley

explanations have been proffered to explain the paucity of the

(hulled or naked) and no free-threshing bread-type wheat were

evidence, including either short-term or limited occupation,

positively identified. In fact, most grains were poorly preserved,

the exclusion of the residues of occupation from pit deposits

and only a small number could be tentatively identified as

or simply non-domestic activities (Garwood 2011, 98). A

glume wheat. The weed seeds were represented by bedstraw

similar pattern was evident at the large-scale Thanet Earth

(Galium sp) and knotgrass/dock, which were probably from

investigations (Rady et al in prep). While allowing for a similar

species of disturbed ground including cultivated land. The poor

suite of constraints on pit deposition at the current sites, it

results may be associated with the widespread abandonment

seems perhaps more likely than not that settlement in the study

of cereal cultivation observed in many parts of the British

area during the Later Neolithic was transient at best.

mainland during this period in favour of pastoralism and the

The character of Early Bronze Age settlement in the

use of wild resources (Stevens & Fuller 2012). Even so, no

study area remains similarly ill defined. The landscape was

evidence for gathered food was recovered. Another explanation

one dominated by monuments, with good evidence for wider

for these results may lie in the fact that during these two

landscape organisation. Indeed, it has even proved possible to

millennia the activities carried out on the site appear to have

chart something of changing approaches to land ownership

been principally ritual.

during the course of the late 3rd and early 2nd centuries

The Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age wood charcoal

BC. However, there is a notable lack of any evidence for

assemblages were comparable to those of the preceding period,

associated occupation and settlement and certainly no evidence

suggesting continuity between these two periods in both the

comparable to the exceptional site of Belle Tout (Bradley

composition of local wooded environments and the selection

1970; 1982). Work elsewhere in Sussex has demonstrated the

of woody taxa for fuel use. A single sample from this period
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originated from a possible ritual context: a deposit of placed

suggestive of the continuance of similar depositional practices

cattle bones within a droveway ditch. However, the charcoal

into the Middle Neolithic. This in itself is of no particular

assemblage from this sample did not provide evidence for

import; the incorporation of midden material in pit deposits is

any change in selection of firewood, and as such is unlikely

a recurrent feature throughout the Neolithic and even into the

to result from any ritual burning activity associated with the

Early Bronze Age, as outlined below (see, eg, Thomas 1999;

placing of the bones. The range of woody taxa recovered from

Woodward 2002; Thomas 2012). What is arguably of greater

the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age samples was comparable

significance in this context, however, is the uneven distribution

with other local sites from the same period, such as Redhill

of this earlier material, concentrated as it was within a single

(Berzins 2002a), Saltwood Tunnel (Alldritt 2006c), Mile Oak

fill. This suggests the possibility of two discrete depositional

Farm (Berzins 2002b), Bullock Down (Drewett 1982b) and

episodes, an attribute not usually in evidence in Early Neolithic

Westhampnett (Gale 2006).

pit deposits, which tended to be characterised by a certain
homogeneity indicative of the wholesale dumping of material

LATER NEOLITHIC AND EARLY BRONZE AGE PITS

into a feature, and one that hints at a greater level of care

AND PIT DEPOSITION

exercised over the infilling of the pit.

It has been noted by several authors that pit deposition

It is interesting to note, too, that while some Peterborough

appears to become increasingly formalised during the course

Ware pottery was found in association with the small round

of the Neolithic period, with evidence for more deliberate

barrow Structure 5, the majority was recovered from non-

selection and arrangement of material within pits as the period

monumental pit deposits (see below). This would appear to

progressed (Garrow 2007, 12; Thomas 2012, 3). Given the

have been characteristic of Peterborough Ware deposition in the

scarcity of Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age pits within the

wider region (Garwood 2008, 3) and may indicate particular

study area, this is a difficult proposition to substantiate here.

depositional preferences related to wider practices of Neolithic

There can be little doubt, for instance, that certain Early Bronze

pit digging and deposition. Indeed, examples of Peterborough

Age pits contained highly structured deposits, the most obvious

Ware, Grooved Ware, Beaker and Collared Urn were all found

example of which might be the carefully selected and arranged

in similar depositional contexts, in small to medium-sized pit

cattle bones in pit A[910]. However, the extent and significance

groups of broken and rather abraded character.

of structured pit deposition in the Later Neolithic is rather

In terms of Early Bronze Age structured deposition, two

more difficult to ascertain. Indeed, comparison of the corpus

pits in particular, A[910] and A[1195], stood out in their size

of Later Neolithic pits with the relatively rich pit deposits of

and shape as well as the distinctive deposits that they contained.

both preceding and subsequent periods serves only to throw the

While direct parallels for these features are currently unknown,

ambiguities of the Later Neolithic evidence into sharper relief.

there are certain aspects worth highlighting here. With regards

Having said this, there is one feature in particular, the large

to pit A[1195], for instance, the presence of ash, charcoal and

ovoid pit C[2019], that hints at a certain degree of structured

animal bone from a variety of meat-bearing animals, as well

or deliberate deposition during the Middle Neolithic. As

as the evidence for material of variable age within the pit, is

stated above, this feature contained a pottery assemblage of

rather suggestive of the incorporation of midden material

some 34 sherds consisting predominantly of Mortlake-style

within the feature, alongside feasting detritus. The inclusion

Peterborough Ware. Of particular note here, however, is the

of midden material is, of course, a well-documented aspect

potentially earlier Plain Bowl pottery that was also present in

of Neolithic pit deposition, as outlined above, and suggests a

the feature. As noted, this material was present only in the

certain element of continuity of depositional practice into the

secondary fill of the feature and was noticeably more abraded

Early Bronze Age. Similar patterns of deposition involving the

than the pottery in the primary fill, which consisted exclusively

use of midden material have been noted in Early Bronze Age

of Peterborough Ware pottery. Such traits as the presence of

pit deposits elsewhere and indicate that the evidence from the

earlier material within a feature and the differential levels of

study area is by no means isolated. At the Beechbrook Wood

abrasion evident within the material from a particular pit are

site on the HS1 scheme, for instance, pit 1374 contained a

well-documented features of Early Neolithic pit deposition,

significant assemblage of Beaker pottery associated with burnt

where it is widely considered to indicate derivation, in part

and unburnt worked flint, cremated human bone and charred

at least, from a so-called ‘pre-pit context’ (see above). The

plant remains, from which a wide range of radiocarbon dates

presence of comparable traits in pit C[2019] is strongly

were obtained, indicating the derivation of at least some of
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this material from midden deposits (Garwood 2011, 119).

is expanded on below. Here, it is sufficient to note that there is

Similarly, at Whitemoor Haye Quarry, Staffordshire, the

some suggestion not only of a link between pit deposition and

presence of differing levels of abrasion in the large Beaker

landscape setting, but potentially of pit shape and landscape

pottery assemblage from pit F122, as well as the presence of

association. There is some evidence to suggest that all three

cross-joins between sherds in different fills within the feature,

of the distinctive rectangular pits, pits A[910] and A[1195]

was interpreted as evidence for the middening of material prior

and the larger but similarly proportioned pit A[715], were

to deposition (Hewson 2006, 21, 109). Other examples of the

related to elements of land division and organisation. The

incorporation of midden material within Early Bronze Age

clear association of pit A[910] with the formative trackway R1

pits have been noted at Longmoor Hill Farm, Worcestershire

has already been demonstrated and it is possible to perceive

(Dinn & Hemingway 1996), Dean Bottom, Wiltshire (Gingell

a comparable relationship between pit A[715] and the

1992, 27) and Cilsan, Camarthenshire (Pannett 2012, 134). In

trackway R5 (see Fig 3.33) – neither are dated but the close

fact, there is some evidence to suggest the deliberate curation

correspondence in alignment and position with one another

of Beaker pottery as heirlooms during the Early Bronze Age,

surely invites comparison with pit A[910] and R1. Moreover,

perhaps including their storage in middens for later retrieval

there is some evidence in the spatial relationship and alignment

(Woodward 2002).

of pit A[1195] to the monumental landscape in the study area

The evidence from these sites serves only to underline

to suggest that this feature was also related to wider processes

the continued importance of middens in the Early Bronze

of land division and organisation during the later third and

Age, as potential ‘banks’ of so-called ‘provisional refuse’ for

early second millennia BC, as outlined below. This putative

later reuse (Schiffer 1987, 64–72; Needham & Spence 1997;

relationship between pit shape and landscape setting is by no

Thomas 2012, 9). However, while such practices can be seen

means restricted to the study area. At Fengate, for instance, pit

to echo a depositional tradition stretching back to the Early

F87 was seen to be located close to the mouth of an important

Neolithic there is evidence in Early Bronze Age pit deposits for

droveway, at the boundary between the field system and the

the deliberate selection and/or arrangement of material which

fen (Pryor 2001, 72). Significantly, in the context of this

is not apparent in earlier periods. The occurrence of cattle

discussion, the pit was almost identical in size and shape to pits

and pig mandibles – to the exclusion of almost every other

A[910] and A[1195], consisting of a rectangular pit measuring

skeletal element from these animals – alongside the midden

2.82m long by 1.0m wide (Pryor 2001, 70).

material within pit A[1195], for instance, is unlikely to have

Of the remaining Early Bronze Age pits, only the

been coincidental and hints at an unprecedented degree of

intercutting pits A[1860] and A[1890] were clearly associated

care exercised over the selection of material for pit deposition.

with a landscape feature – in this case round barrow Structure

Undoubtedly the most striking evidence for deliberately

1. There was little, however, to differentiate this feature

selected and arranged material, however, is the partially

from any of the other Early Bronze Age pits in terms of

dismembered cattle carcass in pit A[910]. Though deposits of

their contents, which generally consisted of small quantities

cattle bone are by no means unknown in the Early Bronze Age,

of pottery and/or struck flint, although a certain similarity

most occur in association with funerary contexts (Towers et al

between pits A[1860] and A[1890] and pit C[240] could be

2010, 509; Hey and Robinson 2011, 325) and non-funerary

seen in their size, shape and methods of infilling.

examples are, by contrast, very rare. Probably the closest parallel
to pit A[910] is at Holloway Lane, Harmondsworth, where the

MONUMENTS AND CEREMONY IN THE LATER

partially dismembered carcass of a young aurochs, accompanied

NEOLITHIC AND EARLY BRONZE AGE

by six barbed and tanged arrowheads, was interred within a

Monument form and function

partially infilled, vertically sided oval pit not dissimilar to pit

Any consideration of the date, form and function of the various

A[910] (Cotton et al 2006).

monuments recorded at the current sites is necessarily hampered

What sets pit A[910] apart from any other contemporary

by the almost total absence of any associated finds or other

comparators, however, is its clear association with Trackway

dating evidence. There is, admittedly, some limited dating

1 (R1). The spatial relationships of certain Early Bronze

evidence associated with round barrow Structure 5 (S5) and

Age pits to contemporary and later landscape features has

the possible pond barrow S9 but the remaining monuments,

been noted elsewhere, including at sites on the HS1 scheme

including round barrow S1 and the segmented ring-ditches S7

(Garwood 2011, 122–3) and at Fengate (Pryor 2001, 72), and

and S16, proved almost completely devoid of any finds. The
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interpretation of these monuments is further hindered by their

ditches are very poorly dated, if at all: the segmented ring-ditch

truncated survival, most likely as a result of ploughing. No

at Radley Barrow Hills, for example, though considered to be

evidence for any associated mounds or banks survived at any

Late Neolithic, contained very little by way of dating with the

of the monuments in question and the existence of any such

exception of a single sherd of Beaker pottery, while Handley

above-ground elements can only be conjectured. Any estimation

Barrow 27 produced a single sherd of Mortlake-style pottery

of the date and function of these monuments, therefore, must

from its primary fill (Barrett et al 1991, 85) and the ditch at

rely on comparison with similar monuments elsewhere.

Corporation Farm produced a mixed assemblage that included
Carinated and Plain Bowl pottery, Mortlake-style pottery and

The segmented ring-ditches
A wide range of segmented ring-ditches has been excavated in

Grooved Ware (Shand et al 2003, 34).
The original function of many of these monuments is as

southern Britain. The ditches range from comparatively large

open to interpretation as their dating. In some cases, such as

circular or subcircular examples measuring up to 23m across,

the Staines Road Farm, Shepperton ring-ditch (Jones 2008),

such as those excavated at Staines Road Farm, Shepperton

there was associated funerary activity but even here this activity

(Jones 2008), Ashford Prison (Carew et al 2006), Handley

appeared to be secondary to the initial construction and use

Barrow 27, Dorset (Barrett et al 1991) or Heathrow Airport

of the monument. The majority of segmented ring-ditches

(Canham 1978), through large U-shaped monuments such

exhibited no evidence for funerary activity. Issues of truncation

as enclosure HE1 at Heathrow Terminal 5 (Lewis & Brown

and preservation are, of course, at work here and it is quite

2006; Lewis 2010) or Horton (Ford & Pine 2003) to a variety

possible that in some cases burial evidence simply failed to

of more diminutive circular or oval segmented ring-ditches

survive. However, this highlights the problems inherent in

measuring less than 15m across. These latter monuments

interpreting truncated ring-ditches – a problem reflected in the

include penannular examples, such as Dorchester sites I and

often inconsistent use of terms such as enclosure, barrow henge,

VI or Handley Barrow 26 (Atkinson 1951; Barrett et al 1991;

hengiform monument and so forth to describe monuments

Whittle et al 1992), so-called ‘hengiform’ types with opposing

which are, on the face of it, virtually indistinguishable

entranceways, such as that excavated at Corporation Farm near

(Garwood et al 2011, 360). These interpretative uncertainties

Abingdon (Shand et al 2003) and examples with no obvious

can be seen to reflect nuances of Neolithic monument

entrances, such as those excavated at Radley Barrow Hills

construction and use that defy strict categorisation of

(Barclay & Halpin 1999) or New Wintles Farm, Eynsham

monument types, where monuments are often modified,

(Kenward 1982). It is, however, quite possible that these latter

rebuilt and adapted as required (Hey & Barclay 2011, 274).

types originally consisted of penannular examples later closed

One of the key problems in this respect is establishing whether

off by means of additional ditch segments; many of the sites

such truncated ring-ditches represent mounded barrow-type

listed above showed evidence for the completion of penannular

monuments or simply ditched and embanked enclosures. In

ring-ditches or the linking of originally segmented ditches,

many cases, this cannot be determined either way, although

while some, such as several of the Dorchester on Thames

there is some evidence to suggest the existence of external

monuments, or the Down Farm ring-ditch have quite complex

or internal banks at a number of segmented ring-ditch sites,

and protracted histories of modification.

which might therefore be better interpreted as enclosures. These

While segmented ring-ditches are usually considered to

include Corporation Farm, Abingdon (Shand et al 2003, 34),

be Neolithic in date, few are convincingly dated. The dating

Dorchester sites IV, V and VI (Bradley & Chambers 1988,

evidence that is available, however, suggests that the currency

281) and the nearby cemetery barrow at Itford Hill, recently

of these monuments spanned the period from around the mid

reinterpreted as a Neolithic monument of similar type to

fourth millennium until perhaps the late third or early second

the Dorchester monuments (Russell 1996a), and horseshoe

millennium BC. Radiocarbon dates from the Staines Road Farm

enclosure HE1 at Heathrow Terminal 5 (Lewis 2010).

ring-ditch, for instance, suggest a mid fourth-millennium date

In view of the variety of form and function evident in the

(Jones 2008, 73); a later fourth-millennium BC date is suggested

known corpus of excavated segmented ring-ditch monuments

for the Ashford Prison ring-ditch (Seager Thomas 2006, 22) and

in southern Britain, it is no surprise that it has proved difficult

a date in the first half of the third millennium BC is suggested

fully to characterise the two examples excavated at Lower

by radiocarbon dates from a segmented ring-ditch at Green Park,

Hoddern Farm, in terms both of date and of use. Neither

Reading (Brossler et al 2004). Many of the remaining segmented

have direct parallels, though there are some more general
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similarities and observations which do help refine the probable

Broader parallels for ring-ditches S16 and S7 might

chronology and likely function of the monuments. In terms

include segmented penannular, U-shaped and horseshoe

of size, for instance, the segmented penannular ring-ditch S16

enclosures, such as the Dorchester on Thames sites IV, V

falls towards the lower end of the scale of segmented ring-ditch

and VI and the comparable Itford Hill example, enclosures

monuments, similar in size and shape to monuments such

HE1 and HE2 at Heathrow Teminal 5 (Lewis 2010) and that

as the example excavated at Radley Barrow Hills (Barclay &

excavated at Manor Farm, Horton (Ford & Pine 2003). The

Halpin 1999) or the oval segmented ring-ditch at New Wintles

Dorchester and Itford Hill monuments, for instance, were

Farm, Eynsham (Kenward 1982). Morphologically, these ovoid

similar in scale to ring-ditch S16 and, like ring-ditch S16,

monuments might be the closest parallels to ring-ditch S16,

were typified by the presence of postholes in the bases of their

although neither are well dated. The example at New Wintles

respective ditch segments and pits – possible evidence for

Farm might have formed a secondary phase of construction

free-standing timber structures. Admittedly, these monuments

to an Early Neolithic funerary monument, but in itself is not

were all foci for multiple cremation deposits, although in every

dated, while that at Radley, which yielded a single sherd of

demonstrable case these were secondary to initial construction

Beaker pottery from the upper fill of one of the ditch segments,

(Bradley & Chambers 1988, 282), and there is no good

is considered to be Late Neolithic in date (Bradley et al 1999,

evidence to suggest that they were designed primarily to fulfil

45; Garwood 1999b, 280). Whilst neither are penannular in

a funerary role (Russell 1996a, 22). Dating evidence for these

form, the disposition of the various ditch segments at Radley

monuments is extremely limited, although Peterborough

is certainly suggestive of an initial U-shaped monument of

Ware pottery associated with Dorchester sites V and VI might

three segments not entirely dissimilar to S16 but which might

suggest a later fourth- or early third-millennium date for their

subsequently have been completed or closed off with an

construction. Likewise, the Manor Farm Horton monument

additional ditch segment across its open end.

bears certain similarities to ring-ditch S7 in that it consisted of

Parallels for the larger, multiphase ring-ditch S7 are even

an initial U-shaped monument, later enclosed in a continuous

rarer. Probably the closest equivalents to this monument are

oval ring-ditch. The available dating suggests this monument

the Tutt Hill ring-ditch RD81 and the Beechbrook Wood

spanned the mid fourth–early third millennia, but it differs

ring-ditches 1021/1007, both excavated on the HS1 scheme.

from ring-ditch S7 in that it had a funerary use associated

The Tutt Hill example consisted of an ovoid segmented ring-

with its secondary phase of construction at least, as evinced by

ditch measuring between 13m and 15m across, with narrow

deliberate deposits of human remains in the continuous outer

ditches just 0.30m wide, but its excavator considered that its

ditch (Ford & Pine 2003). The HE1 enclosure at Heathrow,

segmented form might owe more to truncation than to design

on the other hand, comprised a U-shaped segmented ditch,

(Brady 2006a, 10; Garwood 2011, 126, table 3.3, 130). The

similar in scale to the C-shaped segmented form of S7; this

Beechbrook Wood ring-ditches 1021/1007 might, on the other

is considered to have represented an enclosure with internal

hand, be closer ring-ditch S7, in terms of both morphology

bank and has been tentatively dated to the fourth millennium

and constructional sequence. An initial phase of construction

BC. The form of the heavily truncated HE2 enclosure remains

was represented by a narrow and possibly segmented C-shaped

unknown, but it is more reliably dated to the third millennium

or continuous ring-ditch, subsequently modified or enlarged

BC (Lewis 2010, 62–6, 117–18). As with the ring-ditches in

by the addition of a circular, segmented ring-ditch comprising

the study area, neither of the Heathrow enclosures had any

three segments of unequal length, measuring up to 0.70m

associated funerary activity, although they differ from the

wide and some 18m in diameter. Like ring-ditch S7, neither

examples in the study area in that both were associated with

monument was associated with any funerary activity and

significant quantities of artefacts, including struck flint, pottery

finds and dating evidence from the monuments were very

and animal bone.

limited. A single sherd of Beaker pottery was recovered from

Though any estimation of the likely dates of construction

Tutt Hill ring-ditch RD81 (Brady 2006a, 11). Finds from the

and principal periods of use for the segmented monuments in

Beechbrook Wood ring-ditches were limited to two abraded

the study area must remain at best highly conjectural, a date in

and residual sherds of Early Neolithic pottery from ring-ditch

the later fourth or, perhaps more likely, third millennium BC

1007, although the excavator suggested a Beaker-period date

for ring-ditch S16 is suggested on the basis of similarities in

for the smaller C-shaped ditch 1021 based on similarity in size

size, shape and composition to ovoid segmented ring-ditches

and proximity to the dated ring-ditch 851 (Brady 2006b, 13).

at New Wintles Farm, Radley Barrow Hills and some of the
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Dorchester sites. Similarly, a later third- or earlier second-

period of construction and use of open arena monuments from

millennium BC Beaker-period date is preferred for ring-ditch

around 2500 to 2100 BC. Alternatively, it might represent

S7, based on its similarities to the Tutt Hill and Beechbrook

a ceremonial precursor to the formal class of open arena

Wood monuments (Brady 2006a; 2006b; Garwood 2011).

monuments, as defined by Garwood (2003; 2007).

However, it is important to note that the period of use of
S7 may have extended into the latter half of the second

The round barrows

millennium BC, in view of the fact that it was apparently

The South Downs are exceptionally rich in round barrow

respected by later Middle Bronze Age roundhouses. Indeed, it

monuments. Over 1000 barrow monuments are currently

is possible that one of its later phases of modification, such as

recorded in Sussex, the vast majority of which occur on the

the creation of the continuous ring-ditch or later pit insertions,

South Downs at a concentration sufficient to match that of the

may have related more to a Middle Bronze Age adaptation than

east Kent and Wessex landscapes, with a noticeable clustering

to a primary, Beaker-period phase of use.

along the downland escarpment (Grinsell 1934, 217; Garwood

Attempts to establish the probable function of ring-ditches

2003, 50). This abundance of monuments is reflected in a long

S16 and S7 are as fraught with difficulty as are the efforts to

history of investigation spanning some 250 years. We thus

estimate their date. In this respect, however, the unusually

have a valuable data set, despite the sometimes less than ideal

narrow widths of their respective ditches, which in neither case

methods employed by past investigators, which has allowed

exceeded 0.7m, deserves further consideration. Clearly, such

some recent reappraisals of the Sussex evidence (eg Garwood

ditches would not have generated sufficient upcast for a central

2003). The work of L V Grinsell is central to this data set: his

mound of any appreciable size. By analogy with other excavated

meticulous survey of barrows in Sussex (Grinsell 1934; 1940;

barrows in Sussex, turf-stack mound construction is quite

1941) provided an essential record of elements of a prehistoric

possible (eg Drewett 1975b; 1976; 1985). However, it must

landscape that suffered greatly from deep ploughing during

also be considered feasible that the ring-ditches functioned as

the Second World War. Inevitably, his work is now somewhat

enclosures rather than as mounded monuments, with either

outdated, since it necessarily does not include the results of any

internal banks similar to the HE1 enclosure at Heathrow

subsequent fieldwork, but it nonetheless forms an invaluable

Terminal 5 or external banks similar in form to Dorchester

source for any study of barrows in Sussex.

sites IV, V and VI and Corporation Farm (Shand et al 2003).

Some 90% of the barrows recorded by Grinsell were

In this context it might be more appropriate to regard one

interpreted by him as simple bowl barrows, although in the

or both of these monuments in terms of a wider category

absence of excavation it can be appreciated that this catch-all

of so-called ‘open arena’ ceremonial monuments that also

term is likely to have embraced a multitude of morphological

includes ring barrows, ring cairns and pond barrows (Garwood

and constructional variants, as has been borne out to some

2007, 34). These are defined on the basis of low earthen or

extent by more recent excavations, including those at the

stone banks surrounding flat or hollowed central spaces that

subject site. Other types recorded by Grinsell include around

were sometimes but not always associated with funerary rites

dozen bell barrows, some 30 platform barrows and about

(Garwood 2003, 51; 2007, 34–5). Indeed, the available dating

15 ring barrows and pond barrows (Grinsell 1934, 224–7;

evidence suggests that, while these monuments might have

Garwood 2003, 50). A variety of constructional methods

spanned the period from around 2500 to 1500 BC, those

among Sussex barrows were also recorded, ranging from simple

built and used before around 2100 BC were only very rarely

single-phase mounds of earth, flint chalk or turf, either with

associated with human remains. The evidence from ring-ditch

or without ring-ditches, to comparatively elaborate structures

S7 is certainly not inconsistent with such an interpretation,

such as the wattle-revetted drum-shaped platform barrow,

both in terms of a presumed later third-millennium BC date

such as the West Heath III barrow (Drewett 1976). Where

and in terms of the absence of formal human remains, which

excavated, the majority of barrows have proved to possess

might be taken to indicate a principal period of construction

single ring-ditches, both continuous and penannular (Grinsell

and use before around 2100 BC. Whether or not it is

1934, 221), the latter including the distinctive oval barrow at

appropriate to interpret the smaller and potentially earlier

Pyecombe (Butler 1991). In addition, there are examples of

segmented ring-ditch S16 in a similar way is open to question.

simple mounds with no evidence for any ring-ditches, such as

On the basis of its similarities to the presumed Late Neolithic

West Heath II, IV, VII or IX, as well as examples of multiple

Radley example, it could conceivably fall within the earlier

concentric ring-ditches probably representing multiphase
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constructions, including West Heath III and VII (Drewett

horseshoe enclosure HE1 at Heathrow Terminal 5 (Lewis

1976; 1985).

2010) and the penannular and double ring-ditch monuments

Reliable dating evidence for this extensive and varied group

at Imperial College Sports Ground (Crockett 2001). As a

of monuments is often in short supply, probably owing to a

group, these monuments vary considerably in size, form and

combination of factors including, but not necessarily limited

function. Certainly, not all were associated with funerary

to, the extensive robbing of barrows in antiquity, the often

activity and of those that were, there was little to suggest that

imperfect recording techniques employed on many of the

they were originally constructed primarily for burial. At Staines

earlier excavations and an apparent paucity of rich graves with

Road Farm, Shepperton and Manor Farm, Lower Horton,

diagnostic grave assemblages. It is especially unfortunate – but

for instance, burial evidence was present in the ditches, rather

probably inevitable – that some of these earlier investigations

than in central purpose-dug graves, which suggests activity

from which we have incomplete or inconsistent records were

secondary to the construction of the monuments, while there

carried out on some of the richest graves in Sussex, including

is no good evidence to suggest that the cremations associated

the Hove barrow (Phillips 1857; Curwen & Curwen 1924)

with the Imperial College Sports Ground monuments were

and Oxteddle Down (Horsfield 1824). The available dating

necessarily contemporary with the initial construction of the

evidence, both artefactual and scientific, supports the assertion

monuments. In this context, the small Peterborough Ware

that most round barrows date to the Late Neolithic and Early

associated barrow S5 can be seen to be another example of

Bronze Age periods, from around 2500 to 1500 BC. It must

a disparate yet related group of monuments in which burial

be borne in mind, however, that, on the basis of the excavated

is only sometimes a feature (Drewett et al 1988, 84; Hey &

evidence, it is impossible to discount the existence of mounds

Barclay 2011, 276).

at some of the later fourth- and third-millennium BC ring-

In this regard it should be borne in mind that, although

ditches discussed above, while there is ample evidence both in

the lack of burial evidence in barrow S5 (and indeed within

Sussex and in the wider region for barrows of Middle Bronze

the presumed later barrow S6) might simply be a consequence

Age date, including the Hove barrow (Garwood 2003, 53) and

of poor preservation, it is quite possible, given the evidence

several examples in Kent such as Monkton VI, VII, VIII and X

above, that they were never intended to house the dead. The

(Bennett et al 2008).

existence of so-called ‘empty barrows’ has long been recognised

At first glance, the two probable round barrows Structures

as perhaps something more than simply a consequence of

5 and 6 (S5 and S6) excavated in the study area have little

preservation (Drewett et al 1988), although there is little

to contribute to the regional corpus of barrows in Sussex

consensus on what their original function might have been,

and the wider region. Neither produced any burial evidence

beyond a broad ritual/ceremonial function that includes shrine

nor any evidence for associated mounds or banks that might

sites, open arenas, memorials and cenotaphs, depending on the

provide further information on funerary practice or barrow

reading of the surviving evidence (Garwood 2007; 2011). In

construction. There are, however, several aspects of their

the context of barrow S5, it is particularly interesting to note

chronology, composition and form which deserve further

the possibility that some empty barrows may have represented

consideration. In terms of chronology, for instance, the

monuments marking the closure and site of former occupation

presence of a small but relatively unabraded assemblage of

sites (Woodward 2000a; see also Last 2007b, 165–6), a practice

Peterborough Ware pottery from barrow S5 may be judged to

which echoes earlier Neolithic pit deposition (eg Pollard 2001).

be especially significant in suggesting an unusually early date

In this way, the proximity of barrow S5 to a site of Early

for round barrow construction in Sussex.

Neolithic structured deposition might not simply have been an

While the possibility that this material is residual cannot

attempt to respect this earlier site but an effort deliberately to

be entirely discounted, there is, as stated above, a growing body

reference it within the parameters of an emergent tradition of

of evidence in southern Britain for ring-ditches and related

monument building.

monuments dating to the later fourth and early third millennia

The date of the larger oval barrow S6 must remain

BC, consistent with the currency of Peterborough Ware pottery.

uncertain, given the total absence of any dating evidence

In the south-east these include those excavated at Ashford

associated with the monument itself, although a broad

Prison (Carew et al 2006), Staines Road Farm, Shepperton

Neolithic/Early Bronze Age terminus post quem is provided

(Jones 2008) and Manor Farm, Lower Horton (Ford & Pine

by pottery from one of the pits that cut the barrow ditch.

2003); further afield similarly dated monuments include the

Although oval barrows are known to have been constructed
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from around the mid–late fourth millennium BC onwards, as

Harlow in Essex (Germany 2007) and the Thanet Earth site in

attested by such sites as North Marden (Drewett 1986), Radley

Kent (Masefield & Rady in Rady et al in prep). The possible

(Barclay & Halpin 1999) and Manor Farm, Lower Horton

pond barrow in the study area appears to be the first excavated

(Ford & Pine 2003), the example in the study area probably

in Sussex, although other, as yet unexcavated, examples are

bears a closer resemblance to later Beaker examples, in terms

known at Amberley Mount and Alfriston (Grinsell 1934, 225).

of both its size and its shape. In fact, probably the closest

Taken together, these suggest that the initial phases of

parallel to barrow S6 is the oval, penannular barrow excavated

use of these monuments broadly spanned the first half of the

at Pyecombe (Butler 1991), which housed a rich grave dated

second millennium BC, although later phases of reuse were

to the period c 2500–2200 BC (Garwood 2003, 52); a similar

also evident at a number of sites. It should also be noted that

date is proposed for barrow S6. The Pyecombe barrow was

none of the radiocarbon dates discussed below explicitly date

slightly smaller than barrow S6, enclosing an area measuring c

the construction of the various monuments, only funerary

11 × 12m with a single axis of symmetry and small causeway

activity centred on them, which need not, in itself, have

situated on its long axis. It might be no coincidence that pits

been concomitant with monument construction. At Radley,

A[1870] and A[1890], which are considered to have been

there are some indications of a later third-millennium BC

part of a deliberate attempt to slight the ring-ditch of barrow

date for pond barrow 4866, as suggested by a radiocarbon

S6, occupied the same relative position as the causeway of the

date of 2500–1900 cal BC (95% confidence) obtained from

Pyecombe barrow. The slighting of the ring-ditch causeways,

cremations cut into the floor of the pond barrow (OxA-

which probably represents a similar practice to the closing off of

1879, 3720±80BP), although this early date is considered

segmented ring-ditches discussed above, is a well-documented

unreliable (Barclay 1999, 115; Garwood 1999b, 286). The

phenomenon elsewhere in the south-east, most notably on

remaining radiocarbon dates, which derive from cremations

the Isle of Thanet. Here, the causeways of a number of Late

and inhumations surrounding the monument, are taken to

Neolithic and Early Bronze Age penannular ring-ditches are

suggest initial use of the pond barrow between 2000 and 1600

considered to have been deliberately slighted, including Lord

cal BC (Garwood 1999b, 288). A comparable date range is

of the Manor I and Lord of the Manor III (Macpherson-Grant

suggested by radiocarbon dating of three cremations associated

1977; Fisk 2003) and Bradstow School (Hart 2006).

with the pond barrow at St Osyth, which indicate that funerary
activity at the monument spanned the period 2100–1810 to

The possible pond barrow

1760–1450 cal BC (95% confidence) (Germany 2007, 38),

Pond barrows are a relatively rare class of monument which

while a comparable radiocarbon date of 1921–1626 cal BC has

may be broadly defined on the basis of a low circular earth

been obtained from charcoal from a pit cutting the metalling

bank surrounding a central depression, usually containing

in the Thanet Earth pond barrow (Rady et al in prep). The

one or more pits. In distribution pond barrows are currently

radiocarbon dates obtained from the Down Farm pond

restricted to southern Britain, with a noticeable concentration

barrows are considered unreliable, although a date in the first

in Wessex, in the Avebury and Stonehenge landscapes of

half of the second millennium BC is considered most likely

Wiltshire and around Winterbourne Abbas in Dorset. This

(Garwood 1999b, 288). The radiocarbon date of 1610–1430

might in part, however, reflect patterns of past investigation,

cal BC obtained from the infilling of the Lower Hoddern Farm

and recent fieldwork and survey has now extended the known

pond barrow falls towards the end of the expected date range

distribution of these monuments as far west as Pembrokeshire

for primary pond barrow use in southern Britain but is not

(Poucher 2011) and as far east as the Isle of Thanet (Masefield

inconsistent with the dating evidence from elsewhere presented

& Rady in Rady et al in prep), Essex (Germany 2007) and

above. At any rate, this is associated with the infilling of the

Cambridgeshire (Pollard 2002). Examples that have been

monument and disuse of the monument and provides a useful

excavated to modern standards are few but include examples

terminus ante quem centred on the middle centuries of the

at Snail Down, Wiltshire (Thomas 2005), Winterbourne

millennium for its abandonment.

Steepleton, Down Farm and Monkton Up Wimborne in

Pond barrows as a monument class have been shown to

Dorset (Atkinson et al 1951; Barrett et al 1991; Green 2000)

vary considerably in their size, construction and composition.

Radley, Berinsfield and Didcot in Oxfordshire (Barclay &

They can range from as little as 4.6m in diameter, as at Radley

Thomas 1995; Barclay & Halpin 1999; Masefield 2013),

barrow 4583 (Barclay 1999, 52), to as much as 27m, as at

Pampisford, Cambridgeshire (Pollard 2002) St Osyth and

Winterbourne Abbas 17 (English Heritage 1989) and from
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shallow, scooped depressions as little as 0.30m deep, as at

evident at Winterbourne Steepleton and Down Farm, where

Down Farm, Dorset (Barrett et al 1991, 128), to quite deep

associated inhumations and cremations clustered around

excavations of 1.0m in depth or more, with steep sides and flat

the periphery of the depression or outside it (see Germany

bases, as at Radley barrow 4866 (Barclay 1999, 115). While

2007, fig 69). Similarly, the Didcot pond barrow included a

most pond barrows appear to have been deliberately excavated,

six-post structure within its south-east edge which has been

there is some evidence to suggest expedient reuse of pre-existing

suggested as a platform for exposure burial and/or display

landscape features. Such sites include Thanet Earth, where a

of the dead (Masefield 2013). Even at other sites, such as St

pre-existing pond within a geological sink hole was utilised

Osyth and Monkton Up Wimborne, where centrally placed

(Masefield & Rady in Rady et al in prep), and Radley, where

cremation deposits were present, there were other, peripheral

the semi-infilled hengiform monument 611 was reused as

cremations also. Only at Pampisford and Snail Down was there

a pond barrow (Barclay & Halpin 1999). At between 5.0m

no evidence for any peripheral or external funerary deposits.

and 6.6m across and 0.40m deep, the Lower Hoddern Farm

Other evidence for funerary activity associated with pond

example is consistent with the evidence from elsewhere, albeit

barrows includes burnt surfaces and/or features within the

at the smaller end of the range. Its size was comparable to pond

depressions at St Osyth, Harlow and Monkton Up Wimborne,

barrows 4583 and 4866 at Radley, which measured 6.5m and

where they have been interpreted as evidence for use of pond

4.6m in diameter respectively, although these latter examples

barrows as pyre sites (Germany 2007, 109). While there was

were somewhat deeper at around 1.0m in depth (Barclay 1999,

no direct evidence for any funerary activity at Lower Hoddern

52, 115). While field survey has frequently identified evidence

Farm, it is possible that the charcoal-rich deposits in associated

for the encircling banks of unexcavated pond barrows, these

pits A[1011] and A[1013], within the depression, might have

are rarely found to survive in most of the recently excavated

represented deposits of pyre material or similar. At any rate,

examples cited above, having been invariably removed through

there is ample evidence elsewhere for a range of features within

processes of truncation such as ploughing. The lack of evidence

pond barrows that were not necessarily related to funerary

for any bank at Lower Hodddern Farm, therefore, is no

ritual. At Winterbourne Steepleton, for instance, only 13 of the

impediment to its interpretation as a pond barrow.

34 pits sealed by the metalling within the depression contained

The metalled surfacing present within the possible

any human remains: the remaining pits contained either

pond barrow S9 was also consistent with the evidence from

pottery alone, or no finds at all (Atkinson et al 1951, 5–8).

elsewhere. Similar metalled surfaces have been identified at

Features within and around the depression at Down Farm

Winterbourne Steepleton (Atkinson et al 1951), Pampisford

included three animal burials (again, on the periphery of the

(Pollard 2002), Monkton Up Wimborne (Green 2000;

depression), a group of postholes in the centre of the depression

Germany 2007, 109, fig 69) and Didcot (Masefield 2013).

and three outside, which, with three cremation burials,

In many instances this metalling can be seen to have been

formed an alignment parallel to the nearby cursus (Barrett et

a secondary construction, either sealing features, as at

al 1991, 128–36). Elsewhere, a variety of pits and postholes

Winterbourne Steepleton (Atkinson et al 1951), or layers of

were recorded within pond barrows at Pampisford (Pollard

primary silting, as at Didcot (Masefield 2013), but at Lower

2002), Harlow and Monkton Up Wimborne (Germany 2007,

Hoddern Farm there was no good evidence to suggest that the

fig 69). It seems, therefore, that while funerary activity was

metalled surface was not a primary constructional element of

undoubtedly an important aspect of pond barrows, it probably

the monument.

formed just one component of a wider range of ceremonial and

Funerary activity was clearly an important attribute of
pond barrows and many excavated examples have produced at

ritual activities centred on the pond barrow itself, although the
precise nature of these activities is in many instances elusive.

least some evidence for associated inhumations and cremations.
There was a clear preference at many sites for the peripheral

THE CHRONOLOGY AND ORGANISATION OF THE

placement of funerary deposits. At Radley, for instance,

LANDSCAPE IN THE LATER NEOLITHIC AND EARLY

almost all the associated Early Bronze Age inhumations and

BRONZE AGE

cremations were placed outside the encircling bank of the

The evidence presented above, though limited, suggests that

monument and even the two cremation deposits within the

the creation of monuments in the study area was a long and

depression itself were close to its margins (Barclay 1999,

protracted process, initiated perhaps as early as the later fourth or

115–24). Comparable patterns of funerary activity were

third millennium BC with the construction of the small round
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barrow Structure 5 (S5) and the small segmented enclosure S16.

Though the Radley Barrow Hills group is far more

Dating the construction of the oval barrow S6, ring-ditch S7

impressive than that excavated in the study area, it nonetheless

and pond barrow S9 is much more tentative but it is considered

offers a useful comparison in terms of the duration of

probable that they were constructed somewhat later, most likely

monument construction and organisation, the range of

during the later third or early second millennium BC, while the

monuments present and the nature of the spatial relationships

pond barrow S9 was probably constructed during the first half

of these monuments to one another. Here, Early Neolithic

of the second millennium BC. The entire period of monument

monuments, including the Abingdon causewayed enclosure,

building in the study area, therefore, may have spanned at least a

an oval barrow and a mortuary enclosure, all appear to have

millennium and possibly much longer.

acted as a focus for subsequent monument building. The

Furthermore, analysis of the relative disposition of these

earliest suggestion of a linear arrangement of monuments

monuments not only to one another but to the rectangular

at Radley dates to the period c 2900–2200 BC, possibly

pits A[910], A[1195] and A[715] suggests the articulation of

contemporary with the construction of the segmented ring-

the monumental and non-monumental alike within a single

ditch S16 and the small barrow S5, and includes a similar range

overarching, organised landscape. It is possible, for instance,

of monuments, among them a segmented ovoid ring-ditch

to perceive a certain linearity in the arrangement of all four

comparable to S16 (see above), a pit and at least one ring-ditch

monuments in the study area (Fig 3.39). The oval barrow S7

monument (Garwood 1999c, 303). From around 2400 BC,

and ring-ditch monuments S16 and S7, for example, appear

linear alignments of overtly funerary monuments began to be

to lie on a common east-north-east to west-south-west (ENE–

constructed, culminating in the development of two broadly

WSW) alignment. Some 80m to the south, a parallel alignment

parallel alignments of barrows (including several pond barrows)

can be seen to run through pond barrow S9 and intersect with

during the period c 2100–1500 BC, alignments which served

the projected southern edge of the ring-ditch of barrow S5,

to define a broad processional avenue aligned with reference to

while at the same distance, around 80m to the north of the

the now-ancient causewayed enclosure (ibid, 298–309). Similar

central alignment, lies the Beaker pit A[1195], on an ENE–

parallel alignments focused on Early Neolithic monuments

WSW alignment so similar to that of the central alignment as

have been noted at Winterbourne Stoke and Normanton

to be beyond coincidence. The dating evidence for monument

Down in Wiltshire and Broadmayne, Dorset, in each case

construction outlined above, limited though it is, suggests

incorporating Early Neolithic long barrows (Garwood 1999c,

the ongoing maintenance and modification of this organised

309). It is possible to interpret the monument alignments

landscape according to a consistent set of governing criteria,

in the study area in a similar way, as a means of structuring

manifest through the positioning of landscape monuments

movement through the landscape, perhaps focused on the Early

along certain pre-ordained alignments.

Neolithic activity on the high ground overlooking the Upper
Piddinghoe valley (Fig 3.40). It is certainly not inconceivable

The monumental and ritual landscape of the third and
early second millennia BC

that this ancient area of Early Neolithic activity was still

The linear organisation of monumental landscapes in Britain

S5 so close to, without directly impinging on, these earlier

during the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age is a long-

features. If these alignments were indeed intended to structure

attested phenomenon, particularly in relation to linear barrow

movement with reference to this ancient site, it could be

groups. However, the linear arrays of round barrows which

suggested that the visibility of barrow S5 and the area of Early

are such a recognisable feature of the Wiltshire or Dorset

Neolithic activity were controlled through use of the natural

landscape are relatively uncommon in Sussex, with extant

topography of the site, with the barrow visible from a distance

examples surviving only at Heyshott Down, Treyford on the

but obscured by the flank of the valley as one approached

Downland escarpment and at Duncton Common on the

from the west. Similar patterns of monument visibility have

Greensand ridge (Garwood 2003, 61). Excavated examples of

been observed elsewhere, most notably with respect of the

linear monument groups in southern Britain are rarer still but

concentration of barrows along the chalk escarpment of the

include the impressive barrow cemetery at Radley Barrow Hills,

South Downs, but further afield as well (Field 1998, 316).

remembered in some form, given the placement of barrow

Oxfordshire (Barclay & Halpin 1999) and the linear group of

The manipulation of monument visibility was also a

ring-ditches excavated at Saltwood Tunnel on the HS1 route

feature of the Radley landscape, where the point at which the

(Garwood 2011).

pre-existing causewayed enclosure, oval barrow and associated
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Fig 3.39 The alignment and organisation of the landscape in the Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age
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open space became visible from the avenue was marked by a

in the comparable association between the larger rectangular

retained earlier barrow (Garwood 1999c, 307–8). In this way,

pit A[715] and trackway R5. Neither of these features was

ring-ditches S16 and S7, interpreted as open arenas similar

particularly well dated, although it is considered that the

in function to pond barrows (Garwood 2003, 51; 2007, 34),

differences in pit size and lack of structured deposition in pit

might have marked specific foci along the route of this avenue

A[715] here reflected a chronological difference, with trackway

for the performance of particular ceremonies, with the pond

R5 representing a later addition to the emergent network of

barrow S9 more or less corresponding with the point at which

trackways and/or fields. The end date of this process of land

barrow S5 and Open Area 43 (OA43) became visible again as

division – the completion of fully developed field systems in

the flank of the valley is crested.

the study area – is less well defined. Indeed, on the basis of the
available evidence it is impossible to state with any certainty

The origins and development of land division in the
study area in the early second millennium BC

whether the coaxial field system was laid out in toto at the same

As stated above, the spatial association of some Beaker-period

was a later addition to a formative or spinal Early Bronze Age

and Early Bronze Age pits to significant contemporary and

track. While the former scenario is indeed possible, the latter

later boundaries is a feature that has been noted elsewhere. At

is considered, on balance, to be more likely. The evidence

Fengate, as outlined above, the Beaker pit F87 was located at

presented above certainly suggests that changing approaches to

the mouth of a significant droveway, at the boundary between

land division during the first half of the second millennium BC

the Later Bronze Age field system and the fen (Pryor 2001,

may have been part of a fairly incremental process, and though

72), while at Beechbrook Wood on the HS1 scheme some

the pace of change is likely to have accelerated around the

Later Bronze Age field boundaries appeared to have been laid

middle of the millennium, it may be overstating the evidence

out with reference to earlier Beaker-period pits (Garwood

to suggest the sudden creation of an entire planned landscape

2011, 122–3). It has been argued that such features and the

at the same time as the establishment of trackway R1. That is

complex structured deposits they contained may have reflected

not to say, however, that the creation of the wider field system

formative processes of landscape organisation and the creation

was necessarily an accretive and gradual process. There is some

of land-holdings during the Early Bronze Age, perhaps before

evidence in the regular spacing of field boundaries and a certain

the appearance of formal, or at least archaeologically visible,

symmetry in their layout (as discussed below) to indicate that

boundaries (ibid). It is certainly possible to view the Beaker-

the field systems formed part of a wider planned landscape

period structured deposition in the study area in the same way,

set out around and with reference to the spinal trackway R1.

particularly given the evidence above for the placement of pit

On this basis, it is possible to suggest that the infilling of

A[1195] in relation to other pre-existing and contemporary

pond barrow S9 was related to the wider changes of land use

monuments. Perhaps more importantly, however, the evidence

associated with the creation of field systems based on trackway

from the study area allows us not only to chart a certain

R1, with the radiocarbon date associated with this infilling

evolution in landscape organisation during the first half

providing a useful Middle Bronze Age terminus post quem

of the second millennium BC but to say something of the

of 1610–1430 cal BC (SUERC-43292, 3240±29 BP) for the

timing of that change. Thus pit A[1195], which appears from

completion of the field system. Consequently, it is possible to

the radiocarbon evidence to date to the first quarter of the

envisage the emergence of land division in the study area as an

millennium (2015–1776 cal BC), can be seen to have been

essentially two-stage process, consisting of the formalisation of

associated exclusively with the monumental landscape of the

a transhumant routeway during the latter centuries of the Early

third and early second millennia BC and systems of land tenure

Bronze Age, perhaps followed somewhat later by the laying out

marked principally by depositional events in pits. The evidence

of a wider, planned, coaxial landscape, which may have related

from the closely comparable pit A[910] and its association with

more to the profound social and economic developments of the

the formative Trackway 1 (R1), on the other hand, suggests

Middle Bronze Age than those of the preceding period.

these older systems of land ownership began to give way to

The creation of the field system therefore appears to

time as trackway R1, during the 19th–18th centuries BC, or

the creation of more permanent boundaries some time during

represent the culmination of long-term processes of change in

the 19th–18th centuries BC (1890–1690 cal BC), although

the ways in which land tenure was physically expressed in and

pit deposition clearly continued to play an important role

on the landscape during the course of the Early Bronze Age. Not

in these new systems of tenure. A similar situation is evident

only do these processes appear to have spanned several centuries,

84

Fig 3.40 The Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age monument alignments as an ‘avenue’ or ‘path’
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but the continued use of pits and pit deposition alongside new
systems of land division is suggestive of a strong element of
continuity from earlier periods. Indeed, it is possible to interpret
the structured deposits in pits A[1195] and A[910] as marking
the culmination of a depositional practice that can be traced
back to the Early Neolithic. Continuity is also suggested by the
placement of these later pits with reference to the pre-existing
alignments of the earlier monumental landscape, even as they
were being carved up by new boundaries and alignments. Pit
A[910], for instance, lies within a corridor some 17m wide,
centred on the central alignment and defined by the outer edges
of the ring-ditches of monuments S6, S16 and S7, while pit
A[715] lies within 1.0m of the southern alignment, in close
proximity to barrow S5 (Fig 3.41).
Rather than a rapid and wholesale development, therefore,
the evidence for land division in the study area might be better
read as suggesting a slow and incremental process of changing
methods of land tenure and organisation which not only
references the organisation of the pre-existing monumental
landscape but also incorporates long-standing traditions of pit
deposition. Similar evolutionary processes of land organisation
have been noted elsewhere, most notably at Heathrow Terminal
5, where earlier systems of land tenure based on pit deposition
appear to have been replaced in the early second millennium
by more formal and physically blatant demonstrations of
ownership, which were based on monument construction and
cremation burial but which nevertheless continued to reference
earlier practices. In this way, the subsequent appearance of
formal field systems in the middle centuries of the second
millennium is seen simply as a logical progression in a series of
increasingly overt attempts to demonstrate land tenure
(Lewis 2010, 131–2).

86

Fig 3.41 Elements of Early Bronze Age land division in relation to monument alignments of the pre-existing Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age organised landscape
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CHAPTER 4 MIDDLE BRONZE AGE–EARLY IRON AGE
4.1 PERIOD 4: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE,
c 1500–1150 BC

dominated by monuments and ceremony with one given over to
agriculture and settlement. Trackway 1 (R1), founded in the latter
centuries of the Early Bronze Age, became the spine of an extensive

INTRODUCTION

field system laid out across the uplands to the north of the Upper

With the advent of the Middle Bronze Age, from around 1500

Piddinghoe valley, and on the high ground to the south of the

BC onwards, the processes of change in landscape organisation

valley further field systems were established, essentially mirroring

initiated during the early second millennium BC reached their

that to the north (Fig 4.1). At least two small settlements were

culmination, with the wholesale replacement of a landscape

evident within this wider agricultural landscape, each situated

Fig 4.1 Plan of Middle Bronze Age features across the study area (period 4)
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on the margins of these field systems on the upper flanks of the

study area. By contrast, ring-ditch monument S7 was actively

Piddinghoe valley, while a small cremation cemetery was created at

retained in some form into the Middle Bronze Age, when it

the western end of trackway R1.

formed the core of a small Middle Bronze Age settlement that

The available evidence suggests that a mixed farming

developed around it and appeared to respect it. Similarly, it

economy was practised in the study area during this period.

seems likely that the small barrow S5 survived in some form

Environmental samples from storage pits associated with

during this period, being respected by the adjacent trackway R5,

these settlements indicate wheat, barley and pulses were all

which passed directly by the monument without intersecting

cultivated during the Middle Bronze Age, with a small agro-

with it. The fate of the other monuments, S16 and S6, during

industrial complex in the south of the Lower Hoddern Farm

this period is unknown. There is, however, some circumstantial

site suggestive of specialised processing areas within the wider

evidence in the alignment of the later Iron Age trackway R14,

landscape. Unfortunately, poor bone preservation across all

which apparently curved around to avoid barrow S6, to suggest

three excavated sites has resulted in virtually no animal bone

the continued survival of this monument at least throughout the

surviving from Middle Bronze Age contexts. However, a

remainder of the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age.

pastoral component to the agricultural economy is inferred
by the presence of trackways, areas of probable pasture and a

THE AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE

possible stock sorting complex in the north-east of the Lower

Trackways and fields on the north side of the valley:
Field System 4 (FS4) and associated Trackways 1–5, 15
and 16 (R1–R5, R15, R16) (Lower Hoddern Farm)

Hoddern Farm site.

THE EARLY-MIDDLE BRONZE AGE
TRANSITION: LANDSCAPE CONTINUITY
AND CHANGE

Field System 4 (FS4) is arguably the best understood of

At a broad level, the character of the Early to Middle Bronze

the Lower Hoddern Farm excavations. This rectilinear field

Age transition seems clear enough, consisting of the emergence

system was laid out on the high ground to the north of the

of field systems and settlements across the study area. The

Upper Piddinghoe valley, with reference to the pre-existing

precise nature and chronology of that transition, however, is

trackway R1 (Fig 4.2). It consisted of a number of ditches

somewhat more complex and incorporates differing rhythms of

and trackways set out perpendicular to the line of Trackway

continuity and change. As we have already seen, the emergence

1 (R1) on a north-north-east to south-south-west alignment,

of extensive field systems across the study area merely marks

with further boundaries, including the remains of a negative

the culmination of long-term processes of change in systems

lynchet, laid out more or less parallel to the line of trackway

of land tenure (or, at least, the physical expression of those

R1 to create rectilinear fields of varying size and shape. In

systems), which were initiated in the early centuries of the

addition, other boundaries that did not survive the effects of

second millennium BC. In terms of land use, therefore, there

later ploughing may be inferred on the basis of the surviving

appears to have been a significant element of continuity across

evidence, including a putative boundary between the trackway

the Early to Middle Bronze Age divide, although it might be

R1 and the junction between trackways R15 and R16 towards

reasonable to assume acceleration in the pace of landscape

the eastern end of the exposed field system. As well as the

transformation during the middle centuries of the second

various trackways that predominate in this field system there

millennium BC. The obliterative effect of these changes on the

was some evidence for more specialised installations for the

pre-existing monumental and ceremonial landscape also appears

management of livestock. An arrangement of short lengths of

to have been less than clear cut. There seems to be little doubt,

ditch and associated postholes (S8) at the staggered junction

for instance, that pond barrow Structure 9 (S9) fell into disuse

of trackways R15 and R16, for instance, appears to have

and was infilled, possibly deliberately, at some time during the

represented the evidence for a livestock sorting facility similar

middle centuries of the second millennium BC, as demonstrated

to that identified at Storey’s Bar Road, Fengate (Pryor 1996,

by a radiocarbon date of 1610–1430 cal BC (SUERC-43292,

318) and a similar facility appears to have existed at the western

3240±29 BP) on a carbonised pottery residue from this infill.

terminal of trackway R1 (see below). Despite the considerable

Indeed, as discussed above, it is possible that the potentially

variation in the shape and size of the various fields which make

deliberate infilling of this monument can be related to wider

up this field system (ranging from c 2.06ha to as little as 0.4ha)

landscape change and the development of field systems in the

it is possible to perceive a certain regularity in the width of the
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the Bronze Age field systems, for, despite its fragmentary
survival, it benefits from the large-scale exposure afforded by

Fig 4.2 Plan of Middle Bronze Age (period 4) Field System 4 and related features on the north side of the valley
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fields, with the principal boundaries at right angles to R1 laid
out at intervals ranging between 153m and 158m.
Even taking into account the incomplete survival of these
field systems, it is notable that there was little evidence for land
division below the 34–35m contour line. Broadly speaking, this
contour line corresponds to a change in gradient between the
gently undulating uplands and the steeper slopes of the valley
sides, which may have been considered more marginal and
less suitable for cultivation. In this respect, it is probably no
coincidence that the only settlement evidence for the period lay
below this contour within this marginal zone, thus maximising
the available land for cultivation.

Possible pasture Open Area 70 (OA70) and stock
enclosure Open Area 69 (OA69)
At the western end of trackway R1, to the west of an L-shaped
ditch (A:G78), the land appeared to open out into a wider
area of probable pasture (OA70) (Fig 4.3). A small rectangular
ditched enclosure measuring around 20 × 33m set against
the northern boundary of this pasture may have been a
small livestock corral or enclosure (OA69). Access to and
from trackway R1, and to the fields at its western terminal,
appears to have been controlled by means of an arrangement
of shorter trackways R2 and R3, and by ditches such as
the long, curving ditch A:G68, which may have acted as a
funnel, directing livestock towards the mouth of the trackway.
Postholes (A:G191) and an area of poaching or trample at the
northern end of the short length of trackway R2 suggest the
existence of drafting gates or similar livestock control features
here, a corollary of which would be the existence of additional
boundaries of which no archaeological traces survive. The issues
and implications of livestock management are explored in
further detail below.

Trackways and fields on the south side of the valley: Field
Systems 1 and 3 (FS1, FS3) and Trackways 9 and 10 (R9,
R10) (Lower Hoddern Farm and Seaview Avenue)
Rectilinear FS3 was situated on the south side of the Upper
Piddinghoe valley. It consisted of a number of parallel ditches
on a north-north-east to south-south-west alignment very
similar to that of the principal boundaries in FS4 on the
opposite side of the valley (Fig 4.4). Probably the most striking
aspect of this field system is the extent to which it mirrored its
counterpart on the north side of the valley, with the alignments
of tracks R4, R5 and R6, for instance, all continued by
elements of FS3 on the south side of the valley. Again, there
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Fig 4.3 Plan of features at the western end of Trackway 1 and Field System 4
(period 4) (inset shows location within the study area)
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was some evidence for a standard field width, with principal

and may represent material from a range of time periods with

boundaries situated some 155m apart.

both residual and intrusive elements that may be difficult to

Further evidence for Bronze Age land division was

differentiate. In the case of the agricultural landscape of the study

identified at Seaview Avenue (Fig 4.5). Here, an east–west-

area, this situation was further compounded by fragmentary

aligned double ditched trackway (R9), c 3.50m wide, formed

survival or incomplete exposure of various field systems and an

the spine for a series of fields laid out to the south (FS1). These

apparent longevity of some features or landscape alignments,

were defined by north–south ditches, with at least one broadly

where the original ditch may have silted but its associated bank

east–west ditch laid out parallel to the line of R9. A further

(and probably hedge) continued in use much longer. This is

double ditched trackway (R10) on a north–south orientation

particularly well illustrated in the case of trackway R1, elements

led up out of the Upper Piddinghoe valley along the base of

of which appeared to remain in use into the Early Roman period,

a shallow tributary valley. It is noteworthy that the line and

indicating a relatively static landscape in which some components

position of this trackway mirrors that of trackway R6 on the

may have stayed in use for some 1500 years or more.

north side of the valley. Again, there was some evidence for a

Certain elements of the field system, such as trackway R1,

field width comparable to that evident in the associated field

may be dated to the Early Bronze Age with some confidence,

systems FS3 and FS4, with the north–south ditches of FS1 set

although the date at which the wider field systems were

160m apart.

established remains poorly defined. They are considered to have
been later additions to the formative trackway R1, as discussed

Dating the field systems: the evidence for a Middle
Bronze Age genesis

above, but an Early Bronze Age date for their inception cannot

There is little doubt that dating prehistoric field systems is a task

Bronze Age origin to the extant field systems is certainly

fraught with difficulty. Owing to the very nature of field boundary

limited, although small assemblages of Middle Bronze Age

ditches, likely to be open for some time as well as being cleaned

pottery were recovered from several features associated with

out periodically, any material that accumulates within them is

FS4, such as the L-shaped ditch (A:G78, Fig 4.3), the ditch

often present only in small quantities, fragmented and abraded,

that formed the eastern boundary of trackway R4 and the ditch

be entirely discounted. The ceramic evidence for a Middle

Fig 4.4 Plan of Field System 3 (period 4) on the south side of the valley
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Fig 4.5 Plan of Field System 1 (period 4) at Seaview Avenue
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forming the northern boundary of R15 (Fig 4.2). Furthermore,
as discussed above, if the infilling of the possible pond barrow
S9 did indeed reflect a change of use associated with the
development of FS4, the radiocarbon date obtained on a
carbonised residue on pottery from this infill (SUERC-43292,
3240±29BP) might provide a terminus post quem of c 1608–
1438 cal BC for that development.
Although FS1 and FS3 are not positively dated to the
period, the similarity in alignment and field size across all three
field systems and evidence for a certain symmetry between
field systems on both sides of the Upper Piddinghoe valley
are strongly suggestive of a common origin as part of a larger,
planned landscape.

Agricultural features and structures associated with the
Middle Bronze Age field systems at Lower Hoddern Farm
Possible raised granaries Buildings 1 and 5 (B1, B5)
and Open Area 58 (OA58)
Two small rectangular structures, B1 and B5, situated within
the wider agricultural landscape, are interpreted as small
raised granaries (Gent 1983). B5 was a small, rectilinear, postbuilt structure measuring 6.65 × 3.35m, situated adjacent to
trackway R1 within one of the fields of FS4 (Fig 4.6). The
structure is difficult to interpret, owing to a combination of
incomplete survival and the presence of more than one phase
of construction. It can be interpreted in one of two ways: as a

Fig 4.6 Plan of Building 5, a possible raised granary, and associated Open
Area 58

trapezoidal arrangement of some six small postholes, with an
extension of three somewhat larger postholes to the east, or as

structure at its western end, A[1990], contained the lower half

a square arrangement of four postholes, with a further, larger

of a pottery vessel of Middle Bronze Age date, perhaps some

(and potentially incomplete) square arrangement of six larger

kind of event-marking deposit, such as a foundation deposit

postholes to the east. A sequence of two intercutting rubbish

(Fig 4.8). Other dating evidence recovered from the structure

pits in close proximity (A:G203, OA58) may have represented

is somewhat later, belonging to the post-Deverel-Rimbury

activity related to the maintenance and use of the structure,

tradition (see below) and suggests the building survived into

although analysis of environmental samples recovered from

the Late Bronze Age.

these pits (samples <131> and <132>) yielded little more than
black bindweed (Fallopia convolvulus), dock and grass. Small

Agro-industrial complex Open Area 57 (OA57) and
associated Structure 10 (S10)

assemblages of transitional Middle–Late Bronze Age pottery

Diccon Hart and Karine Le Hégarat

recovered from both B5 and OA58 suggest construction

This small agricultural processing site was located in the far south

towards the end of period 4.

of the Lower Hoddern Farm site on the western flank of a small

very occasional cereal grains, chaff and weed seeds, including

B1 lay in the far south-west of the Lower Hoddern Farm

tributary valley to the main Upper Piddinghoe valley (Figs 4.9

site. It was a rectangular post-built structure, measuring c

and 4.10). The complex consisted of a large irregular depression

2.65 × 2.90m, with three posts along each side. Evidence of

(A[163]), and an associated series of pits and a hearth, protected

an additional posthole, A[1997], at the eastern end of the

by means of a post-built windbreak (S10). Abundant quantities of

building, along with the suggestion of a replacement for the

charred cultivated pulses were present throughout this complex,

adjacent posthole, A[1992], hints at a later phase of repair or

indicating its primary function as an area for the processing of

rebuilding (Fig 4.7). A small pit within the footprint of the

pulses, perhaps including parching and/or dry roasting.
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and two small pits, A[671] and A[559]. Pit A[559] contained a
partially complete Deverel-Rimbury globular urn, while pit A[671]
produced a small quantity of pulses, including Celtic/broad beans.
The shallow and ephemeral form of the associated gully is more
suggestive of an erosional feature resulting from repeated activity
than of a deliberately excavated structural element.
A small group of fire-pits or hearths was situated
immediately to the west of the probable working hollow,
apparently protected from the prevailing wind by a semicircular
arrangement of postholes (S10) around the western and
northern sides. A nearby refuse pit, A[97], with a rich fill of
burnt and charred material, was probably a facility for the
disposal of rake-out from the adjacent hearths.

Fig 4.7 Plan of Building 1, a possible raised granary, and associated features

Fig 4.8 Photograph of pottery vessel associated with possible granary
structure Building 1, A[1990]

Depression A[163] was an extensive but irregular and unevenly
floored feature, measuring 14.20 × 6.0m and curving around to
the east and north of the associated hearth. Its original function
is difficult to establish, although the presence of several features
cut into its floor suggests that the depression itself was utilised,
perhaps as a working hollow or similar feature, rather than simply
representing a shallow excavation for a suspended timber floor. The
features cut into its floor include a shallow curvilinear gully, A[519],
96

Fig 4.9 Plan and selected sections of agro-industrial complex Open Area 57
and associated windbreak Structure 10
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Both refuse pit A[97] and the group of hearths contained by

Radiocarbon determinations from a charred cereal

far the largest quantities of charred macroplants from the OA57

grain and a charred broad bean from one of the hearths

complex, with charred cultivated pulses dominating all the

have yielded statistically consistent dates of 1440–1260 cal

samples from these features. In contrast, charred cereal remains

BC (SUERC-30724, 3095±35 BP) and 1420–1210 cal BC

were recorded in only small to moderate amounts although weed

(SUERC-30725, 3060±35 BP), indicating a later Middle Bronze

seeds were relatively frequent. Celtic/broad beans dominated

Age date for this activity. This is supported by the pottery

the assemblage of cultivated pulses, although large-seeded vetch/

assemblage recovered from OA57, which includes both Middle

bean/pea was also present. The remains of Celtic/broad beans

Bronze Age and transitional Middle–Late Bronze age material.

were poorly to moderately well preserved. Seed coats (testae)

Associated domestic structures were not evident but, given the

tended to be undamaged, suggesting little movement post-

limited exposure of this part of the site, the possibility of adjacent

charring. Nonetheless, while several whole grains were present,

structures cannot be discounted, particularly in view of the

fragments of beans were more recurrent. Given their large size,

quantities of domestic pottery associated with this complex.

these may be more susceptible to fracturing. A possible garden
pea was also recorded in hearth A[165].
The accompanying cereal assemblage consisted largely of

Building 4 (B4) and Open Area 73 (OA73)
B4 was located immediately to the west of the OA57 agro-

glume wheat (either emmer or spelt) with two glume bases

industrial complex (see Fig 4.5). Unfortunately it remains

that were tentatively recorded as emmer. Barley and oat were

entirely undated, but a Middle Bronze Age date is tentatively

also recorded amongst the identified grains. The latter was

proposed on the basis of its proximity to OA57. Building 4

represented by fewer than five items and it is most likely that

consisted of a series of postholes set within shallow foundation

the infrequent grains represented wild oat. Free-threshing

trenches (A:G159 and A:G160) forming the southern and

bread-type wheat was absent. A wide range of weed seeds was

eastern sides of a rectilinear structure measuring 6.70 ×

recorded, including species from disturbed and cultivated

3.20m (Fig 4.11). Environmental samples recovered from

ground but also species from grassland environment. Scentless

this structure have yielded fire-cracked flint, burnt clay and

mayweed (Tripleurospermum inodorum), knotgrass/dock and

charcoal. A series of three small postholes (OA73) located to

fat hen (Chenopodium album) were best represented, but seeds

the west of B4 may have represented related activity, although

from vetch/vetchling/tare, medick/clover (Medicago sp/Trifolium

none yielded any finds.

spp), campion (Silene sp), stitchwort (Stellaria sp), black
bedstraw, elder (Sambucus nigra), chamomile (Anthemis sp) and

Settlement evidence at Lower Hoddern Farm
Settlement 1

mayweed (Matricaria sp) as well seeds of grass were also present.

The best evidence for Middle Bronze Age settlement at

bindweed, violet (Viola sp), possible rose, plantain (Plantago sp),

the current sites was located on a small
promontory immediately to the south of
trackway R1 and consisted of the remains
of three roundhouses, B2, B6 and B7 (Fig
4.12). These were arranged around the
pre-existing ring-ditch monument S7 and
appeared to respect it, suggesting not only
that the monument remained visible during
this period but that it still retained some
significance to the Middle Bronze Age
inhabitants. The settlement was partially
enclosed by a series of ditches which,
together with S7, served to define at least two
associated open areas (OA55 and OA75).

Fig 4.10 Photograph of agro-industrial complex Open Area 57 under excavation, looking north-east
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Building 6 (B6)
Roundhouse B6, probably both the best preserved and best
understood of the three roundhouses in this settlement
area (Fig 4.13), lay to the east of the pre-existing ring-ditch
monument S7, in the eastern half of OA55. It consisted of
a regular circular arrangement, c 4.55m in diameter, of six
postholes (A[1036], A[1042], A[1046], A[1133], A[1137] and
A[1139]) that represented the internal post-ring roof supports
of the building and were set within a well-defined but irregular
hut platform, measuring c 6.50m in diameter (A:G86). A
further two postholes, A[1180] and A[1182], spaced some
1.13m apart, to the south-east of the building represented the
doorway to the structure, enclosing a ramped entrance down
into its interior (Fig 4.14).
Seven probable storage pits were arranged around
the periphery of the hut platform, between the internal
roof supports and the edge of the hut platform (A[1032],
A[1034], A[1038], A[1040], A[1044], A[1054] and A[1105]).
Fig 4.11 Plan of Building 4 and Open Area 73 (period 4)

Environmental samples from these features yielded assemblages
of glume wheat and barley, as well as pulses, including broad
bean and vetch/bean/pea, which are consistent with the use of
the features as storage pits. At least one of the pits, A[1105],

Fig 4.12 Plan of settlement 1 (period 4)
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was subsequently also utilised for the interment of a human
cremation deposit, perhaps associated with a closing rite or
decommissioning of the building on the death of its principal
resident. Other notable finds from these pits include a fragment
of a briquetage pedestal recovered from pit A[1040].
Three shallow pits clustered in the centre of the roundhouse
(A[1107], A[1109] and A[1131]) contained ashy fills and may
have been related to a series of hearths. Although there was
minimal burning of the underlying chalk, this might simply
suggest a raised hearth, or that these pits were originally lined.
Deposits of ash and charcoal in the infilling of the hut
platform suggest that the building was eventually destroyed by
fire, probably around the end of period 4.
Ceramic dating evidence for B6 is limited. However,
radiocarbon determinations obtained from charred plant
remains recovered from three of the pits have yielded dates of
1390–1120 cal BC (SUERC-30717, 3015±35BP), 1390–1120
cal BC (SUERC-30736, 3015±35BP) and 1430–1250 cal BC
(SUERC-30718, 3070±35BP), confirming a Middle Bronze
Age date for the structure.

Building 7 (B7)
Roundhouse B7 lay in the north-west corner of enclosure

14

C dating

OA55, to the north-west of ring-ditch S7 (Fig 4.12). It
was somewhat less well preserved than roundhouse B6
and consequently its form and construction are not fully
understood. At its heart was a small hut platform some 4.0m
in diameter, surrounded by a series of postholes, including
A[810], A[811], A[820], A[822], A[884] and A[886] (Figs 4.15
and 4.16). These may have been for internal roof supports,
although little sense can be made of their patterning. Possible
additional postholes with charcoal-rich fills, including A[813]
and A[817], may have represented further burnt structural
elements. The dominance of Maloideae within the charcoal
assemblages from these features, to the exclusion of almost all
other taxa, may provide some rare evidence for timber selection
in the construction of buildings of the period, although given
the predominance of this taxon in contemporary cremations
(see below), it is possible that these features represent token
deposits of pyre material within the building, perhaps
associated with the cremation deposit discussed below.
Two broadly concentric curvilinear gullies around the
northern perimeter of this building (A:G208 and A:G209) were
probably the remains of eaves drip gullies or further structural
elements. It is possible, for instance, that the inner gully might
have represented the surviving foundation trench for the outer wall

Fig 4.13 Detailed plan and selected sections of roundhouse Building 6
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Fig 4.14 Photograph of roundhouse Building 6 after excavation, looking west

of the roundhouse. Alternatively, they might have represented two
phases of construction or alteration to the building.
As with roundhouse B6, several pits (including A[987],
A[824], A[835] and A[843]) were located around the interior of
B7. Tthey may have been storage pits. Environmental samples
recovered from these features have certainly yielded small
assemblages of charred cereals and pulses, including glume wheat,
barley and vetch/bean/pea consistent with such an interpretation.

14

C dating

The largest of the pits, A[987], was subsequently utilised for the
interment of an adult human cremation deposit. Again, this may
have been associated with a closing or decommissioning ritual
for the building. Two Neolithic axe-head fragments were also
recovered from pits associated with roundhouse B7 and it appears
probable that they were deliberately curated and deposited in the
Middle Bronze Age. It is unlikely that they were incorporated
accidentally since not only are axe-heads rare, but these are the
largest and most obvious fragments from the entire excavation.
Indeed, it may be no coincidence that they were deposited in pits
on opposite sides of the building, quite possibly as part of some
form of structured deposition.
Two radiocarbon determinations were obtained from
samples recovered from pit A[987], both of which indicate a
later Middle Bronze Age date for the feature and, by extension,
for B7 itself. One sample, from carbonised residue on pottery,
yielded a date of 1460–1290 cal BC (SUERC-30719, 3115±35
BP) while the other, taken from a sample of calcined bone

Fig 4.15 Detailed plan and selected sections of roundhouse Building 7

from the cremation itself, yielded a date of 1410–1210 cal BC

remains difficult to determine, owing to extensive truncation

(SUERC-30720, 3045±35 BP).

by later ploughing leading to only fragmentary survival of
the various ditches which defined the enclosure. However,

Open Area 55 (OA55) and Ditches 14, 15 and 16
(D14, D15 and D16)

it appeared to be broadly rectangular in plan, measuring

Both roundhouses B6 and B7 were sited within the large open

Ditches 14 and 15 (D14, D15) and to the north by trackway

area OA55 (see Fig 4.12). The original extent and form of OA55

R1, with a negative lynchet immediately to the south of the
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Fig 4.16 Photograph of roundhouse Building 7 after excavation, looking
north-east

trackway attesting to a hedged boundary here during this period.
The southern boundary of OA55 remained very poorly defined
although, to the west, it appeared to be delineated by the heavily
ploughed-out east–west-aligned D16, whose projected alignment
would have intersected with the ring-ditch of S7 and formed
a boundary between OA55 and OA75 to the south. Only two
features can be assigned to OA55 (G:A126), both of which
were situated immediately to the north of roundhouse B7 and
may have been associated with that building. One, A[835], was
lined with clay and was probably some form of storage feature,
although analysis of an environmental sample recovered from its
infill proved inconclusive.

Building 2 (B2) and Open Area 75 (OA75)
Roundhouse B2 lay to the south of D16 and to the west of ringditch monument S7, within OA75 (Figs 4.17 and 4.18). The
building survived only in a fragmentary state, little more than
a scatter of postholes with no obvious patterning, including
A[943], A[955], A[1000], A[1007] and A[1166], within a
shallow hut platform terraced into the hillside. A probable
eaves drip gully partially encircled the building on its northeastern side (A:G220). It seemed to have been deliberately
backfilled with fire-cracked flint, from which two fragments of
briquetage, including part of a pedestal support, were recovered.
Within B2 itself were two probable storage pits, A[992] and
A[1186], environmental samples from which yielded grain and
chaff from glume wheat, with small quantities of vetch/bean/
pea also present. Small pit A[958] contained a near-complete
Deverel-Rimbury pottery vessel, which appeared to have been
deliberately placed within the feature and perhaps represented
some form of event-marking deposit.
Fig 4.17 Detailed plan and selected sections of roundhouse Building 2
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Fig 4.18 Photograph of settlement 1 looking west, showing ring-ditch monument Structure 7 (Building 6 is in the foreground and Buildings 2 and 7 in the
background, with Trackway R1 in the upper right of the photograph)

No radiocarbon dates are available for B2, although the

contain both transitional Middle–Late Bronze Age elements and

placed Deverel-Rimbury vessel in pit A[958] suggests a Middle

Late Bronze Age pottery, suggesting the buildings fell into disuse

Bronze Age date.

around the end of the Middle Bronze Age but that the now
defunct hut platforms were utilised for refuse disposal into the

Open Area 75 (OA75)

Late Bronze Age.

A series of three pits immediately to the north of roundhouse

that activity remains undefined. Samples recovered from two

Settlement evidence on the south side of the Upper
Piddinghoe valley: probable roundhouse Building 16 (B16)
Building 16 (B16)

of these pits contained only infrequent and poorly preserved

A further possible roundhouse site (B16) has been tentatively

cereal grains and legumes, including vetch/vetchling/tare, as

identified on the opposite, south side of the valley, consisting

well as campion/catchfly (Silene sp), possible poppy seeds (cf

of a cluster of probable storage pits and related features,

Papaver sp) and black medick (Medicago lupulina).

partially surrounded by an arc of postholes (Fig 4.19). The

B2 (A[947], A[1099] and A[1111]) may have represented
activity associated with the roundhouse, although the nature of

identification of this group of features as a building must

The abandonment of settlement 1

remain speculative, largely as a consequence of their incomplete

Deposits of ash and charcoal in the infilling of the hut platform

exposure at the limits of the excavation area, although it is

of roundhouse B6 suggest the building was eventually destroyed

apparent that, together, they represent settlement-related

by fire, either intentionally or accidentally, and the evidence

activity. In particular, it should be noted that no hut platform

of charred posts in roundhouse B7 suggests this building

was identified in association with these features, despite their

might have suffered a similar fate. The demise of B2 is less well

location on a hill slope. By analogy with other contemporary

understood. There is little of the evidence for the deliberate

roundhouses such as B6 and B8, however, it is possible that

demolition or burning of the building seen in its counterparts

any such hut platform has been partially or entirely truncated

elsewhere in the settlement area and a slow abandonment and

by later ploughing of the site. At any rate, the location of this

decline seems more probable. Pottery assemblages from contexts

potential building almost directly opposite settlement 1 is

associated with the disuse and infilling of all three buildings

worth highlighting here. In light of the evidence for a certain
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Fig 4.19 Detailed plan and selected sections of probable Building 16
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degree of symmetry to the Middle Bronze Age landscape

Building 8 (B8)

evident in the field systems of the period, a similar symmetry in

The fragmentary and heavily ploughed-out remains of another

settlement patterns is quite possible.

probable roundhouse (B8) were excavated immediately to the

The structural evidence for this putative building is

east of trackway R4, some 100m to the north-east of settlement

represented solely by an arc of three postholes, which described a

1 (see Fig 4.2). The remains consisted of a partial hut platform

circle with a projected diameter of around 12m. The storage pits

and an associated arc of postholes (A:G230) with a series of

consisted of a group of four, steep-sided, subcircular and ovoid

three large probable storage pits within the projected footprint

features. The southernmost pit in this group, A[482], had a

of the building (A:G232) (Fig 4.23). An environmental sample

distinctive layer of burning in its base (fill A[481]), a trait which

from one of these storage pits, A[1114] (sample <180>),

is occasionally recognised within storage pits as evidence for the

yielded a rich assemblage of charred plant remains, including

sterilisation of pits prior to recharging with fresh grain (Reynolds

cereal grains, pulses and chaff. Cereal grain dominated the

1974). The sequence of laminated fills that sealed this primary

assemblage, with both glume wheat and barley present; spelt

fill attests to the subsequent reuse of the feature for the disposal

and emmer were also recorded in the identifiable chaff and

of refuse. The remaining three pits in this group were all typified

small quantities of pulses were also present. A small but discrete

by structured deposits of cereal-processing equipment, including

assemblage of transitional Middle–Late Bronze Age pottery was

both saddle querns and rubbing stones, pottery, cremation

recovered and may be taken to indicate the construction of this

deposits and perhaps deliberately selected but unmodified stone.

building towards the end of period 4.

Pit A[521], for instance, contained a very large sarsen quernstone
of the pit and partially covered by and surrounded with sherds

A cremation cemetery at Lower Hoddern Farm: Open
Area 66 (OA66)

from a semi-complete pottery vessel (Figs 4.20 and 4.21). The

Further funerary evidence for the period came in the form of

disposition of this pottery over and around the inverted quern

a small probable cremation cemetery (OA66), centred on the

suggests the possibility that the vessel was deliberately smashed

western terminal of trackway R1, and its associated features

over the placed quern but it is also possible the vessel was placed

and consisting of a number of small pits with distinctive fills

intact within the pit and simply crushed by the weight of the

of ash and charcoal (Figs 4.24 and 4.25). The majority of these

overlying backfill. At any rate, it is probable the vessel contained

features appeared to be clustered around the junction between

a cremation deposit, given the unidentifiable cremated bone

trackway R1 and the associated short length of trackway R2,

found in association with it. Pit A[503], on the other hand,

including a group of four features to the east of R2 (A[301],

contained parts of three different sarsen querns, including a

A[595], A[601] and A[603]) and two to the west (A[592]

near-complete example (RF<67>) as well as fragments from two

and A[1375]). However, several further features appeared

further querns (RF<68>, RF<69>), while pit A[508] contained

to occur as relatively isolated outliers to the north, west and

a large but unmodified boulder of chalk breccia weighing some

south, including A[1377], A[609] and A[629]. Interestingly, it

34 kg, again found with an associated but crushed/smashed

was two of these outliers, A[609] and A[629] (Fig 4.25), that

semi-complete pottery vessel (Fig 4.22). Environmental samples

produced the only actual calcined bone from this probable

recovered from pits A[482], A[508] and A[521] all yielded a

cemetery, albeit only in small quantities of unidentifiable

mixture of charred cereal grains, among them both wheat and

material. The other features might be better interpreted as select

barley, as well as cultivated pulses, including Celtic/broad bean

or ‘token’ deposits of associated material such as pyre material.

and vetch/bean/pea.

The charcoal assemblages retrieved from these features indicated

weighing some 43.5 kg, placed grinding-face down in the base

Also associated with B16 was a handful of smaller pits,

a similar range of fuel woods to other cremation deposits from

including a small clay-lined feature and a pit with a distinctive

the period, with oak forming the dominant component, and

fill of well-sorted flint cobbles (A[661]), which remains difficult

Maloideae and ash present in smaller quantities. A number of

to interpret. Similar deposits of deliberately selected flint

other small pits or postholes that did not contain any evidence

cobbles have been noted elsewhere in the study area, albeit

of burnt fills are also included in this land use on the basis of

from Iron Age contexts (see below). They may simply represent

their proximity to the features described above, although their

stone clearance from fields but their occurrence in pits is

function and significance remains uncertain.

unusual and hints at the deliberate curation and deposition of a
particular material.
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Fig 4.20 Photograph of pit A[521] with an inverted saddle quern and
crushed semi-complete pottery vessel forming part of a probable
structured deposit, looking west (0.2m scale)

Fig 4.21 Photograph of pit A[521] under excavation, looking west

Fig 4.22 Photograph of pit A[508], showing unmodified chalk breccia
and associated semi-complete pottery vessel, looking north-east

Fig 4.23 Detailed plan and section of probable roundhouse Building 8
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(SUERC–30729, 3000±35 BP, pit A[592]) and 1420–1250 cal
BC (SUERC-30730, 3065±35 BP, pit A[601]).

Fig 4.25 Photograph of cremation burial A[629], looking north-west (0.3m scale)

4.2 PERIOD 5: LATE BRONZE AGE,
c 1150–800 BC
INTRODUCTION
While there is clear ceramic evidence for continuity between
the Middle and Late Bronze Age periods within the study
area, the transition between the two periods appears to be one
marked by a significant change in settlement patterns (Fig
4.26). Substantial quantities of Late Bronze Age pottery was
recovered from all four of the Middle Bronze Age roundhouses
Buildings 2, 6, 7 and 8 (B2, B6–B8), for instance, as well as
from the agro-industrial site Open Area 57 (OA57), but it was
recovered almost exclusively from contexts associated with the
disuse and abandonment of these structures rather than with
their occupation, suggesting the reuse of defunct hut platforms
and working hollows for the disposal of refuse during the Late
Bronze Age. Similarly, the absence of any material of Late
Bronze Age or later date from B16 may be taken to indicate
its abandonment around the end of the Middle Bronze Age.
At the same time, however, agricultural structures such as the
probable raised granaries B1 and B5 and the associated refuse
pits of OA58 appeared to be retained into the Late Bronze Age.
14

C dating

Indeed, B1, which seemed to stand in relative isolation during
the later Middle Bronze Age, appeared to form the focus for a
new area of settlement during the Late Bronze Age in the south
of the Lower Hoddern Farm site. Further occupation on the

Fig 4.24 Plan of cremation cemetery Open Area 66

south side of the valley emerged during the course of the period
at both the Keymer Avenue and Seaview Avenue sites.
Despite this, however, direct evidence for settlement
during period 5 was limited to a single D-shaped structure
in proximity to the probable raised granary B1. The general
paucity of structural evidence is somewhat symptomatic of
the nature of Late Bronze Age occupation in the wider area
and examples of Late Bronze Age houses are rare regionally
(Hamilton 2003, 73). The small size and undiagnostic
character of the majority of period 5 pottery assemblages do
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Fig 4.26 Plan of Late Bronze Age features across the study area (period 5)

not assist in dating and defining areas of Late Bronze Age

THE AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE

activity and it may well be that some of the poorly dated

In light of the vagaries inherent in the dating of prehistoric

contexts currently assigned to preceding and subsequent

field systems outlined above, it is perhaps unsurprising that it

periods in fact represent Late Bronze Age activity. In the final

has proved very difficult to determine the extent to which the

analysis, however, the lack of good settlement evidence for the

Early/Middle Bronze Age field systems in the study area were

period is simply a result of partial exposure. Without exception,

retained or modified during the course of the Late Bronze Age

new areas of Late Bronze Age occupation in the study area

and subsequent periods. Probably the best evidence for the

occurred close to the edges of the excavation areas and it is

retention of elements of the earlier field systems into period 5

quite possible that associated settlement evidence merely lies

is the evidence for the construction of areas of metalling over

beyond the limits of the excavation.

parts of Trackway 1 (R1), from which small quantities of Late
Bronze Age pottery were recovered (Fig 4.27). These areas of
metalling consisted of quantities of fire-cracked flint thrown
down over areas of softer ground and they certainly attest to
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efforts to maintain the trackway during the Late Bronze Age,
while the presence of Late Bronze Age pottery in the flanking
ditches of R1 show that these ditches at least remained open
during the period. Elsewhere in the study area, the occurrence
of occasional pits containing Late Bronze Age pottery
associated with Field System 4 (FS4) point to continued,
if sporadic, activity in the wider landscape. Moreover, the
presence of Later Iron Age and even Early Roman pottery
in various elements of FS3 and FS4 would certainly seem to
suggest ongoing maintenance of the field systems into the Early
Roman period and, by extension therefore, that they were in
use during the Late Bronze Age.

Fig 4.28 Photograph of placed post-Deverel-Rimbury vessel associated with
the infilled hut platform of roundhouse Building 8

SETTLEMENT EVIDENCE AT LOWER
HODDERN FARM
SETTLEMENT 2
The majority of dated Late Bronze Age activity on the Lower
Hoddern Farm site was focused around the earlier probable
granary structure B1, and included a D-shaped, post-built
building with associated activity (B15 and OA61) to the west
of north–south-aligned Ditch D17 (D17), with a further
cluster of pits to the east (OA77) (Fig 4.29). The relationship of
D17 to the wider landscape remains something of an enigma.
Its orientation does not correspond well with any of the other
Bronze Age ditches on the site and it may have been a later
Fig 4.27 Photograph of metalling over part of Trackway 1 (1.0m scale)

addition to the Bronze Age agricultural landscape. It was
partially backfilled with large quantities of fire-cracked flint,

PROBABLE CLOSING RITUALS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE ABANDONMENT OF BUILDING 8 (B8)

presumably derived from activities in the immediate vicinity.

While the Middle Bronze Age roundhouses of settlement 1

Building 15 (B15)

and the agro-industrial area OA57 appeared to have served as

The D-shaped B15 comprised a posthole structure measuring

foci for refuse disposal into the Late Bronze Age, the deliberate

around 9.90m in length by 4.80m across, with the straight

placement of pottery vessel A[1193] in the top of the infilled

side facing almost directly due north (Fig 4.30). Whether the

hut platform of roundhouse B8 suggests a somewhat more

straight side to this building was open or walled remains open

formalised process of decommissioning or closing down of

to interpretation, although two postholes set about 1.45m

this building (Fig 4.28). The vessel appears to be quite early in

apart in the centre of this side of the building were somewhat

the post-Deverel-Rimbury tradition, being thrown in a coarse

suggestive of a doorway, which would imply that it was walled.

fabric more typical of Middle Bronze Age traditions but with

Regardless of this, it is notable that the area immediately to

the relatively thin walls and flint-gritted base usually associated

the north of the structure was largely devoid of features, and

with Late Bronze Age types, and may have been deposited

this may be taken to support the premise that this northern,

towards the beginning of period 5. It was apparently partially

straight side represented the structure’s frontage.

modified with the deliberate removal of part of its base and

Although there was no surviving evidence for an internal

subsequently secured in place after deposition by a small stake

partition within the building, the clustering of associated

or post (A[1196]).

features exclusively in the western half is strongly suggestive
of an element of functional division. These features included
a small hearth, A[2171], and an adjacent clay-lined pit with
evidence of in situ burning, A[2015], situated immediately
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Fig 4.29 Plan of settlement 2 (period 5)

Fig 4.30 Detailed plan of D-shaped Building 15 within Open Area 61
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inside the potential doorway to the structure (Fig 4.31).
These were almost certainly related, perhaps representing the
evidence for a small cooking pit with an adjacent hearth for
heating stones; such an arrangement would certainly provide
an explanation for the abundance of fire-cracked flint in nearby
D17. By contrast, a further clay-lined pit, A[2186], located close
to the western wall of the building exhibited no evidence of any
burning and may have been a small storage receptacle. The exact
function of a placed pottery vessel, A[2179], towards the centre
of the building is less certain (Fig 4.32). The vessel combines the
coarse fabric typical of Middle Bronze Age traditions with the
relatively thin walls and flint-gritted base usually associated with
Late Bronze Age types and therefore may suggest deposition
relatively early in period 5. Whether it was a structured votive
deposit marking the foundation or abandonment of the
building or simply another way of lining an earth-fast storage
pit similar in function to the nearby clay-lined pit A[2186] is,
again, open to debate. However, judging by the occasional cereal

Fig 4.32 Photograph of placed pottery vessel A[2179]

caryopses and weed seeds found in an associated environmental

Open Area 61 (OA61)

sample, it is possible the vessel was left open to receive natural

In the wider area around B15 was a general scatter of pits of

accumulations of background detritus from crop-processing and

various sizes in the immediate vicinity of the building (see Fig

related activities in the vicinity.

4.30). These were probably storage or refuse pits dug and used
during the lifetime of the building and have generally produced
only small quantities of pottery broadly dated to the Late Bronze
Age/Early Iron Age. Further to the north (see Fig 4.29) was a
group of three small clay-lined pits (A:G20) and another of four
pits containing domestic rubbish (A:G18). This latter group is of
particular note as it included a large pit, A[1576], that produced
a huge quantity of pottery – one of the largest single assemblages
of Late Bronze Age pottery in the region (Fig 4.33). While the
presence of sherds with obvious use wear such as sooting, and
of other material such as structural daub, briquetage, spindle
whorls, charred cereals and weed seeds, indicates that the feature
was receiving refuse from a variety of sources, almost 25% of the
pottery recovered from the pit consisted of misfired wasters from
pottery production. Unfortunately, the location of the feature
close to an unexcavated area of the site means that the exact
location of any such putative production must remain uncertain
but it is possible that a large hearth to the north-west of B15
may represent the evidence for a small bonfire kiln (see Fig 4.30).
It consisted of an irregular area of burning of the underlying
natural geology, A[2187], with several small postholes around
the perimeter of the feature, including A[2189], A[2191] and
A[2165], suggesting the presence of a superstructure. Indeed,

Fig 4.31 Photograph of clay-lined pit A[2015] under excavation

it is possible that D-shaped B15 itself was related to pottery
production in this area, given that such buildings are currently
often interpreted as workshops (see below).
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Fig 4.33 Photograph of dump of pottery in pit A[1576] (0.15m scale)

Open Area 77 (OA77)
Open Area 77, which lay to the east of D17, included a scatter
of pits of uncertain function (see Fig 4.29). They have produced
only very small quantities of pottery indicating a broad Late
Bronze Age date for the group, and analysis of associated
environmental samples has produced only small and varied
assemblages of charred plant remains, including cereals (both
glume wheat and barley), occasional pulses and wild weed seeds
that probably represent detritus from a range of activities. Pit

Fig 4.34 Photograph of briquetage pedestal RF<13> in pit A[2024], looking
north-east (0.40m scale)

A[2024], however, appeared quite different in character. In

that associated with B15, combining fabrics more typical of

addition to a small but well-dated group of Late Bronze Age

the Middle Bronze Age with the thin walls and flint-gritted

pottery, it was found to contain a small assemblage of briquetage,

bases usually associated with Late Bronze Age forms and it

including two pedestals (RF<13> and RF<14>), suggesting

seems probable, therefore, that they were deposited relatively

a link with salt production on the site (Fig 4.34). However,

early in period 5. Moreover, all three vessels produced similar

whether this small but significant group of briquetage – almost

assemblages of charred plant remains, consisting of very

all the dated Late Bronze Age briquetage from the study area –

occasional cereal caryopses, glume bases and weeds such as

represents a deliberate and structured deposition or merely an

knotgrass/dock, black bindweed and grasses. In the absence

expedient disposal of briquetage waste remains uncertain.

of any evidence for the original contents of these vessels,
their significance and purpose remains uncertain, though it

Placed vessels associated with settlement 2

is possible that they represented some form of event-marking

In addition to the placed vessel found inside B15, three

deposits, marking particular activities and/or places.

similar vessels were found elsewhere in the vicinity: one in pit
A[1630] adjacent to the large pottery dump pit A[1576]; one
in pit A[2009] within OA77; and an outlying vessel further to
the north in pit A[1606] within OA62 (Figs 4.35–4.38). Of
particular note is a small hole seemingly deliberately formed in
the base of the vessel in pit A[1606] (Fig 4.38). This echoes the
treatment of the vessel found in association with roundhouse
B8 and is a trait noted in other similar vessels found in the
study area, such as that found in association with working
hollow OA60 on the Lower Hoddern Farm site or the vessel
associated with possible occupation within OA4 at Seaview
Avenue (see below). All three of these vessels are similar to

Fig 4.35 Plan of pit A[1606]
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SPECIALISED ACTIVITY AREAS AT LOWER
HODDERN FARM: POSSIBLE WORKING HOLLOW
OPEN AREA 60 (OA60)
An extensive and irregular ovoid depression immediately to the
south-west of roundhouse B8 may have represented a working
hollow or similar activity area (Fig 4.39). The feature measured
c 15.85 × 8.70m and just 0.20m deep as surviving, though its
western side appeared to have been ploughed out and it may
originally have been significantly wider. Whilst much of the
dating evidence associated with OA60 was dated to period 6,
almost all of it appeared to be related to the disuse and infilling
of the depression, and it seems probable, on the basis of a
Late Bronze Age placed vessel within small pit A[1084] in the
base of the feature (Fig 4.40), that it was established towards
the beginning of period 5. As in the case of the other placed
vessels associated with OA61 and OA77 on the south side of
the valley, this vessel exhibits traits of both Middle Bronze
Fig 4.36 Photograph of pottery vessel in pit A[1630] during excavation

Age and Late Bronze Age types and may belong to an early
phase of Late Bronze Age occupation on the site. The vessel
is also similar to other contemporary placed vessels, such as
that associated with roundhouse B8, in that its base appears to
have been deliberately removed before deposition. A variety of
other small pits and postholes were present in the base of the
OA60 working hollow, including A[1078], A[1080], A[1094],
A[1161], A[1163], A[1201], A[1082] and A[1445]. However,
only pit A[1086] can be positively assigned to period 5, on the
basis of a direct stratigraphic relationship with pit A[1084]. The
majority of the remaining features did not produce any dating
evidence but it is possible that some or all of them were of Late
Bronze Age date.

Fig 4.37 Photograph of pottery vessel in pit A[2009] (0.2m scale)

LATE BRONZE AGE ACTIVITY AT KEYMER
AVENUE: POSSIBLE GRANARY STRUCTURE
BUILDING 9 (B9) AND OPEN AREA 36 (OA36)
Late Bronze Age activity at Keymer Avenue was limited to a
poorly preserved posthole structure (B9) and an associated
group of pits (Fig 4.41). B9, though incomplete, appeared to
be similar in size and form to the six-post probable granary
structure B1 and may have signified a comparable structure. A
semi-complete but fragmented post-Deverel-Rimbury vessel
deposited in posthole B[649] may have represented some
form of event-marking deposit related to the foundation or
decommissioning of the structure. A group of nearby pits and
postholes, though undated, is tentatively assigned to period 5
on the basis of their proximity to the well-dated structure B9.

Fig 4.38 Photograph of pottery vessel in pit A[1606] (0.3m scale)
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is similar to many of the contemporary
placed vessels from the Lower Hoddern
Farm site, consisting of a coarse fabric more
usually associated with the Middle Bronze
Age Deverel-Rimbury tradition but with
some Late Bronze Age traits that might be
taken to suggest deposition towards the
beginning of period 5. It might, therefore,
have served as some sort of event-marking
deposit signifying the establishment of
activity in this area. The vessel is also similar
to other placed vessels such as those from
pit A[1606] (OA62) or pit A[1192] (B8)
in that the base of the vessel was apparently
removed before deposition. Again, analysis
of an associated environmental sample has
proved unproductive, yielding occasional
cereal crop remains, including wheat
caryopses, as well as some indeterminate
grain and chaff.
Other features in OA4 included a
substantial hearth or fire-pit, C[174], which
had evidence of burning in the base and a
fill rich in charcoal and burnt flint. Analysis
of environmental samples recovered from
this fill identified charred crop remains of

Fig 4.39 Detailed plan of possible working hollow in Open Area 60

barley, legumes and various unidentified
grains, as well as a small assemblage of unidentified charcoal
consistent with the use of the feature as a domestic hearth.
Pottery recovered from the feature is dated broadly to the Late
Bronze Age–Early Iron Age period. Two large, deep pits in the
far west of the site are also assigned to period 5, though neither
produced dating evidence. One of these features, pit C[186],
displayed a pronounced bell-shaped profile reminiscent of a
grain storage pit (Reynolds 1974), whereas the profile of the
other, pit C[207], was relatively straight. Again, this is not
inconsistent with the evidence for a grain storage pit (ibid)
although the variety of finds recovered from this latter feature,
which included struck flint, fire-cracked flint and shell, suggests

Fig 4.40 Photograph of pottery vessel in pit A[1084] (0.4m scale)

it may subsequently have been utilised for refuse disposal. The
remaining features in OA4 included three small pits (C[183],

LATE BRONZE AGE SETTLEMENT-RELATED
ACTIVITY AT SEAVIEW AVENUE: OPEN AREA 4

C[198] and C[205]). Together with hearth C[174] and the

Late Bronze activity at Seaview Avenue included a cluster of

somewhat suggestive of activity peripheral to occupation, albeit

pits and postholes in the north-west of the site (Fig 4.42).

probably not directly adjacent to settlement, given the general

Probably the earliest feature here consisted of a placed pottery

paucity of finds.

pottery vessel placed in pit C[167] this group of features is

vessel in pit C[167] to the north of the main cluster. The vessel
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and undiagnostic pottery assemblages, which can often be
dated in only the very broadest of terms and are often difficult
to separate from earlier and later periods. Nevertheless, the
balance of the evidence suggests that occupation of the site
during this period was minimal and consisted in the main of
little more than somewhat unstructured and desultory activity
across the landscape (Fig 4.43).

THE AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE
Given the limitations of the available dating evidence, it is
hardly surprising that good evidence either for the retention
or for the modification of the Bronze Age field systems during
period 6 is difficult to define. Indeed, features associated with the
agricultural landscape which are positively dated to period 6 are
limited to just two tree throws (A[1147] and A[1270]) in Field
System 4 (FS4), suggesting continued clearance and maintenance
of at least some of the fields on the north side of the valley.
However, the occurrence of quantities of Later Iron Age and
Early Roman material in several ditches associated with FS3 and
FS4 (see below) perhaps indicates the ongoing maintenance of
field boundaries throughout much of the Iron Age.
Fig 4.41 Detailed plan of Building 9 and pits in Open Area 36

4.3 PERIOD 6: TRANSITIONAL LATE
BRONZE AGE AND EARLY IRON AGE,
c 800–400 BC

A POSSIBLE GRAIN-DRYING KILN:
STRUCTURE 12 (S12)
This feature was located towards the west of the Lower
Hoddern Farm site, close to the junction between Trackways
1 and 3 (R1, R3). It was T-shaped in plan, consisting of an
irregular and discontinuous gully, A[1349], around 4.0m long

INTRODUCTION

and 0.20m deep; at its western end was a deeper subrectangular

As a whole the period c 800–400 BC was very poorly

pit, A[1351], around 2.0m long and 0.45m deep (Fig 4.44).

represented in the study area, although this is likely to reflect,

The structure was not dissimilar in size and shape to some later

in part at least, the poor quality of the available dating

grain-drying kilns such as that found at Coldharbour Lane

evidence. The period is generally characterised by very small

Quarry (Lambert et al 2013) and may have represented the

Fig 4.42 Plan of Late Bronze Age features at Seaview Avenue in Open Area 4 (period 5)
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Fig 4.43 Plan of Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age features across the study area (period 6)

the remains of a variety of cereals, including barley, glume and

ACTIVITY ELSEWHERE IN THE LANDSCAPE:
THE INFILLING OF THE OPEN AREA 60 (OA60)
WORKING HOLLOW

free-threshing wheat and perhaps oats as well as occasional

It is perhaps notable that the only substantial group of Early

pulses, certainly suggesting a link with crop processing. No

Iron Age pottery from the site, some 218 sherds, was recovered

evidence of any lining to the structure was evident, although

from the infill of the period 5 working hollow within OA60

fragments of structural clay/daub within its fills may well have

(see Fig 4.39). While associated with the disuse of this feature,

been the remains of such a lining. A nearby posthole, A[1207],

the concentration of Early Iron Age pottery within an earlier

may have represented a related element of the structure.

feature is rather suggestive of a degree of continuity in land use

sub-surface evidence for a similar structure. This is borne out to
some extent by an associated environmental sample that yielded

on the site comparable to the reuse of defunct Middle Bronze
Age hut platforms for refuse disposal during the Late Bronze
Age. A similar scenario, involving the reuse of the earlier period
5 working hollow for rubbish disposal, seems probable here,
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Fig 4.44 Detailed plan and section of possible grain-drying kiln Structure 12

though whether this would have reflected a deliberate act,
referencing earlier features in the landscape, or the simple and
expedient disposal of refuse in a convenient hollow, presumably
fairly close to occupation, is rather more difficult to determine.

EARLY IRON AGE ACTIVITY AT KEYMER
AVENUE: OPEN AREA 12 (OA12)
Only one feature could be positively assigned to period 6 at
Keymer Avenue. This consisted of a fragmented but partially
complete pottery vessel seemingly deliberately placed within
a small ovoid pit, B[443] (Fig 4.45). The feature appeared to
stand in isolation and remains difficult to interpret, though
casual discard seems unlikely. Indeed, the location of the
feature in an area of subsequent extensive and intensive Middle
Iron Age occupation might suggest some form of deliberate
deposition, perhaps marking the establishment of occupation
here. Unfortunately, the acidic sandy geology which underlies
the Keymer Avenue excavations has resulted in the almost

Fig 4.45 Detailed plan and section of pit B[443] within Open Area 12
(period 6)

universally poor preservation of environmental remains
forthcoming from an environmental sample associated with

EARLY IRON AGE ACTIVITY AT SEAVIEW
AVENUE: OPEN AREA 5 (OA5)

this vessel.

The only activity that can be positively dated to period 6 at

from this particular site and consequently little of value was

Seaview Avenue consisted of a large ovoid pit, C[117], cut
into the northern ditch of trackway R9 and seemingly quite
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carefully and deliberately aligned on the trackway ditch (Fig

4.4 DISCUSSION

4.46). This feature remains difficult to interpret adequately

silty sand which typifies the geology in this part of the study

PERIODS 4 AND 5: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE,
c 1500–1150 BC, AND LATE BRONZE AGE,
c 1150–800 BC

area. It appeared to have partially silted up before a small fire

INTRODUCTION

was set at its western end, scorching the underlying silted fill;

The Middle Bronze Age in southern Britain was a period of

the resultant deposit of burnt flint and charcoal was seemingly

significant social and economic change, manifest chiefly in the

raked out across the rest of the feature, which was subsequently

organisation of settlement and land division, funerary practice

left to silt up fully. Analysis of environmental samples from

and even the deposition of metalwork (Bradley 2007, 181).

this feature identified a range of cereals, dominated by wheat

There was, for instance, a dramatic increase in the number

(including emmer/spelt and bread wheat) but with barley

of settlement sites during the course of the Middle Bronze

present too and a small assemblage of weed seeds, including

Age. This contrasts sharply with preceding periods, where

weeds associated with cultivated and waste/disturbed ground,

the paucity of settlement evidence is often used to argue

such as knotgrass/dock, black bindweed, bedstraw, goosefoot,

for a significant degree of residential mobility (eg Thomas

medick/clover, orache (Atriplex sp), scentless mayweed, as well

1996; Whittle 1997), and suggests a certain permanence of

as some grass caryopses. A significant assemblage of fuel wood

occupation for the first time during the Middle Bronze Age

charcoal was also recovered from these samples, including oak,

(Brück 2000, 288). The Middle Bronze Age was also a period

Maloideae, cherry/blackthorn and birch.

characterised by the widespread appearance of large-scale field

but may have represented a small quarry expediently excavated
into the side of an existing ditch for the extraction of the fine

systems across southern Britain, where they can be seen to have
clustered along the well-drained, fertile soils of river valleys
and estuaries, particularly on the terraces, and in coastal areas
such as the Sussex coastal plain (Yates 2007, 110). At the same
time, there was a pronounced change in ritual and funerary
practice, away from the often ostentatious and monumental
burial traditions of the Early Bronze Age in favour of smaller
undifferentiated and non-monumental cremation cemeteries.
Many of these transformations can be linked to wider
processes of socioeconomic change. This can be very broadly
described in terms of a shift away from the traditional ritual
authority hierarchies which predominated in the Early Bronze
Age towards a developed prestige goods economy during the
later second millennium BC. The appearance of field systems
during the Middle and Late Bronze Age, for instance, is
understood by many to signify a move beyond subsistence
economy in favour of the intensification of agricultural output
(eg Barrett 1980; Barrett & Bradley 1980b; Barrett 1994; Yates
2007). Of particular importance in this respect is the limited
distribution of these field systems entirely within southern
Britain and the south-east – broadly, south of a line between
the Bristol Channel and the Wash (Yates 2007, 110). This is
consistent with a perceived shift in the focus of political power
Fig 4.46 Detailed plan and section of pit C[117] within Open Area 5 (period 6)

during the Middle and Late Bronze Age, away from the Early
Bronze Age core area of Wessex and the Upper Thames, in
favour of emergent political powers in the south-east (Barrett
& Bradley 1980b). These new political entities were able to
draw on the agricultural productivity of such fertile areas as
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the Middle and Lower Thames in order to provide the surplus

self-made, political elite to dominate through economic means,

required for exchange within a prestige goods economy as

in effect breaking traditional ties of lineage by means of the

part of wider Continental exchange networks – the so-called

offer of material advantage to their followers (Yates 2007, 124).

Atlantic economy (Rowlands 1980).

That is not to say, however, that kinship relations played no

It is undoubtedly difficult to refute the importance of

part in the new world order of Late Bronze Age Britain and

the changes in farming regimes apparent in the emergence

Yates concedes that the inherent instability of a system that

of field systems in the later second millennium BC.

distributes wealth to unrelated people may well have forced

However, some authors question the centrality of agricultural

a return to kinship in social relations, as a way of controlling

intensification in explanations of the Early–Middle Bronze

succession and retaining power (ibid, 126).

Age transition, preferring to view the transformations evident

Ultimately, however, such a political and economic system

in the archaeological record as the consequence of the wider

is fundamentally insecure; Yates and Rowlands both regard Late

restructuring of social identity during the Middle Bronze Age

Bronze Age socioeconomic systems as both highly expansionist

(Brück 2000). This is certainly consistent with the changes

and competitive (Rowlands 1980; Yates 2007, 122–3), which

apparent in other strands of evidence, such as funerary ritual.

together would eventually have undermined the formation of

The monumental character of Early Bronze Age round barrows

larger and more stable political entities (Kristiansen 1998).

and their often careful organisation into linear complexes,

Given the apparently synchronous disintegration of the so-

for instance, emphasises both the individual as well as wider

called Atlantic economy at the end of the Bronze Age (Yates

themes of genealogical descent and kinship alliance (Garwood

2007, 122) it is possible therefore that the very character of

1999c; Brück 2000, 285). The contrast with the non-

Late Bronze Age socioeconomic and political systems which

monumental cremation cemeteries of the Middle Bronze Age

made up the regional economy contributed, in part at least, to

could not be greater; these were usually closely associated with

their demise.

nearby settlements (eg Holden 1972; Ellison 1981) and placed
the emphasis firmly on individual co-resident household groups
(Brück 2000, 285–6).
There is undoubtedly a very real danger, as Brück rightly

CHRONOLOGY
Anna Doherty and Peter Marshall

Radiocarbon dates

states, that arguments for the maximisation of agricultural

Ten results from eight contexts form a coherent group of

output in the Later Bronze Age run the risk of imposing the

Bronze Age activity associated with period 4.

values of our own modern capitalist societies on prehistoric

Four results are available from three cremations. A single

economies (ibid, 276). Indeed, as she argues, it is quite possible

fragment of Maloideae charcoal was dated (SUERC-30730)

that the appearance of field systems, generally during the

from fill A[602] of cremation A[601] (OA66). A single fragment

later second millennium BC, simply signifies a change in the

of privet/honeysuckle charcoal was dated (SUERC-30729)

organisation of agriculture, rather than an increase in overall

from fill A[593] of cremation A[592] (OA66). Two results

production. In such a model, agricultural intensification is still

are available on a fragment of calcined bone (SUERC-30720)

achieved but economic maximisation is not, with the same

and a carbonised residue on pottery (SUERC-30719) from

amount of agricultural produce simply being extracted from a

fills A[1006] and A[951]=A[1006], respectively, of cremation

smaller area of land (ibid, 277). At any rate, Brück’s arguments

pit A[987]=A[952] (roundhouse B7). These two results are

for the primacy of social change are certainly persuasive,

statistically consistent (T’=2.0; ν=1; T’(5%)=3.8), which could

although the reality of social, political and economic change

indicate the two results are the same age.

in the Later Bronze Age is likely to embrace a subtle interplay
between all three.

Two samples were submitted from fill A[164] of pit A[165],
which contained a ‘single-event deposit’ and also contained

In this respect, it is worth noting Yates’s consideration

Celtic/broad bean (OA57). A single such bean produced one

of the changing basis of power in Late Bronze Age Britain

result (SUERC-30725), while a single grain of charred wheat

(Yates 2007). In contrast to Rowlands’s thesis (1980, 49) that

produced the second (SUERC-30724). These two results are

descent-orientated systems of power continued to dominate

statistically consistent (T’=0.5; ν=1; T’(5%)=3.8), which could

social relations in Later Bronze Age Britain, Yates contends

indicate the two results are the same age.

that the opportunities offered by productive intensification
(notwithstanding Brück’s reservations above) enabled a new,
118

Three results are available from as many pits associated with
roundhouse B6. A single fragment of Maloideae charcoal was
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dated (SUERC-30736) from fill A[1033] of pit A[1032]. A

Ceramics

single grain of charred barley was dated (SUERC-30718) from

For the purposes of site phasing and interpretation, attempts

fill A[1045] of pit A[1044], while a single grain of charred wheat

have been made to place as many contexts as possible into

was dated (SUERC-3071) from fill A[1039] of pit A[1038].

one of the dated periods. However, the limitations of using

The model shows good agreement (Amodel=98) between

pottery to date features should be borne in mind. Whilst there

the radiocarbon dates and the prior information – in this case

are certainly diagnostic pottery groups which belong wholly

that the results come from a single phase of activity (Buck et

in the Middle Bronze Age (period 4) or the Late Bronze Age

al 1992). It provides an estimate for the start of Bronze Age

(period 5), the majority of assemblages are more ambiguous.

activity of 1440–1305 cal BC (95% probability; Fig 4.47,

This reflects the longevity of flint-tempered fabrics and the

start_period_4) and probably in 1410–1340 cal BC (68%

difficultly of identifying form types from fragmentary sherds.

probability). This activity ended in 1375–1210 cal BC (95%

There is some evidence, in terms of the spatial layout

probability; Fig 6.27, end_period_4) and probably in 1360–

of the landscape, for continuity over the Early and Middle

1255 cal BC (68% probability).

Bronze Age although this was not something noted in the

The overall span of Bronze Age activity may have been as

ceramic assemblage. Early Bronze Age pottery traditions are

much as 1–195 years (95% probability; Fig 6.28; Span period

characterised by a range of fabric types completely different

4) but, given all the dates are statistically consistent (T’=10.5;

from those of the Middle Bronze Age and these two groups

ν=9; T’(5%)=16.9) and could be the same actual age, the span

were never noted in direct association with each other. The

is probably much closer to 1–95 years (68% probability).

single shell-tempered vessel, apparently of Deverel-Rimbury
type, may represent this transitional period but its attribution
remains slightly uncertain because of the absence of rim sherds
and the lack of any associated dating evidence.

Boundary end_period_4
R_Date SUERC-30730 [A:113]
R_Date SUERC-30729 [A:78]
R_Date SUERC-30720 [A:117]
R_Date SUERC-30719 [A:70]
Phase cremations
R_Date SUERC-30725 [A:115]
R_Date SUERC-30724 [A:93]
Phase pits
R_Date SUERC-30736 [A:101]
R_Date SUERC-30718 [A:111]
R_Date SUERC-30717 [A:101]
Phase roundhouses
R_Date SUERC-30737 [A:106]
Phase settlement
Phase period 4
Boundary start_period_4
Sequence Peacehaven period 4 [Amodel:98]
1600

1400

1200

1000

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 4.47 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates from the Middle Bronze Age activity in the study area. The model is as described in Fig 3.8. The large
square brackets down the left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly

Span Period 4
0

100

200

300

400

Interval (years)

Fig 4.48 Probability distribution showing the number of calendar years during which Middle Bronze Age activity occurred in the study area. The distribution is
derived from the model shown in Fig 4.47
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The earliest radiocarbon determination from period 4
is a direct date on a pottery sherd with a carbonised residue,
which can almost certainly be assigned to 1608–1438 cal

of both traditions, suggesting perhaps that they were founded
in period 4 and abandoned in period 5.
Of particular note is the date on charred macrobotanical

BC (95.4%) and probably to 1561–1438 cal BC (82.8%)

remains from fill A[510], of pit A[508], in possible roundhouse

(SUERC-43292, 3240±29 BP). This is a body sherd of the

B16 (1400–1130 cal BC, SUERC-30737, 3020±35BP). This

moderately coarse fabric FL6 (see Chapter 6.3, ‘Fabric type-

was stratified with a probable structured deposit containing

series’) within a relatively large broken sherd assemblage from

a thin-walled, lug-handled barrel urn (Fig 6.13, no 73)

A[795], the infilling of the possible pond barrow S9. The

and the feature seemed to have a close association with an

character of this group in terms of its fabric composition does

adjacent pit containing a similarly thin-walled bucket urn

not stand out from period 4 as a whole and unfortunately only

with a plain cordon (Fig 6.13, no 74) (see discussion below).

one substantial feature sherd is present (see Fig 6.13, no 71).

Although the calibrated date range is broad, the end date of

Although this is a form not specifically paralleled elsewhere in

this determination goes much later than most of the other

the assemblage it is not necessarily early on stylistic grounds. At

period 4 dates and encompasses the period of transition

present the lack of good associations between pottery groups

between Deverel-Rimbury and post-Deverel-Rimbury styles

and radiocarbon dates in the region makes it difficult to assess

that is currently understood to have occurred around 1150 BC

how fabric and forms evolved over time. It may be that this

(Needham 1996; 2007).

group is genuinely significantly earlier than others in period

Looking at period 5, the general absence of forms other

4 or that the dated sherd is residual or that it comes from the

than hook-rimmed and shouldered jars and the continued

very end of the calibrated range. It is perhaps worth noting that

dominance of flint-tempered wares suggests that this activity

no Ardleigh-style traits, such as applied horseshoes or comb-

belongs in the undeveloped plain ware phase (1150–800

impressed decoration, were recorded in the assemblage from

BC), an interpretation backed up by a single radiocarbon

the study area. Although not particularly common in Sussex,

determination on a pottery residue from the largest group in

these features were recorded at Mile Oak Farm, Downsview

pit A[1576] (1380–1020 cal BC, SUERC-30734, 2965±50

and Clay Pit Lane, Westhampnett, and have been interpreted

BP). This date is in fact slightly earlier than might be expected,

as a possibly early Deverel-Rimbury stylistic trait (Hamilton

although the absence of Middle Bronze Age traits, such as

2002b, 179; Every & Mepham 2006, 29).

coarser flint fabric types or clear examples of urn-derived,

Other calibrated dates from period 4 cluster in a slightly
later range. Most of these were not directly associated with
significant pottery groups but two statistically consistent dates

hook-rimmed jars suggests that the true date probably falls in
the later part of the calibrated range.
Although there is some ceramic evidence for activity in

were produced on a residue from a cremation vessel and on

the broad period c 800–400 BC (spanning the later part of the

associated human bone within roundhouse Building 7 (B7)

Late Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age), this period (period

(1500–1290 cal BC, SUERC-30719, 3115±35BP; 1410–1210

6) was characterised by extremely small and undiagnostic

cal BC, SUERC-30720, 3045±35BP). Based on the general

pottery assemblages that could often be dated only in the

spread of dates, it may be reasonable to infer that pottery use

broadest terms, mainly by the appearance of a small range

was concentrated in the 15th to 13th centuries BC.

of other fabrics, alongside pre-existing flint-tempered wares.

One caveat to bear in mind, however, is that although

Shell-tempered wares, lacking any accompanying flint temper,

some elements clearly belong wholly in the Middle Bronze Age

which occurred occasionally in period 6, are generally more

or wholly in the Late Bronze Age this division is not always

characteristic of Early Iron Age assemblages than of later post-

clear-cut in ceramic assemblages. Although the post-Deverel-

Deverel-Rimbury ones, although the lack of good stratified

Rimbury tradition is generally characterised by the arrival

groups of this date from the region, let alone any associated

of new forms and of a finer suite of flint-tempered fabrics,

radiocarbon dates, makes it difficult to confirm that their

many post-Deverel-Rimbury elements have antecedents in the

presence is always indicative of Iron Age rather than Late Bronze

Deverel-Rimbury tradition. Some stratified groups produced

Age activity. At Bishopstone, shelly wares were much more

pottery of transitional Middle–Late Bronze Age character

common. There, the main enclosure ditch, dated to the 5th–3rd

whilst some land-use features, such as possible raised granary

centuries BC, was composed of nearly 60% flint-with-shell ware

B1 and roundhouse B8, contained separate stratified elements

and nearly 20% shelly fabrics (Hamilton 1977, table Vb, 95).
Since both sites are located a similar distance from shell-bearing
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clay sources, it seems likely that the only substantial period

Chronology

6 group from A[1056] is of significantly earlier date than the

In his survey of Bronze Age field systems, Yates stated that

assemblage from the Bishopstone enclosure.

‘there is little to suggest that [field] systems were laid out
before the Middle Bronze Age (except on Dartmoor) (Yates

AGRICULTURE AND SUBSISTENCE

2007, 112). To an extent, the absence of evidence for the

Bronze Age field systems in Sussex

earlier origins of some field systems might be a result of the

The study of prehistoric field systems has formed an integral

difficulties inherent in their dating. These are outlined above

part of archaeological research in Sussex almost since its

and need not be repeated here. It is sufficient here to note that

inception (eg Blaker 1902; Toms 1911; Curwen 1927;

the evidence from the study area underlines the importance of

Ratcliffe-Densham & Ratcliffe-Densham 1966; Drewett

large-scale exposures of such field systems in isolating the very

1982a; 1982b; Barber et al 2002; Yates 2007; English 2013).

occasional instances of taphonomically secure dating evidence

Until relatively recently much of this work was focused on

for their establishment, as opposed to evidence for their use

the South Downs, which like so many upland areas, proved

or abandonment. Despite the well-rehearsed difficulties in

attractive to early researchers because of the often exceptional

the accurate dating of field systems, however, there are hints

preservation of prehistoric earthworks. The advent of developer

from elsewhere in southern England for early land division of

funding has done much to redress this bias, however, and

comparable date to that identified in the study area. The best-

the importance of the rich soils of the Sussex coastal plain to

known example of such early land division, of course, comes

prehistoric agricultural economies is now readily apparent

from Dartmoor, where the establishment of the reaves system

(Yates 2007, 46). Rather paradoxically, in fact, the bias now

has been dated to the 18th and 17th centuries BC (Fleming

runs the other way: there is now a veritable wealth of data

1988). More recently, similarly early evidence for land division

for excavated field systems on the coastal plain (see Yates

has been identified on the Isle of Thanet, at Monkton Road,

2007, table 6.2 for a summary of this work) but, in contrast,

Minster, where a small field system has been radiocarbon-dated

few downland field systems have been subject to controlled

to as early as 1910–1750 cal BC (Martin et al 2012), and

excavation in recent years with the exception of the Late

perhaps at Thanet Earth, where some elements of the Bronze

Bronze Age/Early Iron Age lynchetted field system at Eastwick

Age field systems may pre-date the period c 1500 to 1400

Barn (Barber et al 2002). Elsewhere, Middle and Late Bronze

BC, with one ditch containing a deposition of Collared Urn

Age field systems are known at a number of sites, usually

pottery (Rady et al in prep). Elsewhere, evidence for early land

taking the form of small rectangular lynchetted fields, but

division has been identified at Bestwall Quarry, Dorset, where

archaeological investigation of these fields has been minimal.

the emergence of field systems is dated to the 16th century

Probably the closest such field system to the study area is that

BC (Ladle & Woodward 2009, 108). The suggestion of earlier

at Itford Hill (Burstow & Holleyman 1957a). Further afield,

second-millennium BC land division at Perry Oaks, on the

other Bronze Age field systems are known at New Barn Down,

other hand, which was initially considered to date to the period

Worthing and Plumpton Plain (Curwen 1954), Black Patch,

c 2000–1700 BC, has since been discounted on the basis of a

Alciston (Drewett 1982a), Bullock Down (Drewett 1982b)

lack of taphonomic integrity. Consequently, there is now no

and at Houndean Bottom, Lewes, Balmer Farm, Falmer,

good evidence to suggest a date before around 1700 BC for the

South Heighton and France Hill (Yates 2007, table 6.3). In

establishment of land division here (Lewis & Blatt 2006, 95;

this context, the large-scale exposure and excavation of some

Lewis 2010, 136).

30ha of prehistoric downland landscape in the study area is

Given the scarcity of reliable evidence for Early Bronze

a welcome addition to a rather limited data set of excavated

Age land division in southern Britain, it is perhaps a folly to

downland field systems in Sussex. More importantly, these

attempt to read too much into the available data. Nevertheless,

results allow comparison of Sussex downland field systems with

it is notable that all five examples cited above are located close

other extensive exposures of contemporary field systems in the

to the coast, within the core areas of the regional Atlantic

wider region and beyond, such as those revealed at Brisley Farm

economy as defined by Rowlands (1980, 37). It might

(Stevenson 2013), Thanet Earth in Kent (Rady 2010; Rady et

not be unreasonable, therefore, to suggest that agricultural

al in prep) or Heathrow Terminal 5 (Framework Archaeology

intensification (as evidenced by the appearance of land

2006; 2010).

division) might occur slightly earlier within these core coastal
areas than within the associated inland hinterlands, in response
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to the demands of developing prestige goods economies within

Clearly, the Upper Piddinghoe valley exerted an influence on

the context of cross-channel exchange networks.

this planned landscape, given both the absence of any evidence

In such a scenario, the evidence from the study area for the

for land division on the steep flanks of the valley itself and the

continued use of traditional methods of expressing land ownership,

non-parallel alignment of the principal transhumant Trackways

such as pits and pit deposition, alongside new systems of land

1 and 9 (R1, R9), which flank the valley. Nevertheless, the

division, might represent attempts by newly emerging political

effort expended in maintenance of the overall alignment of

powers of the Atlantic economy to legitimise the imposition of

boundaries on each side of the valley suggests the imposition,

permanent systems of land division on the landscape.

wherever practicable, of a rectilinear system on the natural
topography of the study area that is not inconsistent with the

Composition and layout of the field systems
It has been observed that field systems as a whole fall into two

terrain-oblivous character of planned coaxial landscapes.
The predominance of trackways in the layout of the

broad categories: aggregate systems and cohesive or coaxial

surviving field systems at the current sites is also a very striking

systems (Bradley 1978; Fleming 1988; Yates 2007). Aggregate

feature of this planned landscape. Indeed, Field System 3

field systems usually result from the piecemeal or accretive

(FS3), as surviving, is almost exclusively represented by

addition of blocks of fields to one another and do not display

trackways, with just a handful of heavily truncated lengths

a single dominant axis to land boundaries, although discrete

of boundary ditch attesting to any further subdivision of

blocks of land division might individually conform to a single

the field system. The use of trackways as spinal or formative

dominant axis (Yates 2007, 15). Coaxial field systems, on the

elements of land division to partition the landscape into large

other hand do conform to a single dominant axis and indicate

landscape units is well attested in the archaeological record. At

large-scale organisation of the landscape. Indeed, coaxial

Heathrow Terminal 5, for instance, the landscape was divided

landscapes can attain considerable size, often in excess of several

into broad strips of land by means of irregularly spaced but

thousand hectares in area. Coaxial field systems in the Salisbury

broadly parallel spinal trackways, the distances between them

Plain Training Area for instance, cover as much as 15 sq km

ranging from around 85m to 250m (Leivers 2010, fig 3.8), and

(McOmish et al 2002, 54) while observable field systems on

similar patterns of division are evident elsewhere. At Fengate,

the Marlborough Downs form blocks around 20ha in area

for example, the landscape was partitioned every 50m to

(Gingell 1992). The size of coaxial land division can make them

100m by means of parallel trackways (Pryor 1996, 314) and a

‘terrain oblivious’, taking little account of existing topography

comparable system of division into broad strips of land, further

and landscape features (Yates 2007, 15). There is some evidence

subdivided into individual fields, is apparent from cropmark

to suggest a degree of chronological differentiation between

evidence for a Later Bronze Age–Iron Age field system at West

these two broad forms of land division, with aggregated systems

Deeping, Lincolnshire (ibid, 321).

often observed to form a later addition or modification to

The regularity in the spacing of the formative trackways

coaxial systems (McOmish et al 2002, 56; English 2013).

in the study area is also well attested elsewhere. At Heathrow

Unfortunately, despite the extensive exposure of the Bronze

Terminal 5 there is some evidence in the coaxial landscape for

Age field systems at the current sites, their fragmentary survival

its regular division into strips measuring between around 110m

necessarily limits any detailed discussion of their original

and 140m in width, defined either by the spinal trackways

composition and layout. The damage wrought by 20th-century

themselves or by means of the longitudinal subdivision of wider

deep-ploughing practices has reduced much of the field system

strips into half strips by means of boundary ditches (Lambrick

to little more than fragmentary and isolated lengths of ditch

2009a, 74). At Eyebury Quarry and at Barleycroft the regular

that are almost beyond meaningful analysis, and certainly

spacing of boundaries at 90m intervals was noted (Evans &

require the eye of faith in order to make any sense of their

Knight 2001; Patten 2002; 2003; Yates 2007, 89), and regular

wider layout. Despite these limitations, several observations

spacing of field boundaries was also noted at Bestwall Quarry,

of the overall form of the field systems provide a very useful

Dorset (Ladle & Woodward 2009, 103). Whether the broad

starting point when considering their overall layout. Primarily,

land blocks defined by trackways in the study area were ever

the evidence for the regular spacing of ditches and trackways

subdivided into smaller fields by further boundaries that have

and the symmetry of the field systems on opposing sides of the

not survived is uncertain but must be considered a distinct

Upper Piddinghoe valley are strongly suggestive of the laying

possibility, particularly in light of the extensive truncation

out of the field systems as part of a wider, planned landscape.

evident across the surviving field system. The occasional
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survival of field boundary ditches on both sides of the valley,

that sheep require significantly less water than cattle (Cunliffe

for instance, hints at smaller units of land division varying from

2005, 416), the paucity of watering holes within the study area

relatively narrow linear strips between 10m and 14m wide, to

may imply an emphasis on sheep husbandry within the local

larger fields between around 50m to 70m wide that are perhaps

farming economy.

more consistent with the evidence from sites such as Heathrow
Terminal 5.

The relative occurrence of lynchets indicative of the
ploughing of certain fields might provide a better indication
of field use. Weakly developed lynchets were present towards

The function of the field system: fields, tracks and the
management of livestock

the centre of FS4, both north and south of trackway R1, and

The function of the fields themselves must remain a subject of

of at least two fields in this particular field system. Elsewhere,

conjecture. That the Middle and Late Bronze Age economy

however, FS4 was dominated by livestock management

in the study area incorporated a significant arable element is

features, which, in addition to trackways, included probable

not in doubt and there is ample evidence for the cultivation

livestock management facilities at the far western and eastern

and processing of cereals and legumes in the environmental,

ends of the exposed field system. A system of related narrow

artefactual and stratigraphic evidence. The extent to which

trackways and ditches at the western terminus of trackway R1,

the individual fields in evidence were given over to arable

for instance, including a possible race or crush (R2), may have

cultivation, however, is difficult to define. The large size

represented the evidence for a sorting facility at the junction

of many of the extant fields might imply that they were

between trackway R1 and the open pasture (OA70) which

principally used for livestock (Stevenson 2013, 28) but, of

lay beyond. Such a facility would have allowed the inspection

course, this field size might be misleading given the suggestion

of animals for signs of disease or pregnancy and subsequent

above that internal subdivision may not have survived. In

separation (for example, rams from ewes) into various pens

this respect, however, the conspicuous absence of facilities for

and fields, either as the stock came in from or went out to

watering livestock within the extant field systems is notable.

pasture (Fig 4.49; see Pryor 1996; 1998). A similar system was

Elsewhere, the incorporation of such features as watering holes

evident at the staggered junction between trackways R15 and

within coaxial fields systems is not only common but has

R16 at the eastern end of FS4 (Fig 4.50). Here, a short race

been described as one of the chief innovations of the second

immediately to the north of trackway R16 probably funnelled

millennium BC (Yates 2007, 120). Having said this, a similar

livestock in, with controlled access out into at least three fields.

lack of watering holes has been noted on other significant

these probably constitute the best evidence for the ploughing

What is particularly striking about these management

exposures of Bronze Age field systems such as that at Thanet

facilities is the extent to which they were integrated into

Earth in Kent (Rady 2010, 21; Rady et al in prep). While it is

the wider network of trackways, allowing the expedient and

conceivable that an Iron Age probable watering hole in Open

efficient movement of livestock around the field system either

Area 6 (OA6) on the south side of the valley had its origins in

before or after sorting. By analogy with similar facilities at sites

the Bronze Age, there is still a striking lack of similar facilities

such as Fengate (Pryor 1996; 1998), Bestwall Quarry (Ladle

associated with the field system on the north side of the valley.

& Woodward 2009) and Brisley Farm (Stevenson 2013), and

It is of course possible that livestock were led down into the

taking into account the lack of watering holes noted above,

Upper Piddinghoe valley daily for water but an alternative,

the use of these specialised sorting systems might be taken

and perhaps more likely, explanation, is that any such watering

to indicate an emphasis on sheep husbandry within the local

holes were located outside the study area. This might imply an

economy. It is also interesting to note that the races of both

in-bye pattern of farming similar to that noted elsewhere – on

complexes in the study area were very similar in length to

the Marlborough Downs, for example (Gingell 1992, 155–6) –

that excavated at Storey’s Bar Road, Fengate (Pryor 1996),

with enclosed fields located close to settlement but backing on

measuring between 20m and 23m long. The dangers of

to open pasture that was accessed by the various trackways that

estimating sheep populations from such features aside (Pryor

led through the fields. This does not necessarily imply the strict

1998, 106), the similarity in length of these races suggests

segregation of arable from pasture, however, and a rotational

similar strategies for the batching and management of sheep.

pattern of cropping, fallow and grazing of fields by livestock

The extent to which cattle formed part of the local pastoral

similar to that suggested for field systems on the Marlborough

economy remains entirely speculative in the absence of any

Downs is possible (ibid 156). Alternatively, of course, given

faunal assemblages from Middle and Late Bronze Age contexts.
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Above: Fig 4.49 Interpretative plan of possible stock-sorting race, Trackway 2
Left: Fig 4.50 Interpretative plan of possible stock-sorting race between
Trackways 15 and 16

Where present, the evidence from other contemporary sites in
the South Downs certainly indicates a mixed farming strategy
in which sheep, cattle and occasionally pigs were raised,
alongside arable cultivation (Ellison 1981, 417), although the
evidence from individual sites suggests a degree of variation
in the relative importance of different species (Yates 2007,
53). Notwithstanding the suggestion of an emphasis on sheep
husbandry outlined above, however, it seems reasonable to
assume that cattle were also raised in the study area, despite the
lack of any positive evidence. In this respect, the connectivity
of the study area to the nutrient-rich flood-plain pastures of the
River Ouse via trackway R1 is of note and suggests an element
of transhumance in farming strategies within the study area
which may have been more suited to cattle farming.
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This dominance of trackways within the overall
composition of the field systems in the study area is entirely
consistent with the wider evidence from elsewhere in southern

present in very small numbers, and these grains probably
represented contaminants of a main crop.
Cereal crops present during the Middle Bronze Age

Britain, where the frequent occurrence of pastoral elements

occupation agree with evidence from other, contemporary sites

such as trackways and watering holes, as well as more

in southern England where the typical cereals encountered are

specialised installations for the management of livestock such

barley (mainly hulled) and glume wheat (emmer and spelt)

as drafting gates or batching systems, is considered to reflect an

(Campbell & Straker 2003; Greig 1991). Several sites in the

emphasis on livestock within an overall mixed economy (Yates

area have provided evidence for barley cultivation, including

2007, 120). Indeed, it is considered possible that livestock

Black Patch, Alfriston (Hinton 1982), Itford Hill (Burstow

might have been one of the key methods of wealth creation

& Holleyman 1957a) and Mile Oak (Hinton 2002a). The

in the new prestige goods economy of the Middle Bronze Age

first records of spelt appear during this period (Greig 1997),

(ibid, 125, 129).

although large quantities are more often recorded from Late
Bronze Age deposits. In the area around the study area, though

SUBSISTENCE AND ECONOMY DURING THE

small amounts of spelt have been recorded, emmer appears to

MIDDLE AND LATE BRONZE AGES
Karine Le Hégarat

have been more widely present. This is the case at Black Patch,

Period 4

and a few positively identified spelt chaff were recorded in

Analysis of environmental samples from Middle Bronze Age

three pits (Hinton 1982). Although these were not dated, the

contexts demonstrated a well-established agricultural economy

pits contained grains of barley which produced radiocarbon

during this period. Food plants included different cereals, pulses,

dates within the Early Bronze Age. Other Middle Bronze Age

possible oil plants and a few gathered plants. Notwithstanding

sites in southern England, however, such as Princes Road,

the clear significance of cereal production in the Early Neolithic,

Dartford in Kent, have produced significant amounts of spelt

Stevens and Fuller (2012) characterise the Middle Bronze Age

wheat (Pelling 2003). In the study area, given that half the

as the ‘real agricultural revolution for the British Isles’, and the

grains could not be identified and that only a few chaff were

results from the current sites show strong similarities with the

identified (including spelt and possibly emmer), it is impossible

data presented in their new research, including reintroduction of

to comment on the relative importance of these two types of

cereals and appearance of new crops.

glume wheat.

where emmer predominated with several possible spelt grains,

Pulses were recovered in large numbers but 88% of

Cultural plants

these leguminous plants were derived from just two samples.

Interestingly, the charred macroplant assemblage was dominated

The assemblage of pulses consisted largely of Celtic/broad

by cultivated pulses, representing 66.89% of the total macroplant

beans (92% of the total pulses); also present were a possible

remains. This result may be in part biased by the presence of a

garden pea and several indeterminate large, round, seeded

few large deposits of cultivated leguminous plants, but on the

pulses representing vetches, beans or garden peas. Instead of

whole these remains were more abundant, though the charred

demonstrating a shift towards these crops, their presence simply

material indicates that Middle Bronze Age communities at

shows that Middle Bronze Age communities in the study area

Peacehaven were not entirely dependent on a single crop. Cereals

opted for mixed farming with a range of crops cultivated.

were also cultivated (11.73% of the total macroplant remains).

Celtic/broad beans appear in great quantities for the first time

In fact, grains were present in 28 samples, and although no

during the Bronze Age period (Stevens & Fuller 2012), but

samples produced substantial quantities of grains comparable to

Campbell and Straker (2003, 25) explain that their occurrence

that from the Early Neolithic pit A[777], the overall assemblage

varies greatly across the region. Evidence from other sites

indicated a mixed arable economy based on both pulses and

around the study area suggests that in this area of the country

cereals. Over half the grains could not be identified but glume

the production of Celtic/broad beans was quite important

wheat was the best represented amongst the identified grains,

during the Bronze Age period. Moderate assemblages were

with smaller quantities of barley. Chaff indicated that spelt and

recorded at Downsview, Coldean (Hinton 2002b) and Mackie

possibly emmer wheat were grown during this period, although

Avenue, Hassocks (Smith 2010), and smaller quantities were

the evidence is limited. Free-threshing bread-type wheat was

found at Mile Oak Farm, Portslade and Black Patch (Hinton
1982; 2002a). A Celtic/broad bean from Hassocks was
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radiocarbon-dated, and the result indicated a date of 1210–

The three Bronze Age pits were associated with settlement

1820 cal BC (SUERC-20209, 2890±30 BP). By contrast, a

(roundhouses B7 and B6 and settlement OA61), and some of

radiocarbon date obtained from a bean from the study area

the starch-rich tubers could have been used as collected food,

gave an earlier date of 1420–1210 cal BC (SUERC-30725,

depending upon the taxa represented. For instance, while

3060±35 BP). Large quantities of Celtic/broad beans have also

tubers of pignut are edible, onion couch grass bulbs may not

been found in a pit within a Middle Bronze Age hut at Rowden

have been as fit to eat (Mears & Hillman 2007). Some of

in Dorset (Carruthers 1991) and in a shallow scoop within a

the tubers may also have originated from natural vegetation

Middle Bronze Age roundhouse at Trevilson in Cornwall (Jones

around the settlements; they could have been uprooted and

2003). Late Bronze Age deposits at Saltwood in Kent (Stevens

used for fuel. Nonetheless, as onion couch grass is intolerant

2006) and Tinney’s Lane, Sherborne in Dorset (Jones 2009)

of trampling and grazing it is possible that some of the bulbs

also produced large concentrations of Celtic/broad beans.

originated from outside the settlement area. Onion couch grass

Oeliferous/fibre crops were represented by a single seed

represents a troublesome crop weed and, owing to its vegetative

of flax found in a sample from possible hearth A[1109] in

propagation, elimination requires systematic burning of the

roundhouse B6.

soil surface of the fields (Roehrs et al 2012). Nonetheless, they
can easily be uprooted and their presence may indicate that

Gathered plants for consumption

they were associated with a crop which at harvest may have

Remains of potential collected food plants were recorded,

been pulled up. Their relatively high occurrence in Bronze

including a few hazelnut shell fragments and several tubers.

Age deposits could therefore be associated with intensification

The possibility that the hazelnut shell fragments simply

of agriculture during this period. It is believed, however, that

derived from wood fuel resource cannot be excluded, however.

during this period cereals were harvested by cutting the heads

Similarly, several interpretations can be proposed regarding

just below the ear, using possibly a sickle or hook-shaped

the presence of tubers (see below). The overall assemblage

implement (Lambrick & Robinson 2009, 237), and the

suggested that wild food resources were not widely exploited by

presence of charred tubers may instead relate to cultivated

the Middle Bronze Age farmers, but it is possible that some of

pulses which were uprooted (see below).

the charred weed seeds came from collected plants. They could

The origin of the tubers in pits A[1105] and A[987] may

have been used in several ways, including as food but also as

differ slightly as the plant remains may have been associated

medicine and for dyeing textiles. Seeds of nettle (Urtica dioica),

with the human cremations found in the features. Charred

for example, were evident in the samples – nettle is an excellent

tubers are common on British Bronze Age sites particularly in

source of fibres and, when young, can be used as a food plant.

connection with cremation burials, and suggestions that have
been made regarding their presence on this type of site include

Tubers

use as kindling (Hillman 1982; Robinson 1988), incidental

Tubers were evident in several different occupation periods.

incorporation from turves burnt in connection with the

While they occurred in small numbers in features dated to

cremation (Moffett 1991; Campbell & Robinson 2007), creation

periods 6 and 8 and were present in a moderate quantity in a

of fire breaks (Stevens 2008) and as food offerings in cremation

Middle Iron Age refuse pit (B[30]), they were more frequent in

burials (Moffett 1991). They could have been incorporated in

Bronze Age deposits, including Bronze Age features at Seaview

the pits with the cremation as part of the backfill. Tubers were

Avenue and Lower Hoddern Farm. They were particularly well

well represented within Bronze Age deposits, and interpretations

represented in Middle Bronze Age cremation pit A[987] and

regarding their occurrence are manifold.

pit A[1105] as well as in Late Bronze Age refuse pit A[1576].
While several tubers could not be identified, numerous tubers’

Other wild plants

swollen basal internodes displayed characteristics of onion

Weed seeds associated with winter-sown crops were uncommon,

couch grass (Arrhenatherum elatius var bulbosum). Tubers such

but infrequent seeds of possible oat and cleavers may indicate

as pignut (Conopodium majus) and lesser celandine (Ranunculus

autumn-sown crops. Autumn-sown cereals produce higher yields

ficaria) may also have been represented. They were identified in

as a single grain will as a rule generate more stems. They could

samples from the neighbouring site of Mile Oak Farm, Portslade

include barley and glume wheat, and experiments by Robinson

(Hinton 2002a). These tubers may have had multiple uses.

(Lambrick & Robinson 2009, 258) have demonstrated that both
emmer and spelt wheat could have been successively sown in
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autumn. The weed flora consisted of a large quantity of species

leguminous plants are also useful for replenishing soil that has

which tend to germinate on ground worked and sown in spring

been depleted of nitrogen, and the Celtic/broad beans could

and which are therefore more often associated with spring-sown

have been cultivated in a crop rotation system with the cereals

crops. Among this group were seeds of spear-leaved orache/

for that purpose.

common orache (Atriplex prostata/patula), fat hen, common

The small quantities of cereal grains present in both

chickweed (Stellaria media), black bindweed, knotgrass/dock

samples from OA57 could have been relics from previous

and vetch/vetchling/tare. Some of these seeds may also have

crops, or large-seeded weeds in the pulse crop – or they could

represented plants of ruderal habitats, which could thrive

simply have been present in hearth feature A[165] when

on disturbed ground around the site or in abandoned fields.

the beans were deposited. The pulses in this feature, on the

Otherwise, they may have related to an increase in the cultivation

other hand, related to a primary context in which the pulses

of leguminous crops, which would have been sown in early

were burnt in situ. The composition of the assemblage in the

spring, or they may have been associated with the cultivation of

possible refuse pit was very similar, and probably represented

spring barley and spring wheat. To complicate matters, spring-

a direct deposition of remains from hearth A[165]. In a model

germinating seeds can invade fields which have been sown in

for pulse crop processing based on ethnobotanical evidence

autumn. The presence of leguminous weeds could indicate a

Fuller and Harvey (2006, 237) explain how, according to the

decline in soil nitrogen levels, hinting at the possibility that crops

type of pulses (free threshing or pod threshing), processing

were grown intensively, although the presence of nitrophilous

methods will vary slightly. Celtic/broad beans produce a plant

taxa such as the seeds of goosefoot suggests that fertile grounds

with readily threshed pods, and they will require threshing,

was still available. The occurrence of medick/clover, lesser

winnowing and raking, and coarse and fine sieving, but will not

stitchwort (Stellaria graminea), hoary plantain (Plantago

need pounding. Contact with fire was noted only when (and

media) and ribwort plantain (P lanceolata) suggests grassland

if ) pulses were parched before grinding or storing or if they

environments. These plants could have related to the use of hay

were dry-roasted before consumption.

or green fodder, although the seeds could also have been from
animal dungs.

The pulses in both features could have been deliberately
burnt as a result of spoilage or as part of clearance work in a
cultivated area; however, no stigmatas indicative of germination

The assemblage of Celtic/broad beans from
Open Area 57 (OA57)

or insect predation were observed, nor were any pods recorded

As stated above, there is ample evidence to show that Celtic/

more likely, therefore, that the high number of charred pulses

broad beans formed part of the Middle Bronze Age economy of

present in the hearths/furnace and the pit indicates remains

Sussex and the South Downs. However, direct evidence for the

accidentally burnt during drying before storage or grinding or

processing of this important staple is, by contrast, exceptionally

while being prepared for consumption. The burnt clay noted

rare, both regionally and further afield. The evidence from the

in the features may well have been related to either of these

Middle Bronze Age agro-industrial complex OA57 in the south

processing techniques.

of the Lower Hoddern Farm site is therefore of considerable

though dry pods may have been too fragile to preserve. It is

As for the processing techniques used for the cereals,

significance (see Chapter 4.1). With their high protein and

the model presented above suggests that weed seeds can be

fibre content, Celtic/broad beans (which appeared in large

detected as by-products. The large seeds could have been

numbers for the first time during this period) were almost

hand-picked from the assemblage before food preparation.

certainly cultivated for human consumption, although their use

Seeds of black bindweed were recorded in the sample. This

as animal feed should not be discounted. Young broad beans

twining plant may have climbed around the Celtic/broad bean

can be eaten complete with their fresh pods, or the plant can

plants. Their presence could indicate that at harvest, instead of

be grown solely for its beans, which can be consumed whole

plucking the pods, the crop was uprooted or cut near the base.

or ground into flour. Moreover, in addition to their cultivation

Although several weed seeds in the two features are ecologically

for human or animal consumption, it is possible that they

unspecific, the presence of spear-leaved orache/common

were grown for agricultural reasons. A labour-intensive form of

orache and fat hen suggests that the leguminous plant were

farming focused on the cultivation of just a few fields is capable

grown on fertile soils. In fact, Celtic/broad beans tolerate any

of rendering the soils unfit for cultivation. Although fallowing

soil types but they grow best in moist, fertile, clay loam soils.

and/or the use of manure can help in renewing land fertility,

Although the nature of the soils in the study area was variable,
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deposits of Woolwich Beds, which overlie the chalk and

were recorded, and they are probably an indication of small

which are characterised by clays and fossiliferous sands (Angel

quantities of spoilt grains.

2007), occurred fairly extensively. These soils would have been
favourable to the cultivation of Celtic/broad beans.

Pulses were still a major crop, with a large number of
remains recovered, but 94.98% of these leguminous charred
remains were found in a single feature. Indeterminate large,

Period 5

round, seeded pulses representing vetches, beans or garden peas

Charred macroplant remains occurred in even greater

occurred more commonly in the Late Bronze Age than in the

abundance in the Late Bronze Age than in the previous period,

Middle Bronze Age, but Celtic/broad beans were still the best

indicating that arable farming had become firmly established.

represented (63.04% of the total assemblage of pulses). Potential

The evidence for this period came from Seaview Avenue and

garden peas were also present in small numbers.

Lower Hoddern Farm. The main crops grown during the
Middle Bronze Age (glume wheat, barley and pulses) were still

There was no evidence for oeliferous/fibre crops during the
Late Bronze Age.

exploited during the Late Bronze Age although there appears to

There was little change in the type of crops exploited

have been some variability in the prominence of certain crops.

during the Late Bronze Age and although there is no evidence

The assemblage also provides more evidence for crop waste

to show that diversifications intensified,there does seem to

(chaff and weed seed), allowing some interpretation of crop-

have been a certain degree of agricultural intensification. The

processing and agricultural practices.

assemblage of charred crop remains showed strong similarities
to those from other sites in southern England, where the

Cultural plants

typical crops encountered are barley (mainly hulled) and glume

Overall, the composition of the Late Bronze Age assemblages

wheat (emmer and spelt) with occasionally evidence of a large

indicates that both cereals and pulses were still cultivated

concentration of cultivated pulses (Campbell & Straker 2003;

during this period. The concentration of cereal remains

Stevens 2006). While the first records of spelt appeared during

increased greatly from the Middle to the Late Bronze Age,

the Middle Bronze Age, both emmer and spelt were cultivated

suggesting that cereals were more widely exploited. Although

during the Late Bronze Age. In fact, in the Thames valley

slightly less abundant, large quantities of cultivated pulses

both emmer and spelt wheat are mainly recovered together,

were still recorded; however, as for the previous period the

hinting at the possibility that the crops were actually grown

result may be in part biased by the presence of a very large

together (Lambrick & Robinson 2009, 251). In the study area,

deposit. Although cereal remains dominated the assemblage of

given the large quantity of cereal remains (grains and chaff)

crop remains by this period, it remains difficult to discern the

that could not be identified, it is difficult to draw satisfying

relative importance of cereal and pulse farming.

conclusions. Spelt appears to have been more important, but

Grains were recorded in 18 samples, with two refuse pits

emmer was still present. No samples were dominated by a

producing relatively large assemblages. The overall material

specific glume wheat species, suggesting that both emmer and

indicates that both wheat and barley were cultivated. Over

spelt could have been grown as a mixed crop.

half the grains could not be identified but, as noted for

The mixed nature of the assemblage of charred macroplant

period 4, glume wheat (either spelt or emmer) was the best

remains in the Middle and Late Bronze Age features that

represented amongst the assemblage of identifiable grains.

were associated with settlement areas was, predictably, highly

It is tempting to conclude that spelt prevailed, based on the

indicative of waste from domestic activities. The chaff and

cautious identification of a great quantity of chaff, but in fact

weed seeds indicate crop-processing residues and the charred

this remains unclear since chaff tentatively identified as emmer

grains and charred pulses suggest potential cooking accidents.

was also present, and chaff that could be either emmer or spelt

No large assemblages indicative of storage were found. Instead,

was very abundant. Although barley was less prevalent than

the overall low density of material in most features suggests

glume wheat, the commitment to barley cultivation appears

that either the debris accumulated slowly over time or that the

to have increased in comparison with the Middle Bronze Age.

features were regularly emptied, with debris being incorporated

The assemblage of barley included occasional rachis fragments.

as part of the backfilling. This is particularly valid for the series

Free-threshing bread-type wheat was present only in very small

of pits associated with the Middle Bronze Age roundhouses.

numbers. Infrequent sprouted grains of barley and glume wheat

A different pattern of deposition was observed in the Late
Bronze Age pit A[1576]. The higher item density in this
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feature suggests that the remains were deliberately dumped

associated with crop-processing waste, and it is likely that the

in the pit and the variation in the composition and density

increase in the quantity of weed seeds relates to an increase in

of material suggests different deposition events. For instance,

crop-processing activities. Given that remains of chaff were also

while the secondary fill was far richer, sprouted grains of wheat

more numerous during this period, the processing activities

and barley were recorded only in the lower fill. A further

were more probably associated with cereals than with cultivated

observation can be made with regard to the remains from

pulses. However, some of the weed seeds, such as medick/

those features that reflected agro-industrial activities in the

clover, buttercups (Ranunculus spp), lesser stitchwort, hoary

far south of the site (OA57). While this area appears to have

and ribwort plantains, as well as the numerous grass seeds could

been confined to the processing of cultivated pulses during the

also have been connected with the use of hay or green fodder.

Middle Bronze Age, by the Late Bronze Age it was also used to

Potential grass stem fragments were also relatively frequent.

receive residues from cereal-processing activities. It is not clear,

Possible common vetch seeds were recorded in the samples, and

however, whether these activities were carried out close by.

the plant could have been grown as fodder. The assemblages of
weed seeds represented accumulations of waste originating from

Gathered plants for consumption

both arable and pastoral farming activities. The macroplant

As for the previous period (period 4), the overall assemblage

remains from period 5 suggest a well-established mixed agro-

suggests that wild food resources were not widely exploited by

pastoral economy.

the Late Bronze Age farmers. Uncommon seeds of blackberry/
raspberry (Rubus fruticosus/idaeus) and possible whitebeam

Fuel wood selection during the Middle and Late Bronze Age

(Sorbus sp) could indicate the use of wild fruit. The relatively

Dawn Mooney

large assemblage of charred weed seeds may have contained

The majority of Middle and Late Bronze Age material analysed

additional seeds from gathered plants although this is impossible

originated from contexts representing either refuse dumps

to establish. For instance, seeds of fat hen were commonly

or the infilling of pits and ditches, and the resultant charcoal

found. They are rich in proteins and they may have been

assemblages are likely to consist of assorted remains of fuel

consumed. The leaves of this plant could also have been used as

from a variety of domestic and industrial purposes. Across

greens. Alternatively, they could also simply have represented

these samples, oak remained the dominant taxon, as was

weeds of disturbed ground, including cultivated land.

observed in the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age charcoal
remains. Again, the exploitation of taxa including Maloideae,

Other wild plants

wild cherry/blackthorn, hazel and ash was evidenced. During

Although the concentration of weed seeds increased greatly

the Late Bronze Age, a greater range of taxa was observed in

from the Middle to the Late Bronze Age, the composition of

the assemblage, with alder, hornbeam, willow/poplar and field

the assemblage in terms of taxa represented was fairly similar.

maple (Acer campestre) present. Of these, only field maple

There was a small quantity of seeds indicative of autumn-sown

was not present in the earlier samples from the site, although

crops, including cleaver and oat, but once again it was those

there was an increase in the frequency of alder and willow/

weed seeds associated with spring-sown crops that were best

poplar, two wood types known for their poor burning qualities

represented, including spear-leaved orache/common orache, fat

(Edlin 1949). These woods thrive in damp environments, and

hen, possible nettle-leaved goosefoot (Chenopodiastrum murale),

their presence here suggests that damp woodland and wetland

common chickweed, black bindweed, knotgrass/dock, vetch/

margin environments were increasingly exploited for fuel wood

vetchling/tare and cabbage/mustard (Brassica sp/Sinapis sp).

during the Bronze Age in the study area. In general, however,

As in the case of the previous period, the weed flora indicates

there was much continuity in the most common fuel woods in

both nutrient-rich and nutrient-depleted soils and reflects the

the Neolithic and Bronze Age at the site.

variable nature of the soils in the surrounding area. The well-

Several samples from this period were taken from fire- or

drained soils typical of the South Downlands, although lacking

cooking pits and hearths. The assemblages from the fire-pits in

in minerals and nutrients, would have been favourable for the

pond barrow Structure 9 (S9) produced a mixed assemblage,

cultivation of barley, while the more fertile clayey soils associated

dominated by oak and also containing hazel, Maloideae and

with the Woolwich Beds would have been better suited to the

ash; one sample from a Late Bronze Age hearth produced a

cultivation of wheat. The greater quantities of weed seeds could

similar assemblage, in which wild cherry/blackthorn, birch and

have various explanations. Charred weed seeds are generally

field maple were also recorded. Although these assemblages
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originated from deposits representing in situ burning, each

salt-processing briquetage does not tend to travel far, it is

contained a wide range of taxa and as such were not especially

likely that later processes of salt production took place either

indicative of the selection of individual wood types as

in the immediate vicinity, or perhaps within the study area. In

domestic fuel. The range of taxa recorded in these samples was

the case of the latter, a scenario similar to some Late Iron Age

comparable with that noted in assemblages representing the

to Roman Kent sites may be envisaged. For example, at the

secondary deposition of domestic burnt material. This suggests

Eynsford–Horton Kirby Pipeline, the use of small, domestic

that the assemblages recovered from instances of secondary

hearths for the final stages of salt production has been suggested

deposition of fuel remains can also be considered to be

(Poole 2011b, 232), which would leave less conclusive traces in

indicative of the woods used for domestic fuel in the study area.

the archaeological record. This suggestion does not, however,
address the low quantity of briquetage debris.

Salt production during the Middle and Late Bronze Age

A location above sea level for salt-production briquetage

Elke Raemen

is not uncommon and there are two main theories as to why

Chronology

briquetage would be found at the top of these hills: either

The assemblage from the study area was too small to establish

the artefacts were manufactured and stored on/near the site

chronological changes in technology and too little evidence

but solely used at the inlets, or (as discussed) the extraction

survived to reconstruct evaporation processes. Only a broad

process was split in such a way that primary (including natural)

chronology can therefore be given. Salt making apparently took

evaporation took place by the inlets and the last stages of

place in the study area from the Middle Bronze Age onwards,

secondary drying, crystallisation and moulding of salt took place

which is the earliest evidence for Sussex. However, there is

at the uphill site (Bell 1977, 122–4; Cunliffe 2005, 510–11).

no suggestion that primary stages of production occurred

Generally the latter hypothesis is favoured. The process of salt

at the site itself, as this would probably have resulted in a

extraction is slow and requires, for example, constant topping up

larger amount of briquetage debris. It is unlikely, however,

of the brine. A location close to or within the settlement for these

that briquetage such as pedestals and troughs, used in the

latter stages would therefore have been more convenient.

early stages of production, would have been transported far

It was noted at Bishopstone that in the Early Iron Age

from where it was used. The presence of both pedestals and

the briquetage objects appeared to have been made on the site

evaporation trays strongly suggests that partially processed

together with the domestic pottery. Both activities would be

brine was carried to the site or its vicinity, where further stages

closely related, given their joint requirement for clay and fuel

of evaporation took place.

(Bell 1977, 122). A similar explanation may be given for the
current sites, where trough RF<10> was found close to features

Location

with pottery production debris.

The study area is located some distance from both the tidal Ouse
and the sea. As the site is much closer to the sea than to the

Regional setting

Ouse, brine was probably collected from the former. Primary

The earliest-known briquetage in southern Britain, dated to

stages of salt extraction would probably have taken place near the

the Middle Bronze Age, was recovered from Brean Down,

source of brine. The exact method of prehistoric salt extraction

Somerset (Bell 1990). Like the study area, the site is located

remains under debate. As yet, evidence for the process used in

on a height, in this case a cliff above the beach. Middle and

the Bronze Age is limited although the procedure was probably

Late Bronze Age salt-working sites are still a rare occurrence,

similar to that used from the Iron Age onwards. The most

though their numbers are increasing as a result of recent

common method is likely to have made use of settling tanks

discoveries, including an assemblage from the uphill location of

to collect seawater and reduce it naturally. The brine would

Cobham Golf Course (Morris 2006a, 12–13; Champion 2011,

subsequently be transferred to containers (eg troughs or pans)

216–17), Swalecliffe (Masefield et al 2003, fig 28) and the

and boiled over a hearth (Biddulph et al 2012, 13)

Isle of Grain (Clifford in prep), all in Kent. Earlier discoveries

This poses the question of whether the briquetage

include Minnis Bay (Worsfold 1943, fig 8, no 10) and Hoo St

found at the settlements of the study area represented the

Werburgh (Moore 2002, 263), the former of which consists of

secondary stages of salt production. No in situ production

a trough fragment. Whereas discoveries in Kent are, apart from

area was located, nor was the quantity of briquetage fragments

the important Isle of Grain assemblage, all relatively small, no

suggestive of on-site salt extraction. Nevertheless, given that

Middle or Late Bronze Age material at all, other than from the
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BUILDINGS AND SETTLEMENT
The low number of briquetage fragments may not be explained

Period 4
Agricultural buildings

just by the remoteness of the actual salt production site. The

Four- and six-post structures are a common feature on later

salt makers may have operated in a domestic sphere, producing

prehistoric sites in Britain and, though more frequently

salt for household consumption rather than for trade. This

associated with Iron Age sites, a number of Middle and Late

hypothesis has been postulated both for the Middle Bronze Age

Bronze Age examples are known in the wider vicinity of the

site at Brean Down, Somerset (Bell 1990, 57), and at the Late

study area, including Mile Oak, Patcham Fawcett, Cock

Bronze Age site at Cobham Golf Course, Kent (Morris 2001a,

Hill, Rams Hill, Park Brow and Thorny Down (Ratcliffe-

396). This would perhaps explain their presence during period

Densham & Ratcliffe-Densham 1961; Ellison 1981; Russell

4 in or near roundhouses Buildings 2 and 6 (B2, B6). At Brean

2002; Greatorex 2002). The prevailing interpretation of these

Down, too, evidence strongly suggests that the final extraction

structures is as raised granaries (Bersu 1940; Gent 1983), and

of salt took place within the same structure as cooking and

this is now supported by the presence of good assemblages of

food preparation, signifying household production alongside

charred grain in association with some four-post structures,

other domestic activities (Bell 1990, 57). It has been argued

such as those excavated at St Osyth (Essex), Stanwick

this work was undertaken by women (Morris 2007, 440–41).

(Northamptonshire), Sutton Common (Yorkshire) and, most

The salt makers and the nature of salt making

The purposes of salt are uncertain. Although several theories
have been suggested, there is no archaeological evidence for
any of them. In our British climate, an adequate salt intake is

recently, at Thanet Earth (Kent) (Germany 2007; Robinson &
Lambrick 2009, 271; Rady et al in prep).
Various other interpretations have also been proposed,

achieved if meat or fish is present in the diet, so personal salt

however, including fodder ricks or pigsties (Bersu 1940),

consumption would have been driven by ‘appetite’ rather than by

excarnation platforms or shrines (Carr & Knusel 1995;

bodily need. Salt may have been used as a preservative of food,

Masefield 2013), watch towers (Ellison & Drewett 1971),

notably cheese and meat, and would probably have been utilised

workshops (Stanford 1966) and houses (Stanford 1970; Russell

in the tanning process of hides. Given its value, the potential

2002). In view of the significant variation apparent in this

of salt as an exchange medium should also be taken into

related group of structures, which includes eight- or nine-post

consideration (Lane & Morris 2001, 402–3; Champion 2011,

structures and structures with extensions, a variety of functions

217). It has been demonstrated that salt making was a seasonal

is certainly possible, although hard evidence in support of

event that took place in summer, which is when sea-water

these alternative explanations is, in many cases, yet to be found

salinity and evaporation reach their maximum whereas dilution

(Robinson & Lambrick 2009).

by precipitation is at its minimum. As such, salt extraction can

With regard to the rectangular post-built structures

be linked to other seasonal activites, such as pastoralism, and

excavated in the study area, Buildings 1, 5 and 9 (B1, B5 and

it has been argued that salt makers may have been the same

B9), the interpretation preferred here sees them fulfilling an

people as the families or individuals with grazing animals, an

agricultural function as raised granaries, although it must be

association which carried on into the Roman period (Bradley

admitted that positive evidence in support of this assertion is

1975; 1992, 27). Such seasonal grazing could have lasted up to

lacking and other interpretations cannot be wholly discounted.

the early autumn, when fattened stock was butchered, the meat

Nonetheless, a primarily agricultural function might be inferred

salted and leather prepared (Cunliffe 1988, 86). Salt making

from the location of all three structures within the wider

may also have been associated with pottery production. The

agricultural landscape and the relative paucity of associated

common presence of pottery production debris on salt-making

finds by comparison with contemporary roundhouses (Table

sites is indicative of an association between the two activities,

4.1), which is certainly suggestive of a non-domestic function.

and troughs in particular were almost certainly manufactured by

The larger assemblage from B1 probably reflects the presence of

potters (Morris 2001a). The fact that pottery production and salt

a semi-complete vessel and the proximity of the building to a

making required the same conditions and raw materials, together

large dump of mixed domestic and pottery production waste in

with the possible seasonal nature of pottery production, could

pit A[1576], which may have been deposited while the building

well suggest that the potters and the salt makers were the same

was still in use. It is worth noting that, where charred grain

people, or that they were at least closely linked groups (Bradley

has been found in association with such structures elsewhere,

1975, 22; Morris 2001b, 62).

as at St Osyth or Thanet Earth, the predominance of emmer
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and barley has been taken to indicate the storage of animal

of the associated arc of postholes. This suggested maximum

feed, rather than grain for human consumption (Carruthers

diameter of around 10m lies towards the upper end of the

in Rady et al in prep). A similar function may be tentatively

recorded range of roundhouse sizes for the period (Ellison

inferred for B1, B5 and B9 in the study area. In form and

1981, fig 15.1) but it is not without parallel. The suggested

construction, B1 and B9 are certainly consistent with similarly

reconstruction of hut 4 at Black Patch, for instance, implies a

interpreted six-post structures elsewhere in Sussex and southern

diameter of c 8.5–9.0m (Drewett 1979, fig 2) and similar-sized

Britain. B5 is rather more difficult to interpret but appears to

roundhouses were found at Patcham Fawcett (roundhouse IV)

have represented either two adjacent rectangular raised granary

and Mile Oak (roundhouse 1), measuring up to 8.4m and

structures or a much modified single building.

8.6m in diameter respectively (Greatorex 2002, 274; Russell

Building

2002, 11). Estimating the size of roundhouses B6 and B8 is

No of sherds

Wt (g)

ENV

B2

369

6434

45

B5

6

60

3

supports, rather than marking the external wall of the building

B6

71

594

31

(Musson 1970; Drewett 1979; 1982a), it seems unlikely that

B7

130

1784

22

the two postholes denoting its entrance represented a projecting

B1

34

510

19

B8

81

730

20

B9

14

158

1

B15

49

1488

15

Period 4

Periods 4–5

Period 5

more difficult. On the basis that the post-ring roof construction
of roundhouse B6 represented internal load-bearing roof

porch structure – an internal aisle or vestibule seems far more
probable (see, eg, Lambrick 2009b, 139). On this basis, and
assuming that the probable storage pits associated with this
building were internal, a minimum diameter of around 8.0m
can be suggested. Similarly a larger diameter of around 10m
can be proposed for roundhouse B8, like those of roundhouses

Table 4.1 Quantification of pottery associated with Later Bronze Age structures

B7 and B2.
In constructional terms, only roundhouse B6 preserved

Domestic buildings and settlement
Roundhouse construction and form

a clear and full building plan that could provide details of

Unfortunately all five roundhouses at Lower Hoddern Farm

post-ring roof construction so prevalent in Sussex that it has

showed evidence of substantial horizontal truncation, thus

been described as a ‘Sussex-style’ layout (Guilbert 1982). In

necessarily limiting any discussion of aspects of roundhouse

essence, this consisted of a highly symmetrical circular or oval

construction, size and layout. The hut platform of roundhouse

arrangement of posts, characterised by a closer spacing of posts

B7, for instance, measured just 4.0m across and, on the basis

in the rear half of the building than in the front half (ibid).

of the disposition of its associated postholes and gullies,

Roundhouse B6, with its post-built porch structure, is closely

has clearly been reduced to a size significantly smaller than

comparable to typical examples of this post-ring layout, at

the footprint of the building itself. Similarly, only the

found as sites such as Black Patch (Drewett 1982a), Itford Hill

northernmost edge of the hut platform of roundhouse B8

(Burstow & Holleyman 1957a), New Barn Down (Curwen

survived, while no trace of any platform whatsoever associated

1934a), Amberley Mount (Ratcliffe-Densham & Ratcliffe-

with roundhouse B16 could be discerned.

Densham 1966), Mile Oak (Russell 2002), Downsview

The difficulties of estimating the true size of roundhouses

the construction method. It consisted of the typical internal

(Rudling 2002b), Varley Halls (Greig 1997) and Patcham

on the basis of their surviving postholes and hut platforms is

Fawcett (Greatorex 2002), to name but a few (Fig 4.51). This

well documented (eg Musson 1970; Drewett 1979; 1982a;

post-ring layout is also known further afield: the example

Russell 2002, 12) and the examples in the study area are

at Down Farm, Dorset, for instance (Barrett et al 1991), is

no exception. On the basis of the projected diameter of the

often cited as a classic example of this constructional type,

surviving lengths of ring gullies associated with roundhouses

exemplifying the axial symmetry of the layout (Fig 4.51). At

B2 and B7 it is possible to suggest a maximum diameter of

around 4.6m in diameter, the post-ring of roundhouse B6 lies

something in the region of 10m, potentially a little less if these

towards the smaller end of the scale, similar in size to hut M at

gullies did indeed represent drainage features marking the

Itford Hill (Burstow & Holleyman 1957a). Examples in excess

eaves of the roof. A similar diameter seems probable for the

of 6.0m are known elsewhere, such as hut 3 on platform 4 at

possible roundhouse B16 on the basis of the projected diameter

Black Patch (Drewett 1982a), hut D at Itford Hill (Burstow
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& Holleyman 1957a) or roundhouse 4 at Patcham Fawcett
(Greatorex 2002).
Elsewhere in the study area, the arrangement of postholes
is less clear. The arrangement of the surviving postholes of B8
is certainly suggestive of a symmetrical Sussex-style post-ring,
but this cannot be proven on the basis of the available evidence.
The possible roundhouse B16, on the other hand, appeared
to embrace a slightly different construction; with a projected
diameter of around 10m, the arc of postholes associated with
this building seemed more likely to represent supports for the
external wall of the building than an internal post-ring, which
would imply a roundhouse of unprecedented size for the period.
By contrast, little sense can be made of the disposition of
the various surviving postholes within roundhouses B2 and B7,
although whether this was a product of different constructional
method or of different survival remains uncertain. In itself,
however, this is not inconsistent with the wider evidence and it
is not uncommon for the surviving arrangement of postholes
within an excavated roundhouse to defy meaningful analysis.
With the possible exception of the partial ring gullies associated
with roundhouses B2 and B6 which, as discussed above may
represent partially surviving wall trenches, no trace survived of the
external walls of any of these roundhouses and the construction
and composition of these elements of the building remains
entirely unknown. It is also notable that no evidence for the
distinctive stake-built walls recorded at Mile Oak, Varley Halls,
Downsview or Patcham Fawcett, along the route of the Brighton
bypass scheme, was forthcoming from any of the roundhouses
in the study area (Greig 1997; Greatorex 2002; Rudling 2002b;
Russell 2002). It is perhaps significant that, where present, the
stake-built walls at all these sites were found within the associated
hut platforms: given the partial survival of hut platforms in all
but one of the roundhouses in the study area, the absence of any
evidence for associated stake-built walls is thus considered to reflect
a genuine difference in construction techniques, rather than simply
a consequence of poor preservation.

Roundhouse orientation, layout and internal organisation
Recent studies have shown that the majority of Middle Bronze
Age roundhouses face either south or south-east, with the latter
being by far the most common orientation (Brück 1999, 155).
A south-eastern alignment can certainly be demonstrated for
roundhouse B6, while a more southerly orientation can be

Fig 4.51 Plans of Bronze Age buildings excavated from the study area, with
comparative examples

tentatively suggested for roundhouse B8, on the basis of its
surviving posts and an assumption of symmetry in their original

apparent lack of internal features in the south-eastern quarter

layout. The orientation of roundhouses B2, B7 and B16, on the

of roundhouse B7 might indicate the likely position of the

other hand, must remain a subject of speculation, although an

doorway to this structure. While there can be little doubt of
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the prevalence of a southerly or south-eastern alignment among

requiring good light near the doorway and around the hearth

Middle Bronze Age roundhouses, there is little consensus as to

(central/front spaces) and more poorly lit peripheral or rear

the reasons why, with explanations ranging from an emphasis

spaces more suited to sleeping or storage. The existence of an

on spiritual or cosmological themes (eg Parker Pearson &

upper floor within the roof space of some roundhouses has also

Richards 1994, 47–54; Oswald 1997) in which the south-

been suggested but must of course remain entirely speculative

eastern orientation towards midwinter sunrise might play a

(see, eg, Pope 2007).

role, to more prosaic explanations such as attempts to maximise

The organisation of internal space within Middle Bronze

the morning light entering the building, or achieving a balance

Age roundhouses is particularly well illustrated at Black Patch,

between this and shelter from the prevailing wind and weather

where careful two-dimensional recording of associated artefacts

(Hingley & Miles 1984; Pope 2007).

permitted the formulation of some detailed observations

Some roundhouses of the period show evidence for an

on the organisation of activities both within and between

emphasis on entrances through the use of significantly larger

roundhouses (Drewett 1979; 1982a). The evidence for the

timbers in doorway construction, as at Mile Oak roundhouses

functional differentiation of roundhouses in the study area is

I and II (Russell 2002), Black Patch hut 3 (Drewett 1982a),

considered below. Here, it should be noted that there was good

New Barn Down cutting VIII (Curwen 1934a) and Itford Hill

evidence, from roundhouse B6 at least, for a central/peripheral

hut D (Burstow & Holleyman 1957a). This was by no means

division of space within the roundhouse, with all but one of

a universal practice, however, and many other buildings of

the seven associated storage pits within this building located

the period – including some within the study area as well as

between the inner post-ring and external wall of the building

other buildings at some of the sites mentioned above – show

and a central, better-lit, space around the hearth and inside the

no such evidence for the structural emphasis of doorways.

doorway, which could have been used for a variety of craft or

The significance of the elaboration of the doorways of certain

social activities. This is a common pattern in roundhouses of

roundhouses is not well understood but it may have reflected

the period in which pits are present (Brück 1999, 157), though

the relative social status of the occupant, the function of the

not one that can be discerned in other Middle Bronze Age

building or simply individual preference (eg Lambrick 2009b,

roundhouses in the study area.

141). It is worth pointing out, however, that the doorways

Roundhouse B6 was also the only Middle Bronze Age

of some buildings of the period also appeared to have been

structure for which the position of the hearth could be

the focus of particular patterns of deliberate deposition. At

identified. In contrast to the evidence from sites such as Black

Black Patch, for instance, a bronze awl was found in one of

Patch and elsewhere for the location of the hearth immediately

the entrance postholes to hut 3 (Drewett 1982a), while a

inside the doorway (Drewett 1982a; Brück 1999), the hearths

chalk phallus was found within a posthole associated with

of roundhouse B6 appeared to be more centrally placed.

the entrance to hut D at Itford Hill (Burstow & Holleyman
1957a). Such practices suggest that the perceived importance

Settlement location

of the doorway to a Bronze Age building may have embraced

The association of Middle Bronze Age settlements with

certain ritual or spiritual concerns, as well as practical ones.

contemporary field systems is widely attested in southern

The pronounced axial symmetry evident in the ground

Britain, although there is significant variation in the landscape

plan of roundhouses such as B6 has also been the subject

setting of individual buildings and settlements, which can

of much discussion and is considered by many to suggest a

range from a dispersed pattern of individual houses within

certain formality in the layout of the internal space, allowing

separate plots to small clusters of houses within a single field

the division of roundhouse interiors either into left and right

or enclosure (Bradley 2007, 190). In the context of the South

(Brück 1999) or front and rear (Guilbert 1982; Parker Pearson

Downs, the location of settlement 1 on a south-facing slope

& Richards 1994). Likewise, the concentric arrangement

is entirely consistent with the wider evidence (Parker Pearson

of inner post-ring and outer wall of Middle Bronze Age

& Richards 1994, 49; Hamilton 2003, 70). The more isolated

roundhouses allows further zonation of the interior space of

roundhouse B8 is similarly situated, albeit within a separate

Middle Bronze Age roundhouses into central and peripheral

field on the other side of Trackway 1 (R1) and might best

spaces. Many archaeologists equate this zonation of internal

be regarded as an outlier to settlement 1. In contrast, the

space with the division between public (front/central) and

topographic location of roundhouse B16 on a north-facing

private (rear/peripheral) spaces or between spaces for activities

slope is rather more unusual but might be explained, in part
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at least, by a concern with the wider symmetry of landscape

Settlement boundaries

organisation reflected in the contemporary field systems. At

In common with the majority of settlements of this period,

any rate, it is clear that both settlement 1 and roundhouse

settlement 1 appeared to be at least partially enclosed. However,

B16 were located on the steeper slopes of the valley, peripheral

there is a clear distinction to be drawn between the form of

to the extant field systems and consequently maximising the

enclosure evident at settlement 1 and those at sites such as Mile

available land for farming. In this context, the contrasting

Oak or Cock Hill, which formed discrete subcircular ditched

location of roundhouse B8 within a field might reflect a

enclosures. By contrast the ditches defining settlement 1 were

chronological distinction, with this building forming a later

more akin to settlements like Downsview (Rudling 2002b)

addition to the pattern of Middle Bronze Age settlement in

and could almost have been an extension of the field system

the study area, a suggestion that might be supported, in part at

with which the settlement was associated. They were certainly

least, by the evidence outlined above for the protracted survival

of similar dimensions to and on the same orientation as the

of this building into the Late Bronze Age.

ditches of Field System 4 (FS4), and the spacing of the eastern

The marginal location of Middle Bronze Age settlements

and western ditches of the settlement, at around 80m, is not

on relatively steep downland slopes has been noted elsewhere,

inconsistent with some of the evidence for field size elsewhere

for example at Downsview, Mile Oak and Varley Halls (Greig

in the landscape. Further evidence for the appropriation of

1997; Rudling 2002c, 255), and it has been argued that

a former field for settlement might be seen in the negative

this reflected increased pressure on available land and the

lynchet immediately downslope of trackway R1, which implies

cultivation of marginal and difficult terrain (Greig 1997, 30;

that this area was under the plough at one time.

Yates 2007, 56). In light of the evidence from the study area,
however, where the large-scale exposure of the Bronze Age

Settlement chronology and composition

landscape allows us to see the landscape setting of Middle

Diccon Hart and Anna Doherty

Bronze Age settlement better, it might be more appropriate to

Typically, Middle Bronze Age settlements consisted of several

view the marginal location of settlements slightly differently,

roundhouses, usually set within an enclosure or part of a field

as an attempt to maximise the availability of more favourable

system, as discussed above, and often accompanied by other

terrain for farming.

external features such as yards, ponds and perhaps storage

While the maximisation of available farmland might

structures such as four- or six-post structures (eg Ellison 1981,

have been a key influence in the choice of settlement location

417–21; Brück 1999, 145; Hamilton 2003, 70). The size

in the study area, other factors were clearly also at work, as

of these settlements and their layout suggests occupation by

demonstrated by the positioning of settlement 1 with reference

small co-resident household groups, perhaps consisting of an

to the pre-existing Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age ring-ditch

extended family (Ellison 1981, 432; Drewett 1982a, 341).

monument (S7). The reasons for this can only be surmised,

It is well documented that there was a tradition during this

although it is clear that, despite its slight form, the monument

period for the replacement of buildings in new locations, rather

must have remained a visible landscape feature during the latter

than reconstruction within the same footprint, thus giving the

half of the second millennium BC. In view of evidence from

impression of much larger settlements. This is particularly well

elsewhere in the south-east and further afield for the alignment

illustrated by the reinterpretation of some key sites for the period

of field boundaries on earlier monuments and features (eg

in Sussex, including Black Patch and Itford Hill (cf Burstow &

Bradley 2007, 188; Garwood 2011, 123), it is possible that

Holleyman 1957a; Ellison 1978; Drewett 1979; 1982a; Russell

the association of settlement and monuments might comprise

1996b). The suggestion of more than one phase of construction

a related practice, particularly given the close association of

in roundhouse B7 is certainly significant in this respect but need

settlement and field system at this time. In this respect, the

not necessarily indicate the wholesale replacement of a building

clear linear organisation of roundhouses B2 and B7 on either

within the same footprint; the ongoing maintenance and repair

side of the pre-existing monument is notable as it echoes that

of a structure is equally plausible.

of a now ancient monumental landscape remembered through
the retention of this particular monument.

More recently, detailed analysis of the chronology of
buildings and settlements has led to the suggestion that the
majority of these settlements comprised single-phase sites
whose duration rarely exceeded the lifespan of its principal
members (Brück 1999, 149). The evidence from settlement 1
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is largely consistent with this assertion although the presence

of continuity between Deverel-Rimbury and post-Deverel-

of Late Bronze Age material within defunct house platforms

Rimbury pottery styles, so a gradual shift towards finer fabrics

is certainly interesting and suggestive of Late Bronze Age

may also be interpreted as a chronological trend rather than

occupation in close proximity to settlement 1. While the

just a purely functional division.

subsequent replacement of roundhouses in this settlement

While the evidence from the study area lacks the clear-

through the careful reuse of earlier postholes is conceivable

cut functional distinctions evident from sites such as Black

(R Masefield, pers comm), it is perhaps more likely that the

Patch, there are nevertheless some interesting and tantalising

Late Bronze Age material associated with abandoned house

suggestions of functional specialisation amongst the

platforms in settlement 1 was derived from the nearby outlier

excavated corpus of roundhouses. This is most clearly seen in

B8, which apparently survived into the Late Bronze Age.

roundhouse B2, where both the associated finds and its relative

The excavation and reinterpretation of Middle and Late

segregation from the rest of settlement 1 suggest that it may be

Bronze Age settlements in East Sussex, most notably at Black

differentiated from roundhouses B6 and B7. Over 90% of the

Patch and Itford Hill, resulted in pioneering research using

pottery assemblage in roundhouse B2, for instance, is made

structural evidence, pottery and other artefacts to define

up by the coarsest fabric grouping FL10, suggesting a strong

the functional organisation of buildings and settlements

bias toward ‘heavy-duty wares’, whereas in B6 and B7 there

(Ellison 1978; Drewett 1982a). It was suggested that in some

were more medium coarse wares, perhaps suggesting a more

instances, the distribution of different classes of artefact could

balanced range of ‘heavy-duty’ and ‘everyday’ wares. Similarly,

be related directly to the function of individual buildings

while evidence for salt production, in the form of briquetage,

(Ellison 1981, 420). In terms of pottery, for instance, Ellison

was present in all three buildings there was a noticeably greater

(1980) classified Sussex Deverel-Rimbury assemblages

quantity associated with roundhouse B2 (eight fragments,

into three broad functional groupings: heavy-duty wares,

as opposed to one fragment each from roundhouses B6 and

which she saw primarily as storage vessels; everyday wares,

B7). Together with the evidence for the separation of this

interpreted as cooking vessels; and fine wares presumably more

building from the remainder of the settlement, this might

suited to consumption and display. Importantly, this work

suggest that roundhouse B2 functioned as an ancillary structure

demonstrated that roundhouses were used for a variety of

used primarily for food storage and preparation. By contrast,

functions, which could be divided into two broad categories:

the presence of an architecturally elaborated entrance to

major residential units and ancillary structures (Ellison

roundhouse B6 and the presence in roundhouses B6 and B7

1981, 420). Major residential units tended to be slightly

of tools such as polishing stones, which might conceivably

larger, often with evidence for the architectural elaboration

be related to craft activities, are more suggestive of the use of

of the entranceway, while their associated finds included a

these two buildings primarily as residential structures. This

relatively high proportion of fine wares and evidence for tool

interpretation might be further reinforced by the presence

maintenance and craft activities, such as spinning and weaving.

of cremation deposits within these two roundhouses (see

Ancillary structures, on the other hand, tended to be slightly

below), which may well have represented the remains of their

smaller, with a much greater predominance of coarse wares

principal occupants. Whether these two buildings were in

and facilities for the storage and processing of foods, including

use at the same time or represented successive replacements

querns, storage pits and so on. This pattern of building use

of a single residential unit cannot be determined on the basis

certainly applies well to some sites such as Black Patch, despite

of the available evidence but this proposed pattern of one or

the clear interpretative issues surrounding the chronology of

two major residential units and an ancillary unit is entirely

the site (cf Drewett 1982a; Russell 1996b; Seager Thomas

consistent with the wider evidence for settlement composition

2005). However, more recent research has demonstrated that

during the period.

these discernible differences in building use are not always so

Of course, there are problems with this interpretation.

clearly defined, with many buildings exhibiting traits of both

There is no real evidence, for example, that Ellison’s pottery

major residential and ancillary uses, perhaps reflecting the

groupings are valid interpretations of function. In the current

adaptation and change of use of various buildings in response

assemblage the coarsest fabrics (FL10 and FL12) feature

to the changing requirements of the settlement over time

sooted residues almost as frequently as the medium coarse ones

(Brück 1999, 150–51). The issue is further complicated by the

(FL9, FL6 and FL2), suggesting that ‘heavy-duty’ wares were

growing realisation in recent years that there was a great deal

frequently involved in cooking processes as well as storage. The
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picture is also complicated by the high proportion of sherds

component of settlement sites of the period and the absence of

from probable structured deposits (see below); Barrett and

any watering facilities remains difficult to explain adequately.

Needham (1988, 136) specifically criticised the functional

At any rate, the sum of the evidence, both from Peacehaven

analysis of material from Itford Hill and Black Patch for

and elsewhere in the South Downs, hints at certain regional

overlooking the fact that archaeological deposits often reflect

variations in the composition of Middle Bronze Age settlement

specific depositional events and are not necessarily reflective

sites in the region.

of day-to-day activities. Building function can be interpreted
emphasis on food storage and preparation in roundhouse B6,

Period 5
Settlement location, layout and composition

based on the relative frequency of storage pits in this structure

The available evidence suggests a general paucity of Late Bronze

(seven features, as opposed to three pits associated with

Age settlement on the South Downs to the east of the River

roundhouses B2 and B7) and the fact that this was the only

Adur, perhaps related to an apparent increase in activity in

building with any evidence for hearths. Of course, there is no

lowland areas such as the Sussex coastal plain or the Willingdon

way of knowing how many pits were in use at any one time in

Levels (Hamilton 2003). That is not to say, however, that

roundhouse B6 and it is possible that there was a succession of

settlement evidence for the period in the South Downs is

features here. At any rate, if roundhouses B6 and B7 did indeed

entirely lacking, and there are signs of continued occupation

represent successive residential structures, it is quite conceivable

at a number of sites in the wider vicinity of the study area,

that the relative prevalence of cooking and storage features

including Downsview, Patcham Fawcett, Varley Halls and

in roundhouse B6 reflected its adaptation into an ancillary

Mile Oak (Rudling 2002c). While there is some evidence

unit, on the occasion of the construction of a new residential

for the continued construction of roundhouses during this

structure (B7). Indeed, the argument for the chronological

period, such as those in trench K at Mile Oak (Russell 2002),

primacy of roundhouses B2 and B6 becomes more compelling

settlement and structural evidence from these sites is generally

in light of the linear alignment of these two buildings on either

more ephemeral than that of the preceding period (Hamilton

side of the pre-existing ring-ditch monument (S7).

2003, 73). Indeed, Hamilton has argued that the sum of the

along different lines – it is possible, for instance, to propose an

Elsewhere in the study area the prevalence of storage

available evidence points to significant change in settlement

pits and occurrence of querns in association with probable

composition and building design during the Late Bronze Age,

roundhouse B16 is strongly suggestive of a link with food storage

with little evidence for the continuance of the typical Middle

and preparation, although here these features also occurred in

Bronze Age settlement type described above and a general

association with a secondary cremation deposit. The incomplete

decline in the roundhouse tradition (ibid, 73). In the wider

exposure of this building and of its wider landscape setting,

area, of course, Late Bronze Age settlement is characterised by

however, inevitably limits any assessment of its function. The

the emergence of new forms of settlement: the more heavily

same might be said of roundhouse B8, which, as stated above,

defended ring-works. Such sites are notable by their absence

might have been an outlier and later addition to settlement

from the Sussex landscape, although several of the Sussex

1. The presence of storage pits certainly indicates a link with

hillforts, such as Chanctonbury, Harting Beacon or Harrow

food/grain storage but in the absence of any other functional

Hill, appear to have originated during this period (ibid).

indicators and in view of its poor survival it is difficult to make
any further statements regarding its primary function.
A further notable characteristic of settlement 1 is the

The evidence from the study area generally corresponds
well with this wider picture, although there are some interesting
differences in comparison with other contemporary sites in the

apparent absence of some of the other typical components of

South Downs. Settlement evidence was certainly present in

Middle Bronze Age settlement. The absence of fenced yards,

the study area, but there was a significant change in settlement

for instance, contrasts with the evidence from contemporary

patterns, marked by the abandonment of former areas of

sites such as Black Patch, where the wider settlement area was

Middle Bronze Age occupation and the establishment of a

divided into a series of well-defined fenced areas (Drewett

new, smaller, unenclosed settlement in the south of the Lower

1982a). A similar absence of fenced yards was noted on sites

Hoddern Farm site (settlement 2). At first glance this might

along the route of the Brighton bypass, however (Rudling

seem at variance with the signs of continued occupation of

2002c, 256). Similarly, there was no evidence at the current

Middle Bronze Age settlement sites, as at Downsview (Rudling

sites for the existence of ponds. These formed a common

2002c, 256). However, it should be noted that there was
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some evidence to suggest that this new settlement was, in fact,

at Cassington West (ibid, fig 4.8) and west- and east-facing

focused on a pre-existing agricultural building – the probable

examples at Yarnton, Reading Business Park and Green Park

raised granary Building 1 (B1). At any rate, this shift in the

Reading (Moore & Jennings 1992; Brossler et al 2004). When

focus of settlement during the Late Bronze Age is certainly

set against the evidence for a prevalent orientation in the south-

evident at other sites of the period such as Mile Oak (ibid).

east quadrant of the compass for the majority of domestic

In form and layout, settlement 2 also appeared to bear

structures during the Bronze and Iron Ages (eg Parker-Pearson

little resemblance to its Middle Bronze Age predecessor with

and Richards 1994), a non-domestic function for this group

few signs of the recurrent Middle Bronze Age combination of

of buildings seems perhaps more likely. Further evidence for

major residential structure and ancillary structure, as defined by

this might be provided by the apparent association of B15 with

Ellison (1981). Closer inspection, however, raises the possibility

pottery production (see below). Indeed, it is possible that the

that this apparent absence is deceptive: if one dispenses with

related features within this building, among them a hearth, a

the expectation that these settlements should necessarily

heating pit, clay-lined pits and a vessel set in the ground, might

consist solely of roundhouses, it is possible to perceive a similar

be connected with pottery production just as much as with

settlement structure to that which so obviously characterises

domestic activities.

the Middle Bronze Age, with a major unit represented by the
role of ancillary structure. Of course, it is difficult to be certain of

Ritual and ceremony
Middle and Late Bronze Age funerary practice

this, given the obviously incomplete exposure of this settlement

Although cremation burial in urnfield cemeteries is often

site and the uncertainties surrounding the function of B15 (see

cited as a defining characteristic of the Middle Bronze Age,

below), but it nevertheless raises the interesting possibility that

detailed analysis of mortuary practices of the period has

the loss of the Middle Bronze Age settlement formula might be

clearly shown that interment of cremations within and around

less real than apparent and a consequence, in part at least, of a

barrows continued to dominate during the course of the period

change in the nature of its constituent components.

(Ellison 1981, 421). A good example of this is the cemetery

D-shaped B15 and the probable raised granary B1 fulfilling the

barrow at the nearby site of Itford Hill (Holden 1972). There

Building form and function

was, however, no incidence of the association of cremations

The D-shaped B15 constitutes a particularly rare example

with barrows in the study area and cremations of the period

of its type in Sussex. Indeed, this form of building remains

occurred either in the context of a small cemetery focused on

rare nationally, although a number of examples of probable

the putative stock-sorting complex at the western terminus of

Late Bronze Age and/or Early Iron Age date are known in

Trackway 1 (R1) or in association with buildings, both within

the Middle Thames valley, at sites such as Cassington West,

settlement 1 and further afield.

Yarnton, Shorncote and Stanton Harcourt (Williams 1951;

The complete absence of any evidence for Late Bronze Age

Hearne & Heaton 1994; Hearne & Adam 1999; Lambrick

funerary activity within the study area, on the other hand, is

2009b, 153–4), while broadly similar segmental structures

entirely consistent with the wider evidence, which demonstrates

are known at Reading Business Park and Green Park Reading

the almost complete archaeological invisibility of a Late Bronze

(Moore & Jennings 1992; Brossler et al 2004). As a class of

Age funerary tradition (Brück 1995).

building, these structures vary considerably in size and shape,
although most are less than 10m across.
Opinion is divided as to their function and interpretation.

The Middle Bronze Age cremation cemetery
Ellison’s detailed analysis of the composition of Middle Bronze

A widespread interpretation is that they were workshops

Age cemeteries has identified a recurrent modular unit of

(Lambrick 2009b) but it is equally possible that they simply

between 10 and 30 burials, which, in size and composition,

represented another form of domestic building (cf Allen 2006;

suggests the burial places of small kinship groups from nearby

Lambrick 2009b), or even both. In this respect, however,

settlements (Ellison 1981, 422–3). This link between cemetery

the unusual orientation of many of these structures might

and settlement is most eloquently illustrated at the nearby

suggest the former rather than the latter. The example in the

site of Itford Hill. Here, the cemetery totalled 12 cremations,

study area, for instance, appears to face north and a variety

including male and female adults and children, suggestive of

of other orientations are evident in other excavated examples,

an extended family group, while the occurrence of sherds from

including north-west-, north-east- and south-facing examples

the same vessel within both the cemetery and the settlement
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provided the first definitive link between a settlement and

linked to the abandonment of the roundhouse (Brück 2006a,

its cemetery (Holden 1972). The small cremation cemetery

300). A similar association was evident in the study area, where

(OA66) is entirely consistent with this model. With a total

it is possible that the abandonment of some buildings occurred

of some nine probable cremation deposits, the cemetery falls

on the death of their principal residents.

towards the lower end of the expected size of Middle Bronze

Of particular interest in the context of cremations within

Age cemeteries, while its location at the western terminus of

buildings in the study area is their apparent juxtaposition with

trackway R1, at a distance of around 200m from settlement

finds and features more usually associated with life-giving

1, strongly suggests that it formed the principal burial place

aspects of sustenance and subsistence. All three cremations, for

for inhabitants of that settlement, with the trackway R1 itself

instance, appeared to have been interred within former storage

acting as a direct link between the two.

pits, while that in roundhouse B16 was also associated with

Several complicating factors, however – the absence of

an unusually large saddle quern, and the cremations in both

calcined bone from all but two cremations being one of them

roundhouses B7 and B16 were associated with pottery vessels.

– suggest that the number of probable cremation deposits in

There is some evidence to suggest that the lifecycles of Middle

this cemetery may not translate directly into the number of

Bronze Age houses and their occupants are in some way linked

inhabitants of settlement 1. It has already been proposed that

(Brück 1999; Sharples 2010, 201). Brück has argued that, at

those deposits of ash and charcoal in this cemetery that lacked

other points in the lifecycle of the roundhouse, the deposition

actual calcined bone may have represented ‘token deposits’

of items such as querns, animal burials or burnt grain (the

collected from a pyre site, and this is substantiated by evidence

metonymic qualities of which are all redolent of aspects of

for the presence of significant quantities of cremated bone at

subsistence) might signify key points in the subsistence cycle of

pyre sites, suggesting that not all cremated bone was necessarily

the household (Brück 1999, 154; 2006a, 301). The evidence

collected after cremation (McKinley 1997). The issue is

from the study area for the association of similar elements such

further complicated by the suggestion that token deposits of

as querns and storage pits with cremation deposits suggests that

cremated remains might be distributed among different groups

this link might also be extended to death and the ending of

of mourners, resulting in the fragmentation and dispersal of

such lifecycles, both in relation to the house and its inhabitants.

human remains (Wysocki, pers comm, in Brück 2006a; Brück

This serves further to underline the close relationship between

2006b). It is quite possible, therefore, that the nine separate

the lifecycles of the house and of its inhabitants mooted by

deposits of ash and charcoal which made up this cemetery

Brück and others.

might, in reality, have related to far fewer individuals.

Selection of fuel woods in Middle Bronze Age cremations
Cremations within Middle Bronze Age buildings

Dawn Mooney

In addition to the deposits of cremated human bone and pyre

The range of woody taxa found in samples from Middle

material within the OA66 cremation cemetery, three further

Bronze Age cremations at the site was much narrower than in

cremations were recovered from roundhouses, including

contexts containing remains of domestic and/or industrial fuel,

roundhouses B6, B7 and B16. While the cremated bone from

with oak, Maloideae and wild cherry/blackthorn dominating

roundhouse B16 consisted only of unidentifiable fragments,

the assemblage. Very small quantities of privet/honeysuckle

the bones from roundhouses B6 and B7 were better preserved

and willow/poplar were also found. This limited variety of

and in both cases can be demonstrated to represent the remains

taxa indicates the specific selection of particular woods for

of adult individuals. In all three cases, it is difficult to avoid the

cremation pyres at the site. In the majority of these samples, the

supposition that these cremations represented the remains of

assemblage was dominated by oak, with other taxa present in

the principal residents of these buildings. Deposits of cremated

smaller quantities. However, in three samples from cremations

human remains associated with Bronze Age roundhouses are

within roundhouse B7 the assemblage was almost entirely

by no means unknown and may be interpreted as reflecting an

composed of Maloideae, with the inclusion of very small

inextricable link between the lifecycles of house and settlement

amounts of wild cherry/blackthorn and willow/poplar charcoal.

and those of its inhabitants (Brück 1999; 2006a). At Broom

The predominance of both oak and Maloideae has been

Quarry, Bedfordshire, for instance, a token deposit of cremated

noted in many previous studies of charcoal remains from

human bone was recovered from one of the porch postholes

Bronze Age cremations in south-east England. Most of these

of a Bronze Age roundhouse, where it has been interpreted as

investigations have yielded assemblages dominated by oak or
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other large trees such as ash (cf Alldritt 2006a; 2006b; 2006c;

and this is further emphasised by other associated material,

Challinor 2006c; Gale 2009), but an examination of an urned

including, of course, cremated human remains in one pit and

cremation from Thanet produced a charcoal assemblage entirely

a stone bead in the other. Another probable former storage pit

composed of Maloideae fragments (Stevens & Challinor

within this building contained large fragments from several

2009). It has been suggested that smaller, shrubby taxa such

different querns.

as Maloideae, wild cherry/blackthorn, alder and hazel arrive

Deposits of fragmentary and near-complete querns within

in cremation deposits either by accidental inclusion or by use

Middle Bronze Age roundhouses are known from a number of

as kindling for pyres usually built of oak and occasionally ash

sites in Sussex, such as at New Barn Down, (Curwen 1934a),

(Alldritt 2006b); however, the occurrence of Maloideae as

Cock Hill (Ratcliffe-Densham & Ratcliffe-Densham 1961),

the sole taxon in cremations in the study area and at Thanet

Itford Hill (Burstow & Holleyman 1957a) and Black Patch

(Stevens & Challinor 2009) indicates the definite selection of

(Drewett 1982a), although whether they represent domestic

this wood for the cremation pyre. It is possible that this taxon

discard or more deliberately ‘placed’ items is still debated (cf

was selected for a ritual or religious purpose, rather than purely

Seager Thomas 1999, 46; Brück 2006a). The expedient reuse

practical reasons such as fuel efficiency (cf Alldritt 2006c). Of

of quern fragments for a variety of secondary uses which

the Maloideae taxa, both hawthorn (Crataegus mongyna) and

might result in their deposition in roundhouses is certainly

rowan (Sorbus sp) figure prominently in British and European

not inconceivable (Seager Thomas 1999), but the presence

folklore, and have traditionally been imbued with protective

of complete and still serviceable examples such as that from

powers (Baker 1996). It is possible that similar associations

probable roundhouse B16 is less easy to explain in such

were held in prehistoric Britain.

terms and is perhaps more likely to have represented an act of
deliberate deposition.

Non-funerary deposition associated with buildings

Further evidence for the deliberate fragmentation

Diccon Hart, Anna Doherty and Hugo Anderson-Whymark

and deposition of pottery vessels in association with the

In addition to the deposits of cremated human remains

abandonment of a roundhouse is evident in roundhouse

within roundhouses discussed above, there was evidence in

B8. Here a partially complete vessel, whose base had been

roundhouses B2, B8 and B16 for other forms of deliberate

removed, was inserted in the top of the infilled hut platform

deposition, often involving deliberately fragmented items

and seemingly secured in place with a stake or post. This latter

such as semi-complete vessels or querns but seemingly also

feature may well have served as some form of marker post, thus

including already ancient and possibly curated items such as

echoing the evidence from sites such as Down Farm, where

Neolithic axe fragments. Such deposits are perhaps best viewed

certain posts appear to have been left in place as potential

as event-marking deposits, as defined by Brück (1999; 2006a),

markers or memorials to the buildings that once existed

signifying either key points during the lifecycle of the house

(Barrett et al 1991; Brück 1999, 154).

and its inhabitants or, perhaps more likely, marking terminal

The two Neolithic axe-head fragments recovered from

events of death and abandonment. In roundhouse B16, for

opposing pits on either side of roundhouse B7 are also likely

instance, two former storage pits (including the one containing

to reflect acts of deliberate deposition. As with the deliberate

the cremation deposit discussed above) also contained the

deposits discussed above, these items show evidence for

semi-complete upper profiles from very similar thin-walled

deliberate breakage prior to deposition (see below) and it seems

bucket/barrel urns. Significantly, these were both placed in a

probable that they were imbued with different and potentially

remarkably similar fashion, on top of large pieces of stone. In

more potent properties. A parallel for these acts of deposition

the case of the pit containing the cremation deposit the urn

can be found at Stansted, where a polished flint axe-head was

was on top of an inverted saddle quern while in the other pit

found in a Middle Bronze Age waterhole: this axe-head had

the urn was on top of a large piece of unworked chalk breccia.

been flaked, potentially shortly before deposition, as a refitting

In both cases, all the sherds lay completely flat on top of one

flake was recovered from the feature (Cramp nd).

another, as if the upper parts of the vessels had been placed

In addition to acts of deliberate deposition such as those

on their sides and crushed flat either deliberately or as a result

discussed above, there was also evidence for the deliberate

of backfilling. The careful placing of these very similar objects

structural modification of the roundhouses themselves on

suggests some kind of symbolic mirroring or pairing of the

abandonment (Brück 1999). This included partial or full

two pits that clearly goes beyond utilitarian disposal of rubbish

dismantling of the buildings, as with the example of Down
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Farm cited above, Weir Bank Stud Farm (Barnes & Cleal

placed on the base of the pit within the footprint of this

1995) and Bestwall Quarry (Ladle & Woodward 2009),

structure, it survived to a lower height than the pit fill itself,

as well as destruction by fire, such as at Mile Oak (Russell

suggesting its upper portion was removed prior to deposition.

2002). There was certainly some evidence in the study area

This modification and partial truncation of course echoes the

to suggest comparable practices. B6 and B7, for instance, like

similar treatment of vessels associated with roundhouses B8

roundhouse 1 at Mile Oak, might also have been destroyed

and B16 although it is notable and perhaps significant that

by fire. Interestingly, in the case of roundhouse B7 the fact

here, where the deposit may have marked the establishment

that only some of the posts were carbonised suggests that the

of the building, the upper portion of the vessel was removed

building had already been partially dismantled by the time the

while those associated with the abandonment of buildings

remainder of the building burnt down. Partial or complete

appear to be missing their lower elements.

demolition of roundhouse B8 also seems probable on the basis

The significance and function of those placed vessels

that the semi-complete vessel discussed above was interred in

associated with roundhouse B2 and the D-shaped B15, on

the top of the hut platform infill.

the other hand, are harder to determine. These particular

As noted above there were signs from the study area of the

vessels differ significantly from all other episodes of deliberate

continued use of abandoned house platforms as middens in

deposition discussed so far in that neither shows any evidence

the Middle and Late Bronze Age – for example, the occurrence

for deliberate modification or fragmentation, with the

of large groups of Middle and Late Bronze Age pottery in the

exception of a degree of horizontal truncation consistent with

eaves gully of B2 and the infill of the B6 hut platform. This

later agricultural activity. Given the apparent significance

certainly seems to have been so in the case of the assemblage

of processes of fragmentation in the majority of probable

from the infill of roundhouse B6, which is thoroughly broken,

event-marking deposits of the period (see below), the lack

with an average sherd weight of less than 8g, and contains

of any such treatment in relation to these particular vessels

no evidence for semi-complete vessels. This contrasts with

suggests other scenarios. Indeed, on the basis that these vessels

a similarly interpreted deposit from roundhouse 1 at Mile

remained perfectly serviceable, there is really no good reason

Oak Farm, where the completeness of many vessels suggested

not to suppose a more prosaic interpretation as earth-fast

abandonment in situ following destruction by fire or an act

containers – in essence simply a different type of clay-lined

of decommissioning involving the deliberate destruction of

pit – installed during the lifetime and use of the buildings. In

domestic objects (Hamilton 2002a, 38).

the case of roundhouse B2, for instance, the pit containing

The deposits of pottery and other household items

the placed vessel was clearly truncated by a later feature. This

discussed so far all appeared to relate to death and

clearly indicates that placement of this vessel was not the latest

abandonment and were almost entirely characterised by

event associated with the building and, by extension, suggests

incidences of fragmentation and modification – a process that

its deposition during the lifetime of the building (although

seems also to have been extended to the physical structures

admittedly this does not necessarily exclude interpretation as

of buildings themselves. In addition, however, there were

another form of event-marking deposit). In the case of the

instances of more complete pottery vessels, placed upright,

D-shaped B15, on the other hand, the placed vessel occurred

in association with buildings. Among these were examples

in association with at least two other clay-lined features

associated with roundhouse B2, the D-shaped B15 and the

and a hearth and there is no evidence to suppose it was not

probable raised granary B1. As with the examples discussed

contemporary with and similar in function to these other clay-

above, these might be considered to have represented similar

lined features.

event-marking deposits, though perhaps marking key

These interpretative issues serve only to highlight the

moments during the lifetime of buildings and settlements

dangers and pitfalls inherent in making assumptions about

rather than their disuse and abandonment. The example

structured deposition; as Knight has rightly warned, just

from the probable raised granary, for instance, appears to be

because a deposit is ‘special’ does not necessarily mean it is

earlier in date than the rest of the pottery associated with the

‘ritual’ (Knight 2009, 3). Here, it is as likely that the vessels

building and may thus be interpreted as a foundation deposit

associated with B2 and B15 functioned as installations within

associated with the construction of the building. Interestingly,

the building as that they were special deposits marking key

there was some indication that this vessel may also have been

moments in its life cycle.

modified prior to deposition: though the vessel was centrally
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Other patterns of deposition associated with buildings
and settlement

a deposit of fire-cracked flint. The example associated with

Another notable feature of depositional practice associated with

from a tall, urn-like, vessel although again neither base nor

settlement 1 in particular is the striking absence of pottery from

rim sherds were present. While it is possible that the lack of

ditches, even when they were very close to buildings. In the case

upper body profiles attests to a significant degree of horizontal

of the ditches of trackway R1, this probably reflects the fact that

truncation it seems unlikely that they were placed upright

it remained open and in use over a much longer duration than

like the other vessels, and the absence of some parts of vessel

the buildings. However, the absence of pottery from Ditches 15

profiles is perhaps more suggestive of deliberate modification

and 16 (D15, D16), which defined settlement 1, is interesting

before deposition. In this respect, they resemble the treatment

and can be set against the significantly larger quantities of pottery

of pottery vessels associated with the abandonment of

and other domestic material, such as burnt and worked flint,

roundhouses B8 and B16 and, by analogy, could similarly have

found within pits and buildings associated with the settlement.

represented to cessation of activity in these areas.

Certainly, this contrasts with evidence from other Middle Bronze

OA4 consisted of nearly a kilogram of body sherds, probably

In various other features, including pits A[824] in B7 and

Age sites such as Down Farm, Dorset, where the boundary ditch

A[1425] in OA58, similar fragmented, partially complete,

of the settlement appeared to form a focus for refuse disposal

vessels were found in large groups of broken pottery. Debate

and midden formation (Barrett et al 1991, 190, fig 5.33). The

about whether such deposits can be interpreted as deliberate or

deposition of refuse in liminal locations around the margins

structured remains quite polarised. Many of the same arguments

of settlement is undoubtedly significant (Brück 1999) but the

touched on for Neolithic pit deposits also apply here. Indeed, the

absence of this material within the settlement boundaries in

fact that by the Middle Bronze Age pottery had become a more

the study area hints at particular preferences at work in the

ubiquitous artefact, used and broken on a regular basis, means

deposition of refuse in and around the settlement.

that we should not be surprised to find substantial groups of
sherds. This does not preclude the possibility that some element

Deliberate deposition in the wider landscape

of superstition or following of traditional practices played a role

In addition to acts of deliberate deposition associated with

in the functional discard of domestic objects but neither does it

buildings discussed above, there were a number of upright

necessarily suggest that the deposition of such assemblages was

placed vessels in the wider landscape, which may be similarly

viewed as a particularly special or unusual event.

interpreted as event-marking deposits. Again, most show signs
of modification or fragmentation, usually involving the partial

The significance of fragmentation in deliberate deposition

or complete removal of their bases. Many of these occurred

A common theme running through almost all the acts of

in the vicinity of the Late Bronze Age settlement 2, although

deliberate deposition discussed above is that of fragmentation.

one example was present in the base of the Late Bronze Age

The similar treatment of such apparently disparate entities

working hollow (OA60). All are in unusually coarse fabrics

as humans, pots, querns and buildings has been argued by

more typical of the Middle Bronze Age although they also

Brück to reflect a certain metaphorical relationship between

display the post-Deverel-Rimbury characteristics of flint-gritted

them, in which fragmentation and transformation can be

bases and relatively thin walls. They may therefore represent

used to negotiate and express universal cycles of death and

an early element inserted into these areas, perhaps as event-

rebirth (Brück 2006a). At Westcroft Road, Carshalton, where

marking deposits signifying the establishment of activity.

similar care seemed to have been taken in the selection and

In addition, a number of features also contained vessels

association of different objects in pit deposits, it was suggested

which were fragmented but partially complete, although the

that pottery may have had a particular symbolism because

mechanism of their deposition is more questionable. Among

it represented material which was extracted from the earth,

these were examples associated with Open Area 57 (OA57)

transformed and ultimately returned to the soil (Macpherson-

and Open Area 4 (OA4), located relatively close to each other

Grant 2002, 83–4). Perhaps the frequency of deliberately

in the south of the study area. Both contained fragmented

deposited vessels, both in buildings and in the wider landscape,

sherds representing large parts of individual vessels, whilst other

hints at rituals connected to agricultural and life cycles, as well

pottery was absent. In the case of that associated with OA57,

as to the commemoration of death and disuse, in which the

much of the lower profile of a globular urn survived alongside a

use, fragmentation and deposition of pottery and other objects

few fragmentary rim sherds, while the base appeared to contain

played an integral part.
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Industry

out at the household level, with non-specialised potters making

Anna Doherty

vessels seasonally for the use of an extended family group,

The assemblage from the Late Bronze Age pit A[1576] in

without devoted workspaces or equipment. In this context it

Open Area 61 (OA61) provides rare tangible evidence for

seems logical that any waste accumulated from such processes

the production of prehistoric pottery, a process which tends

would end up in similar deposits to normal domestic waste.

to be archeologically invisible owing to the difficulty of
(Gibson 2002, 36). Indeed, in view of the close spatial

PERIOD 6: TRANSITIONAL LATE BRONZE AGE
AND EARLY IRON AGE, c 800–400 BC

association of the production waste in pit A[1576], the possible

THE CHARACTER OF EARLY IRON AGE

bonfire hearth A[2187], the possible workshop B15 and the

OCCUPATION IN THE STUDY AREA

prodigious quantities of fire-cracked flint in Ditch 17 (D17)

The absence of evidence for Early Iron Age occupation in the

it is possible that together they represented a zone of pottery

study area is striking, particularly when set against the more

production in settlement 2.

plentiful settlement evidence for preceding and subsequent

distinguishing simple bonfire kilns from other burnt features

Although many warped, overfired and spalled sherds were

periods. In this respect, the limitations of the available dating

recorded, it should be noted that this was clearly not a case of

evidence outlined above should be borne in mind as they

a whole misfired load dumped directly into a pit. The most

inevitably affect the confident identification of Early Iron Age

severely warped examples are all individual sherds rather than

activity in the study area. Nonetheless, the dearth of Early Iron

near-complete vessels; indeed, no vessel in the group as a whole

Age material from the study area is likely to be genuine and

is more than half-complete. The unusual homogeneity of the

representative of only minimal occupation during the first half

assemblage, characterised by a large number of similar forms in

of the first millennium BC. This is certainly not inconsistent

almost identical fabrics, may suggest the work of a single potter

with the wider evidence. The period as a whole is marked by a

but many of these vessels did not exhibit any obvious signs of

scarcity of settlement sites in relation both to earlier and later

misfiring (although slight shrinkage did seem to have caused

periods and a lack of diagnostic material is a common trait in

cracks in some examples).

many Early Iron Age assemblages (Haselgrove & Pope 2007b;

Around a fifth of the estimated vessels showed some

Henderson 2007). Doubtless there are issues of visibility and

evidence of internal or external sooting, probably indicative

recognition at work in the apparent dearth of evidence for the

of use in cooking processes. Some cross-fitting sherds seem to

period generally, as Haselgrove and Pope rightly point out,

have been subject to different patterns of abrasion, suggesting

but, these factors aside, the implication is that substantial

that they had been reworked from their original depositional

areas were only minimally occupied for much of the period

context. This evidence, together with a range of other finds

(Haselgrove & Pope 2007b, 5). This is partly borne out by

and environmental remains, including a spindle whorl and a

the apparent wholesale abandonment of Bronze age field

briquetage trough, suggests that the assemblage derives from

systems during the Early Iron Age (Yates 2001; 2007), which,

a range of different areas and activities. Some of the material

if not indicative of depopulation per se, certainly suggests a

may be derived from Buildings 1 and 15 (B1, B15), located

profound reorganisation of farming strategy in the first half

close by. It is however, worth noting that the briquetage trough

of the first millennium BC. It is certainly tempting to link

(RF<10>) is in an identical fabric to the pottery waster sherds

these apparent changes in settlement and subsistence to the

and also exhibits signs of over-firing and surface cracking.

well-documented deterioration in climate during the early first

Morris (2006b, 110) suggests that pottery and briquetage

millennium BC, particularly in relation to upland areas (eg

may well have been made by the same potters, and this group

Burgess 1985; Cunliffe 2005, 33–4), although recent research

provides possible evidence for this.

suggests a greater degree of regional variation in response to

In general, the mixed nature of the group from pit A[1576]

environmental change than was previously thought (eg Bevan

seems to suggest a scenario where wasters from a nearby site of

2007; Haselgrove & Pope 2007b, 13; Henderson 2007).

pottery production were incorporated into domestic middens.

At a regional level, there is some evidence to suggest a

It is also possible that some spalled or slightly cracked vessels

degree of variation in settlement patterns in the South Downs at

were used as ‘seconds’. This seems to fit well with current

this time, which may go some way to explaining the paucity of

interpretations of the nature of prehistoric pottery production

settlement evidence in the study area. Early Iron Age settlement

which suggest that the vast majority of production was carried

evidence is certainly present elsewhere in the South Downs at
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sites such as Muntham Court, Park Brow, Bishopstone and

the wheat rather than a true absence (ibid). The evidence from

Green Street. However, these settlement sites all lie further

the study area broadly corresponds with the wider evidence,

afield, either west of the River Adur or east of the River Ouse;

with more of the identifiable chaff recorded as spelt than

within the downland block defined by these rivers, in which

emmer. However, given the large quantity of indeterminate

the study area lies, Early Iron Age occupation was noticeably

grains and unidentified chaff it is impossible to draw significant

limited to the early hillforts of Thundersbarrow Hill, Ditchling

conclusions and it is likely that both glume wheat species were

Beacon and Hollingbury (see Hamilton 2003, fig 6.3). In

still cultivated during this period.

contrast to later hillforts, which tended to be more centrally
placed within the downs, these early examples were all situated
in marginal locations on the northern or southern edges of the
South Downs, emphasising their connection to non-downland
locations, including the Weald and the coastal plain (Hamilton
& Manley 2001). While it is quite possible that contemporary
settlement sites within the South Downs still await discovery,
the current evidence suggests only minimal or transient
utilisation of the interior of this particular block of downland
in which the study area lies, which might be reflected in the
apparent dearth of Early Iron Age occupation in the study area.
SUBSISTENCE AND ECONOMY IN THE STUDY
AREA DURING THE EARLY IRON AGE
Karine Le Hégarat
In light of the scarcity of well-dated Early Iron Age activity in
the study area it is perhaps unsurprising that charred crop and
macrobotanical remains for the period are limited, although
the probable grain-drying kiln Structure 12 (S12) attested to at
least some continued arable cultivation in and around the study
area at this time. Wheat and barley were the most frequently
identified crops in samples from the period, with glume wheat
best represented, closely followed by hulled barley, but spelt
and perhaps emmer were recorded in the chaff assemblages
from the period, and small quantities of free-threshing breadtype wheat and wild oats were also present. In contrast to
preceding periods, however, there was no evidence for the
cultivation of pulses and commitment to pulse farming seems
to have ceased with the start of the Iron Age. This emphasis
on cereal crops is the most discernible change during the Early
Iron Age, but ot seems to have been only for a short period,
for there is evidence for the cultivation of pulses in later
periods (see below). In southern Britain, spelt wheat is often
documented has having replaced emmer during the earlier
part of the first millennium BC. The reasons for the welldocumented change from emmer to spelt at this time are likely
to be complex but it could have been a consequence of both
climatic and sociopolitical factors (Pelling 2012b). Indeed,
Pelling points out that the absence of emmer on certain sites
could be more deceptive and relate to different treatments of
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CHAPTER 5 MIDDLE IRON AGE–EARLY ROMAN
5.1 PERIOD 7: MIDDLE IRON AGE,
c 400–100/50BC

Middle Iron Age enclosure on the Lower Hoddern Farm site
(EN6) has necessarily restricted interpretation of activity here
to only the broadest of observations.

INTRODUCTION
marked by a significant expansion of activity on the south side

MIDDLE IRON AGE ACTIVITY AT KEYMER
AVENUE AND LOWER HODDERN FARM

of the Upper Piddinghoe valley. This was manifested in the

The detailed stratigraphic analysis of the sequence at Keymer

establishment of a complex system of enclosures which extended

Avenue has enabled activity here to be divided into two broad

over both the Lower Hoddern Farm and the Keymer Avenue

phases. Period 7, phase 1 covers the earliest dated Middle Iron

sites (Fig 5.1). While information regarding the enclosures at the

Age activity, including a possible early field system and a phase of

former site is rather limited owing to the partial preservation in

unenclosed settlement, while period 7, phase 2 encompasses the

situ of the enclosure, full excavation at Keymer Avenue, coupled

emergence and subsequent development of the enclosure systems

with detailed stratigraphic analysis of the excavated sequence, has

both on this site and the Lower Hoddern Farm site. This phase

enabled the development of much of this regionally important

is further subdivided into three subphases (period 7, phases 2a,

Middle Iron Age settlement and enclosure system to be charted

2b and 2c), charting the development and modification of the

in considerable detail. Unfortunately, the fine-grained resolution

enclosure system through the course of the period.

The advent of the Middle Iron Age period around 400 BC was

afforded by the stratigraphic analysis is not supported by the
available dating evidence, which generally consists of small

PERIOD 7, PHASE 1: EARLY FIELD SYSTEMS AND

groups of highly abraded and fragmented pottery that show

UNENCLOSED SETTLEMENT AT THE KEYMER

little, if any, signs of chronological differentiation over the course

AVENUE AND SEAVIEW AVENUE SITES

of the period. However, the balance of the evidence, which

Ditches 1–3 (D1, D2 and D3) and Field System 2 (FS2)

suggests incorporation of pre-existing buildings within newly

Integral to the layout of the unenclosed settlement at Keymer

established enclosures, implies a very rapid process of enclosure,

Avenue was a group of three ephemeral and fragmentary

probably over years or decades rather than centuries.

ditches on north-east–south-west and north-west–south-

Perhaps more problematic than the duration of Middle

east alignments (Figs 5.2 and 5.3). Unfortunately, a lack of

Iron Age occupation in the study area is the character of that

direct stratigraphic relationships and the poor chronological

occupation. The poor quality of the Middle Iron Age pottery

resolution afforded by the available dating means that it is

assemblages from the excavations has already been mentioned.

impossible to determine whether these ditches were laid out

While this in itself might indicate specific depositional

at the same time as the associated buildings or formed part of

practices at work which may shed some light on the nature of

a pre-existing small field system. The latter remains a distinct

occupation in the study area during the Middle Iron Age, this is

possibility. In this respect, it is interesting to note that two

to some extent hindered by both poor preservation and limited

similarly orientated ditches at Seaview Avenue have been

archaeological investigation. The acidic nature of the geology

interpreted as elements of possible Field System 2 (FS2) (Fig

at Keymer Avenue, for instance, has resulted in virtually no

5.2). Given the very limited evidence for occupation on the

survival of metalwork or bone from the site and consequently

south side of the Upper Piddinghoe valley during the preceding

finds are largely limited to ceramics and lithics (the latter

Early Iron Age, it is possible that these ditches represented a

dominated by fire-cracked flint, which appeared to be prevalent

phase of reoccupation here very early in period 7, consisting of

across the Keymer Avenue site), while charred plant remains

relatively small-scale farming. Quite why such a field system

from the site are universally very poorly preserved and of only

would be laid out on an orientation so different from that of

limited potential. In the absence of good environmental data

the adjacent Bronze Age FS3 is difficult to understand given

and associated finds, therefore, it has sometimes proved very

that this latter field system appeared to be in use later in period

difficult to determine the nature of particular land uses in the

7 and even to influence the layout of the subsequent period

enclosure system. Similarly, the very limited investigation of the

7, phase 2 enclosures at both the Keymer Avenue and the
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Fig 5.1 Plan of Middle Iron Age features across the study area (period 7)

Lower Hoddern Farm sites. It is conceivable, however, that

small unenclosed settlement (Fig 5.3). This consisted of four

the relatively small-scale farming suggested by D1, D2, D3

rectangular post-built buildings with associated open areas,

and FS2 reflected only limited occupation at the beginning of

including industrial areas and possible middening areas on

period 7, at which time the more extensive Bronze Age FS3 had

the settlement periphery (settlement 3). The alignments of

all but fallen into disuse, only to be re-established later in the

the various buildings that made up this settlement suggest

period, perhaps in response to an expanding population.

they may have been laid out and constructed with reference
to these pre-existing ditches, although it is possible that their

Settlement 3: the unenclosed settlement

orientation was governed by other factors, such as cultural

If ditches D1, D2 and D3 did indeed represent the evidence

tradition (see below). The evidence suggests that these ditches

for a small-scale field system at the beginning of the Middle

were retained, at least initially, and, along with north-west–

Iron Age at Keymer Avenue, it appears to have been a

south-east-aligned post-built fence Structure 1 (S1), served to

relatively short-lived one, for it was soon superseded by a

define the various open areas associated with the settlement.
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Fig 5.2 Plan of period 7, phase 1 features across study area

Building 12 (B12) and Open Area 9 (OA9)

eastern end of the building was distinctly rounded and, though

At the heart of the unenclosed settlement was rectangular

the south-western end had suffered from later truncation, it

Building 12 (B12; Fig 5.4). Whilst all the buildings in this

appeared to have been similarly rounded. Opposing pairs of

settlement appear to have been retained throughout most of

postholes B[20/009], B[20/011], B[178] and B[193], which

the period, being incorporated within the various enclosures

were located almost exactly halfway along the longitudinal axis

as they were laid out, B12 was the only structure to be entirely

of the building, hinted at an internal subdivision of the building

rebuilt on the same footprint during the course of the period,

into two equal portions, while other recut postholes, such as

which may suggest that it was of some importance. Situated in

B[259] and B[261] in the south-western corner of the structure,

Open Area 9 (OA9), which was defined by D1, D2 and D3, it

were perhaps more suggestive of maintenance or repair. Features

was aligned parallel to D1 and the projected line of D3 and lay

within the building were limited to a small pit, B[255], located

almost equidistant between them.

close to the south-eastern wall of the building. While there was

The building itself consisted of a rectangular structure
measuring around 14.45m long by 8.37m wide. The north-

no unequivocal evidence for doorways in the building it was
possible to perceive two opposing doorways in the long walls
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Fig 5.3 Plan of settlement 3 features at Keymer Avenue (period 7, phase 1)

of the building, immediately to the south-west of the putative

pottery from pit B[22/004] and a general scatter of fire-cracked

internal partition. Finds associated with the building are limited

flint, these features proved devoid of any finds and their

but include a small group of Middle Iron Age pottery and a

function on the whole remains uncertain, although some of

somewhat larger quantity of fire-cracked flint.

the larger features such as B[1353] or B[187] could represent
storage pits.

Building 14 (B14) and Open Area 27 (OA27)
B14 was located to the west of D1, within a much larger open

Buildings 10 and 11 (B10, B11) and Open Area 16 (OA16)

area (OA27) and consisted of a rectangular post-built building

B10 and B11 were located in the far west of the Keymer

on a south-west to north-east orientation (Fig 5.3). The building

Avenue site, adjacent to one another and both on a similar

measured around 8.62 × 6.31m but, given that only its south-

north-west to south-east alignment (Fig 5.6). B10 consisted of

western and south-eastern sides appeared to be present, it

a post-built structure measuring around 11 × 8.35m. A line of

is possible that it was incomplete and that it may originally

posts running down the longitudinal axis of the building may

have been larger (Fig 5.5). Internal features associated with

have represented either internal subdivision or roof supports. A

the building included two probable postholes, B[1116] and

further posthole or small pit, B[1496], in the north-eastern half

B[1133], which may have represented either internal division

of the building was of uncertain function but may have related

of the building or roof supports, and a small pit, B[1118],

to an internal installation or an additional partition. The north-

which produced a large quantity of fire-cracked flint, a small

western end of B10 appeared to be slightly bowed but, by

assemblage of Middle Iron Age pottery and a few fragments of

contrast, the south-eastern side remained very poorly defined,

undiagnostic fired clay. Other finds associated with the building

though whether this was a consequence of later truncation

generally consisted of occasional sherds of pottery and fire-

or whether the building was intended to be open on this side

cracked flint from various postholes in the structure.

remains uncertain on the basis of the surviving evidence. Finds

Features in associated OA27 include a cluster of pits
and postholes to the south-west of B14 (Fig 5.5). With the
exception of a single fragment of probable Middle Iron Age
148
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and struck flint.
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close association and similarity of function. Activity associated
with them included a group of small pits to the north of B11
(OA16), finds recovered from which include a small quantity of
probable Middle Iron Age pottery and fire-cracked flint.

Activities associated with settlement 3: Open Areas
13–15, 24 (OA13–OA15, OA24) and Structure 1 (S1)
Much of the activity on the periphery of this unenclosed
settlement appeared to have been focused around industry
and refuse disposal. This included a probable working hollow
(OA14), extensive areas of middening (OA15 and OA24) and a
zone of pits and postholes (OA13) that probably represented a
range of other activities around the perimeter of the settlement
(Fig 5.3). Again, the evidence suggests that much of this
activity might have originally been defined by Ditches 1–3
(D1–D3), although the stratigraphic evidence from OA14
certainly indicates that at least some of these ditches were
falling into disuse by this time.

Working hollow: Open Area 14 (OA14)
A probable working hollow within OA14 lay to the south
of settlement 3. It consisted of a shallow irregular depression
measuring some 12.70 × 9.70m across and up to 0.25m deep
(Figs 5.7 and 5.8). Although it overlay and partially truncated
the pre-existing D2 and D3, the spatial relationship between
it and these features suggested that it may originally have been
positioned in the eastern corner of the area that they defined. A
number of small pits of varying size and shape in the base of the
hollow all contained similar highly distinctive fills rich in ash
charcoal and an abundance of extremely fragmented and crushed
fire-cracked flint. Analysis of the charcoal from these features
indicates a fairly typical assemblage of fuel woods for the period,
dominated by oak, hazel and Maloideae but also including small
quantities of ash, elm, cherry/blackthorn, birch and yew (Taxus
baccata). The purpose of the working hollow and its associated
features remains uncertain and a range of functions are possible,
Fig 5.4 Detailed plan of Building 12 and related sections

including activities associated with cooking or boiling, parching
or even the production of potting temper.

B11 consisted of a simple square structure measuring
with B10, one side was very poorly defined (in this case the

Areas of probable middens: Open Areas 15 and 24
(OA15 and OA24)

north-western side), although this may well have been the

The probable middens represented by OA15 and OA24

result of later truncation as a consequence of the repeated

consisted of extensive deposits of mid greyish-brown silty sand

recutting of enclosure boundary ditches in this part of the site.

located to the south-east of D3 (Figs 5.3 and 5.9). The deposit

Finds associated with this building include a handful of sherds

was characterised by an abundance of fire-cracked and struck

of Middle Iron Age pottery and a quantity of fire-cracked flint.

flint, with somewhat smaller quantities of pottery and other

The proximity of these buildings to one another suggests a

worked stone, including several modified quartzite pebbles

around 7.6 × 7.4m, situated directly to the north of B10. As
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utilised as hammerstones: RF<60>, RF<63>
and RF<64>. At the time of excavation, these
deposits were considered to represent relict
soils of Mesolithic and Neolithic date and they
certainly contained significant assemblages
of Mesolithic and Neolithic struck flint, as
well as a quantity of Neolithic Plain Bowl and
Peterborough Ware pottery (see Chapter 6.3).
Virtually all the struck flint from these deposits,
however, is moderately to heavily damaged,
indicating extensive and prolonged reworking
of these soils. Admittedly, the Neolithic pottery
is in somewhat better condition, suggesting
minimal reworking and perhaps fairly direct
redeposition from a truncated Neolithic context
but, significantly, small quantities of Middle
Iron Age pottery were also recovered from the
deposits. Undoubtedly, the range of material
present and its disparate dating indicates an
input from a variety of sources, as well as a
range of taphonomic processes at work in the
formation of the deposits. However, the clearly
defined spatial relationship to settlement 3
and D3 and the presence of Middle Iron Age
pottery within the deposits certainly indicates
that, whatever their origin, they were active
during the lifetime of settlement 3. Indeed,
the abundance of fire-cracked flint contained
within them suggests a certain functional
link with activities associated with the nearby
working hollow OA14.

Fence Structure 1 (S1) and Open Area 13
(OA13)
The north-eastern boundary of settlement 3
appeared to be defined by a post-built fence
(S1) that could be traced for some 42m across
the site (Fig 5.10). Up against the northeastern side of this fence was a variety of pits
and postholes (OA13) in a well-defined linear
concentration, probably representing a range
of activities carried out beyond the immediate
limits of the settlement. Many of these
features appeared to occur in fairly distinct
clusters around seemingly blank areas, perhaps
Fig 5.5 Detailed plan of Building 14 and related sections
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indicating the footprints of small structures or
otherwise functionally distinct areas that have
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Fig 5.7 Detailed plan and selected sections of Open Area 14 working hollow

left no archaeological trace. Other quite distinct groupings of
features were also apparent, including at least two short linear
arrays of posts at the far north-western and south-eastern
limits of OA13, which may have represented small external
installations such as drying racks or looms. Notable finds
recovered from features in OA13 include two incomplete loom
weights from pits B[1731] and B[376] (RF<40> and RF<42>),
in addition to quantities of fire-cracked flint and Middle Iron
Age pottery.
Fig 5.6 Detailed plan of Buildings 10 and 11 within Open Area 16, and
related sections
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Fig 5.8 Photograph of Open Area 14 under excavation, looking north-west
(1.0m scales)

Fig 5.9 Photograph of midden deposit Open Area 15 under excavation,
looking north-west

PERIOD 7, PHASE 2: THE EMERGENCE AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENCLOSURE SYSTEM AT
KEYMER AVENUE AND LOWER HODDERN FARM
At some point, settlement 3 began to evolve into an extensive
enclosure system that probably reflected, in part at least,

Fig 5.10 Detailed plan and selected sections of fence Structure 1 and
associated pitting Open Area 13

a change in the economic basis of the settlement with an
increasing emphasis on a pastoral economy, although it

of these various open areas remain poorly defined, the available

should be noted that, because of poor bone preservation, this

evidence suggests they may have gone out of use at different

is not explicitly supported by any associated faunal evidence

times. The creation of Enclosure 1 (EN1), for instance,

(Fig 5.11). The various buildings which made up the early

certainly indicates that fence S1 and OA13 must have gone

unenclosed phase of settlement appeared to be largely retained

out of use by period 7, phase 2a (see Fig 5.12) but there is no

throughout this process of enclosure. However, many of the

evidence to suggest that OA14, OA15 or OA24 went out of use

other more specialised components of the early unenclosed

before the creation of Trackway 12 (R12) in period 7, phase 2b.

phase of settlement, including the possible industrial area Open
Area 14 (OA14), the middens OA15 and OA24 and the fence
Structure 1 (S1) and the associated OA13, were superseded by
the developing enclosure system. While the precise end dates
152
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system at Keymer Avenue
Enclosure 1 (EN1) and Open Area 18 (OA18)
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Fig 5.11 Plan of period 7, phase 2 features across the study area

At the core of the Middle Iron Age enclosure system was

counterpart to the north and east, measuring up to 1.50m wide

the large rectangular ditched Enclosure 1 (EN1), laid out to

but only around 0.30m deep. However, it too appeared to have

the north of Buildings 10–12 and 14 (B10–B12, B14) and

been recut and redefined several times during the course of its

encompassing an area that measured around 58.9 × 41.6m

lifetime, presumably reflecting continued efforts to redefine

(Fig 5.12). The northern and eastern sides of this enclosure

the boundaries during subsequent episodes of expansion and

were defined by a single large ditch measuring up to 2.7m wide

development of the enclosure system.

and 1.0m deep. Pronounced changes in the break of slope are

The principal means of access to the enclosure appeared to

evident in many of the excavated sections across this ditch,

have been a wide entranceway in its south-east corner, which

suggesting continued maintenance and recutting of the ditch

afforded access between the enclosure itself and an area of open

(Fig 5.13). The western and southern sides of the enclosure

ground to the east (OA18) that may have served as pasture.

were initially defined by a single L-shaped ditch with shallow

At some 23.5m across, this entranceway seemed to be almost

U-shaped profile. This ditch was less substantial than its

impractically wide and it is difficult to fathom how access to
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Fig 5.12 Plan of Enclosure 1 and Open Area 18 (period 7, phase 2a) at Keymer Avenue and Lower Hoddern Farm

and from the enclosure was controlled without recourse to

postholes clustered in the south-western corner of the enclosure

some additional installations, for which there is no evidence.

suggests that other activities may have been carried out within

Such installations are certainly apparent in subsequent phases

parts of it at some point during its lifetime (Fig 5.13). For the

of construction, where they appeared to represent evidence for

most part, these features were fairly unremarkable and probably

the controlled movement of livestock around the enclosure

represented a variety of settlement-related activities, However,

system, but it is quite possible that access to and from this

a large subrectangular pit, B[1331], that appeared to have

enclosure was controlled by means of fences or hurdles which

been backfilled almost exclusively with large flint nodules is

have left no trace in the archaeological record.

of particular note. So too are two distinctive elongated pits in

The sum of the evidence – for later phases of activity at

the far south and west of the enclosure, B[1615] and B[1741],

least – suggests that EN1 was used primarily for the corralling

both of which were similar in size and shape and contained

and movement of livestock. However, a scatter of pits and

an abundance of fire-cracked flint and charcoal. These latter
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Fig 5.13 Detailed plan and selected sections of Enclosure 1
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features may well have represented evidence for cooking or

seems to suggest not only that certain elements of the Bronze

other related activities such as salt production. In this respect

Age FS3 remained visible landscape features at this time but

it is notable that the majority of briquetage dated to period 7

that they were actively utilised during this phase of occupation.

was recovered from features associated with EN1, amounting

The alignment of EN1, for instance, suggests it was laid out

to some 73% of the assemblage, and it is possible that at least

with reference to FS3. Moreover, its western ditch appeared

some of the activities carried out within the enclosure may have

to extend far beyond its limits to form a field boundary ditch

been linked to salt production in some way. The function of pit

that, with the pre-existing Bronze Age ditch (A:G56), served

B[1331], on the other hand, remains more difficult to fathom,

to define a small field to the north of the enclosure. The field

although it seems likely the feature represented a deliberate

appears to have been used principally for livestock, given an

cache of flint (Fig 5.14). While it may indicate the storing of

extensive area of stock poaching in its south-western corner,

good-quality knapping flint below ground in order to protect

close to the putative north-western entrance to EN1.

it from frost damage, for instance, there is no good evidence

An L-shaped boundary that served to define two further

for Iron Age flint knapping from the current sites (see Chapter

fields to the west of FS3 also appeared to belong to this phase

6.1 below). A functional link between this feature and the fire-

of activity and attested to the creation of new fields (OA46)

cracked flint which appeared to be so prevalent in Iron Age

alongside the retention of elements of the pre-existing Bronze

contexts at Keymer Avenue is also possible. Of course, a non-

Age field system. Though this boundary was recut several times,

utilitarian interpretation is also conceivable, perhaps signifying

the small complex of fields appeared to have been relatively

the clearance of the new enclosure of flint and its subsequent

short-lived, for they were soon superseded by the emergent

formal disposal within a purpose-dug pit. Alternatively, the

network of trackways that characterised the subsequent

flint could represent a backfill or capping over something

reorganisation of the landscape.

which has failed to survive in the archaeological record.

Period 7, phases 2b and 2c: expansion and
modification of the enclosure system and the
reorganisation of the agricultural landscape at Keymer
Avenue and Lower Hoddern Farm
A veritable explosion of activity following the creation of
Enclosure 1 (EN1) attested to the extensive reorganisation of
the agricultural landscape to the south of the Upper Piddinghoe
valley, presumably as a result of a dramatic intensification of the
pastoral economy towards the end of the period. The former
Bronze Age Field System 3 (FS3), for instance, appeared to be
abandoned wholesale during this phase, to be replaced by an
extensive network of related enclosures that were linked by a
new system of trackways. Many of these enclosures seemed to
Fig 5.14 Photograph of pit B[1331] under excavation showing the quantity
of flint contained within the feature, looking north-east

have developed around the formative EN1, including EN2 and
EN3 to the south and perhaps EN4 and EN5 to the north,
although the outlying EN6 also appeared to have been founded

Partial reuse of Bronze Age Field System 3 (FS3) and
new additions, Open Area 46 (OA46)

during this phase.

Further access to the enclosure in the opposing northenclosure ditch, which is somewhat suggestive of a funnelling

Period 7, phase 2b
Trackways 8/13, 12, 7 and 14 (R8/R13, R12, R7 and R14)
and the wider pastoral landscape

arrangement for the control of livestock (Fig 5.12).

Pivotal to the development and function of this system of

Unfortunately, this element of the enclosure extended beyond

interrelated enclosures was the new network of trackways that

the limits of the excavation and its exact layout and the way in

served both to define and connect the various enclosures, not

which it might have articulated with FS3 to the north remains

only to one another but to the wider landscape (Fig 5.15).

frustratingly ill defined. The balance of evidence, however,

The trackways were laid out on two principal alignments. To

west corner is implied by the curving form of the northern
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Fig 5.15 Plan of period 7, phase 2b features at Keymer Avenue and Lower Hoddern Farm
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the north of the enclosures was an east–west thoroughfare

in OA20 included a variety of small pits and postholes scattered

including Trackways 7 and 14 (R7 and R14). This served to

across much of the plot, with three larger possible storage pits

connect the various enclosures to a series of probable pastures

in the north-east corner, B[946], B[992] and B[1238], from

to the east, west and north of the enclosure complex, including

which a small assemblage of briquetage was recovered, hinting at

Open Areas 64–65 (OA64–OA65), OA74 and a much-

an association with salt production in this area of the enclosure.

reduced OA46, which was partially retained during this phase

The south-west quadrant of EN2, on the other hand (OA26),

of activity. The presence of additional areas of stock poaching

appeared to have been unoccupied by buildings. Associated

in OA46, such as that outside the entrance to EN4, further

features consisted of little more than a desultory scatter of small

underlines the pastoral character of the landscape at this time.

pits and postholes of uncertain configuration and function,

A further trackway (R12), aligned west-north-west to eastsouth-east to the south of the enclosure complex, presumably

although an incomplete loom weight was recovered from pit
B[1542] in the far north of the area.

linked the enclosures to further pasture to the south, east and
west of the enclosure complex, though these lay beyond the

Building 13 (B13) and Trackway 11 (R11)

limits of the excavation areas. These two main thoroughfares

Concomitant with the establishment of EN2 and EN3, the

were linked to one another by means of a short section of

pre-existing B12 appeared to have been entirely rebuilt as B13

north–south-aligned trackway (R8/R13), which ran through

on virtually the same footprint (Fig 5.17). This building was

the core of the enclosure complex centred on Keymer Avenue.

slightly smaller than its predecessor, B12, measuring some

The exact chronological relationship between this network

13.40 × 7.0m, but it shared some features with B12, such as

of trackways and the various enclosures that they served is

a slightly rounded or bowed frontage at its south-west end.

likely to be a complex one. In some instances, such as EN2

While no clear evidence for doorways could be discerned in

and EN3, the trapezoidal shape of the enclosures appeared

this structure, access through its south-western short end via

to have been influenced by trackways R13/R8 and R12 and

the short length of ditched trackway or avenue R11 seems

here it is likely that the trackways were already in existence at

likely. It is certainly interesting to note that, although this

the time the enclosures were laid out. Elsewhere, the temporal

building lay outside the settlement core represented by EN2

relationship is less easy to define. EN4 and EN5, for instance,

and its associated buildings, it appeared to have been accessed

were partly defined by trackways R13/R8 and R14, but

from that enclosure by means of trackway R11. No evidence

whether the enclosures represented infill between the pre-

for any internal subdivision survived in B13 and the evidence

existing network of trackways or whether the tracks were laid

suggests that, while it represented a rebuild of building B12,

out around the enclosures is impossible to determine on the

certain changes were effected in this later building, perhaps

basis of the available evidence. Similar uncertainties surround

including the relocation of the doorway. Associated finds

the relationship between EN6 and the adjacent trackway R7.

amounted to little more than a small assemblage of Middle
Iron Age pottery and the ubiquitous fire-cracked flint.

Enclosure 2 (EN2) and associated activity
trackways R12 and R13, which, as stated above, appeared

Period 7, phase 2c
Enclosure 3 (EN3)

to influence the shape of the enclosure (Fig 5.16). A large

Period 7, phase 2c was marked by the establishment of

trapezoidal ditched enclosure measuring around 59.20 ×

Enclosure 3 (EN3; Fig 5.18). This was laid out to the south and

61.30m, it appeared to form the core of the continued settlement

east of EN1 and EN2 and was broadly rectangular in shape,

at Keymer Avenue. Not only did it seem to respect the pre-

measuring some 90.3 × 51.9m. In contrast to EN2, which

existing post-built Buildings 10, 11 and 14 (B10, B11 and

appeared to have been laid out primarily to accommodate

B14) but it appeared deliberately to incorporate the buildings

Buildings 10, 11 and 14 (B10, B11 and B14), this enclosure

within newly created plots in the enclosure, defined by internal

contained very little evidence for buildings, with the exception

subdividing Ditches 5, 7 and 8 (D5, D7 and D8). By this phase

of building B13, and appeared to have functioned primarily

of occupation, B10 and B11 appeared to lie within rectangular

for the corralling of livestock. Indeed, even though B13

OA19, which occupied the northern half of EN2, while B14

lay physically within EN3, it seemed to have been accessed

lay within a smaller plot (OA20) in the south-east quarter of the

principally from EN2 via avenue R11.

EN2 was laid out to the south of EN1 at the junction between

enclosure, defined by ditches D7 and D8. Associated features
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Fig 5.16 Plan of Enclosure 2 and associated open areas (period 7, phase 2b) at Keymer Avenue

Access between EN3, the formative EN1 and the adjacent

Elsewhere in EN3, associated features amounted to little more

pasture OA18 was apparently controlled by means of an array

than occasional clusters of postholes and pits that probably

of gates, Structures 2 and 3 (S2 and S3), and associated short

represented installations such as tethering posts, including

curving lengths of ditch built in the entranceway to EN1,

a series of postholes in the far south-eastern corner (OA25).

which by this time had been narrowed somewhat with the

An area of stock poaching in the north-west corner of the

extension of its southern enclosure ditch (Fig 5.19). Internally,

enclosure (OA34) bore witness to the timeless habit of livestock

EN3 was further subdivided by Ditches 4 and 9 (D4 and

to congregate close to gates and further underlined the prime

D9) into a series of narrow plots, including OA21, OA22 and

function of the enclosure for holding livestock.

OA31. The cluster of pits and postholes at the southern end of
OA21 suggested activity associated with B13 and significant

Modification of Enclosure 2 (EN2)

finds from this area included part of a loom weight (RF<49>).

A series of minor modifications associated with EN2 attested

Similarly, the small irregular space enclosed by B13 and

to an ongoing process of alteration and adaption of this

D9 was probably principally associated with B13, although

settlement complex during this phase of activity (Fig 5.19). The

associated features were limited to just one pit, B[225].

western boundary of the enclosure shifted to the east, perhaps
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reflecting a change in the alignment of trackway R8/R13, and
the internal dividing D5 was recut as D6, at which time B10
and B11 were apparently demolished. The northern half of
EN2 was thus given over entirely to OA19, and a group of pits
excavated in the area of the former buildings.

Other Period 7, phase 2 activity at Lower Hoddern Farm
Enclosures 4 and 5 (EN4 and EN5)
It is also possible that Enclosures 4 and 5 (EN4 and EN5) were
also laid out at some point during period 7, phases 2b and 2c,
given that they were both respected by and partially defined by
Trackways 8/13 and 14 (R8/R13 and R14; Fig 5.15). While
this is not explicitly supported by the available dating evidence,
which is almost exclusively Early Roman in date and attests
to the continued usage of these particular enclosures into the
Roman period, the prevalence of this later material could
simply be a consequence of later cleaning out and recutting of
the enclosure ditches. The lack of discrete features associated
with the enclosures during this phase is notable but may reflect
either the incomplete excavation of the enclosures or the fact
that they were used for little more than corralling livestock at
this time.

Enclosure 6 (EN6)
EN6 lay some distance to the east of the main enclosure
complex centred on Keymer Avenue. Again, the precise
chronology of this enclosure remains poorly defined but the
balance of the evidence suggests its establishment at some
point during period 7, phases 2b and 2c. Unfortunately,
owing to the preservation of this enclosure in situ, information
regarding its development and use is limited to the results
of initial geophysical survey and evaluation only, although
the basic layout of the enclosure is relatively clear, consisting
of a rectangular ditched enclosure measuring some 49.4 ×
43m (Fig 5.20). Evaluation showed the western and southern
ditches of the enclosure, A[71] and A[65], to measure between
1.9m and 3.0m wide, with rounded profiles and evidence for
at least one recut indicating some ongoing maintenance of
the enclosure ditches (Fig 5.19). The eastern and northern
ditches of the enclosure remain unproven by excavation,
although it is possible to trace their course and alignment by
means of geophysical survey. The geophysical survey of the
enclosure also suggests that it was subdivided internally into
a smaller rectilinear area measuring around 35.9 × 20.1m in
the north-western corner of the enclosure, with an L-shaped
Fig 5.17 Detailed plan and selected sections of Building 13 shown in relation
to footprint of earlier Building 12
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area measuring between 11.1m and 15.4m wide around the
south and eastern sides. Activity associated with these two

Fig 5.18 Plan of period 7, phase 2c features at Keymer Avenue and Lower Hoddern Farm
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Fig 5.19 Plan of period 7, phase 2c features at Keymer Avenue

areas was necessarily limited but included three pits which

features suggest the enclosure was given over in part at least to

may have represented storage features, including a circular pit,

settlement and perhaps to grain storage.

A[18], with slightly undercut sides and flat base and perhaps

Dating evidence for the establishment and usage of EN6

the rectangular pits A[30] and A[43], both of which had

is limited but suggests a Middle–Late Iron Age date for much

vertical sides. Pit A[43] in particular was significant in that it

of the activity associated it. This is broadly confirmed by

appeared to be floored with well-packed flint nodules. Given

a radiocarbon date of 550 cal BC–AD 100 (Beta-192615,

the complete absence of any finds in anything other than the

2190±120 BP) obtained from fill A[70] of ditch A[71].

latest fill it seems probable that it was cleaned out or emptied
considered probable. Other associated features included an

Other settlement-related activity associated with the
enclosures: Building 3 (B3) and Open Area 40 (OA40)

east–west-aligned ditch, A[48], and a further rectangular

Further evidence for settlement in the wider environs of

pit, A[14], similar in size and shape to pit A[43], which

the enclosure complex was identified in the area defined by

may also have represented a storage feature. Together, these

trackways R7 and R8 and EN1, including post-built B3 with

on going out of use, although a primary storage function is

an area of associated pitting, OA40, and further probable
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Fig 5.20 Detailed plan and sections of Enclosure 6

storage pits (Fig 5.21). The balance of the evidence suggests this

arrangement of much smaller posts or stakes to the rear,

activity broadly dated to period 7, phases 2b and 2c, although

perhaps representing the elements of the roof supports for the

it is not possible to refine its chronology further. In contrast to

building; in addition, an area of burning towards the western

the other period 7 buildings, which were exclusively rectilinear

end of the building suggests the presence of a hearth (Fig 5.23).

in plan, B3 appeared to represent evidence for a roundhouse

The building stands in relative isolation, outside the main

(Fig 5.22). The structure, as surviving, measured around 7.0m

enclosure complex.

wide by 5.7m deep and consisted of a probable south-east-

Activity in the environs of B3 included an extensive area of

facing frontage of fairly substantial posts with a trapezoidal

pitting in the corner defined by trackway R8 and EN1 (OA40).
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Given the significant variation evident in the size of these
features, it seems probable that these represented a range of
activities. Large pits with vertical or slightly undercut sides such
as A[64], A[80] or A[92], for instance, may have functioned
as storage pits (Fig 5.21). Other features such as the claylined pit A[33] and the associated pit A[30], which contained
significant quantities of fire-cracked flint and charcoal, may
have been used for cooking or industry. The function of the
remainder is uncertain but could have embraced a range of
activities, potentially including storage of materials other than
grain. Analysis of environmental samples from these features
has produced occasional charred plant remains, among them
cereals and chaff, including wheat (both glume wheat and
free-threshing bread-type wheat), with more limited evidence
for barley and oats and pulses, such as Celtic/broad beans and
seeded vetch/bean/pea, as well as a fairly typical array of weed
seeds associated with cultivation, such as goosefoot, black
bindweed, knotgrass/dock and so on. While these remains
might provide some indication of pit use, their low densities
are more consistent with background scatters of crop waste,
perhaps from nearby crop processing, accidentally incorporated
into the features.
PERIOD 7 ACTIVITY ELSEWHERE IN THE STUDY AREA

Keymer Avenue and Seaview Avenue: Open Areas 11,
29 and 6 (OA11, OA29 and OA6)
Other activity in the wider environs of settlement 3 and its
related enclosure system can be only broadly dated to period
7 as a whole. This includes two discrete clusters of pits and
postholes in the far south-west of the Keymer Avenue site,
Open Area 11 (OA11; Fig 5.24) and the south of the Seaview
Avenue site (OA29). Some of the largest features in OA11,
such as pit B[668] and B[684], had well-defined ramped or
stepped accesses at one end and, in light of their position in
a slight depression in the landscape, may have represented
watering holes. Both of these features produced small quantities
of grog-tempered pottery of Middle–Late Iron Age date.
A further probable dew pond or watering hole was
identified at Seaview Avenue (OA6). It consisted of an extensive
irregular feature lined with puddled clay, C[249], with an area
of associated stock poaching that produced a small assemblage

Fig 5.21 Plan and selected sections of settlement-related activity associated
with Building 3 and Open Area 40

of Late Iron Age pottery (Fig 5.25). The remaining features

deeper features in these areas almost certainly represented

associated with OA11 and OA29 varied considerably in size

solution pipes in the underlying chalk bedrock, filled with later

and shape and probably related to a range of activities, although

Tertiary and Pleistocene deposits (M Pope, pers comm).

very few actually produced any finds and their function – and
indeed date – remains difficult to establish. Some of the larger,
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Fig 5.22 Detailed plan and selected sections of Building 3

evidence for its use in the subsequent Roman period. Elsewhere
on the site, small quantities of Middle–Late Iron Age pottery
in occasional features associated with Field System 4 (FS4),
including pits A[449], tree throw A[287] and field boundary
ditch A:G114, attest to limited activity in the wider agricultural
landscape, such as tree clearance and maintenance of boundary
ditches. The contrast between this very restricted activity
on the north side of the Upper Piddinghoe valley and the
wealth of archaeologically visible activity on the south side is
striking. On the whole, the evidence suggests that the obvious
intensification and aggregation of activity on the south side of
the valley, as represented by the burgeoning enclosure system
Fig 5.23 Photograph of Building 3 under excavation

here, was set against a relatively static agricultural landscape
further afield on the north side of the valley (see Fig 5.11).

Lower Hoddern Farm
There is very little evidence for Middle Iron Age activity in the
wider landscape on the Lower Hoddern Farm site beyond the
immediate environs of the enclosure complex described above.
The continued usage of Trackway 1 (R1) is assumed, given the
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Fig 5.24 Plan and sections of features in Open Area 11

5.2 PERIOD 8: LATEST IRON AGE/
EARLY ROMAN, c AD 10–150

Fig 5.25 Plan and section of Open Area 6 with probable watering hole
C[249]

duration of this inferred hiatus is difficult to gauge. The sum of
the evidence suggests it might have spanned the Middle–Late
Iron Age transition and much of the Late Iron Age but whether
the absence of Late Iron Age pottery signifies a wholesale

INTRODUCTION

abandonment of the site or simply differing modes of pottery

The precise character of the Iron Age–Roman transition in

use and deposition remains uncertain. Given the evidence for

the study area remains poorly understood. The stratigraphic

the reuse of elements of the period 7 enclosure system, it is

evidence, for instance, suggests an element of continuity

perhaps unlikely that the landscape was entirely abandoned

into the Early Roman period, with the retention of part of

but, conversely, it is not impossible that a pre-existing enclosure

the enclosure complex centred on the period 7 settlement 3

might be reoccupied following a period of abandonment.

(Fig 5.26). Yet this is not explicitly supported by the ceramic

Whatever the precise nature of occupation during the

evidence, which suggests something of a hiatus in occupation

Middle–Late Iron Age transition and earlier part of the Late

between periods 7 and 8 (see below). The exact nature and

Iron Age, the available evidence certainly indicates occupation
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leading up to the Roman invasion in AD 43 and perhaps

LATEST IRON AGE/EARLY ROMAN ACTIVITY
AT LOWER HODDERN FARM

lasting into the early 2nd century at the latest. Much of this

SETTLEMENT 4: ENCLOSURES 4 AND 5

activity was focused on the period 7 Enclosures 4 and 5 (EN4

(EN4 AND EN5) AND ASSOCIATED ACTIVITY

and EN5), demonstrating the continued use of these enclosures

The partial preservation in situ of EN4 and EN5 has inevitably

into the Early Roman period. However, the complete absence

imposed limitations on our understanding of their precise

of Late Iron Age or post-Conquest pottery from any of the

layout, chronology and composition, though it has proved

other related enclosures suggests that, in contrast to the

possible to rectify this to some extent through integration of

dramatic expansion of the enclosure complex during period 7,

the results of prior geophysical survey and evaluation trenching.

this period was marked chiefly by settlement contraction.

While a Middle Iron Age genesis is assumed on the basis of

in the 1st century AD, probably in the two or three decades

their stratigraphic and spatial relationship to the period 7
enclosure complex, the prevalence of 1st-century AD pottery in

Fig 5.26 Plan of Latest Iron Age/Early Roman features across the study area (period 8)
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the enclosure ditches and associated features certainly suggests

suggestive of a Late Iron Age date, so it is possible that the pit

that their principal, or at least final, period of use, dated to

was slightly earlier in date than the rest of the features within

period 8.

the enclosure. Analysis of an environmental sample from fill

The larger, and perhaps the earlier, of the two, EN4, was

A[2023] produced a small assemblage of charred plant remains,

a trapezoidal ditched enclosure with maximum dimensions

including occasional charred cereals and weed seeds, probably

of around 83.1 × 49.7m (Fig 5.27). The enclosure ditches

representing little more than general background scatter of

themselves generally measured between 1.2m and 2.5m

crop-processing waste. The charcoal assemblage from this

wide and up to 1.0m deep, with irregular V-shaped profiles.

feature was perhaps of greater interest, containing taxa from

Access to the enclosure appeared to have been by means of

a fairly typical range of fuel woods for the period, dominated

a wide causeway in the south-west corner. This entranceway

by oak but also including Maloideae, hazel/alder and maple.

was originally some 20.1m wide, though this was effectively

However, in the absence of any evidence for burning of the

narrowed to around 10.3m by means of a short length of post-

underlying natural geology, it seems clear that this material is in

built fence, Structure 4 (S4).

a secondary context.

Evidence of internal subdivision within EN4 was restricted

The connected EN5 lay immediately to the north of

to the south-eastern corner, where a series of small ditches or

EN4 and was perhaps a later addition to that enclosure,

gullies, Ditches 10–12 (D10–D12) served to define two small

though this is impossible to verify on the basis of the available

rectangular areas, linked to one another by means of a gap or

evidence. EN5 was only partially exposed in evaluation

gateway measuring some 4.4m wide between D10 and D11.

trenches, although geophysical survey indicated that it was

Small postholes in the base of D11 hinted at the existence of an

broadly subrectangular in plan, with maximum dimensions of

additional post-built fence delineating this boundary, perhaps

around 52.8 × 39.2m. Where exposed, the enclosure ditches

built in oak, given the prevalence of oak charcoal in samples

measured between 2.5m and 2.7m wide and up to 1.0m deep,

recovered from the ditch. The function of these areas is difficult

with irregular V-shaped profiles. In places, the fills of these

to determine, although an overlying area of stock poaching

ditches showed signs of tipping towards the outside of the

apparently delimited by the line of D10 certainly suggests a

enclosure and may be taken to suggest an internal bank. In

link with stock control at some point during the lifetime of the

addition, the boundary between EN4 and EN5 was recut at

enclosure. However, it is not impossible, given the presence

least twice during the course of its lifetime, a trait not seen

of a scatter of pits which were sealed by the Open Area 39

elsewhere in the enclosure system and one that hints at regular

(OA39) stock poaching that these areas were originally linked

maintenance of this section of boundary. Internally, EN5

more with settlement than with livestock. In this respect, it is

appeared to have been divided into two broadly equal areas by

of some interest that the largest assemblage of briquetage by

means of D13, though little sense can be made of the features

context was recovered from D10. It amounted to some 121

associated with either of these open areas owing to their limited

fragments and included several pieces from the lining and edge

exposure. Features to the west, for instance, were limited to an

of a probable saltern hearth or oven, hinting at processes related

unexcavated feature in the south of the area which may have

to salt extraction in the vicinity. Small quantities of briquetage

represented a large ditch or rectilinear pit, A[31/021], and a

and undiagnostic fired clay recovered from the enclosure ditches

small possible ditch terminus towards the north-east corner

further underline a link with salt production in the enclosure.

of the area, A[6/012]. Features to the east included a further

Activity across the remainder of EN4 consisted of a scatter

small linear terminus, A[6/008], and an irregular pit with a

of pits clustered towards its centre. For the most part, these

primary fill rich in charcoal which may have been a rubbish pit

features have produced little more than small quantities of

or similar.

pottery dating broadly to the Late Iron Age/Early Roman
period as well as small amounts of charred cereals and weed

FUNERARY ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE

seeds that suggest an essentially domestic function, most likely

ENCLOSURES: OPEN AREA 42 (OA42)

as refuse pits. One feature in particular stood out from the rest,

Funerary evidence for the period was represented by a group

however, although it remains difficult to interpret adequately.

of four intact pottery vessels in the far south-eastern corner of

It consisted of a distinctive rectangular pit, A[2022], with a

EN4, three of which contained deposits of cremated human

charcoal-rich primary fill, A[2023]. The pottery it yielded

bone, while the fourth appeared to be an accessory vessel

was characterised by a high proportion of grog tempering,

(Fig 5.28 and Fig 6.17, no 121). Interestingly, although the
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Fig 5.27 Plan and sections of Enclosures 4 and 5 at Lower Hoddern Farm (period 8)
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vessels are all dated to c AD 40/50 – 70 they were inserted into
the top of a much later pit, A[2087], that is securely dated
to the early 2nd century AD (Fig 5.29). It seems probable,
therefore, that the vessels were of some antiquity at the time
of their burial, perhaps about 50–80 years old. Though not
unequivocal, analysis of the cremated human bone from the
three vessels suggests they might represent a single, possibly
male, individual. There were no repeated elements present in
any of the vessels and the summed weight of cremated bone
from all three amounts to some 96% of the expected weight of
cremated bone produced by an adult. Furthermore, the extant
skeletal elements were unevenly distributed amongst the three
vessels, with two containing predominantly cranial material
and the third mainly lower limb fragments. This might suggest
the use of different vessels to collect material from different
parts of the burnt-out pyre.
The association of the cremation vessels with a significantly
later feature is also of some interest. The pottery recovered from
pit A[2087] is the only material that could be conclusively
dated to the 2nd century AD and as such probably represents
the latest Roman activity associated with the enclosures. On
this basis, it is possible that the subsequent interment of the
cremation group was the final activity to take place within the
enclosures, perhaps related to the closing down of the complex
before its abandonment.
Fig 5.29 Plan of cremation vessels shown in relation to pit A[2087]

quantities of Late Iron Age/Early Roman pottery in the ditch
fills associated with Trackways 7, 8/13 and 14 (R7, R8/R13 and
R14) testify to the continued use of this network of trackways,
despite the apparent contraction in the settlement evident
from the associated enclosure complex. Similar evidence was
forthcoming from the western terminus of trackway R1 on
the north side of the valley, where Late Iron Age/Early Roman
pottery was recovered from a range of features, including an
area of stock poaching at the junction of trackways R1 and R3,
Fig 5.28 Photograph of Early Roman cremations under excavation

the ditches of trackway R3 itself and from a group of pits in the
immediate vicinity, Open Area 63 (OA63). The evidence here

RETENTION AND MODIF ICATION OF THE

implies the continued use of trackway R1 and related features

AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE

for the control and movement of livestock between upland and

Elsewhere in the wider landscape on the Lower Hoddern

lowland pastures.

Farm site, the association of Late Iron Age/Early Roman

It is certainly of interest that the majority of Late Iron Age/

material with certain pre-existing landscape features suggests

Early Roman material was found in association with trackways,

the retention of at least some elements of the prehistoric

rather than in features associated with the related field systems.

agricultural landscape into the 1st century AD. In the vicinity

However, this need not necessarily imply that any such fields

of Enclosures 4 and 5 (EN4 and EN5), for instance, small

were falling into disuse at this time – indeed, the evidence
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for stock poaching at EN4 may be taken to indicate a certain

is almost entirely lacking, although burnished arcs were noted

intensification of animal husbandry during the period. Rather,

on a single body sherd.

it may simply indicate differing maintenance regimes, whereby

Amongst the relatively small number of rim sherds, only

the elements of the agricultural landscape that received the

two were considered possibly related to the Saucepan tradition,

heaviest traffic, such as trackways and their defining ditches,

one being a very fragmentary rim and the other a plain and

might be subjected to more regular recutting and cleaning out

rather crudely formed, poorly finished vessel which is less than

than the field boundaries themselves, where hedges alone may

typical for Saucepan forms. Instead, the assemblage is dominated

have provided a sufficient boundary.

by plain or bead-rimmed ovoid jars and shouldered vessels,

While the available evidence suggests the retention into

including some well-finished S-profile jars. The other trait

the 1st century AD of an essentially prehistoric agricultural

possibly of some chronological significance is the presence of a

landscape, at least one field boundary in the far north-west

small proportion of grog-tempered sherds across most period 7

corner of the site appeared to be a fresh addition, hinting at the

context groups, including those from the earliest phase 1.

creation of new fields during the period, Field System 7 (FS7).

There is growing evidence of a strong correlation between

The north-east to south-west alignment of this boundary did

increasing levels of decoration and the appearance of fairly

not correspond well with any field boundaries on the Lower

large proportions of grog-tempered wares in later Middle Iron

Hoddern Farm site, however, and it is possible that it was aligned

Age assemblages from East Sussex. For example, a midden

with other landscape features beyond the limits of the excavation.

group from Norton was associated with one earlier Middle
Iron Age radiocarbon date 400–200 cal BC (GU-11245,

LATEST IRON AGE/EARLY ROMAN ACTIVITY AT

2330±40BP) and overlay a hearth which produced another,

KEYMER AVENUE

550–200 cal BC (GU-11244, 2260±50BP). It included only a

Activity of Early Roman date elsewhere is limited to a single

few examples of decoration and totally lacked grog-tempered

pit, B[701] (OA30; shown on Fig 5.26), which produced a

fabrics (Seager Thomas 2005, fig 16). At Lewes House, an early

small group of pottery from an Early Roman whiteware flagon.

phase of enclosure produced a small assemblage also lacking

The absence of any convincing evidence for contemporary

in decoration or grog tempering but a subsequent phase of

activity elsewhere on the Keymer Avenue and Seaview Avenue

unenclosed pitting produced much larger assemblages in which

sites (see Fig 5.26) strongly suggests that activity here consisted

16% of the estimated vessels were decorated and about a third

of little more than low-level agricultural land use, most likely

of the assemblage was grog-tempered, even though many of

for pasture.

the decorative traits were allied to Middle Iron Age Saucepan
styles (Doherty in prep). Highly decorated assemblages of late
Middle Iron Age date have also been recorded at Rookery Hill,

5.3 DISCUSSION

Bishopstone and St Anne’s Road Eastbourne (Hamilton 1977;
Barber in prep a).
Given the very low levels of decoration observed in the

THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE LATER IRON
AGE AND EARLY ROMAN PERIODS IN THE
STUDY AREA

relatively large Middle Iron Age assemblage from Seaview

Analysing the chronology and regional style of the Middle Iron

and 8. Although grog tempering, generally thought to be a

Age pottery is problematic because of the fragmented nature of

development of the Middle–Late Iron Age transition, did occur

the assemblage and the consequent dearth of diagnostic vessel

in many period 7 deposits it was present only in very small

profiles. Several aspects of the assemblage do, however, stand

quantities and could have been wholly or partly intrusive.

out, one of which is the almost complete absence of decoration.

Fifty-four sherds were assigned to this period, but it was rare

If clearly residual sherds are set aside, only four examples in

for more than one small fragment to be found in an individual

the entire period 7 assemblage show any decoration and two of

group. Many were found in single fills of ditches or other

these are finger-tipped vessels perhaps indicative of some Early

deposits which might have been prone to accumulating slowly

to Middle Iron Age activity. Burnished, tooled or rouletted

and thereby incorporating the occasional later sherd. The point

decoration typical of the Caburn-Cissbury Saucepan tradition

may be underlined by the presence of quite a large sherd from

Avenue and Keymer Avenue, it is tentatively suggested that
there may have been a hiatus in activity between periods 7

a typical East Sussex style grog-tempered jar in Enclosure 3
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(EN3). This form is almost certainly of Late Iron Age or Early

principal driver, often relying on elements of core–periphery

Roman date and such vessels would be expected to occur in

theory to describe the apparently sudden and dramatic

groups dominated by grog-tempered ware but in the enclosure

developments of the Late Iron Age in south-east England.

group as a whole these made up fewer than 1% of sherds.

Probably the most persuasive and influential of these models is

By contrast, in period 8 grog-tempered wares were in

that developed by Haselgrove (1982), which sees the Late Iron

the majority in all the substantial groups with stratigraphic

Age developments in the south-east as peripheral to those on

integrity. If there had been continuous activity over the Middle

the Continent, while constituting a local ‘core’ that influenced

and Late Iron Age periods we might expect to see a gradual

surrounding peripheral regions. In such a model, parts of Sussex

series of features with increasing proportions of grog-tempered

are seen as capable of direct exchange with the Continent,

wares and decreasing proportion of shelly, sandy, glauconitic

enabling them to develop core attributes, yet their peripheral

and flint-tempered fabrics; however, no period 8 feature

regions are circumscribed by the core area of the Thames valley.

contained more than a few examples of these types. It is also

Such areas are better described as ‘restricted cores’ (Davenport

significant that all the major land-use features in period 8

2003, 107). While the core–periphery model has much to

contained recognisably Roman sherds. The very low quantities

commend it, subsequent work has challenged aspects of this

of recognisable Late Iron Age fabric types and the near absence

model, preferring to emphasise the indigenous, Middle Iron Age

of any diagnostic late 1st- or 2nd-century sherds suggest that

origins of many defining characteristics of the Late Iron Age,

activity on site was coming to an end by the turn of the 2nd

while pointing to the distinctly regional character of the British

century if not before. One pit, however, A[2087], contained a

Later Iron Age as a foil to simple core–periphery models (eg

sherd from a Dragendorff form 18/31 dish in a central Gaulish

Haselgrove 1989; Hill 1995a; Haselgrove et al 2001; Hamilton

samian fabric, dating to AD 120–50.

2007; Hill 2007). Indeed, taken to its logical conclusion,
the exceptional developments that characterise the Late Iron

PERIOD 7: MIDDLE IRON AGE, c 400–100/50 BC

Age of the south-east can be seen as just another example of

INTRODUCTION: THE LATER IRON AGE IN

regionalisation, particularly in view of its remarkably limited

SOUTHERN BRITAIN

geographical distribution (Hill 1995a, 88).

In many respects, the notion of a broader Later Iron Age that
encompasses both the Middle and Late Iron Age periods is

THE CHARACTER AND EVOLUTION OF LATER

more appropriate to the study of the last centuries of prehistory

IRON AGE OCCUPATION IN SUSSEX

in Britain. It is notable, for instance, that the classic signatures

One of the most striking aspects of the Middle Iron Age in

of Late Iron Age, which include innovations such as the

Sussex is the uneven distribution of settlement across the county.

adoption of coinage, wheel-made pottery and new forms of

This can be very broadly described in terms of a marked increase

ritual and settlement (the so-called oppida), appear to have

in settlement on the coastal plain, contrasting sharply with a

been restricted to a geographically very limited area of south-

paucity of settlement evidence in central and eastern Sussex. The

east Britain, centred on Hertfordshire, Essex and north Kent,

absence of settlement in East Sussex might indicate population

though also including Sussex. In many other regions of Britain

decline or dispersal in these areas (Hamilton 2003, 78; 2007),

the Middle Iron Age, as defined by its pottery, appears to have

perhaps as a consequence of the concentration of settlement

continued up to the Roman Conquest (Haselgrove et al 2001).

on the fertile soils of the coastal plain to the west. The evidence

Such regional differentiation, and the attendant arguments that

from sites such as Norton, where Middle Iron Age occupation

challenge the concept of a unified British Iron Age, underpin

was found sealed beneath colluvial sequences (Seager Thomas

much of the recent discussion of the period. The balance of

2005), suggests that factors of visibility may also be at work

evidence now suggests the construction and maintenance of

in the apparent paucity of settlement evidence in East Sussex.

distinct regional identities (eg Hill 1995a, 87; Haselgrove et al

However, population dispersal may also be implied in the

2001, 23) but different approaches to the regional composition

distinctive character of the hillforts of the period. Unlike their

and definition of the Later Iron Age are also essential in teasing

Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age predecessors, known for being

out some of the nuances of cultural change during the course

located on the edges of the downs, those of the Middle Iron

of the period (eg Hamilton 2007).

Age, which include Cissbury, The Caburn and The Trundle,

Explanations of change in Later Iron Age Britain have
traditionally emphasised the role of external stimulus as a
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were more centrally located, as well as being significantly larger.
Yet they lack evidence for centralised production, exchange or
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intensive occupation: traits which may reflect their function as

occupation once herds reached a size that made transhumant

a means of uniting dispersed communities, through a sense of

movements unviable.

topographic identity engendered through the monumentalisation

While the evidence from the study area for settlement

of particular hills, rather than as acting as central places per se

incursion and agricultural intensification during the Middle

(Hamilton & Manley 2001; Hamilton 2003; 2007).

Iron Age is consistent with the wider evidence, the apparent

In this regard, it is certainly notable that the overwhelming

lack of evidence for Late Iron Age occupation is rather

majority of Middle Iron Age sites east of the River Adur – the

surprising. Certainly, land use and settlement on the coastal

study area included – are located on the margins of the downs,

plain continued to intensify during the Late Iron Age

rather than within the downland interior, and this might

and many downland sites also showed some continuity of

suggest the concentration of settlement around the edges of

occupation into the Late Iron Age, including for instance,

the downs. When set against the very limited Early Iron Age

Charleston Brow (Parsons & Curwen 1933), Norton (Seager

evidence for downland occupation in the wider vicinity of the

Thomas 2005), The Caburn (Curwen & Curwen 1927;

site, the Middle Iron Age evidence might be best understood in

Drewett & Hamilton 1999) and Bishopstone (Bell 1977). In

terms of a new and possibly gradual incursion into the margins

this context, the lack of evidence for Late Iron Age occupation

of the downs following a period of relative abandonment. This,

in the study area is puzzling but may be best explained in

of course, mirrors the evidence from the Sussex coastal plain.

terms of a localised reconfiguration of settlement, with further

Perhaps more importantly, the evidence as a whole, including

intensification at some sites, or even the foundation of new

the extensive enclosure complexes and associated remodelling

settlements at the expense of others. This might, of course,

of the agricultural landscape in the study area during this

imply that population pressures were not necessarily the prime

period, is entirely consistent with the wider evidence for

factor in settlement expansion, at least in the local context of

settlement expansion and agricultural intensification that is

the study area (contra Haselgrove et al 2001).

considered such a key signature of the Later Iron Age in general
(Haselgrove 1984; 1989; Hill 1995a; Haselgrove et al 2001).
Within the context of the study area itself, the evolution of

AGRICULTURE AND SUBSISTENCE

The arable economy

settlement there, in particular the transition from unenclosed

Karine Le Hégarat

to enclosed settlement and the subsequent expansion of the

As with the Early Iron Age evidence, charred crop remains

enclosure complex, may be best understood in terms of an

and charred macroplant remains as a whole were less common

ever-increasing commitment to occupation throughout the

in Middle Iron Age samples than in Bronze Age samples. The

course of the period. It is entirely possible, for instance, that

remodelling of the agricultural landscape with the imposition

the earliest, unenclosed, phase of Middle Iron Age occupation

of the enclosure complex during this period certainly indicates

in the study area was impermanent or seasonal. Building 12

that pastoral farming continued to be very important for

(B12), for instance, with its potential opposing doorways and

Middle Iron Age communities. Nonetheless, the results

internal subdivision into two equal halves, was not inconsistent

could indicate that the involvement with arable farming had

with the evidence for a byre-house or similar structure,

diminished slightly during this time and, while being self

providing accommodation for both humans and livestock.

sufficient in crops, the community may have opted for a greater

Similar interpretations have been put forward for the closely

emphasis on pastoralism; that is also emphasised by the modest

comparable and broadly contemporary rectangular buildings

numbers of storage pits combined with four- and six-post

excavated in the Severn estuary (Bell et al 2000; Haselgrove et

facilities (see below). Alternatively, the decrease in the charred

al 2001, 11; see below for full discussion) and such buildings

macroplant remains could also simply be explained as the result

were often associated with the seasonal upland pasturing of

of preservation bias.

livestock (ibid; Moore 2003, 53). Similarly, the small-scale

As noted during periods 5 and 6, in the Middle Iron Age

arable cultivation represented by Field System 2 (FS2) need not

samples wheat and barley were the most frequently identified

necessarily indicate full-time occupation of the site, though it

crops. The grains were poorly preserved, and a large quantity

does indicate a commitment to a mixed farming economy. In

could not be identified (almost 70% of the total grains).

this context, the evolution of the enclosure complex at Keymer

Nonetheless, glume wheat was best represented amongst

Avenue might indicate the means of managing increasing herds

the identified grains, closely followed by hulled barley. Spelt

of livestock which might eventually culminate in permanent

wheat, which was positively identified through the presence of
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diagnostic chaff, appeared to predominate. However, emmer,

some could have been brought back to the site with the crops,

which was tentatively identified, was still recorded and there

others may have represented plants growing in the vicinity of

was an abundance of chaff, which could be either emmer or

the site. Casual weeds of arable fields indicate that the crops

spelt. Small quantities of free-threshing bread-type wheat were

may still have been sown in autumn and spring. Although

also evident. Oat was recorded, although the infrequent grains

the majority of the seeds provided no further indication of

almost certainly represented wild oat.

where the crops may have been cultivated, the occurrence of

Spelt wheat continued to dominate arable economies of

wild radish (Raphanis raphanistrum) and sheep sorrel (Rumex

the Middle Iron Age and is the main cereal recorded on several

acetosella) suggests more acidic soils, and the presence of sedge

Middle Iron Age sites in the Thames valley (Lambrick &

tends to indicate the cultivation of wetter ground.

Robinson 2009, 252) and around Danebury (Campbell 2000),
where emmer wheat was so scarce that it was interpreted as a

Fuel wood

contaminant of the spelt crop. Nonetheless, dissimilar patterns

The Middle Iron Age charcoal assemblage continued to be

have been observed, indicating that there were in fact great

dominated by oak, Maloideae and wild cherry/blackthorn,

regional variations. For example, rich assemblages of emmer

with a range of species similar to those of earlier periods

wheat in Iron Age deposits have been recorded in Hampshire,

present in smaller quantities. This is consistent with charcoal

along the Barton Stacey to Lockerley Gas Pipeline (Pelling

remains from this period from other sites in the area (eg

2013), and in Surrey, at the Hascombe hillfort (Murphy 1977,

Drewett 1982b). However, while the species composition of

82–4). In Kent, both glume wheats have been recorded but

these remains was consistent with the remains from earlier

emmer was still important at Saltwood Tunnel (Stevens 2006)

periods, there was an increase in the quantity of birch and

and White Horse Stone (Giorgi 2006), where it predominated

hazel/alder charcoal recorded in the assemblage. A proportion

in some samples.

of the hazel/alder charcoal recovered consisted of small

In the study area, more of the identifiable chaff was

roundwood, indicating the possible management of local

recorded as spelt rather than emmer, but given the large

hazel stands through coppicing, though the predominance of

quantity of indeterminate grains and unidentified chaff it is

other taxa suggests that any woodlands managed in this way

impossible to draw significant conclusions and it is likely that

were maintained for the production of wood for structural

both glume wheat species were still cultivated during this

purposes rather than for firewood. It was only in the Iron Age

period. Locally, spelt was best represented on numerous sites

phases that yew and spindle tree (Euonymus europaeus) were

within the West Sussex coastal plain (Allott in prep a) as well

recorded in the charcoal remains from the study area. These

as in Lewes, just north of Peacehaven (Allott in prep b). Some

species have not been identified in many previous analyses of

20km to the east of the site, excavation at St Anne’s Road in

charcoal remains from the Iron Age in the area (eg Barnett

Eastbourne produced a large concentration of almost pure

2009; Challinor 2006a; 2006b), and the absence of yew in

spelt wheat from a Late Iron Age pit (Hinton in prep). The

archaeological charcoal remains compared to its presence in

deposit, which amounted to an estimate of 25,000 grains and

the modern downland environment, along with beech (Fagus

over 2000 chaff, has been interpreted as an assemblage prepared

sylvatica) and juniper (Juniperus communis), has been noted by

for storage. There have been numerous debates on the subject

Berzins (2002c). The yew tree is known to have had symbolic

of arable/producer sites versus pastoral/consumer sites for this

associations throughout history, particularly with death and

period (Jones 1985; Campbell 2000; Stevens 2003; Lambrick

immortality (Baker 1996), and as such its presence in these

& Allen 2004), but such grain-rich deposits have more recently

contexts may have resulted from a religious or ritual burning

been interpreted as indicating merely the scale of production

event. However, the nature of the assemblage originating

and/or consumption (van der Veen & Jones 2006).

from contexts not representing primary burning limits the
significance of this find.

Other resources
Karine Le Hégarat and Dawn Mooney

The composition of the agricultural landscape

Wild plants

As with preceding periods, the almost complete absence of any

Weed seeds were less numerous than during the Late Bronze

faunal remains associated with period 7 activity necessarily

Age but the range of taxa represented was fairly similar and

limits any discussion of animal husbandry in the study

included weeds of cultivation or waste/disturbed ground. While

area. Nevertheless, the dominance of trackways in the wider
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agricultural landscape surrounding settlement 3 certainly

little evidence for the maintenance of boundary ditches, and

attests to the continued importance of pastoralism to the Iron

the survival of earlier field boundaries as hedges is assumed

Age economy in the study area, as does the clear emphasis

(ibid). A similar scenario could certainly be proposed for the

on livestock management within the settlement 3 enclosure

Bronze Age fields in the study area, albeit one that would be

system (see below). Indeed, the evidence of the large-scale

hard to prove archaeologically. Nonetheless, the occasional

remodelling of the agricultural landscape around the enclosure

sherd of Middle Iron Age pottery in the ditches flanking

complex, as well as the significant expansion of capacity in

Trackway 6 (R6) and the presumed continued use of the

handling livestock within the enclosure system itself, suggests

formative trackway R1 does suggest the ongoing maintenance

that pastoralism was very much a growth industry during the

of at least certain elements of the Bronze Age field system,

Middle Iron Age in the study area. This might be reflected

particularly those related to the movement of livestock, whilst

in a relative absence of field boundaries associated with this

elsewhere in the landscape sporadic activity is suggested by the

reworked landscape, which could indicate more extensive

presence of Middle Iron Age pottery within occasional pits and

areas of ranch-like pasture, as opposed to smaller fixed plots.

tree throws.

Further emphasis on the pasturing of livestock might be seen
in the apparent increase in watering holes during this period,

BUILDINGS AND SETTLEMENT

including examples both to the east and west of settlement

Evidence of Middle Iron Age architecture in Sussex is

3, in Open Area 6 (OA6) at Seaview Avenue and OA11 at

exceptionally rare and, prior to the excavations in the study

Keymer Avenue.

area, was limited to two probable roundhouses at North

This increasing emphasis on animal husbandry probably

Bersted and Oving (Bedwin & Pitts 1978; Bedwin & Holgate

came at the expense of arable production, given the suggestion

1985), although further Middle Iron Age roundhouses defined

above for a slight decrease in the macrobotanical evidence,

by ring-gullies have since been excavated in the Low Weald at

but the sum of the evidence still indicates sufficient arable

Broadbridge Heath near Horsham (Margetts 2013). In view

production for the needs of the immediate community. It is

of this paucity, it is difficult to overstate the significance of the

possible that the small-scale and fragmentary Field System

six excavated buildings of Middle Iron Age date in the study

2 (FS2) represented the evidence for such arable cultivation

area, although the very rarity of contemporary comparanda

during the initial phase of unenclosed settlement in the study

elsewhere in Sussex places inevitable limitations on any

area but the location of any arable fields during later phases of

assessment of their wider context (Fig 5.30). In addition, the

occupation remains largely unknown. In this respect, the extent

excavation of five well-preserved rectangular buildings forms

to which any of the pre-existing Bronze Age field systems were

an important addition to a limited and poorly understood

reused at this time is of particular importance. It is notable,

building type in Iron Age Britain, with the potential to make a

for instance, that the extensive remodelling of the agricultural

very real contribution to the ongoing debate about the nature

landscape which characterises this period appears to have been

and use of such buildings during the Later Iron Age.

restricted entirely to the south side of the Upper Piddinghoe
systems, but even here there is some evidence for the expedient

Building construction and form
The rectangular buildings at Keymer Avenue

reuse of earlier fields and/or boundaries. The formative

A wide range of rectangular buildings is now known to have

Enclosure 1 (EN1) appears to have been laid out with reference

existed in the British Iron Age. These buildings are usually

to a Bronze Age field boundary and the evidence points to

assumed to have been non-domestic in function, although, as

reuse of an earlier field adjoining that enclosure. The extent

Moore has pointed out in his recent review of the evidence,

to which the Bronze Age field system on the north side of the

such interpretations are sometimes based on little more than

valley was utilised at this time remains essentially unknown

an assumption of the ubiquity of the roundhouse as the main

but should be considered as a possibility at least. Evidence for

domestic architectural type in Iron Age Britain (Moore 2003).

the continued use of Bronze Age fields into the Later Iron Age

Undoubtedly, the most common of rectangular buildings on

is far from conclusive but is suggested at a number of sites in

Iron Age sites are six- and four-post structures, which are, as

the Thames valley, including Hengrove Farm, Ashford Prison

outlined above, usually interpreted as raised granaries although

and Thorpe Lea Nurseries (Framework Archaeology 2006, 176;

a multitude of other interpretations have been put forward

Carew et al 2006; Lambrick 2009a, 83). In most cases there is

over the years. In the context of this discussion, the recognition

valley, in the immediate environs of the burgeoning enclosure
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that square arrangements of four posts may actually represent
the roof supports of roundhouses provides a timely reminder
of the dangers of uncritical assumption of building function
based on its surviving elements (Murray 1999; Russell 2002,
30). Probable aisled buildings, consisting of two parallel lines
of posts forming the roof supports of a building whose external
walls have left little or no archaeological trace, have also been
found on a number of Iron Age sites in Britain, where they
can usually be dated to the Early Iron Age. A number of such
buildings exist in Sussex, including examples at Charleston
Brow, Park Brow, Harting Beacon, Muntham Court and
Bishopstone (Wolseley et al 1927; Parsons & Curwen 1933;
Burstow & Holleyman 1957b; Bell 1977; Bedwin 1978).
Further afield other examples of this building type are known
at Crickley Hill, and perhaps at Credenhill, Hertfordshire,
and Norbury hillfort, Gloucestershire, where they may have
been originally misinterpreted as contiguous rows of fourpost structures (cf Stanford 1970; Saville 1983; Moore 2003).
Though examples of this type of building are known on
the Continent, the similarity of this type of construction to
various Bronze Age buildings, including examples at Down
Farm, Dorset, Barleycroft, Cambridgeshire or Redwick in the
Severn Estuary (Barrett et al 1991; Evans & Knight 1996;
Bell et al 2000) has led Moore to suggest an Insular origin for
this building tradition, rather than a Continental one (Moore
2003, 49). Moore has also drawn attention to the possibility
of cob wall or sleeper beam construction in the Iron Age,
citing examples from Wittenham Clumps, Oxfordshire and All
Cannings Cross and Langford Down, Wiltshire (Moore 2003,
53), while acknowledging that such construction can often
leave little or no archaeological trace.
Another recognisable type of rectangular building in
Iron Age Britain is well represented at Goldcliff in the Severn
estuary, where the waterlogged remains of a number of postbuilt rectangular buildings have been found, in some of which
intact floors had been preserved (Bell et al 2000). These were
dated almost exclusively to the Middle Iron Age and consisted
of broadly similar structures generally measuring between 8.4 ×
5.6m and 7.3 × 4.6m, with rounded corners, often with slightly
bowed ends and usually with two posts on the longitudinal
axis of the building apparently represengin the roof supports. A
variety of other small rectangular post-built buildings of Early
to Middle Iron Age date have been found at a number of sites,
including Woodeaton, Castle Hill, Eton Rowing Lake, Radley,
Fig 5.30 Plans of Middle Iron Age buildings excavated from the study area,
with comparative examples

Budbury, Wiltshire and Catcote Hartlepool (Wainwright 1970;
Harding 1987; Neal et al 1990; Cotswold Archaeology 2004;
Lambrick 2009b).
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In a British context, the closest parallels to most of the
rectangular buildings at Keymer Avenue would seem to be

which survived as little more than ring-gullies (Bedwin & Pitts
1978; Bedwin & Holgate 1985).

those excavated at Goldcliff, in terms of both their Middle Iron
Age date and their overall form. All but Building 14 (B14)

Building orientation and layout

were somewhat larger than any of the Goldcliff buildings

While roundhouses of the Bronze Age have been shown to

but they nonetheless shared a number of traits, including the

be orientated predominantly towards the south or south-east

bowed ends of B10, B12 and B13 and the possible evidence

(see above), those of the Iron Age appear to have shown a

for longitudinal roof support posts in B10 and B14. The

clear preference for an orientation between east and south-east

lack of any clear evidence for similar roof supports in B12

(Oswald 1997; Pope 2007; Sharples 2010). Various reasons

and B13 is significant, though it is possible that any such

have been advanced over the years to explain this apparent

posts were founded on pad stones, leaving little trace in the

standardisation in orientation. These can be defined very

archaeological record. B12 and B13 were also comparable in

broadly in terms of those which favour environmental and

size and construction to a number of Continental long houses,

practical reasons, such as a means of avoiding the prevailing

including the Late Iron Age example at Bazoches, France, and

wind or as a way of maximising light entering the building,

the Middle Iron Age building at Peelo, in the Netherlands

or even both (eg Guilbert 1975; Lambrick 1978; Hingley

(Fig 5.30; see also Waterbolk 1995, fig 7; Moore 2003, fig 1).

& Miles 1984; Pope 2007), or those which prefer spiritual

This might indicate a Continental influence on building form

or cosmological themes, in which buildings are aligned on

during the Middle Iron Age in the study area, although there

midwinter or equinoctial sunrise, as a means of structuring

is ample evidence in the aisled rectangular buildings of the

activities within the roundhouse (eg Oswald 1991; 1997;

Early Iron Age in Sussex, as outlined above, to suggest a local

Fitzpatrick 1994; Parker Pearson 1999). Though such

tradition of rectangular building.

cosmological models have proved very popular, several
archaeologists have rightly warned against over-reliance on

Roundhouse Building 3 (B3)

such static or inflexible models which do not sufficiently

It is difficult fully to reconstruct the form and layout of B3 and

accommodate changing use over time or the universality of

many of the factors impeding the estimation of building size,

environmental factors (Brück 1999; Pope 2007). Indeed, Pope’s

outlined in the preceding chapter, apply here also. In this respect

perhaps most comprehensive analysis of roundhouse orientation

it is worth noting that, at just 4.6m across, the trapezoidally

(2007) has effectively questioned several of the key tenets on

arranged posts surrounding the hearth of the building were

which many cosmological theories are based, preferring to see

more likely to represent internal roof supports than the external

building orientation largely as both a response to the need to

walls of the building. A diameter of a little over 10m, based

avoid prevailing weather conditions and to maximise light,

on the projected diameter of the posts which make up this

and an acknowledgement of the role of seasonality in building

frontage, would seem to give a clearer indication of the size of

construction and orientation. Such an explanation is certainly

this building (Fig 5.30). It is possible that these roof supports

attractive, based as it is on such a large data set, but it perhaps

represented part of an offset post-ring, similar to that at Gravelly

does not sufficiently account for the shift in orientation

Guy or Mingies Ditch in the Thames valley (Allen & Robinson

apparent in Bronze Age and Iron Age roundhouses.

1993; Lambrick & Allen 2004), although it is considered more

The evidence from roundhouse B3 would certainly seem

likely that they represented a variation of the four-post roof

to indicate that the building conformed to this standardised

support arrangement discussed above, perhaps facilitated in part

south-eastern orientation that is so prevalent elsewhere in

through the evidently very robustly built frontage, which may

Britain at this time (see Fig 5.30). Furthermore, while many

have made up a significant load-bearing element of the building.

Bronze and Iron Age roundhouses exhibit a certain emphasis

Whatever its original structural configuration, the building’s

on their doorways, usually by means of larger posts to either

construction is probably best understood in terms of general

side of the door (eg Fitzpatrick 1997; Brück 1999; see also

trends of diversification and innovation in Later Iron Age

above), this appeared to have been taken almost to the point of

building methods (Lambrick 2009b, 145). Certainly, as found,

monumentality in respect of B3 through the use of significantly

roundhouse B3 bore little similarity in construction to other

larger posts not only in the doorway but apparently in the

contemporary examples in Sussex at North Bersted or Oving,

wider frontage of the building as a whole. This was further
emphasised by the doorway itself, which seemed to consist of a
177
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the rectangular buildings at Keymer Avenue, they
can still be seen to have conformed to the wider
patterns of orientation that typified roundhouses
of the period. This was apparent not only in
the orientation of these buildings, which all lay
on similar south-east to north-west/north-east
to south-west alignments, irrespective of the
position of their doorways, but also in the linear
arrangement of these buildings, along a single
north-west to south-east line. Whether some
or all of these buildings were ever permanent
domestic dwellings remains a rather moot point
but it seems clear that, whatever their function,
they appeared to be subject to similar cultural
rules as roundhouses in regards to orientation.
Much of the recent discussion concerning
the internal layout and organisation of later
prehistoric roundhouses has focused on aspects
of axial symmetry, between front and rear or left
and right or, in the case of those of post-ring
constrution, between the centre and periphery.
Theories of front/back use in particular have often
focused on a division between public (front) and
private (rear) spaces or between activity areas
Fig 5.31 Interpretative plan of Building 3

requiring good light (front) and storage and/or
sleeping (rear). Similar themes have been applied

wide double-door entrance, some 2.45m in width, defined by

to concepts of central spaces around the hearth in areas of good

postholes A[1696], A[1700] and the centrally placed posthole

light provided by the doorway, and peripheral, more poorly lit.

A[1698] (Fig 5.31).

areas, which may similarly have been used for storage, sleeping

The contrast between the almost monumental facade of

or stalling animals (Pope 2007, 215–20). In either case, hearth

roundhouse B3 and the various rectangular Iron Age buildings

position in Iron Age roundhouses was usually towards the

excavated at Keymer Avenue could not be greater. There was no

centre or front of centre of the building, in contrast to those of

evidence whatsoever for any additional emphasis on doorways

Bronze Age roundhouses which were often clearly positioned

in these buildings; indeed it is only possible to make some

closer to the door (eg Drewett 1982a; Brück 1999). While

estimation of doorway position in respect of two of the five

there is very little by way of finds or associated features within

excavated rectangular buildings and even these remain rather

roundhouse B3 to help discern such patterns of organisation,

speculative. In B12, for instance, there was some suggestion

the application of these principles to the surviving structural

of opposing doorways in the south-eastern and north-western

elements is nonetheless a useful exercise. In particular, the

sides of the building, while in B13, which replaced it, the

layout of the building appeared to incorporate aspects both of

associated ditched track or avenue R11 suggested a shift in

front/rear and centre/periphery organisation. Thus, while there

the position of the doorway to the shorter south-western

seemed to be a broad front/public/activity versus rear/private

side of the building. This in itself is unusual although not

division of space, each side of a central hearth, the boundary

unprecedented and may have related more to a change in

between these two zones appeared to be defined principally by

function, perhaps in connection with the rapid expansion of

the roof supports, which almost described an arc around the

the enclosure complex, rather than with any changing attitudes

central hearth in a manner more typical of the demarcation

to building orientation per se (see below). At any rate, despite

between centre and periphery (Fig 5.31).

the uncertainties over the exact orientation of most, if not all,
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In terms of the rectangular buildings at Keymer Avenue,
the clearest evidence for internal organisation was apparent
in relation to B12. Here, the suggestion of an internal
partition and opposing doorways was strongly suggestive of
a byre dwelling, similar to the Continental examples of the
same period discussed above which were almost invariably
divided in two by means of a cross passage, with domestic
accommodation at one end and animal byres at the other
(eg Waterbolk 1995; Webley 2003). Comparable patterns of
organisation are also evident at Goldcliff, where building 1
and building 6 were similarly subdivided, although in these
cases access appears to have been via doors in the short ends
of the buildings. More importantly, however, the sum of the
environmental and structural data from Goldcliff, including
the presence of animal dung, cattle lice and human fleas, as
well as a hearth at one end and possible cattle stalls at the
other, provides compelling evidence for shared domestic and
byre accommodation in a British context (Bell et al 2000,
342). While unequivocal evidence for a comparable twofold
function in B12 has not been forthcoming, it is possible to
perceive a slight concentration of finds at the south-western
end of the building which may correspond to the suggestion
that this end of the building was used as a domestic dwelling
(Figs 5.32–5.33). Admittedly, there was no evidence for a
hearth here but in view of the fact that some of the Middle
Bronze Age roundhouses in the study area similarly did not
preserve evidence for hearths, this could quite conceivably be a
consequence of preservation. Alternatively, it is possible, given
the suggestion above that the early phases of occupation in the
study area may have been seasonal, that the building was never

Fig 5.32 Distribution of finds in Building 12 features

furnished with a permanent hearth.
B13 on the other hand, though apparently a replacement
for B12, did not appear to be similarly divided internally.
Together with the suggestion of the relocation of the doorway
to one of the short end walls this might imply a certain
element of reconfiguration in the layout of this building, as a
replacement of B12, which may reflect a change of use. The
lack of any evidence for internal subdivision in particular
suggests that the building may have been given over to a single
purpose, as opposed to the presumed dual function of its
predecessor. What that function might have been is not at all
well understood, though it is probable that the construction of
B13 can be tied into the wider remodelling of settlement 3 as a
whole, as evinced through the rapid expansion of the enclosure
system during period 7, phases 2b and 2c.
Fig 5.33 Interpretative plan of Building 12 showing possible functional
arrangement
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The internal organisation and layout of B10, B11 and

More nuanced approaches are required if we are to understand

B14 are, perhaps, even less well understood. B14 was almost

more clearly the attitudes of Iron Age communities to the

certainly incomplete as it survived and while it is possible

configuration and organisation of space within their buildings,

that B10 and B11 were originally intended to be open-ended,

whether they be round or rectangular.

the balance of probabilities suggests that the poorly defined

Perhaps the best way to understand the rectangular

south-eastern and north-western ends respectively of these two

buildings at Keymer Avenue is from the viewpoint of the

buildings was a consequence of truncation by the ditches of

changing character of occupation at the site. It has been

the later enclosure system. As a result, the axial posts in B11

suggested above, for instance, that early, unenclosed, phases

and B14 could be interpreted as suggesting either internal

of occupation there may have been seasonal and it is possible

subdivision or structural roof supports similar to those in

that rectangular buildings were considered quite adequate as

evidence at Goldcliff, or even, in the case of B11, both.

dwellings in the context of impermanent settlement of the site.
Perhaps only in later, enclosed, stages of occupation, when

Overview: rectangular buildings and roundhouses in
the British Iron Age

commitment to the site necessitated permanent occupation,

The roundhouse is often regarded as the ‘norm’ of later

necessary or desirable. In this way, the roundhouse, with its

prehistoric domestic architecture, synonymous with the

south-easterly orientation to face sunrise on the midwinter

identification of an Insular Iron Age that can be contrasted

solstice, may indeed have been linked to certain cosmological

with the long house tradition of the Continent. Rectangular

themes (contra Pope 2007), in the sense of encompassing or

buildings, on the other hand, though often identified on Iron

expressing the importance of the annual agricultural cycle

Age sites, are usually assumed to have been non-domestic in

within a framework of year-round occupation.

was the construction of a roundhouse (B3) considered either

function, used either as workshops, granaries or stores, or as

The construction of roundhouse B3 may well have

shrines. The ubiquity of roundhouses in the British Iron Age

prompted a change in use of the various earlier rectangular

is clearly beyond question but the extent to which round or

buildings, which were so clearly retained into later phases

rectangular building plans represent a clear-cut division between

of occupation. This is best seen in the replacement and

domestic versus non-domestic use is, in some senses, rather

reconfiguration of B12 with the construction of B13, which,

more ambivalent. We have already seen, for instance, that in

as discussed above, may well have been given over to a single

the Middle Bronze Age roundhouses were used for a variety of

purpose. In view of the presumed existence of a roundhouse

functions, both domestic and non-domestic, and a similar range

at this time, it is tentatively suggested that B13 may have

of uses has been proposed for Iron Age roundhouses in Scotland

functioned primarily as a byre during this later phase of

(Armit 1997). More recently, a review of the evidence for

occupation, albeit one with direct links to the settlement-

rectangular buildings in Iron Age Britain suggests a similar range

related Enclosure (EN2) to the west. There was little evidence

of uses may apply to rectangular structures, perhaps including

to indicate the precise function of B10, B11 or B14 at any

their use as dwellings (Moore 2003).

point during their life cycles, but it is considered likely that

In this context, the excavation of a well-preserved group

they functioned primarily as ancillary buildings such as

of five rectangular Iron Age buildings in the study area

workshops or sheds during later, enclosed, phases of settlement.

undoubtedly constitutes a valuable contribution to a poorly

At any rate, B10 and B11 were clearly considered surplus to

represented building type in Iron Age Britain. Despite this,

requirements at some point in the later life of settlement 3 and

however, the exact nature of their use remains imperfectly

duly demolished.

understood. None can be unequivocally demonstrated to
byres readily apparent. In the final analysis, it may well be

Activities associated with settlement 3
Pits and pit storage

that such clear-cut distinctions between these two disparate

While there is now ample experimental and ethnographic

building types are not necessarily the most appropriate way

evidence to demonstrate the efficacy of underground pit storage

in which to frame discussions of their use. Such polarised and

for a variety of foodstuffs (eg Bowen & Wood 1968; Reynolds

rigid classification certainly does not sufficiently account for

1974; 1979; Fenton 1983), the technique has been proven to be

changing use over time, or even, as in the case of B12, for the

especially suitable for the bulk storage of seed grain, as opposed

possibility of a duality of function within a single building.

to grain for consumption, as this method results in significantly

have been domestic in use, nor is their role as workshops or
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higher germination rates (Reynolds 1974, 124–6). In essence,

grain stores in the study area. The vagaries inherent in

the technique relies on an airtight seal, so that the natural

estimating the original capacity of pits aside, however, it is clear

respiration cycle of the stored grain gradually replaces oxygen

that the majority of pits in OA40 were never of any appreciable

with carbon dioxide within the sealed pit. Once a sufficiently

size. Estimated volumes, based on the same criteria used for the

anaerobic level has been reached, the stored grain enters a

pits at the extensive pit cluster site of Gravelly Guy (Lambrick

state of stable dormancy. The carefully controlled experiments

& Allen 2004, 112), range from just 0.06m3 to over 4.20m3;

undertaken at Butser have provided good benchmark data for

just 20% measured over 1.0m3. This relative proportion of pits

a range of optimum criteria required for grain storage in pits,

measuring over 1.0m3 is not inconsistent with some sites in

including pit size and shape, methods of lining and sealing and

the Thames valley, such as Brooklands (26%) or Mount Farm

sterilisation for reuse (Reynolds 1974; 1979).

(18%) but it clearly falls towards the lower end of the range,

Undoubtedly, the results of these experiments are of

with other sites demonstrating a significantly higher proportion

inestimable value in understanding the mechanics and practice of

of pits of this size, including Bourton-on-the-Water (65%),

underground pit storage, although their practical application to

Woodcote Road (55%) and Gravelly Guy (40%) (Robinson

the reality of most Iron Age pits is rather less certain. The use of

& Lambrick 2009, 276). Even if one broadens the criteria by

standardised pit sizes and shapes in particular, while essential for

assuming a minimum capacity of 0.5m3 for a grain storage

ensuring consistent and replicable results within the parameters

pit, only 40% of features in OA40 met these requirements.

of the Butser experiments, is often difficult to apply to the reality

Elsewhere in the study area, other potential storage pits can be

of many Iron Age features, which can prove highly variable in

tentatively identified in OA44 and OA45 (pits A[14], A[18],

width, depth and shape. The issue is further compounded by

A[30] and A[43]), OA20 in EN2 (pits B[944] and B[992]) and

the considerable uncertainties regarding the original size, shape

perhaps OA13 and OA17 (pits B[519] and B[417] and pits

and capacity of such features and thus their suitability as storage

B[1486] and B[1331] respectively).

receptacles. The reworking of storage pits during their lifetime,

Even the extent to which grain storage in pits would

as well as later processes of erosion and slumping have been

actually work on the sandy geology which underlies most of

shown to alter their profiles significantly (eg Reynolds 1974;

the Iron Age settlement in the study area remains uncertain,

Shackley 1976; Fasham 1983), while any estimates of pit volume

although in the absence of good experimental data to the

– including those in the study area – must necessarily take into

contrary it might be unwise to assume that pit storage is not

account subsequent truncation of the feature.

practicable on such geologies. Nonetheless, it is of interest

The Iron Age pits in the study area were certainly no

that in no instances can any of these features be directly

exception and significant variation was evident in size, shape

linked to grain storage by means of associated charred plant

and profile. In Open Area 40 (OA40), for instance, which

remains. Macroplant remains were scarce in these features, and

might reasonably be regarded as the most likely contender for

probably represented background scatters of crop waste from

a zone of specialised storage pits associated with the settlement,

accidental burning during the final stages of crop processing

pit size varied from 0.4m to 2.3m across and from 0.10m

or food preparation. Nor did any of the features contain

to 1.7m deep, while only three of the 28 excavated pits (pits

any unequivocal evidence for the highly distinctive forms of

A[64], A[80] and A[92]) preserved the cylindrical or beehive-

structured deposition so often associated with grain storage pits

shaped profiles that are widely considered optimal for grain

in Wessex (eg Cunliffe 1992; Hill 1995b).

preservation (eg Reynolds 1974; Fenton 1983). Of course, in

Moreover, direct comparison of potential storage pits in

view of the various factors affecting pit shape outlined above, it

the study area with those of extensive pit cluster sites in the

is highly unlikely that vertical-sided or undercut pits dug into

Upper Thames valley may not be entirely appropriate. The

the soft, sandy geology of the Lambeth Group would retain

sheer scale of some of these sites, such as Gravelly Guy (c 800

their original profile for long and perhaps pit volume might be

pits) or Great Western Park, Didcot (c 900 pits), marks them

considered a more reliable indicator of the use of pits for grain

out as sites with a major stakeholding in cereal production and

storage. Reynolds, for instance, assumed that a grain storage

storage. By way of contrast, there were only 27 pits in OA40,

pit needed to be a minimum of 1.0m deep and/or 1.0m in

and only 107 pits in total could be associated with Iron Age

capacity to work effectively. While this remains unproven (Hill

occupation in the study area generally. The implication is that

1995b, 18; Robinson & Lambrick 2009, 275), it nonetheless

grain storage did not form a particularly significant component

offers a useful starting point for the identification of potential

of the local economy in the study area. This might be best

3
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regarded in terms of providing sufficient seed grain storage for

is suggested by a small assemblage of five triangular loom

the needs of the local community, rather than any concerted

weights, for instance, recovered from both the unenclosed and

attempt at the creation of a substantial surplus.

enclosed phases of settlement. This type of object, ubiquitous on

In summary, therefore, although the exact extent to which

Iron Age and Romano-British sites, has been widely discussed

the pits in the study area were used for grain storage remains

but its function remains problematic (eg Poole 1995; Lambrick

uncertain, even before taking into consideration the potential

& Robinson 2009, 194–5). They have never been found in situ

uselife of such features – a topic of considerable debate in itself

and large groups are extremely rare. Together with the problem

(cf Reynolds 1974; Cunliffe & Poole 1991) – it seems likely

of likely reuse this means there is at present no conclusive

that a certain proportion would have functioned as such. This

evidence as to their function (ibid). However, although a

does, of course, beg the question of what the remainder were

reinterpretation as ‘oven bricks’ has become more popular, they

used for, if not for the storage of grain. One possibility is that

are still commonly identified as loom weights, used on vertical,

they were used for storage of a variety of other foodstuffs,

warp-weighted looms. The assemblage from the study area

perhaps including fodder crops or vegetables (Reynolds 1979,

contributes little or no significant data to this discussion. Thread

77–9; Fenton 1983, 582, 586). Another is that some of the pits

wear is visible on one of the perforations of near-complete

were never intended for storage at all. This is well illustrated

weight RF<8>, suggesting suspension and perhaps supporting

by the related pits A[30] and A[38], which might be better

its identification as a loom weight. The lack of any wear on

understood in terms of food preparation rather than storage.

many weights has often been used as evidence against such an

The use of some other smaller pits for activities such as salting

interpretation but the presence or absence of wear patterns may

meat (Reynolds 1979, 78) or even short-term safe storage of

in fact not be significant in the ongoing discussion: the lack of

other more valuable items (Lambrick & Robinson 2009, 278)

wear does not of itself necessarily rule the objects out as loom

should not be discounted out of hand, particularly given the

weights, since they could have been distributed in rows on rods

evidence for small-scale salt production within the settlement 3

to distribute the weight (ibid). Other suggestions include the use

enclosure complex at this time.

of two holes at the same time not only to weight down the warp
threads, but also to space them in order to prevent entanglement

Livestock management

(Sudds 2006, 71). From nearby sites come two triangular weights

As stated above, much of the enclosure complex at Keymer

found in Early Iron Age contexts at Bishopstone (Bell 1977, 119)

Avenue appeared to have functioned primarily in terms of

and there are numerous examples from the West Sussex coastal

the corralling, management and perhaps the over-wintering

plain (eg Oving: Bedwin & Holgate 1985, 234; Goring-by-Sea:

of livestock, with the creation of EN3 as an adjunct to EN1

Raemen 2010).

attesting to a significant increase in the handling capacity of

Cereal processing is indicated by a small rotary quern

the enclosure system for livestock over the course of the period.

fragment within pit B[1486] in EN1, while salt production

The short, curving lengths of ditch and related gates Structures

within the settlement is suggested by a small assemblage of some

2 and 3 (S2 and S3) at the junction between these two

45 pieces of briquetage, many of which were recovered from

enclosures in particular recall the earlier livestock management

the EN1 ditches. Where identifiable, much of this material is

facilities associated with the Bronze Age field system, albeit

related to the production of salt as opposed to its transportation

probably on a much larger scale. Here, it seems probable that

but in view of the small quantities involved, salt production at

this arrangement served initially to funnel livestock into EN1

Keymer Avenue is probably best seen as a small-scale enterprise,

prior to their twofold separation either into EN3 or back out

sufficient to provide for the needs of the immediate community,

to pasture OA18 (Fig 5.34). The parallel linear boundaries

rather than for wider distribution. As with preceding periods,

Ditches 4 and 9 (D4 and D9) within EN3 are similarly

the location of the study area in an upland location certainly

interpreted, as controlling the circulation and segregation of

does not preclude the final stages of salt extraction, and evidence

livestock around and within the enclosure.

for Iron Age salt extraction at clifftop sites has come from
Hobarrow Bay and Kimmeridge on the Isle of Purbeck (Calkin

Industry and craft activities

1949; Farrar 1975). It is notable that the briquetage associated

The artefactual assemblages recovered from settlement 3 indicate

with settlement 3 derives from the later enclosed phase of

a fairly typical range of domestic, craft and industrial activities

the settlement, suggesting little or no engagement with salt

carried out within and around the settlement. Textile production

production during earlier, unenclosed phases on the site. While
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Fig 5.34 Interpretative plan of suggested livestock management strategies associated with Enclosures 1 and 3

this may be a reflection on the character of settlement during

stones or hammers (Chapter 6.6), while a single fragment of

this early phase of occupation in the study area, the suggestion

Kimmeridge shale alludes to the possibility of the manufacture

of seasonal occupation during that time (see above) is hard to

of bracelets or similar items of jewellery.

reconcile with the posited link between pastoralism and salt

Possible industry associated with the unenclosed phase

extraction outlined in Chapter 3. The abundance of quartzite

of occupation in settlement 3 was suggested by the working

pebbles associated with settlement 3 may also be related

hollow OA14. The hollow was superficially similar to that

to specific craft activities, either as polishing or burnishing

excavated on the Late Iron Age site at Oving on the coastal
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plain (Bedwin & Holgate 1985), although it lacked the

(Hill 1995b). Indeed, in view of this, even the concentration

evidence for metalworking that was associated with this latter

of briquetage within the EN1 ditch should be treated with

site. The abundant quantities of fire-cracked flint within the

caution as an indicator of the presence of salt extraction

various features in the hollow are usually interpreted in terms

activities within EN1. Accepting, then, that any statements

of the indirect transmission of heat through liquids, in terms of

regarding the specific function of particular areas of the

cooking or brewing, fulling or dyeing or even for use in saunas

site should be regarded as highly speculative, some general

or baths (O’Kelly 1954; Jeffrey 1991; Hodder & Barfield

observations on the broad character of various areas of the

1991; Pitts 2010). The absence of evidence for any associated

settlement are nonetheless useful.

clay-lined pits or tanks of any kind might rule out some of the

It is certainly possible to discern several functionally

more intensive processes outlined above, although the heating

distinct areas, defined either by ditches or fences, within

of flint for cooking purposes is not necessarily untenable. An

the early, unenclosed settlement of period 7, phase 1. At the

alternative interpretation might be along the lines either of

core of this settlement were the rectangular B10–B12 and

parching grain on skins over spreads of heated flints (Cunliffe

B14 and the associated OA16, OA27 and OA9 (Fig 5.35).

2005, 411), or even, given the highly fragmented nature of the

Though the exact functions of all but B12 remain conjectural,

calcined flint, of an early stage in the production of flint temper

the area as a whole can probably be considered in terms of a

for potting, similar to that seen at Runnymede (Needham &

settlement ‘core’, consisting of a possible byre house (B12)

Spence 1996). That at least a proportion of this flint was simply

and a range of probable ancillary agricultural buildings, such

discarded after use is, however, indicated by the distribution

as sheds, additional byres and perhaps workshops. To the

of fire-cracked flint within the OA15 midden, which showed

south and east of this settlement core were specific areas of

a clear concentration of calcined flint adjacent to the OA14

industry (OA14) and associated refuse disposal (OA15 and

working hollow.

OA24). The nature of the activities carried out in OA13 to
the north-east of the settlement is less certain, although in

Settlement composition and organisation

view of the range of features present, among them various

A clear trend towards enclosure and an increasing emphasis

pits, lines of postholes and seemingly blank areas, which may

on the spatial segregation of activities within settlements and

represent small lightweight structures that have left no trace, it

enclosure complexes are both important traits in Later Iron

seems probable that the area was given over to a range of craft

Age settlement, well documented not only in Britain but in

activities, possibly including some or all of those described in

the near Continent as well (eg Hill 1995a; Haselgrove 2007;

the preceding section. This basic settlement layout remained

Knight 2007; Haselgrove & Moore 2007b; Lambrick & Allen

relatively unchanged in the subsequent phase 2a, apart from

2009). Both are clearly observable in the development and

the creation of EN1, which is interpreted as a specific area for

organisation of settlement 3 at Keymer Avenue but while the

holding livestock. The composition of the settlement at this

layout of the settlement throughout its evolution certainly

time, which consisted of an open settlement accompanied by

suggests the segregation and organisation of activities around

the single enclosure EN1, was not dissimilar to the so-called

the settlement, the precise character of individual activity

house, pen and paddock settlements in the Thames valley

areas is often frustratingly ill defined. Indeed, while the

(Lambrick & Allen 2009, 109–15).

various artefact categories discussed above certainly indicate

Detailed understanding of the relative functional

that particular activities were carried out in and around the

composition of the settlement in later phases is somewhat

settlement, they were usually too infrequent or too evenly

clouded by the rapid development of the enclosure complex,

distributed across the settlement to enable meaningful

accompanied by associated changes of use and/or adaptation

observations regarding the function of any particular area on

of certain areas. However, the broad patterns are nonetheless

the basis of associated finds. Only the briquetage showed any

readily apparent, so that in its final configuration the settlement

clear concentration, within the EN1 ditch. This is not entirely

consisted of a continued ‘core’ of buildings in the western half of

unexpected; the extent to which associated artefacts indicate

the enclosure complex, within EN2, with EN1 and EN3 related

locations of deposition as opposed to activities has long been

primarily to livestock management (Fig 5.36). To the north

recognised (eg Schiffer 1987) and, in the context of Iron Age

of the enclosures, a possible zone of pit storage and/or related

settlements, these issues have been thrown into sharp relief

activities is suggested by the well-defined area of pitting OA40,

by Hill’s meticulous work on Iron Age depositional practice

with roundhouse B3 representing living accommodation a little
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Fig 5.35 Interpretative plan showing possible organisation of the unenclosed settlement (period 7, phase 1)
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further to the north. Though differing in exact configuration,

the study area – on the basis of the specific character of pit

similar patterns of enclosure composition and use, incorporating

deposits. Middens also appear to have been an important

specific enclosures for domestic purposes while other enclosures

component of Middle Bronze Age settlement, as attested at

were dedicated to livestock, are apparent at a number of Later

sites such as Down Farm, Dorset (Barrett et al 1991). It was

Iron Age sites in Britain, such as Worthy Down or Owlesbury,

during the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age, however, that

Hampshire, Casterley Camp, Wiltshire and Old Shifford Farm,

midden deposits reached their fullest expression, as evinced by

Oxfordshire (Hey 1995; Cunliffe 2005, 248). Likewise, the

the massive midden complexes at sites such as East Chisenbury,

subsequent development of house, pen and paddock settlements

Potterne and Runnymede, some of which can reach as much as

similar to the period 7, phase 2a settlement at Keymer Avenue

3.5 to 4ha in size (Lawson 1994; Brown et al 1994; McOmish

into more extensive enclosure complexes is widely reported

1996; Needham & Spence 1997). Later Iron Age middens,

in the Thames valley (Lambrick & Allen 2009, 115). It is

broadly contemporary with those associated with settlement

also interesting to note that the frequent recutting of some of

3, were less common but are known at several sites, including,

the enclosure ditches seen at Keymer Avenue has been noted

for instance, Castle Hill and Woodeaton in Oxfordshire

too at many broadly contemporary enclosures in the Thames

(Goodchild & Kirk 1954; Allen et al in prep).

valley, where it is considered to denote predominantly pastoral

Recent discussions of Late Bronze Age and Iron Age

settlements, or the pastoral components of a mixed farming

midden sites have done much to tease out and better define

settlement (ibid, 117–18).

many of the subtleties at play in midden formation, which

As emphasised above, B13, though physically outside

is now regarded as the result of highly complex and dynamic

EN2, appeared to be more closely related to that enclosure,

systems of use, discard and reuse (eg Needham & Spence

as suggested by the linking Trackway 11 (R11), than with

1997). More often than not, these involved input from

the livestock-related EN3 in which it is situated. Given that

a variety of sources including, for instance, ritual and/or

EN2 appeared to have been laid out around and in relation to

structured deposition, and specific production or processing

the other buildings at Keymer Avenue, it seems reasonable to

activities, as well as the more mundane and routine discard

assume that this exclusion was deliberate, rather than simply

of domestic debris (McOmish 1996; Needham & Spence

an accident of enclosure, and it is tempting to view this as

1997). In particular, the importance of middens as ‘banks’ of

signifying in some way a certain difference in this building in

provisional refuse for later reuse is a theme that has been taken

relation to its counterparts inside EN2. In this respect, it is

up by many archaeologists (eg Schiffer 1987; Needham &

interesting to note that the arrangement of a short length of

Spence 1997; Woodward 2002; Thomas 2012).

trackway, extending into the interior of a larger enclosure and

The midden deposits associated with the unenclosed phase

leading towards a building, was similar in some ways to that

of settlement 3 certainly conformed to Needham and Spence’s

noted at some Middle Iron Age enclosures elsewhere, such

definition, in that they appeared to represent the repetitive

as that at Watkins Farm in the Thames valley (Allen 1990;

and deliberate deposition of refuse in a specific location.

Lambrick & Allen 2009, 121).

Perhaps more importantly, however, their relative composition
suggests input from specific sources or activities, primarily

DEPOSITIONAL PRACTICE

activities involving heat, as demonstrated by the prevalence of

Deposition in middens

fire-cracked flint across both midden deposits, and as such is

The formation of midden deposits, comprising the deliberate

comparable to many burnt mounds. Indeed, as outlined above,

and sequential accumulation of the detritus of occupation

it seems likely that much of the calcined flint in midden Open

at a specific location (Needham & Spence 1996), is well

Area 15 (OA15) was directly derived from the adjacent OA14

attested in Britain from the Mesolithic onwards, although

working hollow, given the clear clustering in its distribution

it is not until the Early Neolithic that such deposits began

(Fig 5.37). Input from other, unspecified, craft activities is also

to attain monumental proportions. The extensive midden

suggested by the prodigious number of quartzite pebbles, both

deposits investigated at Eton Rowing Course (Allen et al

worked and unmodified, within OA15, amounting to some

2004) probably provide the best evidence for such large-scale

60% of all the imported quartzite pebbles from across the study

middening during the Early Neolithic although, as discussed in

area. The suggestion of a functional link between the OA14

Chapter 3, broadly analogous surface deposits of Neolithic and

working hollow and the OA15 midden is further strengthened

Early Bronze Age date can be inferred elsewhere – including

by the very low quantities of Iron Age pottery present in
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Fig 5.36 Interpretative plan showing possible layout of the enclosed settlement (period 7, phase 2)
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this deposit, and the complete absence of briquetage; these

sherd weight of less than 6g. This suggests that the assemblage

materials, it seems, were disposed of in quite different ways,

may have been subjected to repeated reworking before

as outlined below. This suggests that, far from being simply

deposition. It is also interesting to note that less than 20% of

the consequence of the wholesale and indiscriminate dumping

the Middle Iron Age pottery assemblage was recovered from

of domestic refuse on the perimeters of the settlement, these

pits, the vast majority coming from ditches, particularly from

middens were formed as a result of the deliberate selection/

EN1 and EN3. Those pits which did contain pottery contained

exclusion of material for incorporation.

low numbers of sherds with a similar mean weight to those
from the enclosures.

Deposition in pits and ditches

Together, this suggests a very real difference in the

Diccon Hart and Anna Doherty

approaches to deposition in and around settlement 3 from

Probably the most striking aspect of Iron Age pit deposition

that outlined above. That is not to say, however, that this

in the study area was the apparent absence of the highly

ritual tradition was entirely absent. It is possible to discern

distinctive form of structured deposition in redundant grain

evidence for certain other elements of this depositional

storage pits which is such a feature of Wessex settlements (eg

practice, including the presence of incomplete loom weights

Cunliffe 1992; Hill 1995b) and which certainly exists elsewhere

in several pits in OA13, OA21 and OA26 and the occurrence

in Sussex. At St Anne’s Road, Eastbourne, for instance, partially

of quern fragments, associated with burnt flint and charcoal

complete vessels were often deposited alongside artefacts of

in pit B[1486] in OA17. In this respect, the poor condition

highly unusual character including Iron Age coins, metalwork,

of the pottery assemblage may also be important: the repeated

foreign stone and human bone (Brookes et al in prep). Some

reworking of the pottery indicated by the high levels of

pit groups at Rookery Hill, Bishopstone were of similar

abrasion and low sherd weights is not inconsistent either with

character (Bell 1977, 63) and at Norton, even though the

the incorporation of midden material into features – a trait

idea of structured deposition was strongly questioned (Seager

in itself which may be a significant aspect of Iron Age ritual

Thomas 2005, 89, 94), there was still a clear trend towards the

pit deposition (eg Cunliffe 1992, 76; Hill 1995b, 110) – or

deposition of large parts of vessel profiles, sometimes alongside

with the accidental incorporation of material strewn across

non-local or high-status finds, including a potin coin and sherd

contemporary ground surfaces (eg Hill 1995b, 43). In the final

of Italian wine amphora (ibid). At Lewes House there was less

analysis, however, the absence of any clear evidence for the kind

evidence for direct forms of deposition or for other high-status

of structured pit deposition in former grain storage pits may

finds but, at least in the main phase of pottery deposition,

simply be a reflection of the relative dearth of storage pits in the

mean sherd weight was over 16g and deposition was almost

study area, particularly in view of Hill’s assertion of the relative

exclusively within pits (Doherty in prep). Elsewhere, structured

rarity of this type of deposition – perhaps consisting of one

deposition within storage pits has been noted at hillfort sites

depositional event every 10–20 years or more (ibid, 75).

such as The Caburn or The Trundle (Hamilton 2003).
The absence of particular elements of this depositional

This absence may also be a function, in part at least, of an
apparent emphasis on the deposition of particular materials

tradition, most notably partial or complete human or animal

within enclosure ditches. This is most clearly seen in the fired

skeletons, could simply be a consequence of poor bone

clay assemblage, which shows a clear concentration in the

preservation. The dearth of animal or human bone from the

EN1 ditch, while some 80% of the Middle Iron Age pottery

study area in general has already been noted and the acidic

was also recovered from enclosure ditches, the majority from

nature of the sandy geology which underlies settlement 3 at

the EN1 and EN3 ditches. Again, Hill has clearly shown in

Keymer Avenue is reflected in a total absence of bone from

his meticulous analysis that structured deposition in ditches

this particular site. Yet one might reasonably expect at least

formed an important element of Iron Age depositional practice

some sign of such burials were they present, even if only

(ibid, 76–83). Admittedly there is no good evidence for

teeth survived. Similarly, while the deposition of intact, near-

structured deposition within any of the Iron Age enclosure

complete or smashed pottery vessels is also sometimes a trait of

ditches in the study area but nonetheless the concentration of

pit deposition elsewhere, as noted above, the Middle Iron Age

particular materials such as pottery and fired clay within those

pottery assemblage from the study area in general and from

ditches is considered to reflect deliberate depositional choices,

settlement 3 and Enclosure 6 (EN6) in particular, was notable

rather than simple discard. Indeed, this may be further borne

for being highly abraded and severely fragmented, with a mean

out by the apparent selection of particular enclosure ditches as
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Fig 5.37 Distribution of calcined flint within midden Open Area 15
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the recipients of this selected material, in this case the ditches

Within the context of the study area, the character of

of enclosures associated principally with livestock management,

occupation appears to have been very much consistent with

rather than those associated with settlement-related activities.

that of one of the small native farmsteads which so liberally
populated the landscape of the South Downs. This is certainly

Deposition associated with buildings

reflected in the pottery of the period, which is dominated by jar

There is little to differentiate the patterns of deposition in and

forms, with relatively few tablewares or imported fabrics. The

around the various buildings of settlement 3 from that seen in

ceramic evidence points to reoccupation in the early decades

pits associated with the settlement. The pottery in particular is

of the 1st century AD after a brief period of abandonment.

characterised by low sherd counts and sherd weight and high

However, the decision to site this new farmstead within part

levels of abrasion, suggesting derivation from a similar source

of the pre-existing Middle Iron Age enclosure system is wholly

as that found in pits, while other associated finds include

consistent with Cunliffe’s suggestion of a strong element of

little more than occasional fragments of fired clay and, more

continuity in rural settlement from the preceding Iron Age

frequently, fire-cracked flint. The overall picture, therefore, is

(Cunliffe 1973, 74). This period of occupation does not seem

of one of similar processes of incorporation into features as

to have lasted for much longer than a century or so, however,

occurred in pits. It is particularly notable that this material was

with little to suggest either occupation or cultivation beyond

almost exclusively found in association with the rectangular

the early 2nd century AD.

buildings at the core of the settlement, rather than with the
outlying roundhouse Building 3 (B3), although this may

AGRICULTURE AND SUBSISTENCE

simply reflect the fact that the former buildings were located

The composition of the agricultural landscape

within an area of more intensive and prolonged occupation

Extensive areas of stock poaching in and around Enclosure 4

than were the latter. Nevertheless, the absence of any evidence

(EN4) and the retention or readoption of a number of pre-

for structured deposition, comparable either to that seen in

existing trackways in the wider agricultural landscape all point

earlier buildings in the study area (Chapter 4) or indeed to

to a continued emphasis on pastoralism in the 1st century

some Iron Age roundhouses elsewhere (eg Hill 1995b, 87),

AD. In particular, the active maintenance of ditches at the

is notable. Again, this would appear to have been a reflection

western terminus of the formative Trackway 1 (R1) suggests the

of the specific character of depositional practice during the

continued movement of livestock between upland and lowland

Middle Iron Age in the study area.

pasture, and similar patterns of maintenance of trackway
ditches were evident on the south side of the valley. That

PERIOD 8: LATEST IRON AGE/EARLY ROMAN,
c AD 10–150

farming strategies in the study area were not simply limited

THE CHARACTER OF OCCUPATION IN SUSSEX AND

apparent creation of new boundaries in the far north-east of

THE STUDY AREA

the study area during this period. Again, this would seem to

There was a distinctly localised character to the settlement

be consistent with the evidence from elsewhere in the South

patterns and economy of Sussex during the Roman period.

Downs and similar patterns of Roman reuse, expansion and

While small native farmsteads were fairly ubiquitous across the

development of prehistoric field systems has been noted at

South Downs and coastal plain, for instance, the distribution of

Eastwick Barn and Bullock Down (Rudling 1982; Barber et al

villas appears to have been rather more selective, concentrated

2002). A continued arable component to the local economy

in more favourable locations on the south-facing slopes of the

is clearly indicated by the macrobotanical evidence from the

South Downs, the coastal plain and the Upper Greensand ridge

study area (see below) but again, the relative composition of the

(Rudling 2003b, 115). Further to the north, the Weald was

agricultural landscape and the extent to which individual fields

dominated by the iron industry. Occupation here was much

were given over to either arable or pasture remains unknown.

to reuse of prehistoric field systems, is, however, suggested by

more sparse and while this was probably to some extent owing
to the heavier, more intractable soils of this zone, which are

The arable economy

less conducive to cultivation, it has been suggested that the

Macroplant remains from the Roman period came from the

relative rarity of rural settlement could be a consequence of

Lower Hoddern Farm site. The samples produced moderate

the administration of some of this iron-rich area as part of an

to large quantities of material, but the density of material

imperial estate (Cleere & Crossley 1985).

was mainly low. The assemblage was nonetheless typical of a
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small traditional Roman farming community. The cereal crops

rate, the evidence of the stock poaching within this enclosure

cultivated during the Middle Iron Age (glume wheat and

suggests a certain change of use within EN4. This may have

barley) were still exploited during the Roman period. Although

been related to a shift in the focus of settlement to the smaller

spelt was tentatively identified amongst the assemblage of

EN5, at which time EN4 was apparently given over primarily

chaff, numerous chaff components were too poorly preserved

to livestock.

to be identified, hinting at the possibility that both spelt and
emmer could have been grown during this period. Although

Buildings

grains of bread-type wheat were better represented, they were

It is significant that there was no clear evidence for buildings

present in low numbers and, given the fact that they were

within settlement 4. This may simply be a consequence of

mixed with grains of glume wheat and barley, may simply

preservation: clear structural evidence for Romano-British

have represented impurities in these crops. Cultivated pulses

buildings has proved hard to define on similar farmstead

were also recorded, including Celtic/broad beans as well as

sites elsewhere in Sussex and it has been suggested that this

large round seeded pulses representing either vetches, beans

may, in part, reflect certain building methods such as the use

or garden peas. Although the majority of samples represented

of cob walls or timber frames, which leave little or no trace

background scatters of crop waste from accidental burning

in the archaeological record (Rudling 2003b, 116–17). It is

during the final stages of crop processing or food preparation,

certainly possible that the archaeological evidence for any such

the larger assemblage of crop remains present in pit [1095] may

building within the subdivided south-eastern corner of the

be dated to this period. Oeliferous/fibre crops were represented

enclosure would not have survived the deleterious effects of

by a single seed of flax. There was no direct evidence for the use

later stock poaching. However, the apparent lack of structural

of wild food nor for exotic plant food.

evidence may also be a function of the incomplete exposure of

The weed flora was very similar to that recovered from the

this enclosure complex and it is quite possible that associated

Middle Iron Age. The noticeable difference was the presence of

buildings may have survived within the minimally investigated

sedge and potential rush (Juncus sp), although these were not very

EN5, which seemed to form the core of the settlement in later

common. The presence of seeds from a wetland environment may

phases of occupation at least.

provide evidence for the added cultivation of damper ground.
This might also have been exploited as pasture for sheep or cattle,

FUNERARY ACTIVITY

and the seeds could have been brought back to the site by grazing

The occurrence of Roman cremations in pottery urns is a

animals. The plants could have been gathered for various uses such

relatively unusual phenomenon in East Sussex, and the current

as tinder, bedding, thatching or flavouring.

assemblage perhaps indicates greater cultural affinities with
sites on the coastal plain to the west than with the Weald to

SETTLEMENT

the north; in fact two of the cremation vessels are probably

Settlement composition and character

products of the Arun valley. Perhaps of greater interest is the

The limited exposure of the Enclosures 4 and 5 (EN4 and

suggestion of the curation of these vessels, which may have

EN5) enclosures at Lower Hoddern Farm necessarily restrict

been as much as 50 to 80 years old by the time of their final

any discussion of the exact character of settlement in the study

use as cinerary urns. Similar patterns of anachronistic pottery

area during this period. The sum of the evidence suggests that,

use have been noted at other Roman cemeteries, including

initially, occupation may have been restricted to EN4, during

Butt Road, Colchester (Going 1993), the eastern cemetery

which time land use within the enclosure seems to have been

of London (Barber & Bowsher 2000) and the Pepper Hill

essentially settlement-related, given the evidence for internal

cemetery at Northfleet (Biddulph 2006). Several explanations

subdivision in the south-east corner and the scatter of pits

for this phenomenon have been proposed, including the

over the remainder of the area. The relatively large assemblage

deliberate retention of older vessels as heirlooms (Barber

of briquetage from this phase of occupation, which includes

& Bowsher 2000, 122), the accidental disturbance and

fragments from probable hearths or ovens, may indicate a

reinterment of vessels during later grave digging (Biddulph

greater engagement with salt production within the settlement

2006, 27) or wider mechanisms of pottery supply in which

at this time, while its concentration in the south-eastern corner

recession-induced shortages led to the reuse of pottery taken

of the enclosure suggests that activities within the enclosure

from earlier graves (Going 1993, 49).

were subject to an element of spatial organisation. At any
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In the case of the four vessels within Enclosure 4 (EN4),

quite possible that some of the field boundaries had earlier,

the hypothesis of accidental disturbance can effectively be

medieval, origins. Twentieth-century activity was represented

discounted, given that the cremations were not associated

by the expedient disposal of farm machinery and bicycles in a

with a larger cemetery. An early 2nd-century AD date for

series of pits in the far north of the Lower Hoddern Farm site,

their interment, on the other hand, would broadly correspond

though these were not subject to detailed recording.

with a so-called lag phase of pottery supply (Going 1992),

The absence of any convincing evidence for activity in

which may have encouraged the use of antique vessels for

the study area during the 1500 years or so following the

funerary deposition. However, the survival of these vessels

abandonment of settlement 4 may be more apparent than

as heirlooms within the household of settlement 4 seems

real, perhaps reflecting a relatively static agricultural landscape

perhaps the most appropriate interpretation, particularly in

subject to minimal modification until the 17th–19th centuries.

the context of the relatively late date of their interment, which
appeared to represent the latest activity within the enclosure.
In conjunction with the suggestion that these vessels may have
contained a single, possibly male, adult, as discussed above, it
is possible to put forward a scenario in which settlement 4 was
abandoned on the death of its principal resident, the titular
head of the household, who was subsequently interred with
seemingly valued elements of the household pottery inventory.

5.4 POST-ROMAN ACTIVITY
INTRODUCTION
The absence of evidence for any activity after the early 2nd
century AD anywhere in the study area is striking in its
totality. There was no evidence for any early medieval activity
whatsoever, while the later medieval period was represented by
a single sherd of green-glazed pottery recovered from a shallow
lynchet feature on the north side of the valley at the Lower
Hoddern Farm site.

PERIOD 9: POST-MEDIEVAL,
AD 1539–PRESENT
There was slightly better evidence for the post-medieval
period (period 9), including a series of field boundaries in the
far south-west and south-east of the Lower Hoddern Farm
site, Field Systems 5 and 6 (FS5 and FS6), and two quarry
pits in the far south-west corner and south central area of
the site, Open Areas 71 and 72 (OA71 and OA72), which
probably represented a post-medieval marl pit and chalk
pit respectively (Fig 5.38). Evidence for marling was also
intermittently observed on the Lower Hoddern Farm site
during trial trenching and at Keymer Avenue, in the form of
several extensive spreads of subsoil with frequent chalk flecking
(OA35). The available dating evidence from these features was
generally from the 17th–19th centuries, although it is of course
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Fig 5.38 Plan of post-medieval features across study area (period 9)
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6.1 STRUCK FLINT
Hugo Anderson-Whymark

flint with grey cherty inclusions and a weathered or eroded
buff-coloured cortex. This material is readily available from
superficial deposits that are present on site and in the landscape

INTRODUCTION

around Peacehaven, such as Clay-with-Flints. Less common

Excavations at the three sites yielded a substantial assemblage

materials include Bullhead Bed flint, which exhibits an olive-

of 5909 flint artefacts that demonstrate intermittent activity

green cortex with an underlying orange band, and beach

from the early Mesolithic to the Late Bronze Age (Table 6.1).

cobbles. The former is available on site in the form of derived

The greater part of the assemblage is residual, contained within

nodules, while the latter are available from the nearby coastline.

the fills of later archaeological deposits or soil horizons, but

The polished implements, flakes from polished implements and

sealed contemporary assemblages were recovered from 30 Early

a small number of flakes (including some axe-thinning flakes)

Neolithic to Early Bronze Age pits, an Early Bronze Age tree

were manufactured from a distinctive opaque whitish-grey

throw hole and five Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age ditches

chalk flint, with frequent cherty inclusions. Neolithic polished

(Table 6.2).

implements were commonly manufactured from this flint

Owing to the high incidence of residuality and the

and it is frequently suggested that this raw material originated

large scale of the excavations this report is written as a broad

from the Early Neolithic flint mines on the South Downs.

chronological narrative, describing key technological attributes

However, further work on the mines is required to confirm this

and distinctive artefact types, with particular focus on in situ

attribution.

deposition contexts and diagnostic artefacts.

In addition, a hammerstone of Upper Greensand chert was
recovered. The source of this material is not known, but it may

METHODOLOGY

be local.

The lithics from Keymer Avenue (SKP06) were initially
assessed by Butler (2008) and from Seaview Avenue (SVP10)

THE ASSEMBLAGE

by Marples (2011). During assessment of the flintwork from

MESOLITHIC

the Lower Hoddern Farm site (BHT09), the assemblages from

No in situ Mesolithic deposits were identified during the

Seaview Avenue and Keymer Avenue were recatalogued to

excavations, but evidence for Mesolithic activity is attested

ensure consistent recording and to record additional attributes

to by a small number of lithic artefacts recovered from later

(eg condition). The flints were catalogued according to broad

archaeological deposits. Because of significant admixing with

artefact/debitage type and retouched pieces were classified

Neolithic and Bronze Age artefacts, it is not possible accurately

following standard morphological descriptions (Bamford

to quantify the Mesolithic component of the assemblage,

1985; Healy 1988; Bradley 1999; Butler 2005). Additional

but a small number of diagnostic artefacts were recovered

information was recorded on the condition of the artefacts,

(eg microliths, microburins, tranchet axes and tranchet axe-

including burning, breakage, the degree of edge damage and

sharpening flakes) along with cores and blades that were the

the degree of cortication (Tables 6.3–6.5). The assemblage was

productions of a blade-orientated industry. Approximately

catalogued directly on to a Microsoft Access database and data

100 artefacts have been identified as Mesolithic, but this total

manipulated in Microsoft Excel. A copy of the data set has

must be considered as a minimum figure as it was not possible

been deposited with the archive.

confidently to distinguish less diagnostic debitage, such as
flakes, from later flintwork. Mesolithic artefacts are, however,

RAW MATERIALS

unlikely to account for more than 2–5% of the total assemblage

The struck lithics were all manufactured from flint. The vast

(ie fewer than 300 flints).

majority of this flint was obtained from the local landscape,

The Mesolithic flintwork was unevenly distributed across

where flint is a readily available resource, but differences in the

the excavation areas and the vast majority of diagnostic artefacts

raw materials indicate that several sources were exploited. The

(c 85 pieces) were recovered from Keymer Avenue, with

most commonly encountered raw material was a grey-brown

approximately half of these flints coming from the Middle Iron
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Type
BHT09
Flake
Blade
Bladelet
Blade-like
Irregular waste
Chip
Sieved chip 4–10mm
Microburin
Rejuvenation flake core face/edge
Rejuvenation flake tablet
Crested blade
Levallois flake
Thinning flake
Flake from ground implement
Single-platform blade core
Opposed-platform blade core
Blade core preform
Tested nodule/bashed lump
Single-platform flake core
Multi-platform flake core
Levallois/other discoidal flake core
Unclassifiable/fragmentary core
Core on a flake
Microlith
Burin
Leaf arrowhead
Chisel arrowhead
Oblique arrowhead
Unfinished barbed & tanged arrowhead
End scraper
Side scraper
End & side scraper
Disc scraper
Thumbnail scraper
Concave scraper?
Denticulated scraper
Nosed scraper
Double-end scraper
Awl
Piercer
Spurred piece
Serrated flake
Denticulate
Notch
Backed knife
Other knife
Retouched flake
Fabricator
Fabricator?
Miscellaneous retouch
Mace-head
Polished axe
Flaked axe
Tranchet axe
Tranchet axe-sharpening flake
Pick
Chisel
Other core tool
Unfinished core tool
Hammerstone
Total

2186
84
19
80
46
10

2

Site code
BHT09
PWTW04 SKP06
evaluation
36
33
2277
1
80
36
4
74
2
32
4
14
5
1
2
1

1
7
6
1
1
20
20
40
3
3
7
1
1
1

200
3
1
6
1

2
2
4

SVP10
evaluation
97

2
2
2

2
1

1
1
22
5
1
2

52
10
18
1
1

1
1
1
1
2
2
3
13
3
8

6

1
1

2
1

3
1
5
8
7
3
5
5
2
3
12

6
14
1

1
1
1
2

2
1

2

1
1
1
3

1
1

1
1
1
15
2647

Table 6.1 The struck flint assemblage by excavation/fieldwork
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4
5
11
3
1
26
23
50
3
3
8
2
2
1

Total
SVP10

36

40

1
1
1

1

1
22
2836

1
2
239

111

4829
168
56
164
81
14
14
5
1
4
1
1
11
11
12
4
1
50
47
96
6
6
17
3
3
2
1
1
1
81
16
21
3
2
1
4
2
1
7
11
11
17
8
17
3
9
28
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
39
5909
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Type
Flake
Blade
Bladelet
Blade-like
Irregular waste
Chip
Sieved chips 4–10mm
Microburin
Rejuvenation flake core
face/edge
Rejuvenation flake tablet
Crested blade
Levallois flake
Thinning flake
Flake from ground
implement
Single-platform blade core
Opposed-platform blade
core
Blade core preform
Tested nodule/bashed lump
Single-platform flake core
Multi-platform flake core
Levallois/other discoidal
flake core
Unclassifiable/fragmentary
core
Core on a flake
Microlith
Burin
Leaf arrowhead
Chisel arrowhead
Oblique arrowhead
Unfinished barbed & tanged
arrowhead
End scraper
Side scraper
End & side scraper
Disc scraper
Thumbnail scraper
Concave scraper?
Denticulated scraper
Nosed scraper
Double-end scraper
Awl
Piercer
Spurred piece
Serrated flake
Denticulate
Notch
Backed knife
Other knife
Retouched flake
Fabricator
Fabricator?
Miscellaneous retouch
Mace-head
Polished axe
Flaked axe
Tranchet axe
Tranchet axe-sharpening
flake

1
328
32
12
25
13
2

2
54
3
1
6

2/3
29
1

3
115
7
2
11

1
2

Period
4
5
207
297
6
6
3
2
6
8
2
4
2

Total
6
318
9
2
2
3

7
1470
57
21
46
26
5
14
2
1

8
334
7
15
10

Other*
1677
40
15
45
23

3

2

1
1

5
4

3
5

1
1

8
2

1

4
1

12
4

1
17
18
43
1

6
3
4
1

19
14
28
3

1
50
47
96
6

3

6

5
1
1

17
3
3
2
1
1
1

3
1

27
1
8
1

1

2

81
16
21
3
2
1
4
2
1
7
11
11
17
8
17
3
9
28
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1

3
3
3

1

1
1
1

2

1
3
3

2
5
1

3
2
7

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

4829
168
56
164
81
14
14
5
1

2
1
1

6
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
2

1
1
1
5

1

3
1

2
1

3
1
1

2

1
1

1
1
10

1

1
1

1

1
1
1

1
6

1

1

1
2
5
2

1

1

1

35
11
12
1
1
1
1
2
5
5
4
3
3
1
3
3
10

1

1
1

1
1
1
3
1
1

1

1
1
4
4
1
3
11

1

6

1

4
1
1
11
11

*Unstratified, unphased and modern contexts.

Table 6.2 The struck flint assemblage from all sites by phase
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Type

Period
1

Pick
Chisel
Other core tool
Unfinished core tool
Hammerstone
Total

2

1
458
No

69
%

No

7 1.5
117 2.5
24 5.2

Burnt
Broken
Retouch tools

2/3

3

41
%

No

2 2.9
17 24.6 4
2 2.9 6

4

158

Total
5

6

1
2
1
345

2
343

243

7
1

8

1
14
1880

Other*
1
1

3
397

2
1
1
3
39
5909

18
1976

% No % No % No % No % No % No % No
6 3.8 8 3.3 9 2.6 7
2
57 3.1 8
2
40 2 144
9.8 21 13.3 44 18.1 46 13.4 77 22.3 361 19.2 76 19.1 312 15.8 1075
14.6 14 8.9 7 2.9 10 2.9 9 2.6 113 5.9 10 2.5 74 3.7 269
%

No

%
2.4
18.2
4.5

Table 6.2 continued
Post-depositional
damage

Site code
BHT09

Unclassifiable
Fresh
Slight
Moderate
Heavy and/or rolled
Total

No

%

704
752
760
431
2647

26.6
28.4
28.7
16.3
100

BHT09
evaluation
No
%

3
32
1
36

PWTW04
No
1
1
6
25
7
40

8.3
88.9
2.8
100

Total

SKP06

%
2.5
2.5
15.0
62.5
17.5
100

No
43
49
594
1532
618
2836

SVP10

%
1.5
1.7
20.9
54.0
21.8
100

No
2

%
0.8

58
166
13
239

24.3
69.5
5.4
100

SVP10
evaluation
No
%
3
5
19
84
111

No
46
757
1418
2534
1154
5909

2.7
4.5
17.1
75.7
100

%
0.8
12.8
24.0
42.9
19.5
100

Table 6.3 Condition of the flint assemblage by site
Post-depositional damage

Period
1

Unclassifiable
Fresh
Slight
Moderate
Heavy and/or rolled
Total

2

Total

2/3

3

4/5

6+ and
unphased

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

295
153
9
1
458

64.4
33.4
2.0
0.2
100

21
26
22*

30.4
37.7
31.9

23
13
5

56.1
31.7
12.2

69

100

41

100

114
41
2
1
158

72.2
25.9
1.3
0.6
100

99
202
220
65
586

16.9
34.5
37.5
11.1
100

No
46
205
983
2276
1087
4597

%
1.0
4.5
21.4
49.5
23.6
100

No
46
757
1418
2534
1154
5909

%
0.8
12.8
24.0
42.9
19.5
100

*Percentage elevated by a single feature: pit C[2019], associated with Peterborough Ware, yielded 21 flints with moderate edge damage and ten with slight edge damage

Table 6.4 Condition of the flint assemblage by phase
Surface condition

Site code
BHT09

BHT09 EV

PWTW04

Total
SKP06

SVP10

SVP10 EV

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

No cortication

2030

76.7

35

97.2

12

30.0

2330

82.2

187

78.2

105

94.6

4699

79.5

Light cortication

418

15.8

5

12.5

107

3.8

33

13.8

6

5.4

569

9.6

Moderate cortication

193

7.3

23

57.5

83

2.9

18

7.5

317

5.4

6

0.2

1

0.4

17

0.3

Heavy cortication

1

2.8

Iron-stained
Total

2647

100

36

100

40

100

9

0.3

307

10.8

2836

100

239

100

111

100

307

5.2

5909

100

Table 6.5 Surface condition of the flint assemblage by site

Age midden Open Area 15 (OA15) located towards the south

The Mesolithic assemblage consists of a small number of

of the excavation area. The Lower Hoddern Farm and Seaview

diagnostic artefacts and various cores and flakes dated on the

Avenue excavations each yielded no more than a few flints.

basis of technological attributes; the latter are described further
below. Three microliths were recovered: an obliquely blunted
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point (Fig 6.1, no 1), an exceptionally large edge-blunted point

it may also be significant that three axe-thinning flakes and c

(Fig 6.1, no 2) and a burnt and broken fragment probably

240 moderately to heavily edge-damaged, orange iron-stained,

from an obliquely blunted point. These microliths probably

large hard-hammer flakes were recovered from midden OA15.

date from the early Mesolithic, but the assemblage is too small

These flints cannot be definitively dated to the Mesolithic, but

to date with confidence. All three examples were produced

the flakes are in notably poorer condition than most of the

by the microburin technique: the proximal bulbar ends were

diagnostic Neolithic flintwork in this horizon, with the notable

removed with a right-hand notch. The production of microliths

exception of a flake struck from a polished implement and a

is attested by the presence of five microburins: two exhibit

fragment of a polished axe-head. It is therefore possible that

proximal notches on the right-hand side (Fig 6.1, no 3), one

these flakes related to the production of Mesolithic core tools,

exhibits a notch on the distal left-hand side, one exhibits a

although the possibility of a Palaeolithic date for some of the

failed snap notched on the distal right-hand side and the final

more heavily damaged flakes and a Neolithic date for some of

example is on an irregular shard of flint. An edge-retouched

the moderately damaged flakes cannot be entirely excluded. One

blade and three burins were also assigned a Mesolithic date.

large (120 × 53mm) moderately damaged, iron-stained, hard-

The burins comprise an example struck from a distal truncation

hammer flake from midden OA15, characteristic of the flakes

(A[2055]), an example on a blade-like flake struck from a distal

discussed above, exhibits heavy proximal use-abrasion typical of

retouched truncation towards a notch in a retouched edge (Fig

use as a fabricator and slight, abrupt, retouch along both sides

6.1, no 4) and a blade-like flake with a simple angle burin on

(Fig 6.2, no 10).

a break (B[549]). In addition, a small number of scrapers were
assigned a broad Mesolithic or Neolithic date.
Mesolithic core tools were also found – a tranchet adze, two

A small number of cores, blades, bladelets and flakes
deriving from a carefully controlled blade-orientated industry
were assigned a Mesolithic date. The technological attributes

picks and one or two unfinished core tools. A classic tranchet

of these flints were readily distinguished from the later flake-

axe-sharpening flake was also recovered (Fig 6.2, no 5). The

orientated assemblages, although it should be noted that less

tranchet adze was manufactured on a nodule of mottled grey

diagnostic flake debitage will not have been recognised. The c

flint with an abraded cortex and it was knapped with some

35 blades assigned a Mesolithic date are typically prismatic in

proficiency to make the most of an irregular nodule (Fig 6.2, no

section, with parallel sides and dorsal blade scars, and most are

6). The butt end is broken but subsequent minor modifications

40–60mm long; the longest measures 95mm. The platform-

indicate that this break occurred during the uselife of the tool.

edges of these blades have frequently been abraded and most

The two picks differ in form. The first is manufactured from

exhibit diffuse bulbs on their ventral surfaces indicating that

Bullhead Bed flint and is an irregular tool of small proportions,

they were struck using a soft-hammer percussor, such as antler

exhibiting a minor break to its tip (Fig 6.2, no 7). The second

or wood. The technology of these flakes is consistent with their

pick is much larger and manufactured from an irregular nodule

production from single- and opposed-platform blade cores.

of opaque grey flint with a water-worn cortex. This tool is

Twelve single-platform blade cores and four opposed-platform

exceptionally irregular, although the butt end has been carefully

blade cores were recovered, along with a blade core preform.

shaped to facilitate hafting (Fig 6.2, no 8). The distal end has

These cores are all considered to date from the Mesolithic

a strong asymmetric point that may once have been sharpened

and it should be noted that the stratified Early Neolithic

by a tranchet removal, but secondary flaking has removed all

flintwork is flake-orientated and does not include any blade

but a limited area of this flake scar and created a strong point

cores. The blade cores exhibit many attributes typical of the

of triangular cross-section. The two unfinished core tools are

Mesolithic, including acute platform angles, flat back faces

comparatively irregular and differ in size and form. An example

which often retain cortex, platform-edge abrasion, evidence

from Middle Iron Age midden OA15 exhibits minimal flaking

for the initiation/rejuvenation of blade production through

at each end of an irregular elongated nodule measuring 190

the removal of a crested blade and evidence of rejuvenation by

× 60mm; one end has seemingly been flaked in preparation

removal of a platform tablet. The majority of these blades and

for a tranchet removal, with a series of flakes struck from the

blade cores were recovered from Keymer Avenue (Table 6.1).

blade edge and another removed to establish a platform for
the tranchet blow (Fig 6.2, no 9). The other example exhibits
haphazard bifacial flaking (A[232]) and can be assigned only a
broad Mesolithic/Neolithic date. In relation to the former tool,
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EARLY NEOLITHIC (STRATIFIED)
In total, 458 flints were recovered from 18 Early Neolithic
pits located towards the north-east of the Lower Hoddern
Farm excavation area (Fig 6.3; Table 6.6). Most of these pits
were located in an irregular cluster (A:G245, pits A[635] and

1

A[1202]; A:G246, pit A[648]; A:G247, pits A[644], A[720],
A[729] and A[766]; A:G248, pits A[633] and A[724]), but
2

six pits containing flints were located to the south-west of
the main cluster (A:G245, pit A[786]; A:G246, pits A[774],
A[777] and A[783]; A:G247 pit A[768]; A:G249, pit A[784]),

3

one was located to the east of the main cluster (A:G247, pit

0

5cm

A[21]) and an isolated pit was located to the north (A:G254,
pit A[297]).
The flints contained within the pits were in very good
condition with 97.8% recorded as fresh or exhibiting slight
edge damage (Table 6.4). This indicates that the flints were
broadly contemporary with the features and were probably
deposited only a short period of time after they were used
and discarded. The size of the lithic assemblage in each pit

4

0

5cm

was exceptionally variable, with individual features yielding
between 1 and 150 flints. The majority of pit assemblages were
comparatively small, however, with the notable exceptions of
pits A[21], A[766] and A[1202], which yielded 150, 76 and 50
flints respectively.

location of bulb (present)
location of bulb (absent)
burin spall
Fig 6.1 Struck flint nos 1–4

CATALOGUE

1. Broken obliquely blunted point, probably of Jacobi’s type 1bC (1978). Late
Bronze Age pit C[174], fill C[175]. Residual Mesolithic (Fig 6.1).
2. Edge-blunted point with minimal break to base: 42.2mm long, 8.1mm
wide, 2.6mm thick. SKP06, field walking, grid square 21. Residual early
Mesolithic (Fig 6.1).
3. Proximal microburin notched on right-hand side. Topsoil B[101], test pit
12. Residual Mesolithic (Fig 6.1).
4. Burin on retouched truncation, struck toward retouched notch. SKP06,
unstratified. Residual Mesolithic (Fig 6.1).
5. Tranchet axe-sharpening flake. Middle Iron Age ditch B[1228], fill B[1229].
Residual Mesolithic (Fig 6.2).
6. Tranchet adze with a butt end broken in use. Wt 356g. Middle Iron Age
ditch B[546]. Residual Mesolithic (Fig 6.2).
7. Crude pick manufactured from Bullhead Bed flint, which has a slight break
to tip. Wt 227g. Middle Iron Age B[970]. Residual Mesolithic (Fig 6.2).
8. Pick, possibly manufactured from a tranchet axe. The tool has been
knapped with a waist, presumably to facilitate hafting. Wt 477g. Subsoil
C[102]. Residual Mesolithic (Fig 6.2).
9. Unfinished core tool. An elongated nodule of flint with flaking at each end,
probably an unfinished tranchet axe. Wt 779g. Iron-staining orange. Middle Iron
Age B[970]. Residual Mesolithic (Fig 6.2).
10. A hard-hammer flake with proximal abrasion possibly resulting from
use as a fabricator. Both sides exhibit slight abrupt edge retouch. Ironstaining orange. Moderate edge damage. Middle Iron Age B[970]. Residual
Mesolithic (Fig 6.2).

The Early Neolithic flint assemblage is dominated by
thin, regular, unretouched flakes, including many that exhibit
platform-edge abrasion. Among the unretouched flakes are
a small number of blades (flakes with a length to breadth
ratio >2:1) and bladelets (blades under 40mm in length),
accounting for c 11% of the flake assemblage. This proportion
is comparatively low for the Early Neolithic, where between
13% and 36% is more typical (Ford 1987), but it should
be noted that the proportion of blades in Early Neolithic
assemblages is frequently low in regions with a plentiful supply
of raw materials. Early Neolithic assemblages in the Stonehenge
landscape, for example, are almost entirely flake-orientated. The
presence of seven flake cores and three test nodules confirms the
flake-orientated reduction strategies. The three tested nodules
exhibit only a few flake removals and were abandoned at 58g,
11g and 260g respectively. Six of the cores have been extensively
worked and were abandoned weighing between 93g and
222g (average 113g), while a 941g single-platform core from
pit A[1202] was only partly worked (Fig 6.4, no 11). A flint
hammerstone weighing 457g (Fig 6.4, no 12) was also deposited
in pit A[1202], raising the possibility that these two artefacts
represent a deliberate offering related to flint knapping.
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5

6

7

position
of haft?

9

8

location of bulb (present)
burin spall
polished surface

10

Fig 6.2 Struck flint nos 5–10
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Fig 6.3 Distribution of flints in Early Neolithic pits
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No

%

No

4

%

No

14

8

2

%

1

2

No

5

1

%

1

No

2

1

%

No

1
%

3

2

No

17

1

1

2

%

4

60

2

No

%

2.7

40

1.3

150

2

1

1

2

3

3

2

1

6

3

4

12

No

Table 6.6 The flint assemblage from Early Neolithic features at Lower Hoddern Farm by group and feature

Percentage not shown when grand total is fewer than 20 pieces

7

4

3

Retouch tools

5.7

12

Broken

22.6

1

Burnt

50

Total

53

1

2

Hammerstone

1

1

4

Retouched flake

2

Other knife

Serrated flake

Spurred piece

End scraper

Leaf arrowhead

Core on a flake

Multi-platform flake core

Single-platform flake core

1

1

Flake from ground implement

1

1

1

Thinning flake

Tested nodule/bashed lump

1

6

Rejuvenation flake tablet

Chip

Irregular waste

5

4

%

9.5

28.6

42

2

2

4

1

2

No

16

1

1

1

2

11

%

2

No

14

2

12

%

3

14

2

No

%

4.2

19.7

2.8

71

1

1

1

1

3

4

2

7

51

No

2

2

%

No

2

2

%

2

4

No

%

7.7

15.4

26

1

1

1

23

A[724]

A:G248
A[633]

No

1

1

%

1

No

1

1

%

A[784]

A:G249
A[23]

No

1

1

%

A[297]

A:G254

%

1.5
24

5.2

117 25.5

7

No

458

1

6

1

10

1

5

1

1

3

3

3

4

5

2

2

13

25

12

32

3

1

7

26

A[768]

Blade-like

1

2

124

A[766]

1

2

7

A[729]

A:G247
A[720]

Bladelet

1

1

A[644]

328

6

1

A[21]

5

2

A[783]

Blade

21

A[777]

A:G246
A[774]

Total

3

A[648]

39

A[1202]

Flake

A[786]

Type

A:G245

Context no

A[635]

Group no
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The presence of numerous flakes and cores, along with 13

into fibres for cordage or textiles (Juel Jensen 1994; Hurcombe

pieces of irregular knapping waste, may, at first sight, be taken

2007). This function is confirmed by the presence of a thin

to indicate that knapping debitage represents a significant

band of silica gloss on the rear of the teeth of six examples.

component of the assemblage. However, the vast majority
of unretouched flakes exhibit use-damage on their edges,
indicating that they were employed as tools before deposition.
Moreover, a refitting exercise that sought to locate refits
within and between the pits identified only four short refitting
sequences in two pits (see details below). In pit A[21] a flake
was refitted to an expedient flake core (Fig 6.4, no 13) and a
second pair of refits was located between two flakes of a similar
raw material. In pit A[21] a further refit was made between two
flakes struck from a polished implement (Fig 6.4, no 14), while
in pit A[766] a sequence of three flakes was refitted (Fig 6.4,
no 15). These results indicate that comparatively little primary
knapping debris was present within these features. The absence
of refits between features also potentially has a bearing on the

CATALOGUE

11. Partially worked single-platform flake core. Wt 941g. Early Neolithic pit
A[1202], fill A[1203] (Fig 6.4).
12. Hammerstone. Wt 457g. Early Neolithic pit A[1202], fill A[1203] (Fig 6.4).
13. Refit between an expedient flake core and a flake. Early Neolithic pit A[21],
fill [22] (Fig 6.4).
14. Two refitting flakes struck from the side of a polished implement of mid
grey flint. Early Neolithic pit A[21], fill A[22] (Fig 6.4).
15. Three refitting flakes struck from a single platform flake core. Early
Neolithic pit A[766] (Fig 6.4).
16. Axe-thinning flake of a non-local, opaque, mid grey flint with cherty
inclusions. Early Neolithic pit A[635], fill A[640] (Fig 6.4).
17. Leaf arrowhead with a broken base. Early Neolithic pit A[648], fill A[650]
(Fig 6.4).
18. Serrated flake. Early Neolithic pit A[1202], fill A[1204] (Fig 6.4).
19. Serrated flake. Silica gloss on the back of the teeth (ventral surface). Early
Neolithic pit A[1202], fill A[1204] (Fig 6.4).
20. End scraper with spur on left-hand side. Early Neolithic pit A[21], fill
A[22] (Fig 6.4).
21. Knife backed at the proximal end and along its right hand side. Early
Neolithic pit A[1202], fill A[1203] (Fig 6.4).

temporal sequence of the features: this issue is explored above
in Chapter 3.
The recovery of a refit between two polished flakes in pit

Refitting exercise by pit
Pit A[21], fill A[22]

A[21], together with the recovery of three further flakes from

Three pairs of refits and one conjoin were identified in pit

polished implements, indicates that (presumably broken)

A[21]. The raw material for two pairs of refits was of a mid

polished implements were reworked as cores on or close to

brown flint with a c 5mm white/buff cortex; several other flakes

this location. The reworking of these polished implements at

of this raw material were present in the pit, but no further

the end of their uselives can be viewed as part of an ongoing

refits could be made. The first refit was between a flake and an

cycle since these pits also contained five thinning flakes (Fig

expedient flake core manufactured on a large flake, while the

6.4, no 16), reflecting the production of new core tools. The

second refit was between two flakes (one in spit 1 and the other

thinning flakes (and flakes from polished implements) were

in spit 2). These flints resulted from an episode of expedient

all of a distinctive opaque, light grey, flint perhaps imported

flake production, presumably for ad hoc tools. Two further

from the mines on the South Downs. Too few thinning flakes

expedient flake cores of different raw materials and numerous

were present to suggest the production of a flaked core tool in

flakes of squat proportions were also recovered from the pit,

its entirety, but two possible explanations for their presence

further highlighting unspecialised flake production. Many of

may be offered. First, the few thinning flakes may have been

the flakes in this pit exhibit use-damage.

imported from another location as simple flake tools (eg from

The final refit was made between two flakes struck from

a site of core tool manufacture) or, second, the flakes may

the side of an opaque grey polished implement; a further

reflect minor modifications to a rough-out produced elsewhere

polished flake recovered from the pit may derive from the same

potentially before the artefact was finished by grinding and

implement. These flakes indicate the reduction of a polished

polishing. It is therefore probable that polished axes and

implement, such as an axe or adze. Although it is not possible

adzes were finished, used and broken within the Peacehaven

to determine the state of this artefact when it was flaked, the

landscape.

recycling of broken polished implements for regular flakes

Twenty-four formally retouched tools were recovered,

is a common feature of the Neolithic. Although potentially

representing 5.2% of the assemblage: a broken leaf arrowhead

unrelated, it may be significant that two axe-thinning flakes of

(Fig 6.4, no 17), ten serrated flakes (Fig 6.4, nos 18 and 19), six

opaque light grey flint and a third possible example of mottled

minimally edge-retouched flakes, five end scrapers (Fig 6.4, no

mid grey flint were recovered from the pit. These flakes were

20), a knife (Fig 6.4, no 21) and a spurred piercing point. The

struck from a rough-out core tool, such as an axe or adze, at

presence of ten serrated flakes is particularly notable as these

an advanced stage of manufacture. There were not sufficient

tools relate to the working of silica-rich plants, such as nettles,

flakes present in this pit to suggest that a rough-out was
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12

11
13

14

15

17
scale for 17 only

0

location of bulb (present)
location of bulb (absent)
burin spall
polished surface
use damage
location of silica gloss
serrated edge
0

18

16

19

5cm

20

21

5cm

Fig 6.4 Struck flint nos 11–21
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manufactured at this location, but two explanations may

Pit A[729], fill A[730]

be offered. First, the flakes may have been imported from a

No refits identified. The flints in pit A[729] were typically

site of axe manufacture (eg the South Downs), possibly for

broad, partly cortical flakes. Most have edge damage and/or

use in another activity, or, second, they may reflect the final

use damage; the former indicates that some of these flakes may

modification of an axe or adze rough-out produced at another

have been exposed for a period before deposition.

location, possibly prior to polishing. In the latter scenario
it is possible to envisage the reworking of a broken polished

Pit A[766]

implement and the production of a replacement from a blank

Pit A[766] contained a large assemblage of flint with a broad

held in reserve. The conjoin was between two halves of a flake

range of artefacts, including three crude tested nodules, a wide

broken during excavation.

range of flakes and blades and a few retouched tools. Raw
materials were varied and could have originated from several

Pit A[635], fills A[636], A[639], A[640] and A[641]

different nodules. Three flakes were refitted in a short sequence,

No refits identified. The majority of the flint in pit A[635]

demonstrating hard-hammer reduction from a plain platform.

was recovered from fill A[640]. This fill contained four

A flaw in the core was exposed by the two final removals and

exceptionally large flakes (c 80mm) struck from a grey flint

it is possible that it was abandoned at this point, although the

cobble with a chattered cortex. These flakes do not refit,

core was not found.

but each exhibits heavy use-damage. Two axe-thinning flake

One serrated blade was recovered and a similar blade

were recorded, both of a distinctive fine opaque mottled grey

exhibited a few nicks, suggesting it may have been used for

flint (this material is distinct from the other material in the

this purpose too. Many of the other flakes and blades in the pit

assemblage); one of these is a particularly good example. A flake

exhibited use wear and some were extensively used. The end

struck from a highly polished implement was also noted.

scraper is a fine example with a spur; intriguingly this flint is

The flake debitage is typically of broad proportions with few

more corticated than the rest of the assemblage, indicating that

blades. Many of the flakes exhibit slight edge damage and most

either the raw material is more susceptible to cortication or that

appear to have been utilised. Two serrated blades are present.

the tool underwent a different depositional history.
A conjoin was also made between two fragments of a burnt

Pit A[644], fill A[645]

blade (modern).

No refits identified. The pit typically contained large, broad,
partly cortical flakes, but few blades were present. Most flakes

Pit A[783], fill A[782]

appear to have been used. Two large flake scrapers were recorded.

Fresh group of flints but no refits identified. Slight use damage
is present on some of the flakes.

Pit A[720], fill A[721]
No refits identified. The pit contained one exceptionally regular

Pit A[1202], fills A[1203] and A[1204]

exhausted core of a distinctive grey mottled flint, but no flakes

No refits identified. Fill A[1203] produced a very substantial

of this flint were present in this pit or any other pit. The flakes

partially worked core and a small number of flakes, while fill

in this pit appear to have been utilised.

A[1204] contained a large hammerstone, of the type that might
be used to knap the core from fill A[1203], and a distinctive

Pit A[724], fills A[722] and A[723]

group of largely non-cortical blades including four that were

No refits identified. The flints from both fills are very similar,

serrated. The blades and flakes from this pit are in reasonably

but the overall composition of the assemblage is noticeably

fresh condition, but virtually all exhibit use wear. The blades

different from that of the other pits. The most distinctive

are not the product of the core in the pit and the flakes struck

feature is the presence of large flakes with 50–75% cortex.

from the core are notably absent from this pit, and from any

Most of these flakes come from a nodule or nodules of flint

other pit on site. Fill A[1203] contained one axe-thinning

with a thick buff cortex. The flakes appear to result from the

flake of the distinctive grey flint previously noted. This flake

early stages of core preparation, but a few pieces exhibit use

exhibited slight edge damage and use wear, showing that it was

damage and one scraper was present.

used for a task before deposition. The presence of this flint does
not therefore indicate axe production at this location.
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LATER NEOLITHIC AND LATER NEOLITHIC/EARLY

EARLY BRONZE AGE (STRATIFIED)

BRONZE AGE (STRATIFIED)

Lithics were recovered from four pits, three ditches and a tree

Five pits dated to the Later Neolithic (Table 6.7) and three pits

throw hole phased to the Early Bronze Age (Table 6.9). The

and three ditches dated to the Later Neolithic/Early Bronze

lithics were typically in good condition (Table 6.4), probably

Age (Table 6.8) yielded lithic assemblages. The assemblages

indicating that they were rapidly deposited into the features

from each feature are comparatively small, with the largest

from which they were recovered. Most of the assemblages are

consisting of 31 flints from the Peterborough Ware-associated

comparatively small; the largest assemblage, from pit A[1195],

pit C[2019]. In general the flintwork from these features was

comprises 53 flints.

in fresh or slightly edge-damaged condition, but the flintwork

The composition of the Early Bronze Age flint assemblage

from pit C[2019] was in noticeably poorer condition (Table

is broadly comparable to that from Neolithic features: it is

6.4). This indicates that the flints deposited in this pit were

dominated by unretouched flakes, with a small number of flake

probably exposed on the ground surface for a period of time

cores and flake tools. However, the range of flake tools is subtly

before deposition.

different with a significant increase in the number of knives

The lithics from the Later Neolithic and Later Neolithic/

(five in total) and the occurrence of an unfinished barbed

Early Bronze Age features are broadly comparable to those

and tanged arrowhead (Fig 6.5, no 22). The knives were all

recovered from the Early Neolithic features. The assemblages

manufactured on flakes and exhibit low-angle semi-abrupt to

are dominated by unretouched flakes with a few flake cores and

invasive retouch (Fig 6.5, no 23).

simple flake tools. None of the tools are particularly notable,

The unfinished or rough-out arrowhead, from pit A[1195],

but silica gloss was observed on the back of the teeth of one

is at an advanced stage of manufacture, exhibiting extensive

serrated flake.

bifacial retouch, but it has not been notched at its base and the
edges are slightly irregular and require additional retouching
to form a regular outline. Part-manufactured or rough-out
arrowheads are comparatively common in the early Bronze Age
and frequently occur within grave assemblages – for example,
Wellington Quarry, Marden, Herefordshire (Harrison et al
1999). The occurrence of these rough-outs reflects a change in

Group no

B:G110

C:G129

A:G156

A:G172

A:G279

the chaîne opératoire for arrowhead manufacture

Context no

B[764]

C[2019]

A[1907]

A[674]

A[711]

between the Neolithic and the Early Bronze

Flake

9

25

11

1

8

Blade

1

2

Bladelet

1

Blade-like

2

Type

Total

Age. In the Neolithic arrowheads were typically

54

manufactured from flake to arrowhead in single

3

event, as demonstrated by the leaf arrowhead

1
2

2

manufacture site at Dorney Lake, Buckinghamshire

6

(Lamdin-Whymark 2001). In contrast, barbed and

Single-platform
flake core

1

1

Multi-platform
flake core

1

1

in two stages. The first stage produced a rough-out

1

or blank, from which a finished arrowhead was

1

easily attainable, while the second stage represented

1

finishing and notching. These two stages of

tanged arrowheads were commonly manufactured

Core on a flake

1

End scraper

1

Serrated flake

1

Total

13
No

31
%

No

14
%

No

1
%

No

Burnt
Broken
Retouch tools

2

2

1

1

1

10
%

No

69
%

manufacture frequently took place at different

No

%

2

2

2.9

2

7

10.1

2

2.9

locations, as demonstrated by the occurrence of
blanks and rough-outs in graves and, as in the
current case, as isolated finds. It is unclear why
practices changed, particularly as in the author’s

Percentage not shown when grand total is fewer than 20 pieces

experience it is only likely to take 15–30 minutes

Table 6.7 The flint assemblage from Later Neolithic pits by group and feature

to make an arrowhead in its entirety. One may,
however, speculate that by transporting a rough-out
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Group no

Ditch A:G1

A:G5

A:G6

A:G84

A:G85

A[396]

A[398]

Ditch
A[1900]

Quarry
pit A[1890]

Ditch
A[1156]

Pit
A[1158]

Pit?
A[1136]

Flake

7

2

2

12

1

5

Blade

1

Context no

A[362]

Type

Total
29
1

Irregular waste

1

Tested nodule/
bashed lump

1

Multi-platform flake
core

1

Core on a flake

1
1

1

2

1

1

Disc scraper

1

Awl

1

1

1

Spurred piece

1

1

Denticulate

1

Notch

1

1

1

Retouched flake
Total

1
No

9
%

No

2
%

2

No

%

No

17
%

No

1
%

No

1
%

No

%

1

1

8

41

No

%

No

%

Burnt
Broken

1

Retouch tools

2

1

1

3

1

1

4

9.5

6

14.3

Percentage not shown when grand total is fewer than 20 pieces

Table 6.8 The flint assemblage from Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age features at Lower Hoddern Farm by group and feature

Group no
Context no

C:G13
Quarry
pit
C[240]

Ditch A:G109
A[1468] A[1470] A[1472]

A:G223
Ditch
A[910]

A:G238
Ditch
A[1195]

13

2

5
1

39

Type
Flake
Blade
Bladelet
Blade-like
Chip
Tested nodule/
bashed lump
Single-platform
flake core
Multi-platform
flake core
Unfinished
barbed & tanged
arrowhead
End scraper
Side scraper
Piercer
Spurred piece
Other knife
Retouched flake
Total

2

7

16
2

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

Total
115
7
2
11
2
1

3
1

3

1

1

3

1

1

2

1
1
1

15

1

1
%

No
1

2
%

No

2
%

No

1
2
1
53

6
%

1

No
1

%

No
4
4
7

Percentage generally not shown when grand total is fewer than 20 pieces

Table 6.9 The flint assemblage from Early Bronze Age features by group and feature
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A:G253
Pit
A[323]

31
4

1
4

1

A:G252
Pit
A[715]

1

No
Burnt
Broken
Retouch tools

2

A:G250
A:G251
Tree
Pit
throw hole A[733]
A[1734]

%
7.5
7.5
13.2

41

1
1
14

2

No

%

9

22

No

%

No
1
3
4

%
7.1
21.4
28.6

2
22
No
1
1
3

%
4.5
4.5
13.6

3
1
1
1
5
2
158
No
6
21
14

%
3.8
13.3
8.9
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22. Rough-out barbed and tanged arrowhead. Early Bronze Age ditch A[1195],
fill A[1199] (Fig 6.5).
23. Knife manufacture on a broken flake by the application of semi-invasive
pressure flaking along its left hand side. Early Bronze Age pit A[323], fill
A[324] (Fig 6.5).

NEOLITHIC/EARLY BRONZE AGE
(RESIDUAL/UNSTRATIFIED)
22

A significant proportion of the flintwork from post-Early
Bronze Age features, unphased features and unstratified
contexts probably dates from the Neolithic to Early Bronze
Age. However, as the flintwork is admixed with both
Mesolithic and Middle to Late Bronze Age artefacts it is not
possible to quantify the assemblage accurately. A number of
datable and intrinsically interesting artefacts were identified.
Three residual arrowheads were recovered, including an
Early Neolithic leaf-shaped form (Fig 6.6, no 24), a Middle

0

5cm

Neolithic chisel arrowhead and a Late Neolithic British oblique
arrowhead (Fig 6.6, no 25).
A burnt and broken 139g fragment of a flaked Later
Neolithic mace-head with a natural perforation was recovered
from Middle Iron Age midden B[970] (Fig 6.6, no 25b).
Neolithic mace-heads are exceedingly uncommon discoveries
and most known examples were recovered from dredging
operations in the River Thames in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. Comparable naturally perforated flaked mace-heads
were, however, recovered from excavations at Imperial College
Sports Ground, Harlington and a fragment of a polished macehead was recovered from a Later Neolithic pit at Yarnton,

23
0

5cm

Oxfordshire (K Cramp, pers comm). The presence of further
Later Neolithic flintwork is demonstrated by a Levallois-style
flake and discoidal flake cores.
Other diagnostic artefacts include two substantial
reworked fragments of Neolithic polished axe-heads (Fig 6.6,

location of bulb (absent)
use damage
Fig 6.5 Struck flint nos 22–23

no 26), seven flakes from polished implements, a flaked flint
chisel with a broken blade end (102+mm long by 29 mm wide
and 15mm thick) and the butt end of a light grey flint axe-head
rough-out which exhibits slight polishing on a couple of flake

or blank the knapper is almost guaranteed to be able to make

ridges. A further polished axe fragment and a fragment of a

an arrowhead, whereas if selected flakes were carried some

flaked axe-head were retrieved as placed deposits in Bronze Age

might fail to produce arrowheads. Finished arrowheads also

features (see below).

have delicate tips and barbs that are prone to breakage, which

The only additional diagnostic Early Bronze Age artefacts

might make it desirable to carry more durable rough-outs.

were a small, neatly retouched thumbnail scraper (24 × 23mm),

Finishing arrowheads as required might therefore represent a

with a slight notch in one side from Seaview Avenue (Fig 6.6,

pragmatic option for a mobile community.

no 27) and an invasively pressure-flaked knife from Middle
Iron Age palaeosol B[970] (Fig 6.6, no 28).
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24

25

0

5cm

25b

26

location of bulb (present)
location of bulb (absent)
use damage
27

28

0

5cm

Fig 6.6 Struck flint nos 24–28

CATALOGUE

24. Minimally retouched leaf-shaped arrowhead. Middle Iron Age ditch
A[1271], fill A[1272]. Residual Early Neolithic (Fig 6.6).
25. British oblique arrowhead. Middle Iron Age pit B[1331], fill B[1332].
Residual Late Neolithic (Fig 6.6).
25bBroken Later Neolithic flint mace-head. This artefact was manufactured
on a naturally perforated pebble by carefully flaking the pebble to shape
around the naturally hourglass-shaped hole. The hole is largely unmodified,
but some striations in the cortex indicate minimal shaping, probably with
a flint; a slight internal polish probably results from wear against the haft.
The original form of the artefact is difficult to determine owing to breakage,
210

but the hole appears to have been offset towards the butt and the sides
appear to have been straight and near parallel; the butt end is convex. The
artefact was burnt at a low temperature, probably for a prolonged period,
generating a glossy deep blood-red surface on opaque mottled grey flint
with a buff-coloured cortex. This surface finish is very striking and it is
likely that the artefact was intentionally burnt during manufacture. The
break occurred at some point after burning. 67.5+mm long by 65mm wide
and 34.2mm thick; perforation 18.4 × 15mm. Wt 140.1g. B[1807], square
J4; part of Iron Age midden B[970] (Fig 6.6).
26. Butt end of a polished implement of opaque mid grey flint. Middle Iron
Age ditch B[1262], fill B[1263]. Residual Neolithic (Fig 6.6).
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27. Thumbnail scraper with a spur on its right-hand side. Late Bronze Age
ditch C[28], fill C[26]. Residual Early Bronze Age (Fig 6.6).
28. Knife manufactured on a cortical hard-hammer flake by the application of
invasive pressure flaking. Middle Iron Age B[970]. Residual Early Bronze
Age (Fig 6.6).

A small number of probably Middle to Late Bronze Age
retouched artefacts were recovered as residual finds. These
include a coarse denticulate (Fig 6.7, no 31), four denticulated
scrapers and a possible concave scraper.

MIDDLE TO LATE BRONZE AGE

The Middle to Late Bronze Age flint assemblage is

The Middle to Late Bronze Age flintwork is characterised by

characterised by simple reduction techniques, based on

large, broad and thick flakes manufactured by hard-hammer

unsystematic hard-hammer direct percussion, the production

percussion without preparation of the core edge. Retouched

of broad hard-hammer flakes, mostly probably used as ad hoc

tools are comparatively scarce and, excluding residual

cutting tools, and a very limited number and range of simple

Neolithic–Early Bronze Age tools, only 13 artefacts are present

retouched tools, predominantly scrapers. The poor standard

(2.2% of the assemblage): eight scrapers, two notched flakes,

of flintworking, along with the absence of evidence for careful

two edge-retouched flakes and a denticulate. This limited

deposition, indicates that in the Middle to Late Bronze Age

range of tools and the dominance of scrapers is typical of these

flint tools were probably considered to be mundane artefacts

periods. In addition to the retouched tools, two well-used

of little significance. In contrast, the treatment of the two

hammerstones, weighing 190g and 467g, were recovered from

fragments of Neolithic axe-heads that were deposited in pits

Late Bronze Age Building 8 (B8), layer A[1198].

in B7, probably following deliberate breakage, indicates that

Two Neolithic axe-head fragments were recovered from

these objects were imbued with distinct and potentially more

pits associated with B7 and it appears probable that they were

potent properties. A parallel for these acts of deposition can be

deliberately deposited in the Late Bronze Age. Accidental

found at Stansted, where a polished flint axe-head was found

incorporation appears unlikely as axe-heads are not only rare,

in a Middle Bronze Age waterhole. It had clearly been flaked,

but these are the largest and most obvious fragments from

perhaps shortly before deposition, as a refitting flake was

the entire excavation. Moreover, both fragments exhibit two

recovered from the feature (Cramp nd).

episodes of cortication, suggesting that they were already of
some antiquity by the time they were broken and modified.

FLINTWORK FROM POST-LATE BRONZE

The polished axe fragment from pit A[835] (Fig 6.7, no 29)

AGE FEATURES, UNPHASED FEATURES AND

exhibits a moderate white cortication on the polished surface

SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS

and a number of flake removals from the blade edge, but

The vast majority of the flintwork from the excavations at

a break across the middle of the implement and two flake

Peacehaven was recovered from post-Late Bronze Age features,

removals are more recent and exhibit only a light bluish-white

unphased features and surface deposits (4598 flints, 78%

cortication. Similarly, the flaked axe from pit A[810] (Fig 6.7,

of the total assemblage). No convincing evidence for Iron

no 30) exhibits a heavy white cortication, but both ends of

Age flintworking was identified (eg artefact groups in fresh

the axe were broken after this cortication formed; these ‘fresh’

condition or distinctive technology), indicating that the lithics

surfaces subsequently developed a light white cortication. It is

from these contexts are residual from earlier phases of activity,

therefore possible that these artefacts were deliberately broken

with the possible exception of the hammerstones. This view

before burial in the Late Bronze Age, possibly as part of a ritual

is supported by the high proportion of artefacts from these

or because of superstitious beliefs relating to these ancient tools.

contexts that exhibit moderate to heavy edge damage (73.1%,

No substantial fresh or sealed assemblages solely of Middle to

see Table 6.4), which typically results from prolonged exposure

Late Bronze Age date were identified and much of the flintwork

to trampling, agricultural disturbance and other forms of soil/

is in poor condition, reflecting a change in deposition practices

artefact movement.

whereby material culture was apparently left exposed, probably

In contrast to the struck flint, many of the hammerstones

in midden-type deposits, rather than being rapidly deposited

may date from the Iron Age. Only three were recovered from

into open features as was the case in the Neolithic and Early

stratified Neolithic–Late Bronze Age features but 36 from

Bronze Age. This change in deposition practices has homogenised

post-Bronze Age contexts, including 14 from Middle Iron Age

flintwork from different Middle to Late Bronze Age activities and

contexts (11 of which were from Keymer Avenue; Fig 6.7, nos

resulted in admixing with significant quantities of Neolithic to

32–34). Thirty-two of these hammerstones were complete,

Early Bronze Age flintwork. The Middle to Late Bronze Age flint

weighing between 20g and 1009g (average 316g). Considering

assemblage has therefore not been subject to detailed analysis.

the absence of evidence for Iron Age flintworking, it may be
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concluded that these hammerstones were used for activities

hammerstones were employed for a variety of tasks (see Fig 6.7,

other than flint knapping. The diversity of forms represented

nos 32–34 for a representative selection).

would support this assertion and potentially indicate that flint

31
29

30

location of bulb (present)
location of bulb (absent)
0

5cm

32

33

Fig 6.7 Struck flint nos 29–34
212

34
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29. Blade edge of Neolithic polished axe. Differential cortication indicates
breakage and flaking occurred sometime after the artefact was originally
deposited, and possibly in the Bronze Age. A Neolithic artefact
intentionally deposited in Middle Bronze Age pit A[835], fill A[836] (B7)
(Fig 6.7).
30. Butt end of a flaked axe. Differential cortication indicates breakage occurred
sometime after the artefact was originally deposited, and possibly in the Bronze
Age. A Neolithic artefact intentionally deposited in Middle Bronze Age pit
A[810], fill A[809] (B7) (Fig 6.7).
31. Denticulate manufactured on a thick hard-hammer flake. Middle Iron Age
pit B[524]. Residual Middle to Late Bronze Age (Fig 6.7).
32. An unusual hammerstone exhibiting wear on all visible ends and edges,
including two concave edges. The artefact was manufactured on a broad
flake with some shaping by flaking. Wt 115g. Middle Iron Age ditch
B[931], fill B[930]. Middle Iron Age? (Fig 6.7).
33. Hammerstone/processor on a beach cobble that exhibits distinct facets
resulting from use at each end. Wt 703g. Early Iron Age pit B[443], fill
B[444]. Early Iron Age? (Fig 6.7).
34. Large flattened ovate hammerstone which exhibits heavy battering at each
end and slight battering on both sides. This tool has a natural waist that
may have facilitated hafting. Wt 1009g. Middle Iron Age pit B[1502], fill
B[1503]. Middle Iron Age? (Fig 6.7).

includes a number of placed vessels and other probable
structured deposits. Significant pottery use continued into
the Late Bronze Age and a large post-Deverel-Rimbury plain
ware assemblage from the site includes an exceptionally large
stratified group from a single pit, which exhibits evidence for
pottery production in the vicinity. The Late Iron Age/Early
Roman period also produced a fairly large assemblage that
included a group of Early Roman cremation vessels. Material
at Seaview Avenue and Keymer Avenue (SKP06) was mostly
attributable to the Middle Iron Age (period 7). However, of
some note is a small quantity of Peterborough Ware, stratified
in a single pit in the Seaview Avenue excavation area, as well as
a similar residual assemblage found in deposits to the southeast of the Keymer Avenue excavations. Only a limited quantity
of pottery was recovered during the 2010 Seaview Avenue
excavations (SVP10), including a few possible residual sherds

6.2 STONE
Luke Barber

of Early Neolithic Plain Bowl pottery as well as a tiny stratified
assemblage of Beaker pottery. A large proportion of the sherds
from this area derive from a single Middle Bronze Age vessel

Aside from the quernstones and quartzite pebbles discussed
below (section 6.6), the only other stone of note is a single

possibly deposited in a complete or semi-complete state.
The information presented below represents an overview

piece of Kimmeridge shale (Wt 2g) from Middle Iron Age ditch

of the pottery by period and excavation area. The ceramic

A[599], fill A[599], part of Enclosure 3 (EN3). The piece is not

evidence has also been used to discuss wider themes, including

water-worn and must have been deliberately brought in. Shale

site function, depositional practice and chronology, but this

is quite a common find on Iron Age sites along the south coast,

information has been integrated into the main period narratives

where it appears to have been primarily used for bracelets.

in the preceding chapters.

Kimmeridge shale was recovered from Iron Age deposits at
Bishopstone and Bullock Down, Eastbourne to the east (Bell

METHODOLOGY

1977, 288; Bedwin 1982, 88) and Slonk Hill to the west

The pottery was examined using a ×20 binocular microscope

(Hartridge 1978, 95).

and quantified by sherd count, weight and estimated
vessel number (ENV). Estimated vessel equivalent (EVE)
measurements were also recorded for Late Iron Age and

6.3 PREHISTORIC AND ROMAN
POTTERY
Anna Doherty

Roman pottery. Prehistoric fabrics were recorded using a sitespecific fabric type-series which was used consistently across
the assemblages from all three phases of excavation (SKP06,
BHT09 and SVP10). The fabric definitions, set out below, were
formulated following the guidelines of the Prehistoric Ceramics

INTRODUCTION

Research Group (PCRG 2010). In the absence of a regional

The three phases of excavation produced a very large and

Roman fabric and form type-series for Sussex, Southwark/

diverse assemblage, quantified by period in Table 6.10. The

Museum of London codes have been used for Roman fabrics

largest excavations, at Lower Hoddern Farm (BHT09),

and forms (Marsh & Tyers 1978; Davies et al 1994). Where

produced examples of almost every major pottery tradition

relevant reference has been made in the text to other typologies

from the Early Neolithic to the earlier Roman period,

of grog-tempered pottery from the south-east (Hawkes & Hull

including one of the largest regional pit assemblages of Early

1947; Thompson 1982).

Neolithic Plain and Decorated Bowl pottery. Also of particular
note is the Deverel-Rimbury pottery, which is associated
with a series of Middle Bronze Age domestic structures and
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Period
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Site code
Principal pottery tradition
Plain and Decorated Bowl
Peterborough Ware, Grooved Ware
Beaker, Collared Urn
Deverel-Rimbury
Post-Deverel-Rimbury (plain ware)
Post-Deverel-Rimbury (plain ware)
Middle Iron Age
‘East Sussex’ grog-tempered wares,
Early Roman pottery

Unphased/
unstratified/
residual
Total

BHT09
Sherd count Wt (g)
938
9548
42
166
37
516
1507
23982
1217
20352
190
1444
129
474
1413
12433

ENV
517
5
15
255
621
159
104
732

SKP06
Sherd count Wt (g)
34

332

ENV

SVP10
Sherd count Wt (g) ENV

24

14
80
2009
21

158
272
12186
56

1
6
1447
1

5
106
25
97
15
16

10
790
68
460
32
116

3
2
11
77
10
8

198

1748

124

610

3854

358

264

1476

111

5671

70663

2532

2768

16858

1837

528

2952

222

Table 6.10 Overview of assemblage size and principal periods/pottery traditions represented

FABRIC TYPE-SERIES

C1
Moderate calcareous inclusions of between 0.5mm and 1.5mm, often giving a
soapy grog-like texture.
C2
Sparse ill-sorted chalk between 0.5mm and 5.0mm in a matrix with a
somewhat soapy texture (there may be rare grog although it is difficult to
distinguish from the background matrix.
FL1
Sparse, angular, calcined flint, generally well sorted and in a size range between
0.5mm and 1.0mm, occasionally up to 2.0mm. The fabric also is defined by
moderate or common quartz varying between 0.1mm and 0.5mm. There may
be rare voids either from leeched shell or organic matter.
FL2
Moderate to common calcined flint, generally quite ill sorted, ranging in size
from 0.5mm to 3.0mm. The fabric is also differentiated from FL1 by a lack of
quartz.
FL3
Sparse to moderate well-sorted, fine, calcined flint mostly between 0.4mm and
0.7mm in size with moderate fine quartz mostly around 0.1mm.
FL4
Sparse to moderate, very ill-sorted flint, mostly between 0.5mm and 3.0mm.
The flint is often not fully calcined and appears more flaked than angular. There
are sparse, occasionally moderate, quantities of fine quartz mostly of 0.1mm or
less.
FL5
Moderate flint in the size range 2.0–6.0mm which, although not well sorted,
appears more uniform than FL4. Again the flint often has a flaked rather than
crushed appearance. The fabric tends to be slightly sandier than FL4 but this is
still only moderate in frequency and usually 0.1mm or less.
FL6
Common ill-sorted, angular flint between 0.5 and 4.0mm (but mostly towards
the coarser end of this range) in a dense, fairly high-fired matrix with few other
visible inclusions.
FL7
Moderate, moderately sorted flint mostly of <0.7mm with some examples of
up to 2.0mm in a non-sandy matrix. A post-Deverel-Rimbury fine ware, often
with well-burnished surfaces which mask the frequency of flint on surfaces.
FL8
On a continuum with FL2 but with sparse to moderate flint, mostly of
0.5–1.5mm, with only rare larger examples. The matrix tends to feels siltier
than FL2.
FL9
On a continuum between FL2 and FL10 with moderate to common, poorly
214

sorted, flint, usually between 0.5mm and 3.5mm, with rare examples up to
4.0–5.0mm. Sand-free to slightly silty matrix.
FL10
Common ill-sorted, angular flint usually ranging from 0.5mm to 6.0mm
(although rare fragments may be larger). The matrix is sand-free or slightly silty.
FL11
Moderately to well-sorted flint, mostly between 0.5mm and 1.5mm with rare
examples up to 2.5mm in a slightly silty matrix
FL12
Subgroup of fabric FL10 with sparser flint in a bimodal size distribution. The
smaller pieces range from 0.1mm to 2.0mm, the larger pieces from 4.0 to
7.0mm.
FL13
Original fabric grouping subsequently merged into above description with FL2.
FL14
On a continuum between FL8 and FL1. Sparse to moderate flint, fairly ill
sorted in a range between 0.5mm and 2.0mm. The matrix is silty with sparse or
moderate larger grains up to 0.3mm.
FL15
On a continuum with FL5 but with rare/sparse flint. It may also contain sparse
organic voids and often has well-burnished surfaces.
FL16
A similar sandy matrix to FL5/FL15 but with moderate to common, unusually
well-sorted, flint, mostly of 1.0–2.0mm.
FL17: less sandy than most other Early Neolithic fabrics with a very laminar
matrix and moderate, extremely ill-sorted, flint between 2.0 and 10mm.
FLSH1
Similar to FL2 in terms of flint inclusions but with sparse, occasionally
moderate, shell or plate-like voids. These are usually quite fine, of up to 2.0mm
in length, and are often difficult to distinguish without magnification.
FLSH2
On a continuum between FLSH1 and SH1. Shell inclusions are moderate or
common in frequency and the matrix may contain more quartz than FLSH1.
GFL1
Common to abundant glauconite, which is usually very wel -sorted and around
0.1mm in size, although larger grains are present in some examples. There is
also sparse flint, generally around 0.5mm, sometimes up to 1.0mm, in size.
There is usually very little or no quartz visible in the fabric.
GFL2
Sparse/moderate glauconite between 0.1mm and 0.2mm and sparse flint of
0.5–2.0mm.
GFL3
Flint in a similar size and sorting to FL5 in matrix also containing moderate
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glauconite of 0.2–0.3mm.

PERIOD 1: EARLY NEOLITHIC, c 3700–3300 BC

GQ1
Moderate to common quartz in a variable size range, generally around
0.2–0.4mm. Moderate to common glauconite is also present, and is usually
slightly less coarse than the quartz in the fabric (typically 0.1–0.2mm).

The Early Neolithic assemblage is derived from pits clustered

GR1
Moderate to common grog which is quite well sorted and often unusually well
rounded; most examples are around 1.0mm in size. Few other inclusions are
visible except for possible iron-rich inclusions which are difficult to distinguish
from the matrix itself.

including substantial assemblages, usually associated with

GR2
A slightly silty matrix but less sandy and less iron-rich than the other Beaker
fabric. It is flint-free with moderate, moderately sorted, grog of 1.0–3.0mm.

in the north-eastern corner of the Lower Hoddern Farm site
(BHT09). Seventeen of the pits contained pottery, many
flintwork and sometimes with evidence for crop cultivation
in the form of macrobotanical remains and quern fragments.
Fourteen residual small body sherds in similar probable Early
Neolithic fabrics were also noted in one feature at Seaview
Avenue (C[236], an intervention through the period 5 ditch

GR3
Similar to Beaker fabric GR2 but with larger grog of c 2.0–5.0mm.

C:G15, Trackway 10 (R10)). It seems possible that they were

GR4
Common to abundant grog of 2.0–4.0mm, which are difficult to pick out from
the surrounding matrix. May contain rare fine voids, possibly from leeched
shell.

deposit but as no diagnostic feature sherds were present this

GRFL1
Sparse fine grog, between 0.2 and 0.7mm, and sparse flint, mostly of 0.5–
2.0mm with occasional larger fragments. The matrix contains moderate quartz
of silt-size up to 0.1mm and rare, large, red, iron-rich inclusions.

FABRIC

GRFL2
The frequency and size of flint inclusions is similar to FL9 but it also contains
moderate, well-sorted, rounded, orange/buff, soft sedimentary or grog-like
inclusions.
GRSH1
Common grog of c 1.0–2.0mm, sparse to moderate, quite large shell fragments
of 2.0–4.0mm.
ORG1
Sparse linear voids of 3.0–5.0mm in a matrix with moderate quartz of silt-size
to 0.1mm.

Q1

Common, well-sorted, medium fine quartz (mostly between 0.1mm and
0.2mm), often in a micaceous matrix. This fabric frequently appears slightly
higher fired and better finished than the more common Q2 fabric.
Q2
Common, typically quite well-rounded, moderately sorted quartz, generally
ranging between 0.2mm and 0.5mm in size. There may be rare inclusions of
calcined flint or voids from leeched shell or organic inclusions.
QSH1
A similar fabric to Q1 but containing sparse voids from leeched shell up to
2.0mm in size.
SH1
Moderate plate-like voids, from leeched shell, mostly of around 3.0–5.0mm.
Generally contains sparse or moderate quartz of varying size (c 0.1–0.5mm).
There may be rare flint inclusions of around 0.5–1.0mm.
SH2
Common, very large, voids of up to 10mm, from leached shell. The matrix is
otherwise dense and fairly inclusionless.
SH3
Moderate shell of 0.5–3.0mm in a non-sandy matrix.
SH4
Moderate to common shell of 0.5–4.0mm in a matrix with moderate quartz of
silt-size to 0.1mm.

redeposited from a pre-existing Early Neolithic feature or
material is not further discussed.

The vast majority of the assemblage is flint-tempered with
two-thirds of estimated vessels made up by two fabrics: FL5
and FL17 (Table 6.11). The latter, a particularly coarse flinttempered ware, is the most frequent by both sherd count and
weight. Although very coarse fabric types are often a feature
of Early Neolithic assemblages, the dominance of this ware is
striking. A single Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) date
on a carbonised residue on a sherd of FL17 from pit A[1204]
returned a date of 3640–3370 cal BC (SUERC-30735,
4730±35BP), well within the expected date range for Plain
Bowl assemblages, and there is no evidence to suggest that the
frequency of this fabric type is a chronologically early trait.
Instead it is perhaps associated with a functional preference for
larger, thick-walled vessels (see below).
Fabric

Sherd
count

Wt (g)

ENV

% Sherd
count

% Wt

% ENV

FL4

5

18

2

0.5

0.2

0.4

FL5

213

1686

173

22.7

17.7

33.5

FL7

1

<1

1

0.1

0.1

0.2

FL15

127

690

73

13.5

7.2

14.1

FL16

122

1018

79

13.0

10.7

15.3

FL17

419

5976

181

44.7

62.6

35.0

GFL3

1

6

1

0.1

0.1

0.2

ORG1

36

98

2

3.8

1.0

0.4

SH4
Total

14

56

5

1.5

0.6

1.0

938

9548

517

100.0

100.0

100.0

Table 6.11 Quantification of fabrics in period 1 deposits at Lower Hoddern
Farm (for codes see Chapter 6.3, ‘Methodology’)

Fabric FL5 is a more typical, moderately coarse but illsorted, flint-tempered fabric. A single AMS date on a sherd of
FL5 from pit A[635] produced a date range of 3710–3530 cal
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BC (SUERC-30726, 4855±35BP). Two other flint-tempered

Rim forms are notably simple: of 37 rim sherds, 31 are

fabrics are present in much smaller quantities. One, FL15, is

completely plain, although this figure encompasses variation

a finer ware on a continuum with FL5, sometimes featuring

between very squared rims (eg Fig 6.8, nos 13 and 51a) and

finely burnished surfaces. The remaining flint-tempered fabric,

more rounded or pointed examples (eg Fig 6.8, nos 2, 30

FL16, is of note because its inclusions are unusually well sorted.

and 43). Even rim forms which are not plain tend to be only

A few organic-tempered and shell-tempered wares were

slightly beaded or weakly everted (eg Fig 6.8, nos 28 and 32).

also identified. Shell-tempered wares make up a minor

There are single examples of triangular or more strongly everted

component in Neolithic assemblages on the south side of the

forms (not illustrated: see below, cat nos 14 and 46)

Downs (Drewett 1978b, 27) and organic-tempered wares,

Where larger parts of vessel profiles are present they tend

although not specifically recognised as a Sussex Neolithic fabric

to be simple hemispherical shapes (eg Fig 6.8, no 1a). However,

type by Drewett, are a minor element elsewhere in the south-

body carinations were seen on a small number of examples,

east, for example at Shepperton and Kingsborough Farm (Jones

chiefly consisting of bowls with sharply carinated shoulder and

2008, 24; Gibson & Leivers 2008, 245).

long flaring rim (eg Fig 6.8, nos 18 and 20a). In one case a

A single ill-sorted flint-tempered sherd contains moderate

similar shoulder carination seems to have been formed by an

glauconite inclusions (fabric GFL3). It was suggested by

applied cordon (Fig 6.8, no 31); another small body sherd also

Drewett (1978b, 26) that the Downs formed a significant

features an applied cordon (Fig 6.8, no 33).

barrier in terms of pottery production, with sites like Bury

Another consideration is vessel size. In terms of diameter

Hill being supplied by potters from the Greensand ridge. This

there is clearly quite a range, from small cups to very large

sherd therefore provides one of the few pieces of evidence for

vessels of over 300mm diameter (Fig 6.9). However, although

longer-distance trade or exchange. The more general picture

there seems to have been a slight preference for vessels larger

of an entirely local mode of production is in keeping with

than 200mm in diameter, it is hard to detect any meaningful

fabric evidence from other sites both in the local region, for

patterns because of the difficulty of measuring small rim sherds.

example at Bishopstone (Bell 1977, 17–18), and more widely

It should be noted that there is a strong correlation between

in southern Britain (eg Hey et al 2011, 457).

vessels of large diameter and the coarsest flint-tempered ware
FL17. This fabric type is frequently associated with very thick-

FORM

walled sherds, often of >10mm. The fact that this fabric type

Despite the size of the assemblage, only a moderate number

accounts for roughly a third of estimated vessels in period

of feature sherds were recovered. Fifty-three rims or decorated

1 suggests that large, heavy-duty vessels are perhaps a more

sherds can be assigned as unique vessels, but some of these

important component than might be assumed from the

include one or more non-cross-fitting sherds, which are

measurable rim sherds.

only possibly of the same vessel (suffixed with a, b etc in the

Lug handles are also a feature of the assemblage, and are

catalogue). Very few of the feature sherds represent substantial

represented by eight examples. These seem to fall into two main

parts of vessel profiles, meaning that in many cases the overall

categories: very small, rounded, lugs of c 15mm across, often

vessel form is uncertain. Nevertheless, some general trends can

associated with quite thin-walled vessels; and much larger,

be asserted. Table 6.12 shows that there was a clear preference

oval-shaped, lugs, frequently associated with very large thick-

for vessels of open or neutral profile, closed vessels being much

walled vessels. One example of each of these types is pierced.

less of a feature.

Large oval-shaped lugs merging gradually into the vessel wall
are a common feature of the Whitehawk assemblage, and have

Vessel profile

ENV

Closed

1

Neutral

7

Open

7

Slightly closed

2

Slightly open

11

Uncertain

25

Total

53

Table 6.12 Overview of vessel profiles in period 1 at Lower Hoddern Farm
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been particularly associated with sites on the south side of the
Downs (Whittle 1977, 92; Drewett 1980, 27).
SURFACE TREATMENT AND DECORATION
Very few certain examples of decoration were recorded, and
many of these are quite subtle types, some of which could
arguably fall under the heading of surface treatment (Table
6.13). A number of vessels feature short burnished lines or
dots along the rim (eg Fig 6.8, nos 5a, 21, 31 and 41) and/or
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25
28

1a
26
22a-b

29
2

30

3

27a

4

32

5b

33

31

5a

35
6

37a

12

37b
13

38a

17

41
18

39a
42

20a

44

43
21

0
23

5cm

51a

Fig 6.8 Pottery vessels nos 1–6, 12–13, 17–18, 20–23, 25–33, 35, 37–39, 41–44, 51
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Other deliberate decorative marks tend to be represented

5

by isolated examples on individual body sherds, including

4

deeply tooled/burnished lines (Fig 6.8, nos 17 and 42), and

3

possible bird-bone and fingernail impressions (not illustrated;

2

see below, cat nos 15, 16, 50 and 53).

1
0

Perforations on Early Neolithic pottery vary from small
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360

estimated vessel number

6

which might represent attempts at repair in antiquity, to

approximate diameter (mm)

Fig 6.9 Distribution of vessel rim diameter in period 1, Lower Hoddern Farm

Type of decoration/treatment

multiple drilled holes at the edges of breaks (Fig 6.8, no 13),

ENV

Impressed

examples of very large pre-firing perforations which sometimes
do not fully penetrate the vessel wall, and which create a
positive impression of pushed in clay on the vessel interior
(Fig 6.8, nos 4 and 37a); this trait was also noted in the

Bird-bone impressions

3

assemblage from The Trundle (Curwen 1929, fig 9, 52). One

Fingernail impression

1

rim sherd (Fig 6.8, no 37a) features a series of evenly spaced
near-perforations of this type around 20mm below the rim,

Applied
Cordon

2

whilst another non cross-fitting sherd of near identical profile

Large lug/boss

1

and fabric (Fig 6.8, no 37b) has a full perforation of similar

Large lug with facetted burnish

1

dimensions and position.

Large lug

2

Large pierced lug

1

Small lug

2

Small pierced lug

1

Burnished/tooled
Burnished decoration along rim

4

Tooled/burnished lines on body

2

Complex geometric burnished decoration

1

Vertical facetted burnish

1

Vertical facetted burnish and burnished decoration on rim

1

Perforation
Post-firing perforations

1

Pre-firing perforation and pre-firing perforation (incomplete)

1

Pre-firing perforation (incomplete)

2

Total

26

Table 6.13 Summary of period 1 decoration, surface treatment and other
features at Lower Hoddern Farm

faceted burnish over a wide area of the body (eg Fig 6.8, nos
20a, 21 and 23). This style of burnish appears to be associated
with a specific form type: a bowl with a strongly carinated
shoulder and an open flaring rim (eg Fig 6.8, no 20a).
In terms of more deliberately decorative schemes, one
vessel (Fig 6.8, no 6) stands out from the others as having a
very complex motif which uses short burnished dashes to make
up an intricate pattern of rectangles across a body carination.
This is also one of the most highly burnished vessels in the
assemblage and is particularly thin walled.
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CATALOGUE

Pit A[21], fill A[22], A:G247, OA43; 187 sherds, 1012g, 115 ENV (possible
sherd link with pit A[766]) (Fig 6.8)
1a. Distinctive lug-handled neutral hemispherical vessel c 20% complete but
highly fragmented. Fabric ORG1.
1b. Smaller rim and body sherds of very similar profile and fabric to no 1a but
not cross-fitting; also of slightly differing firing colour perhaps indicating
they are from a different side of the same vessel (not illustrated).
2. Thick-walled slightly open plain-profile bowl. Large individual rim sherd.
Fabric FL17.
3. Slightly open plain-profile bowl with slightly beaded rim. Six fairly small
sherds totalling <5% of a whole vessel. Fabric FL16.
4. Neutral thick-walled plain-profile bowl with pre-firing perforation not fully
penetrating vessel wall. Large individual rim sherd. Fabric FL16.
5a. Tall neutral-profile vessel with faceted burnish along the top of the rim.
Large sherds from one vessel probably totalling c 10% of the whole vessel.
Fairly distinctive and possibly of the same vessel as 5b, a small rim sherd
found in A[766]. Fabric FL15.
6. Highly decorated sherds from the shoulder of a hemispherical bowl; the
decoration consists of a geometric motif formed from short burnished
dashes. Several very small cross-fitting sherds. Fabric FL16.
7. Partial rim from plain neutral-profile bowl. Fabric FL17(not illustrated).
8. Partial rim from neutral-profile bowl with slight internal bead. Small
individual rim. Fabric FL16 (not illustrated).
9. Partial rim from neutral-profile bowl with slight external bead. Small
individual rim. Fabric FL5 (not illustrated).
10. Partial rim from plain neutral-profile bowl. Small individual rim. Fabric
FL5 (not illustrated).
Pit A[23], fill A[24], A:G249, OA43; 1 sherd, <2g, 1 ENV
No diagnostic sherds.
Pit A[297], fill A[298], A:G254, OA43; 3 sherds, 18g, 1 ENV
11. Body sherd with small applied boss. Fabric FL4 (not illustrated)
Pit A[635], fill A[636], A:G245, OA43; 12 sherds, 46g, 2 ENV
No diagnostic sherds.
Pit A[635], fill A[639], A:G245, OA43; 8 sherds, 28g, 2 ENV (cross-fit with
A[641]) (Fig 6.8)
18. Open carinated bowl. Small body sherds cross-fitting with rim sherds in fill
[641]. Fabric FL5.
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Pit A[635], fill A[640], A:G245, OA43; 58 sherds, 364g, 49 ENV (Fig 6.8)
12. Plain closed vessel of small diameter. Small individual rim sherd. Fabric FL5.
13. Netural-profile plain bowl with very squared rim, featuring multiple postfiring perforations. A number of large cross-fitting rim sherds and a single
body sherd almost certainly of the same vessel. Probably <5% of the whole
vessel. Fabric FL15.
14. Partial rim of triangular profile. Small individual rim sherd. Fabric FL15
(not illustrated).
15. Small body sherd with well-defined bird-bone impressions. Fabric FL15
(not illustrated).
16. Small body sherd with poorly defined possible bird-bone impressions.
Fabric FL17 (not illustrated).
17. Small individual carinated body sherd with tooled decoration. Fabric FL15.
Pit A[635], fill A[641], A:G245, OA43; 3 sherds, 50g, 1 ENV (cross-fit with
A[639]) (Fig 6.8)
18. Open carinated bowl. Two rim sherds, cross-fitting with body sherds in
A[639]. Fabric FL5.
Pit A[644], fill A[645], A:G247, OA43; 31 sherds, 262g, 25 ENV (possible
sherd link with pits A[729] and A[766])
19a.Partial open vessel with slightly beaded rim, possibly but not certainly from
the same vessel as no 19b in fill A[730]. Fabric FL5 (not illustrated).

Also contains a group of body sherds in a distinctive fabric with
a very consistent pinkish oxidised firing colour which may be
part of no 30 from pit A[766].
Pit A[644], fill A[656], A:G247, OA43; 18 sherds, 276g, 16 ENV (probable
sherd links with pit A[648]) (Fig 6.8)
20a.Open carinated bowl with distinctive faceted burnish on exterior surface.
Large rim sherds, <5% of a whole vessel. Very distinctive vessel profile and
decoration, almost certainly the same vessel as no 20b from fill A[649].
Fabric FL16.

One group of body sherds was also thought likely to be from
the same vessel in fill A[649].
Pit A[648], fill A[649], A:G246, OA43; 11 sherds, 100g, 6 ENV (probable
sherd links with pit A[644])
20b.Small rim sherd with distinctive profile and decoration, almost certainly
the same vessel as no 20a in fill A[656]. Fabric FL16 (not illustrated
separately from no 20a).

One group of body sherds was also thought likely to be from
the same vessel in fill A[656].
Pit A[648], fill A[650], A:G246, OA43; 10 sherds, 56g, 8 ENV (probable
sherd link with pit A[766])
21. Open bowl with faceted burnish on exterior surface on along the top of the
rim. Large conjoining rim sherds, <5% of whole vessel. Distinctive profile
and decoration. Fabric FL16.
31b.Small rim sherd considered fairly likely to be from the same distinctive
vessel as no 31a from pit A[766]. Fabric FL16 (not illustrated separately
from no 31a).
Pit A[720], fill A[721], A:G247, OA43; 15 sherds, 116g, 12 ENV (Fig 6.8)
22a.Large applied lug handle on thick-walled vessel, probably the same vessel as
no 22b. Fabric FL5.
22b.Plain rim from thick-walled vessel. Small non-cross-fitting rim sherd,
probably same vessel as no 22a. Fabric FL5.
23. Large applied lug handle with faceted burnish. Fabric FL16.
24. Partial rim from plain neutral-profile bowl. Small rim sherd. Fabric FL5
(not illustrated).
Pit A[724], fill A[722], A:G248, OA43; 4 sherds, 36g, 4 ENV
25. Partial rim from plain neutral-profile bowl. Small individual rim sherd.
Fabric FL15.

Pit A[729], fill A[730], A:G247, OA43; 12 sherds, 82g, 11 ENV (possible
sher -link with pit A[644])
19b.Small rim sherd, possibly but not certainly from the same vessel as no 19a
from A[645]. Fabric FL5 (not illustrated).
26. Plain neutral-profile bowl. Small individual rim sherd. Fabric FL16.
Pit A[766], fill A[767], A:G247, OA43; 118 sherds, 930g, 85 ENV (possible
sherd links with pits A[21], A[783], A[648]) (Fig 6.8)
5b. Small rim sherd, possibly the same as sherds from a large vessel found in fill
A[22]. Fabric FL15 (not illustrated separately to no 5a).
27a and b. Two non-cross-fitting rim sherds from a thick-walled neutral-profile
vessel with slightly everted rim. Similar to sherd nos 27c–f from A[782]
(although admittedly this rim profile is highly variable so it is difficult to
say with much certainty whether they are all the same vessel. Fabric FL17.
28. Thick-walled neutral-profile bowl with slightly beaded rim. Large
individual rim sherd. Fabric FL17.
29. Large applied lug handle. Individual body sherds. Fabric FL17.
30. Plain neutral- to slightly open-profile bowl. A number of small sherds from
one vessel, <5% of the whole. Fabric FL15.
31a.Open carinated bowl, faint faceted burnish along rim. Large rim and body
sherds (c 10% of a whole vessel). Probably the same as small rim sherd no
31b from fill A[650]. Fabric FL16.
32. Partial slightly beaded rim with faceted burnish along rim top. Small
individual rim sherd. Fabric FL16.
33. Cordoned/carinated body sherd. Fabric FL5.
34. Partial rim from plain neutral-profile bowl. Fabric FL5 (not illustrated).
Pit A[768], fill A[769], A:G247, OA43; 18 sherds, 282g, 6 ENV (Fig 6.8)
35. Plain open bowl. There is a possible partial perforation although this could
just be the impression of a large dislodged piece of temper. Large individual
rim sherd. Fabric FL16.
36. Large applied boss on thick-walled vessel. Fabric FL17 (not illustrated).
Pit A[774], fill A[772], A:G246, OA43; 23 sherds, 260g, 3 ENV (possible
sherd link with A[783])
37a.Thick-walled plain neutral-profile bowl with very squared rim profile. A
few cross-fitting rim sherds, featuring a series pre-firing perforations which
do not fully penetrate the vessel wall (a very similar but slightly variable
from no 37b found in fill A[782]). Fabric FL17.
Pit A[774], fill A[773], A:G246, OA43; 3 sherds, 40g, 2 ENV
No diagnostic sherds.
Pit A[778], fill A[779], A:G247, OA43; 1 sherd, 4g, 1 ENV
No diagnostic sherds.
Pit A[780], fill A[781], A:G247, OA43; 2 sherds, <2g, 1 ENV
No diagnostic sherds.
Pit A[783], fill A[782], A:G246, OA43; 138 sherds, 3036g, 46 ENV (possible sherd links with A[766] and A[774]) (Fig 6.8)
27c–f. Four groups of non-cross-fitting sherds of fairly variable rim profile but
considered quite likely to be from one non-uniform, thick-walled, slightly
everted-rimmed vessel. The majority of the body sherds in this context
are probably also from the same vessel, which is up to half-complete;
however, most of these sherds had quite rounded edges and few cross-fits
were located; also very similar to nos 27a and b from A[766]. FL17 (not
illustrated separately from 27a).
37b.Individual vessel of similar profile, wall-thickness and firing colour to 37a
in A[772]. Features a single pre-firing perforation which goes all the way
through the wall. Fabric FL17.
38a and b. Plain closed-profile bowl. A number of fairly large rim sherds (one not
cross-fitting), in total up to c 10% of a complete vessel. Fabric FL5.
39a and b. Thick-walled plain closed-profile bowl. Two non-cross-fitting rim sherds
of similar type. Fabric FL17 (no 39b not illustrated separately to no 39a).
40. Small applied lug-handle. Fabric FL17 (not illustrated).
Pit A[786], fill A[787], A:G245, OA43; 6 sherds, 84g, 2 ENV
No diagnostic sherds.
Pit A[1202], fill A[1203], A:G245, OA43; 43 sherds, 276g, 36 ENV (Fig 6.8)
41. Partial plain-profile bowl with faceted burnish along the top of the rim.
Small individual rim sherd. Fabric FL15.
42. Two body sherds with distinctive tooled decoration. Fabric FL5.
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Pit A[1202], fill A[1204], A:G245, OA43; 179 sherds, 1960g, 60 ENV
(probable sherd link with A[1205]) (Fig 6.8)
43. Plain open-profile bowl. Large number of sherds from one vessel, which is
very fragmented but approximately half-complete. Fabric FL17.
44. Pierced lug handle on tall thick-walled vessel. Fabric FL17.
45. Partial slightly beaded rim. Small individual rim sherd. Fabric FL17 (not
illustrated).
46. Partial strongly everted rim Small individual rim sherd. Fabric FL5 (not
illustrated).
47. Partial rim from neutral-profile bowl. Small individual rim sherd. Fabric
FL5 (not illustrated).
48. Partial rim from neutral-profile bowl, with very squared rim profile. Small
individual rim sherd. Fabric FL15 (not illustrated).
49. Small sherd with applied lug or carination. Fabric FL5 (not illustrated).
50. Small sherd with single fingernail impression. Fabric FL5 (not illustrated).
51a.Neutral- to slightly open-profile plain bowl, with squared rim profile.
Individual rim sherd (quite a distinctive profile and fabric, probably the
same as no 51b from A[1205]). Fabric FL15.
Pit A[1202], fill A[1205], A:G245, OA43; 34 sherds, 230g, 22 ENV (probable sherd link with A[1204])
51b.Group of small cross-fitting rim sherds (quite a distinctive profile and
fabric, probably the same as no 51a from A[1204]). Fabric FL15 (not
illustrated separately to no 51a).
52. Partial rim from neutral bowl. Small individual rim sherd. Fabric FL5 (not
illustrated).
53. Small body sherd with poorly defined possible bird-bone decoration. Fabric
FL5 (not illustrated).

Neolithic activity. Two small undecorated sherds from A[733],
the central pit of the barrow, are, like all the sherds from
A[1470], in flint-tempered fabric FL4, and are also considered
of possible Middle Neolithic date. Three feature sherds were
identified: two of them rim sherds from very similar vessels
which exhibit incised diagonal lines that alternate across
carinations in the vessel wall. One of these has a pronounced
triangular rim (Fig 6.10, no 55), with a hollow neck featuring
finger indents, whilst the other is somewhat thinner walled
with an internally hollow rim (Fig 6.10, no 56). Both are
typical of the Mortlake substyle.
A short distance to the north-west of barrow S5, in OA50,
pit A[711] produced a small assemblage of probable Grooved
Ware. This is of some interest because very little pottery of this
tradition is known locally. A gazetteer from 1999 records only
two find-spots in Sussex, both from West Sussex (Longworth &
Cleal 1999).
Sherds in grog-tempered fabric GR4 probably derive
from at least two similar vessels, including part of a base.

PERIOD 2: LATER NEOLITHIC, c 3500–2250 BC

Neither vessel is complete enough to infer the overall scheme

LOWER HODDERN FARM

of decoration or to which of the substyles of Grooved Ware

Lower Hoddern Farm produced a very small stratified

the assemblage belongs. Both, however, feature a chevron-

assemblage of Later Neolithic pottery amounting to just five

like pattern formed by alternating grooved diagonal lines (Fig

estimated vessels. Another diagnostic group of Peterborough

6.10, no 58). Interestingly, this pottery was stratified alongside

Ware has been interpreted as being residual but is also

a single fragment from a Mortlake-style triangular rim with

considered below.

incised diagonal lines alternating across the rim in shell-

Pit A[1638] in Open Area 52 (OA52) in the south-western

tempered fabric SH1 (Fig 6.10, no 59). Although shelly wares

quarter of the site produced eight small sherds from a single

are fairly rarely associated with Peterborough Ware, a single

Peterborough Ware vessel in fabric FL4 with close vertical

Mortlake-style rim was recorded in a similar fabric at Crowlink

alignments of twisted cord impressions (Fig 6.10, no 54).

(Hamilton 2001, 54).

Its rim looks much less heavy than was typical for the later
Mortlake or Fengate substyles, and it is relatively thin walled;
however, as the neck zone of the vessel is missing it cannot
be attributed to the earliest Ebbsfleet style with certainty.
The decoration on this vessel, consisting of vertical cord
impressions, appears to cover quite an extensive area of the
vessel body – a less typical Ebbsfleet trait. However, the sherds
are too small to confirm that decoration reached below the
shoulder (which would probably rule out this attribution). One
of the vessels in the Ebbsfleet assemblage from Combe Hill,
Eastbourne may be a good parallel for the vessel from the study

CATALOGUE

Pit A[1638], fill A[1639], A:G156, OA52 (Fig 6.10)
54. Possible Ebbsfleet bowl, with closely spaced vertical columns of twisted
cord decoration. Fabric FL4.
Ditch A[1470], fill A[1471], A:G109, S5 (Fig 6.10)
55. Mortlake-style bowl with impressed diagonal lines across heavy triangular
rim. The concave neck features finger indents. Fabric FL4.
56. Partial rim from Mortlake-style bowl with incised diagonal lines. Fabric
FL4.
Pit A[711], fill A[712], A:G279, OA50 (Fig 6.10)
58. Probable Grooved Ware body sherd with a chevron-like pattern formed by
alternating grooved diagonal lines. Fabric GR4.
59. Peterborough Ware rim sherd with incised diagonal line decoration. Fabric
SH1.

area, since it also features vertical impressed cord decoration
extending to just below the shoulder (Musson 1950, fig 3, 16

SEAVIEW AND KEYMER AVENUES

and pl 1, bottom right-hand corner).

The largest stratified assemblage of Middle Neolithic pottery

Also of note is a small assemblage (5 sherds, Wt 30g) of

from the Peacehaven excavations came from a single isolated

Peterborough Ware found in probable barrow Structure 5 (S5),

pit, to the south of the Seaview Avenue excavation, C[2019]

in the north-eastern part of the site in the area of previous Early

in Open Area 10 (OA10). Whilst no Neolithic pottery was
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to suggest that the pottery had not been circulating in soils or
on ground surfaces over an extended period. Rather, it seems
likely to have been fairly directly redeposited, perhaps as a
54

result of the truncation of pre-existing features or layers during
the Iron Age.
A small rim sherd with a characteristically crudely folded-

55

over rim can almost certainly be assigned to the Plain Bowl
tradition on the basis that its upper profile completely lacks

56

decoration (Fig 6.11, no 125). Alongside this was a typical
Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware sherd with a thick triangular
rim, well-defined neck and impressed cord decoration (Fig

58

6.11, no 126). The remainder of the assemblage consists of
undecorated body sherds, mostly in fabric FL5, with one
example in FL4. The former is considered more typical of Plain
Bowl fabrics, but it should be noted that the lower profile of
Peterborough Ware bowls may be undecorated so it remains
possible that these sherds are of the latter tradition.

59

0

5cm

Fig 6.10 Pottery vessels nos 54–56, 58–59

The single well-stratified Neolithic assemblage from the
SKP06 excavations comes from the primary and upper fills of
pit C[2019] near the southern extent of the Seaview Avenue
area. This group amounts to 34 sherds, weighing 332g and
dominated by Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware. Almost all

found in well-stratified deposits on the main Keymer Avenue
site, a concentration of Plain Bowl and Peterborough Ware was

sherds are in fabric FL4 with a few examples in FL5.
The six sherds from the primary fill C[2021] are all

also found in probable Iron Age contexts in the south-east of

decorated but only one rim sherd is present (Fig 6.11, no

this area. None of the Keymer Avenue Neolithic pottery was

127). Although this has a somewhat simple rim profile, it also

found directly in the same context as diagnostic later material

features a well-defined hollow neck with finger indents, and

but palaeosol layers in OA15 and the fills of Ditch 3 (D3)

extensive use of whipped cord ‘maggots’ along the external

produced a significant amount of Iron Age pottery in other

rim and shoulder, suggesting it should be attributed to the

interventions. Possible Neolithic pottery was also found in

Mortlake style. Longer diagonal twisted cord impressions cover

one discrete feature, pit B[957] in OA14. Again this was not

much of the upper interior surface. The remaining body sherds

directly associated with Iron Age pottery but was of a similar

have a similar range of decorative traits and it is possible that

character to other Iron Age pits in the vicinity and, like many

some may be non-conjoining sherds of one vessel. A shoulder

of the later prehistoric features, contained some hard-hammer

sherd featuring whipped cord ‘maggots’ and perforations on

flakes and fire-cracked flint.

the neck (Fig 6.11, no 128) could, for example, be from the

The Neolithic pottery from the two cut features at Keymer

same vessel as a rim sherd (Fig 6.11, no 127) although its

Avenue both produced small fragmentary sherds from single

internal cord impressions are horizontal and it seems to lack

vessels. Pottery from pit B[957] consists of small undecorated

extensive use of whipped cord impression above the shoulder

body sherds in a fabric type, FL4, often associated with

carination. It also features full perforations rather than finger

Neolithic pottery. Small conjoining sherds from B[421], part

indents and has no internal cord impressions. Two conjoining

of D3, are also probably of Middle Neolithic date; these form

sherds from a vessel with a thinner shoulder profile and

a carinated shoulder with frequent stabbed impressions on the

better finished surfaces also show evidence of a defined neck

lower body (not illustrated).

with whipped cord impressions on the exterior and longer

The material from the OA15 midden (B[1088] and

cord impressions on the interior, in this case criss-crossing

B[1089], grid squares B5 and B15) amounts to a slightly larger

each other diagonally (Fig 6.11, no 129). This example also

mixed sherd assemblage (18 sherds, Wt 180g) that is in good

displays neat rows of finger-pinching on the lower body. Some

condition with a reasonably large average sherd size. This tends
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evidence of finger-pinching was also noted on the final sherd

no 131). Very fine corded impressions are present on the

in this group (not illustrated).

rim exterior whilst there are heavier whipped cord ‘maggots’

Although the upper fill C[2020] produced a slightly larger

on the rim interior. Other feature sherds include a shoulder

assemblage, this was more fragmented and noticeably more

(Fig 6.11, no 132) possibly from the same vessel as no 127

abraded, perhaps suggesting some difference in depositional

from the primary fill and also featuring whipped cord on the

conditions. Whilst undecorated pottery was absent in the

exterior and long horizontal twisted cord on the interior. On

primary fill, 14 plain body sherds were present here. Some of

this example, indents have been made in the same place from

these are so small and/or heavily abraded that the decoration

both the interior and exterior surfaces although they do not

may have been obscured, or they could represent undecorated

perforate the wall fully. Two other larger body sherds show long

lower portions of Peterborough Ware vessels; however, some

horizontal cord impressions, in one case alternating with short

undecorated examples are in the in sandier flint-tempered

incised vertical lines (Fig 6.11, no 133) and, in another, above a

fabric FL5, which tends to be more strongly associated with

zone of finger-pinching (Fig 6.11, no 134).

Plain Bowl pottery in the study area. One of the sherds is

CATALOGUE

extremely thick-walled (c 20mm across), a trait which is
particularly prevalent in the Plain Bowl assemblage from Lower
Hoddern Farm.
The most complete rim sherd in this group (Fig 6.11, no
130) is hard to place stylistically. Like the example from the
primary fill, the rim is slightly less heavy than typical in the
Mortlake tradition; it also has a weakly defined neck. Although
the decoration is difficult to make out because of surface
abrasion, it appears more sparsely decorated than most of the
other Peterborough Ware vessels. On the other hand, its rim
has been thickened into a slightly triangular profile and long
corded impressions are visible along its flattened top. There
is also some evidence of impressions above the shoulder and
perhaps below it. This vessel is therefore probably closer to the
Mortlake than the Ebbsfleet style.
A second rim sherd in this group is much more clearly
attributable to the Mortlake style, featuring a heavier triangular
rim with finger indents on a well-defined neck zone (Fig 6.11,

Layer B[1088], square B5, B:G1, OA15 (Fig 6.11)
125. Plain bowl with crudely folded-over rim. Fabric FL4.
126. Mortlake-style bowl with impressed cord decoration. Fabric FL4.
Pit C[2019], fill C[2021], C:G129, OA10 (Fig 6.11)
127. Mortlake-style bowl with short whipped cord ‘maggots’ on exterior, finger
indents on neck and longer twisted cord impressions on vessel interior.
Fabric FL4.
128. Mortlake-style bowl with short whipped cord ‘maggots’ on shoulder
exterior, a perforation on the neck and longer horizontal cord impressions
on vessel interior. Fabric FL4.
129. Shoulder of Mortlake-style bowl with whipped cord ‘maggots’ on shoulder
and with rows of finger pinches below. Fabric FL4.
Pit C[2019], fill C[2020], C:G129, OA10 (Fig 6.11)
130. Rim from thinner-walled Peterborough Ware vessel with twisted cord
along the top of the rim and on shoulder. Fabric FL4.
131. Mortlake-style bowl with fine cord impressions on rim, finger indents on
neck and whipped cord ‘maggots’ on the rim interior. Fabric FL4.
132. Shoulder of Mortlake-style bowl with whipped cord ‘maggots’ on
vessel exterior and longer twisted cord impressions on vessel interior.
Corresponding indents on both interior and exterior surfaces not fully
perforating the vessel wall. Fabric FL4.
133. Body sherd with long twisted cord impressions alternating with short
incised lines. Fabric FL5.
134. Body sherd with finger indents/pinched and long twisted cord impression.
Fabric FL4.

PERIOD 3: EARLY BRONZE AGE, c 2250–1500 BC
125

LOWER HODDERN FARM

126

127

Only four contexts at Lower Hoddern Farm produced
contemporary stratified pottery in period 3. Although mostly

128

129

assigned to Open Area 53 (OA53) in the north-eastern quarter
of the site, these features were relatively distant from one
another and may not have been directly associated.
The biggest group came from the secondary fill of the

130

132

shaft-like feature A[1195] and consists of large sherds from
four Beaker vessels. Three of the vessels are in a grog-tempered
fabric, GR2, whilst another is grog-free and contains large

131

133

0
Fig 6.11 Pottery vessels nos 125–134
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134

ill-sorted chalk inclusions of up to 5mm in size (fabric C2).
The only diagnostic feature sherd is a rim from a short-necked
globular form with a large undecorated zone below the rim
and rusticated/fingernail impressed decoration below the

CHAPTER 6 SPECIALIST REPORTS

shoulder (Fig 6.12, no 60). Considering the large average sherd
size in this group, the absence of other decoration is of note,
suggesting a very plain Beaker group. One of the plain body
60

sherds in this group, in fabric GR2, features a substantial burnt
food residue which was radiocarbon-dated to 2281–2039
cal BC (SUERC-43290, 3751±29BP); however, a separate
date on a fragment of pig mandible from the same context

61

produced a significantly later date range, with no overlap with
that from the pottery, of 2015–1776 cal BC (SUERC-43291,
3561±28BP).
A number of sherds from three Beaker vessels were also

62

recovered from the fills of pit A[323]. The fabrics in this group
are notably sandier and contain sparse flint. No form elements
are discernible but one of the vessels exhibits rusticated
fingernail decoration whilst a large base fragment has neat
horizontal comb impressions on the lower body (Fig 6.12, no
61). The only other possibly contemporary sherd is an isolated
thick-walled sherd from ditch A[1294] within Field System 4
(FS4) that appears to have had a long uselife, mainly spanning
the Later Bronze Age and Iron Age. This is an undecorated
sherd in a grog-with-flint fabric similar to that from the Beaker
group from pit A[323]. It is unusually thick-walled, however,
for Beaker pottery, perhaps suggesting that it belongs to one of
the Early Bronze Age Urn traditions.

63
Fig 6.12 Pottery vessels nos 60–63

CATALOGUE

Cut A[1195], fill A[1199], A:G238, OA53 (Fig 6.12)
60. Short neck globular beaker with fingernail decoration on shoulder.
Fabric GR2.
61. Base/lower wall of beaker with horizontal comb-impressed 		
decoration. Fabric GRFL1.
Cut A[1135], fill [A1136] (no group or land use assigned) (Fig 6.12)
62. Collar fragment from Collared Urn with twisted cord decoration. 		
Fabric GR3.
63. Plain collar fragment from Collared Urn. Fabric GR3.

A small Collared Urn assemblage was recovered from
a single pit, A[1135], amounting to 25 sherds, weighing

PERIOD 4: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE, c 1500–1150 BC

204g, from six vessels. Almost all sherds are in a similar grog-

In terms of sherd count, the Middle Bronze Age represents the

tempered fabric, GR3, although small sherds from a single

period which is richest in pottery, with ceramic assemblages

vessel are in a grog-with-shell fabric (GRSH1). Only two

found in widely dispersed areas of Lower Hoddern Farm.

diagnostic feature sherds were recovered, both of which are

That having been said, much of the assemblage came from

incomplete fragments from collars. One of these has horizontal

a relatively small number of pits, particularly in the vicinity

rows of twisted cord impressions, whilst the other is plain (Fig

of Buildings 2 and 6–8 (B2, B6–B8) and in Open Area 56

6.12, nos 62 and 63). Too little of these vessels survives to place

(OA56). Overall, the number of estimated vessels is quite

them very precisely within the Collared Urn tradition, which is

low (see Table 6.14), reflecting a high proportion of semi-

broadly dated to around 2000–1500 BC.

complete vessels, including a number placed in situ in pits.
Despite the large scale of the Middle Bronze Age landscape,

SEAVIEW AVENUE

medium and large mixed sherd assemblages were relatively

Pottery was also recovered from the upper fill of an isolated

rare away from the main domestic structures. No pottery from

Beaker pit, C[240]. This material amounts to just five small

the 2006 Seaview Avenue and Keymer Avenue sites (SKP06)

sherds, representing three vessels. All are in fabric GRFL1, a

were attributed to this period although a single fragmented

grog-tempered ware with rare flint, which was also the only

but partially complete vessel in pit C[167], OA3 was noted in

fabric type represented in pit A[323] at the adjacent Lower

the 2010 Seaview Avenue excavations (SVP10). This perhaps

Hoddern Farm site. Diagnostic sherds include the rim of

represented a structured deposit (for discussion on placed

a possible globular S-profile form with paired ‘crow’s feet’

pottery vessels see Chapter 4).

fingernail impressions extending up to the rim (not illustrated).
Another small rim is probably of a similar vessel but no
decoration is visible.
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Fabric

period, as are large rounded indentations. In Kent, they

Sherd
count

Wt (g)

ENV

% Sherd
count

% Wt

% ENV

FL2

91

610

43

6.0

2.5

16.9

FL4

1

6

1

0.1

0.0

0.4

FL5

8

22

1

0.5

0.1

0.4

assemblages from West of Northumberland Bottom, Tollgate

FL6

114

1080

12

7.6

4.5

4.7

and White Horse Stone (Morris 2006b, figs 3.7a–c).

FL8

10

42

4

0.7

0.2

1.6

FL9

480

9310

54

31.9

38.8

21.2

FL10

632

10718

126

41.9

44.7

49.4

FL11

35

136

3

2.3

0.6

1.2

FL12

10

248

3

0.7

1.0

1.2

FLSH1

2

20

2

0.1

0.1

0.8

GFL1

1

<2

1

0.1

0.0

0.4

(almost half when quantified by estimated vessel number).

were particularly a feature of Early/Middle Iron Age sites to
the north-west of the High Speed 1 route, for example in

FABRICS
With the exception of the vessel discussed above, fabrics in
period 4 are almost exclusively flint-tempered. The very coarse
flint-tempered ware FL10 accounts for over 40% of sherds

GR2

1

4

1

0.1

0.0

0.4

This fabric, together with a variant containing coarse inclusions

GRFL2

21

544

2

1.4

2.3

0.8

in a bimodal size distribution (FL12), is primarily associated

SAMLG

1

2

1

0.1

0.0

0.4

100

1240

1

6.6

5.2

0.4

with shapes related to the Bucket and Barrel Urn traditions.

1507

23982

255

100.0

100.0

100.0

SH2
Total

Together, moderately coarse fabric types, including FL2, FL6
and FL9, are almost as common as these ‘heavy-duty’ wares.

Table 6.14 Quantification of fabrics in period 4 deposits at Lower Hoddern
Farm (for codes see Chapter 6.3, ‘Methodology’)

Also amongst the slightly less coarse wares was a fabric type

UNUSUAL VESSEL IN SHELLY FABRIC

an in situ vessel that contained cremated human bone. Fine

One unusual vessel from pit A[269] in OA59 has been

wares, however, represented solely by fabric FL11, are very

assigned to period 4, although this attribution is open to

uncommon with only three estimated vessels recorded, one of

interpretation. Placed upright and in situ and containing

them a partially complete Globular Urn.

some fire-cracked flint, it certainly has some similarities in

which included grog-like inclusions (GRFL2), associated with

None of the other fabric types noted in period 4 deposits

its mode of deposition to other Middle Bronze Age vessels

are considered likely to have been contemporary with the

from the site (see discussion). It was also sealed by a layer

Middle Bronze Age. These include fabrics FL4, FL5 and GR2,

assigned to period 7 (A:G142). Unfortunately, owing to the

which are probably/possibly Neolithic or Early Bronze Age

loose sandy surrounding soil and the extremely friable nature

wares. Fabrics FLSH1, GFL1 are generally more typical of

of the ceramic, the vessel fragmented severely on attempted

late post-Deverel-Rimbury or Iron Age assemblages and were

block-lifting but when in situ the truncated vessel appeared

isolated sherds in poorly dated features, phased to this period

to have a tall urn-like profile and a diameter of c 300mm.

primarily for stratigraphic and spatial reasons. A single sherd of

Surviving body sherds show a row of rounded indentations of

samian ware (SAMLG) is also clearly intrusive.

uncertain orientation (Fig 6.13, no 64), a trait very typical of
the Deverel-Rimbury tradition. However, the shelly fabric of

FORM AND DECORATION

the vessel (SH2) is entirely atypical of the Middle Bronze Age

Owing to the relatively small number of estimated vessels and

in Sussex (Seager-Thomas 2008, 31). There are some instances

the truncation of many of the in situ vessels, only 17 feature

of shell appearing in Early Bronze Age fabrics in the region,

sherds diagnostic of form were recorded. It is striking how

including one example in the Collared Urn group from the

homogeneous these are. Where enough of the profile survives to

current assemblage, but it should be noted that these tend to be

be able to tell, almost all the recorded forms appear to be variants

in fabrics also containing grog. The uniform, slightly oxidised,

on tall urn shapes, most being of neutral to slightly closed or

appearance of the vessel is, however, quite reminiscent of Early

barrel-shaped profile (Fig 6.13, nos 65–73), with one Bucket

Bronze Age urns and it is possible that it represents an early

Urn (Fig 6.13, no 74). It should be noted, however, that there is

Deverel-Rimbury vessel still retaining some elements of Early

some variation in coarseness of fabric and wall thickness. Some

Bronze Age potting traditions.

of these are heavy-duty vessels, often associated with the coarsest

Nevertheless, it should be borne in mind that the vessel

fabric type FL10 (eg Fig 6.13, nos 71–72). Other forms of a

could be later. Although the profile, which lacks any evidence

broadly similar profile are thin walled in relation to their size and

of a shoulder, appears atypical of the Early/Middle Iron Age,

are made in relatively fine and well-finished fabrics (eg Fig 6.13,

large thick-walled vessels in shelly fabrics are known in this

nos 74–75), although none are in true fine wares.
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The urn shapes are associated with a narrow range of

handle. Small bosses were also noted on body sherds from

decoration, mostly consisting of plain or finger-impressed

another vessel (not illustrated). One of the very thick-walled

horizontal cordons (Fig 6.13, nos 72–74). Vessel no 73

vessels exhibits deep finger impressions along the top of the

from pit A[508] features a cordon with a series of fingernail

rim and a series of pre-firing holes just below it (Fig 6.13, no

impressions, which is overlain by at least one pierced lug

71). At Itford Hill, such perforations were interpreted either

66

64

65
67

68

70

71

69

72

76
73

74

75

0

5cm

77

Fig 6.13 Pottery vessels nos 64–77
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as decorative features or as part of repairs (Ellison 1972,

PERIOD 5: LATE BRONZE AGE, c 1150–800 BC

111–12). Alternatively, the regularity and position of the holes,

There is clear ceramic evidence for continuity between

just below the rim, might suggest they were used to secure

periods 4 and 5 at Lower Hoddern Farm. Although the more

coverings, possibly to preserve food or to aid the cooking

substantial buildings appeared to have gone out of use by the

process, as suggested at Christ Church College, Canterbury

end of period 4, there was continued deposition of pottery in

(Macpherson-Grant 1992, 55–7).

some Middle Bronze Age areas of activity, particularly near

Although few of the profiles are complete, there is a

the southern limit of Lower Hoddern Farm, in Open Areas 57

notable absence of clear examples of coarse squat globular

and 61 (OA57 and OA61). It should also be noted that the

vessels, which were noted by Ellison as a common component

proportions of wares from period 5 may be somewhat distorted

of Sussex assemblages (eg Ellison 1978, types 1, 5 and 17).

by one unusually large group from pit A[1576], which seems

However, an apparently squatter form with a pierced lug

to represent waste associated with pottery production nearby.

handle (Fig 6.13, no 77) was recovered from layer A[118],

Only a single feature – posthole A[647], which formed part

actually phased to period 5 but within the backfill of a Middle

of the structure of the period 5 Building 9 (B9) – produced

Bronze Age working hollow, A:G164. A single possible example

pottery of likely Late Bronze Age date, consisting of a number

of a fine ware Globular Urn, in fabric FL11, was also noted in

of body sherds from a single vessel in a coarse flint-tempered

the assemblage (Fig 6.13, no 75).

fabric. This seems to form part of a trend for the deposition

CATALOGUE

of complete, or partially complete, vessels, which have been

Cut A[269], fill A[270], A:G265, OA59 (Fig 6.13)
64. Truncated urn-like vessel placed in the ground whole and upright though
heavily fragmented during the process of lifting. Featuring a row of finger
impressions of uncertain orientation. Fabric SH2.

further considered above (Chapter 4). Although a very small

Pit A[1099], fill A[1100], A:G217, OA75 (Fig 6.13)
65. Plain Barrel Urn. Fabric FL10.

and is not further discussed below.

Cut A[973], fill A[974,], A:G91, B6 (Fig 6.13)
66. Plain Barrel Urn. Fabric FL2.
67. Plain Barrel Urn. Fabric FL9.

FABRICS

Pit A[945], fill A[946], A:G220, B2 (Fig 6.13)
68. Plain Barrel Urn. Fabric FL9.
Cut A[503], fill A[505], A:G173, OA56 (Fig 6.13)
69. Plain Barrel Urn. Fabric FL9.
Cut A[521], fill A[522], A:G173, OA56 (Fig 6.13)
70. Urn of neutral profile. Fabric FL9.

amount of pottery from the 2010 Seaview Avenue excavations
(SVP10) was phased to period 5 this was fairly undiagnostic

As shown in Table 6.15, pottery remained almost entirely
flint-tempered in period 5. Overall, extremely coarse flinttempered wares (FL10), which are strongly identified with the
Middle Bronze Age, still make up a significant proportion of
fabric types. However, this is not universally the case. Almost
half the sherds in fabric FL10 from period 5 came from
three vessels, each placed intact in pits within an open area

Deposit A[795], A[794], A:G241, S9 (Fig 6.13)
71. Neutral-profile urn with deep finger impressions along the top of the rim
and a series of pre-firing holes just below it. Fabric FL10.
72. Large body sherd from heavy-duty vessel with applied finger-impressed
horizontal cordon. Fabric FL10.

which is otherwise of Late Bronze Age character: A[2179] in

Pit 508, fill A[510], A:G173, OA56 (Fig 6.13)
73. Thin-walled Barrel Urn with low fingernail-impressed horizontal cordon
and pierced lug handles. Fabric FL9.

are traits more strongly associated with post-Deverel-Rimbury

Pit A[521], fill A[522], A:G173, OA56 (Fig 6.13)
74. Thin-walled Bucket Urn with plain applied cordon. Fabric FL9.
Pit A[559], fill A[560], A:G163, OA57 (Fig 6.13)
75. Relatively fine Globular Urn. Fabric FL11.
?Residual in working hollow layer A[528], A:G164, OA57 (Fig 6.13)
76. Thick-walled Barrel Urn-like form with evidence of poorly joined coil/strap
building technique. Fabric FL10.
?Residual in fill B[118], pit/posthole B[117], B:G113, OA36 (Fig 6.13)
77. Squat possibly globular-shaped urn with pierced lug handles and finger
impressions along the top of the rim. Fabric FL2.

OA61, A[1606] in OA62 and A[2008] in OA77. Although
truncation has removed the upper profile of all three vessels,
each is relatively thin walled with a flint-gritted base, which
rather than Deverel-Rimbury assemblages. Other period 5
features which produced large quantities of fabric FL10 may
have contained fairly high levels of residual pottery. These
include layer A[528], another infilling layer of Middle Bronze
Age working hollow A:G164, and features associated with
later elements of the Middle Bronze Age B1 and B8. If we
discount these individual features then fabric FL10 is actually a
very minor element in other period 5 assemblages. The coarse
to medium flint-tempered fabric FL9, which makes up a
significant element in period 4, is present in reduced quantities
in period 5 but is much more evenly distributed across all
the features. By far the most prevalent fabric is FL2, a flint-
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tempered ware of medium coarseness, which accounts for over

FORMS

40% of sherds and almost half of estimated vessels. Also well

The majority of diagnostic forms from period 5 came from a

represented is medium fine flint-tempered ware FL8 and fine

large pit assemblage, which is addressed separately below. As

ware fabric FL7.

already noted, there was obviously some residuality in specific

As in period 4, there is some uncertainty about whether

features assigned to period 5 because a few diagnostically

other minor fabric types should be considered contemporary

Middle Bronze Age forms were present. The fills of working

with period 5. Several flint-tempered fragments may be

hollow A:G164 produced a small rim sherd from a thick-

considered residual: FL5 and FL17 are usually associated with

walled vessel in coarse flint-tempered fabric FL10 (Fig 6.13,

the Neolithic, whilst several examples of FL11, a fine ware

no 76) and a squat vessel with pierced lug handles (Fig 6.13,

associated with Middle Bronze Age Globular Urns, were found

no 77). Several other vessels are hook-rimmed jars that clearly

in the same features that contained high concentrations of the

have their origins in the Deverel-Rimbury tradition but which

Middle Bronze Age coarse ware, FL10. Fabrics FL1, FL3 and

would not necessarily be out of place in a plain ware post-

FL14 all have slightly sandier matrixes than might be expected

Deverel-Rimbury group (eg Fig 6.14, no 78). A number of

in this period and could therefore have been intrusive, although

smaller rim sherds are apparently from vessels with restricted

they were found across quite a number of different features and

necks/shoulders (Fig 6.14, nos 79–84). Some of these have

it is possible that they were contemporary.

bipartite forms with well-defined necks and carinated shoulders

A tiny number of sherds are in fabric types considered

(eg Fig 6.14, no 83), whist others have a rounder shoulder

fairly atypical of plain ware assemblages, including flint-with-

profile (Fig 6.14, no 84). A single vessel with a possibly

shell, quartz-rich and shelly fabrics (FLSH1, Q1, Q2 and

hemispherical profile and a short but pronounced neck (Fig

SH1). These were usually tiny sherds that could certainly

6.14, no 85) may be a bowl but in general the assemblage

have been intrusive elements. That having been said, two

is rather lacking in non-jar forms. Fine wares also appear to

slightly larger sherds in quartz-rich fabric Q1 were found

be poorly represented amongst the diagnostic feature sherds

in the apparently well-sealed and closely dated undeveloped

although fine ware fabric (FL7) was consistently present in

plain ware pit group A[1576]. Since all these fabric types are

period 5.

known to be elements of later decorated post-Deverel-Rimbury
assemblages, it is possible that they occurred very occasionally

PIT GROUP A[1576]

earlier on.

An unusually large pottery group (393 sherds, Wt 8.7kg) was

Fabric
FL

recovered from pit A[1576], in Open Area 61 (OA61). Several

Sherd
count

Wt (g)

ENV

% Sherd
count

% Wt

% ENV

4

24

4

0.3

0.1

0.6

part, from a pottery production site in the vicinity, although

attributes of this group may suggest that it derives, at least in

FL1

6

22

5

0.5

0.1

0.8

the brokenness of the assemblage and the presence of use-wear

FL2

524

7666

303

43.1

37.7

48.7

FL3

6

18

3

0.5

0.1

0.5

evidence, such as sooted residues, suggests that this material

FL5

2

14

2

0.2

0.1

0.3

FL6

17

208

13

1.4

1.0

2.1

FL7

121

1816

38

9.9

8.9

6.1

the group) appear to have been misfired. These are generally

FL8

123

1140

104

10.1

5.6

16.7

fully oxidised and have clearly been exposed to very high

FL9

101

4782

46

8.3

23.5

7.4

temperatures, giving a characteristically light feel. Most exhibit

FL10

268

4436

78

22.0

21.8

12.5

FL11

5

22

4

0.4

0.1

0.6

signs of deep cracks all over their surfaces and many (all in

FL14

21

142

10

1.7

0.7

1.6

FL17

1

10

1

0.1

0.0

0.2

FLSH1

6

24

5

0.5

0.1

0.8

Q1

2

18

2

0.2

0.1

0.3

the firing process (Fig 6.14, nos 86 and 87). Three further

Q2

3

6

3

0.2

0.0

0.5

rims from hook-rimmed or bipartite jars forms are warped to

SH1

7

4

1

0.6

0.0

0.2

a lesser degree (Fig 6.14, nos 88–90). Aside from the more

1217

20352

622

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

Table 6.15 Quantification of fabrics in period 5 deposits at Lower Hoddern
Farm (for codes see Chapter 6.3, ‘Methodology’)

was mixed in with domestic waste.
A relatively large quantity of sherds (almost a quarter of

fabric FL2) are severely warped. Two rim sherds, for example,
are possibly from bipartite jars whose walls collapsed outwards
before they had been fully chemically altered to ceramic during

obvious wasters, many other vessels seem to have cracked or
broken because of very minor shrinkage. It was often difficult
to reconstruct these for illustration because there were slight
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gaps left between sherds which had once obviously cross-fitted,

these vessels are again of generally similar fabric and surface

suggesting that the breakage was often partly down to faults in

treatment and could well be of the same clay source.

the structure of the vessel rather than just physical impact.
In general, the mix of fabrics in this group is similar to

Fine wares, represented by fabric FL7, are significantly
more common in this group than in period 5 as whole;

that from period 5 as a whole, although there is a much more

however, they tend to be associated with smaller rims from

specific concentration on the overlapping medium flint-

shouldered forms of slightly uncertain overall profile (eg Fig

tempered fabrics FL2 and FL8, which together account for

6.14, nos 101–104). None of these wares appear to have been

about 70% of sherds and 80% of estimated vessels. Coarser

fired at unusually high temperatures or to show extensive

fabrics are notably almost absent from this group: fabric FL10

signs of warping or surface cracking. Two fine ware vessels do,

does not appear at all and only one vessel was recorded in fabric

however, show slightly different signs of faults in manufacture.

FL9, which is probably at the finer end of that fabric grouping.

One vessel is a shape not dissimilar to the main bipartite jar

A large body sherd in fabric FL2 with an internal carbonised

form (Fig 6.14, no 105). Large parts of the upper body and

residue produced a determination of 1380–1020 cal BC

of the base were recovered although no cross-fits between the

(SUERC-30734, 2965±50BP).

two parts of the body were identified, as severe damage had

The overall appearance of the wares is strikingly similar,

occurred at the shoulder. The detaching of flat disc-shaped

from the range of firing colours to the smoothed surfaces

spalls from the vessel wall, as seen on this vessel, is characteristic

and appearance of slight, vertical, finger-smearing below

of spikes in temperature during open bonfire firings when

the carination on bipartite vessels. These attributes could

chemically combined water expands too rapidly and cannot

suggest that many of the vessels are the work of a single potter

escape (Tite 1999, 188; Gibson 2002, 36). Similar spall-marks

producing a batch of them. Similarities in construction method

were seen on another semi-complete fine ware vessel with a

can also be seen: joins were often noted on internal surfaces

more sinuous globular profile (Fig 6.14, no 106).

at the shoulder or out-turning rim, perhaps suggesting that
component parts of vessels were built as separate elements.
The forms associated with these medium coarse fabrics
are also of a clearly limited repertoire. At least 11 examples of
a very specific version of a bipartite jar were recorded. They
feature a pronounced shoulder about a third of the way down
the body, a slightly hollow neck above the carination and
a rim that turns gently outwards (eg Fig 6.14, nos 91–96).
Two fairly complete examples of pinched flint-gritted bases
are thought likely to belong to one of these vessels or to a
similar form, although no cross-fitting sherds from the upper
bodies have been identified (eg Fig 6.14, no 97). Although
rim sherds in the rest of the period 5 assemblage tend to be
fairly fragmentary, this specific combination of fabric and form
was not particularly common elsewhere in the assemblage.
However, two similar examples were found in A[1496], an
adjacent pit also within A:G18.
Amongst the coarse wares a few substantial profiles
stand out as different from the main form type. For example,
there are two examples of jars with a slightly higher shoulder
(Fig 6.14, nos 98 and 99); the former features a much less
constricted upper profile than most other jars in the assemblage
though it is too tall to be considered a bowl. Another vessel has
a completely plain, slightly open, profile (Fig 6.14, no 100).
Although differing slightly from the main bipartite jar group,
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CATALOGUE

Layer A[1276], A:G79, R1 (Fig 6.14)
78. Hook-rimmed jar. Fabric FL9.
Pit A[2123], fill A[2124], A:G129, OA77 (Fig 6.14)
79. Shouldered jar. Fabric FL2.
84. Jar with rounded shoulder. Fabric FL9.
Fill A[2172], pit A[2171], A:G11, B15 (Fig 6.14)
80. Shouldered jar. Fabric FL7.
81. Shouldered jar. Fabric FL2.
Pit A[1496], fill A[1492], A:G18, OA61 (Fig 6.14)
82. Shouldered jar. Fabric FL2.
Pit A[1496], fill A[1494], A:G18, OA61 (Fig 6.14)
83. Shouldered bipartite jar. Fabric FL8.
Layer A[1276], A:G79, R1 (Fig 6.14)
85. Bowl with short well-defined neck and probable hemispherical body
profile. Fabric FL2.
Pit A[1576], fill A[1578], A:G18, OA61 (Fig 6.14)
86. Severely over-fired with a warped profile and cracked surfaces. The original
intended profile is uncertain – possibly a bipartite jar which collapsed
outward before it was fully fired. Fabric FL2.
87. Severely over-fired with a warped profile and cracked surfaces. The original
intended profile is uncertain – possibly a bipartite jar which collapsed
outward before it was fully fired. Fabric FL2.
88. Possible hook-rimmed jar – fairly severely over-fired, warped and cracked.
Fabric FL2.
89. Possible hook-rimmed jar – fairly severely over-fired, warped and cracked.
Fabric FL2.
90. Probable bipartite jar – slightly over-fired, with cracked surfaces. Fabric
FL2.
91. Bipartite jar. Fabric FL9 (similar though marginally coarser fabric to the
majority of vessels in the group).
92. Bipartite jar. Fabric FL2.
93. Bipartite jar. Fabric FL2.
94. Bipartite jar. Fabric FL2.
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101

0
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Fig 6.14 Pottery vessels nos 78–106
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95. Bipartite jar. Fabric FL8.
96. Bipartite jar. Fabric FL8.
97. Example of pinched flint-gritted base – probably from a vessel of similar
type to P91–97. Fabric FL2.
98. High-shouldered bipartite jar. Fabric FL8.
99. High-shouldered bipartite jar. Light sooting on exterior. Fabric FL2.
100. Plain-rimmed vessel with slightly open profile. Light sooting on exterior.
Fabric FL7.
101. Bipartite bowl/jar with well-burnished surfaces. Fabric FL7.
102. Bipartite bowl/jar with well-burnished surfaces. Fabric FL7.
103. Bipartite bowl/jar with well-burnished surfaces. Fabric FL7.
104. Shouldered bowl/jar with well-burnished surfaces. Fabric FL7.
105. Non-cross-fitting sherds from upper and lower body – probably from the
same vessel. Bipartite jar with well-burnished surfaces. Evidence of detached
spalls around shoulder area. Fabric FL7.
106. Non-cross-fitting sherds from upper and lower body – probably from
the same vessel. Jar with rounded shoulder and well-burnished surfaces.
Evidence of detached spalls on lower body. Fabric FL7.

PERIOD 6: TRANSITIONAL LATE BRONZE AGE
AND EARLY IRON AGE, c 800–400 BC
Only a small quantity of pottery could be assigned to period 6,
and both Lower Hoddern Farm and the Seaview Avenue and
Keymer Avenues sites each produced only one relatively well-dated
context assemblage. As in period 5, pottery was found in features

another two body sherds feature finger-tipping on the shoulder
(Fig 6.15, nos 109 and 110): a decorative trait that began in
decorated post-Deverel-Rimbury assemblages but persisted into
the Early Iron Age.
Fabric

Sherd count

Wt (g)

ENV

FL13

1

12

1

FL14

9

68

9

FL2

47

262

46

FL3

8

20

8

FL5

2

24

2

FL7

1

6

1

FL8

13

162

13

FL9

1

16

1

FLSH1

39

224

35

GFL2

6

40

6

SH3

1

6

1

128

840

123

Total

Table 6.16 Quantification of fabrics in layer A[1056]
(for codes see Chapter 6.3, ‘Methodology’)

phased to period 6 at the 2010 Seaview Avenue excavations
(SVP10); however, this material was very undiagnostic.

KEYMER AVENUE
A single feature, pit B[443] in OA12, produced an assemblage

LOWER HODDERN FARM

of moderate size phased to period 6. The majority of it is made

Pottery from layer A[1056], which represents a later infilling

up by sherds from a fragmented but semi-complete tripartite

of a working hollow or hut platform (A[2292], OA60), is

bowl form in fabric FL3 (Fig 6.15, no 135). The pit also

quantified by fabric type in Table 6.16. Because the pottery

contained a few other body sherds in the sandy flint-tempered

from this period is generally undiagnostic, this period has been

ware FL1 and in non-flint-tempered quartz-rich ware Q1.

assigned a very broad date range (c 950–400).
Although the purely flint-tempered wares FL2 and FL8,
which characterised the preceding period, are still dominant

107

fabric types, period 6 sees the appearance of slightly finer and,

109

108

in some cases, sandier flint-tempered wares (FL1, FL4 and
FL14). The key distinguishing feature of this period is the
appearance of quite substantial quantities of flint-with-shell
wares (FLSH1), which make up about 30% of the assemblage.
There are also a few sherds in glauconitic (GFL1, GFL2),

110

135

0

5cm

Fig 6.15 Pottery vessels nos 107–110, 135

quartz-rich (Q1, Q2) and shelly wares (SH1).
Although a number of feature sherds were found in the
group from A[1056], they are all fairly fragmentary. A slightly
broader range of forms appears to be represented in comparison
to period 5. There are two fragmentary but strongly evertedrimmed profiles: one is extremely thin walled and might either
be a fine ware jar with a very long flaring rim or a shallow open

CATALOGUE

Layer A[1056], A:G228, OA60 (Fig 6.15)
107. Shallow flaring plate/dish-like form. Fabric FL2.
108. Partial rim from form with strongly everted rim. Fabric SH3.
109. Finger-tipped body sherd. Fabric FL2.
110. Shoulder of vessel with fine finger-tipped decoration. Fabric GFL2.
Fill B[444], pit B[443], B:G81, OA12 (Fig 6.15)
135. Tripartite, bowl with long flaring neck. Fabric FL3.

form akin to the assiette tronconique (Fig 6.15, no 107). The
other strongly everted-rimmed profile is associated with a shell-

PERIOD 7: MIDDLE IRON AGE, c 400–100/50 BC

tempered fabric (Fig 6.15, no 108). Two small, slightly beaded

By far the largest quantity of pottery from the Seaview Avenue

rims are of uncertain overall profile but of fairly different

and Keymer Avenue excavations belongs to the Middle Iron

character from those in period 5 (not illustrated), whilst

Age (see Table 6.10). This assemblage is generally quite heavily
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fragmented with a relative paucity of substantial rim profiles
or other feature sherds. It also tended to come from smaller
context groups, widely distributed over the various enclosures,
open areas, buildings and trackways. The main exception
is Enclosure 1 (EN1), from which nearly half the period 7
assemblage derives. A large proportion of this was concentrated
in ditch group B:G49.
In some cases, pottery groups could be assigned to a

Fabric type

Sherd
count

Wt
(g)

ENV

% Sherd
count

% Wt

% ENV

FL4

50

156

17

2.5

1.3

1.2

FL5

15

152

3

0.7

1.2

0.2

Residual
(Neolithic)
flinttempered

Flinttempered

specific stratigraphic phase within period 7, but differences

FL1

267

1830

210

13.3

15.0

14.5

in assemblage composition between phases 1, 2a, 2b and 2c

FL2

43

302

28

2.1

2.5

1.9

FL3

23

74

17

1.1

0.6

1.2

41

336

24

2.0

2.8

1.7

are very slight. The phases also proved difficult to compare
meaningfully, because only about 100 sherds were positively

Grogtempered

assigned to period 7, phase 1, whilst the vast majority of the

GR1

period 7, phase 2 assemblage could not be assigned with

Glauconitic

certainty to any of the subphases. The assemblage has not

GFL1

94

742

55

4.7

6.1

3.8

therefore been quantified separately by phase although, where

GQ1

222

1622

203

11.1

13.3

14.0

relevant, any possible chronological variation has been noted.

Quartz-rich
Q1

58

302

42

2.9

2.5

2.9

Avenue excavation produced small stratified groups likely to

Q2

744

4270

597

37.0

35.0

41.3

date to period 7, these amounted to a small number of sherds

Shelly

spread over many features. They lacked diagnostic feature

SH1

452

2400

251

22.5

19.7

17.3

sherds but were largely comparable in fabric composition to

Total

2009

12186

1447

100.0

100.0

100.0

Although Lower Hoddern Farm and the 2010 Seaview

those from the larger Keymer Avenue assemblage. As they
contribute little to our understanding of ceramic developments

Table 6.17 Quantification of fabrics in period 7
(for codes see Chapter 6.3, ‘Methodology’)

in this period they have been omitted from the overview below.
FORMS
FABRICS

The brokenness of the assemblage means that most of the rims

As shown in Table 6.17, the period 7 assemblage is

are quite partial profiles. Few contexts produced more than one

characterised by four main fabric groupings: flint-tempered,

diagnostic feature sherd and the vast majority of sherds have

glauconitic, shelly and quartz-rich wares. Of these, the quartz-

been assigned broadly to period 7, phase 2. For this reason

rich fabrics are the most numerous contributing c 40% of

forms are presented as type-series rather than by group or phase.

fabrics with the other three groups each making up c 15–20%.
There is possible evidence that quartz-rich wares increased

Although many of the fabric types typical of the period 7
assemblage first occurred in period 6 at Lower Hoddern Farm,

in frequency over time as flint-tempered wares declined slightly.

there is relatively little evidence for transitional Early–Middle

In the limited assemblage from period 7, phase 1 quartz-rich

Iron Age activity at Seaview Avenue and Keymer Avenue. Two

fabrics make up only 20% of sherds (about half the proportion

forms both from deposits assigned to the earliest period 7,

in period 7 as a whole), whilst flint-tempered wares account for

phase 1 could possibly fit into this category: both feature weakly

about a third. However, it is not entirely certain that this is a

shouldered profiles with crudely formed upright rims and one is

chronological trend. For example, the c 300 sherds assigned to

finger-tipped along the rim (Fig 6.16, nos 136 and 137). Other

period 7, phase 2c also feature a lower-than-average proportion

slightly necked/shouldered forms recur in the assemblage (eg Fig

of quartz-rich wares and a higher proportion of flint-tempered

6.16, nos 138–140). Although internal patterns of burnish on

wares. It is also notable that grog-tempered wares (likely to

body sherds are quite common, rims from vessels of open profile

have developed later in the Middle Iron Age than the other

are uncommon but include a vessel with a slight internal bead

fabrics types) occur sparsely across most of the feature groups

rim (Fig 6.16, no 141). Saucepan forms also seem to be poorly

including those from phase 1.

represented although one vessel has a well-defined double bead
rim (Fig 6.16, no 142), which is fairly typical of later decorated
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Saucepans of the Caburn-Cissbury group. No decoration is

ovoid in form and is rather crudely formed with no evidence

evident on this sherd but only a relatively small part of the

of either decoration or surface treatment. Other more strongly

profile is present and the surfaces are heavily abraded. Another

incurving forms also have well-defined bead rims (eg Fig 6.16,

larger undecorated sherd (Fig 6.16, no 143) has a profile not

no 144) and plain-rimmed ovoid forms are one of the better-

dissimilar to bead-rimmed saucepans although it is slightly

represented form types (eg Fig 6.16, nos 145–147). Rim sherds
from jars with well-defined S-profiles are also in evidence (eg
Fig 6.16, nos 148 and 149); these were probably associated with
footring bases (eg Fig 6.16, no 150).

136

137

138

In three cases, jars with sinuous-necked profiles and
well-burnished surfaces were associated with grog-tempered
fabrics (Fig 6.16, nos 151–153). In the latter example, this was

139

associated with burnished arcs typical of the East Sussex grog-

140

tempered tradition (Green 1980). These specific vessels seem
unlikely to have been produced much before the 1st century BC

141

but they came from enclosures (EN1 and EN3) which produced

142

relatively large quantities of pottery dominated by more typically
Middle Iron Age fabrics, with little grog tempering. Perhaps
then, these vessels represent the very late or even intrusive
elements of an essentially Middle Iron Age phase of activity.

143

146

CATALOGUE

Posthole B[524], fill B[525], B:G79, OA13 (Fig 6.16)
136. Shouldered jar with finger indents along rim (may also have some shoulder
decoration although this is obscured by surface damage). Fabric FL1.
Pit/posthole B[372], fill B[373], B:G78, OA13 (Fig 6.16)
137. Shouldered jar with crudely folded-over rim. Fabric SH1.

144

Ditch B[812], fill B[813], B:G21, R12 (Fig 6.16)
138. Necked jar with sinuous profile. Fabric Q2.
Pit B[1568], fill B[1569], B:G76, OA19 (Fig 6.16)
139. Necked jar with sinuous profile. Fabric Q2.
145

Pit B[992], fill B[993], B:G86, OA20 (Fig 6.16)
140. Thick-walled necked jar. Fabric SH1.
Posthole B[1783], fill B[1782] (Fig 6.16)
141. Flaring rim of open vessel with slight internal bead rim. Fabric FL1.

147

148

149

150

151

Ditch B[1411], fill B[1412], B:G53, D5 (Fig 6.16)
142.Partial rim from probable Saucepan form with double bead rim. Fabric
SH1.
Ditch B[562], fill B[563], B:G25, R12 (Fig 6.16)
143. Ovoid jar with bead rim formed by well-defined groove. Fabric Q2.
Pit B[1331], fill B[1332], B:G61, OA17 (Fig 6.16)
144. Bead-rimmed jar. Fabric SH1.
Ditch B[768], fill B[769], B:G13, EN3 (Fig 6.16)
145. Ovoid profile jar with open profile, highly burnished on upper internal
surface. Fabric Q2.

152

0
Fig 6.16 Pottery vessels nos 136–153
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153

Ditch B[1271], fill B[1272], B:G49, EN1 (Fig 6.16)
146. Ovoid closed-profile jar. Fabric Q1.
Ditch B[626], fill B[627], B:G49, EN1 (Fig 6.16)
147. Ovoid closed-profile jar. Fabric Q2.
148. S-profile jar. Fabric GQ1.
149. S-profile jar. Fabric GQ1.
150. Footring base. Fabric GQ1.
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Ditch B[475]/[477], fill B[476]/[478]/[480] B:G43/44, EN1 (Fig 6.16)
151. Simple necked jar. Fabric GR1.

the glauconitic, shell-tempered and quartz-rich wares which had
been prevalent in period 7. However, none of the individual

Ditch B[1546], fill B[1547], B:G43, EN1 (Fig 6.16)
152. Simple necked jar. Fabric GR1.

context groups look convincing as well-stratified transitional
assemblages. The majority of the flint-tempered wares found

Ditch B[1146], fill B[1145], B:G13, EN3 (Fig 6.16)
153. Simple necked jar with burnished arc on shoulder. Fabric GR1.

in period 8 contexts are in fact coarse Deverel-Rimbury/postDeverel-Rimbury-type fabrics probably belonging to periods 4–6.

PERIOD 8: LATEST IRON AGE/EARLY ROMAN,
c AD 10–150

The proportion of likely residual fabric types is distorted by a few

LOWER HODDERN FARM

Open Area 46 (OA46), for example, produced over 200 sherds

A reasonably large assemblage of over 1000 sherds from Lower

that are almost entirely in fabric types characteristic of periods

Hoddern Farm was phased to period 8 (quantified by fabric

5–6. This may be because the majority of this material comes from

type in Table 6.18). Much of it, however, came from the south-

layers of trample associated with stock erosion, a process which is

eastern part of the site, which had been a focus for activity

likely to have churned up earlier stratified material.

over many of the preceding periods, so that these groups suffer
severely from problems of residuality.
with-shell fabrics and a further 6% are in other fabrics, including
Sherd
count
Deverel-Rimbury/post- 411
Deverel-Rimbury flinttempered wares
GR1
610

Wt
(g)
3266

If we exclude feature groups where residual material
predominates, specifically those from land-use elements Open

Nearly 40% of fabrics assigned to this phase are flint or flint-

Fabric

features that displayed very high levels of residuality. Features in

ENV % Sherd
count
327
29.1

%
Wt
26.3

%
ENV
44.7

5642

253

43.2

45.4

34.6

Area 46 (OA46), Trackway 8 (R8) and Structure 1 (S1), a slightly
clearer picture of contemporary fabric composition emerges.
Grog-tempered wares make up about two-thirds of the pottery
from the remaining period 8 deposits and Roman fabric types
account for nearly 20% (by sherd count), though this figure is
distorted by a few complete but fragmented cremation vessels
and Roman fabric types more generally make up under 10% of

GRSH1

1

2

1

0.1

0.0

0.1

GRFL1

1

18

1

0.1

0.1

0.1

C1

3

36

2

0.2

0.3

0.3

FL1

136

646

30

9.6

5.2

4.1

GFL1

12

138

7

0.8

1.1

1.0

GFL2

3

28

2

0.2

0.2

0.3

GQ1

5

30

5

0.4

0.2

0.7

Q1

7

36

3

0.5

0.3

0.4

Q2

23

78

17

1.6

0.6

2.3

QSH1

13

70

13

0.9

0.6

1.8

SH1

28

92

21

2.0

0.7

2.9

AHSU

10

44

2

0.7

0.4

0.3

in very small amounts even in groups which appear to be least

BAETE

1

12

1

0.1

0.1

0.1

affected by redeposition.

FINE

22

118

2

1.6

0.9

0.3

FMIC

2

8

2

0.1

0.1

0.3

wares. Peacehaven is located at a considerable distance from

NKGW

4

20

3

0.3

0.2

0.4

any known kilns of Early Roman date, the nearest industry

OXID

52

546

15

3.7

4.4

2.0

being located over 30km to the west in the Arun valley.

OXIDF

3

16

2

0.2

0.1

0.3

Although products of this industry are not always particularly

RWS

3

8

2

0.2

0.1

0.3

distinctive, many of the Roman fabrics and forms represented

SAMCG

1

12

1

0.1

0.1

0.1

are consistent with this kiln source.

SAMLG

2

4

2

0.1

0.0

0.3

SAMMV

1

14

1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Holt and north Kent industries or imported ones, including

SAND

59

1549

17

4.2

12.4

2.3

samian and Baetican amphora fabrics. The only sherds which

Total

1413

12433

732

100

100

100

could be conclusively assigned to the 2nd century AD were

Table 6.18 Quantification of fabric types from period 8 deposits at Lower
Hoddern Farm (for codes see Chapter 6.3, ‘Methodology’)

ENV in these groups.
It is worth noting that only 6% of the remaining sherd total
is made up by probable Middle Iron Age fabric types, including
shelly, quartz-rich, glauconitic and sandy flint-tempered wares
(FL1, GFL1, GFL2, GQ1, Q1, Q2, QSH1, SH1). Given that
redeposition of earlier material has demonstrably taken place in
areas of Late Iron Age/Early Roman settlement, it is reasonable
to assume that many of these types are also residual, though it
is possible that a few were still in contemporary use. This point
is underlined by the fact that these wares tend to be present

The Roman pottery is largely composed of local sandy

A few sherds are in regionally traded fabrics from the Alice

two examples of central Gaulish samian, one in the early 2ndcentury AD Les Martres-de-Veyre fabric. Both were found
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within a single small group: pit A[2087] in OA42. Although

114). A single example of a large grog-tempered storage jar was

this assemblage is probably too small to analyse meaningfully

also recorded (Fig 6.17, no 115). Jars in Roman fabrics are not

(25 sherds), it is one of the only groups where Roman fabric

dissimilar to the grog-tempered versions but tend to have slightly

types slightly outnumber grog-tempered ones, suggesting that it

better-defined necks/higher shoulders (eg Fig 6.17, no 116).

may be of marginally later date than the rest of the assemblage.

Most other form types are represented by one or two
individual vessels and include examples of platters both in

Forms

samian forms (Dragendorff 18) and in local grog-tempered wares

Forms are, as would be expected on a Late Iron Age/Early Roman

imitating terra nigra forms (Hawkes & Hull 1947, Camulodunum

rural settlement, completely dominated by jars. Discounting

forms 14 and 16) (Fig 6.17, nos 117 and 118). Beakers are not

clearly residual prehistoric forms, these account for 88% by

generally well represented but a few examples of thin-walled

EVE, although only 71% by estimated vessel number. Among

beakers/jars may have been influenced by the butt-beaker tradition

them are examples of grog-tempered plain-rimmed forms (cf

(eg Fig 6.17, no 119). Also of note is a single example of a hooked-

Thompson 1982, C3) (Fig 6.17, no 111). Simple necked jars in

rimmed mortarium in a coarse orange fabric with white slip and

the same fabric type are by far the most common form type (eg

only very rare flint grits. This is of unknown origin and quite

Fig 6.17, nos 112 and 113). In most cases these have plain profiles

dissimilar to most of the major mortarium-producing industries in

although occasional examples have slight cordons (eg Fig 6.17, no

the south-east (Fig 6.17, no 120).

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

121

123

120

0

5cm

Fig 6.17 Pottery vessels nos 111–124
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Cremation group

may have been casual losses incorporated into the top of earlier

Of particular note in this phase is a group of four vessels

features rather than indicators of any significant continuity of

associated with cremation group A[49] in OA42, datable to

activity into the Late Iron Age.

around AD 40/50–70. Three of the vessels contained human
bone, whilst the other (Fig 6.17, no 121) appears to be an

CONCLUSIONS

accessory vessel. Vessel nos 122 and 123 (Fig 6.17) are similar

The Peacehaven excavations have added to our understanding

jars in grog-tempered fabrics. Vessel no 122 is a wider-necked

of prehistoric and Early Roman ceramic studies in Sussex,

jar with a burnished lattice decoration on a zone between two

although some periods have clearly contributed more

neck cordons, whilst vessel no 123 is almost identical but with

significant evidence than others. In particular the Early

a much narrower neck. Both types were widespread in the 1st

Neolithic Plain and Decorated Bowl pottery from Lower

century AD throughout the south-east and can be paralleled

Hoddern Farm is important because it represents the only large

by Thompson (1982) form B3 and Camulodunum forms 218

regional assemblage from associated pit contexts on a non-

and 230 (Hawkes & Hull 1947). Vessel no 124 is a necked

monumental site. The assemblage has allowed a consideration

jar in a Romanised greyware fabric similar to that used for the

of the chronology, duration and nature of activity (Chapter

accessory vessel, a globular beaker (Fig 6.17, no 121).

3), but direct comparison with causewayed enclosure sites

CATALOGUE

Ditch A[31/001], fill A[31/002], A:G47, OA41 (Fig 6.17)
111. Plain rim ovoid jar (cf Thompson 1982, C3). Fabric GR1.
Ditch A[2034], fill A[2021], A:G41, D10 (Fig 6.17)
112. Simple necked jar. Fabric GR1.
Ditch A[6/013], A:G55, EN5 (Fig 6.17)
113. Simple necked jar A[6/013]. Fabric GR1.
114. Necked jar with low cordon A[6/016]. Fabric GR1.
Ditch A[2111], fill A[2112], A:G33, EN4 (Fig 6.17)
115. Storage jar with incised short diagonal lines on neck. Fabric GR1.
Pit A[2216], fill A[2217], A:G132, OA41 (Fig 6.17)
116. Necked jar with high, well-defined shoulder. Fabric SAND.
Tree throw A[2048], fill A[2049], A:G137, OA39 (Fig 6.17)
117. Platter probably loosely based on Camulodunum form 14
(Hawkes & Hull 1947). Fabric SAND.
118. Platter probably loosely based on Camulodunum form 16. Fabric GR1.
Ditch A[2069], fill A[2070], A:G33, EN4 (Fig 6.17)
119. Thin-walled necked jar/beaker possibly influenced by the butt-beaker
tradition. Fabric GR1.
Ditch A[31/001], fill A[31/002], A:G47, OA41 (Fig 6.17)
120.Mortarium with hooked flange. Fabric RWS.
Cremation group A[49] (Fig 6.17)
121. Globular beaker (A[49]). Fabric FINE.
122. Wide-necked cordoned jar with lattice decoration on shoulder (A[51]).
Fabric GR1.
123. Narrow-necked cordoned jar with lattice decoration on shoulder (A[49]).
Fabric GR1.
124. Necked jar with strongly carinated shoulder (A[50]). Fabric SAND.

has been hampered by the fact that most of these assemblages
were published before the advent of modern standards of
pottery recording and publication. The ceramic evidence
from the Middle Neolithic to Early Bronze Age is slightly less
substantial and more dispersed across the excavation areas. It
does, however, seem to suggest a continued tradition of pottery
deposition in pits over a long chronological span (Chapter 3).
The Middle Bronze Age is the next significant period
represented and the emphasis here seemed to be on the
importance of buildings as foci for pottery deposition (Chapter
4), a scenario that appeared to continue to some extent into the
Late Bronze Age. The evidence for pottery-production waste
and its association with briquetage material in one particularly
large pit group is one of the more significant elements from the
ceramic assemblage as a whole.
In keeping with a more general regional picture, there
appears to have been a contraction in pottery use and
deposition during the decorated phase of the post-DeverelRimbury tradition, during the period 800–600 BC and into
the Early Iron Age proper. Although some pottery from this
date range (c 800–400 BC) was found during the excavations,
this period remains poorly understood (see Chapter 4). By
contrast Middle Iron Age pottery was fairly well represented in
the Seaview Avenue and Keymer Avenue excavations, although
the site seemed to lack the rich pit deposits seen on other sites

KEYMER AVENUE

in the region (Chapter 5). The Late Iron Age/Early Roman

A single feature, pit B[701] in OA30, produced sherds from the

assemblage is relatively small in scale and lacks large diagnostic

lower portion of a white ware flagon. Otherwise, the evidence

groups, although it appears typical of rural assemblages in this

for Iron Age or Roman activity on this site was fairly scant.

period. The urned cremation group is of note since it is one of

Although some grog-tempered forms found in period 7 features

the few examples from this area of Sussex (Chapter 5).

could be of Late Iron Age/Early Roman date, the absence of
groups where grog is a dominant fabric type suggest that these
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6.4 POST-ROMAN POTTERY

deposits are found on and near the site so clay for use in structures

Luke Barber

and manufacture of objects could be sourced locally. Tempering

Virtually no post-Roman pottery was recovered from the study

agents were also readily available within the study area.

area. A single, slightly abraded, body sherd from a fine, buff,
sand-tempered jug was recovered from A[1433]. The sherd,

GROUP A: UNTEMPERED

F1
Sparse to moderate fine sand. Some with occasional quartz inclusions to 1mm
or rare iron oxide inclusions to 1mm.

which has vertical incised line decoration under a dull green
glaze, is of mid 13th- to 14th-century date. The only other postRoman pieces are two mid/late 19th-century sherds from subsoil:

F8
Sparse fine sand.

a refined white earthenware bowl rim with red band decoration
and a transfer-printed bowl with blue floral/foliage design.

GROUP B: ORGANIC TEMPER

F3
Sparse fine sand with abundant organic tempering. Corky texture.

6.5 FIRED CLAY
Elke Raemen

F5A
Sparse fine sand with moderate to abundant organic tempering.

INTRODUCTION

F5B
Sparse fine sand with occasional organic temper. Some with angular flint to 9mm.

Both principal sites, Lower Hoddern Farm and Keymer Avenue,

F6A
Sparse fine sand with occasional chalk temper to 2mm as well as rare iron oxide
inclusions to 2mm. Moderate organic temper.

contained fired clay (473 fragments, Wt 11469g). The largest
group came from Lower Hoddern Farm (365 fragments, Wt

F6B
Sparse fine sand with occasional quartz inclusions to 2mm. Occasional chalk
temper to 14mm as well as occasional organic temper.

7821g), recovered from 49 individually numbered contexts, all in
the southern half of the site. The fired clay from Keymer Avenue
(108 pieces, Wt 3648g) came from 32 contexts. Briquetage forms

F6C
Sparse fine sand with abundant organic temper and occasional chalk temper to 2mm.

the bulk of the assemblage, although structural clay/daub was
also recovered (Table 6.19). The assemblage is in fair condition,
though few complete or sizable pieces survive.

GROUP C: SAND TEMPER

F4A
Moderate medium sand temper with occasional quartz to 2mm.

METHODOLOGY

F4B
Coarse fabric with sparse medium sand temper and moderate quartz to 1mm.
Occasional annular flint to 5mm. Rare to occasional organic temper.

Pieces were counted and weighed by context and examined
macroscopically. Surface finishes and residues were described
where present, as well as variations in colour and level of firing.

F4C
Abundant fine to coarse sand temper with moderate organic inclusions and
voids. Some pieces with occasional annular flint to 11mm, occasional flint
pebbles to 14mm. Moderate quartz inclusions to 1mm.

Measurements were taken where appropriate. Full records have
been deposited with the archive.

FABRICS

GROUP D: FLINT TEMPER

F2
Sparse fine sand with rare to occasional iron oxide inclusions to 3mm. Some contain
rare flint pebbles or calcinated flint to 6mm or rare quartz inclusions to 1mm. Rare
organic inclusions and some voids possibly representing more organic material.

Four broad fabric groups can be distinguished. The basic clay
matrix is similar in all groups and distinguishing characteristics
of subgroups are often insignificant, with coarse components

F7
Sparse fine sand with moderate calcinated flint temper to 4mm.

indicating differentiations within the raw material. Tertiary
Site
Class

Lower Hoddern Farm

Keymer Avenue

Fragment
count

% Fragment
count

Wt (g)

% Wt

Fragment
count

% Fragment
count

Wt
(g)

% Wt

Total
fragment
count

165

45.2

2685

34.3

45

41.6

2468

67.6

210

Structural clay/daub

48

13.1

4172

53.3

22

20.4

536

14.7

70

Miscellaneous/undiagnostic

152

41.7

964

12.4

41

38

644

17.7

193

Total

365

100.0

7821

100.0

108

100.0

3648

100.0

473

Briquetage

Table 6.19 Quantification of fired clay by general class and by site
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BRIQUETAGE

The assemblage from Lower Hoddern Farm showed
a greater variation in fabrics. This probably bears little

Forty-five fragments of briquetage were recovered from Keymer

significance, as differentiations within the clay matrices largely

Avenue, and a further 165 pieces from Lower Hoddern Farm.

reflect natural variation. The assemblage is too small to establish

Small amounts are dated to periods 4 and 5; period 7 is

any spatial concentrations of certain fabrics. Likewise, the

represented by only 45 pieces from Keymer Avenue; the largest

group is too small to draw any conclusions on chronological

assemblage, 125 pieces, is of Roman date. Sand-tempered

distribution of temper use. It is, however, noticeable that most

fabrics dominate the briquetage, with a much lower occurrence

flint temper is encountered in the Middle Iron Age (Table 6.20).

of organic- and flint-tempered wares (F2). The occurrence of

Fabric
group
A
B
C
D
Total

Period
4
24
38
2
64

5
7
4
37
3
51

6
6
12
18

7
17
11
12
73
113

Total
8
1
22
155
178

Undated
1
2
33
13
49

sandy clay amongst briquetage is not uncommon, but flinttemper seems to be rare (Morris 2001a, table 98), though it
has previously been recovered in small quantities, for example

50
83
249
91
473

Table 6.20 Overview of number of pieces of fired clay by period and by
broad fabric group

on the Isle of Grain (Clifford in prep). Other Sussex sites
appear to favour either shelly (Bishopstone) or organic fabrics
(Portsmouth-Langstone Harbour; Morris 2001a, table 98).
The typical range of colours associated with salt production is
largely absent from the assemblage from the study area, perhaps
suggesting lower temperature conditions as well as an absence
of salt in the raw clay (Morris 2001b, 41).

STRUCTURAL FIRED CLAY AND DAUB

Of 210 briquetage pieces, 161 are amorphous. Despite

Structural fired clay or daub was recovered from both Lower

their undiagnostic nature, they clearly form part of the

Hoddern Farm and Keymer Avenue. The assemblage is small,

briquetage assemblage, because of both their fabric and their

with a wide chronological and spatial distribution and few

assocation with briquetage within the same context.

pieces retaining wattle impressions (Table 6.21). The group is
not substantial enough to make meaningful observations on the

FORMS

fabrics used, although it is noticeable that flint temper (fabric

Supports

group D, 18 fragments) was used exclusively during period

The most commonly encountered form is the bar support

7. The only group of note was recovered from pit A[1576]

(Table 6.22). The assemblage from the study area is

(fill A[1578], OA61), dating to the Late Bronze Age (period

fragmentary and no complete examples survive. Fragments are

5). Among it are 18 fragments retaining wattle imprints that

rectangular-sectioned and, judging from the sections, bars are

range in diameter from 6mm to 31mm, including some fairly

mostly fairly small (25 × 40mm to 37 × 41mm). A fragment

substantial pieces weighing up to 667g. Although multiple

with a section measuring 64 × 55mm may be classified as a

impressions are visible on some, little survives of the pattern

brick (Fig 6.18, no 3). Too little survives to establish their

and it cannot be established whether the rods were woven

form and therefore their function, but most would have lain

around roundwood sails or squared timber.

flat to provide a platform to elevate the evaporation containers
above the heat source (Crosby 2001, 124) and/or to aid air

Form
Site/period
Lower Hoddern Farm
4
5
6
7
8
Keymer Avenue
7
Total

Corner

Smoothed
surface

1
2
2
1

1
9
2
1
11

2
8

16
40

Wattle
imprint

18

4
22

Total

circulation beneath the container. Most are of Middle Iron
Age (period 7) date, with only two Roman examples. Nearly

2
29
2
3
12
22
70

Table 6.21 Quantification of structural clay pieces by number, form, site
and period

all the bar fragments were recovered from the Keymer Avenue
site. They are fairly common finds on Iron Age and Roman salt
production sites (eg Chidham, West Sussex: Bradley 1992, fig
8, 37; Lincolnshire: Crosby 2001, figs 34–35, 120–121).
Four pedestals were recovered, all from Lower Hoddern
Farm. Two pedestal fragments were found in possible eaves drip
gully A:G220, associated with roundhouse Building 2 (B2), and
in pit group A:G89, associated with B6. Both features date to
period 4. One fragment appears to be from a round-sectioned
base (Fig 6.18, no 5), whereas the other (Fig 6.18, no 6) consists
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of a terminal fragment with subrectangular plan and flat top, the
latter demonstrating the idiosyncratic nature of briquetage.

Of interest are four conjoining fragments of a trough (Fig
6.18, no 13), which were recovered from a period 5 refuse pit,

The other two pedestals, found in structural deposit

A[1576] (fill [1578], OA61). The end of the trough, in F7

A[2024] (fill A[2025], A:G131, OA77), have a distinctive

(pottery fabric FL2), was cut after light firing. This type of pan,

hourglass-shape (Fig 6.18, nos 7 and 8) that is paralleled in

with a U-shaped section, is known from Late Bronze Age to

Morton Fen, Lincolnshire (Crosby 2001, fig 33, 26). Pottery

Early Roman briquetage groups, for example in Lincolnshire

from the same context is of Late Bronze Age date (period 5).

(Crosby 2001, fig 36, 124; Morris 2007, 435–6).

Their flat end was most probably designed to support the base

It should also be noted that it is entirely possible to use
domestic pottery for transportation and storage of brine, as well as

of a container.
Part of a probably fan-shaped wedge (Fig 6.18, no 10) was
recovered from linear feature A[1118] (fill A[1119], A:G71,

for the actual salt production. However, at the current sites there is
no indication that any of the pottery was used for this purpose.

R3), dated to period 8. Wedges are fairly common finds
amongst briquetage of this period (eg Sawdon’s Marsh, Essex:

CHRONOLOGICAL OVERVIEW

de Brisay 1978, 45). A rounded slab fragment (Fig 6.18, no

The earliest evidence for salt production within the study area

9) from pit A[1095] (fill A[1097], A:G205, FS4) is likely to

dates to period 4. Only ten pieces were recovered, all from the

represent another wedge.

northern half of Lower Hoddern Farm. Nine of these, two

Form
Brick/bar
Pedestal
Heating system
Container
Slab/wedge
Miscellaneous
Total

4

5

2

2

Period
7
8
23
2

Total
Undated

5
1
7
10

1

3

7
15
45

4
116
127

2
23
25

25
4
5
9
6
161
210

Table 6.22 Quantification of briquetage by number, form and period

pedestals (Fig 6.18, nos 5 and 6) and seven undiagnostic pieces,
were recovered from roundhouses B2 and B6, with a further
container fragment found associated with possible stock sorting
complex (S8) (Fig 6.18, no 12).
The Late Bronze Age (period 5) is represented by three
objects from only two contexts: the conjoining trough
fragments (above; Fig 6.18, no 13) as well as the two complete
hourglass-shaped pedestals (Fig 6.18, nos 7 and 8). Both
features were located in the south-western corner of Lower
Hoddern Farm (OA61 and OA77).

Structural material

Activity in the Iron Age was limited to period 7, phase

Various edges (F4C) from a single structure, in addition to

2, and evidence was found solely at the Keymer Avenue site.

amorphous fragments probably from the same structure, were

Here, 45 pieces were recovered from across the site, largely

recovered from Ditch 10 (D10) (fill A[2021], A:G41). They

concentrated in Enclosure 1 (EN1). The assemblage from

may represent the lining and edge of a saltern hearth, dated

the latter area includes 15 out of 23 bar fragments. No other

to period 8. Fragments are comparable to pieces found in

evidence is however apparent from the enclosure, although a

Lincolnshire (eg Percival 2001, figs 63 and 64).

few vessel fragments from rectangular containers were found
elsewhere on the site.

Containers

Evidence for Roman salt production was concentrated

Eight container fragments were recovered, mostly from the

again in the south-western corner of Lower Hoddern Farm.

Keymer Avenue site. Diagnostic pieces derive from vessel bases

Characteristic are the two wedges. Additionally, hearth rims

and only broad forms can be established. However, it is probable

and lining, possibly from a saltern hearth, were recovered from

that the pieces from linear feature B[562] (fill B[563], B:G25,

D10 (Fig 6.18, no 11). The majority of briquetage, however, is

R12) are from a square or rectangular vessel. The fragment from

undiagnostic of function (116 out of 125 fragments).

linear feature B[1447] (fill B[1446], B:G53, D5) is possibly from
a thick-walled vessel, the form of which cannot be established.
The latter fragments are all of Middle Iron Age (period 7) date.
The earliest fragment consists of a base fragment (Fig 6.18, no
12), probably deriving from a rectangular evaporation tray and
dating to period 4 (B[752], B:G101, S8).
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Abbreviations used are L (length), H (height), Di (diameter) and T (thickness).
Measurements are all in mm; where followed by ‘+’, this indicates the
incompleteness of the object.
Supports (Fig 6.18)
1. RF<54> Ceramic bar
B[903], B:G116, EN1; period 7, phase 2
Incomplete. Tapering, subrectangular-sectioned bar fragment with rounded
corners. Section measures 48 × 47mm, L 67mm+. Fabric group B, F5A.

CHAPTER 6 SPECIALIST REPORTS

2. RF<55> Ceramic bar (not illustrated)
B[903], B:G116, EN1; period 7, phase 2
Incomplete. Rectangular-sectioned bar fragment measuring 41 × 36.5mm,
L 63.5mm+. Fabric group B, F5A.

8. RF<14> Ceramic pedestal
A[2025], A:G131, OA77; period 5
Complete. Hourglass-shaped pedestal. Finger smoothing marks. H 80mm,
terminal Di 69mm, base Di 76.4mm. Fabric group D, F2.

3. RF<56> Ceramic bar
B[1332], B:G61, OA17; period 7, phase 2
Incomplete. Subrectangular-sectioned fragment measuring 64 × 55mm.
Fabric group D, F2.

9. RF<50> Ceramic slab
A[1097], A:G205, FS4; periods 4–8
Incomplete. Two conjoining fragments of rounded edge from slab. T 33.7
to 40.5mm. Fabric group C, F4A.

4. RF<53> Ceramic bar
A[2244], A:G38, R8; period 8
Incomplete. Square-sectioned bar end measuring 38 × 38mm. L 64mm+.
Fabric group B, F5A.

10. RF<51> Ceramic wedge
A[1119], A:G71, R3; period 8
Incomplete. Fan-shaped fragment. T 18.3mm. Fabric group C, F4A.
Structural material

5. RF<11> Ceramic pedestal
A[946], A:G220, B2; period 4
Incomplete. Crudely finished circular-sectioned base fragment. Maximum
Di 73mm, H 31.7mm+. Pink/purple surface. Fabric group B, F5B.

11. RF<52> Ceramic ?hearth rim
A[2021], A:G41, D10; period 8
Incomplete. Possible lining rim from saltern hearth. Fabric group C, F4C.

6. RF<12> Ceramic pedestal
A[1041], A:G89, B6; period 4
Incomplete. Crude pedestal with oval terminal measuring c 80+ ×
39.15mm. Fabric group D, F7.

Containers
12. RF<57> Ceramic container
A[753], A:G101, S8; period 4
Incomplete. Base fragment possibly from rectangular evaporation tray. Pale
blue/pink surface. Fabric group D, F7.

7. RF<13> Ceramic pedestal
A[2025], A:G131, OA77; period 5
Incomplete. Hourglass-shaped fragment. Finger impressions. H 80mm+,
terminal Di 64.4mm. Fabric group D, F2.

13. RF<10> Ceramic trough
A[1578], A:G18, OA61; period 5
Incomplete. Four conjoining trough fragments with cracked internal
surface. One end cut after light firing. L 141mm+. Fabric group D, F7.

1

9

6

10

3
11

7

4
13

12

5

0

8

0

5cm

5cm

Fig 6.18 Briquetage fragments nos 1–13
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6.6 REGISTERED FINDS

1, which is the most common group (Poole 1984). All surviving

Elke Raemen

corners are pierced; however, as often only one corner survives,
the quantity is insignificant. Most are in fabric 2 (fabric group

INTRODUCTION

D), although a few are in fabric 1 (fabric group A) and a single

A small assemblage consisting of 42 objects was recovered

example is in fabric 5B (fabric group B) (Fig 6.19, no 3) (see

from the two main sites of Lower Hoddern Farm and Keymer

Chapter 6.5 for fabric descriptions). In addition, weight RF<40>

Avenue. The briquetage has been discussed above (Chapter

is in a fabric which does not appear elsewhere on site: abundant

6.5) and is not incorporated in the total given. Table 6.23

to medium sand-tempered with occasional shell tempering and

shows the wide chronological span of the group. Amongst the

occasional chalk inclusions to 2mm. Clay would have been

objects from undated contexts are three late post-medieval

sourced on or very near the site, as plenty of tertiary deposits were

objects, a knife, handle and chain fragment. These are not

available. Five examples were recovered from period 7 contexts

considered further.

(mostly pits), the remainder from undated features. No significant

Category
1
Textile production
Personal adornment
Household
equipment
Tools
Miscellaneous
Total

3

4

Period
5
7
2
5

8

1

1

11
1
18

1

3
3

2
1

1

3

1

1
6

3

Total

2

Undated
4

distribution pattern is apparent.
This type of object, ubiquitous on Iron Age and RomanoBritish sites, has been widely discussed and its function remains

1

11
3
8

1
3
9

16
4
42

groups are extremely rare. Together with the problem of likely

problematic (eg Poole 1995; Lambrick & Robinson 2009,
194–5). The fact that they have never been found in situ and large
reuse this means there is at present no conclusive evidence as to

Table 6.23 Summary of the registered finds

their function (ibid). However, although a reinterpretation as

TEXTILE PRODUCTION

identified as loom weights, used on vertical, warp-weighted looms.

SPINNING

‘oven bricks’ has become more popular, they are still commonly
The assemblage from these current sites contributes little

Two spindle whorls were found, both in contexts attributed

or no significant data to this discussion. Thread wear is visible

to period 5. Included is a partially surviving (c 20%) fragment

on one of the perforations of nea- complete weight RF<8> (Fig

(no 1) recovered from Trackway 1 (R1; layer A[984]), probably

6.19, no 3), suggesting suspension, and perhaps supporting

from a biconical spindle whorl. A complete biconical spindle

identification as a loom weight. The lack of thread wear on

whorl (Fig 6.19, no 2) with fingernail impressions along the

many weights has often been used as evidence against the latter

body was recovered from Open Area 16 (OA16; period 5).

interpretation, but the presence or absence of wear patterns

This type of decoration is not uncommon and is recorded on a

may in fact not be significant in the ongoing discussion: the

Bronze Age spindle whorl from Runnymede Bridge, Berkshire

lack of wear does not of itself necessarily rule the objects out

(Needham & Spence 1996, fig 99, C35).

as loom weights, since they could have been distributed in

1. RF<16> Ceramic spindle whorl (not illustrated)
A[984], A:G79, R1; period 5
Incomplete. ?Biconical, undecorated (three conjoining fragments, c 20%
surviving). Reduced, fabric group B, F5B. Undiagnostic of type.
2. RF<9> Ceramic spindle whorl (Fig 6.19)
A[1578], A:G18, OA61; period 5.
Complete. Biconical spindle whorl with fingernail-impressed decoration.
Relatively small piercing (Di 4.1–5.2mm). Indentations at each end
around the perforation may suggest it was originally intended to be larger.
Reduced, fabric undiagnostic. H 20mm, Di 36.8mm, Wt 28g. Type B2
(Walton Rogers 2007, 24)

rows on rods to distribute the weight (ibid). Other suggestions
include the use of two holes at the same time not only to
weight down the warp threads, but also to space them in order
to prevent entanglement (Sudds 2006, 71).
From nearby sites come two triangular weights found in
Early Iron Age contexts at Bishopstone (Bell 1977, 119) and
there are numerous examples from the West Sussex coastal
plain (eg Oving: Bedwin & Holgate 1985, 234; Goring-by-Sea:
Raemen 2010).

WEAVING
A small group of eight triangular weights was recovered from
Keymer Avenue, with a further example found at Lower Hoddern
Farm. Two of these are near complete (Fig 6.19, nos 3–4); of the
remainder, less than 50% of each survives and most are abraded.
Nonetheless, all could be identified as examples of Danebury type
240

3. RF<8> Ceramic weight (Fig 6.19).
A[1097], A:G205, FS4; periods 4–8
Incomplete. Piercings, one with possible wear, laterally across all three corners.
H 132mm, W 75mm, Wt 1074g. One corner broken. Fabric group B, F5B.
4. RF<46> Ceramic weight (Fig 6.19).
B[954], undated
Incomplete. All three corners broken at piercing. H 93mm+, W 46mm, Wt
282g. Fabric group D, F2.
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Fig 6.19 Registered finds nos 2–7

PERSONAL ADORNMENT

of similar proportions was recovered from an Early Iron Age

Three whitish-grey beads were recovered from environmental

context at Basingstoke, Hampshire (Barclay 2009, 41).

residues. They were probably manufactured from a coral fossil,
with one (Fig 6.19, no 5) showing a characteristic vesicular
surface. The remaining two beads (Fig 6.19, nos 6–7) are likely
to be of coral as well, but their surfaces are heavily worn and

5. RF<5> Coral bead (Fig 6.19)
A[809], A:G210, B7; period 4
Incomplete. Approximately 60% surviving of spherical bead. Di 5.75mm,
Di piercing 2.2mm.

identification is therefore less certain. A bead of coral fossil and
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6. RF<6> Coral bead (Fig 6.19)
A[510], A:G173, B16; period 4
Complete. Spherical. Di 4.45mm, Di piercing 1.6mm.
7. RF<7> Coral bead (Fig 6.19)
A[993], A:G216, B2; period 4
Complete. Oblong bead, L 11mm, max Di 6.7mm, Di piercing 1.8–2mm
(irregular).

Of particular note is the massive (43.5kg) dull orange/light
grey Sarsen stone from the related structured deposit A[521]
(RF<71>; fill A[673], A:G173, B16). Although its single smoothed
side has the characteristic longitudinal concave profile of the
grinding face of a saddle quern’s lower stone, it is unusually large,
and would require extreme effort to move around. None of the

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT

other sides of this stone have been humanly modified. Although

QUERNSTONES
Luke Barber

at 480 × 300mm the grinding face is large, it is still comparable

A surprisingly small quantity of definite quern fragments was

200mm). However, at 240mm thick it is notably thicker, and as a

recovered from the excavations: 11 pieces, weighing 69,674g,

result much heavier, than all the other saddle querns, which rarely

from seven individually numbered contexts. With one

exceed a thickness of 80mm. An interesting parallel is the roughly

exception, all were recovered from the Lower Hoddern Farm

rectangular sandstone block with single partly dressed face that was

excavation area but only two stone types were utilised.

discovered in cut 601 at Mile Oak, associated with Middle Bronze

to the largest of the shaped saddle querns (eg RF<67> at 420 ×

The majority of the quern fragments are of Sarsen

Age features (Russell 2002, 14). The Mile Oak stone, probably a

sandstone (9 pieces/68,164g), a well-known stone type

Sarsen, despite the contradictory identifications within the report

occurring naturally as boulders on the downs in the Brighton

(cf ibid, 15; Laughlin et al 2002, 60), measured 630 × 320 ×

area (Young & Lake 1988). Indeed, eight additional pieces of

240mm. This is very similar to, if longer than, the current example

Sarsen with no apparent working were recovered, although

though no weight is given for the Mile Oak stone. However, the

some of these could be undiagnostic fragments of querns. The

Mile Oak piece does not appear to have a concave grinding face

earliest Sarsen quern fragments are from Neolithic contexts (3

typical of a quern, although it could very easily have functioned

pieces/5362g). These are not particularly diagnostic of form

as one judging from the section (Russell 2002, fig 2.43). The

and although they are likely to be from saddle querns, the

example from Mile Oak had been set into a cut not much larger

more primitive ‘grain-rubbers’, alluded to by Curwen, cannot

than the stone itself, suggesting it had been deliberately set upright.

be ruled out (Curwen 1937). The 2210g fragment from pit

The meaning behind this setting is uncertain, as is the deliberate

A[720] (fill A[721], A:G247, OA43) appears to be from a

facing of one side of the boulder. These large stones could be seen

lower stone (RF<1>) and is of a light grey type with some dull

as ‘representative’ saddle querns rather than normal domestic

pink patches and occasional coarse flint inclusions. Of the two

examples – they would have been very difficult to move around

fragments (RF< 3>) from pit A[635] (fill A[640], A:G245,

for everyday use in a domestic context. Alternatively, the current

OA43) one is in a similar stone variant with flint inclusions,

example may simply be a convenient boulder that was adapted

undiagnostic as to whether it came from an upper or lower

for use as a saddle quern, but seldom moved. Whatever the case,

stone (1496g), while the other is a light grey D-sectioned upper

the presence of this concentration of quern fragments, particularly

stone fragment (1656g). The latter could equally be used with

considering that at least two were still serviceable, does suggest that

a ‘grain-rubber’ or developed saddle quern. There is nothing

something more than simple domestic discard was occurring.

to suggest anything other than natural breakage/wastage with
these stones.
Structured deposit pit A[503] (fill A[505], A:G173, B16),

The remaining Sarsen quern fragment consists of an
unstratified light purple-grey ‘grain-rubber’/saddle quern
piece from Lower Hoddern Farm (512g). Sarsen querns are

dated to the Middle Bronze Age, provided the only notable

arguably the earliest types seen in Sussex, with nearby Neolithic

concentration of querns on the site. Three well-developed Sarsen

examples coming from Whitehawk Hill (Curwen 1934a) and

saddle querns appear to be represented, including an essentially

Bishopstone (Bell 1977, 39). They also make up the most

complete lower stone (RF<67>; Fig 6.20, no 8). The two

common downland quern type in the Bronze Age, by now of

conjoining pieces that make up RF<68> (6000g) are from another

usually developed saddle quern types (Curwen 1934b), though

lower stone of similar type to RF<67> but, with the exception of a

most fragments are too small to establish exact type with

thickness of 80mm, no complete dimensions are present. The final

certainty (Barber 1997 and 2002). Although many of these

fragment from A[505] is also in light grey Sarsen (3090g) and,

querns show signs at having been burnt, this is not the case

although it could have been used as an upper stone, it appears to

with the current assemblage.

be the tapering end from another lower stone (RF<69>).
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TOOLS

The other type of stone used for querns is Lower
Greensand (2 pieces/1510g), a well-known and widespread

OTHER UTILISED STONE

type originating from the Lodsworth quarries of West Sussex

The excavations produced a significant quantity of quartzite

(Peacock 1987). Further west, the Lower Greensand querns

beach pebbles (125 pebbles/8332g). These far outnumber

were common from the Bronze Age onwards (Mepham 2012;

the scatter of other water-worn beach pebbles in flint,

Barber in prep b), only spreading eastward in notable quantities

Wealden sandstone, Upper Greensand, diorite and granite.

by the Iron Age. Both the current pieces are from rotary

The quartzite, although almost certainly originating in the

querns, the earliest dating to the Middle Iron Age – a fragment

south-west (along with the granite and diorite), would have

weighing 88g (RF<65>) from cooking pit B[1486] (fill

been naturally transported eastward by longshore drift and,

B[1485], B:G60, OA17). The other piece is larger, and from an

as a result, would have been available locally on the beach.

upper stone of Early Roman date (Fig 6.19, no 9, RF<4>).

The pebbles were obviously sought out for their hard-wearing
properties and brought up to the site. The finer quartzite
pebbles (stone 3a in the archive) are by far the most common
(119 pebbles/7810g) but there are a number of problems in
their interpretation. This is a result of their context – often
from deposits devoid of datable artefacts and allocated to a
phase based on morphology/spatial distribution – the danger
of residuality and the fact that the hard-wearing nature of the
quartzite does not lend itself to visible use wear.
Nevertheless, five quartzite pebbles do show definite
signs of human modification/wear. Three of these relate to
either completed but broken, or unfinished, mace-heads.
Such pebbles with hour-glass perforations have been noted
8

in Sussex from an early date (Rankine 1949). However, they
are better classified as pebble hammers than mace-heads, as
their exterior shape has not been adapted from the natural
pebble form, and they do not possess the bulk of true maceheads (Roe 1979, 36). Such tools are common in Mesolithic
deposits/associations (Rankine 1949; Seager Thomas 2007),
but may well also have been made much later in the prehistoric
period (Roe 1979). Fragments were recovered from Neolithic
contexts at Bishopstone (Bell 1977, 39) and the examples from
the study area are from contexts of later date still, though the
presence of Mesolithic flintwork (predominantly residual) on
the current site means caution is needed. The earliest example

9

0

5cm

Fig 6.20 Quernstone fragments nos 8–9
8. RF<67> Sarsen saddle quern (Fig 6.20)
Structured deposit A[503], fill A[505], A:G173, B16; period 4
Near-complete lower stone (9700g) measuring 420mm long, by 200mm
wide and with a maximum thickness of 75mm. A light grey Sarsen with
rare flint inclusions.
9. RF<4> Rotary quern (Fig 6.20)
Ditch A[161], fill A[163], A:G33, EN4; period 8
Fragment from an upper stone of a rotary quern in Lodsworth-type Lower
Greensand (1422g). The quern would have been approximately 340mm in
diameter and 60mm thick at its outside edge. Such a thickness is in keeping
with the Early Roman date of the deposit

in the current assemblage was recovered from a Late Bronze
Age pit in A:G232, associated with Building 8 (B8) (Fig 6.21,
no 10). This piece is interesting in representing an unfinished
pebble hammer, clearly indicating these implements were being
made on site. Another unfinished example was recovered from
Middle Iron Age ditch A[990] in A:G42, EN3 (Fig 6.21, no
11). The only complete pebble hammer, broken in half, was
also from a Middle Iron Age context (Fig 6.21, no 12).
The other utilised quartzite consists of two elongated
pebbles with clear signs of battering on one of their apex
edges. These have plainly been used as hammerstones of sorts
but are of similar proportions to the hafted pebble hammers
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noted above. Both hammerstones are from contexts allocated

of the worked piece already noted from B8. However, by far

to the Middle Iron Age (B[1005] and B[1787], B:G1, OA15

the majority of the quartzite pebbles were recovered from

– RF<63> and RF<64> respectively). Interestingly, there is an

contexts ascribed a Middle Iron Age date (86 pebbles/5341g),

elongated cobble in a fine grey micaceous ?Tertiary sandstone

virtually all coming from Keymer Avenue and including

(760g) with notable flattening of its end through grinding,

definite worked as well as apparently unmodified pieces. The

from Neolithic pit A[766] (fill A[766], A:G247, OA43,

Keymer Avenue material was widely distributed, coming from

RF<2>), and at least one flint beach cobble hammerstone from

ten different land uses, but there was a marked concentration

a Middle Iron Age deposit. Too few definitely modified beach

in OA15, which produced 74 examples, including modified

pebbles are present to produce any reliable distribution.

examples such as the hammerstone noted above. The

The remaining quartzite pebbles are also flattened ovals in

quantities for the Middle Iron Age strongly suggest that these

form, typically measuring 63–79mm long by 45–60mm wide

are not solely residual earlier prehistoric pieces. It would

and 12–22mm thick – a size that comfortably fits in the hand.

appear that such stones have been used in Sussex from at least

These are more problematic in their interpretation as only

the Mesolithic to the Iron Age. Too few of the hafted pebble

one or two show any potentially man-made polish on their

hammers are present to be certain, but it is quite possible they

surfaces. However, considering the fine texture and hardness

could have been made and used as a long-lived tool type for

of the stone, a considerable period of polishing use would be

the majority of later prehistory.

needed to ‘burnish’ further the natural water-worn surface.
Indeed, some uses, such as burnishing unfired fine-tempered
ceramics may leave no trace at all. Finds of quartzite pebbles
on prehistoric sites in the general area are common and they
are normally interpreted as polishing stones. Small quantities
were recovered from the Early Bronze Age funerary monument
at Crowlink (Barber 2001) and Later Bronze Age settlements
at Varley Halls and Downsview (Barber 1997 and 2002)
but quantities are nowhere near those found on the current
site. The Middle Bronze Age site at Black Patch produced a
notable assemblage of 160 beach pebbles, mostly from hut 4
(124 examples), and although they have not been specified
as to stone type (most probably being flint) their presence

CATALOGUE

10. RF<70> Unfinished pebble hammer (Fig 6.21)
Pit A[1450], fill A[1451], A:G232, B8; dated to the Late Bronze Age
Flattened pink-grey oval quartzite pebble, measuring 90 × 64 × 18mm
thick; Wt 184g. Each opposing face has the start of a centrally placed
pecked hole measuring c 17mm in diameter by 3mm deep.
11. RF<31> Unfinished pebble hammer (Fig 6.21)
Ditch B[990], fill B[991], B:G42, EN3; dated to the Middle Iron Age
Flattened orange-brown oval quartzite pebble, measuring 85 × 58 × 25mm
thick: Wt 212g. Each opposing face has the start of a centrally placed
pecked hole measuring c 15–17mm in diameter by 1mm deep.
12. RF<25> Broken pebble hammer (Fig 6.21)
Ditch B[749], fill B[750], B:G287, R12; dated to the Middle Iron Age
Flattened orange-brown oval quartzite pebble, originally measuring c 100
× 54 × 18mm thick; Wt 80g (c 160g originally). Slight hour-glass central
perforation 18mm in diameter, tapering to 12mm diameter at the centre.
Slight battering at the surviving end.

does indicate the deliberate procurement of marine geological

METAL TOOLS

resourses (Cartwright 1982). Although these pebbles may have

A fragment of an iron tool of Roman date (period 8) was

been collected in order to be used as polishing/burnishing

recovered from linear feature A[161]. Only a small blade

stones, some appear to have been pressed into service as

fragment and tang survive, too little to establish function.

hammerstones and some may have been stockpiled for either
use, or indeed as blanks to be turned into perforated pebble
hammers. The quantities involved may well hint that this site
was one involved with production.

RF<17> Iron ?tool.
Linear feature A[161], fill A[163], A:G33, EN4; period 8
Incomplete. Rectangular-sectioned strip (W 14mm, T 4mm) with
fragments of square-sectioned tang (4.7 × 6mm). L 31.25mm+.

both definitely humanly modified and not, only three were

THE ANTLER PICK
Gemma Ayton

recovered from Neolithic deposits (406g), all from OA43.

A large fragment of worked antler recovered from the base of

All three appear to have slight traces of polish suggesting

pit A[910] has been identified as a long-handled pick (RF<18>,

they were actually used at this time. The six quartzite pebbles

Fig 6.22). The absence of the pedicle implies that the antler was

(986g) recovered from Middle Bronze Age contexts were

shed and not removed from a slain deer. With reference to the

notably widely distributed (one from B6, three from B7,

development stage, the antler is at least stage 5 (Schmid 1972)

one from OA55 and one from OA58) but four show some

as, although it has broken, it is clear that the bez tine had

signs of having been used for polishing. The five Late Bronze

formed. Only the base of the brow, trez and bez tines remain.

Age examples (388g) were all from B1, with the exception

Evidence of working has been noted on the base of the trez tine

If one takes all the fine quartzite pebbles together,
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(Clutton-Brock 1984), which measured 222mm, 212mm and
198mm respectively. The length of the pick also falls within
the range of the picks from these three sites, being 418mm
at Stonehenge, 419mm at Grimes Graves and 315mm at
Durrington Wells.
Context Period
no
A[911]
3
10

Feature Species Element

1

9

12

pit

229

161

371

red deer antler

Table 6.24 Antler pick measurements in mm
(1 = circumference of the burr; 9 = ircumference of the beam where trez
tine starts; 12 = total length of the antler pick (measured from the base of
the burr to the most proximal point))

The pick displays a considerable amount of wear, being
much worn and smooth on certain parts of the beam,
particularly on the lateral sides. Small, irregular cut marks have
been noted on the beam. Similar marks were noted on antler
picks from Grimes Graves and may have resulted from attempts
to extract flint from the chalk (ibid).

11

13. RF<18> Antler ?pick (Fig 6.22)
A[911], A:G223, R1; period 3
Incomplete. Diagonal cuts and signs of wear along the beam. L 371mm.

12
0

5cm

Fig 6.21 Quartzite pebbles nos 10–12
Fig 6.22 Photograph of antler pick

in the form of small, smoothed grooves, which give this area of
the antler a chiselled appearance, suggesting that the crown was

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS

purposefully removed, a frequently occurring characteristic of

No parallels were found for the following objects and they

antler picks (Clutton-Brock 1984). No evidence of working or

remain unidentified.

scorching has been noted at the base of the brow and bez tines.
The antler has been divided after the trez tine and is therefore
classed as a long-handled pick similar to those recovered from
Grimes Graves (ibid) and Stonehenge (Serjeantson & Gardiner
1995). Metrical data have been recorded in accordance with
Clutton-Brock (1984) and presented below (Table 6.24).
The circumference of the burr is similar to the mean

14. RF<15> Ceramic object (Fig 6.23)
A[32], A:G141, OA40; period 7, phase 2c
Incomplete. Domed object with vitrified external surface. Fabric group C,
F4A. Di 45mm, H 45mm+.
15. RF<36> Iron object (Fig 6.23)
B[1537], B:G19, undated
Incomplete. Rod fragment with spiralling terminal. Rectangular-sectioned.
10 × 13mm, L246 mm+.

circumference of the antlers from Stonehenge (Serjeantson
& Gardiner 1995), Grimes Graves and Durrington Wells
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Fig 6.23 Miscellaneous objects nos 14–15

6.7 CHARRED PLANT REMAINS
Karine Le Hégarat

Roman period. Table 6.25 shows the quantity of samples selected
for analysis as well as their chronological coverage by site. The
samples originated from a range of features, the majority of

INTRODUCTION

which were pits, postholes and ditches. While some samples were

A total of 337 bulk soil samples were taken from the three

selected on the basis of the abundance and range of material

sites, the vast majority (246) originating from Lower Hoddern

present, others with a limited assemblage of charred macroplant

Farm. The remaining 91 came from two phases of work at

remains were chosen because, given the rarity of early sites in

Keymer Avenue (68 samples) and Seaview Avenue (23 samples).

Sussex, the assemblage presented potential to contribute to our

A further 17 samples were extracted from cremations and

interpretation of the site as well as providing information on

associated accessory vessels lifted intact during excavation at

plant resources of early communities in this region.

Lower Hoddern Farm. For each site, samples were processed in
a flotation tank with the flots and residues retained on 250µm

Site code Date range

Periods

and 500µm meshes respectively. Residues were passed through

BHT09

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7
and 8
7
4, 5 and 6

geological sieves (4, 2 and 1mm) and each fraction sorted.
Following assessment of all flots (Allott 2008; 2010; Le Hégarat
& Allott 2011) 117 samples representing about 3235 litres of
processed soil were chosen for further analysis. The samples
derived from contexts dated to the Early Neolithic period as well
as contexts ranging in date from the Early Bronze Age to the
246

SKP06
SVP10
Total

Early Neolithic to
Roman
Middle Iron Age
Middle Bronze Age
to Early Iron Age

No of
Total
samples volume (l)
92
2552
14
11

390
293

117

3235

Table 6.25 Numbers of samples selected for analysis of charred
macroplant remains
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Few published reports regarding plant resources of

half beans and fragments. Several samples contained moderate

prehistoric and Roman communities in Sussex are available

to large quantities of poorly preserved and sometimes vesicular

(particularly for the early prehistoric period). These

and vitrified charred matter. A large proportion of this material

shortcomings in the study of the archaebotany and arable

appeared organic in origin, but it was difficult to establish

history of the area were noted as much as a decade ago

whether the items derived from charred macrobotanical remains

by Campbell and Straker (2003). While Bronze Age sites

or whether they were predominantly from wood charcoal.

such as Black Patch, Alfriston (Hinton 1982), Itford Hill

Therefore, although these assemblages are still listed in the

(Burstow & Holleyman 1957a), Clay Pit Lane, Westhampnett

tables (under indeterminate charred plant remains), they are not

(Hinton 2006) and Westhampnett Bypass (Hinton 2008)

quantified in the total counts.

have produced significant assemblages of charred macroplant
remains, there are still only limited data for the area.
Several research questions were posed following the

In the cases when the flots were large and subsamples
of 100ml were extracted, the number of items in the whole
sample was estimated from the subsample examined. This value

assessment. With these in mind it was intended that analysis of

necessarily assumes equal distribution of botanical remains

the charred macroplant remains should:

within the flots, which may in some instances distort the true
quantity of remains present. It does, however, provide a better

•
•

•

•
•

characterise the natural vegetation in the site vicinity and

indication of fragments per litre of soil for the largest flots.

document potential food resources;

Estimated counts are indicated in the tables by an asterisk (*)

characterise agricultural practices, by establishing the

after the scores. In several instances, the residues produced very

types of crop cultivated and used at the site and by trying

large assemblages of charred macroplant remains ([775] <117>;

to establish how this changed over 4000 years;

[164] <29> and <30>; [118] <31>). Owing to time constraints,

examine evidence for cultivation techniques which could

however, no counts or identifications were undertaken on

provide an indication of where and when the cereal and

this material, and the figures are based entirely on the flots.

leguminous crops were cultivated and how they were

Nonetheless, estimates of the charred macroplant remains

harvested;

present in these residues are indicated in the tables using the

characterise agricultural activities with specific reference

following rating system: + = 1–10; ++ = 11–50; +++ = 51–250;

to crop processing and storage;

++++ = > 250 items.

examine aspects of ceremonial and ritual activities
involving the use of plants.

IDENTIFICATION
Taxa have been identified through comparison with reference

METHODOLOGY

collections held at Archaeology South-East and at the UCL

Flots were measured, and subsamples of 100ml were

Institute of Archaeology, as well as with standard reference

extracted from large flots prior to being sieved through 4mm,

texts (Berggren 1969; 1981; Anderberg 1994; Zohary & Hopf

2mm, 1mm, 500μm and 250μm geological sieves. Charred

2000; Jones 2004; Cappers et al 2006; Jacomet 2006; Neef et

macroplant remains were extracted under a stereozoom

al 2012). Habitat information and nomenclature used follows

microscope at ×7–45 magnifications. Sorting and identification

Stace (1997) for native species and Zohary and Hopf (2000)

of the material from Seaview Avenue and Keymer Avenue was

for macrobotanical remains of cultivated taxa.

carried out by the author. For Lower Hoddern Farm, while

The term ‘seed’ is used in the text to encompass a range

initial sorting of macrobotanical remains into broad taxonomic

of fruiting bodies such as nutlets and achenes as well as true

groups was carried out by the author, these groups were

seeds. They have been recorded as single entities although

subsequently refined, identified and quantified by Lucy Allott.

many derive from multi-seeded fruits. In several instances
further qualitative descriptions have been provided in the

QUANTIFICATION

results to clarify the nature of the material present. Where

For most grains, chaff and seeds, every recognisable item was

possible identifications are given to the highest possible level,

counted as one. In the case of hazelnut, the number of broken

but in some instances, either where there is significant overlap

shells recovered was small, and no attempt was made to calculate

between taxa or where preservation is poor, identifications are

the absolute number of nuts. In the case of Celtic/broad beans

made to the generic or family level only. Cereal grains that

a distinction has been made in the tables between whole beans,

appear most consistent with glume wheats, for example, are
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recorded as emmer/spelt wheat and only where identifiable

PRESERVATION

elements of chaff are evident is it suggested that one

The remains were entirely preserved by carbonisation.

taxon may be present over another. It remains possible, of

Preservation of the cereal grains varied from fair to poor. The

course, that both grain types are present but only one type

level of fragmentation varied but, overall, it was particularly

represented in the chaff. The term ‘cf ’ (‘compares with’)

high, suggesting post-depositional erosion. A large proportion

precedes identifications that are considered most similar to

of the grains could only be classified as unidentifiable (Cerealia)

a specific taxon but that do not display sufficient anatomical

because they were heavily abraded or distorted. While some were

features for secure identification.

fused into an amorphous mass of starchy material, others were
heavily pitted. These modifications relate to the charring process;

RESULTS

it is mainly linked to the temperatures, but also to the heating

The 117 samples analysed produced a substantial quantity of

duration, the oxygen intake and the initial moisture content of

macroplant remains with an estimate of 35,317 items (Table

the grains (Ruas & Bouby 2010). The preservation of the chaff

6.26). The material was entirely preserved by charring. Charred

assemblages was variable. Overall, a large proportion of chaff

macroplant remains principally provide evidence for economic

was in a fragmentary state making identification to species level

plants such as crop remains with their associated weeds. Unlike

difficult. Differential destruction creates biases in the charred

assemblages preserved by waterlogging or mineralisation they

assemblages (Boardman & Jones 1990; van der Veen & Jones

are less likely to provide significant information regarding the

2006). For instance, fragile chaff components are less likely to

local environment and detailed information about diet. The

survive charring than the more resilient grains and pulses. Also,

overall projected count is relatively high; it averaged at 10.85

while cereal grains are rapidly carbonised (between 200°C and

items per litre of processed soil, although the results varied

400°C), cultivated leguminous seeds such as broad beans start to

greatly from one sample to another (from 0.03 to 729.48 items

become carbonised only at 500°C because of their thick seed coat

per litre) and from one period to another (from 0.48 to 35.79

(testa) (Ruas & Bouby 2010). These biases should be taken into

items per litre). Five samples stood out with concentrations of

consideration. The pulses were in varying states of preservation;

over 50 items per litre: from Early Neolithic pit A[777] (at a

several seeds had suffered from splitting. Others were more

projected density of 729.48 items per litre); Middle Bronze Age

fragmented which could be a result of high temperatures rather

hearth/furnace A[165] (65.61 items per litre); Late Bronze Age

than post-depositional erosion. Overall, the small weed seeds

working hollow A[117] (55.95 items per litre); Late Bronze

were less abraded, although in some instance charring had

Age refuse pit A[1576] (103.81 items per litre); and Middle

resulted in the loss of their seed coats.

Iron Age/Roman pit B[1095] (83.64 items per litre). Five

Results are presented below by site and by period (Tables

samples produced between 10 and 50 items per litre (one from

6.27–6.28). Full taxonomic results of the macrobotanical

period 1, one from period 4 and three from period 5). The

analysis by individual feature are available in the site archive.

remaining 107 samples did not exceed 10 items per litre (77 of
which produced fewer than 3 items per litre), which is in fact a
typical result for prehistoric sites in a dry context.
Period
1

2

Total samples

16

-

4

30

20

8

24

Total volume (l)

430

-

130

825

570

290

695

Total counted

3

4

5

6

7

8

7–8
BHT09<177>
1

Overall

13

4–6
SVP<2>
1

275

20

20

3255

117

4071

-

18

3041

4288

524

1079

752

130

615

14,518

Total count (estimates)

15,393

-

63

5725

9816

538

1207

772

130

1673

35,317

Count density (items per litre of processed soil)

35.79

-

0.48

6.93

17.22

2.83

1.73

2.80

6.5

83.64

10.85

Table 6.26 Summary of the charred macroplant remains by period (samples SVP<2> and BHT09<177> derive from features that can be only broadly dated)
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PERIOD 1: EARLY NEOLITHIC, c 3700–3300 BC

keel and a slight secondary keel. This suggests that emmer was

Open Area 43 (OA43)

almost certainly represented amongst the assemblage of charred

A:G245: pit A[786], A<120>, fill A[787]; pit A[635], A<104>, fill A[641],
A<103>, fill A[640], A<102>, fill A[639], A<101>, fill A[636]; pit A[1202],
A<189>, fill A[1205]
A:G246: pit A[774], A<115>, fill A[772], A<116>, fill A[773]; pit A[783],
A<119>, fill A[782]; pit A[777], A<117>, fill A[775]; pit A[648], A<100>, fill
A[650], A<106>, fill A[649]
A:G247: pit A[21], A<6>, A<7> and A<8>, fill A[22]; pit A[766], A<118>, fill A[767]

hulled wheat grains.

All the samples selected for analysis from the Early

Several samples provided limited evidence for pulses
including Celtic/broad beans and occasional vetch/bean/pea.
Seeds of flax were also evident. They were uncommon and
recorded only in one sample (pit A[783], A<119>). The ovate

Neolithic period came from three groups of pits (A:G245,

seeds with apexes displaying hooked tips were consistent with the

A:G246 and A:G247) which are part of a larger cluster (OA43)

cultivated species. Although the quantity of seeds was insufficient

in the north-east corner of the site. Sixteen samples from the

to demonstrate the cultivation of flax at the site, their presence at

fills of nine pits were further analysed. An overall description

least indicates the use of this oeliferous/fibre crop.

of the content of the features is followed by presentations of
individual assemblages.

Fragments of hazelnut shell present in pits A[635] and
A[648] almost certainly related to the use of this species for
food. A possible cherry/plum/blackthorn seed fragment was also

Overall description

present, suggesting that fruits were gathered from the wild. The

While the samples from pit group A:G247 contained small

samples contained relatively few weed seeds, including goosefoot,

quantities of charred macrobotanical remains, these were more

knotgrass/dock, vetch/vetchling/tare and sedge. They also

frequent in the samples from group A:G245 and even more

produced limited evidence for grass seeds, including potential

numerous in the samples from group A:G246, with abundant

sweet-grass and oat, which was almost certainly wild oat.

assemblages in pits A[635], A[774] and A[783] and a very rich
assemblage in pit A[777]. Charred grains dominated all the

Pit A[777]

studied samples (99.07% of the total macroplant remains), and

Pit A[777] differed from the majority of the other pits in OA43

chaff and weed seeds were very uncommon. Preservation was

in that while the fills from the other pits contained pottery

variable. A third of the grains were poorly preserved preventing

and flint material as well as saddle querns and rubbing stones,

identifications to genus or species levels. The overall figure

it produced no artefacts. The feature was also shallower –

indicates that wheat grains were best represented amongst the

although the subcircular pit was fairly large, measuring almost

identified grains. However, the figures varied between samples.

0.80m in diameter, it was only 0.18m deep. It is, however,

In fact, in almost all samples, barley made up the vast number

probable that the feature was originally deeper but had been

of the identified grains with glume wheat (either emmer or

truncated by later agricultural activities. The sample examined

spelt) and free-threshing bread-type wheat also present. The

from the pit came from fill A[775]. The basal fill A[776], which

exception is grain-rich pit A[777], for which glume wheat

was 0.07m deep, was similar to the natural and formed the pit

appeared to be the most common cereal occurring amongst the

interface. Two radiocarbon-dating measurements were carried

identified grains.

out on two grains from the sample. They produced results

While several grains of barley displayed a fine transverse
wrinkling on the dorsal surface characteristic of naked barley,

which are in agreement with the chronology inferred from the
artefacts recovered from the other pits;

others exhibited a more or less angular shape typical of hulled
barley. Amongst the assemblage, several grains were shorter

•

and rounded in cross-section, and a few twisted asymmetrical
lateral grains provided evidence for the six-row form of this
cereal. Based on the morphology of the grains, many of the

datation on a grain of hulled wheat (Triticum dicoccum/
spelta): 3645–3522 cal BC (SUERC-43285, 4793±28 BP);

•

datation on a grain of barley (Hordeum vulgare cf var nudum):
3696–3531 cal BC (SUERC-43286, 4838±29 BP).

wheat caryopses were more characteristic of glume wheat
species, either emmer or spelt wheat, although distinguishing

Fill A[775] produced a substantial concentration of

these based on the grains alone is unreliable. Nonetheless, the

charred macroplant remains with an estimate of over 14,500

majority of chaff, which was only evident in samples from pit

items and a projected density of 729.48 items per litre of

group A:G246, was tentatively identified as emmer wheat.

processed soil (the highest of all the analysed samples). A

They lacked the classic strong veins visible on chaff of spelt and

large assemblage of charred macroplant remains weighing 12g

exhibited a slight angular appearance with a strong primary

was also recovered from the residue. However, owing to time
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restrictions no identifications were carried out on this material,

fills was low, ranging from 0.25 to 2.44 items per litre. Half

and the figures are based entirely on the flot. Charred grains

of the items originated from the lower fill, A[641]. The

dominated the assemblage, representing 99.50% of the total

assemblage was dominated by cereal grains (94.68% of the

macroplants, with a very small amount of chaff (0.28%) and

total macroplant remains), and although barley and wheat were

other macroplant remains (0.22%). The sample composition

again mixed, there was a significant preponderance of barley.

appeared different from that of the other pits. Wheat

Similarly to the previous sample, no chaff was recorded and

represented the major cereal (73% of the identified grains) with

pulses and weed seeds were very sparse. In addition, there were

barley accounting for 27%, rather than a predominance of

a few hazelnut shell fragments. A wheat grain from the lowest

barley. This preponderance may, however, be exaggerated, given

of the secondary fills, A[640], produced a radiocarbon date

that a third of the grains could not be identified. Glume wheat

of 3660–3520 cal BC (SUERC-30727, 4815±35 BP). This

species (either emmer or spelt) were best represented amongst

fill contained remains of artefacts, including a saddle quern

the assemblage of wheat, with chaff tentatively identified as

fragment and a D-sectioned upper rubbing stone fragment (see

emmer although a very small amount of free-threshing wheat

Chapter 6.6, ‘Quernstones’).

was also recorded. The assemblage of barley comprised possibly
naked barley, and there was evidence for the six-row variety. A

PERIOD 2: LATER NEOLITHIC, c 3500–2250 BC

small amount of pulses and weed seeds consisting of seeds of

This period was characterised by sporadic pit digging, and

grass and knotgrass/dock was recorded.

no charred macroplant remains were recovered from the two
samples taken from features assigned to period 2 land use.

Pit A[783]
Fill A[782] produced much fewer macroplant remains than the

PERIOD 3: EARLY BRONZE AGE, c 2250–1500 BC

previous pit. However, in terms of density the sample was quite

Four samples were analysed from features grouped within

rich for the site and the period (projected density of 10.23

occupation in period 3: one sample came from barrow ditch

items per litre of processed soil). Cereal grains dominated

A[356] and three from two pits related to drove road Trackway

(92.90% of the total macroplant remains) with barley

1 (R1).

accounting for the best-represented grains amongst those that
could be identified followed by glume wheat (either emmer or

Barrow Structure 6 (S6)

spelt) and a very small amount of free-threshing wheat. Seeds

A:G1, ditch A[356], A<65>, fill A[357]

of flax were also represented in this sample. A small amount of

The analysed sample from barrow ditch A[356] in the south-

pulses and weed seeds consisting of seeds of grass and vetch/

west corner of the site produced very few macroplant remains

vetchling/tare was recorded.

with only a very small amount of seeds of the weed bedstraw. A
few indeterminate poorly preserved charred plant remains were

Pit A[774]

also evident.

Macroplant remains were slightly less numerous in both fills of
this pit, with 136 items counted and a density of 6.80 items per

Trackway 1 (R1)

litre. Interestingly, the material in the uppermost fill [A[772]

A:G223, pit A[910], A<163>, fill A[912]

was denser (9.30 items per litre) than in the basal fill A[773]

Charred macroplant remains were also sparse in the sample

(4.30 items per litre). The composition of the assemblage of

from pit A[910] situated by trackway R1. The small assemblage

macroplants was similar to that from pit A[783]. Cereal grains

consisted of infrequent poorly preserved cereal grains including

were predominant in both upper and lower fills, representing

glume wheat species (either emmer or spelt) and a small

respectively 93.54% and 97.67% of the total macroplant

amount of indeterminate charred plant remains.

remains, and consisted principally of barley. While there was
no chaff in either fill, a very small amount of pulses and weed

Open Area 53 (OA53)

seeds was evident.

A:G238, pit A[1195], A<188>, fill A[1199], and A<187>, fill A[1194]

The assemblage of mammal bones present in pit A[1195]

Pit A[635]

indicates potential feasting. Although cereal grains and other

Although this pit also produced a relatively rich concentration

plants may have been used as raw materials, once transformed,

of charred macroplants, the density in the four sampled

prepared food is unlikely to survive. Furthermore, no remains
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from gathered plants providing evidence of food consumption

mainly common arable species such black bindweed, dock,

such as fruit stones or hazelnut shells were recorded in the

vetch/vetchling/tare, medick/clover and goosefoot.

samples. Both fills produced a very low concentration of
macroplant remains with very few charred grains, which were

Pit A[1105]

poorly preserved and could not be identified to genus or

Pit A[1105], which was subsequently used for the interment of a

species level, as well as a few weed seeds of knotgrass/dock and

human cremation, contained more macroplant remains than the

a small amount of indeterminate charred plant remains. The

other pits. Only barley was identified amongst the assemblage

remains probably represented small scatters of domestic debris

of identified grains, and no chaff was present. Remains of vetch/

accidentally burnt.

bean/pea provided evidence for leguminous food plants. In
addition to weed seeds, including black bindweed, dock and

PERIOD 4: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE, c 1500–1150 BC

medick/clover, pit A[1105] produced moderate quantities of

Twenty-eight samples were analysed from features attributed to

tubers of false oat-grass (Arrhenatherum elatius) (estimate of

period 4 from Lower Hoddern Farm, a period during which two

43 tubers) and potential tubers or rhizomes (estimate of 21

field systems were laid out, Field System 4 (FS4) on the north

tubers/rhizomes). A large quantity of amorphous and mainly

side of the valley and FS1 on the south side. Samples came from

vesicular charred matter was also recorded. At first, the shapeless

distinct settlement sites including three roundhouses positioned

morphology of some of this material together with the absence

close to each other, Buildings 6, 7 and 2 (B6, B7 and B2),

of epidermis and other diagnostic anatomical features appeared

and six-post B1 in the south-west of the site. Other samples

inconsistent with macrobotanical remains; nonetheless, given

came from clusters of pits and hearths/furnaces reflecting agro-

the presence of tubers/rhizomes in the sample, it is difficult

industrial activities in the far south of the site (OA57), from

to establish whether this assemblage derived from charred

storage and ‘structured’ deposition activities in the south of

macrobotanical remains, or whether it was predominantly from

the valley (B16) and from a refuse pit (OA58) which could be

wood charcoal, or whether it represented bran.

related to possible raised storage structure B5.

Building 7 (B7)
Building 6 (B6)

A:G213: possible cremation pit A[813], A<91>, fill A[814]

A:G89: pit A[1032], A<171>, fill A[1033]; pit A[1038], A<172>, fill A[1039];

A:G212: pit A[824], A<136>, fill A[826]

pit A[1040], A<168>, fill A[1041]; pit A[1044], A<169>, fill A[1045]; pit

A:G211: pit/cremation pit A[987], A<158>, A[1006], and A<159>, A[988]

A[1105], A<179>, fill A[1106])
A:G90: pit A[1107], A<182>, fill A[1108]; pit A[1109], A<183>, fill A[1110]

Few charred macroplant remains recorded from the four
analysed samples associated with B7 were identifiable.

Five of the six pits (A:G89) situated around the hut platform

Nonetheless, they produced a small quantity of charred

and between the roof-support posts, as well as two of the three

cereal remains providing some evidence for glume wheat

pits (A:G90) found in the centre of the roundhouse, were

and barley. No chaff was present. A small quantity of pulses

examined. While pit group A:G89 has been interpreted as a

including vetch/bean/pea was recorded in pit A[987]. A human

possible cluster of storage pits, the function of pit group A:G90

cremation was found in this feature, and again a moderate

is unclear, and the latter could be associated with a hearth.

amount of tubers of false oat-grass (estimate of 61 tubers) and

The pits contained small assemblages of charred macroplant

potential tubers or rhizomes (estimate of 5 tubers/rhizomes)

remains. Pit A[1105] produced a larger concentration of

were evident in the pit. Overall, charred weed seeds were very

material with an estimate of over 184 items and a projected

uncommon including vetch/vetchling/tare, medick/clover and

density of 4.61 items per litre of processed soil. All the pits

some grass seeds. Assemblages of charred matter of possible

contained small assemblages of cereal remains, most of which

organic origin similar to the material found in pit A[1105]

were in a poor condition. They provided limited evidence

were also recorded in these features.

for glume wheat (either emmer or spelt) and barley, which
dominated the assemblage of identified grains. A possible

Building 2 (B2)

emmer spikelet base was found in pit A[1038]. The features

A:G216: pit A[992], A<157>, fill A[993]

also produced large-sized pulses, including a Celtic/broad bean,

A:G220: drip gully A[945], A<155>, fill A[946]

and a moderate quantity of vetch/bean/pea. A possible seed of

Pit A[992] and drip gully A[945] were associated with B2.

flax was present in pit A[1109]. Charred weed seeds included

Indeterminate charred plant remains were relatively frequent
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in pit A[992]. Overall, the cereal assemblage was small.

to moderately well preserved. Seed coats (testae) tended to

Unlike the previous samples, it comprised only glume wheat

be undamaged, suggesting little movement post-charring.

(either emmer or spelt), which was represented by grain and

Nonetheless, while several whole grains were present, fragments

chaff. Large-seeded pulses were uncommon, including Celtic/

of beans were more recurrent. Given their large size, these

broad beans and vetch/bean/pea. The samples produced a

may be more susceptible to fracturing. A possible garden pea

high proportion of weed seeds. The most abundant of these

was recorded in hearth/furnace A[165]. The cereal assemblage

were seeds of medick/clover but fat hen, possible common

consisted largely of glume wheat (either emmer or spelt) with

chickweed, dock, possible plantain and small and medium

two glume bases, tentatively recorded as emmer. Barley and

seeds of grass were also evident.

oat were also recorded amongst the identified grains. The latter

The majority of the macroplant remains recovered from the

was represented by fewer than five items and it is most likely

roundhouses appeared to have derived from general domestic

that the infrequent grains represented wild oat. Free-threshing

waste accumulated in features over time. They probably

bread-type wheat was absent. A wide range of weed seeds was

represented an amalgam of food-processing waste, fodder,

recorded, including species from disturbed and cultivated

plants used for thatching, flooring and/or bedding and possibly

ground but also species from a grassland environment.

plants used for fuel. Some remains may have been accidentally

Scentless mayweed, knotgrass/dock and fat hen were the best

or incidentally deposited with the cremated burials.

represented, but seeds of vetch/vetchling/tare, medick/clover,
campion, stitchwort, black bindweed, violet, possible rose,

Building 1 (B1)

plantains, bedstraw, elder, chamomiles and mayweeds as well as

A:G116: pottery vessel A[1990], A<222>, fill A[1991]

seeds of grass were also present.

The sample from pottery vessel A[1990], placed within the
footprint of six-post structure B1, produced a single wheat chaff:

Hearth/furnace A[165]

a spikelet fork which could be from either spelt or emmer.

Charred macroplant remains were very abundant in the
hearth/furnace with an estimate of over 2839 items, a figure

Open Area 57 (OA57)

based entirely on the flot. A large concentration of charred

A:G165: hearth/furnace A[107], A<26>, fill A[106]; hearth/furnace A[116],
A<25>, fill A[115]; hearth/furnace A[165], A<29> and A<30>, fill A[164]
A:G163: pit A[671], A<85>, fill A[672]
A:G166: possible refuse pit A[97], A<23>, fill A[98], and A<24>, fill A[99]

macroplant remains weighing 132g was also recovered from

This area, in the south of Lower Hoddern Farm, consisted of

extracted from the feature and the concentration of remains

a cluster of pits and hearths/furnaces reflecting agro-industrial

recorded in the flots is 12 times greater in the lower part of

activities. Four samples from three hearth/furnaces (A:G165),

the feature (A<30>). The density in this sample was very

one sample from pit A[671] and two samples from possible

high (65.61 items per litre of soil processed) in comparison

refuse pit A[97] were further analysed. An overall description

with the higher part (5.35 items per litre of soil processed).

of the content of the features is followed by presentation of

Charred cultivated pulses dominated the assemblage

selected individual assemblages.

representing 88.10% of the total macroplants, with a small

the residues. However, the material could not be counted
or identified owing to time constraints. Two samples were

quantity of cereal grains (4.10%), chaff (0.10%) and weed

Overview of land use

seeds (7.70%). Two radiocarbon-dating measurements were

The pits and hearths/furnaces contained moderately large to

carried out on a cereal grain and on a Celtic/broad bean

substantial quantities of charred macroplant remains, with

from the sample extracted from fill A[164]. Both results are

the largest quantities recorded in hearth/furnace A[165] and

consistent: the wheat grain produced a date of 1440–1260

associated refuse pit A[97]. The projected density of material

cal BC (SUERC-30724, 3095±35 BP) and the Celtic/broad

was very variable, ranging from 0.87 to 65.61 items per litre

bean indicated a date of 1420–1210 cal BC (SUERC-30725,

of soil processed. Charred cultivated pulses dominated all the

3060±35 BP). The assemblage of pulses comprised largely

studied samples. While charred cereal remains were recorded

Celtic/broad beans although large round seeds more than 3mm

in small to moderate amounts, weed seeds were relatively

in diameter represented a moderate component. For many

frequent. Celtic/broad beans dominated the assemblage of

of the round pulses, hila and seed coats were insufficiently

cultivated pulses, although large-seeded vetch/bean/pea was

preserved to identify the type of cultivated pulses present and

also present. The remains of Celtic/broad beans were poorly

the assemblage of large-sized pulses may have included vetches,
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beans and garden pea. The cereals consisted of glume wheat

the material suggested domestic debris from various sources. It

and barley with wheat recorded in slightly higher numbers.

may have become accidentally incorporated in the features over

The weed seeds indicated a mixture of species from cultivated

time or, as is the case of the larger assemblage in pit A[521],

or otherwise disturbed ground. The hearth/furnace contained a

could have represented a series of intentional depositions. Pit

large quantity of poorly preserved amorphous vesicular charred

A[503], also from pit group A:G173, contained four large saddle

matter, the origin of which is unclear. These remains appeared

quern fragments from at least three lower stones, one of which

organic, but possibly indicated the presence of bran.

was still serviceable (see Chapter 6.6, ‘Quernstones’). Although
the sample from pit A[503] was not selected for analysis it is

Possible refuse pit A[97]

interesting to note that no charred cereal remains were recorded

Both fills of this possible refuse pit also produced large quantity

in the sample, which produced only infrequent pulses.

of macroplant remains (estimate of 1021 items) although they
were slightly less numerous than in the previous feature. The

Open Area 58 (OA58)

material in the basal fill (A[98]) was far denser (24.87 items per

A:G207: pit A[1427], A<131>, fill A[1428]

litre) than in the uppermost fill (A[99]) (0.87 items per litre).

B5 was interpreted as a potential post-built structure (A:G202)

The composition of the assemblage of macroplants was similar

which may have represented a raised storage structure for

to that from heart/furnace A[165]. Charred cultivated pulses

agricultural produce, and the sample from pit A[1427] was

dominated the assemblage representing 97.94% of the total

selected for further study because of its proximity to this

macroplants with a high preponderance of Celtic/broad bean.

building. The pit contained very few charred macroplant

The remaining material comprised a small quantity of cereal

remains, including very occasional cereal grains and chaff, some

grains (0.88%), chaff (0.10%) and weed seeds (1.08%). The

of which were identified as glume wheat. Weed seeds were also

quantity and range of charred weed seeds were smaller than in

uncommon, including black bindweed, dock and a grass seed.

the previous feature.

Open Area 3 (OA3)
Building 16 (B16)
A:G174: pit/structured deposit A[661], A<84>, fill A[662
A:G173: storage pit A[482], A<74>, fill A[480]; pit A[508], A<82> and A<83>,
fill A[510]; pit/structured deposit A[521], A<86>, fill A[673], A<76>, fill A[522]

C:G22: pits with structured deposits C[164], C<10>, fill C[163], and C[167],
C<21>, C[165]

Both samples examined from period 4 came from two isolated
features (A:G22) located in the far north-east corner of the

B16 was located on the south side of the valley. Six samples

site. They originated from fill C[165] of a vessel placed within

from pits including a storage pit as well as pits with structured

pit C[167] and from fill C[163] of an adjoining structural

deposits were analysed. The quantities of charred macroplant

deposition feature, C[164]. They produced only three charred

remains varied from nine items in pit A[661] to an estimated

grains. Two were identified as wheat, one of which exhibited

494 items (and a projected density of 9.88 items per litre of

a rounded morphology typical of bread/club wheat. The

processed soil) in pit A[521]. A mixture of charred cereal grains,

remaining grain was too poorly preserved to be identified.

chaff, cultivated pulses and weed seeds were present in all the

Seventeen wheat chaff components were recorded, one of

examined samples. Cereal grains were the most abundant crop,

which was identified to spelt wheat. Sparse weed seeds included

but pulses were also well represented. A large quantity of cereal

orache, goosefoot and brome grass (cf Bromus sp).

grains could not be identified. Nonetheless, glume wheats were
best represented amongst the assemblage of identified grains,

PERIOD 5: LATE BRONZE AGE, c 1150–800 BC

and not only emmer but also spelt was tentatively recorded in

Seventeen samples were selected from features assigned to

the chaff assemblage. The grain assemblage consisted also of

period 5 activity. This period was characterised by a shift in

barley, including hulled barley, and small quantities of free-

settlement location. Almost half the samples originated from

threshing bread-type wheat. Vetch/bean/pea was predominant

these new settlements sited in the south-west of the site,

among the large-seeded pulses although Celtic/broad beans were

including OA61. The remaining samples came from B8 and

also evident. The samples contained a wide range of weed seeds

trackway R1 on the north side of the valley, as well as from

commonly associated with arable fields or ruderal habitats but

deposits associated with salt production in the south-west

also species from grassland environment. Infrequent hazelnut

of the site, Ditch 17 (D17) and OA77, and agro-industrial

shell fragments were also evident. The mixed composition of

activities in the south-east of the site (OA57).
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Open Area 61 (OA61)

Building 8 (B8)

A:G10: cooking pit A[2171], A<245>, fill A[2172]
A:G11: cooking or storage pit A[2015], A<229>, fill A[2018]
A:G18: pit A[1576], A<200>, fill A[1746], A<193>, fill A[1578], and A<192>,
fill A[1577]
A:G20: storage pit A[1537], A<191>, fill A[1539]
A:G19: pit/structured deposit A[1630], A<197>, fill A[1623]
A:G14: pit/structured deposit A[2179], A<246>, fill A[2180]

A:G232: probable storage pit A[1114], A<180>, fill A[1117]

The six pits associated with settlement OA61 produced

(1.20%) and weed seeds (22.90%). The remains were in a poor

different charred macroplant assemblages in terms of

state of preservation and over 70% of the grains could not be

quantity and density. Storage pit A[1537] contained a very

identified. Nonetheless glume wheat dominated the assemblage

small amount of remains, but there were slightly more

of identifiable grains with barley also well represented. Amongst

frequent remains in cooking or storage pit A[2015] and pit/

the small assemblage of chaff which could be tentatively

structured deposit A[2179]. Although cooking pit A[2171]

identified, both emmer and spelt were recorded. Vetch/bean/

and pit/structured deposit A[1630] produced relatively large

pea made up the majority of the pulses. A wide range of

assemblages of charred plant remains the item density was fairly

weed seeds was present including species from disturbed and

low. The exception was pit A[1576], which contained a rich

cultivated ground. Seeds of goosefoot were numerous, but

assemblage of charred macroplant remains with an estimated

black bindweed, knotgrass/dock, cleaver (Galium aparine) and

6032 items and a projected density of 50.26 items per litre of

bedstraw were also well represented.

Probable storage pit A[1114] produced a rich assemblage of
charred macroplant remains with an estimated 1248 items
and a projected density of 31.21 items per litre of processed
soil. The assemblage consisted of cereal grains (43.30% of the
total macroplant remains), chaff (32.60%), large-seeded pulses

processed soil. The samples produced large quantities of charred
grains representing 47.80% of the total macroplant remains as

Trackway 1 (R1)

well as significant amounts of weed seeds and tubers (41.80%

A:G79: metalling A[985], A<152>

of the total macroplant remains). Chaff represented 9.77% and

The sample selected from road metalling A[985] revealed

pulses were less common (0.63%). Preservation was relatively

occasional occurrence of charred macroplants including infrequent

poor and, overall, half of the grains could not be identified to

grains of wheat and barley, chaff and weed seeds, which probably

genus or species level. The overall figure indicates that wheat

represented small background scatters of charred waste.

grains were best represented amongst the identified grains
followed by barley. Oat was also tentatively identified although

Ditch 17 (D17), Open Area 61 (OA61)

the grains probably represented wild oat. Glume wheat

A:G32: ditch slot A[54], A<20>, fill A[55]

dominated the assemblage of wheat grains, with just a few

Ditch A[54], excavated within north–south ditch D17 in

free-threshing bread-type wheat grains recorded. Although the

the south-west of the site, contained a small assemblage of

grains of hulled wheat could not be identified to species level,

charred cereal remains and weeds seeds. Several cereal grains

the chaff assemblage produced very low occurrences of emmer

were not identifiable, but grains of wheat were tentatively

chaff and consisted of a large quantity of glume bases more

identified and caryopses of oat were evident. The presence of

typical of spelt, suggesting that spelt was possibly the main

spelt was confirmed by the identification of a single glume base

cereal. Barley rachis fragments and several indeterminate chaff

amongst the chaff of glume wheat. The grains of oat probably

fragments were also evident. Weed seeds were well represented

represented wild oat.

with a relatively wide diversity of taxa. Seeds of grasses
including oat/brome, possible oat, fescue/ryegrass (Festuca sp/

Open Area 77 (OA77)

Lolium sp), goosefoot and knotgrass/dock were more numerous

A:G129: pit/postholes A[2199], A<247>, fill A[2197], and A[2013], A<231>,
fill A[2014]

but the assemblage also included small seeded leguminous seeds
such as vetch/vetchling/tare and medick/clover as well as seeds

Charred macroplant remains were also uncommon in pit/

of bedstraw, black bindweed, plantains, mayweeds, sedges,

posthole features A[2199] and A[2013], which lay to the east

stinging nettle and a potential whitebeam. Several tubers of

of the north–south D17. The assemblage consisted of a low

false oat-grass were also present.

number of cereal grains of barley and wheat as well as grains
that were too poorly preserved to be identified to genus or
species level. Nonetheless, glume wheat (either spelt or emmer)
was identified from chaff components. Pulses were scarce
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including infrequent large-seeded vetch/bean/pea. The weed

cultivated pulses in A<31> consisted of Celtic/broad beans

seed assemblage consisted of seeds of grass, including oat/

although large-seeded vetch/bean/pea was also numerous. In

brome, as well as goosefoot and black bindweed. A very small

addition, a large assemblage of charred macroplants consisting

amount of tubers of false oat-grass was also recorded.

mainly of leguminous plants (132g) was present in the residue.

The samples from D17 and OA17 contained a mixture

There were differences in the weed seed assemblages between

of remains which probably represented background scatters of

both samples. While seeds of goosefoot, black bindweed and

detritus from a number of different activities. The general paucity

sedges were recorded only in A<28>, hoary plantain, scentless

of macroplant remains is not surprising given that this part of the

mayweed and stitchworts were present only in pulse-rich

site may have been used primarily for salt production.

A<31>. Other taxa were evident in both samples but best
represented in only one of them. This is the case for the seeds

Open Area 57 (OA57)

of grass and the small leguminous seeds (medick/clover and

A:G164: working hollow layer A[528], A<78> and A<77>, and working hollow

vetch/vetchling/tare) which were more numerous in A<28>.

A[117], A<28> and A<31>, fill A[118]

The remains present in the basal fill of working hollow A[117]

Deposits A[528] and A[117] were both close to Middle Bronze

were interesting – they consisted of two distinct assemblages

Age features (A:G165, A:G166 and A:G163), two of which

of waste deliberately discarded. The charred macroplant

(hearth/furnace A[165] and possible refuse pit A[97]) produced

remains represented crop waste which became incidentally or

large assemblages of charred macroplants and, more precisely,

accidentally burnt either before or during storage or during the

large assemblages of Celtic/broad beans. Although working

final stages of crop processing. Their presence in the same fill

hollow layer A[528] contained a small amount of material

demonstrates that both pulses and cereals were cultivated at this

with infrequent leguminous remains, working hollow A[117]

time.

produced a substantial assemblage of plant remains amounting
to an estimated more than 2063 items and a high projected

Trackway 10 (R10) and Open Area 4 (OA4)

density of 34.38 items per litre of soil processed. Two samples

C:G7: ditch slot C[150], C<7>, fill C[148])

were recovered from working hollow A[117]. Although they
produced assemblages of charred macroplant remains which

C:G15: ditch slot C[236], C<17>, fill C[235]
C:G19: cooking pit C[174], C<9>, fill C[175]

did not vary considerably in terms of item quantity, they

Three samples originated from features dated to period 5, of

differed considerably in terms of item density and mainly in

which two came from the fills C[148] and C[235] of two slot

terms of category of charred material. Both samples originated

trenches C[150] and C[236], excavated through droveway

from the basal fill (A[118]) of the working hollow; however,

R10. The third came from fill C[175] of cooking pit C[174],

the differences in the assemblage composition suggest that the

related to a possible settlement in the north-west of the site.

charred remains related to separate events, providing evidence

Charred grains were present in small amounts (fewer than 25

for two distinct phases of deposition within the working hollow.

grains) in these features. Grains of wheat were best represented,

The charred macroplant assemblage in A<28> consisted

one of which resembled bread/club wheat. Three grains of

of a large percentage of weed seeds (53.90% of the total

barley were also present. The other grains were too fragmentary

macroplant remains) with cereal grains representing 17.56%,

to be identified. No wheat glumes or spikelets were noted, but

chaff 22.20% and pulses accounting for only 6.34% of the

a fragmented barley rachis node and a cereal or large grass culm

total macroplant remains. The assemblage in A<31> was

node were evident. Charred weed seeds were also uncommon.

very different, consisting principally of large-seeded pulses

Knotgrass/dock, black bindweed, bedstraw and goosefoot are

(86.32% of the total macroplants). There was a small amount

common weeds of cultivation or waste/disturbed ground. Three

of cereal grains (4.38%), no chaff, and weed seeds accounted

tubers of false oat-grass indicate ungrazed grassland.

for 9.30%. While the cereal grains in A<31> were dominated
by barley, wheat was more commonly identified in A<28>.

PERIOD 6: TRANSITIONAL LATE BRONZE AGE AND

Grains of glume wheat were best represented but grains of free-

EARLY IRON AGE, c 800–400 BC

threshing bread-type wheat were also evident. Chaff consisted

Open Area 60 (OA60)

mainly of glume wheat (emmer and spelt) and emmer was

A:G226: pit A[1080], A<124>, fill A[1081]
A:G228: occupation layer A[1056], A<121>

best represented amongst the glume bases and spikelet forks
which were tentatively identified. A large proportion of the
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Structure 12 (S12)

PERIODS 4–6

A:G277: structural cut feature A[1349], A<195>, fill A[1347]

Field System 1 ( FS1)

Three samples from deposits dated to period 6 land use

C:G2: ditch slot [C69], C<2>, fill C[71]

were examined. They were associated with possible working

Ditch slot C[69], part of FS1, could be only broadly dated.

hollow OA60 and possible pyre feature S12 in the north

It contained a small amount of charred grains. While barley

of the valley. The samples contained moderate amounts of

dominated the assemblage of identified grains, a possible grain

charred macroplant remains, with pit A[1080] producing

of spelt was recorded within the assemblage of glume wheat.

more substantial remains including cereal grains, chaff and

No chaff elements were present but a small quantity of weed

weed seeds. The cereal assemblage consisted of grains of barley,

seeds was recovered, including goosefoot, knotgrass/dock,

possible oat and wheat including glume wheat (either emmer

medick/clover as well as grass seeds. A tuber of false oat-grass

or spelt) and free-threshing bread-type wheat. Based on the

was also present.

chaff, emmer was tentatively identified through the presence
of spikelet forks and spelt through the presence of glume bases.

PERIOD 7: MIDDLE IRON AGE, c 400–100/50 BC

Occasional pulses including large-seeded vetch/bean/pea were

Introduction

recorded. The small weed flora consisted of species associated

The Middle Iron Age period has been divided into two phases

with disburbed ground and arable cultivation including

(period 7, phases 1 and 2) with phase 2 being further divided

knotgrass/dock, black bindweed, scentless mayweed, possible

into three subphases (2a, 2b and 2c), based principally on

ribwort plantain, nettle, vetch/vetchling/tare and seeds of

evidence from Keymer Avenue. The period is associated with

grass. The remains probably represented background scatters of

the reorganisation of the agrarian landscape on the south side

crop waste from accidental burning during the final stages of

of the valley, with the new Field System 3 (FS3) laid out during

crop processing or food preparation. The assemblage from pit

phase 2. Evidence from Lower Hoddern Farm was limited

A[1080] was too small to consist of waste deliberately discarded.

but a sample from FS3 was analysed. Eight samples were also
examined from four groups of pits forming part of a larger

Open Area 5 (OA5)

cluster (OA40). They represented a northward expansion of

C:G4: intervention C[117], C<4>, fill C[114] and C<5>, fill C[115];

Enclosure 1 (EN1) in the south-west corner of FS3 during

intervention C[11/004], C<1E>, fill C[11/005]; intervention C[46], C<1>, fill

phase 2c. The remaining sample came from holloway/drove

C[47]; intervention C[91], C<3>, C[89]

road R8 in the west of the enclosure complex.

Charred macroplant remains were slightly more numerous
in the five samples taken from four interventions excavated

Field System 3 (FS3)

through the large elongated pit C:G4 cutting into the northern

A:G153: possible cremation feature A[1843], A<214>, fill A[1844]

routeway R9. Wheat dominated the assemblage of identified

Although possible cremation A[1843] uncovered within

grains. Thirteen grains of hulled wheat of possible emmer/spelt

ditch slot A:G56 produced a moderately large assemblage of

and one grain which displayed characteristics of bread/club

charred wood fragments, charred macrobotanical remains were

wheat were recorded amongst the assemblage of wheat. Grains

infrequent. The small assemblage of cereal remains was limited

of barley were more abundant than in the previous samples.

to uncommon poorly preserved grains of wheat and barley.

Ten wheat chaff elements were recorded including one spelt

Seeds of goosefoot dominated the small weed flora, although

glume base and one possible spelt glume base. Two fragmented

redshank/pale persicaria (Persicaria maculosa/lapathifolia) and

barley rachis nodes were noted. The samples contained a small

several indeterminate charred fragments which appeared to

quantity of wild weed seeds including weeds of cultivation

derive from plant material were also recorded.

and waste/disturbed ground. The small assemblage consisted
of knotgrass/dock, black bindweed, bedstraw, goosefoot,

Open Area 40 (OA40)

medick/clover, orache, scentless mayweed as well as some grass

A:G141: refuse pit A[30], A<13>, fill A[32], and A<12>, fill A[31]
A:G140: storage pit A[33], A<15>, fill A[35]
A:G214: pit A[2272], A<258>, fill A[2273]
A:G143: pit A[64], A<19>, fill A[65]; pit A[211], A<33>, fill A[212]; pit
A[213], A<34>, fill A[214]; storage pit A[80], A<21>, fill A[84]

caryopses. Four tubers of false oat-grass were also recorded.

The eight samples examined from four groups of pits produced
small to good quantities of charred macroplant remains made
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up of a mixture of grains, chaff, pulses and weed seeds. Storage

Enclosure 3 (EN3)

pit A[80] contained the largest assemblage of material with 111

B:G20: ditch slot B[173], B<1001>, fill B[174]; ditch slot B[195], B<1002>, fill
B[197]

items counted. However, the density varied from 0.38 items

Open Area 17 (OA17)

per litre of processed soil in pit fill A[65] to a projected density

B:G62: pit B[449], B<1014>, fill B[450]
B:G60: possible cooking pit B[1615], B<1131>, fill B[1616]

of 6.33 items in the basal fill A[32] of refuse pit A[30]. In most

Two samples originated from slots B[298] and B[350],

samples grains and chaff were recorded in similar proportion

excavated through the boundary Ditch 1 (D1) which may

with smaller quantities of pulses and weed seeds. Wheat was

have been part of an early field system. Two samples from

identified in all the pits including occasional grains of glume

midden layers B[970] and B[1015] (B:G1) and a sample from

wheat (either emmer or spelt) and free-threshing bread-type

occupation layer B[963] were also selected. One sample came

wheat. Spelt was tentatively identified through the presence of

from posthole B[1504], which formed part of a series of posts

glume bases. Other grains provided limited evidence for barley

dividing rectangular structure B10. Another came from slot

and oat although the latter may be wild oat. Non-cereal crops

B[696] excavated through drove road R12. The remaining

comprised uncommon seeds of Celtic/broad beans and large-

samples came from features associated with three ditched

seeded vetch/bean/pea. The remaining charred macroplants

enclosures. Two samples originated from features (OA17)

included a wide range of weed seeds representing principally

within the original enclosure (EN1), from pit B[449] and

species of arable ground as well as tubers. The assemblage

possible cooking pit B[1615]. A third sample came from slot

comprised goosefoot, black bindweed, knotgrass/dock, wild

B[608] excavated through enclosure ditch B:G35, associated

radish, scentless mayweed, vetch/vetchling/tare, nettle and

with the second phase of enclosure (EN2). Finally four samples

grasses including false oat-grass.

came from features related to the final phase of enclosure
(EN3). Two came from sections B[173] and B[195] excavated

Trackway 13 (R13)

through enclosure ditch B:G20, and two more came from

A:G35: ditch slot A[2254], A<257>, fill A[2253]

slot B[829] and slot B[863], excavated through a ditch which

The examined sample from ditch slot A[2254], excavated

formed a partition through the enclosure (EN3).

through holloway/drove road R8, contained a relatively small

The samples contained small quantities of charred

concentration of charred macroplant remains. The assemblage

macroplant remains, with the density of the samples varying

consisted of infrequent poorly preserved cereal grains including

from 0.40 items per litre of soil processed in ditch slot B[696]

wheat/barley and grains which could not be identified. Chaff

to 6.55 items per litre (possible cooking pit B[1615]). The

was also sparse and consisted of glume wheat species (either

remains were poorly preserved. The charred macroplant

emmer or spelt). The weed seed flora included uncommon

assemblage consisted of a large percentage of cereal grains

seeds of goosefoot and dock as well as grass seeds.

(60.12% of the total macroplant remains) with chaff
representing 16.13% and weed seeds accounting for 23.75%.

Ditch 1 (D1)

Wheat accounted for the majority of the identified grains, but

B:G29: ditch slot B[298], B<1003>, fill B[299]; ditch slot B[350], B<1004>, fill
B[351]

small quantities of barley and possible oat were also present.

Open Area 15 (OA15)

or fragmentary to be identified to species level. Small grains

B:G1: midden B[970], B<1061>; midden B[1015], B<1067>

with a rounded morphology characteristic of bread/club wheat

Open Area 14 (OA14)

were recorded in two samples – a single grain in ditch fill

B:G4: external occupation layer B[963], B<1053>

B[299] and a single grain in posthole fill B[1505]. Thirteen

Building 10 (B10)

grains more typical of glume wheat species, either emmer or

B:G69: posthole B[1504], B<1125>, fill B[1505]

spelt, were also found. Wheat chaff elements were present in

Enclosure 2 (EN2)

ten samples, though fewer than five glumes and spikelet forks

B:G35: ditch slot B[608], B<1020>, fill B[609]

Trackway 12 (R12)

B:G22: ditch slot B[696], B<1036>, fill B[697]

Ditch 4 (D4)

B:G16: ditch slot B[829], B<1031>, fill B[830]
B:G14: ditch slot B[863], B<1032>, fill B[864]

A large proportion of the grains of wheat was either too pitted

were recorded in eight of them. Posthole fill B[1505] produced
the largest assemblage with just over 50 wheat chaff fragments.
Thirteen were identified to spelt and four could be either spelt
or emmer. The remaining wheat chaff components were too
badly preserved to be identified. Fourteen grains of hulled
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barley and two fragmented barley rachis nodes were recorded.

proportion of the grains. The cultivated pulses consisted almost

Single grains of possible oat were also evident in three samples.

entirely of Celtic/broad beans.

However, no diagnostic floret bases were found, so it was
impossible to confirm if the grains represented the wild or the

PERIOD 8: LATEST IRON AGE/EARLY ROMAN,

cultivated taxa. No pulses were recorded in these samples.

c AD 10–150

Wild plant seeds were infrequent and a very limited species

Introduction

range was recorded. The small assemblage was made up mainly

Although the chronology of period 8 is not all clear, it has

of weeds of cultivation or waste/disturbed ground and included

been separated into two phases (phases 1 and 2). Twenty-eight

knotgrass/dock, black bindweed, wild radish, vetch/vetchling/

samples were analysed from features attributed to period 8, a

tare, medick/clover and goosefoot. Black bindweed is a typical

period associated with the establishment of a new enclosure

arable weed. Ditch fill B[830] contained a small amount of whole

(EN4) in the south-west corner of the site during phase 1,

and fragmented capsules of wild radish. Although the plant is

followed by its extension (EN5) during phase 2.

a likely weed from cultivated or disturbed ground, it could also
have been consumed. Infrequent tubers of false oat-grass, which

Enclosure 4 (EN4), Ditches 10–12 (D10–D12)

indicate ungrazed grassland, as well as a seed of ribwort plantain,

wild. However, hazel was identified amongst the assemblage of

A:G52: ditch slot A[7/011], A<53>, fill A[7/015]
A:G41: ditch slot A[2034], A<230>, fill A[2021]
A:G39: ditch slot A[2221], A<251>, fill A[2220]; ditch slot A[2242], A<256>,
fill A[2243]
A:G134: ditch slot A[2108], A<234>, fill A[2107]

wood charcoal fragments, and the nut could have been brought

Five samples were examined from ditch slots associated with

back to the site amongst the collected fuel wood.

EN4, including east–west ditch A:G52 and ditches forming

could represent plants growing in the vicinity of the site. A single
hazelnut shell fragment might indicate food gathered from the

The presence of chaff fragments and seeds is indicative

various internal divisions, such as ditch A:G41, ditch A:G39

of cereal-processing waste in the vicinity of the features.

and ditch A:G134. Although charred macroplant remains

However, given that the remains were present in such a low

were commonly found in the samples, the item density was

concentration, it is not possible to interpret the specific type

small, ranging from 1.80 to 4.20 items per litre of processed

of activities to which they relate. It is likely that the remains

soil. Cereal grains dominated the assemblage (55.75% of the

represent a background of domestic detritus. Some could have

total macroplant remains) with a mixture of barley and wheat,

derived from accidental burning, such as the small assemblage

including free-threshing bread-type wheat. Glume wheat

of grain recovered in potential cooking pit fill B[1616]. Some

(including possible spelt) was recorded through the presence

of the crop-processing waste could have also been deliberately

of chaff. The assemblage of pulses, which accounted for 9.80%

used as fuel. The remains were poorly preserved, suggesting that

of the total macroplant remains, consisted of Celtic/broad

they were not intentionally placed but that they accumulated

beans, possible garden pea and some indeterminate vetch/bean/

over time in the features.

pea. Charred weed seeds and tubers were relatively numerous
(25.77%); the assemblage consisted mainly of seeds from

PERIODS 7–8

plants from disturbed (including cultivated places) ground,

Field System 4 (FS4)

including goosefoot, black bindweed, knotgrass/dock, wild

A:G205: pit A[1095], A<177>, fill A[1097]

radish, scentless mayweed, vetch/vetchling/tare, nettle and

The isolated pit A[1095] was related to FS4 and located at the

grasses, including false oat-grass. Possible seeds of rush suggest

head of the valley. It contained a rich assemblage of charred

a wetland environment.

macroplant remains with an estimated 1673 items and a high
projected density of 83.64 items per litre of soil processed.

Open Areas 38, 41 and 46 (OA38, OA41 and OA46)

Cereal grains made up 71.79% of the total macroplant remains

seeds of bedstraw, grass and possible buttercup. Half the cereal

A:G136: pit A[2226], A<254>, fill A[2226]
A:G138: pit A[2022], A<240>, fill A[2023]
A:G47: ditch slot A[31/001], A<52>, fill A[31/002]
A:G132: pit A[2134], A<238>, fill A[2134]
A:G15: erosion deposit A[2118], A<237>, fill A[2068]

grains could not be identified. Nonetheless, wheat represented

Four samples from features related to various activities,

the major cereal with both glume wheat and free-threshing

including salt production, within EN4 as well as a sample

bread-type wheat recorded. Barley accounted for a smaller

originating from an eroded area at the entrance of EN4

with cultivated pulses accounting for 27.68%. No chaff was
present and weed seeds were very sparse (0.53%), including
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contained small to moderate quantities of charred macroplant

The best-represented periods in term of macroplant

remains consisting of charred cereal remains (grains and chaff)

remains are the Early Neolithic and the Middle and Late

and charred weed seeds. The density was again small, ranging

Bronze Ages. The evidence for the Early Neolithic period

from 1.4 to 4.8 items per litre of processed soil. The material

indicates that the crop economy was not entirely dependent

was similar to the previous samples with the exception that

on a single cereal. The pit deposits produced grains of wheat

cultivated pulses were less frequently recorded in these samples.

(mostly glume wheat, including emmer) and barley (including
both naked and hulled varieties). Large legumes, seeds of flax

Enclosure 5 (EN5), Open Areas 47 and 42
(OA47 and OA42)

and hazelnut shell fragments were also recorded. Pit A[777]

A:G53: ditch slot A[6/018], A<55>, fill A[6/018]

assemblage of grain, perhaps representing a deliberate deposit.

A:G289: ditch slot A[6/012], A<54>, fill A[6/011]
A:G133: pit A[2087], A<233>, fill A[2095]

differed from the other pits in that it produced a very large
It appears that during the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze
Age periods, cultivation of cereals was largely abandoned – or

Three samples were analysed from features located within EN5.

at least was not represented in the study area – a trend observed

While two samples came from ditch slots, the third originated

in many part of the British Isles during this period.

from cremation pit A[2087]. The item density in these samples

The evidence for the Middle Bronze Age demonstrates a

was again low, and the array of charred macroplant remains

well-established agricultural economy. The results showed the

emulated the previous samples. The cereal assemblage was made

reintroduction of cereals (wheat and barley) and the appearance

up of grains of wheat, including glume wheat (either emmer or

of new crops, with large amounts of cultivated pulses (mostly

spelt) and free-threshing bread-type wheat, as well as possible

Celtic/broad beans). This practice of mixed farming, with a range

barley. Based on the chaff, spelt was tentatively identified

of crops cultivated, continued during the Late Bronze Age.

through the presence of glume bases. Occasional pulses,

Although the environmental evidence for the transitional

including large-seeded vetch/bean/pea and possible garden

Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age period and the Middle

pea, were recorded. The small weed flora consisted of species

Iron Age periods was less significant than for the Late Bronze

associated with disburbed ground and arable cultivation,

Age, a new field system dating to the Middle Iron Age showed

including fat hen, knotgrass/dock, black bindweed, scentless

that involvement with farming was still important. Spelt was

mayweed, plantain, vetch/vetchling/tare and seeds of grass.

now cultivated and, although commitment to pulse farming

Possible seeds of rush suggest a wetland environment.

seems to have ceased with the beginning of the Iron Age, the

The remains probably represented background scatters of

activity would have been reintroduced sometime during the

crop waste from accidental burning during the final stages of

Middle Iron Age and Roman period. The material from Roman

crop processing or food preparation.

contexts was as not as dense. Nonetheless, the results are typical
of a small traditional Roman community with the cultivation

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the macroplant remains, carried out on a

of hulled wheat, barley and leguminous plants.
In conclusion, the evidence from the samples has enabled

selection of Early Neolithic as well as Later Neolithic to Roman

us to build up an impressive picture of the arable history of the

samples, was intended to characterise agricultural practices by

site. Furthermore, it has allowed us to characterise agricultural

establishing the range of crops cultivated and used and how

activities such as crop processing and potential storage, and

this changed over time. It also aimed to examine the natural

to make comparisons with contemporary assemblages. It has

vegetation and to document potential wild food resources.

also, however, highlighted certain gaps in our knowledge. To

The analysis has yielded an enormous amount of

improve the picture, sampling should now target periods for

information. It has provided a panorama of the plants –

which the records regarding plant resources are either lacking

cultivated and wild plants – exploited by the inhabitants of the

or limited. This includes the Middle Neolithic to Early Bronze

site in a region not well published for most of these periods.

Age and the Iron Age and Roman periods. Samples dated to the

Overall, the plants were similar to the species recorded on other

Early Neolithic as well as the Middle and Late Bronze Age have

contemporary sites located in south-east England. Nonetheless,

produced rich assemblages of macroplant remains; sampling

given the small amount of available documented results on

should now target deposits rich in well-preserved chaff and weed

plant resources of prehistoric and Roman communities in

seeds as these will help to identify more precisely the types of

Sussex, the findings from the study area are very important.

cereals cultivated and the agricultural practices followed.
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Period
Taxonomic identifications

English names

Cereal grains

1

3

4

5

NI

AF

%

NI

AF

%

NI

AF

%

NI

AF

%

99.07

56

3

89.00

672

28

11.73

3838

18

39.10

6

2

3

2

1

1

15,251

15

Hordeum vulgare L

barley – hulled

10

1

Hordeum vulgare L

barley – possible hulled

4

1

Hordeum vulgare L

barley – possible naked

119

2

Hordeum vulgare L

barley

1672

7

27

4

374

10

cf Hordeum sp

possible barley

1105

5

59

10

13

3

Hordeum sp

barley – sprouted

9

1

Hordeum sp/Triticum sp

barley or wheat

Triticum dicoccum Schübl/spelta L

emmer/spelt wheat

Triticum cf dicoccum Schübl/spelta L

58

2

4

Triticum sp

possible emmer/spelt
wheat
emmer/spelt wheat –
sprouted
free-threshing breadtype wheat
wheat

956

7

82

cf Triticum sp

possible wheat

1045

3

Cerealia indet

indet cereal

5124

13

46

2

Triticum dicoccumSchübl/spelta L
Triticum aestivum type

Cereal chaff
Hordeum vulgare sp

barley – rachis frag

Triticum cf dicoccum Schübl

possible emmer wheat

Triticum spelta L

spelt wheat

Triticum cf spelta L

possible spelt wheat

Triticum dicoccum Schübl/spelta L

emmer/spelt

20

5

5138

6

20

2

54

1

3

0.30

1

6

3

211

8

95

12

610

7

13

1

3

36

5

10

300

12

6

6

83

6

387

23

2185

18

85

13

1266

17

16

2

1.50

13

5

44

3

2

2

1

1

7

3

144

10

59

13

909

14

Cerealia indet/Poaceae

4

1

152

11

Cereal coleoptile/detached
embryo
Cerealia indet

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3829

16

1091

11

1

1

12

3

1376

13

446

5

740

6

46

1

1412

8

189

2

300

15

398

11

26

2

indet cereal – detached
embryo

Oeliferous/fibre crop

15

1

Linum usitatissimum L

flax

12

1

cf Linum usitatissimum L

possible flax

3

1

17

6

Edible pulses

0.10

0.11

12.90

0.01

0.01

66.89

11.11

cf Pisum sativum L

possible garden pea

Vicia faba L

broad bean/Celtic bean
– halves or less
broad bean/Celtic bean
– whole
broad bean/Celtic bean
– frag
vetch/bean/pea

4

8

4

Pea family – most likely
cultivated

5

1

64

8

0.42

7

2

11

1137

26

19.86

3621

19

36.89

15393

16

100

63

4

100

5725

30

100

9816

20

100

Vicia faba L
cf Vicia faba L
Vicia sp/Pisum sp
Fabaceae

Weeds
Total

1

Table 6.27 Abundance of macroplant remains from Lower Hoddern Farm, Keymer Avenue and Seaview Avenue, periods 1–5. NI = number of items (in the
cases when the flots were large, the number of items is estimated from the subsample examined); AF = absolute frequency of taxa in the samples
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Period
Taxonomic
identifications
Cereal grains

English names

6

7

8

NI

AF

%

NI

AF

%

NI

AF

%

282

8

52.41

553

24

45.82

420

13

54.40

4–6
SVP10<2>
NI
%

7–8
BHT09<177>
NI
%

82

1201

Hordeum vulgare L

barley – hulled

25

7

21

9

18

Hordeum vulgare L

barley – possible hulled

12

4

7

4

11

63.08

Hordeum vulgare L

barley – possible naked

Hordeum vulgare L

barley

34

4

57

cf Hordeum sp

possible barley

5

3

98

Hordeum sp

barley – sprouted

Hordeum sp/Triticum sp

barley or wheat

6

Triticum dicoccum Schübl/
spelta L
Triticum cf dicoccum
Schübl/spelta L
Triticum dicoccum Schübl/
spelta L
Triticum aestivum type

emmer/spelt wheat

4
11

Triticum sp

possible emmer/spelt
wheat
emmer/spelt wheat –
sprouted
free-threshing breadtype wheat
wheat

cf Triticum sp
Cerealia indet

4

35

4

3

11

6

6

4

5

10

5

1
310

2

2

4

3

13

6

42

8

40

14

36

11

possible wheat

30

6

43

11

8

2

5

93

indet cereal

156

8

401

19

283

13

43

604

57

6

271

19

111

10

Cereal chaff
Hordeum vulgare sp

16

barley – rachis frag

10.60

2

2

4

3

Triticum cf dicoccum Schübl possible emmer wheat

3

1

8

4

22.45

Triticum spelta L

spelt wheat

1

1

13

4

Triticum cf spelta L

possible spelt wheat

5

3

35

6

26

5

Triticum dicoccum Schübl/
spelta L
Cerealia indet/Poaceae

emmer/spelt

46

5

155

18

56

7

56

9

29

7

1

1

1

1

47

8

Cereal coleoptile/
detached embryo
Cerealia indet

indet cereal – detached
embryo

1

1

1

1

Oeliferous/fibre crop
flax

cf Linum usitatissimum L

possible flax

Edible pulses

7

cf Pisum sativum L

possible garden pea

Vicia faba L

broad bean/Celtic bean
– halves or less
broad bean/Celtic bean
– whole
broad bean/Celtic bean
– frag
vetch/bean/pea

Vicia faba L
cf Vicia faba L
Vicia sp/Pisum sp
Fabaceae

7

2

33
4

14.38

1.19

0

Linum usitatissimum L

71.78

1.30

2

8

4

2

2

6

0.66

4

Pea family – most likely
cultivated

6.09

0.00

463

9

4

3

3

2

228

1

1

101

1

1

125

32

7

3

1

1

3

27.68

Weeds

191

8

35.50

375

23

31.07

193

13

25.00

48

36.92

9

0.54

Total

538

8

100

1207

24

100

772

13

100

130

100

1673

100

Table 6.28 Abundance of macroplant remains from Lower Hoddern Farm, Keymer Avenue and Seaview Avenue, periods 6–8, estimated after the number
of items. NI = number of items (in the cases when the flots were large, the number of items is estimated from the subsample examined); AF = absolute
frequency of taxa in the samples. Samples SVP<2> and BHT09<177> derive from features that can be only broadly dated
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6.8 CHARCOAL
Dawn Mooney

METHODOLOGY
All samples were processed in their entirety in a flotation tank,
and the residues and flots were retained on 500µm and 250µm

INTRODUCTION

meshes respectively. These were air-dried prior to sorting.

On the basis of the post-excavation assessment of the charcoal

Both flots and residues were passed through geological sieves

remains from the site (Allott 2010), 66 samples from the three

(4mm, 2mm, 1mm, 500µm and 250µm) and were scanned at

main excavations (BHT09, SKP06 and SVP10) were selected

low magnification using a stereozoom microscope in order to

for charcoal analysis, representing the following periods:

separate the charcoal from other macrobotanical, biological and
artefactual remains. Charcoal fragments of greater than 4mm in

•

Early Neolithic (c 3700–3300 BC): 10 samples

size from both the residues and flots were selected for analysis.

•

Early Bronze Age (c 2250–1500 BC): 4 samples

•

Middle Bronze Age (c 1500–1150 BC): 23 samples

remains where the total number of fragments of suitable size

•

Late Bronze Age (c 1150–800 BC): 10 samples

was less than 100, were analysed from each sample. Fragments

•

Transitional Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age (c 800–

of charcoal were fractured along three planes (transverse, radial

400 BC): 7 samples

and tangential) following standardised methodology (Gale

•

Middle Iron Age (c 400–100/50 BC): 7 samples

& Cutler 2000). Specimens were viewed under a stereozoom

•

Roman (c AD 10–150): 4 samples

microscope at ×5–×45 magnification for initial grouping, and

•

Unphased: 1 sample

an incident light microscope at magnifications up to ×400

One hundred charcoal fragments, or the full quantity of

to facilitate identification. Taxonomic identifications were
The samples examined were associated with a range of

assigned by comparing suites of anatomical characteristics

features including Neolithic and Early Bronze Age pits, Middle

visible with those documented in reference atlases (Hather

Bronze Age dwellings, cremations, storage pits and cooking

2000; Schoch et al 2004), and by comparison with modern

pits, Late Bronze Age hearths, Iron Age and Roman activity

reference material held at the UCL Institute of Archaeology.

areas, along with droveway and field system ditches and other

Identifications have been given to species where possible,

pits from all periods of the site. This wide range of features was

but genera, family or group names have been given where

chosen in order to give insights both into everyday life and into

anatomical differences between taxa are not significant enough

ritual and religious practices throughout the occupation of the

to permit satisfactory identification. Where identifications were

site, as well as to contribute to a discussion of the environment

uncertain owing to poor preservation or limited size of charcoal

and environmental change. The analysis of these samples was

specimens the identification is preceded by ‘cf ’, denoting

undertaken with the aim of contributing to the discussion of

‘compares with’. Nomenclature used follows Stace ( 1997).

the following research questions:

RESULTS
•

•

•

which woods were selected for fuel use, were different

PRESERVATION

taxa selected for use as fuel in domestic and industrial

While the quantities of charcoal recovered from the samples

hearths, and did these practices change over time? How

varied from small quantities in several samples to well in excess

were the local woodland resources utilised and managed

of 100 fragments in others, the preservation of the charred

during the different phases of occupation?

wood remains was in general fair to good. Charcoal remains

what was the character of the wooded environments in

from the earliest periods of the site suffered deterioration

the vicinity of the site, and how did these change over

commensurate with their age, and in general the preservation

the period of occupation? For example, is there evidence

of charcoal fragments improved in later contexts. Across all

of woodland clearance which could be linked to an

periods, low levels of mineralisation and sediment accretion

intensification of settlement and/or agriculture?

were observed, but this rarely limited the identification

was there a clear selection of particular woody taxa for

potential of the assemblage. Further to this, some of the

use as fuel in the Middle Bronze Age cremations, and

charcoal remains exhibited distortion linked to the process of

how does this compare to other similarly dated cremation

charring, which precluded the possibility of identification of

cemeteries in the region?

some specimens. The quantity of unidentifiable fragments in
each sample is recorded in Table 6.29.
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SUMMARY OF RECORDED TAXA

PERIOD 1: EARLY NEOLITHIC, c 3700–3300 BC

Table 6.29 records the fragment frequencies of each taxon

Open Area 43 (OA43)

observed in the assemblage per sample, while Table 6.30
The charcoal assemblage was dominated by hardwood species,

A:G245: pit A[635], A<102> and A<104>; pit A[786], A<120>; pit A[1202],
A<189>
A:G246: pit A[648], A<100>; pit A[774], A<115>; pit A[783], A<119>
A:G247: pit A[21], A<7> and A<8>; pit A[644], A<105>

with only one softwood species present (Taxus baccata, yew).

Ten samples were analysed from this period, representing three

The anatomical structure of the charcoal fragments analysed

groups of Early Neolithic pits in the north-east of the site:

from the Peacehaven excavations was consistent with the

A:G245, large pits with burnt primary fills; A:G246, small

following taxa:

pits with burnt primary fills; and A:G247, other small pits. In

records the periods of the site in which these taxa were present.

general these samples produced low quantities of charcoal, with

Identified to species:

no more than 72 fragments of suitable size for identification

Aceraceae: Acer campestre, field maple

(A<8>). A<105> produced only five fragments of charcoal. Oak

Betulaceae: Carpinus betulus, hornbeam; Corylus avellana, hazel

and Maloideae charcoal was recorded in all samples from this

Celastraceae: Euonymus europaeus, spindle tree

period. In addition, a wide range of taxa were recorded across

Fagaceae: Fagus sylvatica, beech

all the samples, with no clear patterns corresponding with the

Oleaceae: Fraxinus excelsior, ash

groupings of the pits. Wild cherry/blackthorn and alder were

Rosaceae: Prunus spinosa, blackthorn

also frequently identified. Other taxa recorded comprised

Taxaceae: Taxus baccata, yew

beech, ash, hazel, rose, privet/honeysuckle, hornbeam and
willow/poplar. Numerous fragments from the Early Neolithic

Identified to genus:

samples were distorted by the charring process to the extent

Betulaceae: Alnus sp, alder; Betula sp, birch

that identifications could not be made, accounting for up to

Fagaceae: Quercus sp, oak

50% of the assemblage (in A<104>).

Rosaceae: Rosa sp, rose; Prunus sp, wild cherry, blackthorn
Ulmaceae: Ulmus sp, elm

PERIOD 2: LATER NEOLITHIC, c 3500–2250 BC
No samples were analysed from this period for charcoal identification.

Identified to subfamily:
Rosaceae: Maloideae, including Crataegus monogyna, hawthorn;

PERIOD 3: EARLY BRONZE AGE, c 2250–1500 BC

Malus sp, apple; Pyrus sp, pear; Sorbus sp, rowan, whitebeam

Open Area 53 (OA53)

Identified to higher classification:

A:G238: shaft pit A[1195], A<187> and A<188>
A:G253: pit A[323], A<62>

Oleaceae/Caprifoliaceae: Ligustrum/Lonicera – no distinction

The Early Bronze age period of occupation at the site was

possible between Ligustrum sp, privet, and Lonicera sp,

represented in the charcoal analysis by four samples, each

honeysuckle.

containing 50–100 fragments of suitable size for identification.

Salicaceae: Salix/Populus – no distinction possible between Salix

Two samples were analysed from the secondary and tertiary fills

sp, willow, and Populus sp, poplar.

of an Early Bronze Age shaft pit, A[1195]. The majority of the

As has been stated in the method section above, in some cases

charcoal assemblage from this pit was composed of oak, with

the differences between genera are not significant enough to

small quantities of ash, Maloideae, wild cherry/blackthorn, alder

identify wood remains conclusively to genus level. For this

and birch also present. One sample from the primary fill of an

reason, wood of the Salicaceae family is referred to here as

Early Bronze Age pit, A[323], also contained a majority of oak,

Salix/Populus (willow/poplar), and no further division is given

in addition to ash, Maloideae and alder fragments.

of the subfamily Maloideae (hawthorn, apple, pear, rowan,
whitebeam). In the following text, taxa are referred to by their

Trackway 1 (R1)

English common names, with the exception of the Maloideae

A:G223: pit A[910], A<163>

which are given their subfamily name.

The assemblage from pit A[910], a deposit with placed
cattle bones in a pit cut by a droveway ditch, contained large
quantities of both Maloideae and oak fragments, with wild
cherry/blackthorn and hazel also present.
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Site code

Group no

A:G211

B7

FS1

A:G89

B6

C:G2

A:G213

A:G216

B2

A:G223

A:G253

A:G238

A:G247

A:G246

A:G245

Parent context no

A[783]

P

Feature type

A[817]

CR?

C[69]

A[813]

D

A[813]

CR?

A[987]

P/CR

CR?

A[987]

A[1105]

A[992]

A[910]

A[323]

A[1195]

P/CR

PT?

PT

SD

PR

SD

SD

C[71]

A[819]

A[816]

A[814]

A[988]

A[1006]

A[1106]

A[993]

A[912]

A[325]

A[1199]

A[1194]

A[645]

P

A[644]

A[22]

A[22]

A[782]

A[772]

A[650]

P

A[21]

A[774]

P

P

A[648]

P

A[787]

P

A[1204]

A[786]

A[1202]

P

A[639]
A[641]

A[635]

Context no

P

P

Sample no
C<2>

A<135>

A<92>

A<91>

A<159>

A<158>

A<179>

A<157>

A<163>

A<62>

A<188>

A<187>

A<105>

A<8>

A<7>

A<119>

A<115>

A<100>

A<189>

A<120>

A<104>

A<102>

Quercus sp
-

-

-

-

81

70

3

42

20

34

80

69

1

19

9

16

2

4

14

3

6

22

Fagus sylvatica
2

Fraxinus excelsior
5

1

2

2

2

6

2

Ulmus sp
1

Rosaceae cf Rosa sp
1

cf Maloideae group
84

52

106

27

22

84

39

7

5

9

28

11

2

6

20

2

27

4

6

Prunoideae Prunus sp
17

9

1

8

2

3

1

2

13

2

1

1

4

7

cf Corylus avellana
6

1

2

5

Alnus sp
5

1

2

2

2

1

6

3

1

Betula sp
1

1

1

Ligustrum vulgare/Lonicera
1

Corylus/Alnus
1

1

cf Carpinus betulus
3

Salix/Populus
3

1

Indeterminate distorted
2

12

5

3

2

7

5

4

4

5

17

9

2

15

15

6

1

6

4

15

16

16

19

108

57

110

110

100

100

48

72

56

105

90

5

72

42

27

10

52

20

68

30

51

Total

cf Euonymus europaeus

Taxus baccata

Acer cf campestre

Prunus cf spinosa/domestica

Table 6.29 Fragment frequencies of each taxon observed in the assemblage per sample

Feature type codes: CR = cremation; EO = external occupation; F = furnace/kiln/oven; P = pit (unspecified); PK = pit (cooking); PQ = pit (quarry); PR = pit (refuse/rubbish); PT = pit (storage); R = road; SD = structured deposit; SN = non-structural cut; SP = structural cut (posthole); TH = tree hole/bole

SVP10

Middle Bronze
Age
BHT09

OA53

Late Neolithic/
Early Bronze Age
BHT09

R1

OA43

Land use

BHT09

Early Neolithic
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Site code

Group no

A[1746]

PR

PR

A:G18

A:G129

PR

A:G 8

OA77

A[1578]

PK

A:G10

SP

SN

A[2199]

A[1576]

A[2171]

A[528]

SN

A[2197]

A[1577]

A[2172]

A[528]

A[528]

A[118]

OA61

A[117]

SN

A:G164

A[1117]

OA57

A[1114]

A[1014]

A[1012]

A[630]

A[610]

A[593]

A[602]

A[596]

A[99]

A[98]

A[164]

A[164]

A[672]

A[522]

A:G232

PR?

A[1013]

SD?

A[629]

A[1011]

CR

A:G256

A[609]

A[592]

SD?

CR

A:G240

CR

A[601]

CR

A:G197

A[595]

A[97]

CR

A:G192

A:G189

PR?

PR?

A[165]

A[671]

A[521]

C[216]

C[178]

Context no

B8

S9

OA66

A:G166

F

A:G165

F

P

A:G163

SD

A:G173

C[217]

TH

OA57

C[177]

Parent context no

TH

Feature type

OA56

C:G25

Sample no
A<247>

A<200>

A<193>

A<192>

A<245>

A<78>

A<77>

A<28>

A<180>

A<162>

A<161>

A<99>

A<98>

A<95>

A<97>

A<96>

A<24>

A<23>

A<30>

A<29>

A<85>

A<76>

C<15>

C<13>

Quercus sp
5

71

55

58

13

7

37

92

54

15

17

86

55

55

60

82

1

51

75

74

9

5

2

1

Fraxinus excelsior
4

10

1

3

2

17

1

Ulmus sp
90

cf Maloideae group
5

8

18

4

2

1

2

21

32

13

2

2

2

Prunoideae Prunus sp
11

3

9

3

7

6

1

3

1

1

cf Corylus avellana
20

9

5

1

1

2

Alnus sp
29

14

25

9

1

2

Betula sp
4

Ligustrum vulgare/Lonicera
1

Corylus/Alnus
4

Salix/Populus
2

4

Acer cf campestre
3

1

6

Indeterminate distorted
2

8

6

10

8

2

5

6

5

12

9

16

22

7

9

2

11

2

3

9

27

99

100

100

63

11

42

106

66

56

39

100

76

103

101

108

14

53

89

80

11

14

4

100

Total

cf Euonymus europaeus

Taxus baccata

cf Carpinus betulus

Prunus cf spinosa/domestica

Rosaceae cf Rosa sp

Fagus sylvatica

Table 6.29 continued

Feature type codes: CR = cremation; EO = external occupation; F = furnace/kiln/oven; P = pit (unspecified); PK = pit (cooking); PQ = pit (quarry); PR = pit (refuse/rubbish); PT = pit (storage); R = road; SD = structured deposit; SN = non-structural cut; SP = structural cut (posthole); TH = tree hole/bole

BHT09

Late Bronze Age

BHT09

Land use

OA3
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Site code

OA60

BHT09

A:G205

A:G39

D11

FS4

A:G35

R8

A[1095]

A[2242]

D

P

A[2221]

A[2254]

A[2022]

D

D

P

A[80]

A[30]

PR

PT

A[30]

PR

Context no
A[1097]

A[2243]

A[2220]

A[2253]

A[2023]

A[84]

A[32]

A[31]

A[1844]

B[1052]

B[1051]

B[972]

A[1056]

A[1079]

A[1081]

C[11/005]

C[114]

C[89]

C[47]

A[985]

Sample no
A<177>

A<256>

A<251>

A<257>

A<240>

A<21>

A<13>

A<12>

A<214>

B<1099>

B<1098>

B<1051>

A<121>

A<173>

A<124>

C<1E>

C<4>

C<3>

C<1>

A<152>

Quercus sp
2

56

43

108

44

3

108

97

67

57

23

66

3

-

-

20

17

19

2

8

Fraxinus excelsior
2

Ulmus sp
1

cf Maloideae group
14

2

15

7

32

24

24

12

29

1

5

1

4

9

57

Prunoideae Prunus sp
21

4

1

49

28

7

37

17

8

9

2

Prunus cf spinosa/domestica
11

cf Corylus avellana
40

3

Alnus sp
4

2

3

1

Betula sp
4

2

0

5

12

1

3

13

Corylus/Alnus
1

1

1

3

14

3

11

cf Carpinus betulus
1

Salix/Populus
1

1

Acer cf campestre
1

2

Taxus baccata
4

9

1

Indeterminate distorted
12

15

3

2

2

3

12

9

12

7

17

11

4

5

5

8

64

57

45

110

76

14

110

99

110

100

100

100

100

48

8

100

43

39

49

78

Total

cf Euonymus europaeus

Ligustrum vulgare/Lonicera

Rosaceae cf Rosa sp

Fagus sylvatica

Table 6.29 continued

Feature type codes: CR = cremation; EO = external occupation; F = furnace/kiln/oven; P = pit (unspecified); PK = pit (cooking); PQ = pit (quarry); PR = pit (refuse/rubbish); PT = pit (storage); R = road; SD = structured deposit; SN = non-structural cut; SP = structural cut (posthole); TH = tree hole/bole

BHT09

Unphased

A:G138

OA41

A:G143

A:G141

OA40

A[1843]

B[1050]

CR?

P

A:G153

P

B:G2

FS3

B[1050]

EO?

B:G4

BHT09

A[1056]

B[971]

A[1078]

SP

EO

PQ

A:G226

C1[1/005]

PQ

A[1080]

C[91]

C[117]

PQ

P

OA14

Late Iron Age/Early
Roman
BHT09

A[985]

C[46]

Feature type

PQ

R

Parent context no

A:G226

C:G4

A:G79

Group no

SKP06

Middle Iron Age

OA5

Land use

SVP10

Early Iron Age

R1
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Samples were analysed from features within three Middle

Period
2

2/3

4

5

6

7

8

Quercus sp

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Fagus sylvatica

X

Fraxinus excelsior

X

X

X

X

Ulmus sp

X

Rosaceae cf Rosa sp

X

cf Maloideae group

X

X

X

X

X

X

Prunoideae Prunus sp

X

X

X

X

X

X

Prunus cf spinosa/domestica

X

cf Corylus avellana

X

X

X

X

Alnus sp

X

X

X

X

X

Betula sp

X

X

X

Ligustrum vulgare/ Lonicera

X

Corylus/Alnus

X

X

cf Carpinus betulus

X

X

Salix/Populus

X

Taxa recorded

Bronze Age roundhouses. Samples from storage pits A[992]
and A[1105] produced very dissimilar assemblages. The
assemblage from A[992] was dominated by oak, with only a
very small amount of wild cherry/blackthorn charcoal also
recorded. A small quantity of oak fragments were also recovered

X

X

from the material from feature A[1105], but the vast majority

X

of the assemblage comprised Maloideae fragments, with wild
cherry/blackthorn also present. The remaining five samples
X

associated with the roundhouses were from cremations,
including a pit containing a human cremation (A[987]). In
samples belonging to A:G213 the dominant taxon in the

X

assemblage was Maloideae, to the almost complete exclusion
X

of other taxa. Samples from A[987] also produced a substantial
X

quantity of Maloideae charcoal, but in these cases oak made
up the majority of the assemblage. There was little further

X

variation in the composition of these assemblages, with wild

X

Acer cf campestre

X

X

X

cherry/blackthorn and willow/poplar also recorded.

Open Area 66 (OA66)

X

X

X

X

Taxus baccata

X

cf Euonymus europaeus

X

X
X

Table 6.30 Presence of woody taxa by period

Levels of distorted fragments in the Early Bronze

A:G189: A[595], A<96>; A[601], A<97>
A:G192: A[592], A<95>
A:G197: A[609], A<98>
A:G256: A[629], A<99>

In addition to the cremation deposits within the roundhouses,
five samples were analysed from cremations in a Middle
Bronze Age cremation cemetery centred on a junction of
three droveways in the west of the site. Three of the samples

Age samples were much lower than in the previous phase,

originated from cremations in the centre of the cemetery

accounting for a maximum of 15% of the samples (in A<188>).

(A:G189 and A:G192), while features A[609] and A[629] were
outlying burials. In all five samples, oak was the dominant

PERIOD 4: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE, c 1500–1150 BC

taxon identified, with Maloideae and ash also present. As has

Twenty-three samples were analysed from the Middle Bronze

been observed above in the cremations within the roundhouses,

Age period of the site, by far the largest number of samples

the range of taxa recovered from these samples was limited,

examined from any period of occupation. These samples

with the only further taxa recorded being small quantities of

represented a variety of activities, including domestic features

blackthorn, privet/honeysuckle and willow/poplar.

from roundhouses, cremations both within structures and in
the cremation cemetery OA66, tree clearance, and storage,
refuse and cooking pits. The majority of the samples analysed
produced at least 50 charcoal fragments of suitable size
for identification, although a few produced fewer than 20.
Generally only a small number of fragments per sample were
unidentifiable owing to distortion during charring.

Building 16 (B16), Open Area 57 (OA57) and
Structure 9 (S9)
A:G173: A[521], A<76>
A:G163: A[671], A<85>
A:G165: A[165], A<29> and A<30>
A:G166: A[97], A<23> and A<24>
A:G240: A[1011], A<161>; A[1013], A<162>

Eight samples from working areas and their associated storage,

Buildings 2, 6 and 7 (B2, B6 and B7)

refuse and cooking pits were analysed in addition to those

A:G216: A[992], A<157>
A:G89: A[1105], A<179>
A:G211: A[987], A<158> and A<159>
A:G213: A[813], A<91> and A<92>; A[817], A<135>

from ritual deposits dating from the Middle Bronze Age
occupation of the site. All these samples produced fewer than
100 fragments of charcoal suitable for analysis. Oak charcoal
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was present in all samples, and was the dominant taxon

These samples were taken from fills of a Middle Bronze Age

in many. Maloideae charcoal made up the majority of the

working hollow in the south-east of the site, which appeared

assemblage from the fill of refuse pit A[97]. While alder was

to have been infilled by being used for refuse disposal in the

found only in small amounts in the fire or cooking pit A[165],

Late Bronze Age. The charcoal assemblage from these samples

this taxon accounted for a larger proportion of the charcoal

consisted mostly of oak charcoal, although Maloideae and wild

fragments identified from samples from the probable pond

cherry/blackthorn were also recorded.

barrow S9 in the east of the site. Hazel, Maloideae and ash
were also identified in these samples. Ash was also found in the

Open Areas 61 and 77 (OA61, OA77)

assemblage from A[521], and hazel in the fire pit fill samples.

A:G10: A[2171], A<245>
A:G18: A[1576], A<192>, A<193> and A<200>
A:G129: A[2199], A<247>

Fragments of Maloideae and wild cherry/blackthorn charcoal
were also recorded.

In the Late Bronze Age settlement area in the south-west of

Open Area 3 (OA3) and Field System 1 (FS1)

the site, samples from a hearth, A[2171], and a refuse pit,

C:G25: C[177], C<13>; C[217], C<15>

A[1576], were analysed. The hearth material contained oak,

C:G2: C[69], C<2>

Maloideae and wild cherry/blackthorn charcoal, along with

Two samples from tree throws at Seaview Avenue were

smaller quantities of hazel, birch and field maple. The refuse

analysed, representing Middle to Late Bronze Age tree clearance

pit samples were very similar to one another in composition,

of the site. Feature C[177], interpreted as a burnt-out tree

producing mostly oak and alder fragments. Field maple was

stump, yielded an assemblage almost entirely composed of elm

also recorded in both samples, and Maloideae, hazel, ash and

charcoal, with a very small amount of oak also present. Material

wild cherry/blackthorn were observed. A sample from the fill

analysed from tree throw C[217], which did not display

of storage pit A[2199] in the area to the east of this settlement

evidence of burning, yielded only a very small quantity of

area produced fragments of oak, Maloideae, wild cherry/

charcoal, comprising oak and Maloideae fragments. A further

blackthorn and hazel/alder charcoal.

sample from the fill of a field system ditch, C[69], in this area
also produced a limited quantity of charcoal of suitable size for

PERIOD 6: TRANSITIONAL LATE BRONZE AGE AND

identification, resulting in a small assemblage composed solely

EARLY IRON AGE, c 800–400 BC

of Maloideae fragments.

Open Area 5 (OA5)
C:G4: C[46], C<1>; C[91], C<3>; C[117], C<4>; C[11/005], C<1E>

PERIOD 5: LATE BRONZE AGE, c 1150–800 BC

These samples came from the fills of an elongated possible

The Late Bronze Age occupation of the site was represented in

quarry pit cut into the northern ditch of droveway R9, in

the charcoal analysis by ten samples, which produced variable

which a fire had been set and subsequently raked out. The

quantities of charcoal fragments of suitable size for identification.

charcoal analysis of samples from this feature produced a
varied assemblage, composed of oak, Maloideae, wild cherry/

Building 8 (B8), Trackway 1 (R1)

blackthorn and birch. These taxa were recorded in all four

A:G232: A[1114], A<180>
A:G79: A[985], A<152>

samples, and were found in relatively even proportions. Hazel/
alder fragments were also recovered from three of the samples.

The assemblage from the fill of refuse pit A[1114] in
roundhouse B8 was mostly composed of oak, with wild cherry/

Open Area 60 (OA60)

blackthorn also present. A further sample was analysed from

A:G226: A[1080], A<124>; A[1078], A<173>
A:G228: A[1056], A<121>

A[985], the metalling of the droveway R1 which ran south-east
to north-west across the site to the south of roundhouse B8.

This material was recovered from a working hollow to the

The charcoal assemblage from this sample consisted mostly

north of droveway R1, representing the fills of pits within

of Maloideae, with fragments of oak, wild cherry/blackthorn,

the working hollow (A:G226) and the disuse and infilling of

alder, hornbeam and willow/poplar.

the feature (A:G228). The fill of a pit of unknown function,
A[1080], produced a very small quantity of charcoal, identified

Open Area 57 (OA57)

as Maloideae and wild cherry/blackthorn. Maloideae charcoal

A:G164: A[117], A<28>; A[528], A<77> and A<78>

was also found in the fill of another pit in this area, feature
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A[1078], along with alder, although a large quantity of

pit A[2022], and from D11, which divided the interior of the

charcoal remains from this sample were unidentifiable owing to

enclosure). A further sample was taken from the disuse fill of

distortion during charring. A wider range of taxa was recorded

one of the ditches of droveway R8, feature A[2254]. All four

in the assemblage from A[1056], representing the disuse of the

of these samples contained mostly oak charcoal fragments.

working hollow. The material from this sample was composed

Maloideae charcoal was also recorded, as were hazel/alder and

mostly of Maloideae and wild cherry/blackthorn, but also

field maple.

contained oak, field maple, yew and spindle tree fragments.

DISCUSSION
PERIOD 7: MIDDLE IRON AGE, c 400–100/50 BC

The samples analysed from the Peacehaven excavations for the

Seven samples from the Middle Iron Age occupation of the

most part comprised charcoal remains from contexts other

site were analysed for charcoal identification, and six of these

than those representing primary burning events, and as such

were split into a sequence of phases. Samples from the working

were likely to consist of amalgams of remains resulting from

hollow OA14 in the Keymer Avenue excavation area were

fuel wood used in domestic and or industrial hearths. While

assigned to period 7, phases 1–2a, while samples from OA40

this does not lend itself to a discussion of the selection of wood

were assigned to period 7, phase 2c. Field System 3 (FS3) was

taxa as fuel for specific purposes, it does allow for a broad

in use throughout this period.

discussion of the general use of wood as fuel at the site, and
the composition of local wooded environments being exploited

Open Area 14 (OA14)

for firewood. However, there are exceptions to this from the

B:G4: B[971], B<1051>
B:G2: B[1050], B<1098> and B<1099>

Middle Bronze Age occupation of the site, where primary

All three samples contained both oak and Maloideae charcoal.

burnt tree stump, and several cremations. A further possible

Hazel was also found, and B<1098> produced a relatively large

cremation dates from the Middle Iron Age. Below, the results

quantity of hazel fragments, of which a proportion was identified

presented by period above are discussed thematically, focusing

as small roundwood. Other taxa found in these samples included

on fuel wood procurement and management, woodland

ash, elm, wild cherry/blackthorn, birch and yew.

clearance and environmental change, and the use of wood in

burning events were represented by cooking or fire pits, a

funerary practices.

Open Area 40 (OA40) and Field System 3 (FS3)
A:G141: A[30], A<12> and A<13>
A:G143: A[80], A<21>
A:G153 A[1843], A<214>

FUEL WOOD SELECTION

Neolithic and Early Bronze Age
The composition of the Early Neolithic charcoal assemblage

Both of the samples from refuse pit feature A[30] contained

shows that a wide range of fuel woods were selected in this

only oak charcoal. Analysis of material from storage pit A[80]

period, probably encompassing a large proportion of the woody

recorded a small assemblage comprising oak, Maloideae and

taxa that made up the local woodland and woodland margin

birch fragments. A further sample from this area was analysed,

environments. These samples contained the widest range of taxa

taken from a possible cremation inserted into a field system ditch,

found in any period at the site. The majority of the woody taxa

A[1843]. The main taxa identified in this sample were oak and

observed in the samples are good fuel woods, and it is possible

Maloideae, with wild cherry/blackthorn and birch also noted.

that other native woods which are not as suitable for fuel have
been selected against. Elm and lime were not represented in

PERIOD 8: LATEST IRON AGE/EARLY ROMAN,

the assemblage, despite the fact that these samples pre-date the

c AD 10–150

decline of these taxa in the region (Somerville 2003). Alder,

Open Area 41 (OA41), Trackway 8 (R8) and Ditch 11
(D11)

however, which is generally considered to be a poor firewood

A:G138: A[2022], A<240>
A:G35: A[2254], A<257>
A:G39: A[2221], A<251>; A[2242], A<256>

because of its high moisture content (Edlin 1949), was present
in five of the samples analysed. This indicates the exploitation
of damp, wetland margin environments for fuel procurement

The Late Iron Age/Early Roman period of use of the site was

purposes, as well as dry woodland and woodland margins.

represented in the charcoal analysis by four samples, three of

The proportions of different taxa found in the Early Neolithic

which were taken from features within EN4 (from the fill of

samples indicate that oak, Maloideae and wild cherry/
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blackthorn were the most commonly used fuel woods, with

Several samples from this period were taken from fire

other woods represented by only a few fragments, such as rose,

or cooking pits and hearths. The assemblages from the fire

privet/honeysuckle, hornbeam and willow/poplar. Some taxa,

or cooking pits in the working hollow S9 produced a mixed

such as hazel and willow, and possibly also oak, may represent

assemblage dominated by oak, though also containing hazel,

the remains of structural elements such as wattle screens, but

Maloideae and ash. One sample from a Late Bronze Age hearth

the evidence in these samples alone is insufficient to identify

produced a similar assemblage, in which wild cherry/blackthorn,

this wood use conclusively.

birch and field maple were also recorded. While these samples

A very similar assemblage of wood charcoal was found

were taken from primary burning contexts, their mixed nature

in the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age samples, suggesting

cannot engender a discussion of specific fuel wood selection

continuity in both the composition of local wooded

in these contexts. Rather, they indicate that the assemblages

environments and the selection of woody taxa for fuel use

recovered from instances of secondary deposition of fuel remains

between these two periods. A single sample from this period

are indicative of the woods used for fuel in the study area.

originated from a possible ritual context, a deposit of placed
cattle bones in a pit cut by a droveway ditch. However, the

Iron Age and Roman period

charcoal assemblage from this sample did not provide evidence

Into the Iron Age and Roman phases of use of the site, the

for any change in selection of firewood, and as such is unlikely

charcoal assemblage continued to be dominated by oak,

to result from any ritual burning activity associated with the

Maloideae and wild cherry/blackthorn, with a similar range

placing of the bones. The range of woody taxa recovered from

of species present in smaller quantities. This is consistent

the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age samples is comparable

with charcoal remains from this period from other sites in the

with other local sites from the same period, such as Redhill

area (eg Drewett 1982b). With the exception of one possible

(Berzins 2002a), Saltwood Tunnel (Alldritt 2006c), Mile Oak

cremation, discussed below, all the samples analysed from this

Farm (Berzins 2002b), Bullock Down (Drewett 1982b) and

period again represented secondary deposition of fuel wood

Westhampnett (Gale 2006).

remains. However, while the species composition of these
remains was consistent with the remains from earlier periods,

Middle and Late Bronze Age

there was an increase in the quantity of birch and hazel/alder

The majority of Middle and Late Bronze Age material analysed

charcoal recorded. A proportion of the hazel/alder charcoal

originated from contexts representing either refuse dumps

recovered consisted of small roundwood, indicating the possible

or infilling of pits and ditches, and the resultant charcoal

management of local hazel stands through coppicing, but

assemblages were likely to consist of assorted remains of fuel

the predominance of other taxa suggests that any woodlands

from a variety of domestic and industrial purposes. Across

managed in this way were maintained for the production of

these samples, oak remained the dominant taxon, as was

wood for structural purposes rather than for firewood. It was

observed in the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age charcoal

only in the Iron Age phases that yew and spindle tree were

remains. Again, the exploitation of taxa including Maloideae,

recorded in the charcoal remains from the study area. These

wild cherry/blackthorn, hazel and ash was evidenced. During

species have not been identified in many previous analyses

the Late Bronze Age, a greater range of taxa was observed in

of charcoal remains from Iron Age/Roman sites in the area

the assemblage, with alder, hornbeam, willow/poplar and field

(eg Challinor 2006a; 2006b; Barnett 2009), and the absence

maple present. Of these, only field maple was not present

of yew in archaeological charcoal remains compared to its

in the earlier samples from the site, although there was an

presence in the modern downland environment, along with

increase in the frequency of alder and willow/poplar, two wood

beech and juniper, has been noted by Berzins (2002c). The yew

types known for their poor burning qualities (Edlin 1949).

tree is known to have had symbolic associations throughout

These woods thrive in damp environments, and their presence

history, particularly with death and immortality (Baker 1996),

here suggests that damp woodland and wetland margin

and as such its presence in these contexts could have resulted

environments were increasingly exploited for fuel wood during

from a religious or ritual burning event. However, the nature

the Bronze Age in the study area. In general, however, there

of the assemblage originating from contexts not representing

was much continuity in the most common fuel woods in the

primary burning limits the significance of this find.

Neolithic and Bronze Age at the site.
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ENVIRONMENT AND WOODLAND CLEARANCE

seen in Table 6.30, a range of woody taxa representing different

The predominance of oak in the charcoal assemblage

wooded environments was present in all periods of the site, with

throughout the occupation of the site indicates that local

the variation in trees represented decreasing only in the Roman

woodland resources were plentiful. Oak was often reserved for

deposits. Studies of colluvial deposits and molluscan remains

construction purposes because of its strength and durability

from nearby sites in Sussex have suggested that woodland

(Taylor 1981), and its utilisation here as fuel indicates that

clearance in the area began in the Bronze Age, but only became

this tree was abundant in the landscape. As well as large

widespread in the Early Iron Age (Rudling 2002c; Somerville

trees such as oak and ash, it seems that woodland margin

2003), and it is likely that the limited tree flora observed in the

and hedgerow taxa were also common in the area. However,

Roman period samples from the study area is related to this

other taxa often associated with hedgerows and woodland

process of environmental change. Unfortunately, however, the

margins, such as dogwood (Cornus sanguinea) and buckthorn

small Roman charcoal assemblage from the study area precludes

(Rhamnus cathartica/Frangula alnus), were absent from the

a more detailed examination of this landscape development.

charcoal assemblage, which may indicate either their absence
or rarity, or negative selection of these species during fuel wood

CONCLUSION

procurement. The presence of alder and willow/poplar charcoal

The wood charcoal assemblage from the study area indicated

in samples from various phases suggests that damp woodland

that both the local wooded environment and the woody taxa

and/or wetland margin environments were also exploited for

exploited for fuel changed little over several thousand years of

fuel procurement. However, considering the abundance of

occupation and land use at the site. Dry woodlands, woodland

wood charcoal from woods with better burning qualities it is

margins and damp woodland or wooded wetland margins existed

possible that these taxa arrived in the charcoal assemblage as

within the local environs and were utilised for fuel procurement

remains of structural elements or artefacts which were burnt

from the Neolithic to Roman periods. Oak, which is a valuable

at the end of their uselife, rather than as woods which were

construction material, was commonly used as fuel in all periods,

collected for fuel use. The presence of alder charcoal in much

indicating that local woodland resources were not under such

smaller quantities in the Middle Bronze Age cooking/fire pits

pressure as to limit this taxon to use for construction alone.

than in deposits from refuse and storage pits could be seen to

Furthermore, it appears that taxa known to make poor firewood,

support this hypothesis.

such as elm, were avoided despite their presence in the landscape.

Middle to Late Bronze Age tree clearance in the study

Evidence of woodland management was not forthcoming from

area was indicated by a number of tree throws in the south

the data recorded, but it is possible that woods such as hazel

of the excavation area. While one of the two samples taken

and willow were managed through coppicing or pollarding for

yielded very little charcoal, a sample from a burnt-out tree

the construction of hurdles and/or wattle and daub structures.

throw produced an assemblage composed almost entirely

Charcoal remains from cremations dating to the Bronze Age

of elm, with one fragment of oak. This certainly indicates

and Iron Age indicated that a much narrower range of taxa was

the presence of an elm tree, but it should be noted that in

utilised in pyre construction than was used as fuel for other

the charcoal assemblage from all periods of the site elm was

purposes. Although the woods found in cremation samples were

represented by only two fragments outside this context. This

also used for fuel across a variety of contexts, it is the almost

suggests that while elm was present in the landscape, it was

complete exclusion of any other taxa in the cremation samples

actively not selected for fuel use owing to its inferior status as

which lends itself to a ritual or religious interpretation of the

a firewood (Edlin 1949). The single fragment of oak in this

choice of these woods in pyre construction. Oak dominated

sample probably represented kindling used to set fire to the

most of the cremation samples, as was the case in most analyses

tree stump. Although it is likely that some clearance of trees for

of charcoal remains from cremation pyres of this period, but the

settlement and agricultural purposes took place at the site, as

almost complete predominance of Maloideae taxa in three cases

evidenced by the accumulation of colluvium in local dry valleys

adds weight to the argument that these woods were also used as a

(Green et al 2010), there was no evidence in the wood charcoal

primary element in pyre construction, rather than as kindling or

remains to suggest that this practice limited access to woodlands

an accidental inclusion.

for fuel wood procurement in the study area, again indicating
that wood resources in the local area were abundant. As can be
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6.9 CREMATED HUMAN BONE

Demographic and pathological data

Lucy Sibun

Both burials appeared to contain the remains of single adult
individuals. Unfortunately, it was not possible to estimate age

INTRODUCTION

more precisely. The assemblages did not contain any sexually

Burnt human bone was recovered from five cremation burials.

dimorphic fragments and no pathological lesions were noted.

Two – A:G211, A[988] and A:G89, A[1106] – have been dated
to period 4 (Middle Bronze Age) and three – A:G133, A[49],

Pyre technology and cremation ritual

A[50] and A[51], located within a single cut – to period 8

The fragments from both burials were charred black, with none

(Early Roman).

of the off-white calcined fragments present that are indicative
of an efficient cremation process (Holden et al 1995a; 1995b).

METHODS

An inefficient cremation can result from a shortfall in the

Recording and analysis of the bone followed the procedures

quantity of wood used for pyre construction, which affects both

outlined by McKinley (2004). Age estimations were carried

the temperatures achieved and the time taken for cremation

out with reference to Bass (1987) and Buikstra and Ubelaker

(McKinley 2010, 16).

(1994). Age estimations were possible only as adult (A). Sex

The larger of the two cremated bone assemblages was

was estimated from the sexually dimorphic traits of the skeleton

recovered from A[988], and weighed 943.5g. Cremation

(Buikstra & Ubelaker 1994).

burial A[1106] produced slightly less at 731.8g. These
weights compare well to assemblages recovered from Bronze

RESULTS

Age cremation burials from Westhampnett, which weighed

The results of analysis are tabulated below (Tables 6.31 and

between 450g and 978g (McKinley 2006, 35). Cremations

6.32) and summarised by period. Further details are housed in

commonly average between 500g and 800g but larger

the archive.

quantities are more consistently found in the Bronze Age
and it has been suggested that time taken for the collection

PERIOD 4: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE, c 1500–1150 BC

of bone for burial may reflect the status of the individual

The first of the cremations burials dating to this period, A:G211,

(ibid, 26). A procedure that involves raking off the upper

A[988], was located within a large pit, cut into the base of a hut

levels of the burnt-out pyre to aid bone recovery has also

platform. The second, A:G89, A[1106], was recovered from one of

been suggested (ibid, 35). The 943.5g recovered from

a series of pits, located around the periphery of a hut platform. In

A[988] represented approximately 58% of the expected

both cases the pits containing the burials have been interpreted as

weight of cremated bone produced by an adult, whilst the

storage pits, with subsequent use for internments.

fragments from A[1106] represented approximately 45%

These cremation deposits were collected and processed as

(McKinley 1993, 285). The quantities recovered from

environmental samples, with sieve fractions of <4mm, 4–8mm

both burials may indicate that the pit fills had not been

and >8mm presented for analysis.

excessively truncated or disturbed.

Context Fragment
no
size (mm)

A[988]

Skull

Axial

Upper
limb

% Whole
Lower Unidentified
assemblage
limb
39.7
4.6

the protection of a vessel, are usually
highly fragmented, with large percentages

3.5

5-8

28.6

18.9

27.2

48.1

146.2

28.5

9-20

31.7

27.1

64.2

61

224.1

43.3

21-30

19.2

4.5

40.9

61.9

13.4

in both these assemblages, the larger

>30

7.9

4.3

18.6

65.9

10.2

fractions produced the majority. In

17.0

10.3

28.3

44.4

0-4
5-8

40.7

9-20

13.1

21-30

58.5
19.1

16.4

37.4

5.1

of the bone assemblage being recovered
943.5

from the smaller fractions. However,

A[988] most (43.3%) came from the
9–20mm fraction and in A[1106] the

52.9

49.1

71.5

31.5

18.7

44.8

23.9

13.7

38.8

83.5

110.1

10.2

41.1

fraction (41.1%). This perhaps supports

8.4

the idea that the pits suffered from

9.4

26.3

>30
% Identifiable material

62.2
45.2

Table 6.31 Summary of results from analysis of Middle Bronze Age cremation burials
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Total
Wt(g)

0-4

% Identifiable material

A[1106]

Unurned cremation burials, without

Wt per skeletal element (g)

731.8

majority was present in the 21–30mm

minimal disturbance after the internment
of the cremations.

CHAPTER 6 SPECIALIST REPORTS

Both burials contained fragments identifiable to skeletal

PERIOD 8: LATEST IRON AGE/EARLY ROMAN,

area and in both cases the proportions represented by each

c AD 10–150

skeletal area were very similar. Skull fragments accounted for

A group of four pots was located in the upper fill of the single

17.0% (A[988]) and 19.1% (A[1106]), whereas fragments of

pit A[133]. Three of these pots, corresponding to contexts

the less robust axial skeleton constituted 10.3% (A[988]) and

A[49], A[50] and A[51], contained human cremated material.

9.4% (A[1106]). In fact, very little of the less dense trabecular
bone that constitutes the majority of the axial skeleton was

Demographic and pathological data

present and this may have resulted from the on-site preservation

The cremated bone from all three pots was analysed separately,

conditions. Upper limb fragments were slightly better

but there were no repeated elements present and it is possible

represented, accounting for 28.3% of A[988] and 26.3% of

that all three assemblages derived from one individual. The

A[1106], and lower limb fragments were predominant in both,

fragments from all three pots appeared to be from adult

44.4% of A[988] and 45.2% of A[1106]. The largest single

individuals but it was not possible to estimate age more

fragment was from a femur recovered from A[988], measuring

precisely. A single fragment of cranium from A[51] displayed

519mm in length. Smaller elements of the skeleton – tooth

male characteristics. No pathology was noted on any fragments.

roots, for example – were recovered fro6m both assemblages.
This may be a reflection of the burial ritual, suggesting en masse

Spatial distribution

collection, rather than hand selection (McKinley 2006, 29), and

The three pots were removed from the field and subjected to

has been noted elsewhere (ibid, 35). No animal bone or other

careful recording and excavation in spits. Bone fragments were

pyre debris was present in the assemblages.

collected per spit and accurate plans drawn at each stage of

Bronze Age cremations are not uncommon in the south-east
of England but many of these, as for example at Westhampnett

the excavation. The excavated fill underwent flotation and all
additional bone fragments recovered were included in the analysis.

(Chadwick 2006, 12) and Pagham (Kirk 1996), are associated

Pot 1 (A[51]) was complete. The top 80mm of fill was almost

with urns. However, despite this basic difference, similarities are

completely devoid of bone, with a concentration of fragments in

evident in both pyre technology and assemblage composition.

the lower fills. The bone appeared to be randomly spread across the
base of the pot, with no distinct patterns evident.
The remaining pots (pot 2, A[49], and pot 4, A[50]) had
both suffered from truncation. In pot 2, bone was recovered

Context no

A[49]
Pot 2

Skull

0-4

10.8

5-8

24.6

7.5

26.1

31.4

9-20

46.6

7.8

30.4

29.6

21-30

42.2

13.5

29.5

30.9

21.7

8.8

24

6.9

7.8

25.8

31.5

>30
% Identifiable material

A[50]
Pot 4

Axial

4.1
34.9

Upper limb Lower limb

Unidentified

% Whole
assemblage

68.4

14.8

71.5

30.1

28.2

26.6

0-4

16.3

5-10

27.9

11.1

30.8

38.2

99

34.8

11-20

35

21.6

15.2

17.2

16.3

17.7

21-30

51.9

16

38.6

25.9

22.3

>30

5.7

2.6

23.2

5.3

28.6

10.7

17.6

42.9

% Identifiable material

A[51]
Pot 1

Wt per skeletal element (g)

Fragment size
(mm)

100.8

2.4

46.7

11.6

5-8

27

16.2

32.9

36.9

56.9

40.1

9-20

46

15.8

28.2

34.9

4

30.4

21-30

20.5

4.8

22.4

11.3

7.9

14.5

6.6

23.4

34.4

>30

5.4
32.1

10.1

535.9

19.7

0-4

% Identifiable material

Total Wt
(g)

593.3

423.4

Table 6.32 Summary of results from analysis of Romano-British cremation burial
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throughout the fill but there was noticeably less towards the

the 10mm fraction, a figure that rises to 69.8% if only the

top. The lowest two spits (3 and 4) contained the majority of

undisturbed burials are included.

the assemblage with spit 3 producing approximately 65% of

All skeletal areas were represented in the three pots and

it. In a similar way to pot 1, the bone was not concentrated in

in similar proportions. The axial skeleton was the least well

specific areas but randomly spread.

represented in all cases, whilst the majority was formed of skull

Despite pot 4 having suffered a small degree of truncation,

fragments in A[49] and A[51] and lower limb fragments in

it produced the largest of the three assemblages of burnt

A[50]. The relatively low proportion of fragments from the axial

bone. The smallest quantities of bone were recovered from

skeleton is expected and common to most cremations, owing

the upper and lower spits (approximately 7% and 10% of the

to the fact that a high percentage of it consists of the less dense

total assemblage respectively). Spits three and four (of five)

trabecular bone, which is more susceptible to poor preservation

produced the largest quantities with approximately 30% of the

conditions. The smaller elements of the skeleton, for example

assemblage each, and also contained the largest concentration

tooth roots or the small bones of the hands and feet, were

of larger fragments. No other obvious distribution patterns

absent. This may reflect the method of bone collection and this

were evident.

scarcity of smaller elements was noted in assemblages from 1st-

Given the relatively small degree of truncation evident in

century AD burials in Kent by McKinley, who suggested that it

the burials and the fact that in all three instances the bone was

resulted from hand-recovery of fragments, rather than any form

concentrated towards the base of the pots, it is probable that

of en masse collection (2010, 18).

little bone was lost as a result of post-depositional disturbance.

Pyre technology and cremation ritual
Approximately 99% of the assemblage was calcined, indicating

6.10 ANIMAL BONE

an effective cremation process (Holden et al 1995a; 1995b).

Gemma Ayton

Considered separately, the weight of cremated bone present
in the three pots (535.9g, 593.3g and 423.4g) represented

INTRODUCTION

approximately 33%, 39% and 26% respectively of the expected

A small assemblage of animal bone, 344 fragments, was

weight of cremated bone produced by an adult. If they are

recovered from the excavations at Lower Hoddern Farm; no

considered as a single individual, the total 1552.86g would

animal bone was recovered from either Seaview Avenue or

represent 96% of the expected weight (McKinley 1993,

Keymer Avenue. The majority of the specimens were collected

285). At Westhampnett, the weight of bone recovered from

by hand and a small number of fragments were retrieved from

undisturbed, urned cremations ranged from 190.0g to 618.3g

soil samples. The assemblage was in a moderate condition with

(McKinley 1997, 250). The weights above would fit well

many specimens showing clear evidence of surface erosion;

within this range, but at Westhampnett, these figures were

some large but no complete fragments were recovered.

considered slightly lower than contemporaneous sites which
produced averages of 899.6g and 619.2g from similar deposits

THE ASSEMBLAGE

(ibid). Whilst some variation is inevitable, it may be that on-

Of the 344 fragments recovered, 228 were identified and

site preservation conditions were partly responsible for the

the number of identifiable species (NISP) counts reveal the

differences. If, however, the three pots contained the remains of

presence of an array of taxa, including cattle (Bos taurus),

a single individual the weight would be comparatively high.

sheep/goat (Ovis/Capra), pig (Sus scrofa), red deer (Cervus

In all three pots, the majority of the bone (30.1%, 34.8%
and 40.1%) was recovered from the 5–8mm fraction. These

elaphus), roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) and greylag goose (Anser
anser) (Table 6.33).

figures are not dissimilar to those noted in comparable 1stcentury AD Kentish cremation burials, which range from

METHODOLOGY

37.6% to 63.5% in the 10mm fraction, but are lower than

The assemblage was recorded and each fragment identified

the average of approximately 50% (McKinley 2010, 18). At

to taxon where possible. Ribs and vertebrae fragments were

Westhampnett, however, the degree of fragmentation was

recorded according to size and classed as ‘large mammal’,

considerably higher, with an average of 55.7% recovered from

‘medium mammal’ or ‘small mammal’. The part and proportion
of bone remaining was noted along with the state of fusion and
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Period

3

4

Taxon

A:G223

A:G238

Cattle

61

8

Sheep/goat

18

Pig

11

Red deer

1

8

9

Rodent

5

onwards, though they are relatively rare from the Neolithic and

1

Bronze Age periods when compared to the numbers recovered
from later periods (Morris 2008). Contemporary ABGs are

3

1997; Clutton-Brock & Jewell 2005). Cattle are the most

Large mammal

35

Medium mammal

58

Small mammal

6

Greylag goose

1

Bird

3

1

111

2

2
1

1

2

commonly occurring taxon in terms of ABGs in the Neolithic
whilst sheep/goat are more frequently found in the Bronze Age
(Morris 2008). ABGs are often interpreted as having a symbolic
meaning and disarticulated remains have sometimes previously
been interpreted as evidence of feasting (Maltby 1990). In this

4
70

have been recovered from sites dating from the Neolithic

primarily recovered from round barrows (Bullock & Allen
1

Total

7

5

Roe deer

Anuran

5

35

1

5

4

Table 6.33 NISP count for all periods

case, no evidence of butchery was noted on the cattle skeleton
though the partial carcass must have been dismembered before
burial. This ABG may have represented a foundation deposit
since pit A[910] was overlain by a stock route or droveway, and

any evidence of burning, gnawing, butchery or pathology. Tooth

the alignment of the two suggests a deliberate association (Hart

eruption and wear was recorded according to Grant (1982). The

2010). A large fragment of worked antler was recovered from

assemblage did not contain any measurable bones.

the base of the pit and has been identified as a long-handled
pick (RF<18>; see detailed discussion in Chapter 6.6, ‘Tools’).

RESULTS

Serjeantson’s review of Neolithic and Early Bronze age faunal

The majority of the assemblage derived from period 3 (Early

remains in southern Britain (Serjeantson 2011) noted that red

Bronze Age). The assemblages from the later periods were

deer antler was often recovered from the base of archaeological

small, composed of unidentifiable bone fragments and teeth,

features. The antlers had frequently been modified into picks

and will not be considered further. The period 3 assemblage

or rakes that were utilised whilst digging pits and ditches on

was recovered from groups A:G223 and A:G238, two,

Neolithic monumental sites. The presence of ABGs and worked

large, shaft-like pits situated on the north side of the Upper

antler strongly suggests that during the Late Neolithic/Early

Piddinghoe valley. The primary fill of pit A[1195], A:G238,

Bronze Age period the site had a symbolic significance, a theory

consisted of sterile chalk overlain by charcoal ash and animal

strengthened by the presence of round barrow Structure 6

bone and capped with a further layer of sterile chalk (Hart

(Barrow 1) in the south-west corner of the site.

2010). The animal bone assemblage was dominated by bones
of sheep/goat, the majority of which were unfused and derived
from a single, neonatal animal. Cattle were represented by teeth
and mandible fragments only and pigs primarily by mandibles,
though one fragment of fibula was also recovered. A single

6.11 RADIOCARBON DATING
Peter Marshall

fragment of femur was identified as greylag goose. No evidence
of butchery was noted though three fragments of unidentifiable

INTRODUCTION

bones were calcified and the assemblage may have represented

Twenty-eight samples were submitted for radiocarbon

the remains of small-scale feasting.

dating: 27 were submitted to the Scottish Universities

The backfill of pit A[910] consisted of redeposited chalk
alongside an assemblage of cattle bones, including the cranium,

Environmental Research Centre, East Kilbride (SUERC)
and one to Beta Analytic.

vertebrae, ribs, a complete right femur and the proximal end
and shaft of a right tibia. Close examination of the assemblage

METHODOLOGY

revealed that the cattle bones probably derived from one

Samples at SUERC were pre-treated using a modified Longin

animal and they have been identified as an associated bone

method (Longin 1971) (animal bone), the acid-base-acid

group (ABG). ABGs can be full or partial articulated skeletons

protocol (Stenhouse & Baxter 1983) (charred plant remains

or disarticulated remains of the same animal, and are defined

and food residues adhering to the interior of pottery sherds)

as deposits with an associated nature (Morris 2010). ABGs

and following the method outlined in Lanting et al (2001)
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(cremated bone). All the samples were converted to carbon

derived from mathematical modelling of archaeological

dioxide in pre-cleaned sealed quartz tubes (Vandeputte et

problems (see below). The ranges in plain type in Table 6.34

al 1996), graphitised as described by Slota et al (1987) and

have been calculated according to the maximum intercept

measured by Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) (Xu et al

method (Stuiver & Reimer 1986). All other ranges are derived

2004; Freeman et al 2010).

from the probability method (Stuiver & Reimer 1993).

Four submitted samples failed in pre-treatment as a result
of insufficient carbon being obtained (Table 6.34).
The single sampled of charred material dated at Beta

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
A Bayesian approach has been adopted for the interpretation

Analytic was pre-treated using the acid/alkali/acid procedure

of the chronology from the Early Neolithic and period 4

(Mook & Waterbolk 1985) and measured by radiometric

activity in the study area (Buck et al 1996). Although the

methods as outlined at http://www.radiocarbon.com/.

simple calibrated dates are accurate estimates of the dates of
the samples, this is usually not what archaeologists really wish

QUALITY ASSURANCE

to know. It is the dates of the archaeological events represented

Both laboratories maintain continual programmes of

by those samples which are of interest. In the case here, it is

quality assurance procedures, in addition to participating in

the chronology of the Neolithic and Bronze Age activity on the

international inter-comparison exercises during the period when

site that is under consideration, not the dates of the samples

the measurements were made (Scott 2003; Scott et al 2010).

themselves. The dates of this activity can be estimated by using
not only the scientific dating information from the radiocarbon

RESULTS

measurements on the samples but also the archaeological

The radiocarbon results are given in Table 6.34, and are

information about the relationships between samples.

quoted in accordance with the international standard known

Fortunately, methodology is now available which allows

as the Trondheim convention (Stuiver & Kra 1986). They are

the combination of these different types of information

conventional radiocarbon ages (Stuiver & Polach 1977). These

explicitly, to produce realistic estimates of the dates of interest.

ages have been calculated using the fractionation correction

It should be emphasised that the posterior density estimates

provided by the d13C values measured on the dated material

produced by this modelling are not absolute. They are

in the AMS. These values include both the natural isotopic

interpretative estimates, which can and will change as further

composition of the sample and fractionation that occurs during

data become available and as other researchers choose to model

laboratory processing. They are not reported. The d13C values

the existing data from different perspectives.

reported in Table 6.34 are those measured on subsamples of

The technique used is a form of Markov Chain

the combusted CO2 by conventional mass spectrometry. In the

Monte Carlo sampling, and has been applied using the

case of cremated bone, the meaning of this value is currently

program OxCal v4.1.7 (http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk/). Details of

unclear, as the natural isotopic ratio of the original bone has

the algorithms employed by this program are available from

been fractionated during both the ancient cremation process

the online manual or in Bronk Ramsey (1995; 1998; 2001;

and by the selective acid digestion of the bone used during pre-

2009). The algorithm used in the models described below can

treatment. It is reported, however, in the hope that its meaning

be derived from the structures shown in Figs 6.25, 6.27 and

will become clear in the future.

6.29 – 6.34.

CALIBRATION

OBJECTIVES

The calibrations of the results, relating the radiocarbon

The radiocarbon programme was designed to achieve the

measurements directly to calendar dates, are given in Table

following objectives:

6.34 and in Fig 6.24. All have been calculated using the
calibration curve of Reimer et al (2009) and the computer

•

to provide a date for the Early Neolithic activity;

program OxCal v4.1.7 (Bronk Ramsey 1995; 1998; 2001;

•

to provide dates for roundhouses;

2009). The calibrated date ranges cited in the text are those for

•

to provide dates for pits;

95% confidence. They are quoted in the form recommended

•

to provide a date for the use of legume/Celtic beans;

by Mook (1986), with the end points rounded outwards to ten

•

to provide dates for cremations;

years. The ranges quoted in italics are posterior density estimates

•

to provide dates for the ceramic assemblages.
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Laboratory code Sample ID
Period 1
SUERC-30726

ASE_DS_00009

SUERC-30727
SUERC-30735

ASE_DS_00010
ASE_DS_00016

SUERC-43285
SUERC-43286

ASE_DS_00157
ASE_DS_00158

Period 2
SUERC-26247

Period 3
SUERC-30716
SUERC-43290

ASE_DS_00001
ASE_DS_00159

SUERC-43291

ASE_DS_00160

SUERC-43292

ASE_DS_00161

Period 4
SUERC-30717
SUERC-30718
SUERC-30719

ASE_DS_00002
ASE_DS_00003
ASE_DS_00004

SUERC-30720
SUERC-30724

ASE_DS_00005
ASE_DS_00007

SUERC-30725

ASE_DS_00008

SUERC-30729
SUERC-30730
SUERC-30736
SUERC-30737

ASE_DS_00013
ASE_DS_00014
ASE_DS_00017
ASE_DS_00018
CONTINGENCY

Period 5
SUERC-30734

ASE_DS_00015

Period 7, ph 2b
SUERC-26246

Material & context

σ13C (‰)

Radiocarbon
age (BP)

Calibrated date
(95% confidence)

carbonised residue from a Plain Bowl sherd in secondary fill A[640]
of pit A[635]
charred Triticum sp in secondary fill A[640] of pit A[635]
carbonised residue from a Plain Bowl sherd in fill A[1204] of pit
A[1202]
charred Triticum dicoccum/spelta from fill A[775] of pit A[777]
charred Hordeum vulgare cf var nudum from fill A[775] of pit A[777]

-28.4

4855 ±35

3710–3530 cal BC

-23.0
-25.9

4815 ±35
4730 ±35

3660–3520 cal BC
3640–3370 cal BC

-24.3
-25.6

4793 ±28
4838 ±29

3650–3520 cal BC
3660–3530 cal BC

carbonised residue on a Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware sherd
from fill C[2020] of pit C[2019]

-27.1

4565±30

3490–3120 cal BC

cattle bone from the secondary fill A[911] of grave-shaped pit A[910]
carbonised residue on an undecorated body sherd of probable
Beaker pottery from A[1199] the secondary fill of shaft-like feature
A[1195]
pig mandible teeth from A[1199] the secondary fill of shaft-like
feature A[1195]
carbonised residue on a body sherd of the moderately coarse fabric
FL6 within a relatively large broken sherd assemblage of DeverelRimbury from A[795], the possible layer of metalling within the
possible pond barrow S9

-22.4*
-31.2

3465 ±35
3751±29

1890–1680 cal BC
2280–2040 cal BC

-21.3**

3561±28

2020–1780 cal BC

-28.3

3240±29

1610–1430 cal BC

charred Triticum sp in fill A[1039] of pit A[1038]
charred Hordeum sp in fill A[1045] of pit A[1044]
carbonised residue from the base of an urn-like vessel of a similar
type to those seen in other Middle/Late Bronze Age groups but in a
slightly unusual fabric – possibly non-local Deverel-Rimbury – in fill
A[951]=A[1006] of pit A[987]=A[952]
calcined cf human bone from fill A[1006] of pit A[987]=A[952]
charred Triticum sp from primary fill A[164] of pit A[165], a ‘singleevent deposit’
charred Vicia faba from primary fill A[164] of pit A[165], a ‘singleevent deposit’
charcoal, Ligustrum/Lonicera sp, in fill A[593] of cremation A[592]
charcoal, cf Maloideae, in fill A[602] of cremation A[601]
charcoal, cf Maloideae, in fill A[1033] of pit A[1032]
charred plant remains, Pisum sp, in fill A[510] of pit A[508]

-22.9
-23.6
-26.1

3015 ±35
3070 ±35
3115 ±35

1400–1120 cal BC
1430–1260 cal BC
1450–1300 cal BC

-21.0
-24.0

3045 ±35
3095 ±35

1420–1210 cal BC
1440–1260 cal BC

-24.4

3060 ±35

1420–1210 cal BC

-27.0
-26.9
-26.3
-25.1

3000 ±35
3065 ±35
3015 ±35
3020 ±35

1390–1120 cal BC
1420–1220 cal BC
1400–1120 cal BC
1400–1130 cal BC

carbonised residue from a post-Deverel-Rimbury Plain Ware pottery
sherd in A[1578] of pottery dump pit A[1576]

-26.0

2965 ±50

1380–1010 cal BC

carbonised residue on a pottery sherd (quartz-rich fabric Q2 from a
broken sherd assemblage of small/moderate size) from B[862]

-27.5

2260±30

400–200 cal BC

Period 7, ph 2c
SUERC-30728

ASE_DS_00011

charred Triticum sp in the fill A[1693] of a posthole A[1692]

-25.8

4890 ±35

3720–3630 cal BC

Evaluation
Beta-192615

PTW04-70

charred material from fill A[70] of ditch A[71]

-25.0
(assumed)

2190±120

520 cal BC – cal
AD 60

Failures
GU22072

ASE_DS_00012

cremated bone from fill A[1697] of posthole A[1696]

GU22066

ASE_DS_00006

GU28831

ASE_DS_000162

GU22079

ASE_DS_00019
CONTINGENCY

carbonised residue on a pottery sherd from fill A[522] associated
with the Deverel-Rimbury structured deposit from cut A[521]
carbonised residue on a pottery sherd from layer A[1056], a later
infilling of a working hollow or hut platform.
charred Vicia sp from fill A[510] of pit A[508]

*other isotopic measurements on sample include: σ15N (‰) = 4.0‰ and C:N = 3.8.

failed insufficient
carbon
failed insufficient
carbon
failed insufficient
carbon
failed insufficient
carbon

**other isotopic measurements on sample include: σ15N (‰) = 7.3‰ and C:N = 3.2

Table 6.34 Radiocarbon results from the study area
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R_Date Beta-192615
Phase evaluation
R_Date SUERC-30728
Phase period 7 ph 2c
R_Date SUERC-26246
Phase period 7 ph 2b
R_Date SUERC-30734
Phase period 5
R_Date SUERC-30730
R_Date SUERC-30729
R_Date SUERC-30720
R_Date SUERC-30719
Phase cremations
R_Date SUERC-30725
R_Date SUERC-30724
Phase pits
R_Date SUERC-30736
R_Date SUERC-30718
R_Date SUERC-30717
Phase roundhouses
R_Date SUERC-30737
Phase settlement
Phase Period 4
R_Date SUERC-43292
R_Date SUERC-43291
R_Date SUERC-43290
R_Date SUERC-30716
Phase Period 3
R_Date SUERC-26247
Phase Period 2
R_Date SUERC-43286
R_Date SUERC-43285
Phase pit A[777]
R_Date SUERC-30735
Phase pit A[1202]
R_Date SUERC-30727
R_Date SUERC-30726
Phase pit A[635]
Phase period 1
Phase Peacehaven
4000

3000

2000

1000

cal BC/cal AD

Calibrated date (cal BC/cal AD)

Fig 6.24 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates from the study area.The distributions are the result of simple radiocarbon calibration (Stuiver & Reimer 1993)

RESULTS

from Iron Age roundhouse Building 3 is also probably part

PERIOD 1: EARLY NEOLITHIC, c 3700–3300 BC

of this episode of activity although the six Early Neolithic

Five measurements (Table 6.34) from four contexts provide a

determinations are not statistically consistent (T’=12.9; ν=5;

basis for dating the Early Neolithic activity in the study area.

T’(5%)=11.1).

The five measurements (SUERC-30726–7, SUERC-30735 and

The model in Fig 6.25 shows good agreement

SUERC-43285–6) from Open Area 43 (OA43) are statistically

(Amodel=116) between the radiocarbon dates and the prior

consistent (T’=8.1; ν=4; T’(5%)=9.5; Ward & Wilson 1978)

information – in this case that the results come from a single

and could therefore all be of the same actual age.

phase of activity (Buck et al 1992). It provides an estimate for the

The residual single charred grain of Triticum sp
(SUERC-30728) from the fill A[1693] of posthole A[1692]
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start of Neolithic activity of 3770–3630 cal BC (91% probability,
Fig 6.25, start_Neolithic) and probably 3690–3640 cal BC (68%
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Boundary end_Neolithic
R_Date SUERC-30728 [A:93]
Phase posthole A[1692]
R_Date SUERC-43286 [A:125]
R_Date SUERC-43285 [A:93]
Phase pit A[777]
R_Date SUERC-30735 [A:95]
Phase pit A[1203]
R_Date SUERC-30727 [A:109]
R_Date SUERC-30726 [A:126]
Phase pit A[635]
Phase OA43
Phase period 1
Boundary start_Neolithic
Sequence Peacehaven period 1 [Amodel:116]
4500

4250

4000

3750

3500

3250

3000

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 6.25 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates from the Early Neolithic activity in the study area. Each distribution represents the relative probability
that an event occurred at a particular time. For each of the radiocarbon dates two distributions have been plotted, one in outline, which is the result of
simple calibration, and a solid one, which is based on the chronological model used. Distributions other than those relating to particular samples correspond
to aspects of the model. For example, the distribution Boundary start_Neolithic is the estimated date when that activity began at the site. The large square
brackets down the left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly

Span Neolithic
0

250

500

750

1000

1250

Interval (years)

Fig 6.26 Probability distribution showing the number of calendar years during which Early Neolithic activity occurred in the study area. The distribution is
derived from the model shown in Fig 6.25

probability). This activity ended in 3645–3470 cal BC (95%

The two measurements (SUERC-43290–1) from the

probability; Fig 6.25, end_Neolithic) and probably in 3640–3595

secondary fill of shaft-like feature A[1195] are not statistically

cal BC (50% probability). The overall span of Neolithic activity

consistent (T’=22.3; ν=1; T’(5%)=3.8) and show that

may have been as much as 1–260 years (95% probability; Fig

its infilling incorporated material of different ages. The

6.26, Span Neolithic), but given the low number of results this

discrepancy between the ages, one on a tooth from a pig

is probably an overestimate (Steier & Rom 2000) and the actual

mandible (SUERC-43291) and the other from a residue on

span may lie closer to 1–150 years (68% probability).

a sherd of Beaker pottery (SUERC-43290), highlights the
problems of dating ceramic assemblages and the need to target

PERIOD 2: LATER NEOLITHIC, c 3500–2250 BC

residues rather than material from the same context.

The date (SUERC-26247) on a carbonised residue from a
Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware sherd from fill C[2020] of

PERIOD 4: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE, c 1500–1150 BC

pit C[2019] suggests that infilling of the feature took place in

Ten results from eight contexts form a coherent group of

3490–3120 cal BC (95% confidence).

Bronze Age activity associated with period 4.
Four results are available from three cremations. A single

PERIOD 3: EARLY BRONZE AGE, c 2250–1500 BC

fragment of Maloideae charcoal was dated (SUERC-30730)

Although not directly dated, the establishment of the Bronze

from fill A[602] of cremation A[601]. A single fragment of

Age Field System 4 (FS4) occurred after the infilling of the

Ligustrum/Lonicera sp charcoal was dated (SUERC-30729)

possible pond barrow Structure 9 (S9) (SUERC-43292)

from fill A[593] of cremation A[592]. Finally, two results are

and deposition of the structured deposit in A[911]

available on a fragment of calcined bone (SUERC-30720)

(SUERC-30716) beneath Trackway 1 (R1). The later of these,

and a carbonised pottery residue (SUERC-30719) from fills

SUERC-43292, provides a terminus post quem for the field

A[1006] and A[951]=[1006], respectively, of cremation pit

system of 1610–1430 cal BC (95% confidence).

A[987]=A[952]. These two results are statistically consistent
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(T’=2.0; ν=1; T’(5%)=3.8), which could indicate the two

1410–1340 cal BC (68% probability). This activity ended in

results are the same age.

1375–1210 cal BC (95% probability; Fig 6.27, end_period_4)

Two samples were submitted from fill A[164] of pit A[165],

and probably in 1360–1255 cal BC (68% probability).

which contained a ‘single-event deposit’ and also contained

The overall span of Bronze Age activity may have been as

Celtic bean (Vicia faba). A single Vicia faba bean produced one

much as 1–195 years (95% probability; Fig 6.28, Span period

result (SUERC-30725), while a single grain of charred Triticum

4) but, given all the dates are statistically consistent (T’=10.5;

sp produced the second (SUERC-30724). These two results are

ν=9; T’(5%)=16.9) and could be the same actual age, the span

statistically consistent (T’=0.5; ν=1; T’(5%)=3.8), which could

is probably much closer to 1–95 years (68% probability).

indicate the two results are the same age.

THE WIDER PICTURE

Three results are available from as many pits associated
with roundhouse Building 6 (B6). A single fragment of

EARLY NEOLITHIC

Maloideae charcoal was dated (SUERC-30736) from fill

A model for the chronology of Early Neolithic activity in

A[1033] of pit A[1032]. A single grain of charred Hordeum

Sussex suggests that new practices began here in 3950–3710

sp was dated (SUERC-30718) from fill A[1045] of pit

cal BC (95% probability; Fig 6.29, start_Sussex_Neolithic).

A[1044], while a single grain of charred Triticum sp was dated

The activity in the study area would therefore seem to be

(SUERC-3071) from fill A[1039] of pit a[1038].

contemporary with the main phase of causewayed enclosure

The model in Fig 6.27 shows good agreement

activity across southern Britain that took place in the 37th

(Amodel=98) between the radiocarbon dates and the prior

century BC (Bayliss et al 2011) and not the initial spread of

information – in this case that the results come from a single

Neolithic things that occurred from the 41st century BC.

phase of activity (Buck et al 1992). It provides an estimate
for the start of Bronze Age activity of 1440–1305 cal BC
(95% probability; Fig 6.27, start_period_4) and probably in
Boundary end_period_4
R_Date SUERC-30730 [A:113]
R_Date SUERC-30729 [A:78]
R_Date SUERC-30720 [A:117]
R_Date SUERC-30719 [A:70]
Phase cremations
R_Date SUERC-30725 [A:115]
R_Date SUERC-30724 [A:93]
Phase pits
R_Date SUERC-30736 [A:101]
R_Date SUERC-30718 [A:111]
R_Date SUERC-30717 [A:101]
Phase roundhouses
R_Date SUERC-30737 [A:106]
Phase settlement
Phase period 4
Boundary start_period_4
Sequence Peacehaven period 4 [Amodel:98]
1600

1400

1200

1000

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 6.27 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates from the Middle Bronze Age activity in the study area. The model is as described in Fig 6.25. The large
square brackets down the left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly

Span period 4
0

100

200

300

400

Interval (yrs)

Fig 6.28 Probability distribution showing the number of calendar years during which Middle Bronze Age activity occurred in the study area. The distribution is
derived from the model shown in Fig 6.27
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Boundary end Sussex Neolithic
=SUERC-43286
=SUERC-43285
=SUERC-30728
=SUERC-30726
=SUERC-30735
=SUERC-30727
Phase Peacehaven
Boundary start_Sussex_Neolithic
Sequence Sussex Early Neolithic
4200

4000

3800

3600

3400

Posterior density dstimate (cal BC)

Fig 6.29 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates with diagnostically Early Neolithic associations.The format is the same as for Fig 6.25.The component sections
of this model are shown in detail in the site archive.The large square brackets down the left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly

CERAMICS

funerary context; third, it is the first Beaker from East Sussex

In order to place the pottery chronology obtained in the study

to be radiocarbon-dated. The date for this sherd is within the

area within a wider context, a review of existing radiocarbon

currency for Beakers in England (Marshall in prep) (Fig 6.32).

determinations relating to Early Neolithic Plain Bowl, DeverelRimbury and post-Deverel-Rimbury plain ware ceramics in

Deverel-Rimbury wares

central southern England was undertaken. This work follows

The dates from A[951] (SUERC-30719) – an intact base of a

on from recent syntheses to provide chronological models for

deliberately placed but truncated vessel (probably of a Deverel-

these ceramic traditions – Early Neolithic Plain Bowl (Bayliss

Rimbury style urn) – and A[795] (SUERC-43292) a body

et al 2011), Deverel-Rimbury (Ladle & Woodward 2009)

sherd of the moderately coarse fabric FL6 within a relatively

and post-Deverel-Rimbury plain wares (Best & Woodward

large broken sherd assemblage of Deverel-Rimbury vessels are

2012). In addition, work on Beakers (Marshall in prep) and

consistent with the currency of Deverel-Rimbury-style vessels

Peterborough Ware (Marshall et al in prep) was used to provide

from central southern England (Ladle & Woodward 2009)

a national context for these traditions.

(Fig 6.33).

Early Neolithic Plain Bowl

Post-Deverel-Rimbury plain wares

The Early Neolithic sherds from A[640] and A[1204] are both

The residue on a large body sherd (SUERC-30734) from a

large unabraded body sherds, but ones from very substantial

pit containing a huge dump of post-Deverel-Rimbury plain

pottery groups with diagnostic Plain Bowl sherds in very

ware pottery in pit A[1576], much of which showed evidence

similar fabric types. The estimated dates for these two sherds

of being production waste, was of a similar fabric type to

(SUERC-30735 and SUERC-30726) is within the currency for

the probable kiln products but, unlike most of the sherds, it

Plain Bowl in southern Britain (Bayliss et al 2011) (Fig 6.30).

showed evidence of use. The date for this sherd is in agreement
with the currency for post-Deverel-Rimbury plain wares in

Peterborough Ware

central southern England (Best & Woodward 2012) (Fig 6.34).

The carbonised residue on a Mortlake-style Peterborough
Ware sherd from fill C[2020] of pit C[2019] is the earliest

CONCLUSIONS

scientifically dated example of this style from England and

Radiocarbon dating has provided a broad chronological

Wales (Fig 6.31).

framework for interpreting activity in the study area. The
direct dates on residues adhering to ceramics are extremely

Beakers

important for developing precise chronologies for the currency of

A carbonised residue on an undecorated body sherd of

prehistoric ceramic styles both on a regional and national scale.

probable Beaker pottery from secondary fill A[1199] of shaftlike feature A[1195] is important for three reasons: first, it
is the first Beaker sherd to be directly dated (residues are
extremely uncommon on Beakers); second, it is from a non281
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Boundary end Plain Bowl
Prior SUERC_30735
Prior SUERC_30727 [A:94]
Phase Peacehaven
R_Date BM-2284R [A:111]
R_Date BM-2283R [A:111]
Phase Wor Barrow
R_Date OxA-4058 [A:102]
R_Date OxA-4057 [A:105]
Phase Staines Road Farm
R_Date GaK-4197 [A:97]
After Padholme Road, Fengate
R_Date HAR-3484 [A:100]
After Gorhambury
R_Date NZA-14576 [A:100]
Phase Eynesbury
R_Date NPL-132 [A:82]
Phase Coygan Camp
R_Date OxA-1402 [A:100]
After Coneybury anomaly
R_Date BM-493 [A:103]
Phase Cherill
R_Date BM-757 [A:103]
R_Date BM-756 [A:99]
After Broom Heath
Phase southern Britain
Boundary start_Plain Bowl
Sequence Plain Bowl
Phase Plain Bowl [Amodel:99]
5500

5000

4500

4000

3500

3000

2500

2000

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 6.30 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates associated with Plain Bowl pottery from southern Britain. The format is the same as for Fig 6.25. The
large square brackets down the left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly

Boundary Peterborough_end
Last last_Mortlake
R_Date SUERC-26247 [A:101]
Phase Peacehaven
First first_Mortlake
Phase Mortlake
Last last_Fengate
First first_Fengate
Phase Fengate
Last last_Ebbsfleet
First first_Ebbsfleet
Phase Ebbsfleet
Boundary Peterborough_start
Sequence [Amodel:106]
4500

4250

4000

3750

3500

3250

3000

2750

2500

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 6.31 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates associated with Peterborough Ware from England and Wales. The format is the same as for Fig 6.25.
The component sections of this model are shown in detail in the site archive. The large square brackets down the left hand-side along with the OxCal
keywords define the model exactly
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Boundary end_england
R_Date SUERC-43290 [A:100]
Phase Peacehaven
Boundary start_england
Sequence Beakers
Phase [Amodel:88]
2600

2400

2200

2000

1800

Posterior Density Estimate (cal BC)

Fig 6.32 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates associated with Beakers from England. The format is the same as for Fig 6.25. The component sections of
this model are shown in detail in the site archive. The large square brackets down the left-hand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly

Boundary end_Deverel-Rimbury
R_Date SUERC-43292 [A:109]
Prior SUERC_30719 [A:99]
Phase Peacehaven
Boundary start_Deverel-Rimbury
Sequence Deverel-Rimbury pottery [Amodel:81]
2000

1800

1600

1400

1200

1000

800

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 6.33 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates associated with Deverel-Rimbury ceramics from central southern England. The format is the same as
for Fig 6.25. The component sections of this model are shown in detail in the site archive. The large square brackets down the left-hand side along with the
OxCal keywords define the model exactly

Boundary end_LBA_Plain_Ware
R_Date SUERC-30734 [A:90]
Phase Peacehaven
Boundary start_LBA_Plain_Ware
Sequence LBA Plain Ware [Amodel:87]
1500

1400

1300

1200

1100

1000

900

800

700

Posterior density estimate (cal BC)

Fig 6.34 Probability distributions of radiocarbon dates associated with post-Deverel-Rimbury plain ware ceramics from central southern England. The
format is the same as for Fig 6.25. The component sections of this model are shown in detail in the site archive. The large square brackets down the lefthand side along with the OxCal keywords define the model exactly
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS
7.1 INTRODUCTION

study area, it is impossible categorically to discount the

During the course of the detailed period-based descriptions and

possibility of settlement of any period on the floor of the valley

discussions presented so far, it has been possible to tease out a

itself. However, the sum of the available evidence suggests that

number of overarching social, cultural and economic themes

the valleys within the study area may have been given over

that transcend period-specific narratives of human occupation

principally to pasture throughout the duration of occupation.

in the study area. It seems appropriate here, therefore, to close

In terms of the local environment, analysis of the mollusca

with a brief reconsideration of the evidence from a thematic

recovered from colluvial sequences demonstrated that a

viewpoint the better to identify the direction and structure of

relatively stable, dry, calcareous grassland environment persisted

future research in the wider area.

within the study area throughout much of its occupation.
This almost certainly reflects an anthropogenically modified
environment, largely cleared of trees, although the charcoal

7.2 LANDSCAPE AND ENVIRONMENT

assemblage certainly indicated a range of wooded habitats in
the wider environs of the study area, including dry woodlands,

The natural topography of the study area can be seen to

woodland margins and damp woodland or wooded wetland

have exerted an influence on activity throughout the area’s

margins. Geoarchaeological analysis of the dry valley sediments

occupation. At a very broad level, the unique geological

contained within the Upper Piddinghoe valley indicated the

and topographic aspects that charactise the environs of the

presence of a small stream channel in the floor of the valley

study area may have proved attractive to settlement from

although unfortunately this channel can only be very broadly

the Mesolithic onwards. Early Neolithic occupation appears

dated to the Early Neolithic–Roman periods on the basis of

to have favoured a strategic upland position, overlooking

associated molluscan assemblages.

the Upper Piddinghoe valley, in the bend between the east–

While both the rate and date of tree clearance within the

west and north–south sections of the valley. Even the rigid

study area remains very poorly defined, the balance of the

alignments of the Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age

evidence suggests clearance was under way during the third

monumental landscape, which at first glance appear to have

millennium BC, perhaps gaining pace during the Later Iron Age

taken no account of the natural topography whatsoever, may

and Roman periods, on the basis of the more limited woodland

have made subtle use of the natural valley form to manipulate

taxa evident in the charcoal assemblages in Roman contexts.

monument visibility from different parts of the site.
Subsequently, during the Later Bronze Age, Iron Age and
Roman periods, settlement and cultivation appear to have
been concentrated on the uplands and the shallower slopes

7.3 CEREMONY AND RITUAL

of the upper margins of the valley system, although there is
convincing evidence for a certain symmetry in the layout of

DEPOSITION

the Later Bronze Age field systems and settlements on either

Undoubtedly the most persistent and pervasive of ritual

side of the valley. By contrast, there is very little evidence for

traditions present in the study area is that of structured

activity either on the steep flanks of the valley itself or in the

deposition, defined here very broadly in terms of the deliberate

valley floor. Admittedly, this might be a factor, in part at least,

deposition of selected material for demonstrably non-utilitarian

of the nature of the investigations at Lower Hoddern Farm,

purposes. The tradition is certainly well attested in the study

with examination of the deep colluvial sequences within the

area from the Early Neolithic onwards and appears to have

main dry valley necessarily limited to trenching. Previous work

persisted throughout the Bronze Age, although there is

on colluvial sequences in the South Downs has highlighted

significantly less evidence for comparable forms of structured

a particular potential for Beaker occupation in valley floor

deposition in Iron Age and Roman contexts. Quite different

locations (eg Bell 1983; Allen 2005b). In view of the relatively

depositional preferences appear to be at work during these

limited investigation of the dry valley sequences within the

later periods. Throughout both the Neolithic and the Bronze
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Age structured deposition appeared to consist primarily of

Age pit deposition is the apparently deliberate incorporation of

deposition in pits. It is important, however, to recognise that

older material. This is most clearly seen in the incorporation of

the apparent predominance of below-ground pit deposition

material from surface middens within pits of Neolithic and Early

may well be a consequence of archaeological survival as much

Bronze Age date but also includes the burial of curated Neolithic

as of particular and deliberate depositional preference. Other

axe fragments in Middle Bronze Age depositional contexts.

forms of structured deposition, on contemporary ground
surfaces, for instance, would remain entirely unrepresented

MORTUARY RITUAL

in the archaeological record in all but the most extraordinary

Evidence for mortuary practice in the study area was limited,

of circumstances. At any rate, while the general mode of

consisting of a small number of cremations of Middle

deposition within pits appeared to remain relatively constant

Bronze Age and Roman date. The extant cremations from

throughout the Neolithic and the Bronze Age, significant

both periods can be fairly confidently related to settlements

variation in the specific manner of pit deposition is evident

within the study area. The majority of Middle Bronze Age

within the excavated corpus of such features in the study area.

cremations, for instance, can be directly related to settlement

To an extent, some of these apparent differences may reflect

1 and occurred both within houses in that settlement and

chronological variation. The gradual trend towards increasing

within a small cemetery a short distance away. There were

formalisation in structured pit deposition, for example, has

clear differences in the composition of the cremations in these

already been touched upon and such patterns are certainly

two depositional contexts: those within buildings produced

evident in the study area. Similarly, it appears that, on the

significantly more calcined bone than those within the

whole, Neolithic and Early Bronze Age pits were excavated

associated cemetery, which may be better interpreted as token

specifically for acts of deliberate deposition, while Later Bronze

deposits of pyre material. It seems probable, therefore, that the

Age depositional practice seemed to revolve around the reuse

cemetery and the buildings were the focus of quite different

of pre-existing features such as storage pits. In this respect,

practices concerning the collection and deposition of cremated

the suggestion that Early Neolithic pit deposition involved

human remains and it is at least possible that elements of

a similar reuse of pre-existing pits is certainly interesting but

the same cremations were present in both locations. At any

further research is required to counter some of the arguments

rate, it is interesting to note that those cremations associated

to the contrary, which are based on demonstrable differences

with buildings occurred within defunct storage pits and can

in comparison to later grain storage pits in pit size, shape,

therefore be related to the long-standing traditions of pit

condition and methods of infilling (Thomas 1999, 64–74).

deposition discussed above.

Issues of initial pit function aside, it may be more

The Roman cremations were located within the Early

appropriate to view the discernible differences in the relative

Roman farmstead represented by Enclosures 4 and 5 (EN4

composition and method of infilling of Neolithic and Bronze

and EN5). Unlike the Middle Bronze Age cremations,

Age pits as a reflection of the intended purpose of specific

which were exclusively unurned, they occurred within small

depositional acts. Early Neolithic and Later Bronze Age

cremation vessels of some antiquity, probably drawn from the

pit deposits in the study area, for example, appear to have

household inventory. In both periods, the cremations appeared

functioned primarily in terms of marking particular events

to represent final acts of deposition, either within individual

in life cycles of occupation and this may be reflected in the

buildings, as in the Middle Bronze Age or, in the context of

choice of material for incorporation in pit deposits, which is

the Roman cremations, within the settlement as a whole. It

dominated by domestic items such as pottery or querns. Early

would appear that the death of individuals and the end of the

Bronze Age pit deposits in the study area, on the other hand,

buildings and settlements that they inhabited were seen as

appear to have functioned principally within the context of

inextricably linked.

changing approaches to land division and ownership and the

The absence of any burial evidence during the Late Bronze

fills of these features contrast sharply with those of both earlier

Age or Iron Age within the study area is entirely consistent

and later periods, being dominated by the deliberately selected

with the wider evidence, which suggests the disappearance

elements of particular animals, with little or no pottery or similar

of archaeologically visible burial rites between the end of the

items of a household inventory such as typify earlier or later

Middle Bronze Age and the beginning of the Late Iron Age

pit deposits. Another notable aspect of Neolithic and Bronze

(Brück 1995; Hill 1995a), but the character of Neolithic
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and Early Bronze Age burial traditions is rather less well

7.4 SETTLEMENT AND SUBSISTENCE

understood. There was certainly no good evidence to suggest
that either of the two round barrows excavated in the study

SUBSISTENCE AND FARMING

area were specifically intended as funerary monuments. Indeed,

Diccon Hart with a contribution by Karine Le Hégarat

within the context of organisation of the wider monumental

The earliest evidence for subsistence dates to the Early

landscape of the study area, these particular monuments might

Neolithic and consists of charred plant remains within a

perhaps be better interpreted as essentially non-funerary in

group of Early Neolithic pits. The evidence from these pits

function, possibly as markers or cenotaphs.

indicates that the crop economy was not entirely dependent
on a single cereal – wheat (mostly glume wheat, including

MONUMENTS, MEMORY AND TRADITION

emmer) and barley (including both naked and hulled varieties)

The existence of an extensive and highly organised monumental

were represented in the Early Neolithic assemblages of charred

landscape across the study area, maintained and modified over

plant remains, as well as legumes, flax seeds and hazelnut shell

a millennium or more, is a clear testament to the continued

fragments. The Early Neolithic is associated with the adoption

importance of ritual and ceremony to the communities which

of farming and a major change in diet, although archaeological

used it, despite the fact that the nature of the rituals represented

evidence for Neolithic plant resources remains uncommon.

both by the individual monuments and the wider landscape

As a result, it is difficult to overestimate the importance of the

as a whole remains frustratingly elusive. Extensive plough

findings from the study area.

truncation and an almost total absence of associated finds or

Arguably one of the most significant aspects of the

environmental evidence has inevitably limited considerations of

archaeology of the study area is the way in which the results of

monument date, form and function to very general descriptions,

the project contribute to our understanding of the origins of

largely based on analogy with other equally poorly dated and

permanent land division in southern Britain. In this respect,

preserved monuments elsewhere. Nonetheless, the organisation

it is perhaps not so much the exceptionally early date for the

and evolution of the Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age

appearance of land division in the study area that is of greatest

landscape remains a key aspect in the history of occupation in

significance but rather the fact that this merely marked the

the study area and a welcome contribution to our understanding

culmination of long-term processes of change in the way land

of the organisation of the wider monumental landscape of

ownership was organised and agreed, processes which spanned

Sussex and the South Downs. Of particular significance are

the first few centuries of the second millennium BC. Similar

the ways in which the individual components of this organised

processes of change have been observed elsewhere, most

landscape articulated not only with one another but with the

notably at Heathrow Terminal 5 (Lewis 2010), but it remains

remains of earlier periods and the profound developments of

the case that sites with taphonomically secure radiocarbon

the subsequent Later Bronze Age. Overall, the impression is

dates confirming the early origins of land division in Britain are

of a deep-rooted respect for tradition and history in which

exceptionally rare.

earlier points in the landscape were continually referenced and

From the Middle Bronze Age onwards, settlement and

retained by later activity. The zone of Early Neolithic pitting in

subsistence came to the forefront of archaeological visibility

the far north-east of the Lower Hoddern Farm site, for example,

in the study area, largely at the expense of the organised

appeared to act as a focus in the development and alignment

monumental landscape of the preceding periods, although,

of the Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age monumental

as stated above, certain individual monuments appeared to

landscape. Similarly, the placement of Early Bronze Age pit

be retained. There is little doubt that the communities of the

deposits in relation to pre-existing monument alignments and

Neolithic and Early Bronze Age were farmers but there was

the subsequent placement of the Middle Bronze Age settlement

very little direct evidence for farming strategies at this time.

1 around ring-ditch Structure 7 (S7) represented deliberate

Even if the subsistence base remained relatively unchanged

attempts to reference the earlier monumental landscape, even

between the Early and Middle Bronze Ages, the appearance

while it was in the process of being carved up by new forms of

of large-scale field systems across the study area by the middle

permanent land division.

of the second millennium BC certainly indicates a profound
and permanent change in the ways in which the exploitation
of the landscape was managed. The arable economy of the
Later Bronze Age included wheat, barley and pulses, while
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the dominance of trackways and stock-sorting complexes

was a rare example of a D-shaped structure which may or

within the associated field systems attested to the importance

may not have represented a workshop associated with pottery

of animal husbandry during this period. The almost complete

production (see below).

absence of any animal bone from Later Bronze Age contexts

In view of the exceptional rarity of Middle Iron Age

necessarily limits any discussion of the precise composition

buildings in Sussex (Hamilton 2003), it is difficult to

of the pastoral economy, though the size and layout of the

overestimate the importance of the six well-preserved

stock-sorting complexes, perhaps coupled with the absence

buildings of this date excavated at Keymer Avenue. Perhaps

of any good evidence for watering holes in the Later Bronze

of even greater significance, however, is the fact that, while

Age landscape, might suggest a predominantly sheep-based

the roundhouse is often regarded as the archetypal Iron

pastoral regime. The Later Iron Age and Early Roman periods

Age building type, five of the six excavated Middle Iron

were characterised by an increasing emphasis on the pastoral

Age buildings in the study area were rectangular structures.

economy and this was reflected in the large-scale reorganisation

These generally consisted of post-built rectangular or square

of the agricultural landscape, marked by the creation of new

buildings, measuring between 7.6 × 7.4m and 14.45 × 8.4m

enclosures and trackways capable of handling large herds.

across, often with bowed ends and occasionally with internal

By contrast, the arable component of the Later Iron Age and

subdivision and roof supports. Broadly speaking, the buildings

Roman economy seemed to be slightly more restricted: wheat

were comparable in construction and layout to contemporary

and barley continued to dominate, although recorded quantities

structures excavated in the Severn Estuary (Bell et al 2000) and

were smaller than those of the Later Bronze Age, and there was

perhaps with some Continental long houses of the period. They

no evidence for the cultivation of other crops such as pulses.

appeared to represent byre houses, providing accommodation
for both livestock and humans, and may have been related

BUILDINGS AND SETTLEMENT

to seasonal occupation within the study area. Only when

There was no good evidence for buildings or settlement within

the commitment to farming in the study area necessitated

the study area before the Middle Bronze Age, though it must

permanent occupation was a roundhouse considered necessary

be said that settlement evidence for these periods remains

and desirable, perhaps as a means of negotiating year-round

exceptionally rare nationally. By contrast, five roundhouses

occupation and the annual agricultural cycle by using the

of Middle Bronze Age date were excavated across the study

circular form and specific orientation of the roundhouse to

area. The Middle Bronze Age settlement pattern was entirely

embody certain cosmological themes. While the difference

consistent with the wider evidence, consisting of a small

between round and rectangular buildings has been interpreted

settlement of three buildings with further isolated outliers, all

chiefly in terms of the changing nature of occupation in

situated within a wider field system. Many of these buildings

the study area, it is notable that a number of Early Iron Age

survived only in fragmentary form but in construction and

rectangular buildings are known elsewhere in the South Downs

layout they all generally conformed to the evidence from

and a localised tradition of rectangular building construction in

elsewhere, both in Sussex and further afield, consisting of

the Iron Age remains a distinct possibility.

roundhouses with internal post-ring roof construction. Only

If the rectangular Middle Iron Age buildings within the

Building 16 (B16) may have represented a variation on this

study area were examples of a rare and unusual type for the

typically ‘Sussex style’ of construction, with possible external

period, the evolution and composition of Middle Iron Age

roof-support posts, although the only partial exposure of

settlement as a whole compared rather better to contemporary

this building necessarily limits any discussion of its specific

settlements elsewhere. This consisted of several functionally

construction. Settlement composition in the Middle Bronze

distinct areas, including dedicated areas for industry, crafts,

Age landscape was again consistent with the evidence from

refuse disposal, accommodation, food storage and livestock.

elsewhere (eg Ellison 1981), consisting of a main residential

In particular, the transition from unenclosed to enclosed

unit with one or more ancillary buildings, set within a small

settlement is a common trait observed across Britain during

ditched compound.

this time.

Late Bronze Age building evidence was, by contrast,

Roman settlement in the study area was consistent with

significantly less well represented though this, again, is

that of the small native farmsteads which were such a common

consistent with the wider evidence (Hamilton 2003). The

feature of the rural landscape of the South Downs during the

only building that could be positively assigned to this period

Roman period. The evidence points to the partial reoccupation
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of elements of the pre-existing Iron Age enclosure system

the South Downs but the story is far from complete. There

following a brief period of abandonment during the Late

are not only significant gaps and uncertainties in the present

Iron Age. However, this period of occupation appeared to

evidence, but ongoing fieldwork and research continues to

be relatively short-lived, for there was no good evidence for

contribute new data by which we can reassess the evidence

occupation in the study area beyond the earlier 2nd century

garnered so far. It is interesting to note, for example, that at the

AD. The partial preservation of the main area of Roman

time of writing additional excavations are in progress on two

settlement in situ necessarily limits discussion of the finer

further sites, immediately to the east and west of the Middle

points of Roman settlement and no good evidence for any

Iron Age enclosure complex at Keymer Avenue. The following

buildings was apparent anywhere in the study area.

paragraphs, therefore, attempt to identify some fruitful
avenues for future research, in order both to contextualise
the archaeology of the study area better and to improve

7.5 PRODUCTION AND INDUSTRY

understanding of the archaeology of the wider region.
Although a significant group of Early Neolithic pits was

Evidence for production and industry in the study area was

present within the study area, the precise character of Early

limited and, where present, appeared to be entirely consistent

Neolithic occupation, both within the study area and in Sussex

with small-scale production within the context of domestic

generally, remains very poorly understood. In particular,

settlement. Evidence for textile production, for instance, was

understanding the ways in which archaeologically observable

apparent during the Late Bronze Age and Middle Iron Age

pit deposits articulate with less easily defined elements of

periods in the form of occasional spindle whorls and loom

Neolithic occupation is a key priority for future research. This

weights, while small-scale salt production was attested from

is a subject that has received considerable attention in recent

the Middle Bronze Age onwards. Given the inland location of

years (eg Anderson-Whymark & Thomas 2012; Munnery

the site, this latter activity would appear to have represented

2013) but much remains to be done. For example, the extent to

the final stage of salt production only, with much of the initial

which Neolithic pits were excavated specifically for depositional

reduction of seawater undertaken in an off-site location,

purposes or represented utilitarian features subsequently reused

presumably closer to the coast or the estuary of the Ouse.

for ritual purposes may well prove a fruitful avenue of research.

Pot production was particularly well attested during the Late

The ways in which pit cluster sites such as that excavated within

Bronze Age in settlement 2 and included misfired wasters,

the study area compare and relate to broadly contemporary

significant quantities of calcined flint, which may or may

activities at nearby causewayed enclosure sites such as

not be evidence for the production of flint temper, and the

Whitehawk Camp is also a subject which would benefit from

D-shaped B15, which may have been a workshop or similar

further research, especially in light of the apparent differences

building. Likewise, the abundance of calcined flint within the

in pottery use and deposition noted above.

Open Area 14 (OA14) working hollow associated with the

The Later Neolithic was very poorly represented in the

unenclosed phase of the Middle Iron Age settlement 3 may

study area and the character of occupation in general and of

have represented activities associated with the production of

certain activities in particular, such as pit deposition, remains

potting temper, although this remains uncertain, given that

imperfectly understood. The ongoing excavations to the east of

much of the fire-cracked flint from this working area was

Keymer Avenue appear, however, to have identified a significant

apparently discarded on the adjacent middens of OA15. It may

number of Peterborough Ware pit deposits which will form a

be more likely that this material was the by-product of other

valuable contribution to our understanding of the character

activities relating to the heating or evaporation of liquids and/

of Middle Neolithic activity in the wider vicinity of the study

or food preparation.

area. Specifically, there is a very real potential to examine more
thoroughly the nature of depositional practice as related to
Peterborough Ware, both in itself and as part of broader trends

7.6 FUTURE RESEARCH

in Neolithic and Bronze Age depositional practice.
The ways in which the articulated and organised landscapes

The examination of some 32ha of a prehistoric downland

of the Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age worked and

landscape has answered many questions about the changing

were used by the communities that built and maintained

character of human occupation through time in this area of

them should be a clear priority for future work. Refining the
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chronologies of monument construction and use and the

to appreciate fully without further comparative evidence. The

ways in which past communities interacted with their own

role of seasonality and the impermanence of settlement at this

historic landscapes have both been highlighted in reassessments

time are also aspects which should be further investigated. In

of the regional evidence for these periods (Garwood 2008).

particular, the suggestion that differences in building form

Within the conceptual framework of the development and

may be related to differences in settlement and occupation is

organisation of landscapes during the later third and earlier

interesting but requires more data either to prove or disprove it.

second millennium BC, the role of changing approaches to

Indeed, many more examples of Middle Iron Age buildings in

land division and ownership is of particular importance and

Sussex and the South Downs are critical to our understanding

further, well-dated, examples of Early Bronze Age boundaries

of local building traditions at this time, which, on the face

and pit deposits comparable to those identified within the

of it, seem to be quite different to the apparent ubiquity of

study are essential to understanding processes of change in

roundhouse construction seen elsewhere in Britain at this time.

the organisation of the landscape during this period. In view

The apparent absence in the study area of evidence

of this, great emphasis must be placed on the importance of

for the distinctive forms of Iron Age structured deposition

large-scale exposures of prehistoric landscapes in order not only

in grain storage pits, so well documented elsewhere, also

to see better how they worked but, perhaps more importantly,

requires clarification, although this may be a consequence,

to identify the exceptionally rare instances of taphonomically

in part at least, of poor bone preservation. The sum of the

secure dating evidence for the establishment of individual

data available suggests tangible differences in approaches and

components of these extensive landscapes.

attitudes to deposition in the study area but the way in which

The specific composition and development of Later

these practices relate to more overt expressions of structured

Bronze Age settlements is also a subject which would benefit

deposition remains unexplained. The nature of Late Iron Age

from further work. In terms of Middle Bronze Age settlement,

occupation in the wider vicinity of the study area is also very

more data are needed regarding the exact function of the

poorly understood; more detailed work on wider settlement

various buildings which make up these settlements and their

patterns at this time may well be the key to understanding why

relationships, both functional and temporal, to one another.

some Middle Iron Age settlements appear to continue into the

The character of the Middle–Late Bronze Age transition has

Late Iron Age, while others seemingly do not.

also been highlighted as a research priority, as has the nature
of Later Bronze Age occupation beyond the South Downs
in Sussex (Hamilton 2003). Late Bronze Age buildings and
settlement are also poorly represented in Sussex and further

7.7 FINAL THOUGHTS

data are required to place the nature of Late Bronze Age

The South Downs have played a long and prominent role in

settlement and architecture within the study area more firmly

the study of later prehistory in southern Britain. At times,

in context.

perhaps, this has been to the detriment of the archaeology

The available evidence suggests that occupation of the

of surrounding zones such as the Weald or the Sussex coastal

South Downs during much of the Iron Age may have been

plain, although some two decades of development-led

quite uneven in its distribution but significantly more data

archaeology are beginning to counter this historic bias towards

are needed to test this assertion. Further fieldwork is certainly

the Downs in narratives of prehistoric Sussex. Certainly, the

necessary to elucidate the specific character of Early Iron Age

rich archaeological resources of the coastal plain are now

occupation in the downland block defined by the rivers Adur

widely appreciated, even if the Weald in some ways still

and Ouse (in which the study area lies) and a similar case can

remains something of an enigma. Even here, however, large-

be made for Middle Iron Age activity. Presently, the extensive

scale investigations at sites at Horley and Broadbridge Heath,

enclosure complex uncovered at Keymer Avenue stands in

near Horsham (Margetts 2013; Swift in prep a) are beginning

relative isolation in the context of a downland landscape only

to challenge some long-held preconceptions regarding the

minimally occupied at this time. The extent to which the

character of prehistoric occupation in the Weald. It is essential,

Middle Iron Age of eastern Sussex can be described in terms

however, that a holistic approach to the archaeology of the

of a dire lack of dynamism (Hamilton 2003, 78) can now

county be maintained. Only developer-led fieldwork can hope

surely be questioned, but the wider implications of the Middle

to furnish us with the large-scale exposures so necessary in

Iron Age activity revealed at Keymer Avenue remain difficult

the examination of past human activity at a landscape scale,
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but with the recent designation of the South Downs as a
National Park it seems unlikely that the pace of development
in the Downs will continue to match that of surrounding
areas. Building for the future may indeed be the best means of
reaching back into antiquity but opportunities for the largescale excavation of prehistoric landscapes in the South Downs,
on a scale similar to that of the study area, may well prove to be
a thing of the past.
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FS2 (Seaview Avenue), 145–46, 175
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Keymer Avenue (SKP06), activity at, 145
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Open Area 11, 164, 166
Open Area 13, 149–51, 152, 184
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Open Area 16, 148–49, 151
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pottery finds, 230–33, 232
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Settlement S3 (Keymer Avenue), 148, 149–51,
180–86, 185, 187
Settlement S3 (Middle Iron Age), 146
subsistence & agriculture, 173–74
Trackway R11 (Keymer Avenue), 158
trackways, development of, 156–58, 157
Middle/Late Iron Age
archaeological background to, 11–12
charred macroplant remains, 258
occupation, nature of, 172–73
molluscan fauna, analysis of, 26–30, 28t–29t
dry valley trench, 26–30, 28t–29t
ecological reconstructions, 27–29, 29t
interpretation of evidence, 29–30
methodology, 26
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radiocarbon dating, 39
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